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TRANSLATOR'S PREFACE.

In this volume I have used, though sparingly, the terms

suggested in the preface to volume II — re-form ate (formate),

ad-formate, transformate. These are applied to single words,

as on p. 30, Kem. 1. When a word is modified by the analogy

of another, it is said to be an ad-formate of it (p. 29, line 7

from the bottom, is an example). In its new shape it is

transformed from the old , or a transformate of it (p. 44,

footnote). Absolutely regarded, it is a re-formate (sometimes,

where there can be no mistake , the simple word formate

stands). Re-formation and transformation are used when not

single words, but groups, come in question (as p. 90, line 6

from bottom); also when certain sound changes are exemplified

by the words cited (as the z in sibunzo ahtozo, p. 40). These

terms may by ugly, but they are so very convenient that their

ugliness will, it is hoped, be forgiven.

In such words as Pali, Prakrit, Gathic the quantity has

not always been marked. It seemed needless to do so when

this had been indicated often enough to ensure its being re-

membered.

The word polysyllable is used to include dissyllables,

unless otherwise implied.



VIII Translator's Preface.

I had hoped to get out this volume by Christmas last.

The delay is due partly to the waste of time in sending proofs

to and fro from Germany, and partly to the almost ceaseless

pressure of other duties.

Mr. Conway's criticism and advice has been very useful

all through, and I take the opportunity of thanking him for it.

W. H. D. KousE.

Cheltenham, May 30, 1892.



CORRIGENDA TO VOLUME 11.

page X line 1 for mascnline read masculine

„ 23 „ 19 n Clasne ., Classes

„ 360 „ 14 „ from below for -ieii- read -ieu-., with stop.

„ 366 „ 5 „ for 116 read 116 —
„ 395 „ 15 „ „ fiSdvr-Tf read fiSd-vT-a

„ 434, footnote 2) „ live „ line

„ 437 line 11 from below for noveji read nove-ji

„ 443 „ 12 „ „ „ Sfl-dq „ flS-tOi

„ 474 „ 13 „ „ „ ijelta- „ gelta

„ 486 „ 9 „ „ „ *snu-di „ *suii-di
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THE NUMERALS.')

§ 164. In the original Indo-Germanic language, the numerals

1 to 999 were expressed in one of three ways. Some were simple

words, as *tri- 'three' (Skr. tri-); some were compounds, as

1) Bopp, Yergl. Gr. II» 55 ff. Schleicher, Compend." p. 477 ff.

Bopp, Tiber die Zahlworter im Sanskr., Griech., Lat., Litth., Goth, und
Altslaw., Abh. der Berliner Akad. 1833 p. 163 ff. Lepsius, tJber den

Ursprung und die Yerwandtschaft der Zahlworter in der Indogerm., Semit.

und der Koptischen Sprache, in 'Zwei sprachvergleichende Abhandlungen',

Berlin 1836, p. 81 ff. J. Grimm, Gesohiohte der deutsoh. Sprache*

167 ff. Pott, die quinare und vigesimale Zahlmethode bei Volkern aUer

Welttheile , nebst ausfuhrlichen Bemerkungen fiber die Zahlworter Indo-

germanisohen Stammes, Halle 1847. Id., Die Sprachverschiedenheit in

Europa an den Zahlwortern nachgewiesen, sowie die quinare und vigesimale

Zahlmethode, Halle 1868. E. Schrader, Tiber den -Tlrsprung und die

Bedeutung der Zahlworter in der indoeurop. Sprache, Stendal 1854.

Zehetmayr, Verbalbedeutung der Zahlworter, als Beitrag zur Be-

-leuchtung des urspriingl. Verhaltnisses der indogerm. Sprachen zum semit.

Sprachstamme, Leipz. 1854. W. "Wackernagel, tJber Zahl und Ziffern,

Michaelis' Ztschr. ftir Stenogr. 1855. Bernloew, Recherches sur

I'origine des noms de nombre japh^tiques et s^mitiques, Giessen 1861.

Krause, TJber den Ursprung und die Bedeutung der Zahlworter, Ztschr.

fiir osterr. Gymn. 1865 p. 867 f. J. Schmidt, TJber einige numeralia

multiplicatira, Kuhn's Ztschr. XVI 430 ff. — Ed. Mil Her, Spraohver-

gleichendes iiber die Numeralia, Fleckeisen's Jahrbuoher fur class. Phil. 97,

p. 585 f. Ascoli, TJber eine Gruppe indogermanischer Endungen, Krit.

Stud. 85 ff. Osthoff, Formassociation bei Zahlwortern, Morph. Tint. I

92 ff. 'J. Baunack, Formassociation bei den indogerm. Numeralieu

mit besonderer Beruckaiohtigung der griechischen , Kuhn's Ztschr. XXV
225 ff. J. Wackernagel, Zum Zahlwort, jfii'd. 260 ff. The Author,
Die Bildung der Zehner und der Hunderter in den idg. Sprachen, Morph-

Unt. V 1 ff., 138 ff., 268.

B rug-mann, Elements. III. 1



The Numerals. § 164.

*dud-deki^ 'twelve' (Skr. dvd-daia) ; and some were expressed

by phrases, as *treies qe tit^cmti qe 'twenty-three' (Skr. trdyak ca

viSatU ca). Simple words existed only for the numbers 1 to 10,

and 100.

We find in the second stage, when the various branches of

the language had begun to develope on their own lines, simple

words for 1000, as Skr. sa-hdsra-m, Gr. Lesb. /£A./l-^ot; but it

is uncertain whether a corresponding form *gheslo- existed in

the proethnic period, or whether the phrase 'ten hundreds' (cp.

Skr. daia-iatf f.) was the sole expression for this number. If

the simple words for 1000 were not earlier than the second

stage, the change was similar to one which took place in Greek,

where Homer's dsud-yn'koi '10,000' was replaced later by /nvpioi.

The word *defcm 'decem' played an important part in the Indo-

Germanic decimal system. It is in the highest degree probable

that the Indo-Germanic elements *-Jcmt- and *-1comt- which appear

in the expressions for multiples of ten (Gr. Dor. fl-y.un and

"Whitney, Sanskrit Grammar, p. 160 if. Spiegel, Gramm. d.

altbaktr. Spr. p. 176 ff. — G. Meyer, Griech. Gr.^ p. 372 ff. The
Author, Gr. Gr. (Iwan MuUer's Handb. II^) p. 135 ff. Ahrens, Ein

Beitrag zur Etymologie der griech. Zahlworter, Kuhn's Ztschr. Till 329 ff.

H. E b e r t
,
Quaestionum de rocabulorum cum numeralibus Graecis com-

positorum formis ac signifioationibus specimen, Spandau 1858. — Stolz,
Lat. Gr. (Iwan MuUer's Handb. II 2) p. 349 ff. Neue, Pormenlehre der

lat. Spr. II 2 p. 144 ff. Merguet, Die Entwickelung der lat. Formen-
bildung p. 132 ff. Aufrecht, Die lat. Zahladverbien auf iens^ Kuhn's

Ztschr. I 121 ff. — Zeuss-Ebel, Gramm. Celt.^ p. 300 sqq. Stokes,
Bezzenb. Beitr. XI 166 ff. — J. Grimm, Deutsche Gramm. Ill 226 ff.,

634 ff. Ic?., liber die zusammengesetzten Zahlen, Germania I 18 ff.

Holtzmann, tlber das deutsche Duodecimalsystem , Germania I 217 ff.

Id., Das Grosshundert bei den Gothen , {bid. II 424 f. Rumpelt, Die

deutsch. Zahlworter sprachvergleiohend dargestellt, Bresl. 1864. Id., Die

deutschen Pronomina und Zahlworter, 1870. Scherer, Zur Gesch. der

deutsch. Spr.^ 576 ff. Kluge, Zu den german. Numeralien , Paul-Braune's

Beitr. VI 393 ff. Id., Paul's Grundriss I 402 ff. — Schleicher, Temy
imenii cislitelinychil vu litvo-slavjanskomu i nemeokomu jazykachii (Prilozenie

kti X. tomu zapisoku Imp. Ak. Nauku), St. Petersburg 1866. Id., Lit.

Gr. p. 149 ff. Kurschat, Gr. der litt. Spr. p. 259 ff. Miklosich,
Vergl. Gr. IV 51 ff. Leskien, Handb. der altbulg. Spr.^ p. 78 ff.

—
Reference may also be made to the discussion of the Lycian numerals by
Deeoke, Bezzenberger's Beitr. XIV 181 ff. (see especially p. 240 ff.).



§ 164. The Numerals. 3

XQia-mvxa^ etc.), and the word *hyit6-m "centum", were connected

with *de^ip,, and came from *-dfci^t- *-d^omt- and *dlci^td-m,

syncope having taken place because the first syllable was un-

accented (I § 310 p. 247); see Scherer Zur Gesch. der deutsch.

Spr.2 579, Bugge Bezz. Beitr. XIV 72.

We are in the dark as to the precise significance of

the original Indo-Germanic words for 'two' and all the following

numerals. Many conjectures have been put forward, some of

them not at all amiss. It has been suggested, for example,

that *ter- *tr-i- 'three' may have been a name for the middle

finger, connected with Skr. tdr-man- 'top of the sacrificial pillar

Gr. XEQ-d-Qo-v 'end, point, top'; *pe'>9qe 'five' has been compared

with Goth, figgr-s 'finger' (cp. O.H.G. fust O.C.Sl. msti 'fist' for

*pt3gsti-s, n § 101 p. 306), [and the slang phrase for a fist, bunch

of fives] ; and *defcm 'ten' with Gr. SsKOjuac Ssxofiai I receive' ').

But many others are certainly far from the mark, as Zehetmayr's,

in the work cited on the first page.

Our attention will be given first to Cardinal Numbers, to

Abstract Numerals — so far only as they are used along with

adjectival cardinal numbers in ordinary reckoning — and

to the Ordinals. The Abstract Numerals are derived from the

Cardinals by the suffixes -ti- and -t- (-d-) , which serve as

secondary suffixes in other abstract forms besides these (see

n § 99 p. 293, § 101 p. 306 f., § 123 p. 390). Some of them

were used in the proethnic period along with ordinary numerals

;

instead of 'ten men', for instance, the expression 'a ten of

men' served equally well. Sometimes they even drove the

cardinals out of the field altogether; in Balto-Slavonic *dekrp, is

not represented, but only *deJ(im-t(i)-, which appears in Lith. as

des2imt(i)-, in Slav, as desqt(0-. The Ordinal Numerals contain

-to- and -JWO-, suffixes used in comparison; a conjecture as to

the origin of these has been given in II § 72 Kem. p. 167 and

§ 81 Eem. 1 p. 242.

1) Soberer, op. cit. p. 578: "It therefore seema most natural to

regard the word as an ancient expression for both hands held out to receiye

something".

1*



4 Cardinals, Abstract Numerals, and Ordinals. § 165.

CAEDINALS, ABSTRACT IHJMEEALS, AND ORDINALS.

§ 165. One. In the original language, one or more

derivatives from a pronominal stem oi- served to express 'one :

cp. Gr. Ital. Kelt. Germ. Balto-Slav. *oi-no-s (Skr. has an

enclitic ena- with the meaning 'he') , Iran. Gr. *oi-uo-s, Skr.

*oi-qo-.

Aryan. Skr. e-ka-s. Avest. a^-va- oi-va-, O.Pers. ai-va-.

Greek, ol-vb-c ol-vv 'ace, the number one on a die', olvi]

napd xdlg "IwOi luovag (Pollux YII 204), olvltsiv' to /.iovdt,iiv yMvd

ylmrrav and olvwvra' /.lovT^pi] (Hesych.). Then there is the

Homeric olsri^g 'of the same age, contemporary', which Wacker-

nagel (Kuhn's Ztschr. XXV 280) derives from *olfo-f£T?]s by

syllabic dissimilation (I § 643 pp. 481 f.), whilst oto-g Cypr. ol-fo-g

meant 'alone'.

Italic. Lat. oi-no-s oeno-s Unu-s, Umbr. unu 'unum' Osc.

uln[itu 'unita'.

Remark. Many scholars connect e-ka-s with Lat. aequo-s and Gr.

aiaa 'equal portion' (for *aiAa). If *oi- belongs to the stem o-, *ai-

might be connected with the feminine stem a- (§ 409). But at the same
time such forms as Lat. auri-s: Gr. oiiara suggest the possibility of a similar

vowel variation here. — See Hiibschmann, Das idg. Vocalsystem pp. 190 f.

Old Irish, oe-n.

Germanic. Goth, di-n-s O.H.G. ei-n O.Icel. ei-nn.

Balto - Slavonic. Lith. v-ena-s (cp. I § 666. 1 p. 526),

Pruss. ace. ai-na-n. O.C.Sl. i-nU (cp. I § 84 p. 82, § 666. 3

p. 527) , which in composition means 'one', as ino-rogu 'one-

horned animal, unicorn'; elsewhere it has the meaning 'alter,

alius'.

*sem- was another word for 'one' in the parent language.

The idea originally conveyed by it was probably that of being

together or united. This became the regular numeral in Ar-

menian and Greek: Armen. mi (gen. mioj) for *sin-i (I § 560

p. 416); Gr. sv- instead of ""s^c, nom. masc. in the dialect of

Gortyn 'iv-q Att. sIq, fem. fiia for *(}/.i-itt, f^wvv^ 'one-hoofed' for

*a/u-wvv^ (II § 160 pp. 479 f.). Compare Skr. sa-kft 'once' Gr.

a-7ia^ 'once' -dnXoo-g 'single, simple', Lat. sim-plex, sin-gull,
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semel (see § 182), sem-per 'in one unbroken sequence, always',

G-oth. simle 'once, once upon a time'.

Isolated forms, of doubtful origin, are Horn. Gort. Im Lesb.

Thess. M (cp. Osthoff, Morpli. Unt. IV 186 f.), and ^\a.N. jedinu

je(Mnu, the regular word for 'one' in that language.

First. In all periods, from the proethnic onwards, ordinals

for this number were formed from the v^^^e/--, which is seen in

Gr. TTsgav ntg-vai ngo etc. (Fick, Worterb. I^ 140 ff.), by means

of the suffixes -mo- (Ar., Gr., Slav.), -mo- (Ital., Germ., Bait.),

-tinmo- (Ar.) and -isto- (West-Germ, and Norse).

*pf-uo-, *pf-uo-. The former became O.C.Sl. pn-vU, the

latter is seen in Skr. purv-iyd-s purv-iya-s (also purva-s 'situated

before') ; Arest. pourviya- paoirya- ; Gr. ngoSro-g Dor. nparo-s

for *7rpto/-aro-?, besides which we have forms without the ex-

tension -nvo- (cp. TQir-nro-q § 167), Dor. nQav 'formerly' for

*npa-fa-v, and (with the suffix -io-) ngw-tjv 'recently' for *ngm-

-f-ia-v. Cp. I § 306 p. 242, II § 63 p. 138, § 64 p. 134.

Apparently we must assume a form *pro-uo- for Goth, frduja

'lord', O.H.G. fro 'lord' frouwa (= Goth. *frdujo) 'lady'; this

*pro-uo- will be related to *p^-uo- in the same way as *pro-mo-

to *pi--mo-.

*p^-mo-. Goth, fruma O.Sax. formo A.S. forma. Lith.

pirma-s. Cp. O.Ir. rem- 'ante, prae' II § 72 p. 168 and

Lat. prandiu-m, which Osthoff is probably right in explaining

as *pram-(e)d-iio-m 'early food' (cp. Morph. Unt. Y p. III).

*pro-mo- is seen in Umbr. prumum promom 'primum': cp. Gr.

ngofAo-s 'front man, front warrior, leader, prince' Goth, fram-

-aldrs 'advanced in age', -mo- also occurs in Lat. primus

Pelign. prismu 'primo' or primum' (I § 570 p. 427, II § 72

p. 168), which, like pris-cu-s and pris-tinu-s, is derived from

a comparative form connected with prius (II § 135 pp. 433 f.).

-t'inmo-: Skr. pra-thamd- (for the th cp. II § 73 p. 178),

Avest. fra-tema- O.Pers. fra-tama-. Cp. Avest. fra-tara- Gr.

TiQO-rsQO-g 'former, earlier'.

-isto-: O.K.G.furist A.S. fyrst O.lGel fijrst-r. Cp. O.H.G.

furiro 'earlier, superior'.



6 Cardinals, Abstract Numerals, and Ordinals. §§ 165,166.

Alban. i-pars 'first' belongs to the same root as these

words.

"Words derived from other roots

:

Skr. ddya-s from a-di-s 'beginning'; and later adi-md-s.

Armen. nax and arajin, the latter from araj 'foremost side,

front, origin, beginning' (cp. verj-in 'last' from verj 'end', ver-in

'highest' from ver 'above', and the like).

O.Ir. cet-ne, in composition cet- , Mod.Cymr. kyntaf, Grail.

Ointu- in proper names, such as Cintu-gnatu-s ('primigenitus')

;

perhaps, as Thurneysen conjectures, this is connected with Goth.

hindumist-s 'extreme, outermost' A.S. hindema 'last', since the

ideas of 'first' and 'last' are easily interchanged. In Irish there

is a further form oen-mad, used where larger numbers follow;

here the termination -mad has come from sechtm-ad 'seventh'

dechm-ad 'tenth', where m is part of the stem.

§ 166. Two.i) The stem is *#o- *duuo- (I § 117 p. 109);

in composition and in some ordinary derivatives we have *dui-,

a form which recals *tr-i- 'three' (cp. II § 13 p. 28) and *'i}-i-

'two' in fi-xari etc. (§177). I find it impossible to agree with

Bartholomae (Ar. Forsch. Ill 39) , who conjecturally restores

*duoi- *duoi- *dui- as the primitive base of this numeral.

8\.r. dvclii' dvd {dumu dtivd), fern. neut. dve (duve). Avest.

dva, fem. duye (cp. Bartholomae, Handb. § 92 p. 40).

Gr. dvm (used for both masc. and fem., like Lat. duo and

Lith. dialectic dit, cp. also to) atTJXS § 426), 6vo (which was

perhaps originally the neuter, see § 293); Soj-Ssy.a for *<5/(b-.

The Dor. and Later Att. dval Lesb. dvsai or Svsaat Thess.

Svug are re-formates, apparently caused by Svmv (Svoiv) ; the

relation of tqwI: rgioiv made it seem natural to coin dvai as

dative to Svav. Soioi cannot be derived from *duoio- (cp. I

§ 180 pp. 117 f.); possibly it came from *duoi-io-, cp. Skr. dve-

-dhd 'double, twice' and §§ 297, 311.

1) Benfey, Das indogerm. Thema des fZahlworts 'zwei' ist DU,
Getting. 1876. — Zander, De vocabuli S6o usu Homerico Hesiodeoque
et Attico, I, II, Konigsberg 1834, 1845. — Meringer, Die Flexion der

ZweizaM, Kuhn's Ztschr. XXVIII 234 ff.
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Lat. duo, fem. duae (cp. §§ 285, 286), ace. duo, duos, duas,

dat. duo-bus, duci-hus. In Umbrian the inflexion is plural

throughout: nom. masc. dur, ace. masc. fem. tuf, nom. aec. neut.

tuva (cp. Lat. dua beside duo).

O.Ir. dau do, older dau, and also da (§ 285), fem. d%;

O.Cymr. Mid.Bret. masc. dou.

Groth. tvdi, neut. tva, fem. tvos; dat. tvdim, gen. tvaddje

(see § 311). The Germanic dialects show various re-formates

among the cases, as O.H.G. zwene, which are not yet satisfactorily

explained; the latest discussion of them is by Kluge in Paul's

Grundriss I 403.

Lith. masc. du for *dvu, fem. dvl for *dve, see I § 184

p. 160, § 664. 3 p. 528. O.C.Sl. dva dma, fem. neut. dv6 duv6.

*dui-. Examples of this base in composition are: Skr. dvi-

-pdd- Gr. Si-novg Lat. hi-pes A. 8. twi-fete 'two-footed', O.H.Q.

zwi-valt 'two-fold'. In derivatives : *dui-qo- : Skr. dvi-ka- 'consist-

ing of two' Gr. dtoao-g Strro-g 'two-fold' for *SFi-y.-i.o-g, O.H.G.

zweh'o 'doubt' A.S. ttoi'^ 'twig, branch' (II § 86 p. 257). In Italic

we find cZm- (as well as *d%d-) : Lat. du-plu-s du-plex du-cenU

(cp. § 180), Umbr. du-pursus 'bipedibus'; this was a re-formation,

developed possibly with the aid of quadru- (II § 34 p. 61).

Remark 1. Side by side with Lat. bi-, dm- is found twice in com-

position, dui-dens and dui-census (Paul. Fest.). This, like O.Lat. duis = bis

(§ 182), may have preserved an Idg. *duiii- (cp. Ved. duvis beside dvis),

or it may simply be a modification of bi- on the analogy of duo (and

of dvr-) ; I leave the matter undecided. In either case we may reject

the view of Skutsch (De nominum Latinorum compositione , Nissae 1888,

p. 35), who holds that bi- arose from the dui- which is preserved in

these two compounds. On the other hand, I agree with this scholar in

regarding di- in late compounds (as di-loris) as borrowed from the Greek

S^ (p. 36).

Armen. erJcu (gen. dat. erku-c), of uncertain origin. Bugge

(Beitr. zur etym. Erlauterung der arm. Spr., 41 f.) derives

the word from *ku- = Idg. *diid(u), with er- prefixed on the

analogy of ereM 'three'; a most daring suggestion. Pr. Miiller

would connect it with Suanian JSru Georgian ori 'two'.

Second. For this numeral the different languages show

very different forms.
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Skr. dvi-ttya-s , Avest. hi-tya- Gathic d'^hi-tya- O.Pers.

I- (I § 159 p. 143).

Armen. erkir and erkr-ord (for *erhir-ord).

Remark 2. Perhaps erhir, like corir 'fourth', was formed on the

analogy of eri-r 'third'. The termination -ord, found in erkr-ord and all

the numerals which follow, is very common in other words besides

numerals: e. g. hanapaz-ord 'daily' from hanapaz 'always', parap-ord

'otiosus' from parap 'otium', ors-ord 'hunter' from ors 'hunt', Ic-ord 'com-

panion, avCvyog' from luc 'yoke'. Petermann (Grammatica Linguae Armen.

p. 162) and Bopp (Vergl. Gr. 11^ 97 f.) offer very questionable conjectures

as to its origin.

Gr. SsvTspog properly means 'removed to a distance from

something, at a distance from it, coming after it in time or

position' {Ssvraroi; is also found). It is etymologically connected

with dsvofiai and the Sanskrit adj. du-rd- 'far off, afar', and did

not belong to the numerals until Greek had become a separate

language. Its similarity in sound with dWw certainly had some-

thing to do with this new use. See the Author, Kuhn's Ztschr.

XXY 298 ff.

Lat. secundu-s, connected with sequor; see II § 69 p. 161.

O.Ir. aile (Mid. Cymr. Mod. Bret, eil) = Lat. alius, and

tanise, which is connected with imthanad 'change', though nothing

further is known of its etymology.

Goth, an-par O.H.G. andar. Lith. antra-s O.C.Sl. vutoru.

Cp. n § 75 p. 198. It possibly may be analysed vu-toru (op.

Skr. u-bhaii), see § 285.

§ 167. Three. Idg. masc. neut. *tr-i-. The -i- was a

suffix, as is proved by such forms as Skr. ff-ttya-s Gr. Lesb.

rsp-To-g.

Skr. trdy-as, loc. tri-su. Avest. pray-o, loc. pri-sva.

Armen. ere-M
,

gen. dat. eri-c , instr. eri-vK , see I § 263

p. 213.

Gr. TQsXq Gortyn. TQltq for ^xQsi^-sg, loc. rpi-al; Hipponax

has TQioTai, which was suggested by rptmv (tqIo). The Boeot.

TQs-nsSSa (beside rpi-novg etc.), taken in conjunction with Lat.

tre-centf, Lith. tre-czia-s O.C.Sl. tre-tij% 'third' Lith. tre-ji 'three

by three', seems to point to an old stem *tr-e- (*tr-o-).
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Lat. tres, dat. abl. tri-bus, Umbr. trif tref ace. 'tres' triia

'tria'.

O.Ir. tn dat. tri-h.

Goth, preis dat. pri-in, O.H.G. dn dat. dri-m.

Lith. trys loc. tri-se. O.C.Sl. tnj-e trij-e loc. tn-chu.

For the feminine there was a special form in the parent

language
,

preserved only in Aryan and Keltic , *tiser- *tisr-

:

nom. Skr. tisr-ds (for the weak form of the stem see § 320)

Avest. tisar-o, O.Ir. teoir O.Cymr. teir (cp. I § 576 p. 431). It

is conjectured that *tisr- came from *tri-sr- by dissimilation,

and that its second part is identical with the second part of

*sue-sor- 'sister'; see Bugge, Bezzenb. Beitr. XIV 75 f. Skr.

cdtasr-as is a similar formation (see § 168).

Third. The Indo - Germanic languages have forms with

-to-; those without the -i- of *tr-i- may be considered the

oldest: Skr. tf-tiya-s, Gr. Lesb. rig-rog, Lat. ter-tiu-s Umbr.

tertim 'tertium', Pruss. tir-ti-s ace. tir-tie-n {tir- = *tf-).

The following have Hr-i-. A.rest. pri-tya- O.Pers. si-tiya-.

Gr. Att. etc. rpi-TO-g, and the Homeric rglr-aTo-Q on the analogy

of sivaro-i; ^syMXO-g, cp. npmTO-g for *7tpa}f-aro-g § 165 p. 5

and s^Sofi-aro-g § 171. Lat. trit-avo-s^ unless the true form of

the word be strit-avo-s, see II § 81 p. 246. Mod.Cymr. trydydd

for *tri-tiio- or for *t^-tiio-, we cannot tell which. With different

suffixes: Armen. eri-r (and err-ord for *erir-ord, cp. § 166 Kem. 2)

and O.Ir. tri-s, in composition tress- (see II § 81 p. 247).

For tr-e- in Lith. treczia-s for Hretia-s and in O.C.Sl.

trettfi, see last page.

The last-named forms make it doubtful whether Goth, pridja

O.H.G. dritto are derived from *tri-tio-, or from *tre-tio- (ac-

cording to I § 67. 8 p. 57).

§168. Four. The Idg. stem masc. nent *qetuer- *qetuor-

had a variety of ablaut - forms ; this was because there were

several distinct weak-grade forms of the second syllable :
*q(e)tur-

*q(e)tur- *q{e)tru- *q(e)ttff- *q(e)tyf-. Cp. I § 155 p. 140, and

J. Schmidt, Kuhn's Ztschr. XXV 43 ff. and 138, Pluralbild. 191 f.

;

Wackernagel, Kuhn's Ztschr. XXV 283 ff., XXVIII 136;
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G. Meyer, Gv. Gr.2 376 f
.

; Osthoff, Phil. Rundsch. I 1592,

Morph.Unt.IY 333; Kluge, Paul-Braune's Beitr. VIII 517 ff.,

Paul's Grundr. I 403 f.

The nom. plur. masc. in the original language would be

*qetuor-e8: Dor. tsxoqsi; Lat. quattuor Skr. catmr-as; neut.

*qetudr *qet'!fdr-9 : Skr. catvari, Lat. quattuor^ Goth, fidvor,

whose passed over into the masculine.

Skr. catvdr-as ace. catiir-as; in composition catur- instead

of pr. Ar. *catru-. Avest. capwar-o; catur-a- occurring four

times'; in composition capru-, as capru-karana- 'four-cornered',

and captoar^-, as capwar^-zawgra- 'four-footed*; the latter was

probably suggested by capwar^-sat- '40' (see §§ 176, 178, and

the Author, Morph. Unt. Y 80). For the ablaut in the first

syllable cp. Avest. O-xtUirya- 'occurring four times' and the

ordinals Skr. tur-ya- tur-tya- Avest. tuirya- for *ktur- (I § 646

p. 491).

Armen. cor-K, gen. cor-i-c, from *qetmr- or *qetur-, see

I § 455 p. 336. Also Mr-, in Uar-a-sun '40', probably from

*(q)tyi-, see §§ 176, '178.

Gr. Dor. tstoqss, Late Ion. TtnatQsg Arcad. Tsaatpd-novta,

Lesb. mavQsc, Horn, niavgiq, Att. rsmxpig Hom. reaaapsg Boeot.

nhrapeg, dat. Hom. TSTga-ai. Cp. I § 166 p. 147. n- in

nsavQsg nicyvQeg nsTvagsg can hardly have been taken over from

*nTQa- {xQo.Tii'Qa) and *nrQv- (rgv-ffjaXsia) , since these had

dropped their n- in the proethnic Greek period. More pro-

bably it came from niwB. Two other forms are tstqu- and

*(n)TQa-. The former is seen in rsTga-at, vsTgd-xig 'four times',

TSTga-To-g (beside rsrapTO-g) and in most compounds, as xetqu-

-xvKlog 'four-wheeled; the latter in rgd-ns^a 'table' for *(Tr)rQd-

-nsta (beside rap- in rdgmv = TfTrdgcov, a word used by the

comedian Amphis, and in ruprTj^opiov = TsrapTi]/j.6piov, preserved

by Hesychius ') tstqu- stands for *TSTfpa- Cqetiif-) and *(n)TQa-

1} Hesyohius' explanation, to TfiTrj/joQioy, seems to be corrupt; read
TO rera^Tinudgior. It is not at all probable that this word has preserved a
form r«pTo- belonging to Skr. triiya-s Pruss. Urti-s 'third'.
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for *(n)Tfga- i*qtu^-), f having been lost in proethnic Greek
(the Author, Gr. Gr.2 pp. 43, 71). Tfrpio-y.ovra iov *qetyf-, see

§§ 176, 178, 341. Tv^rmo-g, if Pott is right in adding this to

the list (cp. TpiToio-g), should be compared with Skr. tiir-ya-;

TVQ- instead of *-nTVQ- on the analogy of tqv-. With Homer's
Tsaaapd-^oio-Q 'worth four oxen' compare another Homeric form,

ifixoad-jjoio-g (beside Svwxauixoai'-TT tj^v-g).

liAt. quattuor, quadru- (in composition), quadra-ginta instead

of *quettuor^ *quedru-, *quedra-, being assimilated to quartu-s

(see next page), quattuor, nom. pi. masc. and nom. ace. neut. (see

last page), dropped its inflexions because the following numerals

(quinque etc.) were not inflected, quadra- stands for *qett!f-,

see §§ 176, 178. -d- has taken the place of -i-, reminding us

of a similar change of the breathed to the voiced sound in

angulu-s for *aidklo-, septin-genti septua-ginta (I § 499 p. 366,

m § 177), Gr. s^do^w-g O.C.Sl. sedml (§ 171). Umbr. petur-

-pursus 'quadrupedibus', Osc. petora 'quattuor' (Pest.) and petiro-

-pert 'quater'.

O.Ir. cethir (dat. ceihrib), O.Cymr. petguar. Gall. Petru-

-coriu-s and petor-ritum 'four-wheeled vehicle'.

Goth, fidvor for *fidvor-(i)z like stiur 'steer, ox' for *stiur(a)-z

(I § 660. 6 p. 516, HI § 194), dsA. fidvori-m, see § 169; Jidur-

-dogs 'lasting four days' (fidur- ? or fidur- instead of *fida'Ar-

because the second syllable was unaccented?). The ^-sound

which appears in Gothic is not found elsewhere, except in A.S.

and O.Swed. compounds; e. g. A.S. fyder-fete 'four-footed' for

pr. Germ. *fl^ur- (H § 19 p. 36). O.H.G. fior O.Sax. fiwar

A.S. feower O.Icel. masc. fjorer neut. fjogor fjugur point to a

form *ktfek^or- *kuekur- before the great Sound-shifting [Laut-

verschiebung) in proethnic Germanic; for the change of -jm-

to -u- see I § 444 c p. 330. I assume that in *kiietuor-, -tu-

was assimilated to the initial guttural (cp. *pempe Goth. Jimf

for *peKqe, § 169 p. 14); then *kuetur- followed suit, and

became *kuekur-. In Gothic, on the other hand, fidur- held

its ground, and fidmr (instead of *fi(^)vdr) has been assimilated

to it.
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Remark 1. I have discussed this -<if- in Morph. Tint. V 53 f. It has

been differently explained by Kluge in PaulBraune's Beitr. VIII 517 ff., and

in Paul's Grundriss I 403; but I do not feel convinced by his arguments.

Remark 2. Even in pr. Grerra. this numeral was declined as an

«'-8tem; e. g. O.H.G-. fiorin like Goth, fidvori-m. The same ^-inflexion is

seen in the numerals 5 to 12, as Goth, fimfi-m O.H.G. .^w^». The origin

of this inflexion is doubtful
;
perhaps the j-forms are to be traced to more

than one source. See on this subject the Author, Morph. Tint. V 58 ff.

Lith. keturl, stem ketur-ja-, but ace. kStur-is, declined in

the same way as the following numbers ^J^wH sseszl etc. Side

by side with this is found ketveri (stem ketver-ja-), the distri-

butive — used as a cardinal numeral with plural substantives —

,

whose termination -eri spread to the numerals which followed

{penk-eri ssesz-eri etc.). The same suffix -io- occurs in tre-fl,

Avest. a-xtuirya- 'occurring four times', Gr. Soiol Siaao-g, and in

many other numerals (cp. § 183). From ketver-l, -io- passed over

to the proper cardinal numeral, but the ace. Mivris = Skr.

caturasi Gr. m'avQag (common ground-form *qetur-''^,s, § 333) was

preserved by the aid of trls, and then the numerals which

followed were declined precisely like keturl (cp. the Author,

Morph. Unt. V 55 f.).

O.C.Sl. cetyr-e, gen. cetyr-u ace. cetyr-i, fem. nom. ace.

cetyr-i. Distributive cetver-o.

We trace an original fem. of *qetuer-, answering to Hiser-

'three' (§ 167 p. 8), in Skr. cdtasr-as Avest. catam'-o (I § 558

p. 415) and Mod.Cymr. pedeir O.Ir. cetheoira cetheora. These

justify the conjecture that -uer- in *qettier- was a suffix of

some kind.

Fourth. Skr. catur-thd-s and tiir-ya-s tur-tya-s, Avest.

tuirija- (see p. 9).

Armen. cor-ir corr-ord for *corir-ord and Kar-ord (cp. § 166

Rem. 2 p. 7).

Gr. riruQ-ro-Q Hom. rsTpa-ro-g Boeot. ntv^a.-TO-g {n- as in

nsrraQsg], ground-form *qefMf-to-. Tagvo- ground-form *qtu^-to-

in raptrjfwpioi'. Cp. p. 10.

Lat. quartu-s for "qtij^-to- (I § 806 p. 242), which no doubt

became first *tuar-to-, and then quarto- through association with
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quattuor. Prenest. Quorta (Schneider, Dial. Ital. I no. 217) is so

isolated that I cannot venture on the strength of it to assume

*gtu^-to- as well as *gtuf-to- for Italic ; cp. Stolz, Lat. Gr. 2 p. 385.

Osc. triitum 'quartum' trutas gen. 'quartae' (Bugge, Altital.

Stud. 1878 p. 53 if.) are formed from '^qtrU-.

O.Ir. cefhramad formed after the analogy of secJitmad

'seventh' dechmad 'tenth'.

O.H.G. fior-do A.S. feor-da beside O.H.G. /or, see p. 11.

Lith. ketvir-ta-s O.C.Sl. cetvri-tu ground-form *qety^-to-.

§ 169. Five. Idg. *pet9qe. This number, along with the

numbers 6 to 10, was indeclinable in the original language,

and also more or less in Aryan, Armenian, Greek, Italic,

Keltic, and Germanic during the historical period. "We may
conjecture that it is a survival from the time when the

attributive adjective needed no case-endings. For example, Ved.

pdnca h^stisu, Gr. nivTi SaKtvXwv^ Lat. quinque virorum, Goth.

fimf hldibans. But it came to be declined more or less frequently

in all the different branches of Indo-Germanic except Italic:

Skr. gen. pancClndm, Armen. gen. hngi-c, Gr. Lesb. ni/^nwv,

Mid.Ir. coic m-ho 'quinque vaccarum', O.H.G. dat. finfin (inflected

only where it followed the substantive). In Lithuanian alone

penkl is invariably inflected from the earliest period at which we

know the language (cp. last page). In Slavonic the adjectival

numeral, along with those immediately following up to 10, had

died out before the beginning of our record.

Skr. pdfica, Avest. panca.

Armen. king, see I § 330 p. 265, § 455 p. 336.

Gr. nsvTs. -n- is regular (I § 427 p. 812) in Lesb. nifinwv

(see above), and in ns/xn-wfloXo-v , 7Ts/.indg Tisj.ind^w\ whilst in

Lesb. niixTiE the -n-, and in nsvTwfioXo-v nivrdg etc. the -r- was

due to form-association. In compounds, besides nsvzs- (e. g>

ntvrt-Tttlavro-g) we find vtvza- (e. g. ntvTU-xooiot, TTevrd-nrj/v-q)^

which is a re-formation following the model of rsvQa-, s-nm-,

sva-, tvvsa-, Ssxa-.

Remark 1. Two stems are found; nefinds Uke Skr. paficdt-, and a

<8-stem with the same meaning, Skr. panhti-s O.Icel. fimt O.Sl. pqti. The
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first two words are ad-formates of Sexaf and dasat- respectively ; and

considering how widely the suffix -aS- was used in Greek — /joviq, evdg,

Svaq, Tgiag, TST^dc, fjac, i^So/iai (cp. ffiSo/uij-xoVTa) fTiTag, oySodq (cp. oySori-

-xovTo) otrrag^ fvj'fa'e, zeTTaQfcxovrdgj exarovrdgj ^'-^idgj ^uv^tdg — it is extremely

doubtful whether there is any immediate historical connexion between Trsfinig

and pancdt-. For the -S- of -aS- see II § 123 p. 392 and III § 178.

Lat. quinque quinque (for f, see Thurneysen in Kuhn's

Ztschr. XXX 501 f.) , Umbr. pumperias Osc. pumperias,

equivalent to 'quintiliae' or 'quincuriae', Osc. Pumpaiians

'Pompeianus'. Pr.Ital. *kuefdkue, see I § 336 p. 267. quincu-,

in quincu-plex etc., through association with quadru-.

O.Ir. coic, O.Cymr. pimp, Gall. nsf-msdovXa nsvrd(pvXlov'

(Dioscor.), see I § 436 p. 324. Pr.Kelt. *kuei3kue, see I § 389 p. 269.

Goth. Jimf O.H.G. fimf finf (the u of O.H.G. funf is dis-

cussed below under the ordinal). Probably the second / is to

be explained by supposing that *pei9kue became *pempe (cp.

I § 444 Rem. 1 pp. 329 f.) as *hif,etuor- became *kuekuor-

(III § 168 p. 11). The 2-inflexion, which we see in Goth, fimfim

O.H.G. finfin, is discussed in § 168 Kem. 2 p. 12.

Lith. penki and penk-erl, see § 168 p. 12.

In Slavonic, the cardinals 5 to 10 inclusive were represented

by the abstract formation: p^t% "fivefold character, the number

five' (= Skr. pankti-s O.Icel. fimt) governing the gen. pi. of

the thing. The old numerals were indeclinable, and this may

have had something to do with their being dropped.

Bemark 2. Be it observed in passing that the Albanian numerals 5

to 10 are based upon these same i«-abstracts : pese 'fire', §asU 'six', staU

'seven', teU 'eight', nende 'nine', SCeU diets 'ten'. See Or, Meyer, Albanes.

Stud. II 50 ff.

Fifth. Idg. *pfq-to- (which can be traced with certainty

in Germanic, but nowhere else) ; and perhaps *pei9q-to- too is

proethnic (cp. *pet9qe).

Skr. paficamd-s (following saptamd-s etc.) and pafica-tha-s

(cp. O.Ir. coiced). Avest. puxda- (for -^-, cp. uxcta- I § 475

p. 351), according to von Fierlinger (Kuhn's Ztschr. XXVII 194),

comes from *p't9qto-; but why should it have u and not a?

The u reminds us of Gr. nvy/Li'i] Lat. pugnu-s. Besides puxda-

we find the further form Avest. patgtcmhe-m ace. 'one -fifth'.
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Annen. hing-er-ord.

Remarks. For -ord, see § 166 Rem. 2 p. 8. The -er- which precedes
-ord in this and the succeeding numerals is still unexplained.

Gr. ns/x7t-To-e, Gortyn. nswo-g (I § 427 a p. 312).

Lat. quintu-s QuJncUu-s, Osc. Piintiis no/nnviss 'Quinctius'.

The ground-form may be either *pei9qto- or *pKqto-. Bar-

tholomae (Kuhn's Ztschr. XXIX 503) conjectures that Lat.

quint- Osc. pont- were the regular forms , while the cardinals

were responsible for -c- in quinct- and -p- in pompt-.

O.Ir. coiced O.Cymr. pimphet, see II § 81 p. 247.

Goth, fimfta in fimfta-taihunda 'fifteenth', O.H.G. fimfto

finfto. A form *fu't9xta-= *p9qto- must be assumed for pr. Germ,

to explain Mod.H.G. Swab, fuchze '15' fuft 'fifth', O.H.G.

funfto funf, Mod.H.G. Rhine-Prank, fufzen fufzich etc. ; see

Kauifmann, Paul-Braune's Beitr. XII 512. Compare too O.H.G.

fmi (pr. Germ. *futdxsti-z) O.C.Sl. pqsU 'fist' common ground-

form *pi9qsti-s, H § 101 p. 306 f.

Lith. penkta-s. O.C.Sl. pqtu may stand for *pet9q-to- or

*pf9q-to-.

§ 170. Six. Three forms may be restored with more or

less probability. Iranian, Greek, and Keltic point to *sueTcs;

Armenian and Baltic to *»«e^s ; Sanskrit, Latin, Germanic, Baltic,

and Albanian to *se^s (Alban. gaste, see G. Meyer, Alban.

Stud. II 56 fif.). *sueks and *ue'ics would be parallel forms like

\^ suelq- and uelq- 'draw' (Gr. sIkco Lat. sulcus: Lith. vdkU)

and other pairs of the same kind ; see I § 589. 3 pp. 445 f.

*suehs and seks, again, recal such pairs as *sue- (Skr. svd-

'suus' etc.) and *se- (Avest. he hoi, Lat. se, Goth, si-k), *suesor-

(Skr. svdsar- 'sister' etc.) and *sesor- (Lith. sesu O.C.Sl. sestra)

and so forth; see I § 170 p. 150, § 184 p. 160 (and see II p. 441

footnote 2), § 187 p. 162.

Both in the prehistoric parent language, and in the historic

period of Aryan, Armenian, Greek, Italic, Keltic and Germanic,

this word was indeclinable. Por example: Avest. xsvas satdis

'with six hundred', Gr. si ij^-dQa^, Lat. sex mensibus, Goth, afar

dagans saihs 'after six days'. But it was sometimes inflected,
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as 8kr. sadbhis, Armen. gen. vec-i-c, Gtr. s^aai or s^dai (in an

inscr. of the fourth century a. d., C.I.G. no. 5128. 27 roTg s^ocm

^aaiXsiay.oig) like rsrpaai, Mid.Ir. gen. se m-bo 'sex vaccarum',

O.H.Gr. dat. sehsin (only used when the subst. precedes). The

Latin word, sex, was never declined ; the Lithuanian, szeszl, always.

Skr. sds (Sdt, see I § 401 Rem. 2 p. 29,7) ; cp. sodaia *16'

for *saMasa, like vodhum for *vaMhu-m (I § 404. 2 pp. 298 f.),

and saSthd-s 'sixth'. Avest. xsvas, also xstva-, which latter is

regarded as standing for *xvsta-. Apparently it should be assumed

that there were two forms in proethnic Aryan, *suas and *sas,

which became *suas and sas by assimilation of the sibilant

These would become quite regularly Avest. xsvas (see Bartho-

lomae, Ar. Porsch. Ill 20) and Skr. sas respectively.

Armen. vec doubtless represents *ue]cs ; see I § 560 Rem.

p. 417, § 589. 3 p. 446.

Gr. /s'J f| for *S'iie]cs. For sy. nodwv, sy Saxxvhov, tK-nXsd-Qo-g

£y.-/xt]vo-Q etc. see the Author's Gr. Gr.^ p. 71. s^a- in s^a-xoOtoi

and other compounds follows the type of rerpa- snra- etc.

Lat. sex.

O.Ir. se (cp. mor-feser 'magnus seviratus') Mod.Cymr. chwech

for *sueh, see I § 175 p. 154, § 517 p. 377, § 576 p. 432,

§ 657. 10 p. 510. The second s has been preserved in the Irish

ses-ca 'sixty' and sess-ed 'sixth'.

Goth, saihs O.H.G. sehs, ground-form *seh. Cp. p. 18

footnote 1.

Lith. szesz-l (cp. ketur-l § 168 p. 12) doubtless represents

*seszl, as szeszura-s represents *seszura-s (I § 587.2 p. 442).

Pruss. wuscht-s uscht-s 'sixth'; probably we have a borrowed

word in Lith. iisses beside szeszios pi. 'childbed'. Slavonic has

the abstract, sesit: cp. Skr. sasti-s ('group of six tens, sixty')

O.Icel. sett. sesti brings us to *c.hesti at the first step back-

wards, and is doubtless one of the instances of ch- = s- (see

I § 588 Rem. 3 p. 444); this change has not yet been satis-

factorily explained.

Sixth. The parent language may have had the word
*sue^to-s {*se-, *ue-) : cp. Skr. sasthd-s Avest. xstva- (see above),
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Gr. hro-g, O.H.G. sehto O.Icel. sette setti, Lith. szeszta-s Pruss.

wuscht-s 0.C.81. sestu. And the -s- of Lat. sextu-s Umbr.

sestentasiaru 'sextantariarum' Osc. ^sarsg 'Sextius', Goth.

saihsta O.H.G. sehsto (beside sehto) may have come from the

cardinal. But it is uncertain whether or not pr. Idg. *s'!ieMo-s

grew out of *suelcs-to-s by a purely phonetic change. Who
can tell whether the -s of *SMe& was not an inflexional suffix?

If so, it would not at first be found in the ordinal any

more than (say) the -e of *pet9qe 'five' in *peiaqto-s. Cp.

I § 589 Rem. 2 p. 446.

Armen. vec-er-ord.

O.Ir. sessed Mod.Cymr. chweched. As to the supposed origin

of this re-formation see Zimmer, Kuhn's Ztschr. XXX 214.

§ 171. Seven. Fv.Idg. *sept'^; the accentuation is inferred

from Skr. saptd, Gr. sma and Alban. sta-ts (G. Meyer, Alban.

Stud, n 65). Another form of the same stem, *septom-, is perhaps

to be inferred from Gr. s^So/uijxovra s^Sofidg h^do/naxig O.Ir. secht-

moga (cp. *-d^om-t- beside *-dlc')yi-t- § 164 pp. 2 f.), see § 178.

The word was originally indeclinable : examples are Ved.

saptd sindhusu 'in septem fluminibus' Avest. hapta satais 'with

seven hundred', Goth, sibun hldihans ; and Gr. snrd^ Lat. septem,

O.Ir. secht n- were never declined. Inflected forms are: Skr.

dat. abl. saptd-bhyas, Armen. gen. evfan-c, O.H.G. sibin-in (only

used where the subst. precedes). In Lith. only the word is

always inflected, septynl.

Skr. saptd, later sdpta, Avest. hapta; we may conjecture

that the Skr. word was originally "saptdm, but followed the lead

of ndva and ddka; see I § 226 p. 193, § 230 p. 196.

Armen. evfn, see I § 380 p. 265, § 560 p. 416. The final

-n must be explained in the same way as that of tasn (§ 174).

Gr. sma, which we may conjecture should have been *snrdv,

but took its present shape under the influence of ewea and dsy.a

;

see I § 226 p. 193, § 235 p. 198.

Lat. septem. In composition we find beside septem- the

re-formation septu- septi-, like octu- octi-.

O.Ir. secht n- Mid.Cymr. seith; see I § 339 p. 269.

Brugmann, Elements. HI. 2
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Goth. O.H.Gr. sibun. For the retention of -n (on the

analogy of the ordinal Goth. *sibunda O.H.G. sibunto , unless

indeed it came from an older form *sibun-i), see the Author,

Morph. Tint. Y 55 '). As to the loss of -t- — we assume

*septi^ to be the Idg. ground-form — we must certainly not

ignore Ascoli's theory that the parent language possessed two

forms, one with -t- (*sept'>p)^ and one without (cp. Skr. asiti-s

'eighty' beside Idg. *oJctdu) which was kept in Germanic (see

Ascoli's Krit. Stud. 101). But it is more natural to assume that

there were two forms in proethnic Germanic, *septm6- 'seventh*

which became *sepm6- and then *sebm6-, and *septm, which

became *seftum (this seems to be the form represented in the

Salic Law by septun = seftun) and was then assimilated to

*sebm6- and became *sebum; cp. Pruss. sepma-s beside septma-s

'seventh' and pr. Balto-Slav. *osmo- 'eighth' for *ostmu- (§ 172).

Sievers (Paul-Braune's Beitr. V 119) and Osthoff (Morph. Unt.

II 51 f.) think that the i^-form *septfri could become *sepm in

pr. Germ, by a direct phonetic change ; cp. also Noreen , Ur-

^ermansk judl. p. 108.

Lith. septyn-l, like devyn-i 'nine' in its ending, and similar

to aszt&n-i 'eight'. It may be conjectured that these three forms

once were *septin(-i) *devin(-l) — cp. the ordinals septin-ta-s

devin-ta-s — and *asztu(n4), and that their present shape is due

to mutual assimilation. The long u caused the lengthening

of i to y; similarly the long vowel of trylika etc. caused the

lengthening of the antepenult in venulika (p. 28), and that of

Idg. Hrl- caused the lengthening in *qetuf- *pei9qe- (§ 178);

many other examples might be found. *septin-l septin-ta-s in-

stead of *septim4 *septim-ta-s owe their n to *devin-i *devin-ta-s.

O.C.Sl. sedrm, an abstract noun, beside sedmu 'seventh', was

shaped on the analogy of sestt : sestu etc. (II § 97 p. 290). The

1) If it is assumed that there were proethnic forms, *sibun-i *niun-i

*tehun-i, ad-formates of *fimfi = Idg. *penqe, it follows that O.H.G. sehs,

Tfrhich should have been *sihs, must be regarded as modelled upon the

analogy of sehsto sehto. For on this assumption there must have been a

pr. Germ. *se;(S-i, vfhich would then have become ^si^si.
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pr. Idg. abstract would doubtless be *sept')p,-ti-s : Skr. saptati-^

('seyenty'), O.Icel. sjaund.

Seventh. Idg. *septm6- (perhaps *sepdm6- *sebdmd- may be

inferred from Gr. s^d'o/no-g O.G.8\.sedtnu; see I § 469 p. 345)

and *sept't^m6-. Possibly ^septip-to- may also be regarded as

proethnic.

Skr. saptamd-s. Also saptdiha-s Avast, haptapa-.

Armen. evfn-er-ord.

Gr. s^do/Lio-g Epidaur. s^SsjuaTo-g, cp. s^So/xt^Kovvot Heracl.

Delph. e^SsfiriKovza ; Hom. s^So/Li-aro-g like npwTO-g (*npwf-aTO-g}

and XQiT-uTo-g, see § 167 p. 9. The history of s^do^o- is

obscure. There seem to have once been two parallel forms,

*ejSJ^o- = O.C.Sl. sedmo- and *67ita/xo- = Skr. saptamd- ; more

we cannot say with certaiaty. Cp. § 178 for s^SojuijxovTa, and

the Author, Morph. Unt. V 36 ff.

Lat. septimu-s.

O.Ir. sechtmad Mid.Cymr. seithuet for *sept'^m-eto-s, see

n § 72 p. 168.

O.H.G. sibunto.

Pruss. septma-s sepma-s. Lith. sekma-s (sbhma-sj , see

I § 345 p. 271, § 877 p. 286; the ordinary word now is septinta-s

(Lett. septUdis) instead of *septim-ta-s through assimilation to

devin-ta-s. O.C.Sl. sedmu.

§ 172. Eight. Idg. *olct6 *oktoy,. -t- must have been

something of the nature of a suffix, as ak-ti-s 'eighty' seems

to shew; this word is unintelligible if regarded as a derivative

from *olct6u (astd,4J.

Remark. It can hardly be a mere coincidence that the ending

agrees with that of the nom. ace. du. masc. of o-stems (§ 285). *oM too,

which we see in atl-tl-s, may have been a dual, like *oql 'the two eyes'

(§ 295). Perhaps the meaning may have been 'two sets of four' (op.

Mid.Cymr. deu-natc 'eighteen', properly 'two nines', etc.) It must be ad-

mitted that in that case the numeral 'two' might have been expected before

*oktoii., as in Lat. n-ginfi 'two tens', du-centi, and so forth. Still this might

have been dropped in course of time.

Uninflected in pr. Idg. : e. g. Avest. aSta satais 'with eight

hundred"; and Gr. oxtw, Lat. octo^ O.Ir. ocht n- are always
2*
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indeclinable. Inflected forms are : Skr. instr. asta-bhis, Armen.

uf-i-c, O.H.G. dat. ahtow-en (only used when the substantive

precedes). Inflexion is regular only in Lithuanian, aszt^ni.

Skr. astd astM^ Ayest. asta. In Skr. we find also astd,

loo. astd-su etc., an ad-formate of saptd. Compounds with asta-

(cp. Lat. octi-) had not a little to do with giving currency to

this form.

Armen. uf, for *uvf, and that for *optd(u), whose p came

from the numeral seven (cp. El. onrw); see Bugge, Beitr. zur

etym. Erl. der arm. Spr. 43.

Gr. oitTca. The numeral seven gave its rough breathing to

Heracl. oxtw, its n to El. onruj, and its a to oy.ra- in oxru-xoaiot

(Lesb. oxTw-ndaiot) oxTu-novg (beside oxrcS-novg : Skr. asta-pad-).

Boeot. oy-To is like 6vo, see §§ 166, 293.

Lat. octo. In composition octo- and octi- odu-, cp. Skr.

asta- Avest. asta-. Osc. Uhtavis 'Octavius'.

O.Ir. ocht n- (see I § 517 p. 377) follows secht n-; for forms

without the nasal see Stokes, Bezzenb. Beitr. XI 170. Mod.Cymr.

wyth Mod.Bret. eiz for *oMi, older *oktu *okto.

Goth, ahtdu; O.H.G. ahto, inflected dative ahtowen. See

I § 659.3 p. 512, § 660.3 p. 515, § 661.3 p. 519.

Lith. asztu-n-t, cp. § 171 p. 18.

O.C.Sl. osim (ordinal osmu) follows sedrm, see § 171 p. 18.

The original Idg. abstract numeral is represented by Skr. aii-

-ti-s ('eighty'), cp. p. 19.

Eighth. Idg. *o1ctdu-6- or some such form. The mo-

forms follow the example of the numeral seven, as do Skr.

navamd-s Umbr. nuvime (§ 173 p. 22).

Skr. astamd-s, Avest. astema-.

Armen. uf-er-ord.

Gr. iiyiSoo-c for "oySofo-g (in Homer also oySo-aro-g, like

s^S6,u-aT0-g).i cp. oySo-rj-/.ovra, oySo-dg. -yS- for -xr- follows the

-jScS- of 'seven'. In all other points the history of oySo(f)o-g is

obscure; see the Author, Morph. Unt. V 36 if., and below § 311.

Lat. octav-o-s, Osc. Uhtavis 'Octavius'; the a is strange

nor has it been satisfactorily explained even by the attempts
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of Thurneysen and Meringer (Kuhn's Ztschr. XXVIII 154, 232).

Cp. the vulgar Latin octua-ginta , for *octov-a-, which is like

Grr. oydo(f)-rj-. See the Author, loc. cit.

O.Ii". ocht-mad^ Mid. Cymr. wyth-uet.

Groth. ahtti-da, O.H.G. ahto-do; O.Fris. ahtunda following

sigunda niugunda.

Lith. aszma-s (now growing obsolete) , Pruss. ace. asma-n,

0.C.81. osmu, pr. Balto-Slav. *os(t)-mo-s. The Lith. has another

word asstunta-s, an ad-formate of septinta-s devinta-s.

§ 173. Nine. Idg. *neu'^ and *4nmj,, the latter in Armenian

and Greek. Also *enuen-, which is preserved in Gr. evEv-TJxovra

(§ 178). The final was -^ -n, not -in -m, as we see from

Gr. ii'sv-tj-xovTa^ Lat. non-CL-gintd non-u-s and Lith. devin-ta-s

(contrast deszim-ta-s 'tenth').

In Indo-Germanic , it was not inflected ; e. g. Avest. nava

satais with nine hundred'; and in Greek, Latin, and Old Irish

it is always indeclinable. Inflected forms: Skr. gen. navdndm,

Goth. gen. niun-e, O.H.G. dat. niun-in (only when the sub-

stantive precedes). It is always declined in Lithuanian, devyn-l.

Skr. ndva^ Avest. nuva.

Armen. iwM, pi. inun-U or innim-Jc (cp. Osthoff, Morph.

Unt. I 122), see I § 232 p. 197.

Gr. *svfni preserved in Ion. flvd-wxsg tlva-xoaioi uva-ro-g

Att. sva-Koam sva-ro-g, Hom. fw-ij/nug like iwrj-yovTa (§ 178).

Also h'Vfa, which should probably be explained with "Wacker-

nagel (Kuhn's Ztschr. XXVIII 132 ff.) as *sv vsfa 'nine in all,

a good nine', this original meaning having been subsequently

weakened; Heracl. f cjt'k, like ojtrfu, following £7rra'. svtv-ii-Kovva

'ninety' preserves an original "enuen-, op. § 178.

Lat. novem instead of *noven follows septem decern, -n is

kept in non-a-ginta non-u-s. noun-dinu-m non-dinu-m, usually

nUn-dinu-m. Umbr. nuvis 'novies'.

O.Ir. noi n-, Mod.Gymr. Corn. naw. But whence came this a?

Goth. O.H.G. niun for "niuun, I § 179 p. 156. O.Sax.

nigun A.S. ni^on, where 3 is a transition-sound or glide (cp.

JelUnek, Paul-Braune's Beitr. XIV 582). The ending -un is
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to be explained in the same way as that of sibun, for which see

§ 171 p. 18.

Lith. devyn-i O.C.Sl. dev^U instead of *navynl *nov^ti on

the analogy of the initial de- of 'ten'; Pruss. nemnts ('ninth')

has been influenced by the Grermanic form. For the termination

of dmyn-l see § 171 p. 18. devqU is the Idg. abstract *neui^-

-ti-s : cp. Skr. navati-s ("ninety'), Avest. navaiti-s ('nine' and

'ninety'), O.Icel. niund.

Ninth. Idg. *neui}n-6- or *neuig,-t6- (^enu-^n-d- or *eny,')}-t6-)^

perhaps both.

Skr. navamd-s Avest. naoma- = *navema- (as ker^naom

= *ker"navemj I § 158 p. 141) O.Pers. navama- instead of

*navand-, following (Skr.) saptamd- daiamd-, cp. Umbr.

nuvime.

Armen. inn-er-ord.

Gr. Horn, siva-ro-g, Att. Hom. sva-ro-q for *ivfa-To-g.

Lat. non-u-s for *noven-o-. If the dzenoine of the Duenos

inscription means 'die noni', its oi makes some difficulty, although

not for the reasons which Pauli suggests (Altital. Stud. I 32 ff.).

Umbr. nuvime 'nonum', where m is not original, but is like that

of Lat. novem and Skr. navamd-s.

O.Ir. no-mad, Mid.Cymr. naw-uet, re-formates like ocht-

-mad wyth-uet etc.

Goth, niun-da O.H.G. niun-to-, pr. Germ. *niuun-dd-n-.

Lith. devin-ta-s (Pruss. nemnts, see above), O.C.Sl. dev^-tu.

§174. Ten. Idg. *(?^^^. Originally indeclinable, and still

so in Yed. ddka hakslycLbhis 'with ten girdles', Gr. J«xa vavai,

Lat. decern ndvium, Goth, taihun skattans, O.H.G. stat zehen

hurgo 'Decapolis', and similar phrases. Inflected : Skr. instr. dakd-

-bhis, Armen. instr. tasam-bk tasam-b, Gr. gen. dsxwv in a Chian

inscription (a trace of Lesbian influence), dat. Goth, taihun-im

O.H.G. zehin-in (in O.H.G. only found where the substantive pre-

cedes). *rfe% has died out not only in Slavonic, but in Baltic too.

Skr. ddka, Avest. dasa.

Armen. tasn. If the ace. mard 'hominem' is a regular

developement from *mxto-m, in which case original final -m was
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dropped, tasn like evfn must be an ad-formate of in-n 'nine',

cp. I § 202 p. 169, § 651.2 Eem. p. 497. But it is pre-

ferable to regard the ending of tasn as coming quite regularly

from *de%'r^^ and mard as being a nominative used for the ac-

cusative (see § 212).

Gr. Jsxa. Arcad. dvo-Ssm (Bullet, de corresp. hellen., IV
1889 p. 281) like Js'xoro-i,' (see p. 24).

Lat. decern, -decim in un-decim etc. is due to the accentuation,

see I § 65 p. 53. Re-formates are decu-plu-s dec-enni-s dec-

-unx etc. beside decem-plex etc. Umbr. desen-duf 'duodecim'

tekuries dequrier 'decuriis', Osc. dekmanniiils 'decumanis'.

O.Ir. deich n- (indeclinable, since deich and deck are

meaningless variations in the mode of writing the same

sounds), O.Cymr. dec.

Goth, taihun O.H.G. zelian. The final -n must be ex-

plained in the same way as that of sibun, see § 171 p. 18. "We

should not have expected the -a- which is found in O.H.G. zehan

O.Sax. tehan; cp. O.H.G. zehanzo beside Goth. taihunte(-hund)

§ 179. Possibly in words like drt-zehan, *-tehun became *-teh^

and then -tehan, and the a passed thence into *tehun etc. (cp.

O.H.G. Sigi-frid as contrasted with fridu). A different ex-

planation is given by Noreen, Arkiv IH 26.

In Balto-Slavonic the only forms left are the two Idg. ab-

stracts : Lith. deszim-t- 0.C.81. des^-t- and Lith. deszim-ti- 0.C.81.

des^-tt-: cp. Skr. daidt- Gr. Sexdg Goth. gen. pi. taihunte (in

taihunte-hund '100', see § 179) and Skr. dakati-s ('tenfold

character, group of ten', specialised to mean 'group of ten

tens, hundred') O.Icel. tiund. In early Lithuanian deszimti-

is still an inflected singular substantive and is followed by the

genitive; but now the inflexion is gone, and we have deszimt

(doubtless both ace. sing. = desqti and loc. sing. = des^te) and

deszimts deszimts (doubtless nom. pi. = desete) '), although still

1) The history of the plural form dSszimts needs further inTBstigation.

Has it been influenced by dvldeszimts 'twenty' trlsdeszimts 'thirty' etc.?

Or is it merely due to an idiom of the language which we find in the

old books, whereby the abstract noun is used like an adjective with the
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gOTerning the genitive plural. 0.C.81. desqti is declined throughout

as an ^-stem ; there is a parallel stem desqt-, e. g. in jedinu na

desqte (loc. sing.) 'eleven' = 'one upon ten'.

Tenth. Idg. *dehn-to- (*deh^-t-o-? see 11 § 81 Rem. 1

p. 242) and *dektpm-o-.

Skr. daiamd-s^ Avest. dasema-.

Armen. tasn-er-ord.

Gr. Ssxavo-g. Lesb. Arcad. 6s>coTo-g (cp. Arcad. Svo-Ssxo),

whose follows -y-ovra -xoaro-g, cp. §§ 176, 177.

Lat. decimu-s, Osc. dekmanniuis 'decumanis'.

O.Ir. dechni-ad, Mid.Cymr. decu-et.

Groth. taihunda, O.H.G. zehanto (cp. p. 23).

Lith. desdmta-s, 0.C.81. desqtu.

§ 175. Eleven to Nineteen. When the units were

added to multiples of ten in the parent language, both units and

tens of the resulting number were independent in the sentence.

The copula 'and' may have been generally used with them, as

in the phrases Yed. ekq ca viSati ca ace. '21', trdyai ca tr\^ac ca

'33', Gr. dvo) y.al 7iivvrjy.ovTu '52', Lat. quattuor et viginti; but

not always, as we infer from Ved. trj,idtq trtn ace. '33', Gr.

nsvTrjuovra Svo, Lat. vigintl quattuor etc. But in the cardinal

numbers 11 to 19 there was a closer combination between the

unit and the numeral 'ten' which followed it (see II § 16

pp. 31 f.). In the numbers 11 to 14 the unit was inflected, in

15 to 19 it was not; hence 15 to 19 readily became true com-

pounds, whilst 11 to 14 may not have become compounds so

soon, since their ending had first to become stereotyped.

Bern ark. There can be no doubt as to the reasons for this difference

between the expressions for 11 to 19 and those for 21—29, 31—39 etc.

The former group was more often used, for one thing ; but the chief reason

was that the words for 20 and the other multiples of ten were themselves

compounds, and therefore it was less convenient to compound them again

with other words.

name of the thing whose number is stated, and takes the case of it ; as

loc. deszimtisa wientosu 'in decem urbibus' (cp. Bezzenberger, Beitr. zur

Gesoh. der lit. Spr. 178 f.)?
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But the numbers 11 to 19 were not expressed in the parent

language only by pairs of words in juxta-position, like Skr. dvd-

-daSa Gr. cFw'-Jsxa. We are justified in regarding as original

expressions like Gr. dixa ^vo, Ssku rgeTg, Lat. decern duo, decern

tres. We may also believe that phrases of subtraction were

used for the numbers immediately preceding twenty as well

as for those immediately preceding thirty, forty and so forth;

such, for example, as we find when the languages had begun to

follow their own separate lines — Skr. ekonaviiati-s, unav\§ati-s

and ekan nd v\sati-s for 19, tryUnasasti-s for 57, Gr. evoc, Heowa

fiY-ooiv hrj '19 years', f.iid<; Stovaai TSTTa^dy-orru vrjsQ 39 ships,

Lat. un-de-vlginti duo-de-triginta, A.S. twa Ices twenti^ for 18,

an Ices tiventi^ for 19, H.G. dial, ains-min-zwainzich ztiai-min-

dreisich (Goth. 2 Cor. 11. 24 fidvor tiguns ainamma vanans to

translate rsaaa^dxoi'Ta napa /.dav).

Of the different modes of expressing the ordinals which

we find, the Latin for 13th to 19th, tertius decmus etc., occurs

in Armenian, Greek, and Germanic besides. We may therefore

fairly regard this as original.

Aryan. Cardinals. 11 Skr. eka-daSa; the first part of

which crystallises the form of the instr. sing. masc. (Ved.) and

nom. sing. fem. ; the form thus chosen was suggested by dva-

-daSa, cp. Avest. a^van-dasa- etc. '11'"' below. 12 Skr. dva-

-daSa dmd-daia Avest. dva-dasa. 13 Skr. trdyo-daia. 14

Skr. cdtur-daia, showing now the stem without inflexion, cp.

A.\est. capru-dasa- '14:*^'. 15 Bkv. pdnca-daia, Avest. pawca-

-dasa. 16 Skr. s6-daia. 17 Skr. saptd-daka. 18 Skr. astd-

-dah. 19 Skr. ndva-daia , also eMnav{§ati-s {eka-una-v\iati-

a score too little by one, a score less one'), or simply una-

-viiati-s, and ekan (i. e. ekad) nd v\hti-s (cp. Delb., Altind.

Synt. pp. 112, 543).

Ordinals. In Sanskrit all the numbers have both -daid-s

and -dasmna-s, cp. Lat. -decimic-s. 11"' Skr. ekadaM-s, Avest.

a^van-dasa-, aeva-dasu-, aevo-dasa- ;
aevu-dasa- may be like

dva-dasa- = Skr. dva-dain-, or is it the bare stem instead

of a case, as in pri-dasa- capru-dasa-? cp. II § 25 p. 41.
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12* Skr. dvadaid-s (dvadaiama-s like duodecimu-s) ^ Avest.

dvadasa-. IS* Skr. trayodaid-s, ATest. pridasa- with the bare

stem instead of a case. 14"' Skr. caturdaid-s, Avest. caprudasa-,

cp. the cardinal. 15* Skr. pancadaid-s, Avest. pancadasa-

and panoadasya-, the latter like tUirya- 'fourth' bitya- 'second'.

16* Skr. sodaSd-s, Avest. xsvasdasa-, etc. Side by side with

Skr. navadasd-s (Avest. navadasa-) '19*' is found ekonav\§a-s,

unaviSa-s and ekannavj^d-s, cp. the ordinal.

Armenian. Ordinals. 11 me-tasan. 12 erko-tasan. 13

ereTi-tasan. 14 coreK-tasan. 15 hnge-tasan. 16 ves-tasan. These

are all inflected as i-stems; e. g. gen. dat. metasanic, instr.

metasanivlt (cp. Ksan '20', gen. dat. Esanic). The numbers from

17 onwards have ev 'and', and inflect sometimes both parts,

sometimes only tasn (cp. air-ev-ji II § 28 p. 46). 17 evih-ev-

-tasn. 18 uf-ev-tasn. 19 inn-ev-tasn.

Ordinals. Two modes are used, tasn-erord ('tenth') may

be followed by^ the ordinal of the unit, as tasnerord corrord

'decimus quartus'; or -er-ord may be simply added to the cardinal,

as metasan-erord '11*' coreMasan-erord '14*'.

Greek. Cardinals. 11 sv-d'sxa (ev- is nom. ace. neut.),

Delph. 3sy.a sig. 12 da-dsxa (Hom. (^Dw-Jexa), Hom. 6vo-y.ai-Ssxa,

and in Att. and Dor. Sit^a Svo as well. 13 tqeIc, y.ai Ssym and

(with the nom. rgsTg crystallised) Tpsig-Kai-d'ey.a^), Att. Dor. J/xct

TQsTg as well. 14 TSTvagsg xui dfxa, TSTTagfa-xaL-dtxa and Seku

rsTTupsg, and so forth. As to the form of e| in h-xai-Ssxa beside

Boeot. sa-xi]-6sxaTos see the Author's Greek Grammar^ § 59 p. 71.

In Attic Sixa Svo, Sexa rpftg etc. were used when the substantive

preceded ; e. g. Sgayuai Ssv.a rpsTg but rpsTg xai Ssxa SQa/jxai

(cp. Wackernagel, Kuhn's Ztschr. XXV pp. 284 f. and Philol.

Anzeiger 1886 pp. 78 f.; Meisterhans, Gr. der att. Inschr.^

pp. 126 f.).

Ordinals. 11* EvStxazo-g. 12* d(t)StxaTo-g, epic SvaSfxaro-g,

1) If the by-form TQiaxaiSsxa is to be admitted (cp. Meisterhans, Gr.
der att. Inschr.^ p. 126), it contains the ace. rfn = *rp«'s (Wheeler, Der
gr. Nominalaooent 42) in a crystallised shape, or rqlg, the form it assumed
in proethnic Greek before consonants (I § 204 p. 171).
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Ion. SvoiSey-aro-s. From IS* onwards the usual mode of ex-

pression in classical Attic, followed consistently in the in-

scriptions, is XQiTog Kcci Sinarog, riruprog xal SexuTog etc.

Homer has TptidxaiSsxaTo-g oxrwuttidfyMTo-g, and Herodotus

TsanaQfayiatdsxaro-g nsVTSxadfxuTo-g , while we find say.tj^fyMTO-g

in Boeotian.

Italic. Cardinals. The following is the ordinary Latin

inode of expressing these. 11 un-decim, the first part of

which we may conjecture to have come from more than one

case-form (cp. un-de-mginti), cp. I § 633 p. 474, II § 86 p. 62.

12 duo-decim. 13 tredecim for Hrez-dedm (I § 594 p. 450);

also tredecim, perhaps following trecenti. 14 quattuor-decim.

15 quindecim for *quinqu(e)-decim, see I § 683 p. 474. 16 se-

decim for *segz-decim, see I § 594 p. 450. 17 septen-decim, see

I § 207 p. 174. 18 duo-de-viginti. 19 Un-de-vlgintt , cp. un-

-decim. Other expressions are interchanged with these, such

as tres et decern, odd et decern; decern duo, decern novem; decern

et unus, decern et duo.

Umhr. desen-duf ace. 'decem duo', see I § 207 p. 174.

Lat. Ordinals. 11* Undecimu-s. 12* duodecimu-s. 13*

tertius decimus, 14* quartus decimus etc., rarely decimus tertius

etc. 18* duodevicesimu-s, rarely octavos decimus. 19*- undevt-

cesimus, rarely nonus decimus.

Old Irish. In the cardinals we have the form deac, dissyl-

labic in the older language, in the later contracted into dec

(Mod.Ir. dSag). 11 oen — deac, 12 dd — deac, 13 tri — deac

etc., with the noun in between, as da cath deac '12 battles'.

deac dSc has nothing to do with deich n- ; it was possibly a

word meaning much the same as Skr. adhika- Goth. -Uf Lith.

-lika.

Ordinals. 11* oenmad —• deac, 12* aile — deac etc.

Grermanic. Cardinals. 11 and 12 contain -lihi-. This is

a noun stem connected with Goth, bi-leiban 'to remain' (v^ leip-,

Skr. limpdmi 'I cleave, stick'), and it originally meant 'excess' or

'being inexcess' — elf would then be 'one in addition', i. e. to

ten; cp. below Lith. -lika from v^leiq-, and Skr. adhika- 'being
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in excess' as used where 10 and its multiples are coupled with

units, e. g. astddhikanavati-s 'a ninety increased by eight' = '98'.

Goth, din-lif O.H.G. ein-Uf, Goth, tva-lif O.H.G. zwe-Uf appear

inflected under the same conditions and in the same way as the

numbers 4 to 10, e. g. tvalibi-m, swelifin (O.Sax. elleban '11' nom.,

following tehan '12'). 13 O.H.G. drt-zehan, but also fone dien

anderen drin zenin (Graff, Ahd. Spr. Y 628). 14 Goth, fidvor-

-taihun, O.H.G. fior-zehan. 15 Goth, fimf-taihun O.H.G. finf-

-zehan. 16 O.H.G. sehs-zehan. 18 O.H.G. ahto-zehan. 19

O.H.G. niun-zehan.

Ordinals. 1 1* (fem.) O.H.G. einlif-to O.Icel. ellifte ellifti.

12* (fem.) O.H.G. zwelif-to O.Icel. tolfte tolfti. The following

ordinals began by being phrases of the same type as Lat.

tertius decimus; but their first member crystallised, it would

seem, in proethnic Germanic, and they then conformed to the

rules of stem-compounds. Goth. Luke 3. 1 in jera fimfta-

taihundin 'sv srst nsvrsaKiSsy.ario . O.H.G. dritto-zehanto, fiordo-

-zehanto etc., and also with -a- (later -e-) as the final of the

first member. Another series, derived from the cardinal, was

used in later O.H.G., as fierzen-do sehszen-do. Icelandic has a

corresponding series, Jim(tn)tan-de sextan-de etc.

Balto-Slavonic. Lithuanian. 11 venil-Uka^ 12 dvy-

-Uka, 13 try-lika, 14 keturio-lika, 15 penkio-lika, IQ szeszio-Uka^

17 septynio-Uka, 18 asztunio-Uka, 19 devt/nio-lika; 11* O.Lith.

leka-s, 12* O.Lith. antras lekas, but the words now used have

-likta-s, as 11* venulikta-s, 12* dvylikta-s. try-Uka, keturio-

-lika etc. contain forms of the neut. pi. in both parts (§ 338),

and accordingly O.Lith. has the dat. -likams and instr. -likais.

When the neuter dropped out of use in Lithuanian (§ 408), -lika

was treated as a nom. sing. fem. ; and then it was declined gen.

-likos etc. This inflexion is seen in Old Lithuanian, and is

still found in dialects of the language, -lika came from an
adjective *lika-s 'remaining over, being in excess', a by-form of

the O.Lith. leka-s just mentioned; and to this day leka-s is in

regular use in the sense of 'remaining over singly, odd'. The
root is leiq- (Lat. linquo Gr. Xh'ttw). Cp. Goth, din-lif above. In
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ven4'-Uka and dvy-lika the final of the first member has assimilated

itself to the numerals immediately following, and become long

;

cp. Skr. eka-daia p. 25 and § 326. Cp. Bezzenberger, Beitr. zur

Gesch. der lit. Spr. 179 ff.; Kurschat, Gram. p. 269; the Author,

Lit. Volkslieder p. 309, and in Techmer's Internat. Ztschr. I 251 f.;

Mahlow, Die langen Vocale 49 ; Joh. Schmidt, Pluralbild. 39, 42.

— Slavonic. 11 Jedinu na desqte (loc. sing, of stem des(^t-) =
'one upon ten', 12 dtlva na des^te 'two upon ten' etc. Cp. Lett.

mn-pa-dsmit '11' ^ 'one over ten' diw-pa-dsmit '12' etc., and

Gr. Thess. ra sy.ra In IkolSi (Collitz, Samml. der Gr. Dialekt-

inschr., no. 345. 10). There are two types of ordinals. Some-

times only the unit takes the ordinal form, as osmyp na desqte

'the eighth upon ten' = 18*
; sometimes -tnu was used to make

a derivative from the expression for the cardinal number. In the

latter case the unit might either show the form of the nom. ace,

as pqti-na-desqtmu 'IS""'; or be treated like the first member of

a stem-compound, as pqto-na-des^tmu, cp. II § 47 p. 86.

§ 176. Twenty to Ninety-nine.

The Indo-Germanic expressions for multiples of ten from 20

to 90 at first meant two, three, or the proper number of tens.

Originally both parts of the phrase were inflected ; both the unit

(except the uninflected units 5 to 9, see §§ 169 ff.) and the word

for a ten — a neuter ^Homt- *Rtp,t- (for *d1comt- *dJcmt-^ see

§ 164 pp. 2 f.).
'20' was a dual, %? (?) Tcmt-i; the others plural,^

as '30' *tri icomt-9. But these expressions for multiples of ten

are not inflected in any language ; in all of them the nom. ace.

has become stereotyped. Some at least of the units in these

phrases were stereotyped in the parent language itself. This

is proved by *qetuf-Jcomt9 (Gr. Tirpw-/.ovTa Lat. quadra-ginta

Avest. capwar'-sat- Armen. fcar-a-sun) and *peidqe-hmt9 (Gr.

nsvvrj-KovTa Skr. panca-idt-), which were ad-formates of *tn-

-komtd. It is doubtful whether ^h^tti and *komt9 had also become

crystallised so soon.

These forms of the nom. ace. pi. (du.) neut. became in the

Indo-Germanic period the foundation upon which were built

singular abstract nouns (collectives) of the feminine gender, and
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ordinals whose first member was the nom.-acc. form. The ab-

stract nouns were ad-formates of the feminine *deh^t- 'group of

ten' 1) : examples are Skr. tr\^dt- 'group of 30', Gr. Boeot. J^img

Att. fixa'e, O.Ir. fiche 'group of 20' gen.Jichet. The ordinals were

derived from these by the suffixes -to- and -t-rnmo-. When these

two groups of abstract nouns and ordinals sprang up, the ex-

pressions for the cardinal numerals, from which they were derived,

had not yet fully become compounds. Thus HriHomt- *trih^t-

\piayMs' and *trihrifto- *trlk,infti^mo- 'rptamOtog' may have

stood related to *trT %omt9 'three tens' much in the same way

as O.C.Sl. duvadesqtmu "20"'' to duva des^ti '20', and as Lat.

quartadecumam to quarta decuma, Sacravienses to sacra via

etc. (II § 3 p. 5).

Remark 1. Perhaps the re-formates *qel'yf- and *penqe- first ap-

peared only in collectives and ordinals, in which there was a closer con-

nexion between the word for the unit and the word for the ten. This

might explain certain pairs of forms, Tsrqw-xorTa and T^Taqa-xovTa in

Oreek, panca-sat- and panca-sat- in Avestic; and the difference between

Avest. capwar^-sat- and Skr. caivarj-sdt-. Gr. TirqiaxovTa would then be

an ad-formate of TeT^uxoard-?; while reTTagaxoarot, on the contrary, would

liave followed rsTtagaxovra.

The dual *'k,trt,t-i once had the weak stem in all its cases;

hence come Avest. vt-saiti Armen. U-san Gr. fi-xari Lat. vt-

-gintl, hence also the collective with -Tomt- : Gr. fi-ndg sl-ndc

O.Ir. fi-che (O.Cymr. u-ceint Corn, u-gans). But the nom. ace.

pi. was *Jcomt-9, whence Armen. -sun Gr. -xowa and the col-

lectives Avest. pri-sqs O.Ir. -cha -ga. In cardinals and col-

lectives of the tens from 80 upwards "^hnt- is also found (Lat.

-ginta and Skr. tr\-§dt- Avest. pri-sat- etc., Gr. rgia-xdg). Two
possible causes may be assigned for this. (1) Beside *Uomt-d there

may have once been weak cases with *lcvp,t-^ as loc. *h^t-su^

or (2) the corresponding forms for the number 20 may have set

the type. The ordinals had all of them doubtless *hrit- to begin

with, as Gr. Boeot. fi-xadro-g Skr. tr\-iattamd-s Lat. trl-cesimu-s.

1) Words were formed later on the same principle in Old Icelandic,

in Lithuanian
, and in Greek. Examples : O.Icel. tmteg-t 'elxdg priteg-t

^Tgiaxdf' etc.; Lith. dvideszimti-s 'eixag (e.g. yo dvideszimtes metu, in

Bretken) from *dvl dSszimti '20'; Gr. hSsxtii SioSfxdg etc.
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Remark 2. Avest. visqstema- is an ad-formate of *prisqstema- (which

we may infer from- ^nsq^s), which had itself taken the place oi *prisastema-.

In Greek, and doubtless in its proethnio period, -xovra influenced the con-

nected ordinals in "-xaaro-;. The change may hare taken place in either

of two different ways; (1) *-xaaTo-g may have become "-xovaro-s and then

-xoaro-i (ep. xeffTo'-s for *xffaTo-g, I § 204 p. 171), or (2) *-xaaTo-i may
simply have taken over the o of -xovra. The o then spread backwards

to 20 and 10 (Ion. Att. elxooTo-c elxoai, Arcad. Sixoro-g Svo-Sfxo), and

forwards to 100 and its multiples (Arcad. Ixozor-jSota and Ion. Att. -xooiot).

The old expressions for the cardinal numbers, consisting

of an adjective with a substantive, remained in Armenian,

Greek, and Latin, and in the Avestic word visaiti '20'. In

Aryan and in Keltic these were displaced by the group of

singular abstract nouns; the only Aryan forms which recal the

old type are Avest. vtsaiti, and indirectly Skr. viiati-s (see § 177).

But in Aryan these forms were themselves displaced in the

numbers from 60 to 90 by a second group of abstracts, such

as Skr. sasti-s (see § 178). In Germanic and Balto-Slavonic,

both these expressions for the cardinal numerals and the singular

abstracts had disappeared before the historical period begins.

Their place was filled by other expressions which had really

and truly the same etymological factors, and the same meaning,

as the original Indo-Germanic expressions. Take for example

30, Goth, preis tigjus Lith. trys deszimtys O.C.Sl. tri des^ti,

where the substantive was the Indo-Germanic word for a

group of ten, *delc'>nt- *delcmU-, still used independently. i)

It is probable that *hmt- *'kmt- became obscured quite early

in Germanic and Balto-Slavonic, as in the other languages,

and sank to the level of a suffix; and the new expressions

served to refresh somewhat the original meaning of the words.

But then the same thing happened again, and the new words

1) Grerm. He-gu- 'group of ten' must be derived from

the following manner. In the instr. pi. *te^und-mi and in an instr. dual

form containing an m-suffix (in the expression for 20), -undm- became

-unm-, -umm-, and -urn- successively. Thus we have Hgum, which gave the

type for a new set of cases, Goth, tigjus etc. See §§ 379, 386. What may

be the relation of forms with u in the root-syllable (O.H.G. -ziig O.Icel.

togr tugr) to *<«gM- still remains an open question. — For the masc. gender

of the word compare O.C.Sl. duva desqti.
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were themselves obscured and became suffixes. For example,

in Mid.H.G. drt-^ic vier-zic Mod.H.G. drei-ssig vier-zig the final

part was and is a mere suffix, no less than was that of Grr.

TQitt-y.ovra or that of Lat. tri-gintcL at the beginning of the

historical period of the classical languages. And in German [and

English] these multiples of ten are used as adjectives agreeing in

case with the substantive which follows, just as happened with the

similar expressions which the Romans and the Greeks had in-

herited from the parent language : Mod.H.G. in vierzig wochen 'in

forty weeks' as contrasted with O.H.G. feorzug wehhono 'rsxruQa-

xovrdg sji^ofid^wv and with Goth, dage fidvor tiguns 'ijfisgav tst-

TuQug dsxciSag, just like Gr. rpiaxovta av^gsg instead of *rQia xovra

uvSgwv, Lat. trigintcL virt instead of *tri conta virom. However,

in Germanic these new expressions with *iejM- held their ground

only from 20 to 60, while the three others of the series — 70,

80, 90 — were displaced in proethnic Germanic by a new group

formed on the analogy of an old expression for 100, Goth.

taihunte-hund '^fxd^wv Ssxdg. This change will be discussed in

§ 178.

In the parent language there never was any very close

connexion between the words for the various multiples of ten

and any intermediate units which might be used with them

(in numbers such as 21, 22, 31 and so forth). The unit al-

ways remained an independent word. See § 175 p. 24. It was

also independent in the differentiated idioms of the different

languages. Sanskrit is the only noteworthy exception. Along

with the old method of expresssion, Vedic itself contains femi-

nine words like trdyas-tr\kat- '33' cdtus-triiat- '34', which follow

the analogy of trdyo-daia '13' cdtur-daia '14'. Later, these

compound forms became the rule; and for other numbers be-

sides 24, 34 etc. the bare stem was used in them; e. g. eka-

-v\kati-s '21' (but on the other hand ekadaia), dvi-tr\^at- '32'.

Sanskrit always shows a marked preference for compound words

(see II § 21 p. 37), and this new group only followed the

general lines of the language.

Words formed on the principle of subtraction have been
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already discussed (§ 175 p. 25). Examples are ekonatr\ht-

Unatrj^at- '29', panconq iatam '95', ekan nd iatdm '99'.

§ 177. Twenty. The cardinal ended in *-h^U (Avest.

vi-saiti Grr. fi-xan)^ which was nom. ace. du. neut. of the stem

-Rint- (§ 294).

The first part was *uei- (Gr. Heracl. fii-xan ') si-xoai), *ui-

(O.Ir. fi-che), *iiim- or *«^m- (Skr. vi-Sati-s)^ perhaps also *y,i-

(Ayest. vt-saiti, Gr. fi-y.an with t?, Lat. vt-ginti, Armen. Jlsan

for *gi-santi or *gT-santi). It would seem, then, that different

case-forms were used; but we cannot get anything like a clear

idea as to what the original method of expression was in

Indo-Germanic. It seems certain that all these variations of

*M«i- meant 'two', and it is natural to connect them with two

particles — (1) Skr. vi 'apart' vi-su- vi-sva- 'on both sides, on

different sides' (cp. Avest. pri-sva-) vi-tard-m 'further' Goth.

vi-pra 'against, with- (in composition)' Lat. vi-tr-icu-s (II § 75

p. 191); and (2) u in Skr. u-hhau O.Q.Si.vu-toru and in the

nom. ace. du. Skr. dva-il. Then *u-4- 'two' will be like *tr-i-

'three' and *dui- 'two' (§ 166 p. 6, § 311 Rem. 2). See the

Author, Morph. Unt. V 23 ff., Bartholomae Stud, zur idg. Sprach-

gesch. I 74, and below §§ 285, 296.

The abstract ended in *-Tcmt-s (in the nom. sing.) : Gr. fi-xds

l-xdg st-ncig O.Ir. fi-che. The ordinal ended in *-hnfto-

^-Umftmmo- : Gr. Boeot. ft-y.aato-c Lat. vi-cesimu-s.

Aryan. Avest. visaiti. Skr. vUati-s is a singular ab-

stract noun formed from the nom. ace. du. in *-iati, after the

analogy of sasti-s '60', saptati-s '70* etc.: people said v\§atyd,

hdrmanij and with the case of the latter word assimilated v{katyd

hdribhis 'with 20 bay steeds' just as they said sastyd hdrmdm

and sastyd hdribhis 'with 60 bay steeds'. The later v\kat- seems

to be merely an ad-formate of the numbers 30 to 50 tr\idt- etc.,

1) Danielsson (Epigraphioa, Upsala 1890, p. 33) would now regard

Heracl. feixari as flxan influenced by the form of Att. fi'xooi, which he

takes to stand for efixoai. The diphthong of /«- has no real support

whatever in the other Indo-Qermanic languages; still I can see no valid

reason for denying that it represents an original proethnio form.

BrugmanD, Elements. III. 3
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as on the other hand viiati-s was the type for tr\kati-s which was

used in more recent times along with tr{-kdt-. Avest. vi- may

come from v\--^ see the Author, Morph. Unt. V 27.

20"^. Ayest. visobstema- instead of *vi,sastema-, see § 176

Eem. 2. Skr. v\kati-tamd-s, derired from vpati- (cp. sasti-tamd-s

§ 178), and v\^d-s like ekadaM-s 'eleventh' etc.

Armenian. Ksan probably for *gsan *gtsan(ti) with g- =
M-, -s- = -^-, -an- = -tn-, see I § 232 p. 197. Icsan, like the

multiples of ten that followed it, received inflexion once more

(as an «-stem), e. g. gen. dat. Ksan-i-c; and later it was also

declined in the singular. Ordinal Ksan-erord.

Greek. Dor. Boeot. Flxmi, and with si Dor. funari Ion. Att.

fly.oai Horn, sf/xorrt. 20"^ Boeot. /(xaerro-g kit. dy.oaroc,. Abstract:

Boeot. fv/Mg Thess. i/a? Att. stxag. The quantity of i in the

first syllable has not been ascertained, -o- in place of -a- was

due to the following multiples of ten, its first source being

the ending -xoira; see § 176 Rem. 2 p. 31. Hesychius has

preserved another form Yxawiv (MS. Ixdvnv) with the -v- of

-y.ovta. The v erpslxvanxov may have been first added to fixoai

when it was used as a dative, cp. inscr. dvSodaiv svl xal sly.oaiv

(Maassen, De littera v paragogica, 1881, p. 34).

Italic, vi-ginti. vicesimu-s^ rarely vigesimu-s. Whether

vt- represents Idg. *ui- or *uei- is uncertain; we find veiginti

in C.I.L. I 1194, later than 105 B.C. It is also doubtful why

the final -i of -ginti is long; was an original -i lengthened

on the analogy of -ci, in triginta etc., or was -oi or -ej, the

ending of the nom. ace. du. neut. of o-stems (see § 293), sub-

stituted for it? The -g- Thurneysen holds to be correct pho-

netically in septingentl nongenU (quadringentT octingenti) , and

then to have extended itself by analogy into other numbers

(I § 499 p. 366); in considering this question, we must not

forget that a media g seems also to be indicated by the z- of

Alban. -zet 'group of 20' (ns-z4i 'one score', dil-zet 'two score'

etc.) — see G. Meyer, Abh. zu M. Hertz' 70. Geburtstag 1888,

pp. 90 f., and compare the mediae in Lat. quadru- § 168 p. 11,

Gr. £/?Vo-e O.C.Sl. sedmu § 171 p. 19.
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Old Irish, fi-che (gen. fichet dat. fichit) for *-Jcip,t-s

(I § 243 p. 201, § 620 p. 467, § 634 pp. 474 f., § 657. 6 p. 509,

§ 685 p. 552)
;
possibly fi- took the place of *ut- or *uei- after

the analogy of tricha. O.Cymr. u-ceint Corn, u-gans, the u
of which has not been explained; cp. Thurneysen in Kuhn's

Ztschr. XXYI 810 footnote 2. 20* Mid.Ir. fichet-mad (in-

ferred from coicet-mad).

Germanic. Goth, tvditigjus, dat. tvdimtigum. O.H.G.

zwein-zug O.Sax. twen-tig, the first part being a crystallised

dative. 20* O.H.G. zweinzug-osto. As to He^u- for *deJcmt-

see p. 81 footnote 1.

Balto-Slavonic. Lith. originally *dvi deszimti (dual),

hence dvideszimt uninflected, and also a dialectic form dMeszimts

through assimilation to trlsdeszimts etc.; 20* O.Lith. antra-s

deszimta-s^ modern dvideszimta-s. O.C.Sl. duva des^ti (dual, so

desqti is masc); 20"" duvades^tmu dvadesqtmu, and, following

the fashion of stem-compounds, dvodes^tmu (ct^. p^to-na-des^tmu

§ 175 p. 29).

§ 178. Multiples of Ten, from Thirty to Ninety.

Aryan. Traces of the old neuter plural phrases *trt Homtd

etc. survive in the first components of Avest. capwar"-sat- and

Skr. panca,-idt- Avest. panca-sat-, since these followed the

analogy of *M- (see § 176 p. 29), and also in the first part

of Skr. catvari-idt-, in which *catvari- changed to catvarjr- on

the analogy of v{- and tr\-. In proethnic Aryan the feminine

singular abstract nouns displaced the old plural phrases, and

in the same period these same forms, in the numbers from 60

to 90, were themselves displaced by abstract nouns derived

from the units, Skr. sasti-s Avest. xsvasti-s 'a group of six'

{i. e. six tens), and so forth.

In the second member of 80, 40, and 50 the weak stem

*.^rp.t- == Skr. -Sat- Avest. -sat- has levelled out the others;

Skr. tri-Mt- catvar{-kdt- pafica-idt- ,
Avest. pri-sat- capwar"-

-sat- panca-sat- ;
*-h)mt- is found only in Avest. pri-sqs, an

indeclinable word, which corresponds to O.Ir. nom. sing, tri-cha

(cp. Ascoli, Krit. Stud. 100). In Avestic the ace. in -sat-em was
3*
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used for the nom. as well, doubtless under the influence of the

neuter sate-m '100'; hence the word was declined as an o-stem,

gen. pi. prisatanqm
,

panccLsata-gCiya- 'space of 50 paces'. In

Sanskrit the analogy of vjiati-i gave rise to triiati-s, which

was used along with tr\kdt-.

"With regard to the first member, the following are directly

descended from Indo - Germanic forms: Avest. capwar'- from

*qetuf- (cp. I § 306 p. 242) and Skr. paflca- Avest. panca- from

^peKqe-, see § 176 p. 29. "Whether Skr. trj- represents pre-

Aryan *trim-, or is an ad-formate of vjr-,- is a doubtful point;

Skr. catvarj- instead of *catvari- must count as an ad-formate

of this kind. Avest. capwar^-sat- was confused with compounds

like Mar"-carana-; hence alongside of capru-mCihya- adj. 'every

four months, connected with four months', and the like, were

coined such compounds as capwar'-zangra- 'four-footed'. This

same capwar"-sat- may therefore have suggested pri-sat- in-

stead of *pri-sat- or *prpat-, and panca-sat- (beside panccl-

-sat-). But the pri- of the MSS. may be an incorrect mode

of writing pr%- or pr\- (see the Author, Morph. Unt. V 27),

and panca-sat- may be a genuine product of the time when

*pet9qe Ttomtd was still spoken and had not yet been changed

to *pe'>dqe Jcomta (see § 176 Rem. 1).

60 Skr. sasti-s Avest. xsvasti-s. 70 Skr. saptaii-s Avest.

haptaiti-s — the Cl of the latter is due to that of astoLiti- ; a is

retained in haptaipi-vant- 'seventy-fold'. 80 Skr. aiiti-s (cp. § 172

Rem. p. 19), Avest. astaiti-s. 90 Skr. navati-s Avest. navaiti-s.

Skr. sasti-s and Avest. navaiti-s have not ceased to bear the

more general sense of 'group of six', 'group of nine'.

Remark. We may assign a reason for the use of sasti-s etc. in place

of corresponding abstracts of the same kind as tr{-^dt-. Such a use

suggests that in proethnio Aryan higher numbers could be expressed by

a sexagesimal notation, in which the word scisti-s xsvasti-s 'threescore'

held the most prominent place. Even in historical times the ancient

Persians had a remarkable liking for the number sixty and its multiples,

as the Romans had for sexaginta and sescentl (see Cantor, Mathemat. Beitr.

zum Kulturleben der Volker, 1883, p. 361 f.) The original compound numeral

for 60 was displaced by sasti-s in proethnic Aryan, and corresponding ex-

pressions for the following tens established themselves later by analogy.
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In the phrases Skr. tr\kdtci hdrlnclm, sastyd hdrlnciin 'with

30, 60 bay steeds' the cases were assimilated
,

giving tr\katcL

hdribhis, sastyd hdribhij; and a further assimilation of the first

word to the number of the second produced Skr. panccliadbhir

variais 'with 50 arrows', the numeral being now regarded as an

adjective. The Avestic prisatanqm bawrinqm 'triginta fibrorum'

is similar (cp. Lith. deszimtisa mestosii p. 23 footnote 1, Lat.

ducentl virT § 180). It is improbable that the latter construction

is immediately connected with the original neut. pi. phrases *tn

%omtd 'three tens' etc.

Ordinals. Skr. trj^at-famd-s catvcLr{sat-tamd-s pancClsat-

-tamd-s and tr\kd-s catvcir\sd-s pancaid-s like viSd-s (§ 177

p. 88). sasti-tamd-s saptati-tamd-s akti-tamd-s navati-tamd-s

and sastd-s saptatd-s aSitd-s navatd-s (observe that t distin-

guishes these from sasthd-s 'sixth' saptdtha-s 'seventh', which

have th)\, the last three are to be compared with -Satd- '100*'

(§ 179). In Avestic only prisata- '30"'' is actually found.

Armenian, -sun came from the stem -Jcomt- (I § 79 p. 70), and

is probably shortened for *-sonta. Sometimes we have -a-, the

'vowel of composition', (cp. II § 28 p. 45). 30 eresim for *eri-

-a-sun. 40 /ccir-a-sun; fear- probably stands for *qtuf- (cp.

arm-ukn 'elbow' = Skr. ir-md- Avest. ar"-ma-, I § 306 p. 241).

50 yi-sun, cp. I § 330 Rem. p. 265, and Bugge, Beitr. zur

etym. Erlaut. der armen. Sprache, p. 10; whether *pe'idqe- or

*peidqe- be the form contained in this word it is impossible to

decide. 60 vat-sun^ cp. vec 'six' and ves-tasan '16'. 70 evfan-a-

-sun. 80 uf-sun. 90 inn-sun. The numerals in -sun remained for

a long time indeclinable, and afterwards, like Ksan '20'
(§ 177

p. 34), became inflected ; they were declined as «-stems, e. g. gen.

dat. eresn-i-c ;
later they were declined in the singular as well.

Ordinals: eresn-erord liarasn-erord etc.

Greek. -Kovta. was indeclinable from proethnic Greek

onwards. Occasional exceptions to this rule, such as ri-aasQay.6vTMv

(inscr. of Chios), rpiiyxoVrwv (Hesiod), TQirjmvisaai (Anthol.) are

re-formates of a late period, and so are ni/tmov (§ 169 p. 13)

and Skioy (§ 174 p. 22).
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30. TQta-Mvta Ion. rgirj-xovta instead of *XQl->ioi)Ta. *r(ji-

first gave place to *Tpia-, since all nom. ace. pi. neut. took the

termination -a from consonant-stems (§§ 337 ff.) ; then a was

lengthened on the analogy of rsTQa-xovra and ntvrij-Kovva.

Similarly we have Tpia-xdg.

40. Dor. Ion. TSTgco-xovra = Idg. *qety^-. Att. rsTTagd-

-y.ovta Ion. Arcad rf (Tfffpa'-xojTa Boeot. Tifrrapa-xovra. Cp. § 176.

50. Att. Dor. etc. nsvTtj-xovTa = Idg. *pei9qe-. Cp. § 176

p. 29. The ->]- of this word passed on to the following multiples

of ten, as in Latin the a of quadrci-gintci passed on to quinqua-

-gintoi sexa-gintcL and the rest.

60. Att. Dor. etc. s^-tj-xovra, Cret. fsSrjy.ovra.

70. Att. Ion. s^So/u-ij-xovra^ Heracl. Delph. s^SifxrjxovTa.

It is not clear how s^So/li-tj- is to be explained (cp. s^do/.iug

£^do/.idxig and s^io/uo-g). Perhaps it contains an Idg. *septom-

(cp. *-dh)m-t- beside *-dZm-t-). Cp. § 171 p. 17, and the Author,

Morph. Unt. Y 36 fP. e^3s/.iijxovrtt seems to be a modification

of s^dofirjKOvra due to the influence of ivtvrixovra. Thus modified

it gave rise itself to the Epidaurian e^ds^iaZog (p. 19).

80. Horn. oydoi-xovTa like Lat. octo-gintd. Att. Lesb. oydo-

-TJ-xovTa Heracl. bySoijxovTa (cp. Heracl. oxrcJ § 172 p. 20), like

vulgar Latin octua-ginta for *octovol-. 6ySo-rj- (cp. oydodq and

oySoo-g) presents the same difficulties as £^So/.i-?j-. See § 172

p. 20 for oyi^oo-g, and the Author, Morph. Unt. Y 36 ff.

90. Hom. fi'vijxovra Oetean svrjy.oyra for *ivf-rj- like Armen.

inn-sun^ c^.Hom. Ew-fj/.tag
-^
in the Homeric age the words used

seem to have been hfTJxovra evfij/uao (the Author, op. cit. 41 ff.

and 45). Att. Hom. Ion. hsvrj/.ovra Heracl. svsi'fjy.ovra (cp. Heracl.

evvsa § 173 p. 21) for *evfiv->-'-xoi'Ta, from which we should infer

an Idg. stem *enuen- *neuen-, to which it is possible to refer

Lat. non-a-ginta non-u-s and O.Ir. noicht-ech "of ninety years'.

Cp. the Author, op. cit. 39 ff.

In the ordinals of the tens from 30 to 90 *-y.affTo-g became

-xoarii-g through assimilation to -xovra in proethnic Greek (§ 176

Rem. 2 pp. 30 f.). r()iaxo(}T6-g. rfrpwxoffro-? and rfTTagaxoaro-g.

7iEVT7jxoar6-c. a'irjxoazo-g. £(ido/u7]xoor6-c. oydotjxoOTo-g. evtvijxoovo-g.
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Italic. No evidence is forthcoming except in Latin, -gintd

instead of *-gonta owed the change of its final to the analogy

of o-stems (cp. § 342); -i- (earlier -e-) instead of -o- may be

due either to the vowel gradation seen in different cases of

the Idg. neut. pi. *]comt-3, or to the analogy of vi-ginti (§ 176

p. 30); as to -g- instead of -c-, the student may refer to

§ 177 p. 34. tri- is the old nom. ace. neut. quadra- is the

Idg. *qetuf- ; its -a- passed on to the following tens, as the -rj-

of TiEVTij-xoi'Ta did to sS>j-y.ovTa and the rest, quinqua- (instead

of *(juinque-). sexcL-. septus,- has been assimilated to octua-.

octud- for *octov-S,- (like Gr. 6'ySo-7J-y.ovTa) belongs to the

popular language (cp. § 172 p. 21); the literary form is octo-

(like Gr. nyd(u-xovTa). It is uncertain whether non-cL- stands

for pre-Italic *neuen-, like Gr. sv(f)i!v-ri-y.nvTu, or for pre-Italic

*MeM^-, like Gr. *svJ^-7]-Y.ovra, (Horn. ivvrjxovTa).

Ordinals, trlcesimu-s (like vuesimu-s) and tn-gesimu-s. Only

-gesimu-s occurs in the rest of the series, quadrdgesimu-s etc.

Old Irish, -cha -ga and -ca (see I § 514 pp.375 f.) for

*-Tcomt-s, gen. -chat dat. -chit -chait. 30 iri-cha with original

short j, as Bret, tregont shows; Hrecha would be the regular

form; the word may have taken its present shape under the

influence partly of tri 'tria', which is used before substantives

as an independent word, partly of fi-che '20'. tri- is the

stem, in place of nom. ace. pi. neut. *tri-. 40 cethor-cha either

for *cetiAra- (nom. ace. pi. neut., cp. Gr. nrrapd-KOvra) or for

*cetru- (the stem, cp. Gall. Petru-corius and tri-cha); Mid.Ir.

cethrarha, which doubtless follows cethri 'four'. 50 coica,

perhaps by syllabic dissimilation (cp. Gall. Leucamulus for

*Leuco-camulo-, I § 643 p. 488) ; is the contained unit *peKqe-

or "petdqe-? see the Author, Morph. Unt. V 83. 60 ses-ca.

70 sechtmo-ga -go, which may stand for *sechtrp,m-u-cont- or for

*sechtom-u-cont- (cp. cethorcha for *cetru-cont- [?] and O.Cymr.

trimuceint '80'). Cp. the Author, Morph. Unt. V 38. 80 ochtmo-

-ga is certainly an ad-formate of sechtmo-ga. 90 Mid.Ir. nocha

or nocha , O.Ir. perhaps *noicha (cp. noicht-ech 'of ninety

years') ; was *nd(i)ca the older form (see I § 212 pp. 178 f. and
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§ 513 p. 375) and did tri-cha cause the change from c to ch,

or was it *no(i)ncha, where ch instead of c would shew that a

vowel had dropped between n and cha? It remains a doubtful

point whether the contained unit is *neu'^- or *neuen- (cp. Gr.

ev(f)sv-TJ-i(ovTu).

The Ordinals end in -mad, as 50"" coicet-mad coicat-mad.

For expressions like tri deich '30', coic deich '50' (cp. the

Germanic and Balto-Slavonic) and da fichit '40' tri fichit
'60'

(cp. Alban. du-zet, tre-zet) see Stokes, Bezzenb. Beitr. XI 167 f.,

and Pott, Die quin. und vig. Zahlm. 99 ff.

Germanic. Goth. 30 preis-tigjus, ace. prins-tiguns, gen.

prije-tigive. 40 fidvor-tigjus. 50 fimf-tigjus. 60 saihs-tigjus.

O.H.G. dn-zug (the spirant 2 is due to the preceding vowel,

see I § 533 p. 390; yet on the analogy of zwein-zug and the

following tens the word came to have z = ts, as the spelling

tncig etc. shews), fior-zug, finf-sug, sehzug sehszug (the latter

a re-formate, cp. Lat. sescenti and sexcentT, § 180). As regards

the origin of tigu- and -zug, see p. 31 footnote 1.

For 70, 80, and 90 we have in Gothic sibunte-hund ahtdute-

-hund niunte-hund, which are mostly indeclinable, though once

we find a gen. in -is, niuntehundis ; in Old High German of the

oldest period, sibunzo ahtozo {-z- instead of -g- is a re-formation)

niunzo (not actually found, but this is a mere accident) ; in Old

Saxon ant-sibunta ant-ahtoda; and in Anglo-Saxon hund- seo-

fonti^ hund'Cahtati-^ hund-ni^onti^. These were all ad-formates

of an original expression for 100, Goth, taihunte-hund O.H.G.

zehanzo A.S. hund-teonfi^ , which will be explained in § 179.

Probably the Indo-Germanic expressions for 70, 80, and 90

which answered to Goth, preis-tigjus etc. lost their original

meanings in proethnic Germanic, and were then superseded by

this new series which follows the analogy of taihunte-hund. Yet

in West Germanic there fas a kind of reaction to the older

type, and O.H.G. sibunzo ahtozo niunzo during the ninth and

succeeding centuries were gradually made to conform to the type

of the preceding tens, and transformed into sibunzug ahtozug

niunzug ; and similarly, in Anglo-Saxon, *hund-seofonta became
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hund-seofonti^, and the others of this set were changed in like

manner. Cp. the Author, Morph. Unt. Y 49 f.

The forms in -zug and -zo were still regarded as substan-

tives in O.H.G., since they governed a genitive case; as feorzug

wehhono, sibunzo wehhono; the present type is in vierzig wochen

'in forty weeks', like Skv. pancaiadbhir vdnais (§ 178 pp. 36 f).

No ordinals are found in Gothic. In O.H.G. we have

dn^ugosto etc. like zweinzugosto.

Balto-Slavonic.

Lithuanian. 30 trps deszimtys (stem deszimti-) and

deszimts (stem deszimt-), like O.C.Sl. cetyri des^ti beside ceUjre

des^te. Each word of the expression was declined independently

(with the gen. pi. of the word whose number was to be

expressed), as ace. trh deszimtis, gen. triju deszimtu. Similarly

40 keturios deszimtys [deszimts) , ace. ketures deszimtis, etc.

These expressions are found in Old Lithuanian, and still

survive as dialectic variants; but as a rule they became com-

pounds, the unit coalescing with the ten. The accusative became

the regular form in the first part, and in the second, -deszimts

was crystallised in some dialects, as trls-deszimts ketures-

-deszimts etc.; whilst elsewhere (in the literary language) dvi-

-deszimt '20' set the type for the final member, and its -deszimt

passed on to the rest of the series, as trh-deszimt etc. Other

kinds of change in the older language are discussed by Bezzen-

berger, Beitr. zur Gesch. der lit. Spr., 181 f. — Ordinals. Old

Lithuanian has such phrases as penkta-s deszimta-s (cp. antra-s

deszimta-s '20"''), and such compounds as penkta-deszimta-s, 'SO*'.

The forms now used, trlsdeszimta-s keturesdeszimta-s etc., have

been modified by association with the cardinal. Forms with the

'vowel of composition', like keturid-deszimta-s '40*' septynid-

-deszimta-s '70*''', are also said to occur. See Bezzenberger,

op. cit. 185 f.; Schleicher, Lit. Gr. 151 f.

Slavonic. 30 tri desqti. 40 cetyri desqti, and masc. cetyre

desqte. 50 p^fi desqtu = nsi'Toig dsxddcoy, 60 sesti desqtu etc. —
The Ordinals end in -mu, trides^tmu, cetyrides^tmu p^ttdes^tmu
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etc. ; sometimes they contain the Vowel of composition' -o-, as

sedmodes^tmu beside sedrmdes^tmu '70"''.

§ 179. Hundred. The Idg. cardinal was *h^t6-m for

*dhrkt6-m (§ 164 pp. 2 f.) group of ten {sc. tens)', a neuter

subst. governing the gen. pi. In this word 'tens' is understood,

as it is in Skr. dasati-s, which means both 'decas' and 'centum'.

But in Goth, taihunte-hund 'diy.u^wv dsxdg' the original expression

seems to have been kept without abbreviation.

Skr. iatd-m. Yarious constructions are found, — iatena

hdrinam, iatena hdribhis and iatd hdribhis 'with 100 bay

steeds'; and the Yeda has katd puras as well as iatq puras

'100 cities', sata- in composition, as iatd-patra-s 'having 100

wings', but also satdm-uti-s 'offering a hundred helps, giving

help an hundred-fold', Avest. safe-m.

Armen. hariur, of doubtful origin (cp. Ascoli, Kuhn-Schl.

Beitr. V 212 f.).

Gr. sy.arov, which has become indeclinable and is used

always as an adjective, as harov avdgdai. This is the sole form

found in composition, Ixaro- having entirely disappeared; examples

are exaTo/u-ftf; f^aToy-xngo-g (ey.ar6oTOf.io-<; may be derived from

*sxaTovarofto-g, as laid down in I § 204 p. 171); — we even

find such compounds as snarovTa-xd^rjVo-c (cp. sy.arovrus saavov-

Totyig) , following rpiay.ovrd-Cvyo-c and the like. Arcad. saorov-

-^oia like Ion. Att. -xnaioi, cp. § 176 Rem. 2 p. 31. s-xarov

is probably a confusion of two modes of expression, *u-xar6-v

(cp. Skr. sa-hdsra-m 'one thousand') and *£v xarov (cp. Alban.

ns Hint O.H.G. ein hunt 'one hundred'), which were used inter-

changeably like Skr. dvi-iatd-m and dm iate '200'.

Lat. centum, like ty.aTni>, is crystallised and used as an ad-

jective; but centi- (centu-) is found in compounds, as centi-

-manu-s, though we also have centum-pondiu-m centum-peda etc.

(cp. Skutsch, De nominum Lat. compositione, p. 37).

O.Ir. ce/., declined as a neuter o-stem. Also coic fichit.

Goth, hund O.H.G. liunt n. only in 200 and the following

hundreds: Goth, tva hiiiida O.H.G. zwei hunt etc., whence ein

hunt, but only in late O.H.G. The word for hundred in
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Gothic was tai-hunte-hund (sometimes distorted into taihuntai-

-hund), in Anglo-Saxon hund-teovti^ instead of *-teonta, in the

earliest Old High German zehamo {hunt being dropped), lit.

'dsxdSmv dixug; taihunt- = dsxuS-, common ground-form *de^-

i^d-, cp. Wheeler, Der griech. Nominalaccent p. 38, and in

this work vol. I p. 199 footnote 1 and § 469. 7 p. 346. I re-

gard this, as I have already said, as being the oldest Indo-

Germanic mode of designating a hundred, and I consider the

old Germanic expressions for 70, 80, and 90 to be re-formates

following the analogy of the number 100, Goth, sibunte- being

equivalent to Gr. sTjrddmv, and niunte- to Gr. swiddiuv. See

§ 178 p. 40, and the Author, Morph. Unt. V 11 ff., 139 fP.,

and 268. O.H G. zehamo with a like zehan, see § 174 p. 23.

With regard to O.Sax. ant- in ant-sibunta, which is a distorted

form of hund-, see the Author, op. cit. p. 142, and what is

said in § 352 of this volume on Norse Himic pri-taunta.

Lith. szimta-s (which has become masculine , see § 403)

and O.C.Sl. suto are in living use as substantives. In suto the

M is strange; perhaps the word was borrowed (cp. the Author,

Techmer's Internat. Ztschr. I 251; G. Meyer, Alban. Stud. II

13 f.); we should expect *sqto., which seems to be represented

in tysqsta for *ty-s^t-ia; see § 181.

For the Ordinal, the original proethnic expression has not

been clearly determined. Only two branches of the language

agree in a formation which could be regarded as proethnic : Skr.

-Satd- Lith. szimta-s.

Skr. sata-tamd-s Avest. sato-tema- (for the -6- cp. II § 73

p. 178). Sanskrit has also katd- in composition, as ekaiatd-s

'lOP''.

Armen. hariur-ord., hariur-erord.

Gr. exar-oavo-g following XQimoOro-s etc., cp. also smtovtu-

-YMQrjvn-g on the last page.

Lat. cent-esimu-s following trtceshnu-s etc.

O.Ir. cet-mad.

O.H.G. zehanzug-osto.

Lith. szimta-s (szimtds-is) ; it is certainly wrong to assume
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that this stands for *S2imtn-ta-s, as Bezzenberger does, or for

*ssimt-ta-s, with Pott and Schleicher. O.C.Sl. sut-inu.

§ 180. Two Hundred to Nine Hundred.

Cardinal and Abstract Series. The parent language

had two methods of expressing these multiples of a hundred.

The unit might be prefixed to '*^itit6-m, both being in the same

case and in the dual or plural number; as *duoi Tcmtoi du. '200',

*tr% Hf^tci pi. '300' and so forth. This usage is found in Aryan,

Irish, Germanic, and Balto-Slavonic. The other mode was to

make a singular compound, whose first part was the stem of the

unit; as *dui-1crnt6-m 'the state of being 200', tri-Jcint6-m, etc.

This appears in Aryan, Greek, and Latin.

Aryan. Skr. 200 dve sate and dvi-satd-m , and later a

re-formate dvisati f.i), 300 trini katdni and tri-satd-m triSatt etc.

Avest. 200 diiye suite (for duye see Bartholomae, Handb. § 92),

500 panca sata, 900 nova sata.

Armenian. 200 erku hariur and erkeriur, 300 erelc-hariur,

400 coreJc-hariur etc.

Greek. A group of compounds formed with -xano- (so Dor.

and Boeot., -xaaio- Arcad., -aoato- Ion. Att., as to the first o of

which see § 176 Rem. 2 p. 31 and § 179 p. 42) was derived from

the neuter abstract series by adding -iio-. For example, tstqu-

xor-jo- 'connected with the state of being 400, consisting of 400'

is deriyed from *rfrp«xaro-)' 'the state of being 400'; cp. Skr.

-iat-t/a-, as sastriSacchatya-s 'consisting of 136' satin- (Ved.)

'forming a group of 100, hundredfold' (where -in- stands for

from -io- -en-, see II § 115 pp. 857 f.); and cp. also Goth.

pusundi O.C.Sl. tys^sta '1000' (§ 181), which is probably to be

derived from *tus-1crri,t-io- 'containing many hundreds', and the

same suffix -iio- in x'i'^-">- Skr. sahasr-iya- (§ 181). Hence the

use of the singular, for example, in Thucydides I 62 rrjv Sia-

•/.oalttv "nnnv 'cavalry consisting of a group of 200' and Xenophon
Cyr. lY 6 2 "nnov syo dia/jliai' roia/o'v'av. This series of

1) Kluge holds that these compounds in -tatl are original forms, of
which the Greek and Latin words in -eenti and -xanoi are trans-formates

(Paul's Grdrss. I 408). This view is untenable.
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derivatives in -m- then superseded constructions corresponding

to Skr. dv^ Sate and dviiatd-m, which must have once existed

in Greek, precisely as x^^ioi has ousted */f (jAo-v, which answered

to the Skr. sahdsra-m. 200 iSiaxoaioi; Ion. dirjy.ooioi instead of

*J«-xo'aio« by assimilation to 300 rgia-xoawt Ion. rfjitixoaioi. This

latter form itself may have arisen from a blending of *Tpt-

-Koaioi with *Tpia y.ard (Skr. trtni iatdni), the u being length-

ened after the analogy of T(jid->iovra (cp. § 178 pp. 37 f.) ; or,

as seems to me more probable, it was transformed from *rp(-

jto'ffioj after the analogy of roia-xovra, as the Homeric nivrt]-

y.oawt undoubtedly has been assimilated to vevTij-y.ot'Tn. 400

TfTpaxnrrtoi. 500 Tifvtay.oatni instead of *nsi'TS-y.6atoi, like nsfta-

-nr)yyc etc., see § 169 p. 13. 600 s^amaioi. like s^d-nohg etc.,

see § 170 p. 16. 700 s7TTay.6cioi. 800 oxrny.naioi, like o/.Tci-

-77otv etc., see § 172 p. 20. 900 tmy.oaioi. Cp. the Author,

Morph. Unt. V 7 ff.

Italic. Only Latin has any examples. The neuter abstract

series is represented by O.Lat. forms with -centum -gentum, du-

-centum 'a group of 200', etc. Their original character is seen

most clearly when they govern the genitive case, in descriptions

of weight and measure with aeris, auri, frumentt and the like,

as argenti sescentum (Lucihus). And in one instance nongentum

is used as a crystallised adjective, precisely as centum is, C. I. L.

rV" 1136 locantur balneum Venerium et nongentum tahernae per-

gulae cenacula. ducentum became the plural adjective ducentt

in very much the same way as Gr. *SsKaxti'>^ov avdpuv becomes

iSmdxiiXoi avigsQ (Horn.), and Skr. pancaiata vmanam becomes

pancasadbhir vamiS, etc. (§ 178 pp. 36 f.). nongentu-s "be-

longing to 900' (Plin. XXXIII 2 § 81) is an instructive form;

it is related to nongentu-m as tri-viu-s 'connected with three

ways' to tri-viu-m 'place where three ways meet', du-centi hke

du-plex etc., § 166 p. 7. tre-centl, cp. § 167 p. 8. quadrin-

-genti instead of *quadru-, following septin-gentl. quin-genti

(quincentum Fest.) for *quinque-cento-. sescenti Uke misceo for

*mic-sceo (I § 503 p. 369), and, once more assimilated to sex,

sexcenti, cp. 0.B..G. sehs-eug '60' instead of sehzug, which is
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also found (§ 178 p. 40). septin-genti. octin-genti instead of

*octi- or *oct6- following septin-gentT. non-gentt, and in Co-

lumella non-in-gentt following septin-gentl. The -g- and -c-

haTe been discussed in § 177 p. 34, where we concluded that

the sound represented by g is probably Idg. g ; and that if the

voiced character of the consonant is really so old, these Latin

numerals are based upon proethnic stem-compounds, *d^i-hp,t6-m

and so forth. Cp. the Author, op. cit. 3 ff.

Old Irish. 200 da cet, dat. dib cetaib, 300 tri cet etc.

Germanic. 200 Goth, tva hunda (dat. tvdim hundam)

O.H.G. swei hunt, 300 Goth. pri)a hunda O.H.G. thriu hunt etc.

O.H.G. also has such phrases as zwiro zehamug 'twice 100',

finfstunt zehanzug 'five times 100', cp. Gr. dia-%tXiot.

Lith. 200 du szimtu or duszimtu, 300 trys szimtal or

try{s)szimtai etc. In Bretken we find szimtas crystallised in

the singular form : du szimts vyru '200 men', szeszi szimtas

vyru '600 men' etc. O.C.Sl. 200 duvi sut6, 300 tri suta and

so forth.

Ordinals.

Sanskrit. Here the words are associated with the neuter

abstracts : 200"" dviiatd-s and dviiatatamd-s, 300* triiatd-s and

triiatatamdrs etc.

Armen. 200* erkeriiir-erord etc.

Gr. Siaxoai-onTO-g, rpiay.oOi-oOro-g etc. are re-formates like

sAaT-oard-c, see § 179 p. 43.

Lat. ducent-esimu-s trecent-esimu-s and so forth (besides

nongentesimu-s Priscian vouches for noningentesimu-s , which is

like noningenti, for which see above).

Eemark. Priscian has preserved certain forms which do not occur

elsewhere, namely ducesimus trecesimus quadrigesimus guingesimus sescesi-

mus septigesimus octigesimus vSngesimus. These cannot be really an old

series, simply for the reason that -cesimo- must represent *-cent-\-tumo-,

and -cent- (instead of -cento-) cannot have been really an old expression

for 100. They look as though the names for the multiples of ten, vi-

-cesimu-s and the rest, had been altered by the stem being substituted for

the old ease or quasi-case, the meaning of so many hundreds being given

to the new word.

O.Ir. and O.Germ. No forms preserved.
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Lith. 200* duszimths-is etc. 0.C.81. 200"' dvosutlnu (where

the Vowel of composition' has foand its way into the word),

SOO**" trisutmu, and so forth.

§ 181. Thousand. The different languages do not agree

in their modes of expressing a thousand; hence we cannot be

sure how it was expressed in the parent language. See § 164 p. 2.

*gMslo- is the form indicated by Skr. sa-hdsra-m Avest.

ha-zafdre-m, Gr. Lesb. x^^^'"" Dor. xv^'oi Ion. /slXtoi (I § 565

p. 423); Att. /thoi. may come from Idg. *ghsl6-, see Thurneysen,

Kuhn's Ztschr. XXX 353. Skr. sa-hdsram 'one thousand' like

Gr. s-y.ar6v 'one hundred', see § 179 p. 42; sahdsram fstnam

and sahdsram fsayas '1000 bards', like katdm fsmdm and katdm

fsayas; and, with the number assimilated, sahdsrWny ddhirathani

'1000 waggonloads' like ^atd ptiras. In Greek, *ivvsaxHXo-v 'a

group of 9000' and *dsiiax£(Xo-v 'a gTOup of 10,000' became

plural adjectiTes: Hom. swsaxsdoi, dsmxfdot (cp. § 180 p. 45),

Idg. *ghesl-iio- 'consisting of 1000' : Skr. sa-hasr-iya- 'consisting

of 1000, thousandfold', e. g. sahasriyo hhagds^a. share consisting

of a thousand, thousandfold share', Gr. ;ft^{o- ^'S'^'o-? ^^^ 'Innog

(J/tf/tA/a (see p. 44), and further /tAtoi avSpi-g like tptSHoaioi

avJpfff (see p. 45). Ordinals: Skr. sahasra-tamd-s , Gr. Att.

XlXi-ociTo-g.

Armen. hazar is borrowed from the Iranian.

Lat. mille milia (meilia in Lucihus); it is often connected

with Gr. f.ivpioi (see L. Havet, Mem. de la Soc. de ling., Ill 415,

and Thurneysen, Kuhn's Ztschr. XXX 353); but I do not consider

that this connexion has, been proved, mill-esimu-s like cent-

-esimu-s.

O.Ir. mile (I do not know whether the ordinal mtl-mad

has been found) was probably borrowed from the Latin.

Goth, pusundi f., in one place neuter, (in tva pusundja

'2000'; but this form may be regarded as a nom. du. fem. in

Idg. *-ai, see § 286), O.H.G. dusunt thusunt f. and n. Lith.

tukstanti-s gen. -czio (Lett. tMst&t-s), ordinal tukstantys-is;

O.C.Sl. tysqsta tysqSta f. for *-entia *-ontia, ordinal tys^Stmu.

On the strength of the Frankish thus-chunde thius-chunde (from
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the dialect of the Salii, one of the three great branches of

the Franks) O.Icel. pushundraS and "West-Goth, thyu-phadus

'chiUarch, leader of a thousand' (cp. pusundi-faps in "Wulfila), it

has been prettily suggested that this word, common to Germanic

and Balto-Slavonic, is a compound of an adjective *tus- and the

word for 100. *tus- would be a word connected with Skr. tavds-

'strong, strength' tuvis-tama- 'strongest', showing the weak form

of the stem, cp. Skr. instr. bhis-d from hhiyds- 'fear'. The

meaning of this compound would be 'a group of many hundreds'

;

see Scherer, Zur Gesch. der deutsch. Spr.^ 590, Bugge in Paul-

Braune's Beitr. XIII 327, and Kluge, Paul's Grundr. I 406.

The -n- of the Lithuanian and Lettic words (cp. Pruss. tusimto-ns

ace. pi.) is enough to shew that some analogical transformation

must have affected them
;
perhaps they were associated with the

participle of the present (Lett.) tukstu 'I swell'. Cp. the Author,

Morph. Unt. V 10 f.

MULTIPLIOATIVES AND DISTRIBUTIVES.

§ 182. Multiplioatives.

1. Numeral Adverbs and Adverbial expressions.

The parent language had adverbs ending in -s for twice,

thrice, and four times.

'Twice' *dui-s (*duui-s), cp. *dui- in composition and used

independently § 166 p. 7. Skr. dvis^ Ved. duvis, Avest. his.

Gr. Si'c. Lat. &js, O.Lat. duis also, see § 166 Rem. 1 p. 7. Goth.

tvis- 'apart'. Mid.H.G. zwis^ O.H.G. zioir-or swir-o, O.Icel.

tvis-var 'twice', and further O.H.G. zwis-k zwis-ki adj. 'twofold',

O.Icel. tvis-t-r 'divided into two parts' Engl, twis-t, i. e. a cord

or thread of two strands.

'Thrice' *tri-s. Skr. tris, Avest. pris. Gr. rglg. Lat. ter

perhaps for Hers and this for *tris (I § 33 pp. 33 f.); beside

which we find trmu-s for *tris-no- (§ 183). O.Ir. tress- 'third.

doubtless for *tris-to- (II § 81 p. 247). O.H.G. drir-or O.Icel'

pris-var 'thrice', cp. zwir-or tvis-var above mentioned; O.H.G.

dris-k dris-ki 'ternus'.

'Pour times'. Skr. cat'Ar for *catur§ (I § 647. 7 pp. 493 f.)
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Avest. ca-Prus, cp. Skr. catur-daSa as contrasted with Avest.

capru-dasa etc. discussed by Wackernagel in Kuhn's Ztschr.

XXV 283 f. Lat. quater, the ending transformed by association

with ter : cp. quaternu-s : ternu-s.

There seems to have been another mode of expression in

the parent language, to which are due the following : Skr. sa-kft

'once, one time' paflca kftvas 'five times', Lith. venq kafqt

'once' dii Jcartu 'twice' trls hartiis 'three times' O.C.Sl. duva

kraty 'twice' p^tl kratu 'five times'.

Uses peculiar to single languages:

Skr. eka-varam 'once' tri-vOram 'thrice' from vara- 'the right

moment for something, one's turn'. Avest. hiz-vap 'twice' priz-

-vap 'thrice', neuters of forms with the suffix -uent- (cp. below,

under 2) ;
prisat-a-pwem "30 times' (suffix -tuo-).

Gr. a-7iai 'once' ; the second part is connected with nriyvv/xi

'I make fast, strengthen' -naoaalo-^ 'peg', and probably had at

first much the same meaning as another word belonging to the

same root, namely O.H.G. fah 'part, portion' A.S. foec 'space of

time, time' (cp. Mid.H.G. zwi-vach, manec-vach.) The adverbs

from 'four times' onwards end in -m or -y.ig (Dor. -/.tv) : TSTgdni,

nsvTcixi etc. The same -y.i occurs in ov-xl nokkd-y.i; it was doubtless

a nom. ace. sing. neut. with the meaning 'hoc' (cp. Lith. ssl-s

O.C.Sl. SI 'hie', § 409) ; cp. OsthofF, Morph. Unt. IV 241 f., and

the Author, Gr. Gr.2 p. 131.1)

Lat. semel; Wackernagel, Kuhn's Ztschr. XXX 316, con-

jectures that this word comes from *si^-meli and is connected

with Goth, mel 'time' (Mod.H.G. -mal). The adverbs from "five

times' onwards end in -iens -ies: quinquies sexies etc. (and toties

quoties), Umbr. nuvis 'novies'. Many conjectures have been

made as to the origin of this ending; the most likely of them

is Pott's, connecting it with Skr. Myant- 'how great? how much?

how manifold?' iyant 'so great, etc.* (cp. the Author, Morph.

1) If -xi were the interrogative pronoun *gi-, as is assumed by

"Wackernagel (Kuhn's Ztschr. XXV 286 f.) and J. Schmidt (Pluralb. 352),

all the dialects but Thessahan must have had -ti in place of it. I there-

fore oppose this view. For Thess. x(-g, see my Gr. Gr.^ pp. 54 f.

Brugmann, Elements. III. 4
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Unt. Y 14). Thurneysen's view (Arch, fiir lat. Lexicogr., Y 275 f.)

as to -iens is probably to be accepted; he regards it as a pro-

ethnic Italic transformation of *-ient, so that Myat, the neuter

of the Sanskrit form, would exactly correspond to it. Osc.

petiro- -pert 'quater', cp. Lat. semper.

O.Ir. oen-fecht oenecht once' (fecht 'way , course")
, fo di

'twice', fo thn 'thrice' etc.

Groth. dinamma sinpa 'once' tvdim sinpam 'twice' etc. O.H.G.

eines (gen. sing.) 'once', drio-stunt fior-stunt etc. (stunta 'section

of time') ; also expressions with warb , as sibun warb {hwarba

'a turning round'); with spurt 'stadium', as drim spurtim; and

with mal 'point of time', as z'einemo male 'one time, once', su

drin malen 'thrice'. And see further: J. Grrimm, D. Grr. Ill

231 ff., and Rumpelt, Die deutsch. Pron. und Zahlw. 167 IF.

Lithuanian has also a set of phrases with syki-s 'blow,

stroke', as penkis sykius 'five times', cp. the Upper German

schlag 'blow' = mal. O.C.Sl. has phrases with -s(t)di -Mi

(from sid- 'to go') : dvasdi 'twice' trisdi 'thrice' etc. (cp. Leskien,

Handbuch p. 95).

2. Adjectives.

With -y,ent- (II § 127 p. 404): Avest. visaiti-vant- 'twenty-

fold' prisap-wanf- 'thirtyfold' xsvasti-vant- 'sixtyfold', Gr. vsTQag

-ai'Tog, a coin worth four xakmX, for *rsTQa-fsvT; of which rgiag

is an ad-formate.

The following are etymologically connected: Gr. ci-nko-g

d't-Til6-c etc., dl-nakTo-g TQi-nuXTO-g and di-nXdaio-g rpi-nkdnio-g

etc., Lat. sim-plu-s du-plu-s tri-plu-s etc., Goth, din-falp-s fidur-

-falp-s O.H.G. ein-falt zwi-falt dri-falt etc. These are related

to Goth, faltan 'to fold' Skr. puta-s puta-m 'a fold' (cp. I p. 209

footnote 1), as Lat. sim-plex du-plex etc. to plectere plicare

(J. Schmidt, in Kuhn's Ztschr. XYI 430, gives an explanation

which may, I believe, be reconciled with this, although at first

sight it seems to be different); but the second r of Umbr. tri-

-brisine 'triplicitate' (-&>•- for -pr- quite regular, I § 499 p. 366)

as compared with tri-pler 'triplis' du-pla 'duplas', has not been

explained. Gr. -nXno-g in d-nXoo-g etc. we may conjecture to
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be akin to nXov-ro-g, and to have been early associated in the

popular mind with -ttAo-^.')

There remain a large number of other formations answering

to Modern German adjectives in -fach -faltig '-fold'. Of these

a few examples may be given. Skr. cdtur-vaya- 'fourfold',

ddia-gva- dasa-gvin- 'tenfold', tri-vdrtu-s tri-vft- 'threefold',

Gr. TQi-qiaTo-g TQi-(pda(o-g "threefold"; Lith. dvi-linka-s 'twofold'

(linki-s, gen. linkio, 'a bending'), 0.C.81. dvo-guU -gubmu Lith.

dvl-guba-s Pruss. dwi-guhhu-s 'twofold' (0.C.81. gU(h)nqti 'to

bend, incline, fold, move', Lett, gub-stu 'I crouch, bow' Lith.

guha 'stack, rick").

§ 183. Distributives. The oldest mode of expressing

distributives was to repeat the numeral, as Skr. pdflca-panca

'five each' (Eig-Veda III 55 18), eka-eka-s (ekaika-s) 'one each,

one at a time', purvas-pUrva-s pUrva-purva-s 'the first on each

occasion' (cp. 11 § 53 p. 99), dvan-dvd-m 'two at a time, a pair',

Armen. mi mi 'singuli' tasn tasn 'deni', Aesch. Pers. 981 /^vgla

/.ivgia nsjunaaTav = xara /.ivgid^ag nsjund^ovTa. Cp. Pott, Ztschr.

der deutsch. morg. Ges., XII 458 fP., Doppelung pp. 156 ff.;

Lobeck, Pathol. I 184; "Winer, Gr. des neutest. Sprachidioms ''

p. 234; Wolfflin, Zur distributiven Gemination, Archiv fiir lat.

Lex. n 323.

Adverbs : Skr. -sds, as eka-ids 'singly , one after another'

dvi-Ms 'by twos, in pairs' sata-ids 'by hundreds': cp. Gr. s-xdg

'by itself, apart, afar' avSga-mg 'man by man'.

Adjectives with the suffix -no-. Lat. binu-s for *bis-no-,

tnnu-s for *tris-no- and ter-nu-s, quater-nu-s, senu-s for *sexno-,

etc. (cp. J. Baunack, Kuhn's Ztschr. XXV 257 if.). O.Icel.

has corresponding forms, tvenner prenner ferner pi. 'two, three,

four at a time' for pr. Germ. 'Huiz-na- etc., compare Mid.H.G.

swim m. 'thread of two strands' O.H.G. swirnSn zwirnon 'to

twist'. Goth, tvei-h-ndi 'two at a time, two each', perhaps by a

fusing of two suffixes -qo- and -no-. Lith. dvynii du. 'twins'.

1) In the derivation of -nXo-g from ~nXoo-q by 'hyphaeresis' I have

no belief whatever. Cp. the Author, Ber. der sachs. G-es. der "Wiss. 1889,

pp. 51 and 52.

4*
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Lith., witlt the suffix -io-, tre-ji 'three at a time' ketver-l

'four at a time', and by ad-formation penh-erl szesz-eri etc.

Cp. Avest. tuirya- 'fourth' a-xtuirya- 'to be spoken four times"

(used of a certain prayer).

THE CASES.i)

General Remarks.

§ 184. A noun or pronoun can express Case, Number,

and Gender.

1) On tlie Indo-Germanic cases in general: Bopp, Vergl.

©r.I' §112ff. p. 245ff. Schleicher, Compendium* p. 497 ff. Fr. Muller,

&rdr. der Sprachw. Ill 529 ff. Bopp, tjber das Demonstrativum und den

Ursprung der Casus (Abhandl. der Berl. Akad. der Wiss., 1826). Scherer,

Zur Gesch. der deutsoh. Spr. ^ 382 ff. Dfintzet, Die Declination der Idg..

Sprachen nach Bedeutung und Form entwickelt, 1839. Schleicher, t5l)er

Binschiebungen vor den Casusendungen im Indogermanischen , Kuhn's

Ztsohr. IV 54 ff. Grassmann, tJber die Casusbildung im Indogerm.,

ibid. XII 241 ff. Ludwig, tJber den vocalischen Ausgang der Bildungs-

sufflxe, ibid. XV 443 ff. Stenzler, tJber die Terschiedenen Conjugationen

und Declinationen in den Idg. Sprachen, bes. im Lat., Abhandlungen der

Schlesischen Gesellsch. fiir vaterland. Cultur, Philosoph.-hist. Abtheil. 1864,.

Heft I. Hilbsohmann, Zur Casuslehre, 1875. Bergaigne, Du role

de la derivation dans la deolinaison indo-europeenne , M^m. de la Soc. de

ling. II 358 sqq. Breal, Sur le noinbre des cas de la deolinaison indo-

europeenne, ibid. IH 322 sqq. Penka, Die Bntstehung der syn-

cretistiachen Casus im Lat., Gr. und Deutschen, 1874. Id., Die
Nominalflexion der idg. Sprachen, 1878. Whitney, General Consi-

derations on the Indo-European Case System, Trans, of the Am. Phil.

Assoc, Xin 88 ff. De la Grass erie, i,t. de gramm. comp. : Des
relations grammatioales considereea dans leur concept et dans leur expres-

sion ou de la categorie des cas, Paris 1890. Leskien, Die Partikel -am
in der Declination, ein Beitrag zur Analyse der idg. Casusendungen, Ber.

der sachs. Gesellsch. der "Wiss., 1884, p. 94 ff. "We nek, Zur idg. Casus-

bildung, Borna 1884. The Author, Zur Geschichte der stammabstufenden

Declinationen, Curtius' Stud. IX 361 ff. Osthoff, Zur Frage des Ursprunga
der germ. M-Declination, nebst einer Theorie iiber die ursprungliche Unter-

scheidung starker und schwacher Casus im Idg., Paul und Braune's Bei-

trage Illlff. Hillebrandt, Zur Lehre von den starken und schwachen
Casus, Bezz. Beitr. II 305 ff. Regnaud, Examen du mouvement vocalique

dans la deolinaison des themes indo-europeens en «, /, r et questions oon-

nexes, 1883. Collitz, Die Flexion der Nomina mit dreifaoher Stamm-
abstufung im Altind. und im Griech., Bezz. Beitr. X 1 ff. Straohan,
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The Cases. The original language had seven cases:

Nominative, Accusative, Genitive, Ablative, Dative,

Abstufung in Case-endings, ibid. XIV 173 ff. L. H a t e t , Le renforcement

dans la d^clinaison en A, Mim. de la Soc. de ling. II 9 sqq. Id., Sur la

dficlinaison des thfemes f^minins en A, ibid. II 387 sqq.

Aryan. Bartholomae, Zur ar. Flexion der StSmme auf -r, -n,

-m, -j, -», Arisohe Forsohungen I 25 ff. Id., Die ar. Flexion der Ad-

jeetiva und Partizipia auf tit-, Kuhn's Zeitsohr. XXIX 487 ff. "Whitney,
Sanskrit Grammar p. 80ff. Boehtlingk, Die skr. Deolinat., St. Petersb.

1844. Lanman, On Noun-Inflection in the Veda (Journ. Am. Or. Soc. X.),

1880. Dutens , Essai sur I'origine des exposants casuels en Sanscrit, Paris

1883. H anus z , tjber das allmahliohe Umsiohgreifen der M-Decl. im Altind.,

1885. F. Or. P. Storck, Casuum in lingua Palica forraatio compar. cum
Sanscritae linguae ratione, Monast. 1862. Bartholomae, Handbueh der

altiran. Dialekte, p. 65 ff. Osthoff, Das determinierende a bei Casus-

formen im Altiranischen, Morph. Unt. II 76 ff. Horn, Die Nominalflexion

im Avesta und den altpers. Keilinsohriften, I: Die Stamme auf Spiranten

1865. Bartholomae, Die gathische Flexion der ii-Stamme, Bezz. Beitr.

Xin 89 f.

Armenian. Fr. Miiller, Beitr. zur Declination des armenischen

Isomens, 1864.

Greek and Latin. Henry, Precis de grammaire oomparee du

greo et du latin, ^ p. 192 sqq. Hartung, IJber die Casus, ihre Bildung

und Bedeutung in der gr. und lat. Sprache, 1831. Grotefend, Data ad

Hartungium de principiis ac significationibus casuum epistula, Gott. 1835.

Schmidt-Stettin, tJber die Anordnung der Declination der Nominen

im Qriech. und Lat., Hofer's Ztschr. fur die Wiss. der Spr., Ill 310 ff.

Leo Meyer, Gedrangte Vergleichung der griech. und lat. Declination,

1862. Ebel, Starke und schwache Formen griechischer und lateinischer

Nomina, Kuhn's Ztschr. I 289 ff. Leo Meyer, Die einsilbigen Nomina

im Qriech. und Lat., Kuhn's Ztschr. V 366 ff. Sohwarzmann, Uber

Ursprung und Bedeutung der griech. und lat. Flexionsendungen, Ehingen

1865. Duntzer, Die urspr. Casus im Gr. und Lat., Kuhn's Ztschr. XVII

33 ff. Wegener, De casuum nonnullorum Graecorum et Latinorum

historia, 1871. Bornhak, D'ber die Casuslehre der gr. und lat. Sprache,

Ztschr. fiird. Gymn. 1872, p. 307ff. Chaignet, Th^orie de la declinaison

des noms en greo et en latin d'apr^s les principes de la philologie com-

pares, Paris 1879. Petroni, Dei oasi nelle lingue olassiche e particolar-

mente del locative, Naples 1878.

Greek. Kiihner, Ausfuhrl.Gr. der griech. Spr., Pp. 280 ff. G.Meyer,

Gr. Gr.* p. 299 ff. The Author, Gr. Gr. (J. MuUer's Handb. der Klass. Alter-

tumsw.n^) p. 116ff. Pezzi, La lingua greoa antica,p. 178 sqq. F. C. Serrius,

Wissensohaftliche Entwickelung fiber Ursprung und Bedeutung der griech.

Casus, 1839. Stolz, Beitr. zur Decl. der griech. Nomina, 1880. Moisset,

iltude de la declinaison grecque par I'accent, Par. 1882. Gatto, Morpho-
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Locative, and Instrumental. It has always been the custom

to define and arrange the whole mass of recorded forms under

logia greoa: Osservazioni sulla deolinazione dei nomi con tema in a, Torino

1882. B. J. Haupt, De nominum in -svs exeuntium flexione Homerioa,

1883. A. Torp, Den greeske Nominalflexion, Christiania 1890 (published

after this work had gone to press, and so not available for use).

Italic. Lindsay, The Early Latin Declension, Class. Rev. II 129 ff.

and 273 fp. Kiihner, Ausfiihrl. ttr. der lat. Spr., I p. 172 ff. Stolz, Lat. Gr.

(J. Mailer's Handb. des Klass. Alt. II ^), p. 332 ff. F. N e u e , Pormenlehre dor

lat. Sprache, I^ und 11^ 1 ff. K. L. Struve, tJber die lat. Declination und

Conjugation, 1823. Bk, De formis oasuum Latinorum, Gotoburgi 1839.

P. Biioheler, Grdrss. der lat. Deol. (1866), new edition by Windekilde, 1879

;

French translation (Precis de la decl. lat.) by L. Ha vet, with additions

by the author and the translator, Par. 1875. Stoesser, Lat. Decl. der

Substantiva und Adjectiva auf Grand der Brgebnisse der vergleich. Spraoh-

forschung, 1872. Merguet, Die Bntwickelung der lat. Pormenbildung

mit bestandiger Berucksiohtigung der vergl. Sprachforschung, 1870, p. 7 ff.

Pumi, Note glottologiche, I: Contributi alia storia comparata della deoli-

nazione latina, Palermo 1882. "Walter, Zur Declination der !<-Stamme

im Lateinischen, Kuhn's Ztschr. IX 370 ff. Stolz, Zur lat. Decl., Wiener

Stud. VI 136 ff. Aug. Milller, De priscis verborum formis Varronianis,

1877, p. 22 sqq. Schuchardt, Lateinische und Romanische Declination,

Kuhn's Ztschr. XXII 153 ff. H. d'Arbois de Jubainville, La dSclinaison

latine en Gaule k I'epoque merovingienne. Par. 1872. "W. Meyer, Die

Schioksale des lat. Neutrums im Romanischen, 1883. B. Appel, De
genere neutro intereunte in lingua Latina, 1883. Suchier, Der Untergang

der geschlechtlosen Substantivform, Arch, fiir lat. Lex. und Gr., Ill 161 ff.

G. Koffmane, Lexicon lateinischer Wortformen, 1874. Georges,
Lexikon der lat. 'Wortformen, 1889 (not yet completed). — Z e y s s , De sub-

stantivorum Umbricorum declinatione, Tilsit 1846—1847. C. Stephany,
De nominum Oscorum declinatione cum Latinis comparata, Rostock 1874.

Keltic. Zeuss-Bbel, Gr. Celt. p. 220 sqq. Stokes, Celtic

Declension, Bezz. Beitr. XI 64 ff. "Windisch, Die irischen Auslauta-

gesetze, Paul und Braune's Beitr. IV 204 ff. Stokes, Bemerkungen iiber

die ir. Declinationen , Kuhn and Schleicher's Beitr. I 333 ff. and 448 ff.

Ebel, Celtische Studien: Die Declination, ibid. I 155 ff., II 67 ff. Idem,
Neutra auf -as im Altir., ibid. VI 222 ff. C. A. Serrure, Essai de gram-

maire gauloise: Les d^olinaisons, in Le Museon VI 489 ff. and 511 ff.

Germanic and Balto-Slavonic. Leskien, Die Declination im
Slavisch-Litauischen und Germanischen, 1876.

Germanic. Grimm, D. Gr. I^ (1870)]p. 508 ff. Delbruck, Die

Decl. der Subst. im Germanischen, insonderheit 'im Gotischen, Ztschr. fiir

deutsohe Phil., II 381 ff. S o h e r e r , Zur Gesoh. der deutschen Spr. ^ 546 ff.

Wilken, Zur deutschen Declination, Germania XIX 18 ff. Kluge,
Noreen, Behaghel, Paul's Grdrss. der germ. Phil. I 384 ff., 490 ff.,
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these seven heads. But since meaning, and not form, is the

basis of this classification, it often happens that forms etymo-

logically distinct are grouped together, as in the Lat. gen. sing.

equi and (O.Lat.) equas; whilst others which are really con-

nected are separated, as in Skr. me dat. and gen., or the bh-

suffixes, which have one part, and that the most important, in

common.

Details of case-usage will be found in the Syntax; this is

the place only for a few general remarks. The Nominative

implied that the noun idea was the central point of the action ex-

pressed by the verb. The Accusative brought the noun into

some dependent relation to the verb, the exact relation being deter-

mined by the sense of the verb and noun in any given instance

and 612 ff. Burghauser, Germ. IToininalflexion, 1888. Kahle, Zur Ent-

wiokelung der eonsonantischen Declination im Gterm., 1887. Braune,
Got. Gr. ' p. 37 ff. Ebel, Bemerkungen zur got. Deol., Kuhn's Ztschr. IV

138 ff. Treitz, tJber die Dec), der starken Substantiva im Gotisoben,

Kuhn's Ztschr. XVI 344 ff. Braune, Althochd. Gr. p. 148 ff. Dietrich,

Historia declinationis theotiscae primariae e fontibus describitur, Marburg

1859. Primer, On the Consonant Declension in Old Norse, Am. Journ.

Phil. II 30 ff. and 181 ff.

Balto-Slavonio. C.G.Smith, De locis quibusdam grammaticae

linguarum Balticarum et Slavonicarum, II: De nominum declinatione, Havniae

1857. Leskien, Spureu der stammabstufenden Declination im Slav, und

Lith., Arch, fiir slav. Phil. Ill 108 ff. Schleicher, Lit. Gr. p. 170 ff.

Kurschat, Gr. der littau. Spr. p. 229 ff. Bezzen b erger, Beitr. zur

Gesch. der lit. Spr., p. 120 ff. Bruckner, Zur Lehre von den sprachl.

Neubildungen im Lit. (fiber Decl.), Arch, fur slav. Phil. Ill 238 ff. Pauli^

Preussische Studien, IT: Pormenlehre , Kuhnund Schleicher's Beitr. VII

515 ff. Bezzenb erger, Zur lettischen Declination, in his Beitr. XV 294 ff.

Miklosich, Vergl. Gr. der slav. Spr. III^ 1 ff. Leskien, Handb. der

altbulg. Spr. ^ p. 53 ff. Scholvin, Die Declination in den pannonisch-

slovenischen Denkmalern des Altkirohenslav., 1877. Th. Vetter, Zur

Gesch. der nominalen DecL im Russisohen, 1888. Przyborowski, Ve-

tustisslma adjectivorum linguae Polonae deolinatio, Posen 1861. Baudouin
de Courtenay, Binige Palle der "Wirkung der Analogic in der Polnisohen

Declination, Kuhu und Schleicher's Beitr. VI 19 ff. Stephan, Smal,
Stockij, tJber die "Wirkungen der Analogic in der Declination des Klein-

russischen. Arch, fiir slav. Phil. VIII 194 ff., 409 ff. und IX 58 ff. Oblak,

Zur Gesch. der nominalen Declination im Slovenischen , ibid. XI 895 ff.,

523 ff. and XII 1 ff., 358 ff.

"Works and Essays treating of single oases vfill be cited below.
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(accusative of object, of result, and so forth). The Genitive

expressed some relation between noun and noun, this also being

determined by their sense (genitive of origin, of object, and so

forth) ; it also attached a noun to a verb in such a way that only

a part (greater or less) and not the whole of it was affected or

mastered by the action of the verb ; and thirdly, it formed adverbs

of time and place. The Ablative denoted that the noun was

the source from which the verbal action came. The Dative

denoted that the noun was that for which the action of the verb

held good, or to which it was directed. The Locative gave

the sphere in which something was or some action took place,

the goal of motion and the place where a moving thing comes

to rest. Lastly, the Instrumental expressed that with which

something was (accompaniment), or with which something was

done (means).

The Yocative is traditionally classed with these as an eighth

case. But this was merely a method of address, or call, standing

outside the sentence as far as syntax was concerned, and there-

fore not properly a case at all.

Numbers. There were three numbers. Singular, Plural,

and Dual. The Singular expressed unity, and this number

served for both single and collective ideas. The Plural denoted

a number of similar things, and was also used where the same

thing had a variety of forms or phases (as Skr. mftydvas Gr.

d-avuTot 'kinds of death') ; it further denoted anything complicated,

anything which consisted of parts or sections (e. g. Skr. Yed.

dhUmdsas Lith. diimai 'smoke'). The Dual was used of two

complementary things, commonly where by nature or convention

they formed a pair. Further discussion of these points will be

found in the Syntax.

Genders. Lastly, there were three Genders in the parent

language. Masculine, Feminine, and Neuter. The gender

depended not so much on what we call case-suffixes as on the

stem of the word, and it has accordingly been discussed under

Formative Suffixes; see especially 11 § 57 Eem. p. 106, § 145

p. 458. More will be said of this in theSyntax.
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§ 185. The manner in which particular relations of case,

number and gender were expressed was in most instances the

same: the stem received an accretion (sound^K) which brought

with it some one of these meanings. But we cannot always

tell exactly what the accretion was. In a certain number

of forms, the point where the new part joined on to the old

is quite clear, so that we may use a hyphen to divide the ending

from the stem; e. g. in the nom. sing. *wa^-s (= Skr. nolti-s

Gt. vttv-g) and *e^uo-s {= Skr. dsva-s Lat. equo-s), in the nom.

sing. neut. *jugo-m (= Skr. yugd-m Lat. jugu-m)^ and in the

loc. pi. *nau-su {== Skr. nau-sii, cp. Grr. vav-ai). In others it is

a moot point how far we are justified in making a division:

examples are the dat. sing. *eTcuoi (= Gr. "nnw, cp. A.vest. haomai

dat. 'the soma plant') and in the nom. pi. *efi,y,ds (= Skr. asms, cp.

Goth, vulfos wolves'). These forms might, it is true, be analysed

*ekuo-i and "^ekuo-s, -o- being explained as a lengthening of

-0- (ablaut), and as a matter of fact the -i and the -s were no

doubt regarded in the unreflecting consciousness of the speaker

as exponents of the relation in which these words stood to their

sentence, even though the length of the stem-vowel served as a

further mark to distinguish these cases from others, as from the

nom. and ace. sing. Still, there is no reason why they should

not have come from *ektioai and *ekuoes by vowel-contraction

(cp. I § 115 p. 107). If so, -ai and -es would have been the

proper case-endings at a period earlier than that which came just

before the gradual dissolution of the parent language.')

But these accretions to the stem were not indispensable;

case, gender, or number could be expressed by the stem alone.

For example, *ekua (== Skr. dsvoi Lat. equa) was nom. sing.,

cp. loc. pi. Skr. dsva-su; *me (= Gr. /xs Goth, mi-k) was ace,

cp. Lat. mi-hi Skr. md-hyam; *dhemen and *dhdmen (= Skr.

1) Johansson (Bezz. Beitr. XIV 156) refuses to allow the rules for

vowel contraction in the proethnic language which were given in the pas-

sage of the first volume of this work cited above. I freely admit that if

that paragraph were to be written over again, I should state most of these

contractions with more reserve.
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Gr. infin. &sf.isv) were loc. sing., cp. dat. sing. Skr.

dhdman-e Gr. inf. d-s/^fv-ut; *pllu (== Skr. _pM»"t< O.Pris. fulu,

cp. Gr. Tiolv Goth, filu) and *dusmenes (= Skr. durmanas Gr.

dvajLisveg) were nom. ace. neut., cp. nom. sing. masc. Skr. pur'A-s

Gr. noXv-g and ace. sing. masc. Skr. durmanas-am Gr. dvC^evi-a.

There was another mode of expressing these three

relations. This was by giving to the ending of the stem

a particular grade of Ablaut. For example *p9ter (= Gr. TraTjfp

Lat. pater) and *dusmenes {= Skr. durmanas Gr. Sva/usvijo) were

singular nominatives, marked as such partly by the e {-ter- -es-

being one grade of the formative suffix) which is wanting

to the other cases; *§enos {= Skr. jdnas Gr. ysvog) was distiu-

guished as nom. ace. neut. partly by its o (the os-grade of the

formative suffix), which at the same time showed that the form

was a substantive, cp. Gr. tptv^og as contrasted with ipevMq. In

this instance, as in so many others, a difference which arose

naturally from the working of what we call the Laws of

Sound has been turned to account in distinguishing varieties

of usage. The same remark holds good for some of the words

whose form was distinguished by a special inflexional suffix. To .

take an example: in *pdter-m and *p3ter-es (== Skr. pitdr-am

pitdr-as Gr. narsQ-a narsQ-K;)^ the ace. sing, and the nom. pi.

were expressed partly by the inflexional suffix and partly by

the ablaut-grade of the formative suffix -ter-^ which distin-

guished them from other cases with -tr- -t^- -ter-. In root-

nouns, in the same way, this or that case was marked partly by

ablaut-differences in the root-syllable (see II § 160 pp. 479 ff.).

Cp. II § 7 pp. 15 f.

Thus it becomes clear that in treating of declension, case-

suffixes are by no means all we have to do with. We must

also take account the difi'erent shapes of the stem.

The chief relations of ablaut within the stems of words, so

far as they affect declension — this we may call Case-Ablaut

— have already been considered under the head of Stem-

Formation. To this part of the Grammar we shall often have

occasion to refer in what follows.
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Oae special point must be mentioned. Forms which show
strong-grade vocalism have been called Strong, and those with

vocahsm of the weak grade have been called Weak. On the

same principle, -we speak of Strong and Weak Cases;
the Strong including the nom. ace. and voc. of all numbers
(excepting the nom. and ace. sing, and du. neut., and perchance

the ace. pi. masc. and fern, as well; see § 325), and the loc.

sing.; while all the other cases are Weak.
But two cautions should be given.

1. This classification of the cases holds only for consonant-

stems ; e. g. Skr. uksdn- Goth, auhsan- 'ox', Skr. pitdr- Gr. narsQ-

'father'. It does not hold for stems in u^ such as Skr. sunu- 'son'.

2. It holds good primarily only for the proethnic stage of

Indo-Germanic. Sanskrit has kept these old distinctions between

the cases fairly well ; but in the other languages form-association

and re-formation have changed and effaced them to a great

extent; compare, for example, Greek narsQuov for the older

Remark. In Sanskrit grammar, the Weak cases are subdivided into

Middle and "Weakest, according as the case-sufflx begins with a con-

sonant or a sonant ; e. g. instr. pi. uksd-hhis pitf-bhis and instr. sing, uhm-a
pitr-d. Cp. I § 308 p. 245, §§ 311 f. pp. 247 k

Gender will of course be discussed in the following pages

only in so far as it is expressed by peculiarities in the case-

endings.

§ 186. One difficult question must not be entirely passed

over in this place. How did the case-endings, as we are able

to restore them for the end of the proethnic period, come to

have the meaning which they had?

From the principles laid down in the first paragraphs of

Volume II, we must assume that forms with a case-suffix,

such as *e]cuo-s *elcuo-m, are compounds which once were phrases.

What the final of each word of this kind actually was, before

it became the sign of a case and the type after which new words

could be formed at will, we have not the means of discovering

by etymological research; the forms which have been trans-
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mitted from the parent language as fully developed cases do not

give enough evidence. Conjectures there are in plenty, not a

few of them reasonable enough to deserve mention here; prin-

ciples which can be seen in action during later times often

throw light upon what must have happened in times gone by.

In those cases which expressed some relation in space, the

inflexion may have been generally a demonstrative with some

local meaning.

"With regard to the -m of the ace. sing. {*eTcuo-m), we must

remember that neuter forms which have it (as *juQO-m) serve

for the nominative as well. Thus -m can hardly have had a

proper accusative meaning to begin with. We may conjecture

that -m was first used with o-stems only; that where an o-stem

could have a form in -s (such as *efcuo-s), the m-form came to

be contrasted with this in some vague indeterminate way, its

meaning being narrowed to that of an accusative case ; and that

afterwards -m was regarded as an accusative-suffix proper, and

used as such with other classes of stems. It is tempting to

identify this with the particle -m which appears in so many Cases,

especially in pronomiaal forms (as Skr. ahdm 'ego' mam 'me').

See Gaedicke, Der Ace. in Yeda, 17 '); Leskien, Ber. der sachs.

Gres. der Wiss. 1884, p. 101; Torp, Beitr. zur Lehre von den

geschlechtl. Pron. 1888, p. 23.

Remark. In a simUar way, the nominative -s became a sign of the

masculine. It certainly had nothing to do originally with the contrasting

of masculine and feminine, but was used indifferently with either ; then in

the class of o-stems it was brought into contrast with the feminine, because
words of that class had corresponding feminines without s ending in -a
and -I (*e%oo-s 'horse': *eS?*a, and *?*|g'o-s 'wolf: *^dql). It is clear that to

the Greeks s denoted the masculine, because they added -; to old feminine
nominatives, such as *vean.s ('youth') when they were used to designate

male persons, as vesrlsi; (§ 190 p. 67). Here -s came to denote the

masculine gender, as we are supposing that -m came to denote the accu-
sative case, and the masc. vsavCag bore the same relation to the 'feminine'

noQTi-g noQi-q vav-q as the acc. 'Inno-v to the 'nominative' fwyo'-y.

The -i of the nom. pi. Ho-i (= Gr. xo-i Skr. tt) cannot

1) ftaedicke's suggestion for the origin of this -»» (p. 18) seems to

me improbable.
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be separated from the -i- which precedes so many plural case-

suffixes (Gr. To-t-ai Skr. <e-?M, Goth, pd-i-m O.C.Sl. ti-mi etc.).

Thus it is an obvious conjecture that this -i was at first a

sign of the plural, not of the nominative. J. Schmidt regards

*toi as arising from the juxta-position of the two pronominal

stems to- and i-: 'this* + 'that' = 'these, the (pi.)' (Kuhn's

Ztschr., XXV 6). If so, *e^ois(u) (= Skr. dsvesu Gr. "nnotai,

cp. O.C.Sl. vlucichu) and similar noun-forms were suggested by

the analogy of the pronouns.

Another element with a plural meaning was s. This is

most clearly seen in the 6A-suffixes, as *-bhis beside *-bhi, *-bhos

beside *-bho, Skr. -bhyas beside -hhya {t'A-bhya 'tibi') and the

m-suffixes which are connected with them. See §§ 367 and 379.

It may be assumed without hesitation that this s is the same

thing as the -es of the nominative plural (Gr. nod-so). On the

other hand, it is a question whether -ns in the accusative

plural has this s or not (§ 325) ; -ns is usually looked upon as

the ace. sing, -m made plural by adding -s, but it has not been

explained why -ms was not kept, as it should have been, in

Lithuanian and Prussian (cp. Lith. dial, vilkuns Pruss. deiwans) ').

"We may follow Torp in regarding the s of the Sanskrit pronouns

nas, vas etc. as the same plural suffix (see § 436).

In several of the dual cases, u is found (e. g. Skr. vflcCLu

beside vfka). This may be regarded as having been an inde-

pendent word meaning 'both, two'. See § 285.

It has often been conjectured that bh in the M-suffixes

above mentioned was something of the nature of a formative

suffix. It may be worth while comparing a similar change in

Middle High German, where in the gen. dat. sing, herzen (nom.

ace. herze) the -en, which was originally a formative suffix

(II § 114 p. 356), was changed to a case-ending. This bh- has

be^n compared with the suffix -bho- treated in II § 78 pp. 216 ff.

But considering dii-(pi beside a^-(pw, whose second part cannot

1) The Prussian ending -mans for *-mam-s (if this analysis is right)

cannot be brought in evidence , since there are special circumstances in

the case. See § 367.
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be separated from Goth, bdi 'both', and remembering that bh-

belonged specially to the suffix of the instrumental (sociative,

comitative), we are forced to ask whether the dual *bhdu *bhd

and these 6A-suffixes should not all be derived from a root

which had the sense of being paired or together. Cp. § 274.

Within the separate languages, adverbial words (postpositions

and the like) often coalesced with fully formed cases so com-

pletely that they were absorbed into the case-ending. Examples

are: Avest. loc. pi. vehrka^sv-a § 356, Gr. 'Ad-i]vaX,E i. e.'Ad-rjvaz-

-3s § 327, Lith. tamim-pi § 423, Goth, mi-k § 442. These pro-

cesses, which are perfectly easy to recognise, support the following

assumptions. (1) An adverb -e, perhaps connected with the

Skr. postposition a, is to be seen in Skr. dat. vfhay-a and in

the loc. Lith. rankoj-e rankos-e O.C.Sl. kamen-e, see §§ 246,

257, 264, 356. — (2) -su and -si in the loc. pi., e. g. Skr. vfkesu

Gr. Ivxotoi, are merely the loc. pi. -s with the particles u and

i affixed to it, see § 356. — (3) There are similar affixes

in the nom. sing. Osc. poi 'qui' Lat. qm (ground-form *qo-i)

and OiPers. hauw Gr. ov-(ro-g) (ground-form *so-u), see §§ 414

and 415. — (4) A particle *em *om *-m was attracted to

certain fully formed cases. This was most frequent amongst

the pronouns, and was not confined to one case. Examples are

:

loc. sing. Skr. dsvayam (§ 264), instr. sing. O.C.Sl. rqkq (§ 276),

instr. etc. Gv. &sd-(piv (§ 281), dat. instr. du. Skr. vfkO-bhyOm

O.Ir. dib n- (§ 296), nom. Skr. ahdm O.C.Sl. azU (§ 439) Skr.

Day-am (§ 441), ace. Skr. mam O.C.Sl. m^ (§ 442). On page 60

we saw that it was natural to identify with this particle the -m

of ace. nom. Skr. yugd-m Lat. jugu-m.

Where an Indo-Germanic case shows no accretion of any

kind in the form of a suffix, as *ekua (§ 185 p. 57), we have

no right whatever to assume that a suffix has dropped olF.i) The

cases of nouns sprang up when these were used in phrases

along with other words. But it was not always necessary that the

1) The Tooative singular of course had no suffix. This is implied in

what was said in § 184, p. 56.
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relation of a noun to its sentence should be definitely expressed.

Sometimes it was clear from the context without further aid,

and then the stem, as we call it, could appear alone. The more

generally case-suffixes joined themselves to words by composition,

the more sharply defined became the use of forms without any

suffix; and in the end they became cases as clearly marked as

those which had a suffix, this result being possibly hastened by

their having special grades of ablaut (as *pdter Gr. navrip).

It may sometimes, however, be the case that what appear to

be forms without proper case-suffixes are only so in appearance.

In Modern High German, certain names of places, such as Baden,

Bergen, Hohenbuchen and Unterwalden are really dative forms,

the case-suffix -n having been carried back to the nominative and

retained in other cases as though it belonged to the stem.

Something of this kind may have happened with the suffixless

locatives in -en -uen -men (Skr. murdhdn etc.). These may

really contain a case-suffix -n {-en or the like) with a locative

meaning; then the original stems will have been some shorter

form (Gr. aisv being related to cclfo- in much the same way

as ot'xft to olxo-), these forms, really locatives, having been

made the foundation of the other cases. Similarly, the -r of

Skr. usar 'in the morning, and the other forms of that kind,

may have been a locative-suffix which eventually became part

of the stem, as it is in Skr. gen. usr-ds Gr. loc. ^p-i etc. See

Johansson, Bezz. Beitr. XIV 164 ff., and Bartholomae , ibid.

XY 14 if. and 25 if.

§ 187. The case-endings of Masculine and Fe-

minine Pronouns were in the parent language different from

the corresponding endings of the noun ; cp. e. g. nom. ace. neut.

*to-d (= Skr. td-d Gr. to) and nom. ace. neut. *neuo-m {— Skr.

ndva-m Lat. novo-m). These two systems of cases, the Noun and

the Pronoun, influenced each other in the proethnic period ;
and

all through the subsequent history of the languages analogical

re-adjustments^of this kind have gone on in a greater or less

degree.

Thus there was a distinction between the declension of
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noun and pronoun; but still greater was the distinction between

personal pronouns and nouns. In tracing the history of se-

parate languages, it may often be seen that case-endings pass

from nouns, and from pronouns masculine and feminine, to

personal pronouns; but the reverse is hardly to be found.

In the present division of this work, which deals with the

formation of the cases of nouns, reference will be made to pro-

nouns so far as their cases influenced those of nouns by analogy.

Secondly, where in any case-form there was no original difference

between noun and pronoun, the pronominal form is cited wherever

a particular language has kept the original ending in a pronoun

only, or where the original ending is seen to best advantage in

a pronoun because it may have suffered less from phonetic

change (e. g. Goth, po beside juka, § 338).

§ 188. The Functions of more than one case were

often attached to one form. Thus in the proethnic language itself,

there was in most classes of stems a single form for the genitive

and ablative singular, as Skr. nav-ds Gr. vrj-6q "of a ship' and 'from

a ship' ; and in all stems only one form for the dative and ablative

plural, as Skr. nau-hhyds Lat. nokv-ilms 'to ships' and 'from ships';

perhaps o-stems had no more than one form for the genitive

and locative singular, as Lat. belU (§ 239). This multiphcity

of functions was especially common in personal pronouns, as

we shall see.

In later periods this often came about by what is termed

syncretism; several different case-forms, each with its own
meaning, are replaced by one, which unites the meanings of

them all. Thus the case which in Greek grammar is called

the dative includes the meanings of dative, locative, and in-

strumental; but the forms which are classed as datives in

Greek are some of them genuine datives, as ot'xw, some locatives,

as vrj-i, vav-ai (otxof in N.W. Greek, Boeotian, etc.), and some

instrumental forms, as otxoic. Thus certain dative forms served

as locative and instrumental, certain locatives as dative and

instrumental, and certain instrumentals as dative and locative,

each over and above its own proper sense. Similarly in Latin,
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the case which is called ablative combined the meanings of

ablative, locative, and instrumental; whilst the forms classed

as ablative were some of them, as equo(d), true ablatives, some

locative and instrumental forms, as homin-e. The origin of these

syncretic or mixed cases lies almost entirely in the accidents

of usage; we shall accordingly leave to the Syntax a detailed

discussion of syncretic cases and kindred questions. But looking

at the cases historically we must begin with the Indo-Germanic

case-system, and discuss each form in the separate languages

with reference to this. Thus we call Greek vi^-t 'locative',

although the same form served as dative and instrumental

besides.

As the singular form Skr. noiv-ds Gr. vtj-oq was both genitive

and ablative in the proethnic language, so there were instrumentals

in -hhi^ as Gr. vav-q>i, which served alike for singular and plural,

both then and later; see §§ 274, 281, 379. The nom. ace. neut.

too, in the proethnic stage, seems often to have had the same

formation for singular and plural; see §§ 223, 337, 340, 342.

§ 189. The subject of Case Formation is not confined

to cases proper, but includes adverbs as well. The history of

Adverbs in their special uses will be set forth in the Syntax.

We are here concerned with their form; and we shall discuss

them after the following fashion.

There are two classes of adverbial words. One consists of

words which once were ordinary cases, but became isolated and

thus crystallised; as GT.'Ad-r,vt]ai, oixoi, a^ia, vol, Jjat merito,

modo, bene, facile, multum. Sometimes these are the sole

evidence for a case-formation in some language or dialect; thus

in Greek the old ablative in -od only survives in crystallised

adverbial forms (§ 241). Then, but not otherwise, do they

concern us here. The second class embraces words which never

belonged to a regular paradigm; they were isolated words, used

in such phrases as their meaning suited, but having no more

than one or two other words at most connected with them

closely enough to form such a grammatical group as we call a

Paradigm. Most of them were built up on some pronominal

Bnigmann, Elements. HI. 5
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stem, as Gr. sv-rog sn-rog, Lat. in-tus, Skr. kii-tas. However,

these were often associated in meaning with the cases of certain

complete systems, and raised to the rank of true cases; thus

this same *-tos became a widely used abl.-gen. suffix in Sanskrit,

Armenian, and Greek (§ 244). The suffixes of adverbs of this

second class are accordingly included in the discussion which

here follows, so far as they were in this way attached to any

case-system.

This part of our subject also includes Infinitives. We
shall see in the Syntax how these forms, originally living cases,

came to be used as they are. Here Infinitives belonging to any

of the separate languages must be cited at least when they

represent cases which have dropped out of living use in that

particular language, as Gr. do/^sv-ui (§§ 245, 251) and So/.iiv

(§§ 256, 257).

THE CASES.')

Nominative Singular Masculine and Feminine.-)

§ 190. I. Stems without any Case-suffix used as

Nom. Sing. Masc. and Fern.

1. a-stems. Pr.Idg. *e^?^a 'mare'. Skr. ai»a 'mare' ; Avest.

ha^na OJPevs. haina 'hostile host*. Gr. /w'pa 'land'. Lat. eg'wa;

Umbr. muta mutu 'multa', Osc. tovto 'civitas' (I § 105 pp. 98 f..

1) One or two kinds of Indo-G-ermanic inflexion — e. g. that re-

presented by Skr. (dhiyq-)dhas^ dat. -dh-e — are themselves rare, and

teach us nothing of the case-suffixes which cannot be learnt from the

others. To avoid excessive detail, I have either passed these over entirely,

or only just touched upon them by the way.

In order to present before the student a complete paradigm of the

oases of a given word, it has often been necessary to fill up gaps in the

tradition by making certain forms after the analogy of other words. In a

work like the present, I hold this to be not merely allowable but necessary.

2) C. Ma as 8, Tocales in stirpium terminationibus positae nominum

Ital. Graec., imprimis vero Q-erm. post quas potissimum consonantes in

sing, nominative perierint, Breslau 1873. The Author, Erstarrte Nomi-

native, Curtius' Stud. IX 257 ff. J. Schmidt, Heteroklitische Nominative

Sing, auf -as in den ar. Sprachen, Euhn's Ztschr. XXVI 401 if. / d., Idg. o

aus oi in der Nominalflexion , with an Excursus: Zur Bildung des Nom.

Sing., ibid. XXVII 369 ff. Osthoff, Der got. Nom. Sing, der mannlichen

-j'a-Stamme, ibid. XXIII 89 f.
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and § 655. 2 p. 502). O.Ir. tuath 'folk' (I § 657. 2 p. 507).

Ogam inscr. inigina girl, daughter' = O.Ir. ingen
; Gall. Deva.

Goth, giha 'gift', cp. so 'that (f.), she' dino-hun 'any one (f.)',

(beside dina)
; O.H.G. buoz 'improvement' (cp. below), A.8. ^iefu

'gift'. Lith. rankd, O.C.Sl. rqka 'hand'; cp. Lith. gerd-ji beside

gera 'bona' (I § 664. 3 p. 523).

Avestic. Forms in -e, as kainike 'girl, virgin' ber^xSe

'blessed' and Prussian forms in -ai, such as mensai 'flesh,

meat' (Lith. mesa) show a pronominal ending; see § 414.

Compare also § 202.

Greek. Masculines like veavla-q 'young man' ysvsvrj-Q'he-

getter' were originally feminine, and received their -g through

being assimilated to such nominatives as i^io-g (11 § 79 pp. 229 f.,

§ 80 pp. 239 f., § 157 p. 472) ; cp. the corresponding re-formation

in the gen. sing., § 229. But the form without -g remained in

use as a vocative, as 'Ep/ns/a, alvagsrij, cp. O.Ir. voc. pi. Jiru =
*uiros beside nom. pi. fir = *uiroi (§ 314). This suggests the

simplest mode of explaining masculine nominatives in -cl like

Boeot. KaXXla, oXv/xmovtxa and Leucad. ^tkoxXslScc (cp. Megar.

rov 'Aguiag^ § 229); these may be called vocatives used as no-

minatives. Cp. the Author, Gr. Gr.^ p. 117, and J. Schmidt,

Pluralbildung 354. As regards such feminines as roX/xa 'daring'

fA.sQiftva 'care', see the Author op. cit. p. 102. Masculine forms

like innora = tnnoTTjg 'charioteer' will be explained in § 202.

Some curious masculine nominatives have been preserved

in Italic. These are Latin 'hosticapas' ('hostium captor') and

'paricidas beside scnha agricola etc., and Oscan Katag 'Caha'

Maglag 'Mara' Tanas 'Tana' beside Santia 'Xanthia, Savd-iag.

The record is too scanty to enable us to decide whether these

were imitations of the Greek forms in -S-g or independent of

them.

Old High German shows traces of a few, but only a

few of these nominatives in Idg. -a: e. g. buo$, hwll 'while';

most of them, however, are abstracts in -ungo-, as samanunc

'assembly, gathering', cp. also siu 'this, that (f.), she' like Skr.

siyd syd. See I § 661. 1 and 2, pp. 516 ff. The common
5*
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forms in -a, as geha 'gift' sipp(e)a 'kinsman', are accusatives

used as nominatives (§ 213).

§ 191. 2. t- ie-stems'). Pr.Idg. ^bh^gh'^t-1, fem. of

Hhfghont- 'projecting, exalted, high'. Skr. b^hatt, Avest.

harenti 'ferens'. O.Ir. Brigit 'exalted lady' (= Skr. Ifhatt)^ inis

'island', I § 657. 2 p. 507 , op. also s-% "ea = O.H.G. s-i.

Goth, frijondi 'friend (f.)'. A.S. thiwi thiu 'maid' = Groth.

pivi, O.H.Gr. herzohin 'duchess' wirtun wirtin 'hostess' (11 § 110

p. 339), cp. also O.H.Gr. s-i s-i 'ea' (the latter, Hke Groth. si,

shortened by being used in a position where it lost its accent).

Lith. vemnti 'vehens' for *vesantt (cp. dial, geresny-ji 'better

(f.)'); O.C.Sl. vezqsti 'vehens' instead of *vezqti (II § 110 p. 337).

Aryan. In Sanskrit, these stems occasionally followed the

analogy of stems in -«- -ii- (II § 109 p. 334) : v^M-s 'she-wolf

naptt-s 'grand-daughter, daughter. Similarly in O.Pers. we

have harauvatis (i. e. -t-s) 'Arachosia' as compared with Avest.

haraxwaiti Skr. sdrasvatl.

Grreek has lost the forms in -f. Those which actually

occur have -(m -la, as cpiQovaa 'ferens' for *(psQovr-iM, noxv-ia

'lady', dXijd-sia 'truth' for *aXad-fa-ia; these I hold to be re-

formates following the accusatives in -^av -lav § 216).

Remark. J. Schmidt (in Kuhn's Ztschr. XXVII 291 and 309, Pluralb.

59 f.) sees in tlie Greek -ta -m the original ending of the nom. sing, of

1) The strong-grade form of the suffix of which -i- was the weak
grade in the Indo-Germanic declension is hard to determine, as I have

already said (II § 109 p. 333), adding that -ie- seemed to me the most pro-

bable. But in numerous instances -ia- forms are found amongst the cases,

— in Greek, Italic, Germanic, Balto-Slavonic, and possibly Keltic (gen.

sing, inse, § 230) ; hence it is perhaps more correct to place the variation

between -ie- and -ia- in the proethnic period. There is, however, another

possibility, -id- as well as -ie- might become -i- in unaccented syllables,

80 that perhaps our I- ie-class is to be split up into two original classes.

Then the i-: ia-class would be parallel to the ?-: io-class (Lith. mSdis

gen. m^dzio). But in that case we should have to postulate two distinct

declensions in -ia-, one varying between -ia- and -i-, the other having

invariably -id-. I leave others to investigate these difficult questions more

closely. Johansson has tried, but comes to no certain conclusion whatever

(Kuhn's Ztschr. XXX 398 ff.).
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these stems, and believes that the -i of the other languages arose from a

contraction of *-ia-. Against this view, see my Gr. Gr.^ p. 102, and Morph.

Unt. V 58 f.

Such words as these were often associated with stems in

-ia, {aocpia), and -{.a -la gave way to -j^a -ia\ e. g. iraiQa 'com-

panion instead of sraiga for *STaQ-i.a^ fem. of sraQo-g, Att.

aXrjd^sIa (Ion. aXrjd^slij) beside al^d-fta, and so on. Cp. in O.H.Gr.

herzohinna instead of the older herzohin (see below).

Latin, too, has lost the -i. In fades pauperie-s, -ie- has

spread from the other cases, and -s has been added through

assimilation to re-quie-s dies res. avia (from avo-s) is perhaps

like mcLter-ia beside mater-ies (cp. II § 109 p. 333, and the

footnote on the last page). As regards the fem. sudvis (Skr.

svadv-t) see 11 § 109 p. 334 : was sucLvis the result of a form

*suamm for *sMac?ttTm (cp. § 216)?

Germanic. OJI.G. herzohinna insteeiA oi herzohin, O.Sax.

thiwa instead of thiwi, and similar forms were produced by an

assimilation to the nominative of i^-stems (as O.H.Gr. sijop(e)a =
Goth, sibja 'kin', see § 190 p. 68).

Lith. Seme Lett, feme Pruss. semme 0. C. 81. zemlja 'earth'

pr. Balt.-Slav. *sem-ie arose by the intrusion of -vS- from the

other cases.

§ 192. 3. All polysyllabic n- and r-stems show the forma-

tive suffix in the 3''* or 4*'' (strong) grade, which contrasted

the nominative vnth the other cases, and so connected the

difference in ablaut with a difference in case; e. g. Gr. notfiTjv

7iaT?jp as against noifiev-a narsQ-a, and so on. "We have to

postulate even for the proethnic language pairs of forms, some

ending in -en -on and -er -or., others simply in -e -o in both

classes of stems. The cause assigned has been the varying

conditions of sentence position, -n and -r being supposed to

disappear before certain consonants. But this theory is far from

certain, in spite of Meringer's arguments (Zeitschr. fiir osterr.

Gymn. 1888, p. 137), especially in view of Johansson's new

theory of the origin of w-stems and some of those in -r (Bezz.
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Beitr. XIY 163 ff.) which has been mentioned already on

page 63 of this Tolume.

a. w-stems.

Forms in Idg. -n. Pr.Idg. *Jc(u)uon 'dog'. Armen. sun

'dog' akn (gen. aJcan) 'eye' anj'n (gen. anjin for *-en-os) 'soul'

I § 651. 1 p. 497). Gr. xdW 'dog' noip.}]v 'herdsman'. It is a

question whether Lat. pecien lien flcimen are old w-nominatives

or not; see 11 § 114 p. 352. O.H.G. gomo A.S. -^uma m. 'man,

and doubtless Norse Run. Haringa for *-ow; Goth, tuggo

O.Icel. tunga f. 'tongue' for *-on (Goth, rapjo = Lat. ratio),

O.H.G. zunga A.S. turtle f. for *-en (I § 659. 5 p. 513, § 661. 4

p. 519, and II § 115 pp. 361 f.).i) Lith. dial, s^^n (beside szi)

'dog' O.C.Sl. kamy 'stone (I § 92 pp. 86 f., § 663. 1 p. 521,

and § 665. 2 p. 524).

Forms without -n. Pr.Idg. *Jc(u)uo 'dog'. Skr. ha Mva^)

Avest. spa 'dog', O.Pers. xsayarsa 'Xerxes' [xsaya- 'ruler' and

arsan- 'mas'). Dubious relics of this kind are seen in Gr. dyM

arjdw beside slumv 'image' atjdaiv 'nightingale', and so forth; the

genitives belonging to these nominatiyes, slaovg drjdovg etc.,

would then be ad-formates of the class ATjrm ArjTovi; (G. Meyer,

Gr. Gr.2 pp. 315 f.). Lat. homo homo, Umbr. karu 'pars' = Lat.

caro, tribrisu i. e. *tri-prikid 'triplicitas' (abl. trihrisine)?) O.Ir.

1) Kluge (Paul's Grundr. I 366) equates O.H.G. -a A.S. -e with pr. Germ.

*-0M, and O.H.G. -o A.S. -a with pr. Germ. *-en, admitting at the same
time that the phonetics of this are 'strange'. Possibly he was driven to

postulate these changes by the aoc. O.H.G. geha A.S. gj'c/e ; for Osthoffs

hypothesis that -is- had become -ie- in proethnic Germanic — a hypothesis

which offered a possible explanation of these forms {sunt-ia for *-%p-n and

hence gebd) — has too slight a foundation to build upon. I hope to settle

the question of geha '^iefe in a different way (§ 213), and so I am content

with the equation O.H.G. -a A.S. -e = pr. Germ. *-en, O.H.G. -o A.S. -a =
pr. Germ. *-on.

2) The accentuation of the Yedio Mva du. suvanau (the texts have

svd svdnau with the udattu) is to be restored not only on the authority of

Gr. xiiiay, but from the accent of sim-as sun-e etc., tun- being related to

suvan- as yuv- to yAvan-. In both words the accent, which in the weak
cases fell upon the suffix (orig. *8un-ds like Gr. xw-Se, and *yun-ds) was
changed on the analogy of the strong cases.

3) See also the Author, Ber. der sachs. Ges. der "Wiss., 1890, p. 207.
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cu Mod.Cymr. ci 'dog' (for a disyllabic *kuo through the inter-

mediate stage of *kui()^ O.Ir. esc-ung eel' air-mitiu 'honour' =
Lat. mentio (I § 657. 2 and 3, p. 507); Gall. Frontu Alingu.

Goth, guma man' should doubtless be derived from *gume (not

*gumo) on account of O.Icel. gume gumi. Lith. szu 'dog' akm'li,

'stone'.

In the following words we have re-formates in place of

original *-io(n) *-ie(n), the suffix having been levelled down to

the weak form of it: Skr. arct (stem arcin- 'beaming') Avest.

kaini (stem kainin- 'girl') , Gr. M(fiv (stem dslfpiv- 'bellyfish,

dolphin'), Goth, managei (stem managein- 'crowd'). See 11 § 115

pp. 358 ff.

In several languages there were re-formations following the

analogy of nominatives in -s. Avestic: e. g. ver"pra-jA 'victorious'

beside -ja = Skr. vftra-hd (note that an old nom. *-Qh§-s would

necessarily have become *-yd}; cp. Bartholomae, Ar. Forsch. I 31,

Handbuch § 215 Anm. 2, § 220. Greek: e. g. Lac. a^/Crjg =
agarjv 'male', dtl(ptq beside diXcptv (cp. II § 115 p. 359). Lat.

sanguis for *sanguins 'instead of sanguen. Osc. liittiuf 'usio,

usus' and statif 'statio, statua', for *-ions and *ins according

to II § 115 pp. 359 f. O.Ir. cLru 'kidney' doubtless for "^-ons,

menme 'mens' for *-ens\ see 11 § 114 pp. 352 f., § 117 pp. 373 f.

Similar re-formations of r-stems are described on the next page.

b. r-stems.

Forms in Idg. -r. Pr. Idg. *mclter 'mother', *d6tor 'giver'.

Armen. mair 'mother'. Gr. i.i7]rrjQ, Smtcoq. Lat. mater, soror

dator; TJmbr. lu-pater 'Juppiter' af-fertur 'infertor, flamen',

Osc. censtur 'censor'. O.Ir. mathir 'mother', siur 'sister* (I § 657. 6

p. 509). In Germanic, with *er-, O.Icel. moder modir, and

probably O.H.G. muoter; also Goth, fadar 'father' if Streitberg

is right in holding that pr. Germ, -er became -ar in Gothic, as

-ei -eyj became -ai -au (cp. § 263 Rem.). ^) The explanation

1) Streitberg, D. germ. Compar. auf -oz-, pp. 22 f. This law would

enable us to explain Goth. adv. ^ar as compared with O.H.G. dar^ un-

accented der^ as follows. Starting from pr. Germ. *pe>-, we should have
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of Grotli. svistar A.S. sweostor 'soror , Goth, bropar A.S. hroohr

O.H.G. bruadar 'brother' (Gr. rp^armp) is doubtful. These may

have come from -or, or perhaps they were accusative or voca-

tive forms; cp. II § 122 pp. 381 f.

Remark 1. In any case, A.S. modor dohtor O.Swed. /ofwr mofor

are re-formates. I take this opportunity to call attention to a question

which appears to me to need more thorough investigation. How far did

Idg. -er- in unaccented final syllables become -ar- ; and where -ar- seems

to correspond to Idg. -er-, ought we not sometimes to assume that it came

from -or- (or -ar-)'i See the Author, Curt. Stud. IX 374 and 378; Paul

in his Beitr. VI 246 f. and 253 f.; J. Schmidt, Pluralb. 197 f
.

; Kluge,

Paul's Grundr. I 861.

Forms without -r. Pr. Idg. *mate, *d6td. Skr. mata

Avest. rndta 'mother', Skr. bhrdtd O.Pers. bratcl, 'brother', Skr.

data data Avest. data 'giver', Skr. hantd 'murderer' O.Pers.

ja(n)ta 'slayer, foe'. Lith. mote mote 'woman, wife' sesu 'sister',

0.C.81. mati 'mother'.

Remark 2. Joh. Schmidt and other scholars assume that -r was

dropped in Balto-Slavonic (Schmidt, in Kuhn's Ztsohr. XXV 22, Pluralbild.

193 f.). I am still unable to regard this as proved. Cp. I § 663 Rem.

pp. 521 f.

Re-formation in the separate languages gave rise to Avest.

atar-s 'fire' (II § 122 p. 383) , Gr. /udy-aQ-g instead of fidxap

'blessed'. There were similar re-formations in the w-stems, for

which see last page.

§ 193. 4. Polysyllabic s- stems show in the formative

suffix the same case-ablaut as do stems in n and r; but it

would appear that in the proethnic speech the -s of the formative

suffix was never missing. The ending in s-stems will then be

-es as opposed to -en -e, er e in the others.

Pr. Idg. *dus-menes 'ill-disposed'. Skr. durmanas 'de-

jected, troubled', Avest. dusmand 'thinking evil', O.Pers.

aspacana (doubtless connected with Skr. cdnas- n. 'pleasure'),

Skr. yaids 'glorious' (I § 649. 7 p. 496). Gr. dvn/^svrig 'ill-

Goth, par (cp. also jdinar aljar) and O.H.G. der as equivalents. The

form par would then have driven the accented *per from the field in

Gothic. O.H.G. gen. unser follows jener, § 455.
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disposed, hostile' jptv^Tjg 'false, deceitful'. Lat. pUbes puber,

de-gener (with -r for -s from the other cases).

Pr. Idg. *aiisos 'dawn'. Skr. M|as. Gr. Horn, ^wq Att.

cw?. Lat. honos honor (with -r from the other cases).

Pr. Idg. comp. *dTc(i)ids 'quicker'. Avest. asyd. Lat. ocior

{-r from the other cases). O.Ir. siniu 'older' mao mo 'larger'.

For Skr. dsiycis diiyan instead of *dkyas and O.C.Sl. slasdyl

'sweeter' instead of *slad^ja^ see II § 135 p. 430.

Pr. Idg. part. perf. act. *uSiduos or *uidues 'knowing'.

Avest. vidvd. Gr. dSwc;. By re-formation, Skr. vid-vds vid-vdn

instead of *-vds, Lith. da-v^s 'having given' mir-^s 'dead' instead

of -*ves *-es and O.C.Sl. da-vu rmr-u instead of *-va *-a (or *-v6

*-vi, *-6 *-i). Along with these the parent language seems to

have had a nominative in *-us : Skr. Ved. vid4s Avest. vtdus,

with which may be classed Osc. sipus 'sciens' and O.C.Sl. triiru.

See n § 136 pp. 439 if.

Kemark. It remains doubtful whether the proethnic language had

nominatives without s belonging to stems in dental explosives, as well as

the above. See § 198 p. 79.

§ 194. n. Forms with -s as the sign of the Nomin-
ative.

1. o-stems. I'r. lig. *ulqo-s 'wolf. Skr. vfka-s, Avest.

vehrko (vehrkas-ca 'lupusque'), O.Pers. kara 'people, host'

(see I § 556. 3 pp. 411 f., § 558. 4 p. 415, § 646. 3 pp. 490 f.,

and Bartholomae in Kuhn's Ztschr. XXIX 572 f.). Armen.

gail, mard 'homo' = Skr. mftd-s (I § 651 p. 497). Gr.

Xvxtrg. Lat. lupus
-^

equo-s, vir for *mr(o)-s , satur for *sa-

tur(o)-s^ morti-fer and -feru-s (the latter being a re-formate),

ager for *agr(o)-s; Umbr. pihaz 'piatus' Ikuvins 'Iguvinus',

ager 'ager' katel 'catulus', Osc. hiirz 'hortus' Piimpaiians

'Pompeianus', famel 'famulus'; see I § 655. 5 and 9, pp. 505

and 508 (the conditions of syncopation in Latin have not yet

been properly made out, cp. mors for *mort(i)-s and the like,

§ 195). O.Ir. fer 'man' for *uiro-s, aile 'alius' for *aK(i)o-s

(I § 34 p. 34, § 189 Rem. p. 125, § 657.3, 5 and 10,

pp. 508 and 509 f.), Gall, tarvo-s 'bull', Andecamulo-S.
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Goth, vulf-s, vair 'man' for *uir(a)-z^ O.H.G. wolf, acchar

'tilled land' = Goth, akr-s (I § 660.6 p. 516 0, § 661.2

and 5, pp. 517 and 519), cp. also Goth, hva-s O.H.G. hwe-r

we-r 'who ?'
; in the Salic Law focla = *fogla-{z) 'bird', Norse

Eun. daga-R 'day' = O.Icel. dag-r Goth, dags; Goth, harji-s

'host' for *haria-2, which became *hari-s and took j afresh

from the obUque cases (I § 660 Eem. 3 p. 515; Kauffmann,

Paul-Braune's Beitr. XII 539; Sti-eitberg ibid. XIV 181).

Lith. vilka-s; for the loss of -a- in the last syllable, see

I § 664. 2 pp. 522 f. On O.C.Sl. vluku, see below.

Stems in -io- sometimes made their nom. sing, ia -is -Is

{-i- -%- are weak-grade forms of -io-^, and the corresponding

ace. sing. masc. and neut. in -i-m (§§ 212, 227). O.Lat. alts

Cornelis beside alius Cornelius, Osc. Pakis 'Pacius'. Goth.

un-nuts 'useless' for *-nuti-s, hairdeis 'herdsman'; A.S. sec^

'man' instead of pr. Germ. *sa^i-3. Lith. zodis 'word' mojis

'sign gaidys 'cock' beside vejas 'wind' sveczias 'guest' and the

like. We should doubtless class here O.C.Sl. krajt 'rim, edge',

and konji 'horse' instead of *kom, the n having been softened

(palatalised) on the analogy of the genitive and other cases.

Cp. II § 63 p. 122, and Streitberg, as cited, 166 ff.

Remark 1. The student will observe that in Slavonic there is nothing

to represent the nominative in *-io-8 (as Lith. vija-s Lat. aliu-s). This

ending would regularly become *-ie, which has the look of a vocative

;

and this is perhaps the reason for its absence. Cp. § 201 Rem. 2.

Remark 2. Perhaps such V-stems as Skr. sarathi-s 'charioteer' Avest.

mazdayasni-s 'belonging to the worshippers of Mazda' Lat. deeemjugi-s

(II § 93 p. 284) were originally io-stems.

O.C.Sl. vluku is an accusative form, which took the place

of *vluko. The nom. and ace. in -io-, -i- , and -w-stems

1) Braune (Goth. Gr.' § 78 Anm. 2) has a different theory of the

phonetic law affecting Goth. vair. This view has recently received the

support of Wl Schulze (Kuhn's Ztsehr. XXIX 271), who explains stiur as

a dissyllable. But this explanation is unsupported by the evidence (see

Osthoff Paul-Braune's Beitr. XIII 454 f.), and furthermore it is opposed
by the form fidvor for *fldvor-COz (§ 320), whilst akrs, which Braune
himself holds to be dissyllabic (§ 27), should not have been brought in

evidence at all. I therefore keep to may own explanation, as above cited-
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came eventually to be the same, *-i-s and *-i-m becoming -?, and

*-u-s and *-u-m becoming -m; and this appears to have caused

the substitution of vluku for *vluko. There may have been

another factor in the change. If the -o (standing doubtless for

*-o-d) which we find as' the ending of the nom. ace. neut. of

adjectival stems in -o- appeared in this language .before the

nom. sing. masc. *-o(s) had given place to -u, the nom. masc.

and the nom. ace. neut. must both have come to end in -o;

and the wish to keep the two genders distinct may have been

an additional reason for substituting -u for -o in the nom. masc.
;

cp. § 227. Another explanation of -u, by no means convincing,

is given by Kozlovskij in the Archiv fiir slav. Phil. X 657.

§ 195. 2. «-stems. Pr. Idg. *om«-s 'sheep'. Skr. dvi-s;

Avest. azi-s 'snake, dragon', O.Pers. siydti-s 'place of pleasure,

dwelling-place' (^ Lat. quies^ gen. quietis). Armen. sirt 'heart'

= Lith. szirdl-a, is 'viper' = Skr. dU-s (I § 651 p. 497). Gr.

oifi-g 'snake, dragon'. Lat. ovi-s^ turri-s; deer for *cl,cri-s, and

by the side of it a re-formate acri-s, mors = Skr. mfti-s 'death'

— this syncopation of -i- is common in the final syllables of

ii-stems (its conditions have not been fully made out, nor have

those of syncope in o-stems, as has been pointed out in § 194,

p. 73); Umbr. ^acer 'pacatus, propitius', Osc. cem 'civis' aidil

'aedilis', see I § 33 pp. 33 f., § 638 pp. 472 f.
, § 655. 5

and 9, p. 503 and pp. 504 f. O.Ir. faith 'vates' for *uati-s

(I § 657. 5 and 10, pp. 508 ff.); Gall, rati-s 'fern = Ir. raith.

Goth, anst-s 'favour' haur 'son' for *hur{i)-z (hke vair § 194

p. 78), O.H.G. anst 'favour' chumi 'approach, coming' = Goth.

qum-s, OJE.G. wini 'friend', but Fridu-win Lioh-win (I § 660.

1

p. 514, § 661.2 and 5, pp.517 and 519); Norse 'R\m. gasti-it

'guest' = O.Icel. gest-r Goth, gast-s. Lith. nakti-s O.C.Sl.

nost^ 'night' (I § 665. 4 p. 525).

Observe Skr. »e-s 'bird' beside vi-s Lat. avis, and these

root-nouns of corresponding structure — Avest. yao-s 'leagued,

confederate, friendly, allied' gao-s 'crying aloud'. And perhaps

we should add Lat. ei-s i-s eis-dem beside *-s = Goth, i-s; see

§ 416.
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§ 196. 3. M-stems. Pr. Idg. *sunu-s 'son'. Skr. sunii-s;

Avest. hazu-s 'arm', O.Pers. kuru-s (read kurus) 'Cyrus'.

Armen. zard 'ornament', mark 'death' (II § 105 p. 319), see

I § 651 p. 497. Grr. n-fjxv-c, 'lower arm' Tj'JJ-g 'sweet'. Lat.

manu-s. O.Ir. hith 'world' (I § 657.5 and 10, pp. 508 ff.);

Gall. Esu-s (cp. Esu-nertus). Goth, sunu-s, O.H.G. sunu suno,

situ sito 'custom' (= Goth, sidu-s), fridu frido 'peace',

without -u or -o Sigi-frid, hand 'hand' (= Goth, handu-s),

cp. the /-stems § 195. Lith. sunu-s 'son' sdldii-s 'sweet',

0.C.8I. synu 'son (I § 665. 4 p. 525).

In Iranian there are by-forms in -au-s (with corresponding

ace. sing, -avam and nom. ace. pi. -Clvas), such as Avest. bdzau-s,

O.Pers. dahyciu-s 'neighbourhood'; these we may conjecture to

be re-formates containing the loc. sing, in -ciu; see § 261. For

Avast, per^nclyu beside per'ncLyu-s and the like, see Bartholomae

Ar. Porsch. I 36 and J. Schmidt Pluralbild. 76 ff.

§ 197. 4. u- uu- and t- ii- stems (cp. 11 § 109 p. 334).

Pr. Idg. *bhru-s 'eyebrow' *sue1cru-s 'socrus'. Skr. bhru-s,

Svairu-s, tanu-s 'body', dht-s 'thought', nadi-S 'river; Avest.

her^zai-di-s (ace. -di-m) 'having great insight'. Gr. otpgv-s,

vExv-i; 'corpse', xt-(; 'weevil', n6li-g 'city'. Lat. su-s, vl-s-^

socru-s has become a w-stem, because stems in -u~ and those

in -u- had the same endings in the ace. gen. and dat. singular

(§§ 217, 233, 254). O.Icel. sij-r O.H.G. su 'sow' (I § 661. 5

p. 519); polysyllables are treated as w-stems, O.H.G. swigar

'socrus' (also swiger following muoter)^ Goth, asilu-qairnu-s f.

'fj-vlog ovmog, millstone' O.H.G. quirn as contrasted with O.C.Sl.

Mny f. 'mill'. O.Pol, kry Mod.Slov. kri 'blood' = O.C.Sl. *kry

(whose place was taken by kruv-i) , O.C.Sl. svekry (I § 665. 4

p. 525).

Nominatives formed in the same way from stems in -^-•

-i^n-, -J- -U-, and -f- -rr- (I § 312 pp. 250 f., n § 160

pp. 485 f.). Skr. jd-s 'being' for *g§-s, go-sa-s 'winning cattle',

Avest. xd 'spring, source' (cp. ace. Ved. khdm § 217), Skr.

pur 'stronghold' for *jo|-s, gtr 'praise' for *gf-s. No doubt

Gr. (Lfio-fiQu'tQ, /pcJg are further examples.
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§ 198, 5. Stems whose suffix ends in an explosive.

a. The Suffixes -t- -tat- -tut-. Skr. vikm-ji-t 'gain-

ing everything by victory' sarvd-tat 'completeness' (I § 647. 7

pp. 493 f.), Avest. haurva-tas 'wholeness, a being in good con-

dition (I § 473. 2 p. 349). Gr. »rjg 'hired labourer for *i)-}]-T-g,

vi'-l 'night' for *vvH-r-g, oXo-rijc; 'wholeness, completeness'. Lat.

com-es (gen. com-i-t-is) nox (gen. noc-t-is), novi-tas, juven-tUs.

O.Ir. cing (gen. cinged) 'hero, warrior = Gall. *Cinges (stem

Cinget-), O.Ir. ditiu 'youth' for *(i)ovetU(s) = Lat. juventUs.

In Germanic, such forms as Goth, naht-s 'night' menops

'month' O.H.G. naht mcLnod are re-formates, siace -ts became

-ss (s) in proethnic Germanic (I § 527 p. 382). They may

have been due to an attempt to restore the stem, which had

been preserved in the other cases ; cp. Goth, instr. pi. frijond-am

beside tigum, § 379. As regards nominatives hke O.H.G. nefo

for *nefd(d), see p. 79.

The Suffix -nt-. Fr.ldg. -nt-s, -^i-s'), as Hh^ghont-s,

possibly *bhrghent-s (see 11 § 125 Rem. 2 pp. 395 f.) 'prominent

high'. Skr. brhdn Avest. ber'sqs (I § 647.7 pp. 493 f.;

Bartholomae, Kuhn's Ztschr. XXIX 501 ff. and 517); Ski-.

dddat 'giving' for *dadat-s Avest. stavas 'praising' for *sta-

vat-s. Gr. asiq 'blowing' = Skr. van, common ground-form

*uent-s, odovg 'tooth'; as to -mv in (pspcov and the like, see

below, hat. ferens, dens, stans = Gr. tfrd?; Umbr. zeref

serse 'sedens' (I § 655. 9 p. 504). O.Ir. care cara 'friend'

(gen. carat), cp. tri-cha 'group of 30' (gen. tri-chat) = Avest.

pri-sqs (I § 657. 10 pp. 509 f.). Lith. vezqs 'vehens' dial.

vezans vesus, Pruss. sldans stdons 'sitting'; 0.C.81. vezy 'vehens',

in the first instance for *vezuns, according to I § 84 p. 80, § 92

pp. 86 f., § 219 pp. 186 f.

In Sanskrit, iyan 'tantus' Myan 'quantus' are re-formates

which followed certain words of kindred meaning, such as tvd-

1) An error must be corrected in II § 125, p. 395. In that place,

following the traditional view, I wrongly, allowed myself to regard *-on

as an original nominative ending as well as *-o-nts. This correction I

have already made in my Greek Grammar' p. 109.
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'one who is as thou art' (see below). In Avestic par-

ticiples, besides -as (*-ants) and -as {*-ats), we find -o = Ar.

*-as, which is the commonest ending of such participles as

concern us here ; e. g. per"sd 'asking' histo 'standing'. Bartho-

lomae (Kuhn's Ztschr. XXIX 557 ff.) considers this formation

in the light of Vedic forms like pra-mpid-s beside pra-mfndn

'destroying' viivam-invd-s penetrating everything' beside invan,

and assumes that a certain number of adjectival compounds in

Idg. *-6-s, used like participles, were brought into close relation

with the corresponding verbs, the result being that true parti-

ciples in -nt- took the ending of these adjectives through asso-

ciation with them. The analogy seems to have gone further;

and, in Avestic, nominatives in -vo were formed even from

stems in -vant-, as par^na-vo 'furnished with a feather' (see

Geldner, Kuhn's Ztschr. XXX 515).

Greek has forms like cpsgcov 'bearing' iJwV 'seeing', besides

those in -ou'g (for *-ovr-g). Now -cov can come neither from

*-ont-s or *-ont-s nor from *-ont, and for *-dn as an Idg. ending

in w^-stems there is no further evidence that can be trusted.
i)

I therefore offer the following conjecture as to its origin. I

suggest that there were two influences at work. (1) The

relation of the masc. iS/.i(ov Jitwr, and similar forms, to the

neuter in -ov, Xd^ov niov, caused a masc. -wv to spring up

in connexion with -ov (for *-ovt), beginning with participles

used strictly as nouns, e. g. ^bXImv 'future' sy.mv 'willing'.

(2) The relation of the vocative to the nominative in xvwv

SaifiMv and the like, voc. kvov Sat/xov, gave rise to substantival

nominatives like yspuv (voc. yspov for *-ovr).

In Germanic, forms like Goth, frijond-s O.H.G. friunt

'friend' are re-formates of the same kind as Goth. menSps O.H.G.

mOnod; see last page. Similarly, Pruss. dilant-s 'working' and

Lett. dug'Sbt-s 'growing', for *-ant(i)-s.

The Suffix -ijsnt-. Skr. tvd-vqs -van Avest. ptcO-vqs 'one

like thee', Skr. dma-uqs -van 'pressing on mightily, powerful' for

1) Lith. sedun and Lett, sedu (J. Schmidt, Kuhn's Ztschr. XXVII 392)

cannot be quoted as proving that Idg. had this ending.
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*-vans, but Avest. ama-vS, for *-vCLs. Pr. Ar. *-vdns in *tvcL-

-vans, we may conjecture, took the place of *-vas under the

influence of -vant-am -vant-as; but pr. Ar. *-mSs, which was

preserved in Avest. ama-vd, belongs to the suffix -ues- -y,os-.

Cp. II § 127 p. 405, § 136 p. 441, § 208. Gr. 6rovn-f,Q 'wailing,

lamentable' for *-fsvt-<;.

Remark 1. Bartholomae (Kuhn's Ztschr. XXIX 499 ff. , 518 f.)

postulates Idg. *-y,ent-s; in which I cannot follow him. It may be remarked

in passing that, granted pr. Ar. nom. *-vas, the change of -vani- to -van-

stems (Skr. fk-vant- and fk-van- 'singing' Avest. ama-vant- and ama-van-,

and so forth) is more easily explained than it is on Bai'tholomae's theory,

pp. 540 f. : -vas had another form -vd, its sentence doublet, and this

resembled the ending of stems in -van- (§ 391). Cp. the reverse process in

Ved. varimai-a from the nom. varima (stem varitnan-) 'width, distance'.

Suffixes in -d, pr. Idg. nominative ending -ts. Skr. Sardt

'autumn', stem iarad-. Gr. (pvydc 'fugitive', stem (pvyaS-, danig

'shield', stem damS-. Lat. lapis, stem lapid-, palUs stem palUd-.

All these examples ended in pr. Idg. -ts. But we have also

certain forms, especially in Germanic, which seem unquestionably

to point to a proethnic nominative singular without s. Such are

Goth, mena O.H.G. mano, and doubtless Lith. menu for *mendt

beside Goth, meno'p-s O.H.G. manod (II § 123 pp. 393 f.),

O.H.G. nefo for pr. Germ. *nefdS beside Lat. nepos (see loc.

cit.), A.S. hcele for pr. Germ. */alep beside hmled (loc. cit.),

O.H.G. san 'tooth' for pr. Germ. *tanp (in I § 527 p. 382

erroneously traced back to pr. Germ. *tan(t)-s) beside Skr.

ddn Gr. oSovg. Other examples are given by Kluge, Paul's

Grundr. I 390 f. Here there are two possibilities between

which I do not feel able to decide at present. There may

have been double forms from the very first, one with s and

one without; this view may be supported by the ablaut in

*xalep (in consideration of this, Kluge op. cit. p. 385 even

postulates an Idg. nom. *pod beside ace. *pod-iri). Or s may

have disappeared when the words were used in this or that

environment in the sentence (cp. the disappearance of s in such

sound-groups as st-, I § 589. 3 pp. 445 f., § 645 p. 490). And

compare Bartholomae, Stud, zur idg. Sprachgeschichte, I 65.
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Remark 2. If -m in O.H.G. hwemu is the direct and regular

representative of pr. Germ. *-ot = Idg. *-od (§ 241), the -o of mano nefo

must have arisen by an assimilation of these words to the nominative ending

of M-stems, such as gomo.

b. Suffixes in -h and -g. Skr. uMk- (stem utij-) 'de-

manding', Avest. usixs (stem usij-) a kind of demon; for Skr.

spat 'spy and the like see I § 401 Kem. 2 p. 297, § 404

Rem. 3 p. 299. Gr. /ueTgu^ (stem laiQun-) 'girl' (fdXuy^ (stem

rpaXayy-) 'phalanx'. Lat. senex (stem senec-) hibcix (stem

hibdc-). O.Ir. aire 'princeps' for *ariak-s^ gen. airech, ail

'rock, stone' for *alek-s, gen. ailech, nathir 'water-snake' gen.

nathrach; Q-all. esox = Mid.Ir. ew (gen. iach) 'salmon' (I § 657.

10 pp. 509 f.).

§ 199. 6. Perhaps all Root-Nouns had -s in the pro-

ethnic language (cp. § 197). Examples:

Pr. Idg. *ncl,u-s 'navis': Skr. nUii-s Gv. vaU-g. *d(i)ieu-s

'heaven, daylight': Skr. d(i)ya,ii,-s , Gr. Zsv-g, O.H.G. Zio for

*t(i)eti(z) (Streitberg, Die germ. Comp. auf -02-^ 18). ^go'if-s

'ox, cow': Skr. gaii-s Avest. gau-s, Gr. (iov-g, O.Ir. bo (I § 657.

10 pp. 509 f.). I leave it an open question whether Gr. Zi]c,

Lat. dies and Gr. Dor. ^c5g, Lat. bos O.H.G. kuo O.Sax. ko ')

were framed on the model of the ace. sing. (§ 221), or whether

they represent proethnic sentence doublets *d(i)ies and *gos.

See II § 160 p. 481 f., and Streitberg op. cit. 12. In com-

position we have Skr. -gu-s., as su-gii-s 'having fine cattle', in-

flected as a M-stem, e. g. nom. pi. su-gdvas du. su-gu.

*uoq-s 'voice, speech': Skr. vdk Avest. vcl>x-s, Gr. 01//,

Lat. vox. ^reU-s (v^reg-) 'ruler, king': Skr. rat (like spat

§ 198), Lat. rex O.Ir. n (gen. rig, Gall. nom. Dumno-rtx);

Goth, reik-s (nom. pi. reik-s) instead of *reihs (I § 527 p. 381)

is doubtless borrowed from the Keltic. Avest. bar^s 'height,

high' (gen. bar^z-o her^z-o)
, O.Ir. br% (gen. breg) 'mountain',

Goth, baiirg-s "stronghold, fort, town' (gen. baurg-s) instead of

the regular *baurhs, from y^bhergh-. Skr. dpat9 Avest. apqs

1) A.S. cu O.Icel. hyr must be added to this list, if in these u stands

for 110. But cp. II § 160 p. 482.
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for pr. Ar. *apaKk-s "turned backwards' (I § 647. 7 pp. 493 f.

;

Bartholomae, Kuhn's Ztschr. XXIX 501 ff. und 517 f.). Avest.

af-s (stem ap-) 'water', Skr. stup (stem stuhh-) 'roaring

.

We may doubtless add *mUs-s 'mouse', which became *mas
in the proethnic stage (§ 356 Eem.): Gr. i.iv(; Lat. mUs (II § 160

p. 485).

The Greek ;(f^wV 'earth' (cp. Skr. ksd-s, II § 160 p. 482)

may be an ad-formate of XQvyav and the like; /aj/ /t/v 'goose'

and i.irjv 'month' are undoubtedly re-formates, taking the place

of *x(ivg "xaq and Ion. etc. /.isiq for *n7ivg respectively

(n § 132 p. 415, § 160 p. 485); similarly (pwg 'thief xw
'hedgehog' on the analogy of Swthoq dorrjQ etc.

For the ground-form of Skr. pat Gr. Dor. nwc, noc, (Hom.

rpi-nog) Att. novg Lat. pes 'foot', see § 198 p. 79 : were there

once parallel forms *pdd {*ped) and *pot-s (*pet-s)? ov in novc;

has not yet been satisfactorily explained.

Vocative Singular Masculine and Feminine})

§ 200. No special vocative forms are found in the Indo-

Germanic languages except for singular nouns masculine or

feminine. Prom the proethnic period onwards, the nominative

has served for the vocative in the plural and dual, whilst in

the neuter gender the form used for nominative and accusative

has been used for the vocative in all three numbers.

Genuine singular vocatives naturally enough had no case-

sign at all; see § 184 p. 56. In the proethnic language the

accent was thrown back to the first syllable of the word, as

*mdter 'mother' = Skr. matar Gr. fifJTiQ ; this remains a general

rule in Sanskrit, but in no other language. But the forms

had a word accent of their own only when they stood first

in a clause. In any other position it is probable that they

were often enclitic, which is the rule in Sanskrit; e. g.

1) Benfey, tjber die Entstehung des indogerm. Vocatlva, Abhandl.

der Ges. der Wlss. zu Gott. XVII (1872) pp. 3fF. Bezzenberger, Zur

lett. Declination: Binige Vocatlvformen ; in his Beltrage, XV, 296 ff.

Bru^mann, Elements. III. 6
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iddm indra s^nuhi 'Hear this, Indra !' See I § 669 p. 534, and

§ 672 p. 538.

In all other branches of the language but the Aryan this

practice of accenting the first syllable underwent many changes.

Sometimes it was overborne by special rules in special languages.

Thus in Greek and Latin certain changes were necessary in

order that words should conform to the trisyllabic law; hence

Grr. 'Ayd/ice/in'ov instead of *"Aya,us/iivov, Lat. aliimne, amplissume

instead of *dlumne, dtnpUssmne (I § 676 p. 541, § 681 p. 548).

Or the accent followed that of other cases from the same stem

;

thus Gr. Sdiq)Qov instead of *ddt(pgov follows 6di(f,QMv (intelligent')

datfpgoi'og etc., avToy-gdzoo instead of ^avTOXQaroo follows dvxo-

xgdrtog ('having unlimited power') avroKQarogoi; etc., dloysvsg

instead of *dto'y£)'fc follows dloy&vtjg ('born of a god') Sioysvsog etc.

Elsewhere other factors less easy to detect may have been at

work, as in the accentuation of the Lithuanian vocative — e. g.

vilM ('wolf'), naktS (night').
i)

But even in the singular the parent language would seem

to have sometimes used the nominative form as a mode of ad-

dress: compare, for example, Skr. Yed. (Rig-V. I. 2. 5), vayav

indras ca cetaihah 'Vayu and Indra, ye take care', Gr. Horn.

(J" 276) Zsv nuTsp . . . 'HiXwc ts . ., v/xsTg ixdgTVQol sare. And
in most languages the forms of the nominative usurped more

and more the place of the vocative; sometimes the proethnic

vocative form belonging to some class of stems died out

completely before the date of the oldest extant specimens of

a given language. This happened in Latin to the vocative of

S-stems. The genuine vocative forms are most faithfully pre-

served in Sanskrit. Yet even there in certain monosyllabic stems

the vocative was regularly expressed by the nominative form,

although accented as a vocative would be ; e. g. diyclu-s, written

dyaus (nom. diya,u-s),^) as contrasted with Gr. Zkv ; bhu-s ("earth'),

1) Bezzenberger's conjectures given in the essay cited in the footnote

on the last page seem to me highly uncertain.

2) For this accentuation, see Bartholomae, Stud, zur idg. Sprachg.,

I 82 f.
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but Gr. i/9v ('fish'). Perhaps we may follow Collitz (Bezz.

Beitr. X 32) in recognising the Idg. vocative of gdi'i-s in the

Toc. -go, only found in composition (e. g. hhuri-go).

Remark. In Sanskrit, the rules regulating the accent of the vocative

singular held good for plural and dual nominative forms when these were

used as vocatives (cp. the sing. dit/Sii-s just cited); e. g. p/taras (nom.

pitdras 'fathers'). There is no reason why this should not be regarded as

a genuine proethnic tradition, although it is true that no such practice can

he proved for any European language: in Attic m nazs^e;, for example,

might have been expected, since we have m nareq.

§ 201. 1. o-stems. Pr. Idg. *ulqe. Skr. vfka; Avest.

vehrka, O.Pers. martiyd 'homo' (I § 649.1 p. 495). Gr. Xvy.s,

aSslfpi beside aJsXqto-c 'brother', Suifiovit 'wonderful one'. Lat.

lupe puere, flUe and fiU from filiii-s (cp. below) ; Umbr. Tefre,

Fisovie. O.Ir. fir for *uire, maicc 'son' for *makue, cell 'com-

rade' doubtless for *ceKe (I § 657. 8 p. 500). Goth, vulf, hairdi

'herdsman , O.H.G. wolf. Lith. vilkh, sodi {godi-s 'word') gaidy

{gaidy-s 'cock'), cp. below; O.C.Sl. vluce.

Remark 1. As regards -a instead of -ain Yedio, as wsaJM 'bull',

see Lanman, Noun-Inflection p. 339, Oldenberg, Die Hymnen des Rigveda,

I 393 ff., Wackernagel, Das Dehnungsgesetz der grieoh. Compp. (Basel

1889) pp. 12 f., Bezzenberger in his Beitrage XV 296 f.

It cannot be proved that in the Latin vocatives from io-

stems -% is contracted from -ie. Probably we have here the

weak-grade -i-, as we certainly have in Lith. voc. gaidy and

in the Italic nominatives in -is -i-s. Cp. II § 63 p. 122,

m § 194 p. 74, and Streitberg, Paul-Braune's Beitr. XIY 201.

In Lithuanian the ending -ai is also found. This occurs

in names of men, as tevai 'father' Jonai 'Johannes' (cp. Bezzen-

berger in his Beitrage, XV 299). Can it be that -i is the same

particle as we see in pronominal nominatives in -oi (§ 414)?

Avest. voc. haene: nom. pwoi (§ 202) points to this conclusion.

Briickner (Archiv fiir slav. Phil. Ill 276) compares the em-

phasising -ai in tas-dl toks-ai grasus-ai, and the Uke.

For O.C.Sl. jumce beside nom. ^'mwct 'young bull*, etc., see

I § 147 p. 184. ^o-stems whose nominative did not end in -c%

6*
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-z\ had the ending of w-stems in the vocatiTe (§ 203), as Tcraju

(nom. krafi 'border') mqm (nom. mq^ 'man').

Remark 2. The following may be suggested as a conceivable reason

for the latter change of inflexion. Nominatives such as hraji honji are

parallel to the Lith. moji-s kodi-s and to the Lat. ali-s. Can there have

been nominatives in *-ie = Idg. *-io-s in O.C.Sl., corresponding to Lithuanian

nominatives like vija-s ('wind'} svSczia-s ('guest'), and to alius and the like

in Latin ? Then the vocative in *-ie will have been transformed in order

to avoid confusion with the nominative which had the same ending, while

this nominative afterwards took the ending of that class of nouns whose

nominative ended in -(jji-s. Cp. § 194 p. 74.

§ 202. 2. S-stems. Pr. Idg. *e^?ta, cp. 11 § 59 pp. 108 f.

Skr. dmha 'mother' doubtless belongs here; for the Ar. voc. in

*-ai (Skr. -e Avest. -e) see below. Gr. Horn, vvfirpa 'nymph';

-« is more commonly kept in masculine words, as Sionora 'master'

av^wra 'swineherd'. O.C.Sl. rqko. And probably we must place

in this class Lith. ranka, and with -a dropped, motyn from nom.

mdtyna 'mother', Mdriuk from nom. Mariukct, and the like; see

I § 664 p. 522, and J. Schmidt, Kuhn's Ztschr. XXYII 382.

In Aryan the common ending was *-ai : Skr. dive Avest.

ha^ne. The origin of this ending is imcertain. I think it most

probable that a deictic particle has attached itself to this case, —
the same deictic -i which is found in the nom. sing, in -ai,

Avest. J5m>o? her'^xSe Pruss. s<a« mensai (see § 190 p. 67, § 414).

Cp. Lith. thai § 201.

Remark 1. Bopp (Vergl. Gr. I» 297) and J. Schmidt (Kuhn's

Ztschr. XXVII 381 f.) compare Skr. dive with Gr. Uv&ol. Others assume

a re-formation on the analogy of i-stems (Skr. dvs).

Another fact may have had something to do with the practically

complete disuse of -a in the vocative of Aryan a-stems. In Aryan, Idg.

-a and -e both became -a ; hence the same form represented both *eRy,a f.

and *e^?tc m.

In (xreek, such forms as 'Eg/uda alvaQsrrj , which were

properly nominative, came to be regarded as vocative in contra-

distinction to nominatives with s, Ep/^sia-g ahagiTij-g, and were

used as such. See § 190 p. 67.

Masc. vocatives in -a were sometimes used as nominatives,

e. g. InnoTcc 'horse-driver', Oviava; cp. the Lat. vocative Ju-piter

Juppiter (§ 210), which also passed current as a nominative. See
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the Author, Morph. Unt. II 199 f., Curt. Stud. IX 259 ff.,

G. Meyer Gr. Gr.- pp. 318 f.

Remark 2. Other explanations, to my mind not convincing, of tnndrS
are given by Fick and Bezzenberger in Bezz. Beitr. Ill 159 and 174, and
by Johansson in Kuhn's Ztsohr. XXX 426. J. Schmidt (Pluralb. 401 ff.)

assents to my view, provided that there was at least one stem which
originally had -a in both nom. and voc. properly without the action of

form-association; otherwise he thinks the explanation impossible. This

indispensable stem he sees in sigvona, originally, as he thinks, a neuter

substantive meaning 'wide-eye'; fi^vona Zevg would then mean 'wide-eye

heaven', the meaning being afterwards changed to 'wide-seer Zeus'. This

ingenious explanation of evgiiona is probably right; but the Lat. Jupiter

proves that it is wrong to suppose that the nominative use of vocatives

like tnnoTa must have begun with this particular word. The reverse

should rather be assumed; it is more likely that the change of meaning
in evQvona Zsvg to 'wide-seer Zeus' was made easier by a previous use of

vocatives like vsjxlrjysqha, /urjTlgra and so forth before Zev; as though

they were nominative; the same thing preserved the ending of svQvona

before Zivg from being inflected in any way, whilst fi^iona before z!jr

was doubtless preserved by the analogy of the masc. accusative in -a, as

From 2xQEipiddr]-g in Attic we have the toc. ^rgsipiaSsi;

on the analogy of vocatives of es-stems like -SBxpaTs? (§ 209).

Cp. in the gen. sing. -dSovg instead of -dSov (§ 229).

Italic. Lat. eg'wa is a nominative form. Perhaps the reason

why the vocative in Idg. *-a was dropped in Latin is that *-a

became -e, and thus -S-stems had the same ending as those

in -0- (I § 97. 3 p. 91). Again, Umbr. Tursa (a goddess) must

be a nominative form if the instrumental -e of Umbrian, e. g.

in pure 'igne', represents Idg. *-a; see § 274.

"Whether the Irish tuath is a true vocative, representing

*tdta^ or a nominative, cannot be determined.

Goth, giba O.H.G. geha are nom. or ace; see § 190 p. 67.

§ 203. 8. i- and w-stems. The ending varied. Sometimes

it was *-oi or *ei and *-o«^ or *-e?^, sometimes *-i and *-m.

a. *-oi or *-ei: Skr. dve Avest. aSe (beside aSi)\ Lith.

naktS O.C.Sl. nosti. *-i: Avest. aSi (beside ase); Gr. ogn;

Goth. O.H.G. anst.

O.Ir. faith may represent either of the two ground-forms

(see I § 657. 1 and 4, pp. 507 f.).
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b. *-ou or *-eM: Skr. suno; Lith. sUnau, O.C.Sl. synu.

*-u: Ayest.bazu: Gv. n-if^v, Goth, sunu, 0.T1.G. situ sito. And

we should follow Wackernagel (Kuhn's Ztschr. XXIY 301 ff.)

in referring Gr. tnnfv to *tnnssv, and comparing it with Skr.

Ahayo (nom. aivayu-s 'craving horses'). As regards inn7j(f)og

and so forth see § 261.

For Avestic heteroclite forms in -o, as rasnuvo (stem

rasnu- 'righteousness, justice'), see Bartholomae Ar. Porsch. I 56 f.

In Gothic -au is common beside -u. But the MSB. show

a peculiar liability to confuse u and an in all the singular cases,

which points to a transition from m to o (aiA,)\ hence it is not

safe to infer a Tocative form -du = *-ou or *-eu. Cp. Leo

Meyer, Got. Spr. p. 574 ; Leskien, Die Decl. im Slav.-Lit. und

Germ. 76 ; Braune, Got. Gr.^ p. 44.

§ 204. 4. f- ie-stems (cp. p. 68 footnote 1). The forms

to be considered are Skr. hfhati Avest. barenti, Gr. cpsgovaa,

Goth, frijondi, which are hardly enough to enable us to restore

the proethnic form. Ar. -i from nom. -f, as in S-stems -a is

the voc. ending from nom. -a. O.C.Sl. zemlje from nom. zemlja

like rqho : rqka.

§ 205. 5. I- ii- stems and U- M«*-stems. The pro-

ethnic type is perhaps represented by Gr. l/&v Hom. Qsrl and

O.C.Sl. svekry
; O.H.G. su and swigar (for *sy,ekr'a) may also

be genuine vocatives.

Yed. nddi {nadt-s 'river') and hdsru, Uke bfhati (§ 204).

In monosyllabic stems the nominative was regularly used as

vocative, e. g. dhi-s, bhu-s (§ 200 p. 82).

§206. 6. w-stems. Pr. Idg. *^(m)mow. Skr. hdn. Gr.

xvov, AnoXkov.

In the Avesta, where -m is written instead of -w, the

reason is probably to be found in sentence-position and
varying surroundings (cp. Bartholomae, Bezz. Beitr. XV 40
and Stud, zur idg. Sprachgesch. I 72). Examples : pri-zafem

{pri-zafan- 'having three mouths'), apraom instead of Opravem
(I § 158 p. 141) =- Skr. diharmn 'fire-priest'.
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In Greek we find -ov only in barytone stems; and even

its these the nominative form may be used, as it must be in

stems which are oxytone. Nor do we ever meet with -sv, but

always -j]1'^ the ending of the nominative.

The Lithuanian vocative is the nominative form, szu 'dog',

pe7nu 'herd-boy' ; also szimS pemenS, declined as «-stems.

§ 207. 7. r-stems. Pr. Idg. *mClter. Skr. mdtar, Avest.

mUta/- Gr. /.tifrsg. Lat. mdter^ JUpiter Juppiter. O.Ir. rndtMr.

O.H.G;. muoter. Pr. Idg. *6/sra^or, *dotor. S^r. ddtar, Avest.

dcitar\ Gr. (f.fjurop, diSrop. Goth, bropar, O.H.G. bruodar.

Whether the Germanic forms are really vocative and not

nominative, as Lat. dator, soror and O.Ir. siur were, cannot be

decided. As to the Germanic forms, cp. § 192 b. with Rem. 1

pp. 71 f.

§ 208. 8. Stems ending in an explosive,

w^-stems. Pr. Idg. *bh^ghont. Skr. bfJian^ dddat for

*dedp (I § 647. 7 pp. 493 f , III § 198 p. 77). Gr. yspov.

Avest. ber^za from the nom. sing, in -o; see § 198 pp. 77 f.

Greek. Like yifjov we have Alav, from nom. ^Lclg for

*AlfavT-Q. Horn. Ilovlvddj.ia was formed from the nom. HovXv-

-3df.iag (for *-da,uavT-g) on the model of alva^svij : alvagsTijg and

the like.

Goth, frijond O.H.G. friunt as though they were o-stems,

cp. nom. frijond-s friunt § 198 p. 78.

Stems made with the suffix -uent-. In Aryan, the

vocative of these stems like the nominative has -ues- in place

of -uent- : Skr. Ved. dma-vas Avest. ama-vo (this form is not

actually found, but it is to be inferred on the strength of drvo

= druvo for *drug-vo, from Gathic drug-vant- 'deceitful', see

I § 453 p. 335). It was not until a later period that -van

drove out -vas in Sanskrit. Cp. § 198 p. 78, and also II § 127

p. 405, § 136 p. 441, Bartholomae Kuhn's Ztschr. XXIX 519

and 581 f. In Greek, /ftr-stems had no special form for the

vocative, but the nominative was used.

As regards the other explosive stems; in Sanskrit it is

impossible to say whether the forms in question are vocative
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or not, since they may equally well be regarded as nominatiTe.

Examples are : mdrut (wind-god) piiru-krt 'rich in deeds' dkftta-

-ruk 'possessing uninterrupted brilliancy'. Iranian apparently

offers us no forms which can pass for vocatives ; the nominative

is used instead, e. g. in Yasna 33. 8 haurvatas ('safety, weal').

Turning to the European languages, we find no language but

Greek that has clearly marked vocative forms, and even Greek

has only one or two: ava for *avay. (*dvaxT) from ava^ 'lord',

yvvM for *yvvaiy. beside ace. yvvaTy.-a 'woman'. The following

may really belong to i-stems : nat {naiS-, nafiS- 'child ) and

rvgavvi {rvga/vviS- 'royalty').

§ 209. 9. s-stems.

Pr. Idg. *dus-menes. Skr. diHrmanas, Avest. dusmano. Gr.

iva-/iiEvig, ^(6-y.pnTig; Lesb. Qsoysrs on the analogy of -a in the

voc. of a-stems, cp. § 237 a.

Stem *ausos- 'dawn' : Skr. lisas. The Gr. rjol like aUoX^

followed the feminines in -o/ -w.

Comparative : pr. Idg. *o'k(i)ios : Skr. Ved. dkyas. Part. perf.

act. ^v.lAg.*ueid-uos: Skr. Yed. «lrf«as.') Later Sanskrit has

the re-formates diiyan, vidvan, see II § 135 p. 429, § 136 p. 441.

Lat. odor is nominative in form.

§ 210. 10. Pr.Idg. *d(i)ieu 'heaven': Gr. Zsv, Lat. Ju-

-piter Juppiter (used also as nom.); but in Sanskrit we find

dydii-s diyau-s, the nominative form, diydu-s having taken the

accent of a vocative. Cp. Gr. Ix^v as contrasted with Skr. bhu-s

§ 205. For Skr. -go from nom. gclu-s, see § 200 p. 83.

Accusative Singular Masculine and Feminine.^)

§ 211. In the parent language there was only one suffix

for this case, the suffix -m, consonant or sonant as the case

might require (cp. I § 645. 2 p. 489).

1) For bhos hliagos, which do not belong here, see Bartholomae, Kuhn's

Ztschr. XXIX 531.

2) Lindfors, Dissert, de accuaativo Latinorum, Lund. 1841. G-ae-

dicke, Der Acousativ im Veda, 1880.
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To illustrate:

-m in pr. Idg. *ulqo-m 'lupum': Skr. vfka-m, Gr. kvno-v

(I § 652. 3 p. 498), Lat. lupu-m, O.Ir. fer n- Tirum' (I § 657. 5

and 8 , pp. 508 f.) , Goth, vulf for pr. Germ. *uulfa-n ,
but

also pan(-a) = Skr. td-m 'the , that' with pr. Idg. -n retained

(I § 214 p. 182, § 659. 5 p. 513, § 660. 1 p. 514, III § 417) i),

Lith. viikq, but also dialectic ta-n = Skr. td-m and the like

(I § 218 p. 185), O.C.Sl. vluku (I § 219 p. 187).

-5^ in pr. Idg. *bheront-i^ 'ferentem' : Gr. cpspovr-a (I § 238

pp. 197 f.), Lat. ferent-em (I § 288 p. 199), O.Ir. carit n- (I § 243

p. 201, § 657.5 and 8, pp.508 f.), Qoth. tunp-u 'dentem' for

pr. Germ.*-MW (I § 214 p. 182, § 244 p. 202, § 659. 5 p. 513),

Lith. vesant-i Vehentem' (I § 249 p. 204), O.C.Sl. kamen-i^). As

to Ar. -am, e. g. in Skr. bhdrant-am, where we should expect -a,

and as to Cypr. d(v)Spid(v)T-ccv Thess. y.tov-av as contrasted with

Att. dvdgidvT-a y.tov-a, see I § 231 Kern. p. 196, § 646. 2 p. 490 3),

and the Author's Gr. Gr.2 pp. 118 f. For Umbro-Samnitic -om

instead of (Lat.) -em, see § 218.

Wheeler (Der griech. Nominalaccent, 20 f.) conjectures that

there was -^ as well as -m, which he sees in Skr. pdr-a 'forth,

further, beyond, over' = Gr. nsQ-a ultra', and in other adrerbial

words.

§ 212. 1. o-stems. Pr. Idg. '^ulqo-m. Skr. vfka-m:

Avest. vehrke-m, O.Pers. kara-m 'people, host'. Gr. Ivm-v.

Lat. lupu-m, equo-m; Umbr. poplom puplum puplu 'populum',

1) In the first volume of this work "ytuJ/a *^asti *sunu were assumed

as forms of the last stage of the proethnio period in Q-ermanic. Perhaps

we should rather say *'iiulfq '^ast( *sunu, with a nasalised vowel. The

reason is that Runic inscriptions show forms like horna, staina etc., but

where pr. Germ, -a had no nasal following, it has already dropped. See

Kluge, Paul's Grundr. I 359.

2) In vol. I § 219 p. 186 and § 665. 2 p. 525 I have erred in stating

that -e is the regular form assumed by Idg. -m. It should be -i. As

regards matere 'matrem' see § 218 p. 95.

3) Another reason for discarding pr. Ar. *-a- = *-m may have been

a fear of confusion with the instrumental, which would come to be the

same in form with the accusative in those systems of declension which

had no ablaut.
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Osc. hiirtiim 'hortum' ravpofi 'taurum'. O.Ir. fer n- 'virum'

(I § 34 p. 34), aile n- 'alium' (cp. aile nom. § 194). Goth, vulf,

O.H.G. wolf; Norse Run. staina = Goth, stain 'stone'; Goth.

fan-a O.H.G. de-n 'the, that' with the sign of the ace. retained

(§ 417). lA^. vUkQ, (dial. ^a-« 'the, that', etc.), O.C.Sl. vluku.

io-stems in the accusative, as in the nom. and voc. sing.

(§§ 194, 201), sometimes show the weak-grade form -f- instead

of -io-. Lat. CornSU-m, Umbr. Fisim 'Fisium'. Goth, hairdi?

Lith. zodj,, gaid% O.C.Sl. krajl^ konjt, the latter instead of *koni

with n palatalised on the analogy of the genitive and other cases.

Armenian 2 gail, z mard {z is a prefix) I now regard

with Osthoff as nominative forms on account of tasn 'ten'; ^)

see § 174 pp. 22 f. In the same way, the -accusative of all

stems in this language is doubtless really a nominative form.

§ 213. 2. ^-stems. Pr. Idg. *ekua-m. Skr. dsva-m;

Avest. haenqm O.Pers. haina-m. Gr. xmgB-v. Lat. equa-ni

(I § 655. 4 p. 503); Umbr. totam tota Osc. tovtam 'civitatem'

Osc. viam via 'viam'. Gall, loga-n 'tumulum'. Lith. rankq,

O.C.Sl. rqkq.

O.Ir. tuaith n- is ambiguous.

Remark 1. This points to a palatal vowel in the ending, and the

case may originally have ended in *-i-m *-m, or *-i-m. In any case the

gen. tuaiihe took its ending from stems in -id- and -i- -ie- {soillse . and

inse ; see § 229). It is conceivable, then, that tuaith n- has been re-formed

on the analogy of inis n-, vrhich perhaps contains Idg. *-im, whose by-form,

too, insi n-, matches with soillsi n- (§ 216). But there is a more likely

hypothesis, which Thurneysen suggests. In many stems, amongst which
are these very stems in -ia- and -i- -ie-, the dative and accusative (leaving

aside the n- of the latter) came to have the same form; this may have
caused the dative tuaith to pass for an accusative as well, whilst the like

ending of tuaiihe and soillse inse (which was doubtless older) gave a

further stimulus to the process. This view is supported by ace. mnai n-

beside dat. mnai. It seems certain that soillsi «-, nUi n- ('novam') do not

stand for *-ian, but took their ending from insi n-, which may be com-
pared with Gr. Tjorviav and Lith. zem^ (§ 216).

In Germanic, some would trace -oL-m in such adverbs as

Goth, ga-leiko O.H.G. gi-lihho 'similar, like' ; see Osthoff, Kuhn's

1) In so doing I give up the view set forth in vol. I § 202 p. 169,

§ 651 p. 497, and by Hilbschmann, Armen. Stud. I 88.
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Ztschr. XXIII 90 ff., Morph. Unt. I 271. But there are other

explanations of these adverbs more likely to be true; see

§§ 275, 276. In Gothic, the case in actual use, giha^ was really

a nominative form
') ; as genuine accusatives may be given ^o f.

'the, that', hvo f. 'which?', dino-hun f. 'any one' (cp. hveilo-hun

'lasting an hour'). Perhaps the nominative giba came to be used

as accusative just because these two cases assumed the same

form in po etc. ; as in Russian the fem. nom. in -a was used

instead of the ace. in -u (O.C.Sl. -q) because nominative and

accusative singular were identical in other classes (Vetter, Zur

Gesch. der nom. Decl. im Russ., 45 f).

O.H.G. geha A.8. ^iefe pre-suppose ^ge&e". None of the

explanations hitherto offered seems to me satisfactory. I con-

jecture that Idg. -[e- is hidden in the ending of O.H.G. gutinne

(later gutinna) A.S. ^yclenne 'goddess' O.H.G. sunte 'sin' (later

suntea siintia). Of this -'le- the weak form -*- is found in

O.West.Ger. Vatvi-ms 'Vatviabus', and perhaps in O.H.G. digtm

dat. pi. 'prayers' etc., see § 382. These forms, gutinne and so

on, will then have the ending *-ie-m which is contained in Lith.

2emf O.C.Sl. zemljq, and possibly in Lat. faciem M.id.Ir. insi n-

(§ 216), and geba ^iefe are ad-formates of these. For -e in

gutinne cp. Braune, Ahd. Gr. § 58 Anm. 1, and § 209 Rem. 3.

The genitive singular shows a similar instance of form association,

§ 229; so also the nominative plural, § 815.

Remark 2. "West-Germ, -a may stand for pr. Germ, unaccented e

only if the vowel came to be the iinal sound of the word through the

West Germanic loss of the consonant (cp. also the 1st. and 3rd. sing.

OIRM. salhota). "We have e, not a, in O.'H.Or. chiminnerodes etc.; see

Kluge in Paul's Grundr. I 363. And compare what is said above, p. 70

footnote 1.

§214. 3. «-stems. Vt. Mg. *oui-m. Skr. dm-m; Avest.

asi-m, O.Pers. siydti-m 'dwelling-place'. Gr. oipi-v. Lat. turrim;

1) Burghauser fGerm. Nominalflex. 21) conjectures that pr. Goth.

*gebo'' first lost its nasal on the analogy of *vulfa *ansU sunu, and then

became giba quite regularly. This must surely fall to the ground, since

we have to assume nasalised forms in proethnic Gothic for these words

too: they will be *vnlfa'' *ansU'' *sunu'^ (or *vulfq. "ansli *sunu). See

p, 89 footnote 1.
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Umbr. ahtim-em 'in actionem' uTem 'oTem' (I § 33 p. 33). O.Ir.

faith n- (I § 657.5 pp. 508 f.); G-all. Ucueti-n. Groth. anst,

0J1.G. anst chumi; cp. Goth, ^-w-a O.H.Gr. ^-w 'eum', Mke pa-n-a

de-n (§ 212). Lith. nakti (dial, ssi-n 'hunc'), O.C.Sl. nostt.

Armen. (z) sirt is a nom. form, like (z) gail and (z) zard

§§ 212, 215.

In Latin i-stems and consonant stems were fused into one

class (II § 93 p. 281, III § 396); -wlucli caused the ending -i-m

to give way to -em = Idg. *-'rn, except in a few survivals of the

old type (besides turri-m there are e. g. siti-m, tussi-m, resti-m):

e. g. ovem, mentem through assimilation to comit-em nav-em and

so forth (I § 33 Eem. 1 p. 83).

§ 215. 4. M-stems. Pr.Idg. *sUnu-m. Skr. SUnu-m;

Avest. bazu-m, O.Pers. magu-m (read magu-m) 'magician'. Grr.

jiTJxv-v, i]dv-v. Lat. manu-m; Umbr. trifo trifu 'tribum' (I § 49

p. 42). O.Ir. bith n- (I § 657. 5 p. 508). Goth, sunu, O.H.G.

situ sito. Lith. siinii, O.C.Sl. synu.

Avest. nasclum 'corpse' i. e. nas&vem, cp. the nom. -au-s

(§ 196 p. 76) ,
probably a re-formate containing the loc. sing,

in -au, see § 261. O.Pers. dahydum (beside dahyum) , which

was influenced by association with the nom. dahydu-s, at least

to begin with, as in Greek vav-v follows vav-g, etc. (§ 221).

Armen. (z) zard is nom., like (z) gail and (z) sirt;

§§ 212, 214.

Greek. Horn. svQs(f)a 'broad' instead of tvQv-v on the

analogy of the ace. pi. evQs(f)-ag.

§ 216. 5. t- ie-stems (cp. p. 68 footnote 1). Three

endings are met with : (1) -T-m : Skr. hfhatt-m^ Avest. barentl-m

O.Pers. harauvatim i. e. -tm 'Arachosia' (= Skr. sdrasvati-m)
;

Gr. TtoXi-v
; and perhaps Mid.Ir. inis n-. (2) -iim -i-in : Gr.

noTvi-av, (psQovaav (psQovvfrav (cp. below). (3) -ie-m: Lith. sem^

O.C.Sl. zemljq; and we must doubtless add O.H.G. gutinne

A.S. ^ydenne (§ 213). — Lat. faciem and Mid.Ir. insi w-,

Brigti n- may belong to either (2) or (3); then Ir. -i n- =
*-iiin = Gr. -tav, or it may = *-iim (l = e). Lat. sudvem
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must have been preceded by *svavi-m; was this for '*svO,vt-m?'

Cp. socrum § 217.

We may fairly suppose that two forms only came down

from the parent language, -T-m and -(i)i-')}i, the first where a

sonant began the following word, the second before a consonant

(cp. 3. pi. opt. *s-(i)i-ijt = O.Lat. siew^ beside *s-«- in swius and

*s-(i)ie- in sies). Possibly this -(i)im gave rise to -(i)p}S in the

ace. pi. (§ 328). In the same way, stems in -*- -ii- have

sometimes -T-m (Gr. xt-v) and sometimes -ii-ip (Skr. dhiyam) in

the ace. sing., see § 217. In Greek -n^i -if^ became -lav -isVy

-V being added on the analogy of -iv -av = -l-m -cL-m etc.

And as we assumed in § 191 (p. 68), -lav -^uv called into

existence nominatives in -la -{.a, where such are found in place

of those in *-i.

The third ending -ie-m arose because -ie- forced its way

in from other cases. An ace. in -ie-m sprang up by the side

of the gen. in -ies and so on, because i^-stems had ace. -ia-m

beside gen. -ia-s.

Goth, frijondja (nom. frijondi) is a re-formate following

sibja 'kindship' (nom. sibja) and c/iba , cp. gen. frijondjos hke

sibjos gibos, frijondjdi like sibjdi gibdi. Thus the relation of

O.H.G. gutinne and Goth, frijondja is similar to the relation

of Gr. dX^&Hixv to alTjdsiav (gen. dXfj&sias), and of Lith. zem-q

(nom. seme) to vemncziq (nom. vezanti). Cp. p. 68 footnote 1.

§ 217. 6. I- ii- and U- Mw-stems and stems in -f,

-|, -f. In pr. Idg. -Tm -U-m before a sonant, -ii-i^ -uu-m

before a consonant in the following word.

1. -i-m -u-m. Skr. Yed. tanu-m Avest. tanU-m 'body*

(beside Skr. tamiv-am Avest. tan(u)vem} , Avest. ber^sai-dim

'having great insight'. Gr. xT-v noXl-v, ocpQv-v vskv-v. Lat. »j-m

(I § 655.4 p. 503), Umbr. sim 'suem' (I § 57 p. 46); Lat.

socrum^ too, may quite regularly stand for ^socrU-m cp. § 197

p. 76. O.H.G. O.Icel. su 'sow'. O.C.Sl. Ijuby 'love' in the

phrase Ijuby dSJati (tvoriti) 'to commit adultery' may belong

here.
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Remark. I should offer this explanation of Ijuby with greater con-

fidence, but that the masculine nominatives hamy and plamy (stem kamen-

stone', plamen- 'flame') are used for the accusative as well, where there

can certainly be no question of original neuters in *-on. In Russian, svekry

is found as an accusative (Vetter, Zur Q-esch. der nom. DecL im Buss., 67)

;

but this may be explained like starina and similar forms used as aocusa-

satives {ihid. 45).

2. -ii-in -wn-m. Skr. dhiy-am 'thought' bhruv-am 'eye-

brow', Ved. nadiy-am 'river' taniiv-am Avest. tan(u)v-ein 'body'

(beside Skr. tanu-m Avest. tanU-m.), O.Pers. (h)izuv-am 'tongue'

(see Bartholomae, Bezz. Beitr. XIV 245 f.). Grr. Ix^va (Theocr.)

IcpQva (Oppian) and the like; these certainly reproduce the type

of formation which we are discussing, but they may be later

ad-formates of ly&vas ofpgvag, as Hom. fvpsa follows svpeag

(§ 215). Lat. su-em. Lith. ziov-i 'fish'; O.C.Sl. kruv-i 'blood'

(cp. nom. O.Pol, kry § 197 p. 76), svekrUv-t 'socrum' (beside

svekruv-e, the genitive form, cp. mater-e § 218).

A similar double formation should be assumed to have

originally belonged to stems ending in long sonant liquids and

nasals (II § 160. 4 pp. 485 f.). Skr. gir-am 'praise' for *gfr-m

(cp. gth Eig-Y. X 99. 11 in Lanman, Noun-Inflection p. 488),

pur-am 'stronghold' for *pll-rn; but ja-m 'being' for *g§-m,

similarly khd-m 'source' go-sd-m 'winning cattle'. It is easy to

see why in the first set of instances the form in -m (^gf-m,

*pl-m) gave way, and in the others the form in -rri (*gy,n-tn).

§ 218. 7. n- and r-stems.

Pr. Idg. *Jc(u)uon-m. Skr. ivdn-am; Avest. spcln-em (some-

times the stem takes a weak form, following some of its other

cases, as arsn-em beside arsan-em 'male, man'), O.Pers. asmdn-

-am 'heaven'. Gr. xvv-a (instead of *Kvov-a^ following xnv-o'g etc.),

Tsy.Tov-a 'carpenter', noi/ufv-a 'herdsman'. Lat. homin-em homon-

.-em, edon-em ; cam-em follows cam-is etc. O.Ir. coin n-, arain n-.

Lith. sziin-j, (hke Gr. xvv-a), dkmen-j,; O.C.Sl. kamen-%.

Pr. Idg. *m(lter-in *d6tor-m. Skr. matdr-am ddtar-am,

Avest. matar-em datar-em, O.Pers. fra-matar-am 'ruler; in

Avestic the stems may take the weak form on the analogy of

other of their cases, mapr-em doLpr-em, cLtrem with t instead of
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P following atar- (Bartholomae, Ar. Forsch. II 132 f.). Gr.

i-ii^TiQ-a (Horn. d-vyaT(j-a following dvyavQ-n^ etc. beside dvya-

TfQ-a), doJTOQ-a. Lat. matr-em (like Avest. mdpr-em), dator-em.

O.Ir. mcithir n-. Lith. m6ter-\, O.C.Sl. mater-l.

Armen. (z) akn and (z) niair
,

(z) dustr are doubtless

nominative forms; see § 212 p. 90.

For Greek Thess. r.tov-av Cypr. //.arljo-av see § 211 p. 89.

In these , as in the other consonant stems , U m b r o -

Samnitic has not -em as we should expect, but -om, the

ending of stems in -o-: Osc. inedicatin-oni 'iudicationem', Umbr.

ars-fertur-o 'infertorem, flaminem' uhtur-u 'auctorem'. The

student should observe that the two classes of stems have a like

ending in the gen. pi. (§§ 344 ff.) and in the gen. sing. (§ 239),

and that the early loss of o in the ending -o-s (I § 655. 5

p. 503) caused them both to coincide to some extent even

in the form of the nom. sing. (Umbr. *patro(in): pater =
k a 1 1 u (m) : k a t e 1).

The Germanic forms are obscure: Goth, r/uman, rapfSn

rationem', hropar, O.H.G. gomon gomun, zttnc/iln 'tongue' (for

the formative suffix cp. Streitberg Paul-Braune's Beitr. XIV
218 f.), muoter, bruodar, A.S. ^wnan, brodor beside A.S. dur-u

'door' (ground-form *dhur-m).

Remark. The O.Ieel. a,co.fqSor fqdur does not help us to a decision.

There are three possible explanations. (1) "We start from -«s =
pr. Germ. -un. Then in Gothic, where we find forms like tunp-u, -it must

have been dropped in words of three or more syllables. This might be

granted without more ado for West Germanic languages (op. Kahle, Zur

Entw. der cons. Decl. im Germ. pp. 3 f., Burghauser, Germ. Nominalflexion

pp. 21 f.). But what of Goth, ulbanclu = Gr. Uttpan-a? — (2) Besides the

ordinary forms *lc(u)%on-'ip, "mCiter-rp,, there may once have been forms

with -m *k(u)'Won-m , *maier-m , used before a sonant , which developed

quite regularly into those which we find in Germanic. Cp. I § 192 p. 164,

§ 645. 2 p. 489, and Kluge, Paul's Grundr. I 385. — (3) If it could be

proved that Groth. frijond O.H.G. /mmi, Goth, menoji O.H.G. manod, Goth.

veitvod once ended in -o-m, the question would arise whether the prehistoric

ground-forms were not *-gumaii-a-n etc. (cp. above, the Umbro-Samn. -o-m).

For Old Church Slavonic kamen-i, mater-i see p. 89

footnote 2. I follow Scholvin in regarding as genitive forms the

variants mater-e, svekmv-e (§ 217); see Scholvin, Die Decl.
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pp. 41 f. The use of a genitive form for the accusative depends

upon a peculiarity of Slavonic syntax (Miklosich, Vergl. Grr.

lY 495 ff.; Vetter, Zur Gresch. der nom. Decl. im Kuss. pp. 18 ff.).

§ 219. 8. Stems ending in Explosives.

Pr. Idg. *bhfghont-'>ri. Skr. b^hdnt-am , Avest. her^zant-em.

Gr. rpfgovT-a. Lat. ferent-em. O.Ir. carit n-. Groth. tunp-u A.S.

toS 'dentem'; Groth. ulband-u 'camel' = Gr. tlefpaw-a? Lith.

vemnt-i, O.C.Sl. vezqsti instead of *vezqti, s having come from

the other cases which had -io- (cp. vezqste § 321 , vezqsti

§ 191 p. 68).

Skr. sarvd-tat-am 'completeness', Avest. haurva-tM-em 'sa-

fety, weal'. Gr. hX6-rrjr-a. Lat. novi-tat-em. With the suffix

-tut- Jjat. juventUt-em, O.Ir. bethid n- 'life' (nom. beothu).

Skr. Sardd-am 'autumn'. Gr. g)vydd-oi 'fugitive'. Lat. lapid-

-em. O.Ir. druid n- 'Druid'. A.S. hnit-u 'nit, egg of a louse or

small insect'. Pr. Idg. *pod-iti 'foot' : Skr. pdd-qm Avest. pad-em,

OJ^eva. pati-pad-am ('to one's place'); Gr. 7ioJ-«; La,t. ped-em;

Goth, fot-u.

Skr. uiij-am 'craving'. Gr. ftn'gax-a 'girl', oQXvy-a ogrvy-a

'quail'. Lat. bibclc-em. O.Ir. nathraig n- 'water-snake'. Pr. Idg.

*uoq-m "voice, speech' : Skr. vac-am Avest. vac-em, Gr. on-u, Lat.

voc-em. Pr. Idg. *re^-m 'regem': Skx.raJ-am, hat. reg-em, O.Ir.

ng n-. Lat. haUUc-em 'great toe' for *halo- or *haU-doic-,

O.Icel. tq 'toe' for Haih-u (J. Schmidt, Pluralh. 183; Kluge,

Paul's Grundr. I 385).

Skr. dp-am Avest. ap-em 'water'. Gr. y.lwn-a 'thief. Lat.

dap-em.

For Greek Cypr. a(v)S()fa(v)T-av and ^govxav i. e. (ipux-av

(Meister, Gr. Dial. II 231 f), see § 211 p. 89.

For Umbrian capirs-o 'capidem' curnac-o 'cornicem' see

§ 218 p. 95.

Germanic. It is doubtful how we should explain Goth.

frijond O.H.G. friunt A.S. frednd, Goth, menop O.H.G. manod
'month', Goth, veitvod 'Matness' (cp. Gr. ddor-a, II § 136 p. 440).

Kemark. Are these forms like those of o-stems, and was the

pr. Germ, ending *-a-n? Or pr. Germ. *-tm = Idg. -m? See § 218
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Eem. p. 95. We can hardly find support for ground-forms in *-nt-m (like

*mSter-m, above) used before sonants only, as Kluge seems to assume
(Paul's &rundr. I 385). If there had been such forms, *-ntm would have
become *-nm, cp. tigum §§ 379. 2 and 386.

Goth, haurg 'stronghold' hrust 'breast' (gen. sing, haurg-s

hrust-s) may have had the inflexion of /-stems, cp. the dat.

pi. ha^rgi-m briisti-m.

§ 220. 9. s-stems.

Pr.Idg. ^chis-menes-'rri. Skr. chirinanas-am , Avest. dus-

manai9h-em. Gr. ^va/^isvs-a -i]. Lat. de-gener-em.

Skr. usds-am (usds-am) Avest. usdrgh-em, Gr. Horn. ijiS for

*'rj6((j)-a 'auroram' (perhaps i^da was the real Homeric form);

Lat. honor-em (for the length of vowel in the formative suffix,

see n § 133 pp. 423 f.).

The nominative in -es -os occasioned a re-formation of the

accusative in Aryan, Greek, and Latin. Skr. usdm Avest.

usqm are formed on the model of -sthd-s : -sthd-m, Avest. rapa?-

-std:-stqm and the like. See § 391, and Collitz in Bezz. Beitr.

X 24 f. with the works cited in that place. Att. ^axQurriv

instead of ^rnxgdrrj (cp. § 272), Cypr. aTsl-ijv instead of dTiiUi.a,

Lesb. da/.ioTsX7]v, Boeot. /Iioysvscv etc. (G. Meyer, Gr. Gr.- p. 321

;

E. Meister, Ber. der sachs. Ges. der Wiss. 1889 pp. 93 f.) on

the analogy of vsavia-g : vsavla-v etc. ; analogy has produced the

opposite effect in Herod, dsanotta. Fvysa, which are treated as

if they were str-stems ; cp. § 395. Lat. plebem famem (plehei

fame) from plebes fames on the model of acie-m : acies.

Pr. Idg. comparative *o'k{i)ios-if^. Skr. dkyqs-am (for the

nasalised formative suffix, cp. H § 135 p. 430), in post-Vedic

Sanskrit sometimes -lyas-am following the other cases (cp.

nom. pi. § 322), Avest. asyii&h-em. Gr. rjS-im for *-w(a)cc.

Lat. ocior-em.

Pr.Idg. part. perf. act. "ueid-^os-t^. Skr. vidvds-am (for

nasalised formative suffix see H § 136 p. 441), and sometimes

-iis-aw, where the weak form of the formative suffix has ousted

the strong (cp. nom. pi. § 322); Avest. vidvatah-em. Lith.

mirus-\ O.C.Sl. mi7-usf (doubtless for *miruch-i, according to

Brug:mann, Elements. III. 7
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I § 588. 2 p. 443), the weak formative suffix having taken the

place of the strong, unless these forms are to be characterised

as an extension of -ues- by -io- (cp. II § 136, pp. 441 f.).

For Gr. eUot-cc see II § 136 p. 440.

Pr. Idg. *m'Us-m. Skr. mus-am. Lat. mur-em. Further,

O.H.Gr. A.S. O.Icel. mus (cp. dat. pi. musum) and O.C.Sl.

myst may possibly be regular descendants of the proethnic

form. Gr. /.tvv instead of *f.iv-a follows av-v and the like; see

II § 160 p. 485.

O.Pers. ace. nah-am nose', Lat. nar-em, A.S. nos-ii 'nose'.

§ 221. 10. Monosyllabic Stems in -i- -u- -m-.

Pr. Idg. *nau-m 'ship': Skr. ndv-ain, Hom. vij-a (Att.

vavv is a re-formate following vav-g), Lat. nav-em.

In many instances, the stem-final was dropped before the

case-ending -m in the parent language itself. Pr. Idg. *Qom,

stem *gou- 'head of cattle' : Skr. gam Avest. gam, Hom. Dor.

^o5v, Umbr. bum 'bovem', O.Sax. ko O.H.G. kuo chuo (A.S. cU

O.Icel kU for *kuo? see p. 80 footnote). I leave it an open

question whether Avest. gaum, i. e. gavem, and Lat. bovem are re-

formates in these several languages, or whether there ever was

a proethnic form *gou-m used before consonants. Att. jiiovv is

certainly a re-formate, and follows /?oi;-c. Vr.ldg. *d(i)iem,

stem *d(i)ieu- 'heaven , daylight' : Skr. dyam diydm , Gr. Z^v,

Lat. diem; while alongside of these we find Jov-em, and (with

the weak form of the stem substituted for the strong) Skr. div-

-am Gr. /li-a ; Gr. Zf/V became the starting point for a new
series of forms, Zijva Zr^vog Zrjvl, just as *ti-v 'quem ?' = Idg.

*qi-m gave rise to riva tIvoq etc. (cp. § 314 Rem. 2; Osthoff,

Morph. Unt. lY 235 f.; Collitz, Bezz. Beitr. X 49; a new
but not convincing explanation is offered by Johansson, ibid.

XYI 158). In a similar way it would seem that O.Ir. boin n-

(dat. loc. sing, and nom. ace. du. boin) was founded upon a

form boin = Lat. bovem-, aided (as Thurneysen points out to

me) by the analogy of coin, from nom. sing, cu 'dog'.

Pr. Idg. *rem 'property, thing' (cp. Skr. nom. pi. rdi/-as) : Skr.
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ram (also rdy-am), Lat. rem. Skr. ksdm Avest. zqm 'earth'

beside Gr. y^ov-a instead of */5^o,«-«. See II § 160 pp. 481 ff.

Nominative and Accusative Singular Neuter.'^)

§ 222. Prom the earliest stage of Indo-Germanic which

concerns us, the bare stem has served for the nominative and

accusative singular neuter. An exception must be made of

stems in -o-, which use for these cases the stem with -m added,

the same form which does duty for the accusative singular

masculine. A conjecture has already been offered as to the

origin of this twofold function of forms with -m (§ 186 p. 60).

The pronominal ending -d (§ 417) spread to nominal ad-

jectives, but apparently only when they were o-stems (§ 227).

This is not proethnic, but belongs to the period of separate

growth, and particularly to the Germanic and Balto-Slavonic

branches.

§ 223. I. Stems without any Suffix used as nom.

and ace. sing. neut.

1. 4-stems. Pr. Idg. *02'i 'eye'. Skr. afcsj 'eye' smct 'pure'

;

Avest. ar'zahi the name of the western karshvar or region of

the world, huiri ^= Skr. hhuri 'multum'. Gr. Xdgi 'clever, knowing'.

Lat. mare leve., Umbr. sakre 'sacre, hostia' (I § 33 p. 33).

O.Ir. muir n-, where, as in mid n- (see 2), n- is added on the

analogy of the same cases of stems in -o- and -n-?) O.H.G.

meri 'mare', a unique survival in "West-Germanic; Goth, fon

'fire' doubtless for *fon-i (heteroclite gen. funins)\ adj. Goth.

ga-mdin 'commune' hrdin 'purum'.

2. M-stems. Pr. Idg. *medhu 'sweetness'. Skr. mddhu

'sweetness, honey' svadu 'suave' (for such forms as Yed.

piiru beside purii see below) , Avest. madu 'honey' pouru ^=

1) J. Schmidt, Die Pluralbildungen der idg. Neutra, 1889. "W.

Meyer, Die Schicksale des lat. Neutrums im Roman., 1883.

2) Cp. Avest. vohu-m beside volm- 'bonum'. Similarly in mediaeval

Greek, neut. noli'i-y. voa'/jjua-r etc. by assimilation to -o-v.

7*
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Skr. puru 'multum'; Avest. vohum beside vohu 'bonum' on

the analogy of stems in -o-. Gr. /ued-v 'intoxicating drink,

wine' rjdv 'suave'. Lat.^ecM genu (for pecu and the like see

below). O.Ir. mid n- 'mead, wine' with n- affixed (cp. muir n-

under 1). Goth, faihu 'money' filu 'multum*, O.H.G. fihu fiho

'cattle' filo filu 'multum' (these are almost the only survivals in

O.H.G.).^) Lith. grazu 'beautiful' saldu 'sweet', Pruss. pecku

'cattle' = Goth, faihu (cp.I§467. 2 p. 343); O.C.Sl. medu 'honey,

whose form probably belongs here, although it became mas-

culine in prehistoric times (cp. nom. ace. si/nu 'son').

8. n- and »w-stems. Pr. Idg. *dhe-m'^ 'a placing,

TO d^Hvai. Skr. dhdma 'tfsaig, statute, ordinance, dwelling-

place' Avest. dama 'creation', Skr. ndma Avest. natna (nqmd)

O.Pers. nama 'name'; for Yed. -a beside -a see below.

Gr. d-£i.ia., ovofia (cp. II § 82 p. 250). Lat. nomen, un^uen

TJmbr. numem nome 'nomen' umen 'unguen' (I § 209

p. 177). O.Ir. ainm n- 'name' sruaim n- 'stream, current'

hub 11- 'butter'; Gall, curmen = O.Ir. cuirm n- 'beer'.

We hkewise find the ending *-dn *-ew, as in the nom. sing,

masc. and fem. (§ 192 pp. 69 f.) and in the nom. and ace. pi.

neut. (§ 340), in Germanic and Slavonic, -on: Goth, namo and

O.H.G. O.Sax. namo and A.S. nama 'name' (which have become

masculine), Goth, hairto O.Icel. hjarta 'heart'. -en: O.H.G.

herza O.Sax. herta 'heart' A.S. edre 'ear'; O.C.Sl. imf^ 'name',

and perhaps Pruss. semen 'seed, sowing' (O.C.Sl. sSmq). If

we are to assume that any of such Germanic and Lithuanian

masculines as Goth, stoma 'stuff, substance' Lith. stomu 'stature'

(II § 117 p. 875), and of Lithuanian feminines such as derme

'agreement, bargain' (Skr. dhdrman- n.) gesme 'song', were ori-

ginally neuter, we should have not only *-on *-en but *-o *-e,

as in the masc. fem. How the formations in *-d(n) *-e(n) which

1) Can Goth, tagr 'tear, lacruma' (O.H.&. zaliar O.Icel. tar) come

regularly from *tagru (op. Gr. Sdxgv, II § 107 p. 322), in spite of the form

faihu, -u after a long syllable being perhaps differently treated from -it

after a short syllable? See Johansson, Behaghel-Neumann's Literaturbl.

1889 col. 370.
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served as nom. sing. masc. fem. came to do duty for the neuter

is a doubtful point. We may refer to J. Schmidt's theories

(Pluralb. 82 S. and 117 ff.), remarking at the same time that

this "'-en is identical in form with the loc. sing, in *-ew (§§ 256,

257; similarly Skr. nom. ace. dhdma: loc. ksdma, § 257 c); nor

should it be forgotten that Johansson believes -n to have ori-

ginally been a locative suffix (§ 186 p. 63). —
Another formation is used for the nom. ace. sing. neut.

in Vedic Sanskrit, adjectives ending in -U; e. g. puru in piiru

vdsu 'much goods'. This lengthening of the -u was merely

rhythmical (Lanman, Noun Inflection p. 406; J. Schmidt,

Pluralb. 50 f.). Wackernagel (Das Dehnungsgesetz der griech.

Compp., pp. 12 ff.) gives reason for holding this lengthening to

be proethnic; hence we must regard the Latin by-forms in -U,

pecU veril genu cornU, as being of the same kind. The latter

forms may, however, be called plural, as J. Schmidt does call

them (Pluralb. pp. 49 f., 53; cp. § 339 below). But one very

doubtful question remains. It is quite conceivable that the

neuter plural in -f grew 'out of a collective singular feminine

(II § 109 pp. 332 ff.). "Was there really, as Schmidt beUeves,

an original neuter plural in -U as well, which arose in the

same way from singular feminine forms in -u? But no such

forms as these singular feminines in -il seem to have existed at

all in the proethnic language; and the series of neuter plurals

in -U may be nothing more than a re-formation on the analogy

of those in -t. And if the variation between -u and -U —
which, as we saw, is a question of rhythm — was to be found

in the proethnic stage, we have the result that there were

neuter forms in -U which were at once singular and plural.

Along with dhdma we find such forms as dhdma in the

Yedas (Lanman, p. 531). This lengthening, like the last, is

probably due to rhythm. If, as we must assume, this too is

of proethnic origin, the parent language had -f beside -^ as it

had -H beside -u. Now these forms in -a are plural as well as

singular in Vedic. Thus the following question arises. Does

the plural dhdma, as Schmidt supposes (pp. 82 ff.), represent an
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Idg. *dhemo, i. e. a form like the nom. sing. masc. fem. (Lat.

sermo etc.), being thus related to Avest. daman (§ 340) as Lat.

sermo to Gr. ax^iui)? Is it not more likely that the original

form was *dhem§, forms in -f being made on the analogy of

those in -T; or, it may be, because the relation of -T (in the

plural) to -^ (in the singular) caused a series of singular by-

forms in -f to be used for the plural as well?

Remark 1. It seema to me that we are not yet in a position to

answer tHs question. It would be decided in favour of dhama = *dhem'^i,,

if it could really be proved that Gr. ?) ^ufiij, rj Ivfjt], ^ Fm-arijiiri, Cret. gen.

J-ij/jui {'eluaro;') and the like were once neuters in -a (cp. ^ij/ja, iv/ja, slfxa).

This would be the same analogical change of stem which is seen in

O.Pers. tmima f. 'family' as contrasted with Skr. tokman- u. and Avest.

taoxman- u. (II § 117 Eem. 2 p. 369); cp. also Pol. gen. hrzemia instead

of breemienia from nom. brzemie 'burden' on the analogy of pola : pole

(Baudouin de Courtenay, Kuhn-Schl. Beitr. YI 61).

Remark 2. Vedic neuter singular forms in -i -u and -a (= *-^)

are also used for the plural, but almost always in conjunction with a

nom. ace. pi. neut. : e. g. bhun . . . dnna 'abundant food', yojana puru,

'many yojanas' (a measure of distance), priya ndina 'dear names'. See

Schmidt, op. cit. 276 ff. According to this scholar, the usage began at

a stage in the proethnio language when qualifying words, unless indeed

they were o-stems, were added to the nouns which they qualified without

being inflected, precisely as happens in the case of numeral adjectives

like *'penqe 'five': ySjana puru will then be the same in principle as

pdnca krstisu (§ 169 p. 13). The use of a bare stem for the plural, he

continues, must have spread from adjectives to substantives: puru dhama
Cdhamam'), which is correct, suggesting dhama jmrwni, which is not. But

a simpler explanation would be possible if there were parallel groups of

forms in the singular: -u -f (and -i) alongside of -u -ij, (and -i). Then

we should have (1) -u -a (and -i) used for both numbers in proethnio

Aryan, and consequently (2) the short vowels used for both alike.

m-stem. *se)H unum': Gr. ev, Lat. sem-per 'in one un-

broken sequence, always' (II § 160 p. 479).

Remark 3. It is not certain whether Gr. Sco 'house' belongs here.

Solmsen (Kuhn's Ztschr. XXIX 329) and Schmidt (Plur. 222) postulate

an Idg. *dom, with a variant -do related to it as *JcfiO'iid = Skr. Sva is to

*ic(u)'!ion = Gr. xvmv. A different view is taken by Bartholomae (Kuhn's

Ztschr. XXIX 497). One more explanation may be mentioned, due to

I know not whom, by which Sui is identified with Germ. *io 'to', a by-form

of -ch. According to this conjecture, -^uerfooy Sw = ^ufrsonv Jf, but the

meaning of phrases of this kind together with the resemblance of Sm to

Swfia gave 3ui itself the meaning of 'house'.
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§ 224. 4. ; -stems.

a. No language but Sanskrit has any certain examples of

neuter forms from noun-stems in -er- -ter- (II § 119 pp. 376 ff.):

examples are stJicitf 'standing' Ved. sthatilr (I § 285 p. 228).

Probably we have here a Sanskrit re-formation, as we certainly

have in the nom. ace. pi. in -pii (§ 341) ; see Whitney, Sanskrit

Grammar § 375. In Greek it is doubtless a mere accident that

no such forms are found as d-ndrop from masc. u-ndiw^. Pos-

sibly fixoQ 'heart' is an example in point.

b. There is a special group of neuter words in -r which

have had a heteroclite system of declension from the proethnic

period onwards ; e. g. Skr. udhar gen. udhn-as. These shew all

kinds of different forms, very difficult to explain. In Aryan

we find -ar, as Skr. udhnr, Avest. karsvar\ the name of the

seven divisions of the earth. But besides this we find in Sanskrit

words with two other endings: (1) ydk^t 'liver' gen. yahi-ds

(Avest. yakar% Gr. jjnag Lat. jecur), idk^t "dirt, stercus' gen.

sakn-ds; (2) ds^k {dsfg) 'blood' gen. asn-ds (Gr. suq Lat. assir

asser). Armenian alhetir 'source, spring' gen. aXber (Gr. cpoiap

for *(fQrjFaQ, gen. (pfjiarog for *(f'QrifaTog). Greek -up and more

rarely -mp, as ov&ap and vdwg 'water' (O.H.G. tva^^ar); and

perhaps we should add -og, Tjxog 'heart'. Lat. -er and -wr, as

uher and jecur. Old High German -av.wanar (Gr. OJwp),

tenar (which has become masc.) 'flat of the hand' (Gr. &ivag).

Balto-Slavonic: possibly Lith. vandu undu (m.) O.G.&\. voda

(f.) 'water' and Lith. keke (f.) 'bunch of grapes', which may be

related to Gr. i'Joj/) and Lat. cicer as Lith. sesu mote O.C.Sl.

mati to Lat. soror mdter (§ 192).

How this great variety of forms came about it is impossible

to say with anything like confidence. All that can be done

at present is to offer conjectures more or less uncertain.

Remark. See II § 118 pp. 375 f., and de Saussure, M^m. sur le

Syst. prim. pp. 18, 28, 225; the Author, Morph. Unt. 11 224 ff., 231 ff.
;
J.

Schmidt, Kuhn's Ztschr. XXV 22 ff.; Oathoff, Morph. Tint. IV 196 ff.

;

Noreen, Arkiv IV 110; G. Meyer, Gr. Gr.^ pp. 325 f.; Zimmer, Kuhn's

Ztschr. XXX 231 ; Johansson, Bezz. Beitr. XIV 163 ff. ; Bartholomae, ibid.

XV 39 ff.; J. Schmidt, Pluralb. 172 ff.
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A few^ points may be mentioned which it is of the first importance

to bear in mind.

1. A comparison of the vowel gradation in Q-r. )j^«p : ij/usgs, niao :

nu^d-i etc. makes it probable that Gr. -ap came from Idg. -r, and not from

-ar ; and this suits Lat. jecur femur. Lat. uher may contain Idg. *-er ; but

according to I § 97. 3 p. 91 it may also come from *vhnr, and -m\ along

with Avest. -ar^ Gr. -wp O.H.Gr. -ai\ may represent Idg. *-f.

O.Icel. mSr 'vein' lifr 'liver' do not go far to prove that the Idg.

ending was *-er.

Aryan -ar (Skr. udliar) may be either *-er or *-or (cp. &r. ijrop

O.H.&. waggaj-).

2. But on the other hand it seems natural to place Gr. vSuiq O.H.G-.

tvaTi7,ar Lith. vandu kehi on the same level as Gr. (poSrag O.H.G. bruodar

liith. sesu mote (§ 192 pp. 69 ff.), in which case we should have *-o(r)

*-e(r) as the Idg. endings. There may have been *-»• along with these

(Gr. ov&a(), as *-n along with *-dn *-en (§ 223. 3 p. 100). If O.C.Sl. wda
(f.) was originally a neuter in *-o(r), we may with Schmidt connect Skr.

sdma f. 'half-year, season, year' and Avest. liatna 'in summer' directly

with O.H.G. sicmar A.S. sumor 'summer' ; the pr. Idg. form will then be

*smmoCr), i. e. Skr. sdma will be like data 'dator' (further examples for

this Ar. -a are given by Schmidt Plur. pp. 212 ff., but they are less certain).

3. In discussing the nom. ace, sing. neut. in -on -en and -^, we drew

attention to the same endings in the loe. sing. (pp. 100 f.). Here too the

locative enters into the question. Johansson and Bartholomae regard the -r

of these neuter forms as simply and solely a locative suffix, a view which is

indeed supported by Gr. vo'xrwj 'by night' (Avest. hama 'in summer') and

other words of the same kind. Compare too Ved. udhar 'at the udder'

(Lanman, Noun-Inflection 488) Avest. -^K/ffr* 'in the mouth'. Idg. forms

with -er (Skr. udlmr Lat. uher ?) are naturally compared with vttsq Lat.

svper, Idg. loc. *p»fer (§§ 256, 258). Bartholomae assumes that the pa-

rent language had locative forms with -r and with -n, like Skr. udhar

and Udhan, used indifferently with the same meaning. "The first conse-

quence was that ^--locatives sprang up in )!-stems, and ^-locatives in r-

stems, in addition to the ordinary locative of each class. But this new
locative could not fail to produce a transformation of other cases of the

stem ; and thus it is often hardly possible to decide whether any given forms

come from original nasal or liquid stems. In any case, this apparent

variety of stems here as elsewhere is not original" (p. 42).

4. For Gr. j'tikj Lat. jeciir the Idg. ending *-rt might be assumed on

the strength of Skr. ydkrf. Schmidt adds to our list Armen. leard 'liver' on

account of its d = t, and he would connect Skr. Mkrt and Lat. mus-{sjcerda,

postulating for the latter an old form *scerd or *iseord (final -d for -t).

Still, this comparison is very doubtful; the Skr. word seems rather to

belong to Gr. xottqo-?. But we may follow Schmidt in tracing Gr. f'ap Epic

^oQ (eiao) back to *^aqYi and Lat. asser to *(isserg, on the strength of Skr.

dsrk (dsrg).
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§ 225. 5. Stems ending in Explosives.
Participial westerns. i) The original ending was -nt

or -'^t. But it is not clear how participles of each particular

tense stem ended in the original language. In Aryan, -at = -i^t

came to be the regular ending; it is original (e. g.) in Skr.

dddat (pr. Idg. *de-d-^t from y^rfo- 'dare'). Cp. Bartholomae,

Kuhn's Ztschr. XXIX 552, 554. Conversely, in Greek *-a-r,

the equivalent of *-y^ was dropped, whilst -av(t) = -nt held

its ground; e. g. Dor. Aeol. ndv 'totum' for *fM-nt (§ II 126

p. 398), Saj-i-v-dv from 6d/.i-v?]-fu, and the like, whence the aorist

gives e. g. nsrpav instead of *n£ipa(r). Along with this series,

Greek has the ending -o-v(t) = Lith. -a. Lat. neut. -ens for

pr. Ital. *-e«i (see pp. 106 f.) may represent not only Idg. *-i^t

or *-id but Idg. *-e-nt, which is actually contained in Lith.

dus^ 'Sionov (cp. below, footnote 1).

Skr. bhdrat from masc. bhdran 'ferens', bfhdt from masc.

b^hdn 'projecting, raised, high', sat = Avest. ha^ from masc.

sdn 'being', dddat from masc. dddat 'giving'. Gr. rfs()ov from

fpsQiov 'ferens', Xmov from AmwV 'leaving', da/n-v-dv from da/u-

v-ag 'subduing', Tid^sv from rid-si(; 'placing', dyvvv from uyvv(;

'breaking', yvov for *yvo3-v(r) from yvovg for *yvovg *yvw-vr-g

'perceiving'. Lat. ferens from masc. ferens; masculine and

neuter have always the same form in these stems, oriens

ab-undans, prae-sens {= Idg. *s-'^t?). Lith. ves'q from vesqs

'vehens', duse from duses 'dwatov.

1) In tlie light of Schmidt's shewing (Plur. 422 ff.), I see that I was
right in my former representation of the ablaut in the Idg. case system of

Mi-stems (II § 125 p. 395); I should not have given up this view, as I

did in my Gr. &r.^ p. 108, in favour of that of Bartholomae, who holds

that in participial forms with a thematic vowel preceding, the original

suffix was always -nt- with consonant n (Kuhn's Zeitsohr. XXIX 548 if.).

But I still think, Schmidt notwithstanding, that the thematic vowel in the

participle was sometimes -o- and sometimes -e-. I hold to the belief that

Lith. diis^s represents an original *do-sie-nt- (Skr. dasydut-)^ until Schmidt,

who explains the form as an aoriat participle , has shewn how this view

can be justified by usage. This he tries to do on page 427 of his work;

but dusime is not, as he imagines, an optative form; rather, as fiir-iu : tur-

-i-me shews, it contains the weak grade of the suffix -ip-, and so it is a

future indicative. Hence his attempt is quite unsatisfactory.
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uent-stema have the same rules as ^^participles. Skr. dma-

-vat A-vest. ama-vap from ama-vant- 'acting with violence, power-

ful' (cp. Bartholomae , Kuhn's Ztschr. XXIX 544). Gr. xugisv

from yjx.Qi-(f)svT- 'graceful'; ay.ioEiv in Ap. Rhod. following the

masc. in -ostc; (see the Author, Gr. Gr.^ p. 119). For neut. rijog

TsaiQ, formed like Skr. Ved. neut. gna-vas 'rich in women or

wives' (perhaps also hke kft-vas, see Bartholomae Kuhn's Ztschr.

XXIX 536), see II § 127 p. 405.

Remark 1. J. Schmidt is mistaken in his explanation of rijog as being

for *Ta-faT (Plur. 356 f.). See Bartholomae, Stud, zur idg. Spr. I 17 f.

Schmidt imagines that Idg. -t becomes -; in Greek; but see § 241 Rem. 1.

Other Stems ending in Explosives.

Aryan. Skr. visva-ji-t 'all-conquering' tri-vft 'threefold',

dvi-pdd 'bipes'. Skr. post-Vedic h^d 'cor', Avest. sar^s-ca 'cor-

-que' for *zarH-ca i. e. *2ar'd + ca (I § 473. 2 p. 349). Avest.

as-ca '6s-que', as for *ast^ cp. pi. ast-i. Skr. praty-dh 'turned

backwards, westerly' (stem praty-dnc-) , su-yug adv. 'well

equipped or furnished'.

Greek, ftsh 'honey' for *^i£?ut, gen. /.liXiT-og, Latin mel

perhaps for *mel{i)d (gen. mellis for *meld-es according to I § 369

p. 280) and this for *melit, doubtless also O.Ir. mil 'honey' (stem

meli-) for *melit; see W.Meyer, Kuhn's Ztschr. XXVIII 171;

J. Schmidt, Pluralb. 248 f. Gr. ydXa 'milk' for *Yalaxv, gen.

ydXaxT-osi Lat. lac for *lact, gen. lact-is (Varro's lact is doubtless

the grammarian's own invention). Gr. x^p 'heart' for *xi]gd (II § 160

p. 479), Lat. cor for *cord, gen. cord-is. Gr. vno-dou adv. 'looking

from under' for *c5pax; perhaps 6evqo 'hither' for ^Ss-fgon or *Ssv-

-fQon (II § 163 p. 493, and the Author, Gr. Gr.2 p. 116). Lat.

allec hallec (beside m. f. allex hallex), gen. (h)allec-is. Umbr.

tu-plak *J'/x(jot))' 'S,vXov vel Sixqkvov according to Biicheler,

Umbrica p. 154.

Latin adjectival stems ending in explosives show the

form of the masculine, not only classes of words like fevens

bi-dens, but also bi-2xs audcLx prmceps and so forth. The forms

in -ns may be regarded as genuine neuters with pr. Ital. -ns

for -nt, and so may quotiens: Skr. kiyat 'how much, how far'.
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This view is proposed by Thurneysen (Archiv fiir lat. Lex.,

V 575 f.), who holds that bi-pes audax etc. were used for the

neuter simply because in westerns there was a confluence of

neuter and masculine.

Remark 2. In Kuhn's Zeitsohr., XXIV 42 f., I offered a conjecture

with which J. Schmidt agrees (Plur. 89, 403). I suggested that in such

phrases as ferrum hiilens, the second word may have been originally a

substantive masculine or feminine (cp. domits vetus') , which in becoming

an adjective did not adopt the neuter form when used as neuter, but retained

its own. J. Schmidt (pp. 87 if.) supports this hypothesis by a reference to

the same kind of thing in the Yeda, where such forms as rakso-hd 'killing

the Bakshas' dvi-pdd 'bipes' (neut. flolpdd) Satn-sd-s 'gaining hundred-fold

wealth', which are masculine, are used for the neuter as well. May not both

causes have worked together to develope the regular Latin usage — both

the change of -nt to -us, and some such idiom as that suggested here ?

Old Irish. U-aig 'foot' for *traget or Hragit, cp. dat. pi.

traigth-ib.

Old Church Slavonic, telq 'calf (gen. tekt-e) is pro-

bably not a real but an apparent example ; its nom. ace. seems

to be an original n-stem, see § 244.

§ 226. 6. s-stems.

a. Pr. Idg. *menos 'mind'. Skr. mdnas; Avest. niano,

O.Pers. raida 'stream' = Skr. srotas (cp. O.Pers. Mra § 194. 1

p. 73). Gr. /itst'Oi,-; an exceptional form showing -sg instead

of -og {s perhaps from the other cases) is rsusvsg on an Inscr.

of Megalopolis (Le Bas-Foucart no. 331. 31 and 42). Lat. opos

opus, genus; Umbr. mefs mers 'ius, fas' for *med{o)s (I § 633

p. 474), cp. Lat. modes-tu-s. O.Ir. tech teg 'house' = Gr. arsyog

Tsyog 'roof (cp. /er for *iiiro-s, § 194.1 p. 73), transformed

to tech n-, a re-formation like ntuh' n- § 223 p. 99; Gall.

Oviv66-/.iayog = O.Ir. mag n. 'plain'. O.H.G. lamb 'lamb' A.S.

hra,to 'corpse' (cp. next page). Lith. dkas 'ice-hole', which like all

similar forms has become an o-stem (cp. § 403) ; O.C.Sl. slovo

'word' = Skr. irdvas Gr. xlefog 'report, fame'.')

1) "Whilst this volume was in the press, I received Wiedemann's work

Das litauisohe Prateritum, in which (I 14) he assumes that O.C.Sl. -o does

not come from *-os, which he says became -u, but that it answers to the

Greek -a;. His arguments do not convince me.
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Lat. aes instead of older *a(i)-os (= Skr. dyas 'metal,

bronze') on the analogy of aer-is etc., see 11 § 132 p. 418.

For G-ermanic see 11 § 132 pp. 419 ff. We find two

forms for the nom. ace. sing, neuter , one the old ending *-os

(cp. the Finnic loan-words lammas mallas = O.H.Gr. lamh malz),

the other *-iz = *-es, as in A.S. lemb (beside lomb) = lammi

Lex Sal., and possibly in (masc.) forms with a short root-

syllable like O.H.G. sigi A.S. si^e 'victory (op. II § 132 p. 421).

This *-es instead of ^-os doubtless came from the other cases

of the substantive, not from adjectives (cp. Qr. yjtvSeg), compare

(xr. Ts/iisvsg above (conversely, -os alone in Lat. tempor-is etc.

II § 132 pp. 418 f.). Another factor in the change from s-stem

to f-stem (O.H.Gr. gen. siges etc., like quites) was perhaps an

insfcr. pi. in -im(m) for *-es-mi (§ 387). Cp. Michels, Zum
"Wechsel des Nominalgeschl. I 13 ff.

b. Pr. Idg. *dus-inenes 'ill-disposed'. Skr. durmanas,

Avest. dusmano. Gr. 6va/usvfg. Lat. de-gener {-r instead of -s

from the other cases).

The difference of the vowels in the final syllable of jusvog

\lJsv6os: 6va/iiivtg ipsvdig here, as elsewhere, doubtless went with

some difference in the word-accent; compare Skr. dpas 'work'

dvSsas 'enmity': apds 'active' a-dvesds 'without enmity'.

Ye die Sanskrit has some forms in -as instead of -as, as

devd-vyacas 'having room for gods'. These were probably a

re-formation following the analogy of a group of forms used

for the neuter mentioned in § 225 Rem. 2, of which Sata-sds

is an example (cp. Lauman, Noun Infl. 560; J. Schmidt,

Plur. 132 ff.).

c. Pr. Idg. *qi"eu9s 'flesh': Skr. kravis Gr. >igs(f)ttg.

Compare II § 134 p. 425.

d. Pr. Idg. comparative *dlc(i)ios 'ocius'. Skr. dstyas, Avest.

asyo. Lat. ocius. Goth, hduh-is adv. 'higher' for pr. Germ. *-iaz.

O.C.Sl. sMde 'sweeter' for pr. Slav. *sold-io(s) (I § 84 pp. 79 f.,

§ 665. 4 p. 525).

In Greek, this formation may be represented by IIA02
{nXoQ or ttAwj?) in the sense of nXsov, found in one Arcadian
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inscription. Meister transliterates the word nlcijg, and derives

this from *nho-i,og (Ber. der sachs. Ges. der Wiss., 1889 pp. 89 f.).

But see Danielsson's Epigraphica, Upsala 1890, pp. 51 sqq.

In Old Latin we meet with phrases like posterior helium.

There are two alternatives, and the choice is doubtful. The r

of the other cases may have taken the place of -s in the nom.

ace. neut. in -os, as it did in the nom. masc. in *-os] or this

posterior may be the masculine form.

Along with the forms in ^-ios were used others in *-is,

which served as adverbs. This formation is earlier than the

time when the branches of the language began to develope on

their own account. Gr. ngsTa- 'earlier' in Cret. vQtta-yv-^ Thess.

nQsXa-^v-c, beside Ion. npia-^v-g (see II § 135 p. 433, and the

Author in Ber. der sachs. Ges. der Wiss., 1889 pp. 53 f.). Lat.

magis, nimis; Osc. mais 'magis' = Goth. mats. Goth, mins

O.H.G. min 'less' for *minu-iz, Goth, vairs O.H.G. wirs 'worse'

for *uirs-is. See II § 185 pp. 428 if. Johansson (De der. verb,

contr. 177) and Streitberg (Die germ. Comp. auf -fe-, 30) would

place here Lat. plus, which they derive from *plois (for 5 cp.

Arc. UylO^ above)
;
plus is differently explained by the Author,

Gr. Gr.2 p. 96 footnote 2, and Danielsson, Epigraphica p. 52.

e. Pr. Idg. part. perf. act. *ueid-uos 'knowing': Gt. iUog.

For Skr. vid-vdt, Lith. mir-q and O.C.Sl. nom. mtr-u ace.

omruse see II § 136 pp. 440 S.

§ 227. II. The ending -o-ni in o-stems.

Pr. Idg. *jUQ0-m 'yoke'. Skr. yugd-m, Avest. xsapre-m

O.Pers. xsa^a-m 'lordship, realm' = Skr. Matrd-m. Gr. X,vy6-v.

Lat. jugu-m, non = O.Lat. n'oenum {non comes from this word

used before vowels); Umbr. ortom 'ortum' kuratu 'curatum',

Osc. sakaraklum 'sacellum' comonom 'comitium'. O.Ir. dliged n-

'law', nemed n- = Gall. vs/.ii]to-v 'temple', O.Ir. orbe n- orpe n-

'heritage, inheritance' = Goth, arhi O.H.G. arU erhi 'inheri-

tance (II § 63 p. 129). Goth./wA; O.H.G. jo/i. Pruss. luiika-n

'bast, inside bark' ; O.C.Sl. polje 'field' (? see below).

^-i-m beside '*-io-m: Umbr. tertim terti 'tertium' Osc.

medicim 'magisterium'. See § 194 p. 74, § 212 pp. 89, 90.
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In Baltic, the only traces of *-o-m which are now left

are one or two examples from Prussian (see last page, and

Pauli in Kuhn-Schleicher's Beitr. VII 201 f.). Substantiyal

stems have become mascuHne in Lithuanian and Lettic; e. g.

Lith. Ihnka-s = Pruss. lunlca-n O.C.Sl. It/ko 'bast, inner bark'

(§ 403). Neuter forms of the Lithuanian adjectives , such as

gera 'good' (cp. grazii 'beautiful' § 223. 2 p. 100), can only be

used under certain conditions. These cannot be explained as

standing for -q = -o-m, since dialects which change the -q of

the ace. sing. masc. into -u have gera, like the others, and not

*geru. Bopp assumed that gera has been re-modelled on the

analogy of graSii (Vergl. Gr. I* p. 321), which would be a

re-formation the reverse of that which gives us Avest. neut.

vohum instead of vohu (§ 223. 2 p. 99). But a more obvious

suggestion is that the ending -a comes from the pronominal

ending *-o-d (§ 406).

E em ark. Some, however, of the Lithuanian "neuters" in -a are in

all probability really abstract feminine substantives ; e. g. szenden szaltd

means 'there is cold to-day', not 'it is cold' {szalid : szdlta-s = gelta 'yel-

lowness' : ge^ta-s 'yellow', II § 158 p. 474).

In Slavonic this neuter *-o-m (*-u) is perhaps as hope-

lessly lost.

It is not quite clear how we are to regard forms such as

i(/o 'iugum' novo 'novum', whose ending cannot represent *-om.

It is natural to suppose that adjectives of this kind liave

taken over -o from the pronouns, cp. to 'that' = Skr. td-d.

Thus it is possible that -o first obtained foothold in adjectives,

and was then extended to substantives by association with

substantives in -o = *-os (e. g. slovo = Gr. aksfog § 226).

But it is quite possible that polj'e 'field' has a different

origin. The ending of this word may come from *-ie-n *-io-n

according to the principles laid down in Yol. I § 219 p. 187

(and compare Leskien Handb.^ p. 19); for the gen. pi. po^;T

hraji see § 345. polje would be related to a supposed *igu

as the ace. pi. masc. kraj^ to vluky (§ 326). Still, it is

also possible to assume an older *poljo parallel to igo. I
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prefer the latter view, since we have the ace. sing. masc. kraji

konjt with the suffix -(i)i- instead of -/o- (§ 212 p. 90), and

consequently we should expect a neuter polp (cp. p. 109

Osc. neut. medicim).

Genitive (-Ablative) Singular.^)

§ 228. Two suffixes have been transmitted from the parent

language to its several branches, -es -os -s and -sio C~^o).

1. It is probable that -es -os and -s were ablaut-variants

of one suffix. In the separate branches of Indo-Germanic, even

in historical times, may be observed a variation between -es

and -os^ as Lat. aer-is and aer-us ; this seems to depend upon

a difference of proethnic accentuation, similar to that in Skr.

1) Kozlovski, Sur Torigine du genitif singulier, Techner's Internat.

Ztsohr. fiir allg. Spr. Ill 286. Benfey, tjber die indog. Enduugen des

Gen. Sing, ^afli, ins, w, Abhandl. der Gott. Ges. der Wise. XIX (1874)

p. 3 ff. Henry, L'affixe sj/a du gen. des themes demonstratifs, Le Museon

IV (1885) p. 211 sq. A. Kuhn, tJber einige Genetiv- und Dativbildungen,

Kuhn's Ztschr. XV 420 ff. Bartholomae, Zur IJildung des gen. sing.

Stud, zur idg. Sprachg. I 77 ff. Idem, Der gen. sing, der nr-Stamme,

Ar. Porsch. II 109 ff. Ha vet, Lea genetifs indiens des thSmes en r

voyelle, Mem. de la Soc. de ling. Ill 414 sq. E. A. Fritsch, De casuum

obliquorum origine et natura deque gen. singularis numeri et abl. Graecae

Latinaeque declinationis conformatione, Giesseu 1845. Lugebil, Der Gen.

Sing in der sogen. zweiten altgr. Declination, Leipz. 1880. Leskien, Die

Genetivform auf -oio in den bom. Gediebten, Eleckeisen's Jahrb. B. 95

(1867), 1 ff. G. Boldt, Der Gen. Sing, der o-Declination bei Homer,

Tauberbischofsheim 1881. Cavallin, De Homerica forma genetivi in -oio.

Melanges Graux p. 557 sqq. Bechtel, lonische Genitive singularis auf

-fv, Bezz. Beitr. X 280 ff. Nake, De Latinorum gen. in ai (1830), Opuso.

I 181 sqq. A. Petermann, De genetivo substantivorum in ius et ium

exeuntium forma aliquot observationes, Grossglogau 1863. Gandino, Del

genitive -as dei temi feminili in -a nella lingua latina e speeialmente nella

lingua di Plauto, Kivista di filol. IV (1876) p. 101 sqq. Stowasser, tJber

den Genetiv der ^-Stamme bei Luoilius, Arch, fiir lat. Lex. I 195 ff.

Arbois de Jubainville, Le genitif sing, des thfimes f^minins en a

dans I'ancien irlandais , Mem. de la Soo. de ling. Ill 79 sq. Idem, Le

genitif des themes en i et en m en vieil irlandais, ibid. VI 54 sq.

Porstemann, Zur gcsch. altdeutscher Declination: der gen. sing.,

Kuhn's Ztschr. XVI 321 ff. Schleicher, Der gotisohe gen. sing, der

u- und f-Stamme, ibid. X 80.
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tiidat-ds 'tudentis' pad-ds 'pedis' (Idg. -h) in contrast with

bhdrat-as 'ferentis' jdnas-as 'generis' (Idg. -os), just as the two

forms of the suffix of the 1st. pi. act., *-mes and *-mos^ may-

be explained as arising from two several modes of accentuation

which are exemplified in Skr. i-mds 'imus' and bhdrO-mas

'ferimus'. See I § 311 ff. pp. 247 ff.

Idg. -es is found in Italic, Germanic, and Balto-Slavonic,')

-OS in Greek, Italic, Keltic (and possibly Germanic). Aryan

-as may of course represent either Idg. -es or -os ; we have not

enough evidence from the historical period to shew how far the

various forms are to be referred to this or that. No theory can

be based upon forms which have a palatal instead of a guttural,

like Skr. v'ac-ds Vocis' (cp. I § 445 p. 331), since it is always

possible to suppose that the palatal is due to analogy.

Where -os drove -es out of the field (in Greek, that is,

and Keltic), there may have been an instinctive desire to make

some clearer distinction between the genitive singular and the

nominative plural in -es (§ 313); for where all ablaut-variations

in the stem disappeared, the two cases would become identical

in form. The same desire after clearness may have had a

different effect in Latin, by helping to drive out -es from the

nom. pi., replacing it by "^-eies -es, the ending of i-stems (see

§ 319).

-s is perhaps the same element which is found in such

particles as Gr. axp Lat. ahs. It is most commonly seen in i-

and M-stems. More rarely it is added to consonant stems; as

Skr. dan Gr. Sia(-n6Ti]g) for *dem-s, O.Ir. an-me for *-men-s

(§ 234). It may be contained in -as and -ies, the endings of

stems in -a- and -ie- (§§ 229, 230) ; but it is also possible that

in these the stem-final has been contracted with -es -os.

Genitive forms in -es -os -s were also used for the ablative

in the parent language and later ; thus Skr. nav-ds Gr. vrj-oc,

1) TTQ€i in ngia-Yv-Q Troea-jSv-i is possibly a relic of the form -es

in Greek. It many have been a by-form of Trdg-oc Skr. pur-ds. See

II p. 433 Footnote 1.
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v£-wg means 'of a ship' and 'from a ship'. It can no longer

be determined how this double use arose.

2. -sio is found with noun-stems, but only those in -o-.

It is the proper form of the genitive of these stems in

Aryan , Armenian (but cp. § 239) , and Greek as we have

them ; cp. also Lycian -hd -h, Messapian -hi -he -h, Venetian

-h (Deecke, Bezz. Beitr. XII 153). It belonged originally to

the pronouns , whence it spread to noun stems ; see Benfey,

Uber die idg. Endungen des Gen. Sing. 22 ff., and Leskien,

Die Decl. 37 f.

In the Latin and Keltic noun we find the ending -% (-ei?

-oi?) This will be discussed in § 239 b. The question is —
does it represent the old nominal genitive ending which gave

way to the pronominal ending -e-sio -o-sio? To this no decisive

answer can be given, since another possibility has to be taken

into account. In other points than this a close connexion may

be observed between Italic and Keltic (the latest contribution

to this subject is that of Yon Bradke, in his Beitrage zur Kennt-

niss der vorhistorischen Entwickelung unseres Sprachstammes,

1888, pp. 81 ff.) It is therefore possible that this -* is an

Italo-Keltic formation, beginning at some period later than

the break-up of the parent speech.

In Germanic we have -so, which we may assume, with

even more confidence than in the case of -sio, to have been

borrowed from the pronouns.

In Balto-Slavonic , noun stems in -o- have a form which

we cannot but take to be the Indo-Germanic ablative in -od:

Lith. vi^ko O.C.Sl. vluka 'lupi' (§ 241). Beside these there are

also pronominal endings: Pruss. ste-sse ste-ssei (nom. sta-s

'that') O.C.Sl. ci-so ce-so (nom. ci-to quid"). The reason why

the ablative did the work of genitive and ablative both was

that forms in Idg. -es -s (O.C.Sl. mater-e 'matris' nosti 'noctis')

had originally both these functions. The same reason produced

the opposite effect in Greek, where the genitive in -sio had

the meaning of an ablative as well as its own.

All this makes it probable, that when the parent speech

Brugmann, Elements. III.
°
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branched off in different directions, the genitive singular of noun

stems in -o- Vi^as not represented by any one invariable formation.

Even then the pronominal ending had begun to pass over to

nouns, although perhaps not to the same extent in all districts

of the Indo-Germanic area. It is just possible that Italic and

Keltic -t [-ei -oij was the ending with which the pronominal

ending came into conflict. Then the latter will have been

wholly driven out of the noun system in Italic and Keltic, where

-t won the day; in Balto-Slavonic, both disappeared together.

Cp. § 239, b. In Germanic, *-so passed over to the nouns, which

is in all probability a peculiarity of the Germanic branch; cp.

§ 239, a. If the "genitives" Goth, meina peitza seina O.H.G. mm
etc. are ablative forms lilce the similar forms in Lithuanian,

mano keno (§ 452), then before *-so passed on to noun stems

there may have been a period in Germanic, as there was in

Balto-Slavonic, when the ablative in *-od *-ed had, at least to

some extent, the function of the genitive besides its own.

§ 229. I. The Endings -es -os -s (cp. § 228

pp. Ill f.).

1. a-stems. Pr. Idg. *e^Mas 'equae'. Gr. /(Jpfii?. O.Lat.

vias^ fortuncls {pater familids survives in the classical period)

;

Umbr. tutas totar 'civitatis', Osc. eituas 'pecuniae'. O.Ir. mna

'mulieris' Idg. *Qnas, an isolated survival (cp. the article inna

§ 420). Goth, gibos O.Icel. gjafar. Lith. rankos.

Idg. -as, if it carried the word-accent, was circumflexed:

cp. Gr. Ti/uiig 'honoris' Litli. niergos 'puellae' (I § 671 p. 536).

Sanskrit, gnds-pati-s 'husband of a divine wife' (stem

gild-) is a dubious survival of this formation; it may be a re-

formate following jds-pdti-s (§ 283) and nouns in -as-pati-s

(cp. II § 24 pp. 39 f.). The same may be said of Avest. vairya

(stem vairya- f. 'desirable') , since it may have come from

*vairyaya by syllabic dissimilation (cp. I § 648 p. 482). The

regular endings were Skr. -ayas Avest. -aya (= -*aias) O.Pers.

-aya (= *-aias) , as Skr. divayas 'equae' Avest. haenayd 'of a

hostile army' O.Pers. taumaya 'of a family', -ias came from

stems in -i- -ie- (Skr. b}-Jiatyds, deviyds devyas, § 230), as did
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the dative Skr. -ayai Avest. -ayai instead of -ai (§ 247); the

Avest. -ay& and -ayai have -a- instead of -a- doubtless because

the instr. in -aya = Skr. -aya had the short rowel (§ 276).

The starting point for these re-formations was the loc. sing.;

in pr. Ar. the loc. sing, of ^-sterns ended in *-aia, and that of

ie-stems in *-la (see § 264). Another factor in transforming

the old genitive singular in *-as was probably a desire to

distinguish its form from that of the nom. aco. pi. (Skr. divas),

which was the same.

Remark 1. With the re-formation dsvd-yas following hrhat-yds,

compare gen. pi. dsva-nam following the n-stems, § 345; TJmhr. porta-ia
portet' following hab-ia 'habeat' fas-ia 'faoiat'; Oao. cenSa-um 'oensere'

following ez-mn 'esse'; O.Sax. 1st. 2rd. and 3rd. pi. scouuo-iad instead of

scouuod following ner-iad sdk-iad (Danielsson, Stud. Gram. p. 53; the

Author, Morph. ITnt. Ill 45, 89 f.); Lat. gen. via-l following equl (see

the following page).

Remark 2. A different view of Skr. -ayas etc. is taken by J. Schmidt

(Kuhn's Ztschr. XXVII 381 if.), who assumes that the endings have come
from oi-stems. First , he thinks , were formed the gen. *-ai-as and dat.

*-ai-ai. Then these forms gave way to *-aias *-aiai for one of two

reasons : either they were influenced by stems in -i-, which made hrhatyds

brhatyai; or there was a contamination of two pairs of original forms, gen.

*-aias and *-as together producing Ar. *-aias, and dat. *-aiai and *-a.i

producing Ar. *-aiat\ each with the quantity of the o-stem ending. The
« of the penultimate, he continues, was kept short in Avestic, whilst in

Sanskrit and Old Persian the long vowel of the strong cases crept into

the weak. Two remarks may be offered on this. First, the forms here

assumed as types are questionable enough in themselves ; and secondly,

not to dwell upon that, we may well ask why the instr. Skr. dsvaya did

not become *dsvaya if the -a- of the penultimate came from the strong

cases. It cannot be shewn that this alleged re-formation was earlier than

the time when the pronominal -aya had invaded the instrumental (the

same form is seen in Avest. Jiaenayct).

In Sanskrit, the Brahmanas give us examples of the

dative in -ayai used in place of a genitive, as yajy^yai 'of

the sacrificial formula'; cp. striyai used as gen. § 230.

This reformation seems hardly likely to be due to syntax

alone.

In Greek, a-stems which had become masculine took the

ending of stems in -o- (§ 239) ; cp. the nom. sing, in -a-g § 190.

Hom. (Aeol.) 'ArgsiiSao Boeot. Taledrao like Ep. Aloloo. Lesb.

8*
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and Dor. contract to -a. Ion. -scd for *-7;o, and -sw is contracted

to -oj; also -sv = -so, see the Author Gr. Gr.^ p. 39. Arcad.

and Cypr. -uv, which is doubtless to be read -au. Att. -ov

may have either of two origins. It may be the ov of "nnov

taken over bodily; or else -ao became -sea (regular), and -ew

was transformed to -so on the analogy of "nnoo, when this

was the genitive; lastly -so would become -ov.

In Arcadian -av passed into feminine stems, as "Qufxiav in

contrast to Att. ^Tj/niag, from rj !^r]f.ua 'loss, punishment". On

the other hand, the fem. ending -aq returnsvto masc. stems in

Megarian and Thessalian, as '^pai'ac, Nlxiag as opposed to Att.

-tot;; this re-formation was due to the fact that genitive and

nominative had each the same ending (the gen. -a contracted

from -ao), cp. § 190 p. 67.

Att. KaXXidSovg (nom. -ladrj-g) follows the analogy of the

genitive of stems in -sa-, as ^coxparow^. Cp. voc. ^rgsxplaSsg

§ 202 p. 85. The Ehodian genitive of proper nouns of this

kind, ^a/.uddsvg for example, followed naturally enough from

the nom. in -?](; borrowed from the Ionic dialect; a nom.

^a/Ludd-i^g has been found in Rhodes {C.I.G. 2534). As to sv

for so cp. I § 603 pp. 456 f.

In Latin the ending -af, as in vicU, was early framed on

the analogy of the genitive of stems in -o- (eqm and the like).

It may be conjectured that -al first found place in masculine a-

stems, whence it afterwards spread to the feminine; cp. Arcad.

-av mentioned above, which was first masculine and then

feminine too. Whether the ordinary classical forms scnhae,

equae etc. come from this -a% by regular phonetic change, un-

touched by side influences, or whether the analogy of the loc-

dat. -ae had anything to do with it, is hard to say; especially

as in the forms which are found on inscriptions (as Lavarnai

C.I.L. I no. 47) we have no means of determining the quantity

of the two sounds which make up -a?, or of knowing whether

they made one syllable or two.

Old Irish tuaithe seems to have taken over the ending of

stems in -ici- and in -I- -jfi- (soillse and inse).
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Remark 3. The gen. Erce (nom. Ere) appears on an Ogam in-

scription as Ercias (Stokes, Bezz. Beitr. XI 151, cp. p. 79). This points to

*-ias as the older shape of the -e of tuaithe and soillse ; and then inse (l-

je-stem) would be parallel, and be a form like Goth, frijondjos from nom.

fri/ondi (§ 230). Still, Ercias proves nothing unless we assume masculines

in -a, as Stokes does. But in an Ogam inscription lately found in "Wales

(see Arch. Cambr, 5">- Series VI no. 23), there is the genitive Avittoriges,

whose g is perhaps meant to express the sound of j (Latinised nom.

Avitoria'). What is to be said of this? It is worth considering whether

-e may not have been regularly kept in pre-Keltic *-es (elsewhere in

Keltic e becomes i), especially as -the i-iha), the suffix of the 2nd. person

sing., seems to answer to Skr. -thas = Gr. Dor. -d->;g. This would make
it probable that Keltic also had the Idg. gen. -ies (i- ie-stems), and inse

must be compared with the Lat. gen. fades. These questions have been

suggested by certain communications which I have received from Thurn-

eysen; I leave them for others to decide. D'Arbois de Jubainville is

I believe mistaken in his view of the matter (M6m. Ill 80).

O.H.G-. geha A.S. ^iefe, O.H.(x. sippe (sippea) A.S. sihhe

(cp. nom. Goth, sibja 'kindred'), probably with the ending

pr. Grerm. *-e2!, i. e. sippe sihhe is an ad-formate of gutinne

^ydenne (with Idg. *-ies.i § 230), and carried geha ^iefe along

with it. The stem was changed to an a-stem without i in

Old High German , before *-ie2 became -e (cp. Braune Ahd.

Gramm. § 58 Anm. 1, § 209 Anm. 3). The ace. sing. (§213

p. 91) and the nom. pi. (§ 315) were modified by analogy in

the same way.

Quite early in O.H.G. the dative form gehu geho is some-

times found instead of geha\ and in the tenth century it gets

the upper hand.

Old Church Slavonic rqky 'of a hand' and dus^ 'of a

sou! pre-suppose a ground-form with *-ans or *-ons; cp. the

same form in the ace. pi., where the original ending was *-ans.

See I § 219 p. 187. Scherer and many others have assumed

that the gen. sing, rqky really is this ace. pi. form; it is said

that because the ace. pi. took the place of the nom. pi. in *-as,

therefore it also took the place of the gen. sing., which had

the same form. This is hard to believe. In any case there

was a connexion between this -«/ -q and the ending of the gen.

sing. fem. in the pronominal form tojq (nom. ta f. 'this') — see
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§ 420; but it remains uncertain whether this ending properly

belonged to pronouns alone, and only spread to nouns afterwards.

§ 230. 2. f- ie-stems (op. p. 68 footnote 1). Pr.Idg.

*bh^gh'^t(i)ies 'celsae'. 8kr. b^hatyds, deviyds devyus 'deae';

Avest. harentyd. Lat. facies^ rabies. O.H.G. gutinne A.S. jy-

denne 'deae', cp. § 229, last page. Lith. gemes.

Along with these are forms which follow the ia-class:

Gr. (ffQovarjg^ noTviag; Lat. materiae (nom. materies and ma-

teria) ; Goth, frijondjos (like sibjos., nom. sibja kinship') ; Lith.

vesanczios, marcsios (nom. martl 'bride'). Whether O.Ir. inse,

Brigte contain Idg. *-ies or *-ias is uncertain ; see § 229 Kem. 3

on the last page.

In Sanskrit, the Brahmana language has the dative in

place of the genitive, as striyai instead of striyas (nom. stn

'woman'). Cp. yajyayai § 229 p. 115. In Avestic forms are

occasionally found which have been influenced by the analogy

of stems in -i- -ii- and in -«'-: e. g. haraipjo QiaraiB-, the

name of a mountain range).

In Latin we have -iet beside -ies, faciei, aciei — a re-

formation of the same kind as viaT (§ 229). Further, we find

-ii, faci%, frogenii, luxtirit; -il : iei = -ae : -at (cp. § 248).

Lastly -ie, down to the classical period, as facie — probably

the dat.-loc. form (§§ 248, 265).

The Irish genitive inseo (i. e. ins^o) is framed on the

model of an «-stem. Cp. dat. itiis § 248.

Old Church Slavonic zemlj^ and vezqStq like dus^

(§ 229).

§ 231. 3. «-stems. Here we have two types, -ei-s -oi-s

and -i-es -i-os -ii-es -ii-os. Of these the former certainly and

the latter most probably is proethnic. But at the same time it

is not clear how the two types were originally distributed.

a. -ei-s and -oi-s. Which of these was used in a given

word would be originally determined, as we may conjecture,

by the accent of the word: say, *mi}Ui-s 'mentis', *6uoi-s

'ovis'. Ar. *-ai-S (= *-eis or *-ois?): Skr. dve-s; Avest. asoi-s,

O.Pers. fravartai-s 'of Phraortes'. Gr. Pamphyl. Niyonolsiq
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(= Att. iVsoTzo'ylswe), if correctly preserved, is the only form

of this kind in Greek. Umbr. punes poscae' ocrer 'ocris,

mentis', Osc. Herentateis "Veneris, Yolupiae''), pointing to

pr. Ital. *-ei-s. G ermanic has only fem. substantives : Goth.

anstdis for *-ois, O.H.G. ensti A.S. este for *-m, or for *-n-es

(b.) or *-ei-es (cp. Horn. noXsog), like the loc. ensti perhaps for

*-ei-i (§ 266). Lith. nalttes^ O.C.Sl. nosti^ common ground-form

*-eis or *-ois'^

b. -i-es -i-os, -ii-es -ii-os. Skr. -y-as -iy-as beside -e-s

in the masc. and neut., as dvyas, ariyds 'of a pious man'. In

Avestic there are a few examples of the ending -«/ots, as jainyois

(stem jaini- 'woman', cp. Bartholomae Ar. Porsch. Ill 64). But

this may well have arisen by contamination of -ois and *-yas;

cp. Goth, kinvdus 'of a cheek' i. e. *MnuaiiS (§ 232). Armen.

srti^ perhaps for *-iies or *-iios (cp. zardu § 232). In all

dialects of Greek except Ionic and Attic the only type is 09)105,

g)vmog, which formation is also found in Ionic beside that

with pr. Gr. *-ei-os which will be described anon (cp. nom. pi.

o(pifg § 317); noXwg may be referred to the nom. ndXi-g (§ 233).

It is a question whether Toranias, found in an Irish Ogam
inscription, belongs here; cp. Ercias § 229 Rem. 3 p. 117. The

ending of German masc. i-stems , Goth, gastis O.H.G. gastes

O.Icel. gests^ need not have been borrowed entirely from stems

in -0-. A pr. Germ. *-i-as or *-i-iz must have become *-iz,

and this could easily have become perfectly assimilated to

*-e-s(o) (§ 239), especially if the historic form of the "dative"

of these «-stems was originally a genuine »-case (§ 260).

This second formation seems to be related to the first as

Skr. namn-as to O.Ir. anme 'nominis' (for *-mens)^ Avest.

hama^str-o 'of an antagonist' to sastar-s 'of a ruler', Gr.

acJp-o'e to Avest. nar-s 'of a man', Skr. div-ds to dyo-s 'of

1) Of course it is a question whether this form belongs to a stem

with -tati- or with -tat- for its suffix (see II § 102 p. 310). It belongs

here in any case, since the -eis of all consonant-stems came from those

in -»-. It so happens that no genitive from an undoubted original «-stem

has been preserved.
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heaven , Gr. *^og in Boa-nogog for *g,'ii-os to Skr. go-s 'bovis'.

But even if it be proethnic, it is possible that in one or other

branch of the original language it is partly due to the analogy

of I- M-stems with the Idg. ending *-M-es *-ii-os. For Greek,

in particular, this suggestion can hardly be rejected, in view

of the other cases of the paradigm in dialects where the

formation is found.

c. Feminine forms in Sanskrit have -yas as well as -es,

e. g. dvyas. This is a re-formation on the lines of the t- ie-

class (§ 230), and it becomes more and more common in the

course of the history of this language. "We find a corresponding

dat. in -yai (§ 249) and loc. in -yam (§ 266). The point of

contact between these two classes of stems was the instr. sing.,

dvya : b^hafyd (§ 278); hence the re-formation arose. Avest.

vay-Oj contrast Skr. ve-s (vi- avis'), is a re-formate; the stem

is monosyllabic, which had something to do with the change.

Compare (1) gen. pi. vay-qm, pray-qm 'trium' (§ 348), with the

strong stem, and (2) as monosyllabic stems, gen. sing. Yed.

ndr-as (following ndr-i): Avest. nar-s (§ 235), Ved. gdv-as

(following gdv-i): go-s (§ 238).

Skr. pdtyur of a husband' and jdnyur of a wife' follow the

form of pitiir mcltur (§ 235) ; cp. dat. pdty-e like pitr-e (§ 249),

instr. pdty-a like pitr-u (§ 278). See "Wackernagel , Kuhn's

Zeitschr. XXV 289 f.

Attic ocpsog, (fvasog, nolsog (the last, which in found in

Homer and Theognis too, comes from the stem noXt- nom.

7i6Xl-g, a by-form of the stem noU- nom. nolT-g). These

cannot rank as regular developements from proethnic Greek

forms in *-sog for *-£i-og, because -fo- is uncontracted. Possibly

-s(i)-og was affected by the analogy of -s(f)-og in M-stems

(J. Schmidt, Kuhn's Zeitschr. XXVII 801 f.). Cp. oq)H § 266,

ocpeig § 317, ocpsmv § 348.

The loc. uoItji (§ 260) gave rise to Hom. nolTjoq ;
and by

quantitative metathesis (I § 611 p. 462) -^o; became -sag, the

Attic variant, as noXswg, ofswg.

In Latin, no example of the Umbro-Samnitic and pro-
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ethnic Italic ending -eis can be found. The forms ending in

-is -us which are found (as ovis, partis, partus) are due to

the same confusion of i-stems with consonant stems which we

saw in oveni, § 214 p. 92. We are not justified by the

Icnown laws of sound in assuming that ovis stands for *ovjis

and answers to Skr. dvyas (Proehde, Bezz. Beitr. XIV 114).

In Old Irish, substantives have -o -a, as fcltho fatha,

which is to be referred in the first instance to *-0s, because

of Ivacattos (or Evacattos) and Suvallos, which occur in Ogam
inscriptions. The formation is not clear.

Remark. It is quite possible that the ending came from M-stems

(§ 232), as in Old Icelandic the -ar of M-stems passed over to masc.

stems in -)- (e. g. Jiular from nom. pulr 'speaker, orator'). But one

can see no sufficient cause for such a process at so early a stage ; on the

other hand, it is certain that the gen. pi. bithe n- was built on the analogy

of fathe n- (§ 349). A ground-form *-o(i)-os, a transformation of *-ois,

would satisfy the phonetic conditions ; but it is in itself hardly probable (in

spite of d'Arbois de JubainviUe, Mem. VI 54). That *-ois could become

-OS in the regular course of sound-change may be said to be out of the

question.

§ 232. 4. M-stems. Pr. Idg. -eii-s -ou-s and -u-es -u-os

-uu-es -uu-os, answering to the ^-stem types (§ 231). It is

true that -eu-s, which is here assumed to be a by-form of

-ou-s, cannot be definitely shewn to have existed, but it is

fairly inferred from the analogy of stems in -i- (Osc. castrovs:

Herentateis).

a. -etf-s and -ou-s, the one belonging to original forms ac-

cented like *suneu-s 'filii', the other (say) to *medhou-s "mellis".

At. *-au-s (=^ *-ezf-s or *-ou-s?): 8kr. sUno-s; A\est. bazeu-s

bazao-s, O.Yevs. kurau-s'Gjn. Lat. manus; Umbr. trifor 'tribus',

Osc. castrovs 'fundi'; arguing from the analogy of the Umbr. Osc.

*-ei-s in «-stems, we may derive Ital. *-ous from *-eu-s (I § 65

p. 52). O.Ir. betho -a, Ogam inscr. Trenalugos, Briisceos

(doubtless with o) for Idg. *-eus or *-ous ; in the -u of Trena-

gusu, Nettasagru on Ogam inscriptions from Wales (Stokes,

Bezz. Beitr. XI 145) Thurneysen conjectures a dialectic trans-

formation of *-os. Goth, simdiis, O.H.G. frido frido 'of

peace, O.Icel. sonar pr. Norse *sundR, pr. Germ. *-flMS =^ Idg.
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*-ou-s. Lith. sUnaus 0.C.81. synu, common ground-form *-e'if-s

or *-ou-s?

b. -u-es -u-os, -uu-es -uu-os. Skr. -v-as -uv-as beside -o-s

in the masculine and neuter, as paiv-ds 'pecoris' mddhv-as

mddhuv-as 'mellis'. Similarly in Avest. -v-o beside -eus -aos, as

xrapw-o (xratu- 'will, power, intent') = Skr. krdtv-as. Armen.

zardu, perhaps for *-uu-es or '^'-uu-os (cp. srti § 231 p. 119).

Greek Ion. yowog for *yovf-og (from nom. yo'w 'genu', cp. the

Author, Gr. Gr.^ § 70 b. Eem. p. 100), yswog (from nom. yevv-g

'chin' = Skr. Jidnu-s). Lat. sencLtuis O.Lat. senatiws, cornuis,

Falisc. senatuo {-s dropped) may have come from either of two

groups of forms — (1) from *-uu-es *-tiu-os or *-u-es *-u-os,

or (2) from *-eu-es *-eu-os or *-ou-es ^-otf-os; cp. dat. sencltti-t

§ 250. In Germanic are found a few forms in -nn- for -nu-

(I § 180 p. 158): Goth, mans O.H.G. man 'of a man for

*manniz *manti-iz or *mannaz *manu-az = Skr. *mdnv-as

(assumed by-form of mdn-os) ^) ; Goth, kinndus 'of a cheek',

a composite form arising from contamination of *kinaiiz = Skr.

hands and *kinuiz *kinniz = Gr. yswog (cp. Avest. jainyois

§ 231 p. 119), whence by analogy comes the nom. kinnu-s

instead of *kinus = Skr. hdnu-S etc.

Here, as with the «-stems (cp. § 231 pp. 119 f.), it is

doubtful how far the second type represents an original for-

mation. The analogy of u- ww-stems, which had the pr. Idg.

ending -uu-es -uu-os, may have acted in some instances.

c. Sanskrit. The feminine has a further ending -vas, as

dhenv-ds from dhenu- 'milch cow' (so also dat. -vai, loc. -vam),

parallel to the -yas in feminine «-stems (§ 231 p. 120).

Compare § 279. Avest. bazaus with the same au as the

nom. sing, etc., see § 261.

Greek. Adjectives and some substantives have -i(f)-og,

as fjdtog, Ion. Att. mj^sog, aareog (aarv n. 'city'), Boeot. fddTwg

1) A different explanation of Goth, mans manne mannam etc. —
which, however, does not convince me — is given by Bezzenberger in the

Deutsche Literaturzeitung 1890 p. 14. He assumes two forms of the

stem, man- and maiuin-.
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for *faoreng (I § 64 p. 51), Cret. vVsog {vlv-g 'son'). Also Att.

TiijxEag, aarswg on the analogy of o(ps(oQ ttoXsoiq (§ 231 p. 120).

Latin has from its earliest stage another set of forms

such as quaestt siimptl. Later on the other cases were often

formed as though from o-stems, and in the end this declension

absorbed all w-stems. It seems to me a dubious point whether

the genitive in -l was first suggested by the change of -os

to -us in the nominative of o-stems (op. densii-s torru-s

declined as o-stems, whilst Gr. daov-c Skr. tj-Sti-s are stems

in -«-, Osthoff, Morph. Unt. IV 78).

§ 233. 5. I- ii- and u- Jtw-stems and stems in -f, -J,
-§.

Pr. Idg. -ii-es -ii-os, -nu-es -uu-os, e. g. *b}iruu-es -os (nom.

*bhru-s 'brow'). Skr. dhiy-ds 'of thought', Ved. nadiy-as 'of a

river', hhnw-ds, Ved. svairuv-as 'socrus', Avest. tan(u)-vo 'of a

body'. There is a second group of forms with the sign of

the feminine, Skr. dhiyds nadiyds bhriwds svasruvds (like the

dat. in -ai and loc. in -am); this is analogous to what we

see in fem. stems in -/- and -u- (§ 231 p. 120, § 232 last

page). The point of contact with t- ie-stems where this series

of forms began was the instr. sing., dhiy-d as compared with

deciyd and so forth; see § 280. Gr. -/log, noXwg from nom.

7j6Xl-g (cp. § 231 p. 119), vog 'suis', ocppvog, vfxvog (from

nom. vsy.v-g). Lat. suis socruis (also socrus as though a

M-stem) ; it is not probable that vis came from *mi-es by

simple phonetic change (the view of Stolz, Lat. Gr.^ p. 337)

;

it is better to explain vis by proportional analogy, as being

related to nom. vis ace. vim as dies fades (gen.): dies

(nom.): diem. O.Icel. gen. syr 'suis' doubtless for "su-iz (cp.

gen. pi. sua), having taken su- instead of suu- from cases

whose suffix began with a consonant. Another explanation

of Lat. vis O.Icel. syr will be given in the next paragi-aph.

O.C.Sl. kruv-e 'of blood', sveJcruv-e 'socrus'.

Stems ending in a long sonant liquid or nasal (II § 160. 4

pp. 485 f.) are treated in a similar way. Skr. gir-ds 'of praise'

= *gjr-es -os, pur-ds 'of a stronghold' = *pll-es -os, go-sdn-as
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(nom. go-sd-s 'gaining cattle') for *-si^n-es -os. If an old in-

dependent gen. jas be contained in jds-pdti-s 'master of the

house or family, this would be a formation with -s for the sign

of the genitive; and we should then perhaps compare Lat. vU

O.Icel. syr directly with jas.

§ 234. 6. Stems ending in a Nasal. Most of these

have -es -os. -s is seen in Irish neuters formed with -en- and

-men-, in Avest. xweidg 'of the sun', and in the root-noun *dem-

'domus'.

Kern ark. Polysyllabic en-stems thus show the genitive in -e«-s only

in one branch of the Indo-Uermanic languages. This is not really so

strange as it might seem ; we have but to remember in how many languages

-ns was bound to change in accordance with their phonetic laws, and how
easy it was for the forms thus changed to be sacrificed to the feeling for

uniformity which causes case-systems to be levelled down to one type. —
J. Schmidt (Pluralb. 100) thinks that Avest. ayqn is a genitive in -ns\

which is not very probable, because of the long vowel in the last syllable

{-qn = -an). I believe the form to be a locative singular used for other

oases (§ 257). Bartholomae is more likely to be right in calling the Vedio

phrase trir dhan(n) 'thrice in the day' a genitive (Stud, zur idg. Sprachg.

I 104).

a. Stems in -n. Pr. Idg. *^Mw-es -os 'canis' (*fe«w-es, op.

§ 228 pp. Ill f.).

Skr. iun-as (for the accent see p. 70 footnote 2) Avest.

sUn-o, Skr. aryamn-ds (arya-mdn- 'comrade, friend') Avest.

airyamn-o (airya-man- 'obedient') , Skr. dsman-as Avest. as-

man-o (diman- asman- 'stone, heaven'). Sometimes this or

that dialect would show preference for strong forms of the

stem, as Yed. vfsan-as beside vfsn-as 'of a bull', Avest. airya-

man-o beside airyamn-o, and cp. 11 § 117 Rem. 1 p. 366, and

III § 251. "With -s-we have Avest. xwmg 'of the sun' =
pr. Ar. *suan-s, a by-form oihvar- = Yed. suvar-, cp. 11 § 118

pp. 375 f., Ill § 224 pp. 103 f.

Armen. akan (nom. akn 'eye') , elin (nom. eln 'stag') , like

O.C.Sl. jelen-e 'of a stag' Gr. aSsv-og. The original weak stem

is seen in arn 'of a man', like Avest. arsn-o.

Greek -/.w-oc, agv-oc, and with the strong stem rsxrov-o;,

notfitv-og, dydjv-og, nsv&ijr-og.
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Lat. cam-is, and, with the strong stem, homin-is homin-us,

edon-is, Sab. nerien-is (II § 115 p. 360); the old ending -es

occurs in Apolones "Apollinis", C.I.L. vol. I no. 187. In Umbro-

Samnitic all consonantal stems took the ending of «-stems in

the genitive, doubtless owing to a confluence of the nom. and

gen. sing, in a certain number of words. So here we find the

-eis of i-stems: Umbr. nomner nominis', Osc. earneis partis'.

O.Ir. con 'canis' for *cun-os , and similarly dercon

(nom. derucc 'acorn'), clran (nom. aru 'kidney'), toimten (nom.

toimtiu 'opinion'); in Ogam inscriptions Segamon-as , Inission-

-as. On the other hand, neuter w-stems show in Old Irish

the ending *-en-s {*-ens *-es -e, cp. I § 657. 6 p. 509), as

imbe (nom. imb n- 'butter') , anme (nom. ainm n- 'name')

;

*-en-s : *-n-es *-n-os = *-ei-s : *-i-es *-i-os, see § 231 p. 119.

Goth, gumin-s O.H.Gr. gomen gomin 'of a man' (as to -en

-in see Bremer, Ztschr. fiir deutsche Phil., XXII 249 f.), Goth.

tuggon-s O.H.G. zungiln 'of a tongue' (cp. § 218 p. 95). With

the weak stem Goth, managein-s 'of a crowd' (II § 115 p. 362).

It cannot be determined to what extent *-iz = Idg. *-es was

the ending, and whether such an ending as *-az! = Idg. *-os

was or was not used along with it.

Jjith. ssun-s , and, with the strong stem, ahnen-s, besides

other examples ; -s stands for *-es according to vol. I § 664. 2

p. 522. O.C.Sl. din-e of a day' (II § 114 p. 356), and, with

the strong stem, kamen-e, with other examples; -e is for *-es

according to I § 665. 4 p. 525.

b. Root-nouns in -m. Pr. Idg. *dem-s "of a house':

Skr. dan Avest. dewg, Gr. dso-, for *Sf/.ig *Sevg, in dsa-nortj-g

'master of the house' (I § 204 p. 171, II § 160 p. 483).

Skr. ksm-ds gm-ds jin-ds Avest. z^m-o, Gr. y&ovog transformed

from *x»oi.i-oz 'of the earth' (II § 160 p. 482).

§ 235. 7. Stems with suffixes in -r. Most of these

have -es -os, along with which -s is found in Aryan, and as it

would seem in Germanic too.

Skr. regularly has -ur, as matiir ddtur, probably for '"-^f-s,
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see I § 288 p. 230
') ; in Avestic, to correspond, we find ner^s

for *nf-s, stem n-ar- man'. With the strong stem and -s, Avest.

nar-s, sastar-s 'of a ruler', cp. atar"-car-s 'of him who produces

fire'. Two Sanskrit words have been supposed to contain a

genitive of this latter kind — Yed. matar-isvan- 'he who is lord

over his mother', by Bartholomae (Bezz. Beitr. XIII 92), and

Ted. svar (suvar) 'of light' for *si(uar-s (I § 647. 7 pp. 493 f.)

according to the conjecture of J. Schmidt (Pluralb. 223). The

usual Avestic type is weak stem -h -as -o, as brapr-o 'fratris',

hamaestr-o 'of an opponent' ; similarly in O.Pers. pisa 'patris'

(I § 558. 4 p. 415). Avest. sastar-s : hamaestr-o = Skr. dve-s

:

dvy-as and the like, see § 231 p. 119. The re-formate ndr-as

'of a man' is due partly to its being from a monosyllabic stem

n-ar-; cp. § 231 p. 120.

Armen. maiir 'matris' for *matr-es or *matr-os, leer 'sororis'

for '^simsr-es or *suesr-os (I § 360 p. 276, § 561 p. 417). But

dster 'of a daughter' has the strong stem, like Gr. Horn, d-vyarsg-

-og be.jide &vyarQ-6g.

G-r. i.i7jTQ-6g; Homer uses forms such as (.iTjrsQog tjuti-qo;

avsgoc as well, which follow the strong cases (cp. Skr. ndr-as

following ndr-i, § 231 p. 120). Hwrog-ng instead of *Jmrp-o?

follows dwTO^-a, and iSoTiJp-oQ instead of *d'ovg-og follows doTi'jo.

Lat. patr-is patr-us
, matr-is

,
frat7--is ; dator-is instead of

'*datr-is follows the nominative. In Umbro-Samnitic these stems

have borrowed -eis from the «-stems (cp. § 234 p. 125): Umbr.

matrer Osc. maatreis 'matris'.

O.Ir. mathar for *matr-os or *mater-os (I § 77 p. 67).

Goth, bropr-s fadr-s, O.Icel. brodr fedr; the "mutated"

vowel in the latter forms pomts to original *-tr-es. Secondly,

A.S. brodor feadur, O.Icel. fqdor fqdur, whose ending, like

Skr. -ur, may be derived from *-^--s. Thirdly, A.S. feeder

O.H.G. fater have taken -er from the strong cases, like

Gr. Hom. nurtQ-og.

1) In this view of the forms in -ur I follow Bartholomae, Ar. Forsoh.

II 110. Others are mentioned by Collitz in Bezzenberger's Beitrag-e X 10;

but they all have less to recommend them than this.
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Other forms of the same kind as these last are Lith. motef-s

and O.C.Sl. mater-e.

§ 236. 8. Stems ending in Explosives. These

regularly have -es -os.

Remark. There is no trustworthy ground for adding -s as another

ending of these stems. In Vaj.-Sah. 20. 2 the form vidyot is used as an
ablative (= vidi/ut-cis) ; and this is supposed to represent *vidyot-s by
J. Schmidt (Plur. 223), see however Weber, Kuhn-Schl. Beitr. Ill 389,

Bohtlingk and Roth's Sanskrit Diet. s. v., Lanman, Noun-Infleotiou 468,

Bartholomae, Stud, zur idg. Spr. I 77. The Latin genitive nox (XII Tables)

is supposed by Stolz, Lat. Gr.^ 837, to contain this ending.

Pr. Idg. *bh^ghnt-es -os {*bhrgh'^t-es , cp. § 228

pp. Ill f.). Skr. b^hat-ds, Avest. he/zat-o and with the

strong stem ber^zant-o; Skr. bhdrat-as 'ferentis'. Grr. Uow-og

ififQovT-OQ, with strong stem. Lat. rudent-is, ferent-is, prae-

-sent-is; it is doubtful to what extent -ent- is a simple

phonetic developement from Idg. --^t- (II § 125 pp. 395 f.,

Ill p. 105 footnote 1). O.Ir. lochet 'of lightning', carat 'of a

friend', pr. Kelt. *-os. — In Germanic, this is the ending of o-

stems: Goth., frijondi-s O.H.G. frimit-es. Balto-Slavonic has

a io- suffix: Lith. vemncsio, O.C.Sl. vesqsta.

Skr. sarvdtat-as 'of completeness', Avest. haurvatat-o 'of

safety'. Gr. oXoti-jt-o^ 'of wholeness'. Lat. novitoLt-is juventUt-is,

cp. O.Lat. inscr. Sahit-es. O.Ir. betliad 'of life', pr. Kelt. *-os.

Goth, ntitap-s 'of measure'.

Skr. sam(i-as 'of autumn'. Gr. r^Dya'J-og'fugacis'. ha.t.lapid-

-is. O.Ir. druad 'of a Druid' pr. Kelt. *-os ; Irish Ogam inscr.

Deccedd-as. Skr. pad-ds Gr. nod-og Lat. ped-is 'of a foot'.

Skr. utij-as, stem uMj- 'desiring'. Gr. /mlguy.-og 'of a girl',

oQTvy.-og o^Tvy-og 'of a quail'. Lat. bibac-is. O.Ir. nathrach 'of

a water-snake' pr. Kelt. *-os, Irish Ogam Lugudecc-as = O.Ir.

Liiirjdech (nom. Lugaid). Skr. vac-ds Gr. 0'77-0'g Lat. voc-is 'of

a voice, speech'. Skr. -rclj-as Lat. reg-is O.Ir. I'lg (pr. Kelt.

*-os) 'of a ruler'.

Skr. ap-ds Avest. ap-o ap-o 'of water'. Gr. xlion-og 'of a

thief. Lat. dap-is.

In Germanic, genitives of this kind are on the whole
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rare; most of those which occur belong to monosyllabic stems.

We may cite as further examples the following: Goth, naht-s

O.H.G-. naht A.S. niht O.Icel. ncet-r 'of night' for pr. Germ.

*naxt-iz = Lat. noct-is; Goth, baurg-s O.H.G. hurg A.S. hjr^

'of a stronghold, city' for *bur^-iz — Avest. her^z-o (har^z-o)

'alti' O.Ir. hreg C*brig-os) 'of a mountain'; Goth, vaiht-s 'of a

thing'; A.S. bee 'of a book' for *bok-iz. Paul, in his Beitrage

yi 550, has put forth a conjecture which is worth considering

although quite uncertain. He suggests that the Idg. ending

*-es has been preserved by the acute accent in such forms as

O.H.G. mhtes adv. 'by night, of a night'. The e of -es would

then be due to the influence of the o-stem ending (§ 239;

and cp. Kluge, Paul's Grundr. I 354, 361, 385).

For O.C.Sl. telqte from nom. ace. tel^ 'calf, see § 244.

§ 237. 9. Stems in -s. The regular ending is -es -os.

Remark. Here, as in the preceding class (see § 236 Rem.),

there are only uncertain traces of -s. The Vedic gen. usds 'of dawn',

wMoh we took to represent *ms-s-bs'), is regarded by J. Schmidt as

standing for "usas-s, and in the same way he refers Mas Rig-V. YI. 8. 1

to *qhaa-s (Plur. 223). Against this explanation, see Bartholomae Stud,

zur idg. Spr. 77 ff., and cp. § 356 Rem. below.

a. Pr. Idg. *mewes-es -os of a mind'; *»wewes-os according

to § 228 pp. Ill f.; for the ablaut grade of the formative

suffix, see H § 132 p. 413. Skr. mdnas-as, durmanas-as

;

Avest. manaidh-o du§manatdh-d. Gr. Ion. fi(vg-og Att. /uevovg;

Ion. dva/ii£V£-og Att. iSva/usvovg. Lat. gener-is, Vener-is Vener-us
;

degener-is; tempor-is with -o- from the nom. ace. sing. neut.

(II § 132 pp. 418 f.). O.Ir. tige (nom. tech teg 'house') = Gr.

arsytog vtyiog. Goth, hatis 'of hatred', see below. O.C.Sl.

sloves-e 'of a word' = Skr. srdvas-as.

Other forms have a weak grade of formative suffix, as

*men-s-es -os 'mensis': Gr. Lesb. /uijvv-og Att. /.ti^v-og, Lat.

mens-is, O.Ir. mis. Cp. II § 132 p. 415.

Greek Att. ^wy.^drov beside ^mx^dTovg and the like,

following TToXiTov, cp. ace. ^wx^uri^v instead of ^coxquti] § 220

1) Above, II § 133 p. 423. And compare Bartholomae Stud, zur

idg. Spr. I 20, 55.
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p. 97, dat. ^WTiQarri § 272. Also Lesb. Qsoysvrj on the model

of stems in S, like voc. -yivs (§ 209), ace. -yivrjv (§ 220), dat.

-yivri (§ 272).

Grothic. hatis is once found, Ephes. 2. 3 harna hatis

'rsxva ogyrjs in Ambr. B., whilst Ambr. A. has lama hatize.

The forms hatiz-is, agis-is (agis 'fear') etc. follow the o-stems.

So also O.H.Gr. ahir-es {ahir 'ear of corn'); beside which are

found Tcalhes (cp. Kelhiris-bach) lambes, which were made on

the model of worte-s after the nom. ace. Jcalb lamb etc.

had come, in the regular course of sound-change, to belong

apparently to the same class as wort.

Perhaps Goth, lambis and like forms are to be classed

with hatis. Because these words, hke neuter o-stems, made

their gen. sing, in -«s, they came to be declined like them

in other cases: nom. lamb etc. (Michels, Zum Wechsel des

Nominalgeschlechts, I 17). To this one other factor may have

contributed; namely, the practice of representing es-stems ui

composition by a corresponding form in -o- (Goth, hrdiva-,

Norse Run. klewa- = y.lso-, see Burg, Euneninschr. 19,

O.West.Germ. reqm-, cp. n § 12 p. 28, § 40 Rem. 5 pp. 73 f.).

Old Church Slavonic, slova beside sloves-e, a re-

formation like O.H.G. Jcalbes, see H § 132 p. 422.

b. The gen. sing, belonging to the nom. in Idg. *-os has

this ending. Skr. usds-as Gr. ijovg for *^6(n)-og 'of dawn'.

Lat. honor-is with o taken from the nom., like dator-is § 235

p. 126.

c. Pr. Idg. *qreu9S-es -os n. 'of flesh': Skr. Jcravis-as,

Gr. Att. XQSWQ for *iiQsa(a)-og.

d. Pr.Idg. comparative *dlis-es -os 'ocioris' (cp. II § 135

p. 429): Skr. dkyas-as Avest. asyanh-o^ Lat. ocior-is (like

honor-is, in b. above). In Greek we have rjSiov-os with -ien-.

O.C.Sl. slaSdtsa, extended by the suffix -io-.

e. Pr. Idg. part. perf. act. *ueidus-es -os 'of him who

knows': Skr. vidus-as Avest. vtdus-d. Greek sMor-og, with

-Uet: Balto-Slavonic : Lith. mirusio O.C.Sl. m^rusa, extended

by -io-.

Brngmann, Elements. III. ^
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f. Root-Nouns. 8kr. nas-ds 'of a nose', Lat. nar-is. 8kr.

us-ds Avest. Aidh-o 'oris', Lat. or-is. Skr. mus-as (inferred

from the nom. pi. m4s-as) Gr. /uvog (instead of the strictly-

regular */.iv6g, see II § 160 p. 485) Lat. mur-is 'of a mouse'.

§ 238. 10. Lastly, the genitive of certain root-nouns

whose root ends in m or i may be cited.

Skr. nav-ds Gr. vo^-og vimg (I § 611 p. 462) Lat. nav-is

'of a ship'.

Skr. ray-ds from ra-s 'goods, wealth', Lat. rSl (cp. dat.

rel) a re-formate like faciei § 230 p. 118.

Skr. div-ds dyo-s, Gr. Aif-og, Lat. Jov-is, from nom.

Skr. dydli-s 'daylight', Zsvg-^ O.H.G. Zios perhaps for *d(i)eu-s

= Skr. dyo-s (cp. nom. Zio § 199 p. 80) and A.S. Ttwes =
*di(i)eu-es. Skr. go-s, and in the Yeda gdv-as as well, Avest.

geu-s gao-s, Gr. jSo(/)-o'g and a by-form ^og in Bod-noQ-og for

*gu-os, Lat. bov-is, O.Ir. 6om (later 6o) for *bou-os, from

*3e?^- *SOM- 'head of cattle'; O.H.G. kuo, and possibly A.S.

cy (p. 80 footnote 1) from a form of the stem to be inferred

from the ace. sing.' and perhaps from the nom. sing, too (H.G.

kuo- A.S. CU-), see § 199 p. 80, § 221 p. 98. Skr. div-ds Gr.

Jif-6g Boa- : Skr. dyo-s go-s = Avest. hamaestr-o : sdstar-s,

see § 231 pp. 119 f. Later re-formates are Lat. Jov-is A.S.

Ttw-es Ved. gdv-as Gr. ^o{f)-6g Lat. bov-is O.Ir. bou, cp. Avest.

iDay-o and like forms p. 120.

§ 239. II. Formation of the Genitive in o-stems

(cp. § 228 pp. 113 f.).

a. The Pronominal Endings -sio and -so. Pr.Idg.

*ulqo-sio 'lupi' (had nouns *-e-sio beside *-o-sio, as pronouns

had? see §§ 418, 450). Skr. vfka-sya; Avest. vehrka-h?,

Gathic vehrka-hya (I § 125 p. 115), O.Pers. kara-hya 'of a

people, host'. Armen. gailo-y (I § 561 p. 417); the ending

-ay in proper names, as Trdatay (nom. Trdat) Maremay
(nom. Mariam) is perhaps the Iran, -a-hia borrowed ; however,

it is not quite certain that Armen. -oy -ay have the origin here

suggested; see below. Gr. Horn. Ivkow; and, side by side with.
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this kind, forms like AioXoo are shewn by the metre to be

necessary (the MSS. have Alolov)^ Horn. n.r)VElso)o (nora.

IlijviXsco-g) for *-7]oo (I § 611 p. 462), Ion. Att. kvy.ov, Dor. kvxo.

Armen. -oy may or may not be one of these endings.

What makes it uncertain is this. The ablative -oy can be

referred to *-o-tos (cp. Ski-, mukha-tds), and it might then be

assumed that the ablative form was used as genitive owing to

the relation between pairs of forms like abl. i zardu: gen.

zardu. Cp. § 244 p. 142.

In the Cyprian dialect of Greek occurs the ending -cox',

as aQyvQwv = Att. dgyvQov. It is usual to connect this with

Arcad. rco-vl 'huius', in which case the ending will have been

borrowed from the pronoun. But there are difficulties in the

way of this view. Some assume that the ending -oi which is

found in some parts of Thessaly (e. g. XQovoi, rot) comes from

-010. This is hardly likely; it is far more probable that these

were locatives used in the genitive sense (§ 263); see below, b.

*-e-so *-o-so in Germanic. Examples of its use with

pronouns are Goth, pis of this' hvi-s "of which?' (§ 419). It

doubtless did not pass on to the noun until the independent

growth of Germanic had begun. The position of the word

accent in the pronominal forms, *pe-so, *xue-so, explains the

breathed s (O.H.G. imclfes O.Icel. ulf-s) and the e (not i) of

the ending -es in West Germanic (the i of Goth, -is did not

arise until Gothic had split off and become independent). In

Goth, and O.H.G. *-e-so , Goth, vulfis O.H.G. wolfes. Old

Norse *-o-so, Forse Run. Godagas O.Icel. tdfs (beside pess 'of

the, of this'). In the oldest documents of A.S., and still later

dialectically, we find -ces = *-o-so, as dce^ces 'of a day', else-

where -es = *-e-so^ dce^es; so also in pronouns, dees and des.

b. Latin and Keltic -t. Lat. lup^. The oldest

specimens of the language have -i; later we find both -% and

-ei, but the latter may be nothing more than another mode of

writing the sound of -f, as it is in veivos (I § 41 p. 38). The

ending -% in jo-stems dates back to the prehistoric period;

e. g. fill (nom. fUiu-s), so also Palisc. -i, as Cest 'Caesii'

9*
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(Deecke, Die Pal., p. 264). The ending -il is later, and due

to -i- passing into the genitiye from the other cases; it first

appeared in adjectives, afterwards in substantives. O.Ir. fir

'viri*, make 'filii', Irish Ogam inscr. maqi (-??) = maicc, Gall.

Ategnati (nom. Ategnato-s), and like forms, io-stems: O.Ir.

celi 'socii* for *-i{i)i. In TJmbro-Samnitic o-stems show the

ending -eis: Umbr. popler 'populi', Osc. sakarakleis 'sacelli'.

Two considerations make it not improbable a priori that

this noun-genitive is a locative formation. These are (1) that

in pronouns the Idg. locative in -i (-e-i -o-i) is used from

the proethnic stage onwards not only as a locative, but as a

genitive (Skr. me Gr. /.lol etc., see § 447), and in particular

the genitives Lat. istius Osc. eizeis can be shewn to be trans-

formations of original forms in e-i (§ 419); (2) Thessal. ygovoi

is a locative (see last page). It is quite permissible to refer

Kelt. -2, i. e. -% to *-e«, especially as examples of Gall, -i (-T),

for *-ai, have been preserved (§ 247). This may perhaps

explain the phonetic difficulties of the Latin forms, fill, a

genitive in function, is locative in form, the suffix being Idg.

-% {-I- is the weak grade form of -io—mo-, as in the voc. fill

and elsewhere , see § 201 p. 83) ; this formation would give

an easy explanation of Lith. -yje in sodyje (nom. sodi-s 'word').

At the same time proethnic Latin had *lupei in use, and the

-ei of this, by association with fill, became -i earlier than the

same change took place elsewhere in the language; hence it

is that -i is the regular mode of writing this termination in

the earliest records of Latin. But in the Umbro-Samnitic

branch ~ei was kept, although it was extended, as it was in

pronouns, by adding -s, and thus became -eis (cp. O.Lat. gen.

ml-s ti-s § 447); the result was that there was a confluence

of 0- and e-stems here (cp. Lottner, Kuhn-Schleicher's Beitr.

n 311 f.).

Remark. Not much stress must be laid on the form Zextoi 'Sexti'

found in a Faliscan inscription (Deecke, Die Fal., p. 180). In the two
other proper names found in this inscription, Voltio 'Voltius' and Folcageo

'Folcosius', s has dropped; and the same may have happened to Zextoi.

*Zextois -would be parallel to Ceises 'Caesii' Calitenes 'Calitenii'. Or it
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is quite eonoeivable that -oi is formed on the analogy of the -ai in a-

stems, as Voltai 'Voltae', in the same way as Lat. equorum follows the

analogy of equarum (§ 345), and loo. pi. Lat. Sabell. -6s follows -as

(§ 857). Lastly, there is the possibility that the engraver has made a
mistake.

c. Lith. vi^ko, O.C.Sl. vluha, doubtless an ablative form

(§ 241). Side by side with this occur the following pronominal

forms, Pruss. ste-sse 0.0.81. ce-so (§ 418).

Ablative Singular.^)

§ 240. This case had no form proper to itself in the

parent language, except with o-stems. In these the ablative

ended in -ed and -od ; in other stems the genitive and ablative

had the same ending (§ 228 pp. 112 f.).

-ed and -od are related in the same way as -e-sio and o-sio

in the genitive singular, -ei and -oi in the locative singular, and

-e and -o in the instrumental singular. Probably the e-vowel

was originally used where the syllable carried the chief word

accent (I § 311 pp. 248 f.). Oxytone ablative adverbs of the

parent language ending in -ed (lat. facilUme, cp. Skr. apakdd

'from afar' from dpcLka- 'distant') kept the e-vowel and its accent

dovra to the time when the languages had begun to develope

independently, just as in Greek we find the loc. adv. d/zaxsi

beside a/naxo-g, in Armenian the instr. adv. ardare-v 'aXTjd-wg

1) Delbriiok, Ablativ, Localis, Instrumentalis im Altind., Lat.,

Griech. und Deutschen, 1867. Zeyss, Uber die in Ablativform er-

Bcheinenden italisohen Prapositionen, Kuhn's Zeitschr. XVI 371 ff.

Bitschl, Keue plautinische Excurse: Auslautendes d im alten Lat.,

1869. Bergk, Beitrage zur lat. Gramm. I, Auslautendes d im alten

Lat., 1870. Max Miiller, tjber Ablative auf d mit Looativbedeutung,

Fleokeisen's Jahrbb. B. 113 (1876) S. 689 ff. M. Euge, De ablativi in

veteribus Unguis Italicis forma et usu locali, Curtius' Stud. X 383 £f.

Ha vet, L'ablatif des radicaux consonantiques (en latin), M^m. de la

Soo. de lingu. VI 105 sqq. J. Schmidt, Die lat. Adverbia auf e von

o-Stammen und die Singulardative der germanisohen Pronomina, Fest-

gruss an Bohtlingk, 1888, S. 100 ff. Paul, Der Ablativ im German., in

8. Beitr. II 339 S. Bezzenberger, Lettische Ablative, in s. Beitr. IX
248 ff.
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beside the liYing instrumental ardaro-v from the stem ardaro-

just, right' (cp. J. Schmidt, Pestgruss an Bohthngk, pp. 100 ff.).

But the case was different where the forms were not adverbs.

Then -ed and -od may have become independent of the

difference in accent, which was originally the condition of the

double form, even before the parent language split up at all.

In such pronominal forms as Skr. md-d 'a, me', -d is the

ablative suffix; so it is possible to analyse thus — *iilqe-d,

and to regard -e as the third form of the strong grade (I § 311

p. 247). (Note that Johansson calls 'the formation in -ed -od

an instrumental in -e -o to which a further suffix -d has been

added, Bezz. Beitr. XYI 136.) But it is also possible that

-ed -od first came about by contraction of the stem-final -e to

with -a'^d^ whatever that may have been; and that -a'd and

-d were parallel forms bearing much the same relation to one

another as -es -os and -s in the genitive singular (I § 115 p. 108).

The ablative of o-stems, as a noun-case proper, is fertile

in Aryan and Italic; and also in Grermanic and Balto-Slavonic,

if Goth, vulfa and Lith. vilko O.C.Sl. vluka are really ablative

forms. In Greek the only forms which preserve it are adverbs.

In Armenian and Keltic it seems to have vanished utterly at

the beginning of the historical period.

In Avestic and in Itahc, the ablatives in -ed -od which

belonged to stems in -o- gave rise by analogy to «-ablatives in

the other stems. This made it possible to make a distinction

in form between the genitive and ablative of these stems,

which had come down from the original language having the

same suffix (-es -os -s).

In some languages the ablatival -tos, which belonged to

adverbs, made its way into the noun system and became a

fertile case suffix. This happened in Sanskrit, Armenian, and

Greek, perhaps also in Slavonic. Cp. § 189 p. 66.

§ 24=1. I. Original ablatives of o-stems ending
in -ed -od.

Pr.Idg. *ulqod {*utged) from *utqo- 'wolf, *juged

{*ju-Q6d) from *jug6- yoke', cp. § 240. Skr. vflcad yugdd;
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Avest. vehrha^ O.Pers. kara (I § 649. 6 p. 496) from kara- 'people,

host". The ending -od (not -ed) is indicated by Avest. paskup

'behind, along after with k as compared with instr. fasca = Skr.

paScd with c, which therefore contains the Idg. ending -e (§ 275).

Greek : pronominal adverbs , Locr. w onw Cret. a onw 'unde'.

Latin : old inscr. Gnaivod meritod, in the later language Gnaeo

merito lupo jugo, and many adverbs in -o; Umbr. pihaclu'Tpia.culo'

somo 'summo', Osc. sakarakliid 'sacello'; -Ed in Italic only occurs

in adverbs (cp. § 240) , Lat. older inscr. facilumed i. e. facil-

lumed^ later facillume recte Falisc. rected, Umbr. rehte 'recte*

Osc. amprufid 'improbe' (e becoming ^ as in ligud 'lege' Ucitud

'liceto'). The following Germanic words may quite regularly

represent ablative forms (see below): Goth, vulfa juka, O.Icel.

ulfe ulfi, O.H.G. wblfu -o; and possibly we should class along

with these ablatives Goth, meina O.H.G. min 'mine, my' (from

the poss. meina-), which is genitive in use; see § 452. Lith.

vUko O.C.Sl. vluka, see below.

In Avestic occurs -ada as well as -dp, as xsaprdSta from

xsapra- n. 'lordship'; this was produced by accretion of the

postposition a = Skr. a, cp. the loc. pi. in -hv-a § 356. -ap

has been superseded by the ending of consonant stems (§ 242)

in yimap (yima-, a proper name), cp. Skr. yamdd.

Two explanations are possible of Greek adverbs of

manner, such as rug 'thus' (cp. Skr. tad 'thus'), w-Ss, cog, ovvo)

ovTwg, xaAwg, after the analogy of which were built up similar

adverbs from stems which had another final than -o-, as

JiaffiSQovT-wg
,

§aps(f)-cog, aa(ps(a)-wg aaqxZg. They may be

ablatives of the kind which we are now discussing, or they

may be the instr. sing, in Idg. -o (§ 275). It is hard to

choose between these, since the meaning may be explained

equally well on either supposition. If it were necessary

to regard the g- which appears in some of these forms as

derived from Idg. -d, it could only be ablative. But it has

never yet been proved that in any word -g represents ori-

ginal -t -d. In all probability, -g is a later addition, identical

with the -s of aip Lat. abs, tt/4.cplg beside ajucpl, O.Pers.
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abi-s beside abiy 'to', pati-s beside patiy 'against' (cp. § 228

p. 112). See the Author, Kuhn's Ztschr. XXIY 74 f., XXYH
417; G. Meyer, Gr. Gr.2 294; Osthoff, Morph. Unt. IL 53 f.,

IV 243.

Remark 1. I have hitherto been hostile to the view of Curtius

(Stud. X 218 ff.) that in proethnio Greek "ovtwt (*ovru>S) became oiirw;

before t- and o-, and that this form then came to be used regularly, no

matter what sound followed. My reasons were as follows. (1) ovruif

is usual before vowels, but before consonants oiVw. (2) "When -t (S)

and T- come together in Greek, -rr- is the result, not -or-, as xarrdr.

Such words as clnaazo-g IWf are no exceptions, since the sounds heard

in these words would be -ft- , or something of the kind , even in

the pre-Greek period (I § 469. 4 p. 345, § 490 p. 361) , and I did not

venture to derive (say) rag to from pr. Idg. *t6ftdd, i. e. tSd tdd.

(3) *ovTWT aoi, would become *ovTii>aaoi, as *naTaaa9i>:i becomes naaaaa-9m,

and it seems to me incredible that this would be regarded as ovTuig + aoC;

since aa for the living language was a lengthened s and nothing more.

But now Joh. Schmidt takes up the cudgels again for Curtius (Pluralb.

352 f.)'); and I must once more urge, against this theory, that so far

the change of ~t (S) to -g has not been made credible in any single

instance. For Schmidt's own opinion — that Hom. z^og is derived

regularly from *Tafag, and so coincides with Skr. tavat — is indefensible;

see § 225 Rem. 1 p. 106. I do not deny that it is possible that this

*toft6d^ or its like, once existed in the parent language, and that rw;

may be derived from it. But my own hypothesis still seems to me to

have far greater probability: namely, that we have here an adverbial

sign -;, which came down from the original language in certain forms,

and in Greek overstepped its original limits. Schmidt himself admits

the high antiquity of this -s e. g. in d/ug>(-g, which (following Fick,

Worterb. I' 18) he compares with O.Pers. abi-s. For our present pur-

pose, it is all one whether this -s is called, as Schmidt calls it, a neuter

formative suffix, or compared, as it is in the text, with the sign of the

gen.-abl. case. Yet another attempt to explain this -s has been recently

made by Bartholomae, Stud, zur idg. Sprachgesoh., I 75 f.

It is doubtful whether Gr. I? Lat. ex is one of the forms which
contain this adverbial -s, because it is possible that sx and ec, wherever
they occur, are simply short forms of H and ex made necessary by the

sounds which happen to come next them (cp. the Author's Gr. Gr.^

1) Schmidt says that in Kuhn's Ztschr. XXIV 74 I have "passed over

in silence the carefully considered view of Curtius". He has not observed

that my essay is earlier than that of Curtius, since it appeared as early

as May 1877 (it was the Habilitationsschrift for my appointment as Privat-

docent). Schmidt says that "no one has yet assailed it": here he is wrong
again, for I have indicated its weak points in Kuhn's Ztschr. XXVII 417,
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pp. 71, 219). But in any case I am firmly convinced that the analogy

of f| gave rise to hf (fij) as a by-form of h. Schmidt contests this

point too ; but how he can say, as he does on page 358, that I have not

explained why there is a difference in meaning between 0/5 and h, or

how he can speak as if I had given as the origin of erg beside h simply

and solely the analogy of the relation between f^ and sx, is a mystery to

me; for in the very passage which he cites (Ber. der saohs. Ges. der

Wiss., 1883, pp. 190, 194 f.) I have expressly said that sv; was coined as

the opposite to I? as used with verbs of motion, to which definition only

Iv ivith the accusative answers. The form of h was affected in only

one of its 'meanings, just as Skr. pati-, for example, makes the genitive

pdtyur when it means 'husband', but not when it means 'lord' (§ 231

p. 120); and cp. Gr. rsSyia? : vssvls. § 190 p. 67, and Kuhn's Ztschr.

XXVII 412. Iv; may have been formed on the analogy of ?|, even if i'i

liad already its sentence-doublet Ix in use by its side ; and the use of the

pair of forms, Irg and ly, was not regulated by the use of I'i : Ix, because

the newly coined Iv; meant something different from h with the dative.

G-oth. vulfa O.Icel. ulfe ulfi may be derived, without vio-

lating any ascertained law of sound-change, not only from the abl.

in *-ed, but from the loc. in *-oi (§ 263), the instr. in *-e (§ 275),

or the dat. in *-e(i) (§ 246) ; the Icelandic form may also be a

dative in *-oi (§ 246); and lastly O.H. G. wulfu may be instr.

in -0 (§ 275). In these, and in other cases of the same kind, it

must not be forgotten that a form may have had more than

one origin, since as sound-change goes on, there is often a

confluence of several inflected forms into one. But we can

hardly doubt that a more thorough examination of the Syntax

wiU often narrow the limits of choice, and shew that a given

form has not so many different origins as we imagined.

Gothic adverbs in -&a, as uUla-ha 'evilly, ill' hardu-ba

'hard, very' if they belong to the same group as Skr. sthula-

-bhd-s 'huge, massive' and the like (II § 78 pp. 216 ff.), are

either abl. sing, or instr. sing. (§ 275). But it is a question

whether -ba be not a particle (= Gr. (pij 'how, as', op. Hofer's

Ztschr. n 204, Pick's WSrterb. 1 3 686), added to the ace. sing,

neut. used adverbially, and meaning 'somewhat, noog or some-

thing of the kind.

The following pronominal forms are ablative: Goth, hvam-

ma 'to whom' hvamme-h 'to each' (*-ed) and O.H.G. hwemu
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(*-od) : Skr. hdsmad ') ; the Gothic form may also be regarded

as an Idg. dat. in *-e(i) (§ 246). Cp. § 423.

The Balto-Slavonic forms iMko and vluka have the

meaning of a genitive as well as an ablative; see § 228

p. 113, § 239 p. 133. The derivation of Lith. vVtko (-a in

some dialects, Lett, -a) from Idg. *ulqod is not vrithout its

difficulties, -o makes us hesitate; -u would have been ex-

pected (I § 92 p. 86). But there is no cogent reason for

deriving it from *ulqcLd, which would at once satisfy the known

phonetic laws; and the last word has not yet been said on

the representation of Idg. o in Baltic. As we have also in-

stances like tvora : tveriic, gole : selu, it seems best to put the

matter provisionally thus: there is a confluence of Idg. o and

Idg. a, in Lithuanian and Lettic, under certain conditions

unknown.

Kemark 2. Bezzenberger's assumption (Bezz. Beitr. IX 248 ff.),

that Lettic genitives such as to beside td (= Lith. to), tiltu beside tilta

(= Lith. tilto) contain an Idg. ablative in -orf, is doubtless right. Leskien

calls my attention to a double formation in the Lithuanian dialect of

Veluna, vrhioh should be compared with this: namely tu', hatr& beside

d^vu.

§ 242. n. Extended Use of the (i-ablative in

Avestic and Italic.

1. Avestic. vehrka^ beside instr. vehrka dat. vehrkai

became the model , in prehistoric times , for the ablatives

hareniycip hamaycLp from the stems which make instr. iareniya

haenaya dat. barentyai hamayai. Now these same stems had

gen. *barentyah *haenayah (which appear in the historicaj

language as barentyd ha^nayA); accordingly, in connexion

with the genitives *sun-ah *mapr-ah *ber"sat-ah *manaKih-ah

(in the historical language sun-o mapr-o etc.) sprang up

the ablatives^ suna mclpra^ ber^zataj^ manawhaP; in the

same way basva^ and bazaop were formed beside *bazv-ah

(bazv-o) and bcizao-s, and asoip beside asoi-s. Cp. Bartho-

lomae, Ar. Porsch. I 74 f.

1) For -u va. htvemu, cp. § 198 Rem. 2 p. 80.
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In these forms too we find -d-a instead of -^; cp. § 241

p. 135.

Remark. It is not clear whether these analogical formations

existed in Old Persian. In this language both -d and -s (-h) dropped
(I § 649 p. 496); thus if there ever were such re-formations in -d, they

could not be distinguished from gen.-abl. forms in -s. taumaya {tauma-

'family'), which is used as an ablative, may be derived from either *-aydd
or *-ayas, as far as form goes. The two forms were only distinguished

in i- and M-stems, which made the gen. in -ais and -aus; but in these

stems no forms occur which could decide the question.

§ 243. 2. In Italic it is probable that at least the

beginning of the spread of the ci-suffix dates from the pro-

ethnic period.

-ad: Lat. old inscr. praidcid sententiad, later praeda sen-

tentia; Umbr. tota 'civitate', Osc. tovtad 'ciyitate' suvad 'sua'.

-ied (in Lat. and Umbr. this -ied and the ending -ie of the

instr. etc. have run together; see § 277): Lat. facie, Umbr.

uhtretie 'auctoritate*, and similarly Lat. re Umbr. ri 're' re-

-per 'pro re', -td : Lat. mar%d (it is true that the authority

for this form is the Columna Rostrata, but the word is

correctly formed) mart omm {-ei in the inscr. forms omnei

partei is merely a way of writing the sound of i, as it is in

veivos I § 41 p. 88); Umbr. puni poni pone 'posca' Osc.

slaagid 'loco, regione' Pelign. fertlid 'fertili'. It would seem

that -id spread from ^-sterns to consonant-stems in proethnic

Italic: Lat. e. g. air-%d covention-zd bov-id portion-i, corpon,

Palisc. op-td 'ope', Umbr. pef-i pers-i 'pede', Osc. praesent-id

'praesente'.

This re-formation in -ad -ed -id sprang up in the same

way as the Latin gen. pi. -orum on the analogy of -arum

(§ 345), and the Sanskrit nom. ace. pi. neut. -mi -uni on the

analogy of -ani (§ 339). At the same time, another circum-

stance seems to have aided this developement : the ablative

and instrumental had already run together. In o-stems the

ablative was used for abl. and instr., e. g. Lat. cum filio Osc.

com preivatud 'cum private (reo)'; and in consonantal stems

the instrumental was used for instr. and abl. , e. g. Lat.
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(Gnaivod) patre progncltus, Umbr. pure (in pure-to) 'ab igne'

(cp. below). But in the plural also, instrumental and ablative

had run together, and this may have had some influence —
how much we cannot tell — upon the use of the singular.

Suppose then that the -od of o-stems had added the function

of the instrumental to its own (the genuine instr. in -o can no

longer be traced except in adverbs, Lat. modS and the like,

§ 275) ; it was a natural step to a new group of forms in -ad

-ed -fd beside the original instrumentals in -a -e -i (§§ 276,

277, 278), the new forms being used for both ablative and

instrumental. This hypothesis agrees well with the fact that

in a-stems as well as in o-stems the genuine instrumental is

not found except in adverbial forms (§ 276). It was also all

the easier for this re-formation in -d to spread, because in the

plural, as well as in the singular, there were distinct forms

for the genitive and the ablative (abl.-instr.).

In consonant stems, during the historical period, there was

a struggle for the mastery between the abl.-instr. re-formation

in -id and the instrumental (also used for abl.) in (Lat. Umbr.)

-e. In Latin, the forms in -i grew gradually rarer, and gave

place to those in -e (e. g. instead of airid we find later only

aere); but -e itself quite early came to be used with «-stems,

as ove parte from the stems ovi- parti- (cp. ace. ovem following

ped-em § 214 p. 92 and gen. ovis following ped-is § 231

p. 121). By degrees, one or other of these two endings

became regular for certain groups of nouns. But neither in

consonant stems nor in j-stems did the exceptions quite dis-

appear; and the rules laid down by Caesar and other gram-

marians only shew how impossible it is to get at the facts

of a living language by studying the books of theorists. In

Umbrian, at the date to which the existing monuments

belong, the ending -e, which was also a locative suffix

(§ 269), was the more common of the two; e. g. nomne

'nomine' curnase answering to the Latin 'cornice'. In Oscan,

on the other hand, beside praesentid there are forms in -od,

lig-ud 'lege' tangin-iid tangin-ud 'sententia, consulto*. This
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is the ending of o-stems, which has spread further; clearly

because the two stems already agreed in the ace. sing, (-om)

and gen. sing. {-eis). (See § 218 p. 95, § 231 pp. 118 f.,

§ 239 pp. 131 f.).

Be mark. It can hardly be that Latin consonant stems ever had

an ablative ending -ed (which, if it ever existed, must have been a con-

tamination of -id and -?). dictatored on the Col. Eostr., may be a false

archaism (but as to theHanguage of this inscription reference may now

be made to "Wolfflin, Sitzungsber. der k. bayer. Akad., 1890 pp. 293 if.);

and the length of the -e in poetry (Bucheler-Windekilde Grundr. der lat.

Decl. 97) may be due to metrical reasons.

As regards «<-stems, there are wide differences in the

Italic languages. Lat. -Ud: magistratUd, later magistrMM.

But Umbr.-Samn. has the ending of «-stems: TJmbr. trefi

'tribu' fratrecate 'magisterio*, Osc. castrid 'fundo' from the

stem whose the genitive is castrovs. Or did u become i

under certain conditions in proethnic Umbro-Samnitic ? It is

doubtful how we are to regard Umbr. maronato beside

maronatei 'magistratu' (see Biicheler, Umbr. pp. 173 sq.).

One more point remains to be noted. In TJmbrian, fully

formed ablatives, both singular and plural, often have -tu -ta

-to affixed to them: as akru-tu 'ab agro' pure-to 'ab igne*

vapersus-to 'a sellis'. A -tu -ta is also affixed hi the

imperative plural. Both are equally obscure.

§ 244. ni. The Adverbial Ending -tos used as

a Suffix of the Ablative Case (cp. § 189 pp. 65, 66).

Sanskrit. Adverbs Uke td-tas 'thence' i-tds 'hence' gave

the type first of all for noun forms such as mukha-tds from

mukhd-m 'mouth' (cp. Lat. coeli-tus from coelu-m). Now pro-

nominal adverbs in -tas could be used as an ordinary case,

e. g. tdtah sasthdd 'from this sixth part'; hence nominal ad-

verbs such as mukha-tds became part of the case system, and

were used as ablatives. In Epic poetry they have become

exactly parallel to the ordinary ablative, and could be used

for singular and plural alike, as their adverbial origin would

have led us to expect: e. g. gurur ganySin pitflo mcitftai ca
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^the teacher is more honourable than father or mother', bhayq

dqstribhyah iatrutah 'fear of snakes, of enemies'. In Prakrit

the use of this ablative formation (-do -du = Skr. -to) spread

still more widely; see Lassen, Inst, linguae Pracr. pp. 302 sq.

Armenian. Examples of the ablative from stems in i,

u, and consonants are : i srte (srti- 'heart'), i zarde {zardu-

'ornament'), y akane (akan- 'eye'), i maure {maur- 'mother'.

The ending of these according to Hiibschmann (Armen. Stud.

I 89) comes from *-e-tos by an intermediate stage of *-ey

(I § 483 p. 357). In the same way, the -oy of o-stems, as

i gailoy, may contain *-tos, -oy being for *-o-tos. Further, the

genitive gailoy may have the same origin (cp. Gr. -d^sv used

as a genitive. Rem. 2 below). However, it is possible to

derive -oy from *-o-sio, and so the uncertainty does not at

once disappear. Cp. § 239 p. 131.

The Greek gen.-abl. ovof^arog corresponds to the Sanskrit

mdma-tas; but it was attracted to the stem ovofia-ro- {ovofzara,

<)vofj.drwv) ^ which contains the formative suffix -to-, and to-

gether with it formed a system of T-cases. See 11 § 82 p. 250.

ovd-atoQ vSuTog aTsarog etc. are genitives of the same kind,

see n § 114 p. 350, § 116 p. 365. It also seems that the

feminine stem d-s-juiT- (: Skr. dcl-mi-, II § 97 p. 289) was produced

through a false analysis of ^s/ui-rog; see Pick, Bezz. Beitr.

XII 7, Danielsson, Gramm. und etym. Stud. I 51. There are

no nominal adverbs in -to?, no such form as (say) *3^£6-rog

'divinitus'; the explanation is that when -tog had become a

<5ase suffix, and was regularly used for that purpose, adverbs

in -tog gave place to a new series in -d-sv (d-io-d-sv).

Remark 1. J. Schmidt gives an explanation of the r-cases of

<lvoiua which seems to me very unlikely (Pluralb. 187 ff.). He denies

altogether the connexion of these with the suffix -tos and the Idg. to-

extension of neuter n-stems. He believes that the nom. ace. sing.

ovofia = Skr. ndma, and *ipe^a (the older form of rpsoov) = Skr. bharat

eventually came to have the same ending; and that hence ovofiaroq

ovofiaTL etc. were coined on the analogy of *(p£^aTog.

Balto-Slavonic. Slavonic neuters in -q, gen. -^te, as tel^

'calf, may belong to this class, -t- did not originally belong to
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the inflexion of these words, as is shewn by certain parallel

forms such as Russ. telen-ok 'calf = O.C.Sl. *telenuku, mladen-

-wl youth, minor' (Pruss. malden-iki-s 'child') as compared with

niladq 'child'. We should have to assume that '*-tos made its

way into the case system, and that the result was a series of

^-forms, at some period when there were parallel genitives in

*-es and *-os. As the ending *-es became regular for the

genitive, *telqto(s) was transformed to *telqte{s). Cp. also Pruss.

smunen-t-s 'human being', ace. pi. smunen-t-ins beside smUnen-

ishu dat. 'human'.

Remark 2. In Greek, after tke analogy of ablatival adverbs witli

-5-f)/ C-^f), as evSsy xsX-S-fv n6-9fv, ablatival adverbs were formed from

nouns, e. g. ay^o-^sv, S-so'-&iv, fvyrj-dsr; and these drove the older series

in -to; (*a)'jo-ro!) out of use (see last page). But these noun-adverbs never

became exactly equivalent to the corresponding cases (the contrary is not

proved by Hom. ii ovqavo9ev, dno TgolijS-er). But the pronouns s/ue&sr, ae&sv,

*'*fv, which were formed on the same analogy, were doubtless fully in-

corporated into the case system; for in Homer they are used not only as

ablatives, but as genitives, e. g. B 26 vvy <?' }//e-9-sr i-iiytg coxa, v 42 z/105

TS asd'fv Tf sxt;n, Aesch. Pers. 218 ao( tj xat rixva ai-9-sv.

Dative Singular.'^)

§ 245. The suffix of this case was a diphthong con-

sisting of some short vowel followed by i. With consonant

stems it appears as -e in Sanskrit, as -ai in Greek (infinitives,

as id/.i£v-at^ and we may conjecture in some adverbs with the

ending -ai, as nag-ai beside loc. nig-i instr. naQ-i gen. Tidjj-of),

as -i in O.C.Sl. (synov-i = Skr. sUndv-e, -i standing for *-S,

cp. I § 84 p. 82, and to the works there cited, add Jagid,

Archiv fur slav. Phil X 191). From these we restore *-ai (or

*-ai? see I § 109 pp. 100 ff.) as the proethnic suffix. It is

1) Delbruck, Uber den indogermanischen, speciell den vedischen

Dativ, Kuhn's Zeitschr. XVIII 81 ff. Bartholomae, Zur Bildung des

dat. sing, der [ar.] a-Stamme, Bezzenberger's Beitr. XV 221 ff. Gerland,

tJber den. altgrieoh. Dativ, zunaohst des Singularis, Marburg 1859.

Hofer, Der lat. Dat.-Locativ; in his Zeitschr. fur die "Wissensohaft der

Spraohe II 192 ff. Forstemann, Zur Q-eschiohte altdeutscher Declin.

:

der dat. sing., Kuhn's Zeitschr. XVII 54 ff.
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not quite so certain that -t in Lat. patr-T represents this

dative *-ai (§ 249). It is also doubtful whether the Irish

dat.-loc.-instr. forms, such as coin 'cani', are datives in *-a»'

(§ 251); perhaps they are all locatives in origin (cp. Gr. kw-I).

Lastly, it is uncertain how we should regard the Lith. gerun-

dive forms in the dative absolute, as mdn be-migant(i) 'whilst

I slept' man parejus(i) 'when I came home'. J. Schmidt would

have them to be Idg. datives (Kuhn's Zeitschr. XXVI 260 f.);

*-ai would have become *-e, and this -i according to I § 664. 3

pp. 523 f.

Stems in o, S, and ie in the proethnie period had the

endings *-oi (*-ei), *-cli, *-iei, contracted from -o+ai (-e+ai),

-a-\-ai (or -a+ai), -jfi+ai (cp. I pp. 106 £). In a-stems and

ie-stems dat. and loc. sing, had run together even then

(§§ 264, 265).

Ifot all of the forms in Greek, Italic, Keltic, and

Germanic which are classed as singular datives in the gram-

mars are really dative. In both form and use there has

been confusion with the locative, instrumental, or ablative.

Hence great complications have arisen (cp. § 188); and many
points in the history of the Indo-Germanic dative, locative,

and instrumental forms in these languages remain dark for

the present. When this is so, care will be taken that as

complete a list as possible shall be given of all the possible

ways in which any given form may be explained.

§ 246. 1. o-stems. Pr. Idg. *ulqop)^ and doubtless

*-e(i) also, as in the abl. sing, there were both *-od and *-ed^

in the loc. sing. *-oi and *-H^ in the instr. sing, both *-o and

1) I do not consider it proved that a presumed *'iilqoi could become
*'iil(lo in Idg. Lat. lupo cannot be derived from such a form as *tilqo, if

only for the reason that the Lat. dative -o always remained long. I assume
a loss of -i only for -ei (and that perhaps only at the end of a sentence
or clause); vfhere the reason was that the two vowels of this diphthong
were closely connected (cp. I § 645. 1 p. 489). But I do not deny that i

may have dropped in 6i as well in the parent language. These sounds
may have been differently treated at different periods, or when their

position in a word was different. See I § 150 pp. 137 f.
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*-e (§§ 240, 263, 275). 8kr. -ai in the infinitive, e. g. the

infin. in -dhyai, as bhdra-dhyai, from the stem -dhya- (this

ending is also pronominal, as tdsmai dat. of 'this'); Avest. -ai

regularly, as vehrkai. Sanskrit and Avestic have another

ending -a = Idg. *-e(i), as Skr. sakhyd from sahhyd-m

friendship' Avest. asa from ase-m what is just, justice'; see

Bartholomae, Bezz. Beitr. XV 221 IF., J. Schmidt, Pluralb.

234 f. For Skr. vfhaya see below. Grr. "tijim; -ai later on

(in Attic in the second century B. c. or thereabouts) became

-M, Thess. -ov (I § 84 p. 84, § 132 p. 120); for the forms in

-o( used in several dialects for the dative, see § 247. O.Lat.

Numasioi inscr.
,

populoi Bomanoi mentioned by Marius

Yictorinus; later on -oi became -o, lupo jugo (I § 136 p. 123);

Osc. Abellamii 'Abellano', Umbr. Tefre Tefri Tefrei 'Tefro

(deo)', cp. below. O.H.G-. wolfe^ O.Icel. ulfe ulji, cp. below.

Pruss. wirdai 'verbo' with -ai = -oi, for *-oi; Lith. vi^kui,

cp. below.

In Sanskrit, nouns usually have -aya, as vfkaya.

Bartholomae (Handb. p. 95, Ar. Forsch. II 169, III 63)

regards this as the old dative extended by -a, a byform

of the postposition a, cp. Avest. frada'poii a 'for assistance".

He conjectures that the same -a is contained in the locative

ending Avest. -hv-a O.Pers. -uv-a, although of course an

original 3, may be contained here (§ 356); and it may be the

same as the affix -e in such locatives as Lith. rankoj-e

O.CSl. kcmen-e (§§ 257, 264) i), cp. § 186 p. 62.

Umbro-Samnitic. Two things are possible. (1) It may

be that in pr. Ital. -oi became -oi before consonants (cp. Ital.

1) Bartholomae (loc. cit.) takes a to be aVproclitic' by-form of a in

Avest. verbal compounds, such as a-sas-. In exactly the same way,

Wackernagel now holds that o- in S-tpsXoc o-xsXXw is the 'weak grade' of

w- in w-(peUm (Das Dehnungsgesetz , Basel 1889, p. 50). If so, I- in

e-9Uu) and words like it might belong to the same class. Are we then to

postulate that this prefix in Idg. had four forms, e : e and o : o ? That

would doubtless mean e i and u b, i. e. four strong-grade forms; for e

and could hardly be the weak grades of g and o.

Brugmann, Elements. 111. 10
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-ai and -ai in a-stems, § 247), and that oi became the regular

ending in TJmbr.-Samn. If so, Umbr. -e -i -ei is related to

Osc. -Ill as the instr. pi. Umbr. -es -ir -sir is to Osc. -iiis

(§ 380). (2) Or -oi became Umbr. -e -i -ei Osc. -ui in the

Umbr.-Samn. period, and not before; in -which connexion it

should be remembered that li may be read as o or o. It is

probable that the Umbr. dative ending did not become

identical with the locative ending which answered to Osc. ei,

since the loc. is consistently written -e -e, e. g. uze onse 'in

umero' (§ 263).

For the Iri sh Jiiir^ used as a dative, see § 275.

Germanic. O.H.G-. ivolfe O.Icel. ulfe ulfi for *uulfa% -ai

for -oi -oi, as in S-stems -ai comes from -ai (§ 247). But it is

possible to explain the O.Icel. form, along with Groth. vulfa,

as a dative by deriving it from an Idg. -e for -ei. ulfe and

vidfa may also be the ablative in *-ed (§ 241 p. 185) or the

instr. in *-e (§ 275); wolfe and ulfe, and doubtless Goth.

vulfa, may be loc. ia *-oi as well (§ 263).

Goth, hvamma dat. of 'who' hlindamma dat. of 'blind' (cp.

hvamme-h dat. 'each') may contain the Idg. dative ending -e(i)

(cp. Skr. hdsmcLi); but they may also be ablative like O.H.G.

hwemu blintemu (§ 241 pp. 187 f.).

Balto-Slavonic. Lith. -ui in vilkui arose (1) either at

the end of a clause or sentence and when a sonant was the

next sound following (cp. vitlcais = Idg. *ulqdis § 380), or

(2) in accordance with Leslden's Law of Shortening, stated

in vol. I § 664. 3 pp. 523 f.

The O.C.Sl. dative vluku (pronouns also have -u, as tomtt)

cannot be derived from anything but pr. Slav. *-om so far

as we can tell from what is at present known of sound change

in Slavonic. I do not know what to make of this form.^) It

recals the adverbs tu 'there* onu-de 'iy-sf.

§ 247. 2. ^-stems. Pr. Idg. *e]cuai. Skr. Yed. suv-

apatyai from suv-apatyd- 'a woman who has fair offspring'; but

1) Wiedemann derives this -u from Idg. -oi (Das litau. Prateritum

I 47). How this is to be supported I do not see.
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cp. below. Gr. x"'Pf\ the -i of -m dropped later on, just as

did that of -coi (§ 246, last page). O.Lat. Matuta, later eqiiae;

Fmbr. tute tote 'civitati' Osc. deivai 'divae'. O.Ir. mnai from

nom. ben; tuaith, *-ai becoming first *-ai and then *-f {-i in

soillsi was previously *-it); it is worth remarking that -I is

found even in Gallic, Brjlrjaufii from nom. Belisaina (cp. § 239

p. 132). Goth, gibdi A.S. 3:^e/e, and cp. the pron. Goth. J)izdi

dat. fem. of 'this' as contrasted with Skr. tasyai (cp. § 263

Eem.). Lith. rankai O.C.Sl. rq.c& (I § 84 p. 82, § 664. 4

p. 524, § 665. 8 p. 525).

Aryan. The usual ending is Skr. -ayai^ Avest. -ayai, as

dsvayai ha^nayai, a re-formation of the same kind as the gen.

sing. Skr. -ayas Avest. -ayd, see § 229 p. 115, § 264. The

shorter ending -Cti is only found in ia-stems. In Avest. -yai,

gaepycli from gaepyd- f. 'earthly', there need be no scruple

whatever in assuming that -yayCLi has been shortened by dissi-

milation ; and the only question is whether in Vedic suva'patyai^

-yai has not been shortened from -yayai in the same way (see

I § 643 p. 482, and J. Schmidt, Kuhn's Ztschr. XXVII 383);

cp. also gen. loc. du. yos beside ydyos etc. in § 307 and § 422.

But in any case the old ending -cLi was kept by pronouns:

Skr. kdsydi Avest. kahyai (§ 425).

In Greek we find -ai in place of -ai as we find -ot, the

locative ending, in place of -m. This -oi is found in Boeot.

(-Of, -V, see I § 80 p. 72), Arcad.-Cypr., Elean, and N.-W.

Greek; -ai is certain for Boeotian {nXav/as, fsXarlri, see

I § 96 p. 90), and so it was doubtless found in the other

dialects which had -m instead of -wt; it should be remembered

that -AI may represent either -ai or ai, as far as the letters

go. In proethnic Greek, o-stems had -oi (Idg. dat. form) for

dat. and instr., and -oi (Idg. loc. form) for locative; but d,-

stems had -ai (Idg. dat. and loc.) for both dative and locative

(the ending of the instr. was doubtless the Idg. form in -a,

see § 276). -oi and -ai became -oi and -ai in pr. Greek

before words beginning with a consonant (I § 611 p. 461);

and thus in o-stems the dat. (-instr.) form became sometimes
10*
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identical with the locative, whilst the S-stems developed a

form which seemed to be of the same kiad as the Idg.

locative in -oi, and this accordingly absorbed the special

locative uses.i) By this time the boundary line between dat.

(-instr.) and loc. was partly 'obliterated in o-stems, and in a-

stems the state of things was much the same. After this

both classes of stems moved on side by side in the same

direction: in one group of dialects, as lon.-Att., -w and -«

absorbed -oi and -5i in the declensions, so that these

survived only in adverbs and certain fossil forms (e. g. oiy.oiy

Gtj^ai-yEvijg); while elsewhere, as in Boeotian, -oi and -m

gained the day.

Italic. O.Lat. Matuta for pr. Ital. -ai, which answers to

-oi in Numasioi. Whether Menervai and similar forms of the

oldest inscriptions have preserved this diphthong it is impos-

sible to decide, because -AI may be differently read, -ai -ae,

the regular ending in classical Latin (e. g. equae), is the ante-

consonantal form of proethnic Italic (I § 612 p. 462), and was

also the ending of the locative (§ 264). This form -ai has

become the regular ending in Umbr.-Samn. also; and here

too it is impossible to trace any distinction in form between

dative and the locative (see § 264).

Ennius has terrcLi as a dative (cp. -cii gen., § 229

p. 116); apparently in consequence of the use of the same

form in -e* (ie-stems) for both genitive and dative (§ 230

p. 118, § 248).

§ 248. 3. %- ie-stems (cp. p.' 68 footnote 1). Pr. Idg.

*bhfgh'^t-(i)iei, and doubtless -(i)ie at the same time, 'celsae*'

(cp. the locative § 265). Skr. hfhatyai^ Avest. barentyai. Lat.

/ade, Umbr. kvestretie 'quaesturae' (and therefore O.Lat. re

1) -oi before sonants, and -at before consonants, survived side by

side : just as in certain dialects we find both -oj-s -Sirg before sonants, and

-OS -a; before consonants, in the ace. pi. of stems in o and a (§§ 326,,

327).
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Umbr. ri 'rei') can be explained as coming from Idg. *-(i)ie,

op. § 265; a second form is facit (as in the gen. sing., § 230

p. 118), whose -ii may be from pr. Ital. *-(i)iei for *-(i)iei,

just as -ai in S-stems came from -ai (§ 247, last page);

for the third form faciei see below. Mid.Ir. Brigti, insi; -i

for *-n, and this for -*(i)iei or *-(i)ie; the form may also be

regarded as locative (§ 265) or instrumental (§ 277). Lith.

Mmei O.C.Sl. zetnlji for *-iei (I § 68 p. 60, § 147 p. 131),

and this for *-iei, just as in (J-stems *-ai comes from -ai

(§ 247 pp. 147 f.).

Italic. Side by side with Lat. facie and facit is the

form faciei, which has got the ending -t from consonant

stems, perhaps following ret (cp. Skr. rcly-e). Are we to

regard Osc. Kerri Pelign. Cerri 'Cereri' as the dative of a

similar stem?

O.Ir. inis beside insi is an «-stem form (§§ 260, 278),

like the gen. sing, inseo (§ 230 p. 118).

Goth, frijondjai could no doubt be derived from *-iei

(cp. anstai § 260) ; but it must surely be a ia-stem form

like other cases, e. g. gen. frijondjos. Greek Att. (psQovarj

al-ridsla and Lith. vesancziai must certainly be assumed to

be *a-forms. Cp. p. 68 footnote 1.

§ 249. 4. i-stems. Different endings are found in

different branches of the language: -ei-ai, -(i)i-ai, -%. But

how these are historically related is not clear; nor is it clear

how matters stood in the parent language. Probably -ei-ai^ :

-i-ai = -men-ai : -mn-ai (§ 251).

Aryan. Skr. dvay-e Avest. aSayae-ca asee (cp. Bartho-

lomae, Handb. § 93 p. 40, § 224 p. 89); in the infinitive,

Skr. pi-tdye 'to drink' Avest. ker^-tee 'to complete' (II § 100

p. 298), etc. Some exceptional forms have -i-ai: Skr. pdty-e

'husband' (dat.) Avest. paipyae{-ca) lord , ruler' (dat.) , an ir-

regularity which must be explained along with the irregular

Skr. instr. pdUja loc. pdtyau gen. pdtyur; see § 231 p. 120,

§§ 260, 278.
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In Yed. and Avest. are feminines with -t: Ved. Utt from

iiti- 'help' Avest. fra-mruiti 'for recitation', obviously the instr.

form (§ 278). Bartholomae fixes pr. Aryan as the period in

which this form got a dative meaning (Bezz. Beitr. XY 245 f.)

;

but it appears to have had this meaniag, as well as that of

the instr., in the parent language. O.C.Sl. -t in nosti, pcjii

{pqti, m. 'way') cannot be explained without violence in any

other way than by referring it to this -%\ the same may be

said of O.Lith. vesz-paty (stem vesz-pati- 'lord'). Again, we

must doubtless see Idg. -l in such forms as Lesb. Boeot. Dor.

Ion. jSaoJ noil (cp. §§ 266, 278), which are used for the dative

amongst other things; besides which Lat. om and O.Ir. faith

may have the same (see below).

In Sanskrit there are feminine forms in -yai^ dvyai, a

re-formation like gen. dvyas (§ 231 p. 120), loc. dvyam (§ 260).

Compare § 278.

Lastly, we may perhaps add Avest. mrUite ara^-ca instead

of mrUitee araya^-ca, and the like (Greldner, Kuhn's Ztschr.

XXVII 226 ff.).

Remark. (1) Did this ending arise by syllabic dissimilation before

words beginning with a sonant (-ai for -aiai)? (2) Or -was it a re-

formation on the model of consonant stems, dating from some period

when there were nouns declined both as consonant stems and as i-stems,

such as abstract nouns in -m(i)- II § 102 p. 309 (cp. Lat. gen. ov-is

mort-is § 231 p. 121, Lith. gen. hrut-u §§ 348, 402, and the like)? (3) Or
lastly, is Bartholomae right in explaining the forms as locative (Kuhn's

Ztschr. XXVIII 21, Bezz. Beitr. XV 241)? Cp. § 260 Hem.

In Greek, there are no examples of real datives of

»-stems. For Lesb. etc. ^dal see above.

Italic. In explaining the forms called dative according

to the traditional classification of the grammars, consonant

stems and ^-stems must be considered together, since no

line can now be drawn between them in this respect in any

Itahc dialect. Latin from the earliest period has -ei -*, as

ovei om from the stem o»«-, patrei patn from the stem pati'-.

Also -e (quantity doubtful) in the oldest remains of Latin;

but amongst the examples found — Salute patre etc. — there is
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none which can with certainty be referred to an i-stem.

Umbr. -e, more rarely -i: Tarsinate 'Tadinati' (stem. Tarsi-

nati-) patr-e 'patri', Marti 'Marti' luvi-p. 'lovi patri'.

Osc. -ei, as Herentatei 'Veneri, Volupiae', Diiiv-ei 'Jovi';

but not a word amongst them which can be certainly regarded

as an i-stem (for Herentatei cp. p. 119, footnote).

Of these endings the Osc. -ei is the least obscure. It is

the locative ending of the i-declension, derived from Idg. *-ei

(§ 260) or *-e(i)-i (§ 266) — the spelling 'AnsUow-i^i 'Apollini'

does not prove that the e of -ei is long, -ei passed on to con-

sonant stems in the same way as -eis in the gen. maatr-eis

(§ 235 p. 126) etc. Umbr. -e -i may be identified with Osc.

-ei; and considering the similar genitive formation in the two

dialects (Umbr. matrer = Osc. maatreis) this view is in itself

the most probable, although it is possible that -e in karn-e

'carni' nomn-e 'nomini' etc. may come from *-ai, the dative

suffix (for the phonetics of this cp. the loc. sate 'in sancta'

§§ 247, 264), and -e in ocre-m ocre 'in ocre' from the loc. *-e

(§ 260). And Latin -ei -I may be the same ending as Osc.

-ei. But if infinitives such as ag-i da-r-~t are datives like

Ski', -dj-e ji-8-e (II § 162 p. 490), and the 2nd. pi. imper.

legimin-% answers to the Gr. inf. Isyfjusv-at (II § 117 p. 373),

then patr-t, su-t, socru-% cannot be separated from Skr. pitr-e,

bhruv-e, hairiiv-e. They would then be datives in Idg.

*-aV) Now comes the question whether -T has a different

origin in o«Jf and patri. Is it the locative of an «-stem in

ovt, the dative in patr%; or was ovt an ad-formate of patri

as were the gen. sing, ov-is of patr-is and the ace. sing, ov-em

of patr-em (§ 231 p. 121)? There is another possibility; -t in

ov% may be the same as -* in Skr. utt, see p. 150. O.Lat. -e

1) I prefer to keep to the view that Lat. ai in final syllables under

certain conditions became i, Torp's protest notwithstanding (Torp, Beitr.

zur Lehre von den geschlechtlosen Pronomen, 1888, pp. 15 ff.). At the

same time, I admit that Osthofifs statement of the phonetic laws upon

which this depends may perhaps be incorrect (see Zur Gesch. des Perf.,

193 ff.).
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may be regarded as Idg. -e(i), the ending of the locative in

z-stems; a view which is supported by the adverb peregre

(stem peregri-); see § 260.

O.Ir. faith, if it is the dative, can be compared only

with Skr. utt (see p. 150). Cp. §§^260, 278.

Lith. fern, nakcziai nakczei certainly has not the Idg.

dative -i-ai; but here we have a re-formation after the

analogy of -iS-stems, e. g. valdSiai valdSei from nom. valdSia

valdse 'government' (§ 247 p. 147) , in the same way as the

masc. vagiui (nom. vagi-s 'thief') followed the model of a stem

in -io-. O.Lith. veSz-paty beside Skr. uti, similarly O.C.Sl.

nosti pqti, see p. 150.

§ 250. 5. M-s terns. Of these much the same may be

said as of ^-stems , see § 249. The endings are -eu-ai

-(u)u-ai.

Remark. No probability can be made out for the theory that the

Idg. instr. in -u could be used as a dative even in the parent language.

As to the dative use of Lat. manu usu O.Ir. biuth, see §§ 261, 279.

Aryan. Skr. sUndv-e Avest. bazav-e like O.C.Sl. synov-i;

infin. Ved. iro-tave 'to hear', and the like (II § 108 p. 327).

More rarely *-u-ai : Ved. Sih-e {SiSu- 'child, young creature'),

sahdsrahahuv-e (saMsrabahu- 'thousand-armed'), Avest. xrdpw-e

(xratu- 'will, strength') = Ved. krdtv-e. Skr. feminine forms

in -v-ai, dhenv-ai, a re-formation like gen. dhenv-ds loc. dhenv-

-dm (§ 232 p. 122), cp. § 279.

Lat. manui (inscr. senatuei) for *-eu-ai (pr. Ital. *-ou-ai, see

I § 65 p. 52, § 172. 1 p. 152) or for *-ij-ai (see I § 170

p. 149). Cp. senatu-is § 232 p. 122, manu-im § 349.

Lith. s-Anui doubtless follows villcui (§ 246 p. 146), as

the loc. pi. sUn&se follows vilMsh (§ 326 Rem., and § 360).

O.C.Sl. symv-i iwith -ou- for -ew- (I § 68 p. 59) = Skr.

sundv-e.

§ 251. Nasal Stems.

Stems with w-suffixes have usually the weak grade form.

But the men- and Mew-stems from which infinitives are made
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seem to have had strong-grade forms even in the proethnic

period: Skr. dd-man-e Gr. 6(l-/iuv-ai Lat. 2. pi. imper. da-min-t,

Skr. vid-mdn-e Gr. 'id-/.i6v-ai, Sltr. da-vdn-e Gr. Cypr. ^o-fsv-ai

Att. doiJvai, Avest. vld-van-oi Gr. slS-sv-ui; see 11 § 116 p. 363,

§ 117 pp. 366, 367, 371, 373, and for the accent, Wheeler Der
griech. Nominalaccent pp. 57, 58. Compare the Idg. strong-

grade stem in -ei-ai (»-stems) and -en-ai (w-stems)
, §§ 249

and 250; and -es-ai in es-stems (§ 254). Observe also that

these are just the endings which are found in infinitives: Skr.

pl-tdy-e Avest. Icer^-tSS, Skr. Sro-tav-e, hhiy-ds-e doh-ds-e. The
strong stem may have come from the locative, which was also

sometimes used for the infinitive ; e. g. Gr. Sousv Skr. suSdn-i,

Lat. vwer-e.

Pr. Idg. *lcun-di 'cani', *iiid-men-ai 'for learning'.

Skr. Mn-e (for the accent, see p. 70 footnote 2), Avest.

him-e. Skr. tdksn-e Avest. tasn-e (tdksan- tasan- sculptor,

carpenter). Skr. dsman-e Avest. asman-P. (dSman- asman-

'stone, heaven'). Skr. inf. vid-mdn-e 'for learning, for

knowing", da-vdn-e 'for giving', see above. Sometimes the

strong stem took the place of the weak, even at a later

period, e. g. Ved. aryamdn-e beside the earlier aryamn-t

{aryamdn- 'friend, comrade'), and similarly Avest. airya-

-maine (airya-man- 'tractable'), also Avest. urvan-e beside

urun-e (unan- 'soul'). Cp. § 234 p. 124.

In Greek, datives of this kind survived only as infinitives.

Inf. in -/usv-ai, Epic and Lesbian, as 'iS/xsvai lisvyvv/Ltsvai,

II § 117 p. 371. Inf. in -fsv-ui is more general (II § 116

p. 368) : Cypr. Sofsvai (accent uncertain) Att. SoZvai , also

Uvai for *i-f(iv(u, ttijvou for *aT]-fevai: from these -vai was

detached, as though it were the inflexional ending, and this,

spreading most widely in lon.-Att., ended by usurping the place

of -/iisv(aO ; thus arose e. g. Sv-vai Siio-vui rsd-vn-vai ; elvai

Arcad. rjvai is not for '*eai'ou, but el/nsv ijasv (for *6a-/iiEv) has

been transformed at one step into tlmt i^vai through the analogy

of this set of forms, sldivai is doubtless equivalent to Avest.

vld-van-oi^ but the perfect ending -hai may in some words
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belong to Idg. -en-stems, say in tlxsvai cp. damv (the Author,

Morph. Unt. in 19 ff.; Johansson, De der. yerb. contr., 202 sq.)i).

Lat. carn-i, and, with the strong stem, homin-% edon-H

mention-%. The 2nd. pi. imperative in -mini, as sequimim, was

doubtless an infinitival dative; see 11 § 117 p. 373. It is not

at all probable that Umbr. karn-e 'carni' and the like have

this formation; see § 249 p. 151.

O.Ir. coin 'cani' may come from *ctm-ai, and similarly

arain (aruj 'kidney' etc. But the same forms may be ex-

plained as locatives (§ 269).

Lith. sziin-iui follows the analogy of stems in -io- and -i-

(§ 246 pp. 145 f., § 249 p. 152), and so do akmen-iui etc.

Whether O.C.Sl. kamen-i contains the dative suffix -ai (cp.

synov-i § 250 p. 152) or the ending of i-stems (§ 249 pp. 149,

151), is not clear.

It so happens that no example of the dative of any root-

noun in -m has been preserved in Aryan. We are justified in

inferring that there were such forms as Skr. gm-e jm-e Avest.

z^m-e from Skr. ksam- Avest. zam- 'earth', Avest. zim-e from

zyam- 'winter' cp. Lat hiem-i; see II § 160 pp. 482 f.

§252. 7. r-stems. Pr. Idg. *inatr-di 'matri', *d6tr-ai

'datori'. Skr. matr-e ddtr-S, Avest. mapr-e dapr-e. Lat. matr-f

dator-t {-or- comes from the nom. sing.) ; it is not very probable

that Umbr. af-fertur-e 'infertori, flamini' belongs to the same
class, see § 249 p. 151. O.Ir. mathir may be derived either

from *matr-ai or from *mater-ai, and it may also be explained

as locative (§ 269). O.C.Sl. mater-i is obscure just as kamen-i

is ; see § 251, above.

Lith. moter-iai moter-ei follows the analogy of ia-stems

(§ 247 p. 147).

§ 253. 8. Stems ending in Explosives.
Pr. Idg. *bhrghi}t-di 'celso'. Skr. hxhat-e, Avest. ber'zaite

and (with the strong stem) ber'zante; Skr. bhdrat-e 'ferenti'.

1) The same dative suffix is found in ipi^sa9-fzL (-»-m = Skr. -dh-e)

according to Bartholomae's convincing explanation (Rhein. Mus. XLV
151 ff.).
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Lat. rudent-T ferent-t prae-sent-i — but it is not certain liow

far this -ent- was directly derived from Idg. -tj,t- (II § 125

pp. 395 f., Ill p. 105 footnote 1). O.Ir. carit 'amico' dat. and

loc. (§ 269). O.C.Sl. telqt-i (from tel(^ neut. 'calf, cp. § 244

pp. 142 f.) like kamen-i, see § 251, last page.

Skr. sarvdtclt-e 'to or for completeness', Avest. haunatait-e

'to or for safety'. Lat. novitat-I, jumntut-i. O.Ir. hethid (from

heotlm 'life') dat. and loc. (§ 269).

Skr. sardd-e 'to or for autumn', Avest. arma^-saide from

armae-sad- 'sitting still'. Lat. lapid-%. O.Ir. druid 'to or for

a Druid' dat. and loc. (§ 269). Skr. -pad-e Lat. ped-i.

Skr. uiij-e, stem usij- 'desirous'. Lat. hibac-i. O.Ir.

nathraig 'water-snake' dat. and loc. (§ 269). Skr. «j^c-e, Lat.

voc-l. Skr. -raj-e Lat. reg-%^ O.Ir. (dat. and loc.) r%g.

§ 254. 9. Stems in -s.

Pr. Idg. *menes-ai 'to or for the mind' (for the form of

the stem, § 251 p. 153): Skr. mdnas-e Avest. manargh-e, Lat.

yener-t\ O.C.Sl. sloves-i like kamen-i § 251 p. 154.

For Skr. infinitives like bhiyds-e dohds-e see II § 132

pp. 412 f. and III § 251 p. 153. And doubtless the following

forms, with an original weak grade of the es-suffix, have the same

formation : Skr. jise 'for victory', Gr. ypdipai 'to write' (one of the

forms connected with the tf-aorist) and Lat. dari fer-n, see

II § 162 p. 490, and the Author, Gr. Gr.2 p. 116. An original

weak stem is also contained in Lat. mens-t O.Ir. (dat. and loc.)

ims, Idg. *me-ns-ai (II § 132 p. 415).

For O.Ir. taig (nom. tech teg 'house'), see § 259 p. 159.

Pr. Idg. comparative *oTds- ai 'ociori' (cp. II § 135

p. 429): Skr. dkyas-e Avest. asyawh-e, Lat. ocior-T.

Pr. Idg. part. perf. act. *ueldus-ai 'sldon': Skr. vidus-e

Avest. mdus-e.

Skr. nas-e 'to the nose' Lat. nar-t. Skr. as-e 'ori' Lat.

or-t. Skr. mus-e (inferred from nom. pi. muS-as), Lat. mUr-l.
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§ 255. 10. Stems in -% -ii, -u -uu, and in -f -J -f,

and Root-ll^ouns in -m and -i.

Pr. Idg. -ii-ai -uu-ai, e. g. *bhruu-ai from nom. *bhru-s

'brow'. Skr. dhiy-e 'to or for meditation' Ved. nadiy-e 'to a

river'; bhruv-e, Yed. ha§r4v-e 'socrui', Avest. tanuye i. e. -uv-e

'to a body'. Also, with the feminine marked by the ending,

Skr. dhiy-chi nadiy-ai bhruv-ai SvaSruv-ai, cp. § 233 p. 123,

§ 280. Lat. su-i, socru-T, cp. § 197 p. 76; vi may be con-

tracted from *vii-t. O.C.Sl. kruv-i 'sanguini', svekrUv-i 'socrui'.

Similarly Skr. gir-e 'for praise' pur-e 'to a stronghold' =
*gxr-ai *pll-ai^ and go-san-e (inferred from go-saif.-as, from

nom. go-sd-s 'gaining cattle') == *-s'^n-ai. Cp. § 233 p. 123.

Skr. nav-e 'navi', Lat. nav-t. Skr. roLy-t from nom. rd-s

'property, riches', Lat. ret. Skr. div-e (nom. dyM-s 'daylight').

Lat. Jov-t Diov-t. Skr. gdv-e Avest. gav-e, Lat. bov-t; the

ground-form was *Quu-di *QU-di, and the barytone Skr. word

is an ad-formate of gdv-i like the gen. gdv-as (§ 238 p. 130),

cp. II § 160 p. 482; O.Ir. boin (dat. and loc.) is an ad-formate

of coin, see § 221 p. 98.

Locative Singular. ')

§ 256. There are two proethnic formations.

1. In certain consonantal stems, and in i- and w-stems, the

stem by itself was used for the locative. In such locatives forms

1) J. Schmidt, Der locativus singularis und die griecli. «'-Decli-

nation, Kuhn's Zeitsclir. XXVII 287 if. "W. Schulze, Zura idg. Locativ

singul. der consonantisohen Stamme, ibid. pp. 546 ,£. Bezzenberger,
Die idg. Endung des Loc. Sing, der !(-Deolination, Ifachr. v. d. Grott. Ges.

d. "Wiss. 1885 pp. 160 if. Bartliolomae, Zur Bildung des loo. sing,

der fern, aj- [i-]Stamme, Ar. Forsoh. II 100 if. Gr. Petroni, Bei casi

nelle lingue classiche e particolarmente del locativo, Ifeapel 1878.

Schneidewind, De casus looativi vestigiis apud Homerum et Hesiodum,

Halle 1863. Bbel, Bin griech. Genetiv-Looativ, Kulm's Zeitsclir. XIII

446 ff. Hofer, Der lateinische Dativ-Looativ, in his Zeitsohr. f. die

Wissenschaft d. jSpraclie II 192 if. C. "Wagener, De locativi Latini

usu, Jena 1871. Deecke, Tiber den lat. Lolcativ, a 'Programm'-essay

sent in at Muhlhausen i. B., 1890, pp. 31 fF. L. Ha vet, Le loeatif
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the formative suffix had an e-grade vowel; sometimes the first

strong grade -e- (as Horn. S6-/.i£v)^ and sometimes the third,

-e- (as Cret. i^o-fnjv). Forms with the third strong grade

became indistinguishable from those of the nom. sing. masc.

fem. and the nom. ace. sing, neuter: compare e. g. do-nrjv

with noi-i.iiiv O.C.Sl. i-mq (§ 223 p. 100). As a matter of

fact, both these formations are doubtless the same, and

the only difference is in their use in the sentence.

2. The second is a commoner formation, found in all

stems. It had the case-ending -i, which seems to have been

the same as the -i in the loc. pi. -s-i (Gr. -ffi); see § 356.

This -i once had a more general local meaning, as is shewn

by the personal pronouns which contain it, § 447; cp. § 239

p. 132 and § 424.

-i added to o- and a-stems contracted with their final

into the diphtongs -oi -ei and -dL Elsewhere the sound

remaijied a vowel, forming a separate syllable; this happened

in Aryan (-1), Greek (-(), and Italic (Lat. Umbr. -e), now and

then in Germanic (A.S. hnyte, § 272), and perhaps in Keltic

(Gall. -rTgi, see § 271); in the two last branches it has left

behind many traces in the numerous umlaut ("mutated") forms,

i. e. those with modified vowels. In Balto-Slavonic it can be

seen only in the diphthongs of o- and a-stems.

Along with -i we have -t in Greek and Sanskrit, Horn.

naTtQ-l and the like (Hartel, Hom. Stud. I^ 56 ff.), Ved.

vaktdr-i and the like (Lanman, Noun Inflection 411, 426).

Wackernagel , however, looks upon this as a rhythmical

lengthening which dates from the parent language itself (Das

Dehnungsgesetz der gr. Compp., 12 if.).

In stems which show ablaut variation in their cases, the

strong stem is found before -i (-f) from the proethnic period

onwards. Thus it is natural to suppose that -i was added to

ombrien, M6m. de la Soc. de lingu. II 391 sq. Smith, Litauisches: uber

den Singularlocativ der Pronomina und Adjectiva, Kuhn-Sehleicher's

Beitr. I 506 f.
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forms which were used for the locative even without it ; cp. e. g.

Skr. murdhdn-i beside (rmlrdhn-i and) mUrdhdn. But it must

not be forgotten that this theory is not absolutely borne out

by i- and w-stems. In these stems, -ei-i and -eu-i are pro-

ethnic endings; but we cannot say for certain that there were

parallel endings -ei and -eu, although we do find -ei and -eu

(§§ 260 Rem. and 261 Rem.). Nor is it clear whether such

forms as Skr. mUrdhn-i Gv. dgv-i, Gr. narQ-i Groth. fadr^ Skr.

div-i Gr. Aif-l are older than Skr. mUrdhdn-i Gr. noifiiv-i,

Skr. pitdr-i Gr. TrarsQ-t, Skr. dt/dv-i; or whether they are

really later (even then they may be proethnic), and followed

other cases which had a weak grade of vowel, e. g. the dative

singular. These questions I content myself with suggesting.

Remark. Bartholomae (Bezz. Beitr. XV 23) attempts to establish

an Idg. locative suffix -«( beside -i, e. g. in Skr. muh-u 'immediately'. But

the forms concerned are only adverbs. Cp. § 356.

§ 257. I. Stems without any case-suffix used as

Locative Singular.

1. w-stems. Cp. § 186 pp. 62 f.

Forms in -en. Ved. mUrdhdn (murdh-dn- 'point, head'),

uddn (ud-dn- 'water'), Jcdrman (kdr-man- 'work, action') and

the like; O.Pers. xsapa-va 'or at night' i. e. xsapan-vS, (stem

xsapan-}, see Bartholomae Handb. § 35 Rem. p. 22. Gr.

al(f)sv adv. 'always', from al(f)iov 'space of time, eternity'; in

the same group we place the infinitives in -fj.fv, found in

Homer and in many dialects of Greek, such as So/xsv i3/lisv

s/.if.isv (Cret. El. rjfAsv., N.W. Greek eJ^tsv), which served as

the model for 0Qvv/^£v, ayi/.tsv , d^sfuv, £ard/.iEv. O.C.Sl.

kamen-e (stem kamen- 'stone') probably has the same obscure

-e which occurs in the Lith. loc. sing, rankoj-e semej-e etc.

(§§ 264, 265), cp. § 186 p. 62, § 246 p. 145 and § 409. A
different explanation of kamen-e is offered by J. Schmidt,

Kuhn's Zeitschr. XXYII 307.

Forms in -en. Avest. casmqn (I § 200 p. 168) stem

casman- 'a look, eye'. Gr. Cret. inf. S6-/.i^v.
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Skr. Yed. h&dma beside JiSdman "on the earth' is regarded

as a form in -•>} by Bartholomae (Bezz. Beitr. XV 39).

Lastly, we place here O.Ir. toimte beside toimtin (Zeuss-

Ebel p. 266), nom. toimtiu 'cogitatio' (Thurneysen, Bezz. Beitr.

VIII 269); -e stands doiibtless for *-iow, and that for *-idn.

§ 258. 2. r-s terns. Two groups of words fall in this

section. (1) A few forms which stand upon the border line

between an adverb unconnected with any declined noun, and

the case of a noun; as Skr. dhar-divi 'day by day', Avest.

z'mar^ 'in the earth', which are naturally associated with non-

nominal forms such as Skr. antdr 'inside, inwards' (beside

antdri-ksa-) Lat. inter, Gr. imfp Lat. s-uper. Gr. vvy.tmq 'by

night', perhaps containing -f, and Skr. miihur 'in an instant',

containing -fr (cp. Bartholomae , Bezz. Beitr. XV 18, 23).

(2) Secondly , certain living cases , as Skr. rndtdr-i doitdr-i

ddtar-i Avest. matairi doLtairi Gr. fiijTig-i, if they are really

extensions of loc. *mMer *doter; see § 256, last page. Cp.

further § 186 pp. 62 f., § 224 Rem. p. 104.

§ 259. 3. s-stems.

W. Schulze (Kuhn's Zeitschr. XXVII 546) cites Skr. sa-

-divas 'at once' purve-dt/iiS 'on the day before, early in the

morning', and with the latter he connects Lat. dius (noctU

diusquej. Another form is doubtless Sv-ds 'to-morrow' (cp.

Avest. sU-ra- adj. 'belonging to the morning'; Geldner, Kuhn's

Zeitschr. XXVII 253, 261). Gr. Dor. alsg 'always' beside ace.

raw for *aUo(a)-n (II § 133 p. 423). Lat. penes beside penus

-oris (II § 132 p. 419). Also O.Ir. dat.-loc. sing, of neut.

es-stems, as taig Mid.Ir. tig, from nom. tech teg 'house'

(Thurneysen, Bezz. Beitr. VIII 269). Lastly, Slav, sloves-e,

with affixed -e like kamen-e, see § 257 pp. 158 f.

§ 260. 4. i-stems. Pr. Idg. had parallel endings, -ei

and -e with -i dropped (I § 645 p. 489).

Skr. has only *-e. Skr. Ved. dvcl, agnd (agni-s 'fire');

the variants dvau, agnaii, which in the later language were

used exclusively, took their -au from M-stems, as sUnaii

(§ 261). pdtyau {pdti-s 'husband') took the place of pdtau
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owing to the influence of 'pdtye pdtya (see § 231 p. 120,

§ 249 p. 149), just as Goth, kinndu instead of *kmdu got

-nn- = *-wt«- by analogy (§ 261). Avest. aM, O.Pers. ahi-

frasta (ahi-frasti- 'punishment by the sword').

In Greek -Si or -e was extended by the loc. suffix -i,

and became -ei-i or -e-i, whence Hom. n6l'>^i Att. noXrj from

the stem tjoXi-. Cp. ace. sing. ZtJv-k built up on Zijv § 221

p. 98, gen. s/tis-To and ace. f]fi£-ag built up on *f/.is and *^|t(s

= Dor. d,M£| §§ 443, 450. noXiji suggested nolijog nok-i^sg and

other cases of the same kind (cp. § 231 p. 120).

The Old Latin "dative" in -e, as Salute patre, and the

adverb peregre may possibly have this Idg. -e; but -e may also

be Idg. *-i, the loc. suffix of consonant stems (cp. rur-e,

Cdrthagin-e) , taken over by «-stems. The ending -ei may
be contained in the Osc. "dative" in -ef, as Herentatei

'Veneri, Volupiae', and in the Umbr. in -e -i, as Tarsinate

'Tadinati' Marti 'Marti' (§ 249 pp. 151 f.); but -ei may be

derived from -ei-i (§ 266). Lat. ovl peregn too, and the

like, may contain Idg. -ei, as we saw on pp. 151 f. In the

same passage it is mentioned that it is quite possible for

the -e of Umbr. ocre-m ocre 'in ocre' to be the locative

ending *-e (cp. Sab. Flusare 'in Plorali').

O.Ir. faith used as a locative (cp. neut. muir 'in mari')

may have been either *uatei or *uate originally. Cp. § 249

pp. 151 f., and § 278. Perhaps Gall. JJcuete belongs to the

same class (Bezz. Beitr. XI 131, 153).

Goth, quma 'for coming*, for *kume? If so, the confluence

of this case with the "dative" of o-stems (vulfa, see § 241

p. 137, § 246 p. 146) was merely one of form, and did not

extend to use. (In § 231, page 119, we saw that the ending of

the gen. sing, of masc. i-stems need not depend entirely upon

borrowing from stems in -o-). However, great doubts as to

the correctness of this explanation are suggested by O.H.G.

chume beside wolfe.

Goth, anstdi ('favour', dat.) may come from -ei, and

Streitberg sees the same ending in O.H.G. ensti; he assumes
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that the first change of pr. Germ, -ej in West-Germ, was to

*-ei (cp. § 263 Rem. pp. 165 f.), just as he derives Goth, sundu

O.H.G. suniu from the same ground-form *-eu. But other

views of ensti and suniu are not excluded (see the Rem.

below, § 261 and Rem., §§ 266, 267, 278); and in amtdi

and sundu it is at least possible that a is due to the gen.

sing, (anstdis sundus) — cp. A.S. ^uman as contrasted with

Goth, gumin § 269, and the like.

Old Lithuanian had an infinitive in -te, which still

survives in some parts: e. g. dih-te trans, and intrans. 'to

burn' (beside nom. dekti-s, seen in ugnd-dehti-s f. 'stinging

cold', cp. II § 100 pp. 304 ff.). This doubtless comes from

*-tei : *-ei became first *-ei (I § 615 p. 465) and then -e

(I § 68 p. 60). There is another series of infinitive forms

ending in -U, which are added to cognate verbs to express

an intensive meaning, as dektd dega 'it burns up clear: -tb

may be derived from *-te according to I § 664. 3 pp. 523 f.

Thus both the Idg. endings -ei and -e were kept in use

together, but they were differentiated in use. "With dekth

we may possibly compare the adverbial form szaU 'at the

side' (beside nom. szall-s 'side'). As to Lith. nakti/jd, see

§ 264. Slav, -i in the loc. of z-stems, as 0.C.81. nosti, Mti

{zitl 'life'), and in the infinitive, as zi-ti 'to live' (Lith. gy-te

gy-ti 'to revive, become well') may be derived either from "^-ei

(*-ei, *-ei, *-/, I § 68 p. 60) or from *-e (I § 76 p. 66).

Remark. We have already several times assumed a change of -ei

(before consonants) to -ei in the European languages, in Osc. Herentatei

TJmbr. Tarsinate Lat. peregri, Lith. d&kt'e O.C.Sl. nosti, and cp. Streitberg's

explanation of O.H.G. ensU. Now since in men-stems, -men and -men are

both proethnic locative endings, it is at least a fair question to ask

whether -ei was not really -ei, and not -ei, in Indo-Germanio. Bartho-

lomae would regard Avestic infln. like mruUe as forms of this kind with

-ei, see § 249 p. 150. The same question must be asked with regard to

M-stems (§ 261 Eem.). Cp. § 256 p. 158.

§ 281. 5. M-stems. Pr. Idg. -et}, *sUneij, 'in filio'.

Skr. sunau. Avest. hdzau (O.Pers. bahirauv stem bahiru-

'Babylon', cp. the Remark, below). It may be conjectured

Brugmann, Elements. UI. 11
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that this ending -au served as a foundation for the Iranian

nom. sing, in -ciu-s, ace. sing, in -av-am, gen. sing, in -to-s,

uom. ace. pi. in -dv-as, as Avest. boLzcLu-s O.Pers. ddhyCiu-s etc.

(§ 196 p. 76, § 215 p. 92, § 232 p. 122, § 318).

Greek. Perhaps we should place here the locative of

nouns in -ft/g, as Inncvq ;jfO!A>'.£t/c , whose connexion with

Skr. adjectives such as aivayii-S 'desiring horses' devayH-s

'reverencing the gods' Wackernagel tries to make probable,

without having fully mastered the phonetic difficulties (see

II § 105 p. 319 and the Author's Gr. Gr.2 p. 100). Supposing

the existence of pr. Gr. *hippe(i)eu = Skr. asvayau, it might

have been extended to *hippe(i)eu-i, as in noXtji Idg. *-ei or

*-e was extended by -i, whence arose -e-i in the Greek form

(§ 260 p. 160). And as n6).7]i gave rise to the forms nohjog

nokrjsg etc., so Hmisrjf-i gave rise to *in7TS7]f-og *lmtsi]f-£g

etc. (cp. above Avest. hazoLu-s etc. following the loc. bazau).

-111- was everywhere contracted into -i;-, whence tnnijf-t

'iTi7T,ijf-og etc.') Why this re-formation was confined to nouns

in -svg and did not affect stems like nfj^v-g and I'jdv-q, I must

admit that I do not know. But the corresponding re-formation

in i-stems did not affect all words any more than this did.

n67a-g is the only word in which it appears ; but the reason

for the limitation is quite obscure. As to the re-formed nom.

sing, ypacpijg and its like, see Meister, Gr. Dial. II 110, 272,

Zura el., arkad. , und kypr. Dial. 40 f. ; Johansson, Bezz.

Beitr. XV 178.

Lat. adv. noctil (cp. Skr. aktau 'by night') and Umbr.

manuv-e 'in manu' must be placed here; so must doubtless

the forms, used as datives, Lat. manU Hsu Umbr. trifo 'tribui'.

*-eu in pr. Italic became *-eu before consonants, and this

became -ou (I § 65 p. 52, § 612 p. 462). On manU usu

§ 279 may also be compared.

Gall. Tapavoov (Taranou) from Taranu- 'god of thunder'

1) The adjectives in -t](J^)-io-; may have been formed directly from

the old locative , e. g. -no-i for *-ei-io-s and the like (II § 63 Rem. 2

p. 128; Johansson, Bezz. Beitr. XV 179).
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(cp. Taranu-cno-)^ where too -oy, comes from *-eM, *-eu (I § 66

p. 56). The same ground-form may be assumed for O.Ir.

hiuth.

Goth, sundu may come from -e«, and according to Streit-

berg so may O.H.G. suniti sitiu^ Norse Eun. Kunimu(n)diu

O.Icel. syni 'to a son'. But there are other possibihties ; see

§ 260 p. 161.

O.C.Sl. si/nu for *-eti through the intermediate stages

*-eu -oil (I § 68 p. 59, § 615 p. 465). For Lith. sUnuje

see § 264.

It may be that this same case-ending lurks in many
adverbial forms: e. g. in Gr. civsv 'without' O.C.Sl. vunu 'forth,

out' (both of these have -eu, the form assumed by -e^ before

consonants) beside Goth, inu O.H.G. Uno 'without' (cp. the

Author, Gr,-Gr.2 p. 218). Bartholomae (Bezz. Beitr. XV 16)

connects avfv with Skr. sanii-tdr, but he too regards it as the

loe. of a M-stem.

Bemark. In the European languages, we have often assumed a

change of -en (before consonants) to -ejt, as in Lat. noctu TJmbr.

manu-ve. Gall. Tagavoov, O.H.G. suniu O.Icel. syni, O.C.Sl. symt (Gr.

arfv). Here, as with i-stems (§ 260, Kem.) the question arises whether

there was not a proethnic ending -eu with short -e. Bartholomae, loc.

cH., cites, in support of this, Avest. perHo O.Pers. habirauv (Skr. Ved,

sdno proves nothing), to which we add Avest. anhav-a gatav-a (Caland.

Kuhn's Ztschr. XXX 539 f.; Jackson, Am. Or. Soc. Proceed., 1889,

p. cxxv).

§ 282. 6. All remaining stems.

Avest. dam from the stem dam- 'house', Idg. *dem. Ac-

cording to a conjecture of Bartholomae's in Kuhn's Ztschr.

XXIX 497 f., there is a similar locative formation contained

in the adverbs Skr. ham Avest. kqm, whose ground-meaning

he would have to be 'at pleasure, for one's pleasure' (cp. Skr.

kdm-a-s 'desire').

Skr. parut adv. 'last year' beside Gr. ntQvai O.Icel. fj'qrd

fjord adv. 'last year* O.Ir. onn-iirid 'ab anno priore'. Is partit

due to a confusion of *per-uti and *j}er-uet ? In II § 4 p. 9 we

connected the word with Gr. fcrog; but it must be admitted

11*
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that this hypothesis is not quite free from doubt. Cp. Feist,

Grundriss der got. Etym., pp. 30 f.

I- ii- and u- wM-stems, in addition to -ii-i and -uu-i (§ 268),

have -I and -u: Skr. Ved. gaurt, from gauri-s 'the cow of

the species Bos Gaurus\ camu from camu-s 'dish, platter'. It

is very unsafe to assume this formation for Greek and Latin

merely on the strength of Gr. Aeol. Dor. Ion. nokl and

Lat. VI ; for noXl need not come from nolT-g, but may come

from noXi-g (§ 249 p. 150), and vt may be explained as

being for *vii-i (§ 268). Nor need we postulate *svekry to

explain the existence of svekrm-e\ see § 268.

Remark. Bartholomae (Kuhn's Ztsohr. XXIX 583) conjectures

that goMrt camu were coined beside the loo. pi. gauri-su camd-su the

relation between them being suggested by vfke : vfke-su.

In Irish, locatives without -i might be looked for in

cathir beside cathraig (nom. cathir 'town'), bethu beside

hethaid {bethu 'life'), and similar words; cp. toimte § 257

p. 159, taig § 259 p. 159, hiuih § 261 p. 160. However,

many of these short "datives" were doubtless first made

from words whose nom. and dat. had run together, such as

athir 'father'. Datives like toimtiu (beside toimte toimtin,

see Zeuss-Ebel p. 266) give special support to this theory,

because they can be explained on no other.

§ 263. II. Locative Forms with the suffix -i.

1. o-stems. Pr. Idg. *ulqo-i 'in lupo', and also -e-i, as

*juQe-i, cp. § 240 p. 133. Perhaps this formation served for

the genitive too even in Idg., see § 239 p. 132.

Skr. vfke. Avest. vehrke, O.Pers. parsaiy (parsa- 'Persian,

Persia'); with the postposition a (or its unaccented by-form a,

see § 246 p. 145) Avest. zastay-a 'in manu' (cp. § 308 for

O.Pers. dastay-a).

Gr. Att. ot-Aoi 'at home', 'lad-fwT. Since in Attic the only

remaining examples of forms in -oi are adverbs (compare the

pronominal adverbs not, ol and so forth), similar adverbs were

made from other stems, as Kiv-vw-m from ij Kixwra. But

in Boeot., Arcad.-Cypr., Elean, and N.W. Greek, -m did not
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cease to be a living case-ending, and it became completely

confused with the dative in orig. -5i (§ 247 pp. 147 f.). In

Thessalian the loc. in -ot was used for the genitive as well

(see § 239 p. 131), for which the use of fwl ol instead of

a possessive genitive is primarily responsible (§ 447). The

ending -st is never a case-ending in any Greek dialect, but

it is only found in adverbs; as Att. ow*t, alsl ad (with instr.

(dfj^ § 275) beside Lat. aevo-m^ ana/ei beside a^ta/o-g, Cret.

SinXn etc., cp. the pronouns Dor. tih onsT and others.

In Italic, -ei is clear in Osc. miiinikei terei 'in com-

muni terra' comenei 'in comitio'. Latin has the locative only

in adverbs, which had doubtless orig. -ei, e. g. bellt, dorm,

spelt sometimes with -ei in early Latin; the explanation

of -e, as in die quinte, is doubtful. As regards Umbr.

uze onse 'in umero', cp. § 246 p. 146. Falisc. Zextoi

'Sexti' is a very dubious relic of Idg. -oi, see § 239 Eem.

pp. 132 f.

O.Ir. cinn 'at the end, after' (nom. cenn 'point, head, end')

for *kuennei or *kuennoi (Gall. Penno-).

Germanic, -ei, pr. Germ, -ii -% (I § 67. 2 pp. 57 f.), is

seen in A.S. dce^i (dce^ 'day'), and, with -i dropped, ham

(ham 'home'), and in O.Swed. dceghi O.Icel. dege (cp. the

pronouns pi, hvt), and doubtless, as Kogel says, in O.H.G.

adverbs like nidari, heimi beside nidare, heitne (Kogel,

Ztschr. fur deutsch. Alt., 1884, pp. 118 f.). -oi is seen

in O.H.G. tage, wolfe A.S. dw^e, O.Icel. ulfe, ulfi, and

doubtless Goth, daga vulfa (cp. Rem.); though ulfe, vulfa

may be dative in -S(i) (§ 246 p. 146), ablative in -ed (§ 241

p. 135), or instr. in -e (§ 275), and the West-Germ, and

O.Icel. forms may also be the dative in -oi (§ 246 p. 146).

Remark. It has been proposed to derire Goth, daga from *dagai.

Hitherto, in view of Goth, gibdi (I § 659. 3 p. 512), I have felt disinclined to

believe that in words of more than one syllable -«i became -a in pro-ethnic

Gothic — a theory, by the way, which is by no means adequately supported

even by the distinction between -oj with the acute and with the circumflex

(Hanssen, Kuhn's Ztschr. XXVII 612 ft; Sievers, Paul's Grundr. I 403).

But Streitberg (Germ. Comp. auf -5z; pp. 22 ft) has made it probable
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that the shortening of the long vowels in pr. Germ, -ei -eu -oi -ou took

place not in pr. Germ., but only in the separate dialects of Germanic. If

this be so, the theory in question is not barred by gibdi for pr. Germ.

-oi. It must be admitted that Streitberg's view is not certain; for O.H.G.

ensti suniu O.Icel. fundi syni may contain Idg. -ei -ei^ (not -ei -e?*), see

§ 260 Rem., § 261 Bem. It is quite possible to explain Goth, bairdi

(3rd. sing, opt.) as re-formation of *batra following the other persons.

Lith. -e, now only adverbial, nami 'at home'; more widely

used in O.Lith., as deve-iJ 'with God' (spelt diewiep). If

O.Lith. spellings like dieweie paneie (Bezzenberger, Zur Gesch.

der lit. Spr., 133) are meant to express the sounds -eje, and

not -e/e, they must contain the ending -ei, to which has been

affixed the same -e as rankoj-e has (§ 264). -e may be the

same as the first part of -ej-e (see I § 68 pp. 59 f.); but it

may represent Idg. -oi (I § 84 p. 81). How to dispose of the

ordinary ending in modern literary Lithuanian, -e (as vilM), is

a doubtful question. Leslden (Decl. p. 47) and Bruckner (Arch,

fiir slav. Phil. Ill 277) conjecture that earlier -e was changed

to -e on the analogy of -je, which I cannot agree with. "We

shall return to vilke in § 424. At present all ^o-stems have

-1/Je, the same ending as those in -i- (§ 264); thus we have

not only Sodyje, gaidyje from the nom. zodi-s 'word', gaidy-s

'cock', but also svetyjh from nom. sveczia-s. In forms of the

same kind as this last, -yfe is comparatively late; in O.Lith.

krauieie and krauie are the forms which come from krauja-s

'blood*, and so forth. "We have already offered a conjecture

(§ 239 p. 132) that sodyje is the transformation of an original

locative in -i (cp. Lat. fill used as gen. sing.).

O.C.Sl. vluce for *ti}qoi. But it is not clear why the

ending is -^, and not -i as it is in the nom. pi. vlwci = Gr.

XvY.oi. Little is gained by assuming that vlwcS, is an ad-formate

of the fem. r(\ce, (§ 247 p. 147, § 264). Compare I § 84

pp. 81 f., and to the authorities cited in Rem. 3 add Jagid,

Arch, fur slav. Phil. X 191.

264. 2. ci-stems. Even in proethnic Idg., locative and

dative had become the same in form (§ 247 pp. 146 f.).

Pr. Idg. *eTctiai. Skr. divay-am O.Pers. arbiray-d, stem
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arhircL- 'Arbela*. Gr. Ion. Qtj^cu-ysvijg 'born in Thebes'

El. 'Oiwj«77t«« 'in Olympia'. hsit. EOmae, on early inscr. Bomai;

Umbr. sate sahate 'in sancta', Osc. viai 'in via', cp. § 247

p. 148. O.Ir. mnai, tuaith, see § 247 p. 147. Goth, gibcii

A.S. ^iefe (cp. § 263). Lith. rankoj-e, O.C.Sl. rqc6.

Proethnic Aryan had *-ai-a with the postposition S,.

This ending remained in O.Pers., whilst in Sanskrit a further

affix *em was added to it (see § 186 p. 62), as in hyhatydm

(§ 265). In Avestic the a of the penultimate was shortened

after the analogy of the insti'umental ending -aya, whence

haenaya (cp. § 229 p. 115). The fusion of the particle a

with this case in pr. Aryan distinguished it from the dative in

-aj; and we may follow Streitberg in assuming that in the

same period the resemblance between "asudicl and *bh^gh')}t(i)ia

(Avest. her^zantya O.Pers. harauvatiya, Skr. b^hatydm) caused

a-stems to acquire the endings gen. -Ciias dat. -aiai; see § 229

p. 115, § 247 p. 147.

In proethnic Greek -ai became -ai before consonants

(Qtj^ai-ytv^g
,
xa^ai rtvog) , but remained unchanged before

sonants and at the end of a sentence. For further details

see § 247 pp. 147 f.

In Umbr. totem-e 'in civitate* (beside tote), L. Havet

equates -em with the Skr. ending -ayclm (Mem. de la soc.

de ling., II 391 foil.). But Biicheler Umbr. p. 185 has a

more satisfactory explanation of it. He holds that totem =
tote -\- en 'in' (I § 209 p. 177); and to this he says -e(n) was

added again, by assimilation to words in which -e(n) remained

a distinct syllable, e. g. manuv-e 'in manu'. Cp. Prakrit

tuinam instead of turn 'thou' (Skr. ivdm) following aham T;

Lith. dial, juke-sis 'they mock', because -si and -s are both

used for this part of the verb (thus it is a contamination of

jukesi and jukes); Skr. Ved. 3rd. pi. mid. duduhrire instead

of duduhre after the analogy of jagmirt; and other instances

of the same kind which I have collected elsewhere (Morph.

Unt. Ill 67 if.).

Lith. rankoj-e like semej-e (§ 265) and perhaps dSvej-e
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{§ 263 p. 166) with the same particle of uncertain origin which

is iQ the loc. pi. rankos-e (§ 356) and in the O.C.Sl. loc. sing.

kamen-e, possibly the -a of Skr. dat. vfkay-a (§ 186 p. 62,

§ 246 p. 145, § 257 p. 158, § 409). rankoje semeje were

incorrectly analysed, and the ending was imagined to be -_/e;

hence such re-formations as naktyjh (nakti-s 'night') and sUnUjd

(sUnii-s 'son'). These forms lost their -e before vowels in pre-

historic times, and thus arose rankoj ranko, seme, nakty, sunm,

§ 265. 3. t- ie-stems (cp. p. 68 footnote 1). Locative

and dative had become identical in form in proethnic Indo-

Germanic (§ 248 pp. 148 f.). Pr. Idg. *bhr§h'^t(i)m and -(i)ie

*in celsa*. Avest. harentya, O.Pers. harauvatiya 'in Arachosia'

(as to the nom. harauvatis see § 191 p. 68); Skr. h^hatydm

with the particle *-em (cp. dhayOm § 264 pp. 166 f., O.C.Sl.

instr. tojq § 276), so also we have Avest. -yqm beside -ya

(Bartholomae , Ar. Forsch. II 104). hAt. facie, cp. § 248

pp. 148 f. Mid.Ir. Brigti insi; -i for *-ii, and this for *-(i)vei

or *-(i)jfi, cp. loc. cit. Lith. semej-e Seme, cp. § 264;

O.C.Sl. zemlji, cp. § 248 p. 149.

In proethnic Aryan the dat.-loc. forms *-jfli and *-jM

were differentiated in use: *-iai was appropriated to the

dative, *-ia to the locative. The loc. use of *-ia was natural,

because -a was the loc. ending of »-stems (§ 260 pp. 161 f.),

and other loc. forms had the postposition a tacked on to

them; while -ai recalled the dative ending of a- and o-stems

(§ 246 p. 145, § 247 pp. 146 f.).

Lith. vUanczioj-e follows the ia-stems; so probably Goth.

frijondjai (cp. § 248 p. 149).

§ 266. 4. ^-s terns, -ejci beside -e{i) (§ 260 pp. 161 ff.),

cp. dat. -ei-ai § 249 p. 149.

In the Veda, a few forms in -ayi, on the analogy of

sUndvi, have been restored by conjecture in place of the -Ou

of the texts, which violates the metre: e. g. a^'dyi {0,ji-s

'contest'). See Lanman, Noun Inflexion pp. 387 f. As regards

the fem. dvyttm, see § 231 p. 120, § 278 pp. 181 f.
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Greek Horn. noaiV nToXsi, Att. nnasi noXvi ; it must not be

forgotten that (1) Att.
ji

and si expressed the same sound by
the beginning of the fourth century b. c. (the Author, Gr. Gr."

p. 36), and so (2) we cannot tell whether -6/ was not meant to

express the old formation in -rji -jj (§ 260 p. 159). Ion. Dor.

Lesb. Boeot -r, as ^dal, can hardly be contracted from -u

(cp. ni), but contain the Idg. ending -*, see § 249 pp. 149 f.,

§ 278. Cypr. nroXift doubtless follows (iacrt^fi, as gen.

Ttfio/a^ifog follows ^aadijfog; cp. Stolz, Ztschr. fiir ost. Gymn.

1889, p. 748; Meister, Zum el. ark. und kypr. Dial., 37.

-ei-i is perhaps contained in Osc. Herentatei Lat. ov^,

see § 249 p. 150, § 260 p. 160.

O.H.G. ensti A.S. este may be derived from pr. Germ.

*anstei-i -ii-i (I § 67. 2 pp. 57 f) , as O.H.G. suniu from

"^suneu-i (§ 267). Other possibilities are suggested in § 260

p. 161, § 278.

For Lith. naktyjh nahty, see § 264 p. 168.

§ 267. 5. M-stems. -eu-i beside -Sip (§ 261 pp. 161 ff.),

cp. dat. -eu-ai § 250 p. 152.

Yed. -av-i, sundv-i, rarer than -du. For the fern. dMnvdm
see § 232 p. 122, § 279.

Gr. Horn, tj^u uarsc Att. i^Sst aarsi titJxsi. A non-original

re-formation in -u-i is Ion. Jorpt Att. 6opi (ddgv n. 'wood, shaft,

spear') for *dogf-t (I § 166 pp. 146 f.), following the analogy

of the gen. dovgog dogog for *Sogf-og (see § 232 b p. 122).

Cp. Germ. *'manu-i below.

O.H.G. suniu sitiu Norse Run. Kummu(n)diu O.Icel.

syni may belong to the same group (pr. Germ. *-eu-i *-iu-h see

I § 67. 3 p. 57) ; another possible explanation is given in § 260

p. 161. A non-original formation in -u-i is Goth, mann O.H.G-

man A.S. men(n) for *manni earlier ^mawa-i^ which follows the

analogy of the gen. Goth, mans etc. for *many,-iz or *man'ii-az

(see § 232 b p. 122). Cp. above, Gr. dovgi SoqL

For Lith. sUnUjh sunul see § 264 p. 168. — Did the ^

of dialectic forms in -&je -&, as danguoje Wilnuo, come from

the loc. pi. in -^se (§ 357)? Other suggestions are offered
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by Bezzenberger, JTachi-. von der Ges. der Wiss. zu Grott.,

1885, pp. 161 f., and lately by "Wiedemann on p. 35 of

his Litauisches Praeteritum.

§ 268. 6. %- ii- and u- MM-stems; stems in -f, -J, -»J.

The ending is -ii-i -uu-i (beside -i -u, see § 262

p. 164). Skr. dhiy-i bhruv-i, Yed. svairiiv-i. Also, with

the fem. endings, dhiydm bhruvdm ivairuvdm, see § 233

p. 123, § 280. Gr. xu vl ofpgvi vixvi (nom. viy.v-s). Lat. su-ei

and perhaps vi for *vii-i (§ 262 p. 164). O.C.Sl. svekruv-e

may have once been *svekruv-%, and -i have given place to

-e (cp. kamen-e etc., § 257 p. 158). The forms svekruv-i

kruv-i follow the analogy of e-stems, § 260 p. 161.

Similarly, Skr. gir-i pur-i go-san-i; see § 255 p. 156.

§ 269, 7. w-stems. Pr. Idg. -en-i -n-i beside -en -en

(§ 257 p. 158). Cp. § 256 pp. 156 fF.

Skr. murdhdn-i murdhn-i, dSman-i; the forms with a

weak stem are very rare in Vedic (see Lanman, Noun Infl.

535). Avest. Gathic casmaim from stem casman- 'eye'; asn-i

from azan- 'day' like Skr. dhn-i.

Gr. noii-dv-i , aQv-i y.vv-i (Skr. sun-{) ; and with other

strong grade forms by analogy, Ttxrovt, nsv9-ljv-t, ayuiv-i.

Lat. homin-e Carthagin-e, carn-e; with other strong grade

forms substituted, edon-e mentione. Umbr. menzn-e 'mense',

cp. nom. ace. neut. sakre 'sacre' for *sakri. In Lat. and

Umbr., locative and instrumental forms had become identical,

see § 274.

In Irish there was bound to be a confluence of loc. and
dat., as coiti (Gr. Y.vv-i\ arain, see § 251 p. 154.

Goth. gumi7i aMsin (Skr. uksdn-i), O.H.G. gomen gomin.

In Anglo-Saxon and Worse, this case has taken -an- =
Idg. -on- from the other cases: A.S. ^uman, ISovse Run.

-halaiban 'socio' O.Icel. guma; along with this, there are

traces in Norse of -in- = Idg. -en-; see Noreen,- Paul's'

Grundr. I 494. Goth, godein (nom. gddei 'kindness'), cp. Gr.

diSTv-t. Goth, tuggon rapjSn like Gr. ayavt Lat. ration-e.
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Lith. szun-yj^ akmen-i/jd follow the analogy of «-stems

(§ 266 p. 169).

§ 270. 8. r-stems. Pr. Idg. -er-i -r-i, cp. § 256

pp. 157 f., § 258 p. 159.

Skr. mCLtdr-i Avest. lu&tairi, Skr. ndr-i Avest. nairi =
Gr. dvin-i, Skr. datdr-i ddtar-i Avest. datair-i.

Gr. Horn. ,uiiTkQ-i uvsq-i Ilom. Att. fiijrg-i ai'^Q-l. dojroo-t

follows Saivop-u etc., doTijo-i follows d'orjjfj. ifpareff-i belonged

originally to the same set of forms as ffparopa, as Skr. ddtar-i

belongs to ddtar-am. Cp. II § 120 p. 379.

Lat. matr-e; dator-e with -or- following the nom. sing.

O.Ir. mathir for *mater-i or *moitr-i, which is dative too;

see § 252 p. 154.

Goth, fadr = Gr. natQi. O.Icel. medr A.S. meder O.H.G.

muoter = Gr. fiijTQi.

Lith. moter-yje and O.C.Sl. mater-i are modelled upon the

»-stems (§ 260 p. 161, § 266 p. 169).

§ 271. 9. Stems ending in an Explosive. How far

there was originally a strong stem in these, analogous to the

endings -en-i -er-i, is not clear. In another place we have

conjecturally restored such forms as *dent-i 'in dente' *uSq-i

"in voce' (II pp. 395, 480), cp. § 262 pp. 163 f., on Skr. par-ut.

Skr. b^hat-i; Avest. astvaiti astvainti from ast-vant-

'having bones'. Gr. ISovr-i rpsgovr-t, in which the original

form of the stem has been changed. Lat. rudent-e ferent-e

prae-seiit-e , where it is doubtful how far -ent- is derived

directly from -i^t- (II § 125 pp. 395 f., and footnote 1 on

p. 105 of this volume). O.Ir. carit, also dative, see § 253

p. 155. Goth, frijond O.H.G. friunt ; A.S. ted (= Gr. oJoVr-i)

with the j-mutation, nom. tod.

Skr. sarvdtut-i 'in completeness', Gr. oXortjT-i. Lat.

novitnt-e juventut-e. O.Ir. bethid from nom. beothu 'life', also

dative, see § 253 p. 155. Goth, menop A.S. monad beside

nom. Goth, menop-s 'month' (cp. Kluge, Paul's Grundr. I 360)

;

Goth. O.H.G. naht beside nom. Goth, naht-s 'night'.
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Skr. Sardd-i 'in autumn'. Gr. tpvyd^-t. Lat. lapid-e.

O.Ir. druid, also dative, see § 253 p. 155. Skr. pad-i

O.Pers. nipadiy i. e. nipad-i 'on the foot, at once', Gr. nod-i,

Lat. ped-e^ A.S. fet for *fot-i. A.8. /jwyie for *hnut-i (nom.

hnut-u 'nut'), in which the locative ending has not ceased to

be a separate syllable, because the stem-syllable is short

(I § 661. 2 pp. 517 f.).

Skr. uiij-i, stem u§ij- 'desiring'. Gr. /.iti'pax-i , oprvx-t

ogrvy-i. Lat. bibac-e. Skr. vcic-i Gr. Sn-l Lat. v5c-e, see

11 § 160 p. 480. Skr. -ra)-i, Lat. reg-e, Goth. reik. O.H.G.

AmoA A.S. bee (with i-mutation) 'libro'. O.L-. nathraig (nom.

nathir 'water-snake'), n^r 'regi' are also dative; but we cannot

say that Gall, -rigi^ in proper names, contains a loc. in -/,

because for all we know the dative ending -ai may have

become -i (-?) in some Gallic dialects (cp. BrjXrjaafti § 247

p. 147).

Skr. ap-i Avest. aipya i. e. aipi + the postposition S,

stem ap- 'water'. Gr. ylwn-i. Lat. dap-e.

§ 272. 10. Stems in -s.

a. Pr. Idg. *mewes-i 'in mente*. ^^. mdnas-i dur-manas4,

Avest. manah-i dus-manah-i. Gr. Ion. (isvu Sva^/xivil Att.

ftsvet Sva-nevti (cp. the Author, Gr. Gr.^ § 17 pp. 36 f.).

Lat. gener-e de-gener-e, rur-e; infinitives like vTver-e (cp. Skr.

dat. jivds-e), see 11 § 132 p. 418; tempor-e with -o- from the

nom. ace. sing, neut., see II § 132 pp. 418 f. Perhaps the

A.S. dat. loc. si^or from nom. si^or, beside Northumbr, eher

from nom. eher 'ear of corn, is of the same kind as Lat.

tempor-e (cp. Kluge, Paul's Grundr. I 860. 4).

With a weak grade of the es-suffix, *me-ns-i : Gi. Att.

fi7]vi Lat. mens-e O.Ir. mts, cp. II § 132 p. 415.

In Attic, beside JStoxputsi there are found a few examples

of -Kgavrj following the model of S-stems (cp. ace. -xpdvjjv gen.

-xpaTov, § 220 p. 97, § 237 p. 128). It must of course be

remembered that there was a confluence of t] and ei in

Attic as early as the 4"^ century B. c. (see the Author's
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Gr. Gr.2 p. 36). This fact may have done a great deal

to help the constant spread of the forms -xpdrijv -xparou

(Meisterhans, Gr. der att. Inschr.^ pp. 105 ff.). Lesb. Qioyivrj

too follows the a-stems, see § 237 p. 129.

b. Pr. Idg. comparative ^o'kiiiies-i 'in ociore': Skr.

dStyas-ij Lat. ocior-e {-ios- from the nom. sing.). In Greek,

with the suffix -Jew-, ridiov-t.

Pr. Idg. part. perf. act. *y,eid-'ues-i (stem *ueid-ues-

'knowing'). Skr. vidus-i. In Greek, with the suffix -uet-,

c. Root Nouns. Skr. as-i Lat. or-e. Skr. muS-i (inferred

from nom. pi. mus-as), Gr. fivi' instead of *t.iv-i, which would

have been the regular form (see II § 160 p. 485), Lat. mur-e,

A.S. mys.

§ 273. 11. Certain Root Nouns.

Skr. nav-i, Gr. vr/t, Lat. nav-e. *d(i)ieu-i *di%-i 'in

daylight': Skr. dydv-i Lat. Jov-e, Skr. div-i^ Gr. Atf-i z/it,

cp. n § 160 p. 481. *geij,-i 'in hove': Skr. gdv-i Lat. bov-e;

— Gr. §o-L O.Ir. hoin are re-formates (§ 255 p. 156). Skr.

Mdm-i 'in terra, Idg. *gzhem-i, see II § 160 pp. 482 f. Avest.

har^z-i ber^z-i 'in alto' (not actually found, but inferred from

cases of the w^ord which are), O.Ir. brig^ Goth, baurg O.H.G.

burg, see H § 160 p. 479.

Instrumental Singular.^)

§ 274. There are two distinct methods of forming the

Instrumental.

1. All noun-stems from the proethnic period onwards have

had a suffix, whose original form may have been -a or -e,

but which, is a vexed question. In considering what form to

1) Schleicher, Die beiden Instrumentale des Indogermanischen,

Kuhn-Schleicher's Beitr. II 454 ff. (= Compendium * pp. 560 ff.).

Moller, Tiber den Instr. im Heliand und das homer. Suffix -ipi, Danzig

1874. L issuer, Zur Erklarung des Gebrauches des Casussuffixes tpiv ipt

bei Homer, Olmutz 1865. J. Grimm, Der deutsche Instrumentalis,

Germania III 151 ff.
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restore as original, the following have to be taken into ac-

count: Skr. gerund praU-bhidy-a 'with splitting' (§ 278), Gr.

nsS-d naQ-d a^i-a and the like (§ 280), Lat. iped-e Umbr. pure

'igne' (Iguvine Tables, I. h. 20). In the present state of the

question I consider -a the more likely of the two.

Eemark. -a i8 supported by Ostlioff, Zur Gesch. dea Perf., 574 if.;

-e by J. Schmidt, Knhn's Ztschr. XXVII 292 f., Pluralb. 41 f. Schmidt

thinks that he has proved that the Idg. form of the suffix was -e and

not -o; but here he makes a mistake. He says that the Idg. feminine

formative suffix -or arose by contraction of the ending of o-stems with

a certain a which forms feminine stems. He infers that -e -o, the instr.

ending of o-stems , cannot contain a case suffix -«. But this supposed

feminine a is an entirely imaginary quantity. And even supposing that

-M in norv-ia is the same as the sound-group from which comes -i

in Skr. pdtn-i, which I deny (see § 191 p. 68, and Morph. Unt. V 29),

even then, before refusing to admit an instr. suffix -a, a scholar would

have to prove that the a of -la represents Idg. a and not 9. By far

the simplest explanation of the above named Greek adverbs neS-a nag-a

/jsr-d is to suppose them to be instrumental (jreSa = Mid.H.G. 6e<-

according to Bugge, Paul-Braune's Beitr. XII 419 f.); and if Dor. xgvipa

Att. xqvifij, like TraiT)], are to be classed with the instr. Att. jr^ tuvtij

(§ 276), which has more to say for itself then Schmidt's view that they

are nom.-acc. pi. neut. (Pluralb.
, pp. 40 f.) , then xpuf/ia too will be

instrumental. No hesitation need be felt in deriving Lat. ped-e from

*ped-n; it is quite possible phonetically (see I § 97 p. 91). There would

be more cause for doubt in deriving Umbr. -e from *-a , because of

words in which a has not been weakened, as tu-plak (see § 225 p. 106)

procaniirent '*procinuerint' prehabia 'praehibeat'. But these forms

prove nothing for final -a. No other examples are found which can ex-

plain the treatment of pr. Ital. unaccented final *-a ; but it is important to

notice that *-o becomes -e, in ere 'is' = Skr. esd Idg. *ei-so (§ 413) and

in este for *?s<o, *estod = Lat. istu-d (§ 417). "When we remember, too,

that *-i becomes -e when final, but not otherwise, as in the nom. ace.

neut. sakre and in ote (Osc. avti), we see that there is no need to

hesitate in assuming that *-a became -« in Umbr., and that pure comes

from ''pura. This is not the only instance of special laws affecting the

vowels of final syllables in Umbrian ; others are the fluctuation between

o (u) and a (I § 105 p. 98), and between n and e in ocar yacer^ from

the stems ocri- pacri-.

Perhaps Keltic may throw some light on the question. As far as I can

see, -e in Gall, are- ande- ate- may como from «', notwithstanding ambi-.

What is the relation of the O.Ir. proclitic ar and ad- at- to air and

aith-? Are we to gather that pretonic -e has become -a (*ara- *oto-)?

With the final -o and -e of o-stems this ending became
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-o or -e in the parent language; with the ending of a-stems it

contracted to -a, with that of ie-stenis to -ie. i- and M-stems

show -% and -m; Osthoff (Morph. Unt. II 139 f., Perf. 573)

explains these as due to "proportional analogy", following the

endings -o -e, -CI; that is, that given -o -e : -o -e, and a : a,

it was natural to suppose that i and -u would have -i and

-'1 for the corresponding ending.

2. Secondly, the suffixes *-bhi and *-mi are used for

the instrumental of nouns in various Idg. languages; *-bhi in

Armenian and Greek, *-mi in Aryan, Balto-Slavonic , and

doubtless in Germanic; besides which one example of each is

found in Keltic. The same suffixes are used in pronouns.

They are connected etymologically with other bh- aud

»i-suffixes which from the proethnic period onwards have

formed various cases of nouns and pronouns in all three

numbers. Examples are: Skr. dat.-abl.-instr. dual dkvcl-bhyoim

dat.-abl. pi. dsva-bhyas instr. pi. diva-bhis from dho- 'equa',

dat. tu-bhyam 'tibi' asmd-bhyam 'nobis', 0.C.81. dat.-instr. dual

pqU-ma dat. pi. pqti-mu insti-. pi. pqtt-mi from pqtt 'way'

(instr. sing, pqfi-mi), dat. loc. te-b6 instr. to-bojq from ty 'thou'.

A number of words contain elements which remind us of

the suffixes with bh, but have nothing to do with forming

cases; and I would offer the conjecture that the two groups

are etymologically connected. Tiie -rfii in n-cpi atQavo-cpi is

the same as in ai.i-(pi, and with this are connected aii-<f<M

Lat. am-b5 Skr. ii-bhau Goth, bdi, and perhaps Skr. sa-bhd

'assembly, place of assembly, court' Goth, si-b-ja 'kin', Gr.

i/i-ln-g and some other words. Cp. Johansson, Bezz. Beitr. XIII

122 f. Since bh belonged specially to the instrumental,

whose original meaning was sociative and comitative, one

would be inclined to suggest that the original meaning of

this root was that of being paired or together (this iias

been put forward already, § 186 pp. 61 f.). There will

have been parallel forms *bho- and *bhi-, related somewhat

in the same way as *qo- and *gi- (§ 410). Then bh

spread from the instrumental to other cases, as in pronouns
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-sm- (e. g. Skr. tdsmin) and -si- (e. g. Skr. tdsycis) spread

from one case to the others which show them (§§ 424, 425).

The m-suffixes, -mi etc., are to be set down to another root.

It may be conjectured that in the parent language these two

elements came in contact at some point, and had some one

use in common, which made them influence each other iu

form. But what the exact forms and uses of each were to

begin with can no longer be made out. Generally speaking,

the 6/i-forms are preferred in Aryan, Armenian, Greek, Italic,

and Keltic, and the m-forms in Germanic, Baltic, and Slavonic.

For a general discussion of these suffixes the following

references may be giyen : Sievers , Paul-Braune's Beiti*.

IV 391; Bartholomae, Handb. der altiran. Dial. p. 68 foot-

note 1 ; the Author, Techmer's Internat. Zeitschr. fiir allgem.

Sprachwiss., I 241 f.; Henry, Mem. de la Soc. de ling., VI

102 ff.; Strachan, Bezz. Beitr. XIV 174 f.

§ 275. I. Instrumental forms with the Suffix -a

i-e).

1. o-stems. Pr. Idg. *tilqd 'with a wolf; and side by

side with -o is -S, as *juge 'with a yoke'; cp. § 240 p. 133.

Skr. Ved. vfka, Avest. vehrka O.Pers. kara 'with a people

or host'. In Greek only adverbs are left: -o, the pronominal

TTw in ov no) etc. (O.Sax. hwo 'how, in what degree'), whilst

it is doubtful whether any adverbs like ovtm xalmg fall in

this class, and if so, which of them (see § 241 p. 135);

-e, Tarent. alij beside loc. alsi (§ 263 p. 165) ^), and in

adverbs from pronoun-stems such as Lac. mj-rroita (cp. Att.

nw-noTs), Gort. ^ o-vrj (cp. Goth, hve 'with which, for how

much, perhaps'), Cret. Heracl. Cypr. Att. rj 'if beside (loc.) ti

"\i"^). In Latin, certain adverbs come into this class, as quo

1) The old grammarians accent the vrord wrongly atiy, on the

analogy of ahc.

2) In Attic, r] is contained in liv and of for ^-«V, whilst el-dv

became l{^i)dv rjv. However, l(i)aV may possibly have become av after

xaC and like words, cp. iyia beside amfij for -i{ri)a (the Author, Gr. Gr.*

§ 10 p. 27).
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(cp. Umbr. sei-podruh-pei 'utroque' tilo ulu 'illo, illuc') cito

modo, bene male; and it seems best to add Ure are in Ure-

-ham are-facio (facit are), sue- in sue-bam -sue-facio and the

like ("Wiedemann, Beitr. zur altbulg. Conj. 125 f., and Bartho-

lomae, Bezz. Beitr. XII 91). O.Ir. fiiir for *firii, celm, see

below. O.H.G. fagu, later tago; from words with a long initial

syllable regular forms are only occasionally met with, e. g. hus

(I § 661.2 pp. 517 f.), for they usually have the ending of

forms with a short initial syllable as wolfu wolfo (cp. gebu :

iins : erdti § 276); o is kept in O.Sax. hwo 'how'; in Gothic we

find -e, live = Gr. Lac. nij-noaa; see below. Lith. vilJcu, cp.

gerSi-ju beside geru, I § 664.3 pp. 523 f. In Slavonic, the

instr. in -e is contained in comparatives in -i-jt-, as O.C.Sl.

nove-p (II § 135 p. 487) and in the first part of the

periphrastic imperfect, as nesS-achu from nes-ti 'to carry' (see

Wiedemann, loc. cit.).

In Aryan, the ending Idg. -e (not -o) seems to be

vouched for by Skr. paicd 'behind' Avest. pasca 'after, after-

wards' with c, as compared with the abl. Avest. pasMp

'behind, afterwards' with ^ (I § 445 p. 331); the latter form

therefore has Idg. -od (§ 241 pp. 134 f.).

In Sanskrit the ending -ena as vfkena is commoner than

-a in the Yeda, and is universal in the classical language;

This is a re-formation following the pronouns, see § 421.

Vedic has also -ena instead of -ena, as suriyena, tena,

which is probably due to the influence of the older

instrumental formation in -a, as vfka (J. Schmidt, Kuhn's

Ztschr. XXYII 292; Wackernagel, Das Dehnungsgesetz der

gr. Compp., 13).

Keltic. Forms like fiur celiu (Gall. e. g. Alisanu) must

be instrumental. This is proved by the way in which they

tire used. Without a preposition, they always have the in-

strumental meaning (for even with comparatives they are

doubtless instr. and not abl.).

Remark, fnir has often fbeen taken for a dative in orig. -oi.

This assumption can hardly be made good, because the dat. of a-stems,

Brugmanii, Elements. III. 12
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tuaith, must be derived from *teulai, whether we choose to regard this

form as dative or locative (§ 249 p. 147, § 264 p. 167), and -ai must

have been intermediate between this ground-form and the form actualh'

found (cp. I p. footnote 1). I make this observation on account of

what is said by Strachan, Bezz. Beitr. XIII 131.

Grermanic. O.H.Gr. taffii may also be explained as abl.

in -od (§ 241 pp. 134 f.). demu is certainly ablative, see

§ 423.

Goth, mdfa may be considered an instr., in Idg. -o or -e,

without doing violence to any phonetic law. But it may also

be abl. in -ed (§ 241 pp. 134 f.), dat. in -e(i) (§ 246 p. 146),

or loc. in -oi (§ 263 p. 165). Cp. pamma, which may be

taken for either abl. in -ed (cp. Skr. tdsmad) or dat. in -e(i)

(cp. Skr. tdsmai) ; see § 423.

Should we add to this class Goth, adverbs like ubila-ba

(see § 241 p. 187)?

Streitberg (Die germ. Comp. auf -oz-, p. 37) explains

such adverbs as Goth, ga-leiko O.H.G. gi-lihho 'similar, like'

and Goth, svare 'in vain' as being forms in '*-oin and *-em,

that is -0 and -e + the particle *etn. But ga-leiko gi-lihho

may also come from Idg. -am; see § 276 p. 180. A third

explanation was mentioned in § 213 p. 90. Yiews by no

means to be adopted are set forth by Mahlow, Die langen

Vocale 54, 131, and Hanssen, Kuhn's Ztschr. XXVII 614.

Lithuanian. In dialects and in O.Lith. is found also

vilhiml, an extension of vUkii by -mi like tu-ml, § 421.

§ 276. 2. a-stems. Pr. Idg. *eTcua 'with a mare'. Skr.

Yed. dhd, Avest. haena, see below. Greek Cypr. aga 'ex

voto' and the like, see below; all other examples are adverbs

(from nouns or pronouns): Ion. Att. y.pvrfij XdO^pij (Att. Iddga)

TTavTii TiTJ rj , Lesb. aXla on-ncc, Dor. XQvgjS ravru a-rs; the

adverbial crystallisation is clearly shown in the re-formate

ndvT-T) (cp. K1Y.VVV0I § 263 p. 164)1); (,p. below. O.H.G. gebit^

1) J. Schmidt's conjecture (Pluralb. 40) that Ticirrr] is a nom. aoc.

pi. neut. , is opposed to the meaning of the word, which cannot be

separated from /r/J, TKinrj and so forth.
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Litur gebo; witli -n dropped after a long initial syllable w7s

('manner, wise'), and with the ending assimilated to gebu we
have erdu ('earth') slahtu ('kind, species') etc.; op. tagii : hus :

wolfti § 275 p. 177; O.Icel. drotningo ('queen') fiqSr ('feather'),

cp. Noreen, Paul's Grundr. I 491. On Lith. ranha O.C.Sl.

rahq,, see below.

Aryan. In Vedic -aya is found with nouns, but more

rarely than -a, e. g. dsvayci\ and this became universal in the

later language. In Avestic ha(,naya is far commoner than

haena. -aya came from the pronouns (tdya, see § 422),

and was doubtless intended to avoid the same ending in the

insti'. and nom. sing. Cp. O.C.Sl. rqkojq (beside rafca), also

an adformate of the pronouns (tojq); see below.

Bemark 1. There is a group of Sanskrit adverbial forms from

o-stems, ending in -aya, as rtayd 'rightly' (stem ri'o-) svapnaya 'in a

dream' (svapna-). Perhaps these are modelled upon the pronominal ad-

verb ayd 'in this way'. See J. Schmidt, Pluralb. 212 ff., where however

only those adverbs which are built up on adjective stems, as rtayd, are

so explained. Another explanation is oifered by Bartholomae in Bezz.

Beitr. XV 20 f. Cp. § 279 Eem.

Greek. In Cyprian the old form in -a seems to have

remained in use as an ordinary case, and the dative forms

in -ai {-m) seem to have lacked the instrumental meaning

(Meister, Gr. Dial. II 295 f.). In the other dialects, in-

strumental uses had all passed over to the dative form, and

the instr. form in -a survived only as fossilised in adverbs.

But in time these very adverbs in -a, and the dative in

-ai, ran together into one form. In Attic inscriptions of the

classical period they have almost always the ending of the

dative, as ttSi'a,
fj,

and similarly in Gortynian «, alia. Forms

in -a are related to these in the same way as e. g. adv. oly.oi

to adv. mx7M, adv. nXaraiaai to adv. flXauaaTg (the Author,

Gr. Gr. '- p. 210). Later on -ai and -a ran together in the

regular course of things, see I § 132 p. 120. In Homer iudg/i

ndvTi], the true instrumental, are still used; which is proved

by the fact that in thesis before vowels ?; is always shortened,

but rj as a rule is not (J. Schmidt, Plur. 40).

12*
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liemark 2. In Attic, » and i; represented different sounds even as

late as the Christian era; but ft was written sometimes instead of ^ (the

Author, Gr. Gr.^ p. 36). Now adverbs like }, xon'Tj, navrnxn are sometimes

written with fi (Meisterhans, Gr. der att. Insohr. ^ p. 114); which proves

beyond a doubt that the iota adscript in >]i is right, and therefore that

the form is dative.

"Whether any of the Latin adverbs in -^, such as hcl-c

unci recta dextra, are instrumental cannot be made out.

frustra contra may possibly be so, but the short vowel must

then be due to analogy (I § 655. 2 pp. 502 f.) ').

Lith. ranka (for *ranka, the original long vowel kept in

gerd-ja beside gerh 'cum bona') is pronounced in some dialects

rimku^ in Lettio ruku, which gives *ranka,n or *rankam as the

Baltic ground-form. This is confirmed by O.C. SI. rqka^, a

form rare, it is true, in the remains of O.C.Sl., but also found

in "West-Slavonic, and therefore proetlmic in that branch of

the language. The usual instr. of O.C.Sl. is rqkojq, an ad-

formate of pronouns like tO)'q (§ 422) , cp. Skr. dSvat/a

following tdya. Afterwards the analogy of rqkojq suggested

nosttjq and materijq (§§ 278, 282). The difference between

Skr. dha tdya dhaya and O.C.Sl. rqkq Lith. rankd O.C.Sl.

tojq rqkojq is merely that the latter group have another affix

*e)w, which we saw in the Skr. locative ending -yam §§ 264,

265 pp. 167 f.; cp. § 186 p. 62. It still remains a question

whether the instr. ending -am is also represented by adverbs

such as Skr. uttardm 'further Gr. avri^li^v Lat. palam perpemm
and Goth, ga-leiko O.H.G. gi-lihho (cp. § 275 p. 178).

In Lith. there is a re-formation with -mi, as kalbumi

{kalbd 'speech'), duonomi (duna 'bread'), according to Mikuckij

(Kuhn-Schleicher's Beitr. I 240 f.), cp. viikuml § 275 p. 178.

§ 277. 3. I- ie-stems (cp. p. 68 footnote 1). Pr.Idg.

*bhi-ghij,t(i)ie. Skr. b^hatya deviyd, Avest. barentya. Lat.

facie Umbr. uhtretie 'auctoritate', but these may be regarded

1) O.Ir. echtar 'extra' (Mid.Cymr. eilhijr) has often been derived

from *echira (op. briaihar I § 634 p. 475). But more probably it had
the same ending as eUr. -ur because of -cU-, see Thurneysen, Kuhn's
Ztsohr. XXVI 311 footnote 1.
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as ablative, see § 243 p. 139. Mid.lr. insi {-i for *-«*, and

a step further back *-iie), but this may be dat. (§ 248 p. 149)

or loc. (§ 265 p. 168). Litli. seni^, see below.

Vedic has a few examples with -7 (-i), on the analogy

of z-stems (§ 278) , as M7nT {khni) from nom. ^dniJ 'work'.

A few scattered examples of the same kind are found in

AA^estic : «<Z, stem azijCi- azi- 'cow'.

O.H.G. huninginnu following sipp(i)u gebu, see § 276

pp. 178 f.

Lith. zenie, O.C.Sl. zemlja, {-jq = *-iem as in the ace.

sing., see § 216 p. 92) zemljejq are to be exi^lained in the

same way as ranlca, rqkq rqkojq § 276, preceding page.

Be it observed, also, that in Lith. dialectic -i instead of -e

points to an older *-en with just as much certainty as runku

instead of rankci points to *rankan.

§ 278. 4. z-stcms. Pr.Idg. *orj,i from *ot,M-s 'ovis', which

seems to have been used as a dative even then, see § 249

p. 150. Skr. Ved. matt from mati-s 'mind, spirit, devotion';

Avest. asi. It is more probable that Lesb. Boeot. Dor. Ion.

^doT, iroXl have Idg. -7, than that they come from -a (loc),

see § 266 p. 169. Lat. turri^ Umbr. poni puni pone 'posca',

but these may be ablative in pr. Ital. -%d (§ 243 p. 139);

cp. pronominal adverb qui from qui-s (§ 421). O.Ir. faith for

*uati^ see below. O.H.G. ensti, steti (stat 'place'), see below.

Lith. dial, aki, see below.

Aryan. Only the Yeda has -J in feminines ; this is

shortened to -i before a vowel or at the end of a 'pada' (see

Lanman, Noun Infl. 380 f.). Side by side with -t -i the

following endings are found in Sanskrit

:

1. -y^^) in Yedic both masc. and fem. , later almost

exclusively fem. It is probable that this ending is the weak

^-stem + instr. suffix -a (§ 280), cp. krdtv-a = Avest.

Gathic xraJno-CL (§ 279), and was not borrowed from (fem.)

1) Possibly O.Pers. apiya, Beh. I 95, is such a form. The passage

is mutilated, and the form may be loc. sing.
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i:- ie-stems (b^hatt/a). But since the same ending -ya is found

in fem. t- *e-stems, it was gradually restricted to feminines

among the ^-sterns; and the point of contact thus gained

betwen these two classes of stems doubtless suggested the

further step of coining gen. dvyas dat. dvydi loc. dvyam

(§ 231 p. 120, § 249 p. 150, § 266 p. 168); compare the

re-formates dhiy-as dhiy-ai dhiy-am beside dhiy-d (§ 280).

The only masc. in ya which held its ground in later Sanskrit

is pdtya, which was preserved by the dat. pdtye see § 231

p. 120, § 249 p. 149.

2. -y-a in "gerunds" from verbs compounded with a prefix;

as prati-bhid-y-a (orig. 'with splitting') : Germ. *biti- 'bite, bit'

O.Sax. biti O.H.G. bi^; cl-gam-y-a ('with approaching'): Germ.

*humi- 'a coming' O.Sax. kiimi O.H.G. chumi; a-ga-ty-a ('witli

approaching') beside gd-ti-s Gr. ^d-ai-g. When this formation

was produced, consonantal stems must still have had -a, not yet

changed to -a (§ 280). It is therefore very closely connected

with (1) -y-ci; -a being kept because the ordinary case

meaning had sunk out of sight in these verbal nouns (on the

same principle, old case-endings remain in the Greek in-

finitives dn-jitsv § 257 p. 158 and dn-,u£)'-ui § 251 p. 135).

In the Veda, gerunds often end in -ya as well as -ya; the

reason being not so much the analogy of the living in-

strumental case, as that of gerunds in -tod (§ 279).

3. -ina, dvinO,. This formation is due to the analogy of

ra-stems (cp. § 393). Even in the Veda, it is the commonest

instr. for the masc.-neut., and is found in a few feminine

Avords; in later Sanskrit it is the regular ending of the masc.-

neut. instrumental.

Old Irish faith is probably instrumental, simply because

has the form without a preposition only the instr. meaning

(cp. § 275 p. 177). But as far as form goes, it might be

locative, cp. § 260 p. 160.

Old High German feminines, such as ensti (anst 'favour'),

which may be loc. in orig. *-ei or *ei-i (§ 260 pp. 160 f.,

§ 266 p. 169), may also be the instr. in -t. -i is regular only
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in words whose first syllable is short, as steti; although most

forms with a long first syllabic, as ensti^ have -i too, yet a

few remain in which developement has been regular, as mist

{mit dlnera anst 'with thy favour'). Compare von Bahder, Die

Verbalabstracta, pp. 19 f. ; Osthoff, Paul-Braune's Beitr., VIII

262. -i is found in a very few masculine words, as quidi

('law-suit') ; see Kogel, tJber das Keren. Gloss, p. 158, and

Osthoff, loc. cit. The usual masc. ending is -w, which follows

the «o-stems (hirtiu hirtu), e. g. gastiu gastu; cp. the pronoun

Mh in hiu-tu 'to-day' beside Goth, hi-mma as compared with

diu from the stem dia- (II § 4 p. 10, III §§ 409, 421).

In Lithuanian, the original formation is perhaps re-

presented by dialectic forms such as aM from aki-s 'eye'_

Elsewhere the ending is -mi, as naJcti-mi aki-mi (§ 282);

compare the pronoun niani beside manimi § 449. In

Slavonic, the datives pqti oiosti are specimens of the old

type, if we were right in conjecturing that they are in-

strumental (§ 249 p. 150); compare pron. instr. ci (Mod.Slov.

'if Czech, 'whether') beside cVto 'quid' (§ 421). With instr.

meaning we have masc. pqtt-tm (§ 282), fem. nostyq nostijq,

the latter of which is an ad-formate of rqkojq (§ 276 p. 180).

§ 279. 5. e«-stems. Pr.Idg. *S'ilnU from *sUnu-s 'son'.

Avest. bazu. Lat. manii, in which there has been a confluence

of the instr. and the ablative in -Ud (§ 243 p. 141). O.Ir. biuth.

Aryan. In both branches of Aryan we meet with a

formation which is modelled upon consonant stems. Yedic:

fem. and masc.-neut. : hdnv-a hdnuv-a {hdnu- f. 'jawbone')

hrdtv-cL hrdtuv-cL {krdtu- m. 'strength, will, understanding'),

mddhv-a {mddhu- n. 'sweetness'). Of the same kind are instr.

from masc. ttc-stems which are used as gerunds, e. g. iru-tvd

orig. 'with the hearing', see II § 108 p. 327. In Avestic, we

find not only bazti but bazv-a, Oathic xrapiv-d.

In later Sanskrit the ending -va, like -yS, in «-stems, is

confined to the feminine and the gerunds; and corresponding

to the re-formates dvyds dvydi dvydm in i-stcms there is
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a similar set of M-forms, as dhenvds dhenvdi dhenvdm from

dhetd- milch cow' (§ 232 p. 122, § 250 p. 152, § 267 p. 169);

compare the re-formates bhruv-ds bhruv-ai hhruv-dm beside

hhruv-d (§ 280). An ending -una^ produced by the analogy

of ?i-stems (§ 393) , is the only one used with masculine and

neuter words in later Sanskrit, e. g. silniina. Even in the

Veda this is by far the commonest ending for masc. and

neut. instr.

Eemark. As regards the Aryan adverbs in -ui/a, as Skr. asui/d

Avest. dsut/clf-ca) 'quickly' (from cisA- asu- 'quick'), the student may
consult J. Schmidt, Pluralb. 213. Perhaps, as he suggests, these are ad-

formates of amuyd 'in that wise'. A different view is taken by Bartho-

lomae, Bezz. Beitr. XV 21. Cp. § 276 Eem. 1.

Grermanic. Perhaps we should place here O.Icel. suffixless

datives which have suffered a w-modification or "umlaut" of the

root vowel, as vqnd from nom. vqndr 'branch'. O.H.Gr. instr.

in -iu -u, as sitiu situ, are really locative forms (§ 267 p. 169)

which have added the instrumental meaning to their own

through being associated with the instr. sing, of «-stems (gastiu

gastu, (see § 278 p. 188).

§ 280. 6. All remaining Stems.

Aryan. In Sanskrit the regular ending is -a, the stem

having usually the same weak form as the dative singular.

This -a came originally from stems in -o-, also the source

of the ending of the nom.-acc. dual, -au -a (§ 289). "Why

the original short -a (cp. -hhidy-a) was altered cannot be

made out. However, it is not by any means clear whether

the Iranian endings Avest. -d O.Pers. a- represent pr.Ar. -a

or *-a\ if the latter, the change of -a to -a will be proethnic

Aryan; cp. I § 21 p. 25, § 649 p. 495. A consideration

of the Sanskrit gerund in -ya would incline one to believe

that it is only in Sanskrit that this ending was borrowed from

o-stems.

Skr. mn-0, diman-a Avest. sUn-a asman-a; on Ved.

prend from premdn- 'love', bhUnd from bhumdn- 'plenty,

crowd' see Streitberg, Paul-Braune's Beitr. XIV 205 f.

Skr. mdtr-d ddtr-a Avest. mapr-a dapr-a. Skr. bfhat-d
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Avest. ber^zat-a ber°zant-a. Skr. mdnas-cl Avest. manrndh-a;

Skr. dsiyas-ol Avest. asyawh-a ; Skr. vidii^-d Avest. vidu$-a.

Skr. dhiy-d bhriw-d; the likeness of dhiy-d to deviyd etc.

(§ 277 p. 180) produced a new set of forms, dliiyds dhiyai

dhiijdm beside dhiy-ds dhiy-e dhiy-i, bh'uvds bhruvdi bhruv-dm

beside bhruv-ds bhruv-e bhruv-i (§ 233 p. 123, § 255 p. 156,

§ 268 p. 170), cp. dvyas dhenvds and similar Avords § 27s

p. 182, § 279 p. 184. Skr. tanuv-a Avest. ian(u)v-d.

Skr. nav-d, gdv-d Avest. gav-a. Skr. vik-d (vis- 'settlement,

house, community, stock, family'), Avest. vTs-a O.Pers. vtp-a

(visvfp- village community, clan').

In Greek stems such as we are now discussing, locative

forms took over the instrumental uses. Only fossil instr.

forms survive in certain adverbs, as ns3-d a/Lt-a; see § 274

p. 174. There were sufficient reasons for the disuse of such

instrumental forms. The accusative singular masc. fem. had

come to have the same ending -a (= -^i); and besides, the

original difference in stem between these two cases had

disappeared long before in proethnic Greek, nsd-d, used in

Aeolic and Doric with the same meaning as {.isr-d, meant

originally with one's foot' = 'at one's foot, immediately

behind or with one', cp. Armen. het yet 'behind, after, with'

from the same root-noun. nuQ-d beside dat. nag-ai gen. abl.

nd()-og and loc. neg-i. d,u-a from sJg for *sem-s 'unus', cp. Dor.

uf-id which follows the analogy of instr. adverbs from a-stems

(§ 276 p. 178). */sz-a in slvsKa 'drsxce 'on account of (for

ev-fsYM, I § 166 p. 146) and in ev.d-fQyo-g 'working at one's

own will, with unhampered judgement' beside O.Pers. loc.

vas-iy 'much, very', properly 'in choice or liking, at pleasure'

(unless we are to read vasaiy, loc. from a stem vasa- = Skr.

vd^a-). Cp. Osthoff, Zur Gesch. der Perf., 834 ff. and 574 ff.

Italic. In Latin the ending is -e; there has been a

confluence of the instr. and the locative in Idg. *-i: carn-e

homi7i-e, tnatr-e dator-e, ferent-e prae-sent-e, gener-e ociof-e,

su-e, nav-e, bov-e. These forms added the ablative function

to their own, and are consequently called ablative in the
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grammars; cp. § 243 pp. 140 f. Umbrian too seems to possess

the instr. with the ending -e, see § 274 with the Rem. p. 174.

From Keltic no undoubted examples can be cited. But

it must be observed, that if the Idg. ending was really -e and

not -a, there is no phonetic difficulty in regarding as instr.

the forms which we have already explained as dat. or loo.

(§§ 251 fP. and 269 ff.), e. g. coin, mathir, carit.

Neither can any certain examples be found in Germanic.

But, as in Keltic, some or all of the forms which we regarded

as loc. in *-i may be instrumental too: all, if *-e was the Idg.

ending (for *-e became *-i in proethnic Germanic, see I § 67.

4

p. 58), some at least, if it was *-a. Examples of such possible

instrumentals are Goth, frijond O.H.G. friunt.

% 281. n. Instrumental Forms with the Suffix

-hhi or -mi. A general account of these suffixes has been

given already, in § 274 pp. 175 f.

a. The Suffix -&/j2.

Armenian. -6, becoming -v after a vowel (I § 485

p. 358), cp. instr. pi. -bK -vK § 379. o-stems: gailo-v from

nom. gail 'wolf, cp. Gr. &so-(fi. Proper names have -a-v,

as Trdata-v, compare what is said on the gen. Trdatay in

§ 239 p. 130. i-stems: srti-v from nom. sirt 'heart'. M-stems:

zardu for *zardu-v (cp. instr. pi. zarduJi for *zardu-vlc) from

nom. zard 'adornment', akarnb from nom. akn 'eye', -amb =
*-'^.bhi, cp. Ir. anmimm anmaimm below, mar-b from mair

'mother', dster-h from dustr 'daughter'.

Old Irish. Neuter w-stems have *-bhi, as an-mimm

an-maimm, if we are to take *-m'i}-bhi as the ground-form

(I § 243 p. 201, § 520 p. 378, § 657.1 p. 506); cp. -b n-

and -b in the instr. dual and plural (§§ 296 and 379). But

the ground-form may be *-nM}-mi; cp. what is said in § 379

on the Avestic instr. sing. nO,niem.

Greek. Beside -rpi we find -q)tv (as a-cpiv beside a-fi,

§ 449), which may represent an Idg. *'-bhi-m (§ 186 p. 62;

Leskien, Ber. der sachs. Ges. der Wiss., 1884, p. 102; and
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the Author's Gr. Gr.^ p. 134). o-stems : ds6-(pi(i>). (i-stems:

n-/sXTj-(pi(i'). es-stems: 6psa-cpi(v). 1- y-stems: l-(pt. vav-fpi(v).

/()ciT-£arfi(v) is a re-formate like (f>s()6vT-eaai^ y.otvX7jdov-6(pi

another like (psgovr-oig (§ 360). Then there are the adverbs

n'vrj-cpt(v) , v6acpi(v), lixpi-ifit'-Q , the last extended by the same

c which is seen in dfi-(ft-g (§ 241 pp. 135 f.) ; aft-rpi'-g too

must be added to the list.

Such of these forms as are uot adverbs were living cases

in the language of Homer and his imitators, but now here else.

They were used for the instrumental, locative, or ablative; and

no difference at all was felt between them and the other forms

which were used for these cases, as is clear from phrases like

«,«' 7/ or (patvofisi'7](fii. Now and then Homer has them in the sense

of dative or genitive; but this was because they had by that

time become archaisms, and the linguistic instinct of those who

then used them could not clearly distinguish the meanings which

they might legitimately have. To extend their applicability

thus was an easy matter. In their instrumental use they were

associated with the instr. "nno) ymQn etc., which might also be

dative ; and in their ablative use with the abl. Imrov yj>)Qag etc.,

which might be genitive (cp. tfii-d^sv used as gen., § 244 Eem. 2

p. 143). How these forms came to be used for instrumental,

locative, and ablative (no distinction is made between -ifiv and

-(fi as case-suffixes) is uncertain. The ^ceases could be either

singular or plural; e. g. Q 4:14 nagd vavtpi 'beside the ships',

et saepe (for details see Kiihner, Ausf. Gr. I^ pp. 380 f.). So,

too, in Gallic, -bo is used in the sense of Lat. -bos -bus, and

in Germanic -m for *-mi (or *-mo) can be used for the

plural, on which matter see § 367; and be it remembered

that a-rfi(v) is not restricted to one number. It appears that

in Indo-Germanic itself the instr. -bhi, -mi, and the cor-

responding suffix of the dat.-abl., were not yet completely

pluralised by the addition of -s.

§ 282. b. The Suffix -mi.

Sanskrit and Germanic afford but scanty materials

for tracing this suffix. Skr. sane-mi adv. 'from olden days*
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from sdna- 'old', formed like O.C.Sl. te-mt from to- 'the, that';

with the stem final cp. instr. pi. sdne-bhis (§ 380). In Germanic

-mi is conjectured to be the suffix of O.H.G. si houhitan

Mod.H.Gr. su hdupten, O.Icel. at hq/dum, A.S. miolcum beside

mioluc dat. of miolitc 'milk' (see Kluge, Paul's Grundr. I 386)

;

a safer example is O.Icel. pei-m A.S. dSs-in (§ 421). Of Irish

words, amnimm may possibly contain -mi^ see § 281 p. 186.

Remark, -mi is said to be the suffix of the Latin pronominal adverbs

oliin^ interim, istim istin-c, hin-e and so forth; the orig. ending is supposed

to be *-e-mi (cp. Armen. ardare-v adv. beside ardaro-v, pp. 133 f.), which

became *-imi -im. But all this is thoroughly uncertain.

-mi is a living case suffix only in Balto-Slavonic, where

from the proethnio Balto-Slavonic period onwards it has made

the instr. sing, of i- and ?«-stems. Lith. nakti-mi (dial, nahti,

see § 278 p. 188) , O.C.Sl. masc. pqtt-mi (while feminine

words have the re-formation -ijcb following -ojtx, as nostijq

nostijq, see § 276 p. 180). Lith. sUnii-ml, O.C.Sl. synomi for

*synu-im^ which by a mere chance is not actually found (I § 52

p. 44). In the proethnic stage of Balto-Slav. the ending -i-mi

was borrowed from «-stems by stems in w, r, and s (the same

thing happened to the corresponding endings of the dual and

plural ?w-cases
, § 402) : Lith. akmen-iml O.C.Sl. kamen-mt;

Lith. moter-imi, but Slav., instead of *mater-mi, has mater-yq

mater-ijq, just as it has nostijq nostijq instead of *nostwvt

for the feminine (see above); Lith. debes-iml (cp. II § 132

p. 422) O.C.Sl. sloves-imi. In Slavonic -7ni is found Avith

o-stems as well, as vlulco-tm, also vluku-mt on the analogy

of «<-stems (cp. Yetter, Zur Gesch. der nom. Decl. im Euss.,

pp. 22 f.); zulo-d6jim% (beside -dejemi) with the old weak

grade form of the suffix -/o-, see § 368. Compare further

Lith. dial, vilhimi and kalbumi, § 275 p. 178, § 276

p. 180.
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Nominative and Accusative Dual Masculine and Feminine})

§ 283. Tlie Indo-Germanic system of dual cases was

probably fuller than any of those which have been preserved

in separate offshoots of the original language. It is true, there

is reason to believe that there was only one form for the

nominative, accusative, and vocative dual in each class of stems

;

but it is improbable that there were no more than two besides

— one for dative, ablative, and instrumental, and one for

genitive and locative. For one thing, the genitive and locative

have different forms in Avestic (gen. -a, loc. -o); but if there

were no other reason, it would be improbable simply because

in the different languages we find the same meaning given to

endings which can neither be connected phonetically, nor be

so manipulated as to suggest that one of them is original, and

one due to analogy. No single ground-form can be given for

these endings of the dat. (abl.) instr. : Skr. -hhycLm Avest.

-byam, Avest. -bi/d, O.Ir. -b n- (in clib w-), Lith. -m (after

which something must have dropped) and O.C.Sl. -ma, even

if we disregard the different initial of the suffix, now hli and

now m, and take off the affix *em (see § 296). So we are

drawn to conjecture that there was originally a different

ending for the dat. (abl.) and the instr. But here we meet

1) For the Dual, see the following authorities: "VV. Ton Humboldt,
tJbei- deiiDualis, Berl. 1828 (Ges. Werke VI 562 ff.). Silberstein, Uber

den Dualis in dem idg. Sprachstamm etc., Jahn's Jahrbb. Suppl. XV (1849)

pp. 372 ff. Fr. MuUer, Der Dual im indogerm. und semit. Sprachgebiet,

"Wien 1860. Meringer, Uber den indogerm. Dual der o-Stamme, Kuhn's

Ztschr. XXVIII 217 ff. Osthoff, Uber den nom.-acc.-voe. dual, der i-

und M-Stamme, Morph. Unt. II 132 ff. Fritzsche, De formis quibusdam

numeri dualis in lingua Graeca, Rostock 1837. Bieber, De duali numero

apud epicos, lyrioos, Atticos, Jena 1864. Ohler, Uber den Gebrauch des

Dual bei Homer, Mainz 1884. Keck, Uber den Dual bei den griech.

Rednern mit Beriicksiohtigung der att. Inschr., "Wiirzburg 1882 (M. Sclianz'

Beitr. zur hist. Synt. der gr. Spr. II). Doerwald, De duali numero in

dialeotis Aeoliois et Doricis quae diountur, Rostock 1881. Danielsson,

Alte Dualformen im Latein, Pauli's Altital. Stud. Ill 187 ff. Ebel, tJbei-

den celtisohen Dualis, Kuhn-ScMeioher's Beitr. II 70 ff.
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with a fresh difficulty. It is always possible that a given case

had different endings in different stems, one of which was kept

in one language, another in another. Thus we are as far from

certainty as ever.

Remark. Following Benfey (Abh. der Gott. Ges. der Wisa., XIX
142 ff.), Mahlow and Meringer assume that Sanskrit has inherited from

the parent language a special dual vocative in -a (Mahlow, Die langen

Voc. 130; Meringer, Kuhn's Zeitschr. XXVIII 233). Meringer thinks

that Gr. Ju'o may be an example of this formation. I believe that these

forms must be otherwise explained; see § 289 Rem., § 293.

We shall see anon (§§ 285 and 311) that some dual forms

have the look of singular cases, and that the dual idea is

conveyed not by the case ending, but by the part of the word

immediately preceding it, that is, by the stem.

A fairly large variety of dual noun forms may be seen in

the oldest stages of Aryan, Greek, and Irish; and the dual is

still living in some Lithuanian dialects, and in some Slavonic

languages. Very few traces, if any, are to be found in

Armenian, Italic, or Germanic, even in the earliest remains of

these languages. In Italic and Germanic, the only words

which can be so regarded are a few dual inflexions of the

words two and both, and several noun forms which are ex-

plained, moi'e or less hypothetically, as dual cases (see

Danielsson's essay cited in the footnote to the preceding page,

Kluge, Paul's Grundr. I 384, and Bartholomae, Stud, zur idg.

Sprachgesch. I 61). Of Armenian words, erJcii 'two' and wf

'eight' (cp. Skr. dvaii aStdii) may perhaps have dual endings

which have undergone only regular change (cp. § 166 p. 7,

§ 172 p. 20). 1)

§ 284. Let us now turn to a special consideration of the

nominative and accusative masculine and feminine.

The first thing to notice is that this form, like the noni. pi.,

1) The gradual decay of the dual, and the way in which it is

absorbed into the plural, can be best traced in Lithuanian and Slavonic.

But this very instructive piece of study cannot be gone into here. For

the Lithua.nian, see Briiekner, Archiv fur slav. Phil., Ill 262 f. ; for

Polish, Baudouin de Courtenay, Kuhn-Schl. Beitr., VI 63 ff.
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could be used for the vocative; and when it was so used, liko

the nom. pL, the first syllable carried the accent in Sanskrit.

Cp. § 200 pp. 82, S3.

Five proethnic types of formation may be distinguished,

each belonging to a special stem or stems. (I) -o^^ -o in

o-stems: (II) -ai in a-stems: (III) -T in I- ie-stems: (IV) -I

and -11 in i- and it-stems: (V) -e in consonant stems, stems in

-i- -ii-, and stems in -u- -nu-.

§ 286. I. Masculine o-stems have the endings -ou

and -0, ^ujqou *ulqo. Different explanations are given of

these doublet forms.

Remark. Osthoff (Morph. Unt. IV 259), supported by Torp (Beitr.

zur Lehre von den geschleohtlosen Pronomen, pp. 45 f.), holds that -o

was the original case-ending (-o for -o + e, the ending of Gr. -naTf^-f,

or merely the suffix o lengthened, compare the -i and -il of stems in -/-

and -U-, § 288) ; -on he believes to he this -o + « particle ". Both these

endings, the older -o and the later -ou, be regards as having originated

during the separate growth of separate languages ; the former being used

in Vedic by preference before consonants, and the latter before sonants,

merely because it was easier to pronounce them so. Quite another view

is taken by Meringer (Kuhn's Ztschr. XXVIII 217 ff.). Taking hia stand

upon the use of -a and -du in- Vedic (see I § 645 p. 488), he assumes

that the original case ending was -ou, which became -o before consonants

in the parent language. Perhaps both these explanations may becombined

as follows. "We may suppose u to have really been an independent particle

which became attached to the case ending -o; but that the historical -6

(Skr. which we have -a Gr. -m etc.) is not directly descended from the

unextended -o which became -ou in the manner suggested, but is the

shape assumed by -ou before consonants, as Meringer holds (-o for -ou

like -e for -ei, see § 246 pp. 144 f.). it may be compared with u 'two'

in *ij,-i- *u-o- (seen in Lat. m-ginti etc., see § 177, and Morph. Unt. V
23 ff.) and Skr. u-hhau 'both' (cp. Goth. M();') and then we might

compare e. g. *<o-?* (= Skr. im) with Lith. tu-du, the dual of td,s 'the,

that'. If the proethnic ending of the gen. dual of o-stems was *-o?ts or

*-ens (Skr. -os O.C.Sl. -it), the same «( might be contained in the

1) If the M- of u-hhm once meant 'two' or something of the kind,

it is natural to connect the first part of Gr. K/i-(pio Lat. am-ho with Goth.

an-par liith. ari-trn-s, and to compare as follows: 8]s.t. u-bhclii: Gr. a«-((iw

= vu-torii: Goth, an-par.
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genitive and we might regard -s as the singular genitive suffix. The

Avestic loc. dual in -o = Idg. *-ott or *-«jt vfould be a form without

any case suffix, just like, say, Gr. loo. S6-uev beside nom. Tjoi-fjriv

Compare Meringer, as cited, p. 233, and § 311 of this volume. "We must,

however, be careful not to infer from these facts that all dual cases

were once formed by adding singular case endings to a dual stem. To

explain such suffixes as O.C.Sl. -ma Skr. -bhyam as originally belonging

to the singular would be an arbitrary assumption. It is quite likely

that the cases of the dual are formed upon more than one principle.

Aryan. Skr. Ved. vfkau vfka; in the later language

only vfkau, although the ending -a is kept in compounds,

as dvd-dasa 'duodecim'. Avest. vehrka {-an cannot he found,

see Bartholomae in Bezz. Beitr. IX 307); O.Pers. gansa from

gcmsa- 'ear'.

In Armenian, erku 'two' and uf 'octo' may be isolated

examples of this case ending; see § 283, page 190.

Greek AJxw, JJm; on 6vo see § 293 pp. 197 f.

Latin has no dual form left except ambo, odd, duo

(I § 655. 2 p. 502). Umhr. dtir 'duo' has the plural flexion

throughout; cp. § 166 p. 7.

Both endings are shwon in Irish. O.Ir. dau do, older

dau, O.Cymr. Mid.Bret. doii 'two' = Skr. dvau, and O.Ir. da

(before substantives) = Skr. dvd (I § 90 p. 85). In the un-

accented final syllables of other dual words no trace can be

found of the two endings side by side. O.Ir. has da fer,

whose origin is not quite clear (one would expect *da fiur

like the instr. sing, fiur = *uiro) ; the form looks like a

nom. sing. It is true that there was a confluence of the

nom. dual and the nom. plural in i- and it-stems and r-stems

(faith, bitli, see § 288 ; mathir, see § 289) ; but it seems to me

not at all probable that the form of the nom. sing, was used for

the dual in masc. o-stems simply on this analogy. I may be

allowed to suggest that the -o of *duo in *dud uiro prevented

'"uiro from becoming *uiru, or changed it by backward assimi-

lation, so that the phrase became *dua uircL and then dcL fer;

Avhile, conversely, in the feminine, dt was assimilated forwards

to the ending of the substantive (§ 286). Thus the nom.

sing, and nom. ace. dual came to have the same form in
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0-stems, which had happened before in all other stems in the

regular course of phonetic change; and it was in this way
that the sing. masc. tene ('fire') and the sing. neut. dliged,

tech, ainm came by the dual meaning which they have (as

in da thene, and so forth).

It is a question whether Gall, verco-breto, cited by Stokes,

Bezz. Beitr. XI 142, 152, is to be translated 'the two judges',

and to be regarded as an instance of the old dual formation.

See Ernault, Mem. de la Soc. de ling., YI 158 ff.

Grermanic. The only clear suryivals of this dual form are

O.Icel. tvaii 'two' (which has become neut., see Streitberg Die

germ. Compar. auf -oz- p. 33) = Skr. dvau, tottogo 'twenty' =
*to-tiigu = Skr. dva, and Goth, ahtau O.H.G. ahto = Skr.

astau. Kluge, in Paul-Braune's Beitr. VIII 506 ff., conjectures

that a few Germanic substantival forms contain Idg. -o, as

A.S. (nom. ace. sing.) nosu 'nose' (gen. nosa), compare Paul's

(Irundr. I 334 and 609; this change from dual to singular, if

correctly assumed, should be compared with the change of the

Skr. dual forms nds-cL rodas-T to fem. sing. Bartholomae

would explain Goth, ba^'op-s 'both' as a dual derived from

*bajo po 'both these' (Stud, zur idg. Sprachgesch., I 61).

Balto-Slavonic shows only Idg. *-o: Lith. vilkii, ger&'-ju

beside geru (I § 664. 3 p. 523), O.C.Sl. vluka.

§ 286. 11. a-stems had pr.Idg. *-ai, *eTcuai. The

formative suffix appears as -a-, which may be compared with

that of the pronominal nom. sing, in -ai (§ 414), and the voc.

sing, in -a (I § 318 p. 257, II § 59 p. 108). The case suffix

is apparently the same as in the ending -oi of neuter o-stems

(§ 293), and this cannot be separated from -i in the neuter

*Tcint-i 'two tens' (§ 294). This -i- has become part of the

stem in Avest. dvae-ibya O.C.Sl. dve-ma, Skr. dvdy-os

O.C.Sl. dvoj-u (see §§ 297 and 311).

Aryan. Skr. dive; Avest. haene. In Avestic there are

a few scattered examples with -a, the masculine ending; see

Bartholomae, Bezz. Beitr. IX 303. Skr. astau aStd 'eight' is

also used for the feminine, in all periods.

Brugmann, Elements. III. 13
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Greek, xwgai, used for the nom. pi., seems to represent

the Idg. dual, and to have been misunderstood and regarded

as a plural owing to the ending -oi in the nom. pi. masculine;

see the Author, Kuhn's Ztschr. XXVII 199 ff.i) But the

dual forms Att. /cu'pa, vvf-icpa follow the analogy of the

masc. in -m; Homer has no duals in -a except those coming

from masculine S-stems.

The Latin equae, duae (cp. Ved. duve), like Gr. x'^9"''i

seem to represent the Idg. dual ending -ai; see the Author,

loc. cit.

Old Irish tuaith, and beside it dT 'duae' = Skr. dve, see

I § 657. 4 p. 508. dt, instead of '^dai *dae, has been assimilated

to *tdtl (cp. § 285 p. 192).

Germanic. A dubious survival of this formation is Goth.

iva pUsundJa 'two thousand', which is usually regarded as

neut. pi. (on -a for pr. Goth, -ai, see § 263 Eem. pp. 165 f.).

Compare Noreen on Norse Run. pai-aR, in Paul's Grundr.

I 501 f.

Balto-Slavonic. Lith. ranM, gere-ji beside gerl, see

I § 664. 3 p. 523. O.C.Sl. rQ,c6^ but zmiji {zmija 'snake') with

^'-n for ^-iei, earlier *-ioi^ Idg. '^'-iai, see I § 100 p. 95.

§ 287. III. %- ie-stems (cp. footnote 1 on page 68)

probably had pr. Idg. -i, *bh^gh'^t-i, which may be explained

like -ai in a-stems, and derived from -t-i.

This may be legitimately regarded as the ground-form of

Skr. b^hat-t, Avest. Gathic larent-%^ O.Ir. inis^ Lith. zemi

(I § 664. 3 p. 523).

In Vedic Sanskrit these forms were assimilated to «- ii-

stems (§ 291), whence brhatyau, the only form used in the

later language (cp. nom. pi. b^hatyas § 316).

1) Something just like this has happened in Polish. "When the dual

number fell out of use, the loc. dual r^ku 'in both hands' (§ 311) was
regarded as loo. sing. masc. by mistake, so that there arose phrases like

w mojim r^ht 'in my hand'. See Baudouin de Courtenay, Kuhn-Schleicher's

Beitr. VI 77, 81.
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Gr. q>sQovaa follows the ia-stems (§ 286). So also O.C.Sl.

zemlji (§ 286), but zemlji may be a transformation of *zemt

with Idg. -f, cp. nom. sing, vezqsti instead of *vezqti § 191

p. 68.

§ 288. IV. i- and t<-stems had pr. Idg. -i and -m,

*ot«* and ^sanu. If Idg. -ou is an extension of -o (§ 285

Rem. p. 191), it is natural to assume that this -o and the above

-* -u were related in the same way as the corresponding endings

of the instr. sing.; cp. § 274 pp. 174 f., Osthoff, Morph. Unt.

II 132 ff., and J. Schmidt, Kuhn's Zeitschr. XXYII 291 f.

Skr. dm, Avest. azi. O.Ir. faith for *uaV>:. Lith. nahtl

(I § 664. 3 p. 523), O.C.Sl. nosti.

Skr. s^^m1, Avest. hazu, beside bazv-a which follows the

consonant stems (§ 289). O.Ir. bith. Lith. sunu for *sanU

(I § 664. 3 p. 523), O.C.Sl. sywy.

In Greek nothing is to be found but re-formations which

follow the consonant stems (§ 289). i-stems: Att. inscr. dlvact

with -ft for *-*(/,)-s, MSS. rrolst and noXss (770'At-c), the latter

of which should be compared with Tro'Zfog, which apparently

remained uncontracted (§ 231 p. 120). M-stems: Horn. nijx£{f)-s

Ta;(e(f)-s, Att. inscr. vlst.

§ 289. Y. All other stems had pr. Idg. -e preceded

by the strong stem, as *p9ter-e = Gr. narsg-f. This type

remained in Greek and Irish, and there are a few

questionable traces of it in Sanskrit, Germanic, and

Lithuanian.

Remark 1. In the Vedas, instead of -a, which must be assumed for

the Idg. ending of o-stems, we often meet with the shortened termination

-a; and matara-pitarau (instead of matara-pttarau) is cited from later

Sanskrit. See Benfey, Samaveda p. Lxni; Abhandl. der Gott. Ges. der

Wiss., XIX 142 ff.; Mahlow, Die 1. Yoc. 130; Lanman, Nom.-Infl. p. 342.

It is quite possible (cp. Osthoff Morph. Unt. I 226 f.) that this -a was

the -a = Gr. -e which belonged originally to consonant stems only; that

it was kept in certain instances, and was then, by a mistake, extended to

other stems ; and in particular, by a reminiscence of the vocative singular

in -a, was used for the vocative; e. g. R.-V. I 151 4 asura. I have no

belief in the view held by Meringer (Kuhn's Ztschr. XXVin 233) that

13*
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there was an Idg. dual voc. in *-o = Skr. -a; Meringer would even call

Gr. Stio an example of this! But compare what he says on pp. 230 f.

A dual form *kunun-e is oonjeoturally restored by B. Brate as the

origin of Old Swedish kunu 'two women' (Bezz. Beitr. XIII 42 f.).

J. Schmidt (Kuhn's Ztschr. XXVI 360) believes that he has found

this suffix -e in Lithuanian dialectic participial forms such as ise-geruse

instead of isz-gerusiu (Iss-geriu 'I drink up'). But in my opinion it is

quite possible, in spite of Schmidt's assurance to the contrary, that here

-iu has become -e regularly.

In Sanskrit, -clu, -cl, the ending of o-stems, was borrowed

in the prehistoric period by consonant stems, just as the instr.

sing, -a spread from o-stems to consonant stems (§ 280 p. 184).

It is impossible to make out whether the Iranian endings of

consonant stems, Avest. -S, O.Pers. -a, represent pr. Iran. *-a

= Skr. -a, or pr. Iran. *-a = Gr. -s — whether, for example,

Avest. nar-a = Skr. ndr-a or Gr. aviQ-i. If the former, the

ending of o-stems became universal in the proethnic stage of

Aryan. The same doubt meets us in considering the endings

of the instr. sing. Avest. -O, O.Pers. -a § 280 p. 184.

§290. 1. w-stems. 'Pr.ldg.*^(u)uon-e. Gr. wv-s instead

of *xvov-s *nov-f, and similarly y.vv-a xvv-sg have adopted the

weak stem; tsxtov-s, noi/usv-s, ayiov-f. Mid.Ir. coin, arain. —
Skr. hdn-au -a, Avest. span-a. Lith. ssun-iu akmen-ki fol-

lowing the io-stems, O.C.Sl. hamen-i following the i-stems.

2. r-stems. Pr. Idg. *mater-e, *d6tor-e. Gr. ^n^Tsg-f,

SojTOQ-s; avdg-s (Hom. has also dvsQ-s) like avdg-a § 218

pp. 94 f., SoT7JQ-E following dori'ig. Mid.Ir. mathir, Mid.Ir. sioir

(cp. II § 120 p. 379). — Skr. matdr-au -a, ddtar-au -a;

Avest. matar-a and by re-formation tnapr-a, ddtcir-a. Lith.

moter-i O.C.Sl. mater-i follow the «-stems.

3. Stems ending in explosives. "Pv.lAg.^bhfghont-e.

Gr. (pegovT-s, O.Ir. carit. — Skr. b^hdnt-au -a, Avest. ber"zant-a.

Lith. vemncsiu{-du) O.C.Sl. vezqsta following the io-flexion.

Gr. (fvydS-s, {.til^ax-s. O.Ir. druid "Druids' rtg 'kings'.

4. s-stems.

Pr. Idg. *dus-menes-e. Gr. ^vojusva, to be explained in

the same way as tw ayJlei (§ 294). — Skr. durmanas-au -a,

Avest. dusmanafah-a.
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Pr. Idg. compar. *d]c(i)ios-e, modified by analogy in all

languages. Skr. Mlyqs-clu -a like the ace. dkijqs-am (§ 220

p. 97), Avest. asyatdh-a instead of *asydt9h-a, op. ace. sing.

asy&tah-em (loc. cit.). O.C.Sl. slaMisa, declined as a io-stem.

Gr. riSlov-s with the formative suffix -ien-.

Pr. Idg. part. perf. act. *tieiduos-e, modified by analogy

in all languages. Skr. vidvqs-au -a like ace. sing, vidvqs-am

(§ 220 pp. 97 f.). Lith. m\rusiu(-du) O.C.Sl. miriisa, declined

as io-stems. Gr. fiJo'r-s with the formative suffix -uet-.

§ 291. 5. Stems in -t -ii, -U -uu, and certain

Root Nouns.

Gr. y.i-s, o(pQv-i 6v-s ; Skr. dMy-CLu -a, hhruv-au -0,.

Gr. vi^s (inferred, but not actually found) for '*faf-t;

Skr. ndv-au -a. Pr. Idg. *QOu-e : Gr. 86-s ; Skr. gdv-au -a
;

O.Ir. boin following coin {§ 290 p. 196), cp. § 221 pp. 98.

Nominative and Accusative Dual Neuter.^)

§ 292. o-stems had -oi, and doubtless -ei also; consonant

stems had -i or -T, and f-stems had -i. It is a doubtful point

whether or no -t was the original suffix for all stems; see

§ 294.

Consonant stems which admitted of vowel gradation had

always a weak grade of stem.

§ 293. 1. o-stems. Pr. Idg. -oi and doubtless -ei also;

for the difference between these cp. § 240 p. 133.

Skr. yuge, dve; Avest. xsapre from nom. ace. sing, xsapre-m

'lordship, realm'. Skr. astarl astd may always be neuter.

The Greek fei- 'two', in fsi-y.ari si-y.o6i 'two tens', is

probably the dual of a stem *mo-; according to a guess of

Thurneysen's, we should recognise the same %ei in the u- of

O.Cymr. u-ceint (Kuhn's Zeitschr. XXVI 310). I add another

guess, that &vo (beside Ju'w) is the old neuter, and is the form

assumed by *Ji/oi when the next word began with a sonant;

1) References are given in tiie footnote on page 189.
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perhaps Lac. Ju'f comes from *dvsi, in the same way, cp. Att.

ivsTv, which seems to point to *Svsi-iv (§ 312). Cp. the Author,

Gr. Gr.2 p. 79 footnote 1, p. 124; Morph. Unt. Y 23 ff.

Similarly we find Boeot. oxrd beside o/.rio in the -other Greek

dialects. Elsewhere in Greek the masc. ending -a has taken

the place of the neuter, as to) ^vyco like tw Innw.

Lat. vi-ginti may contain in both parts the neuter ending

*-ei or ""-oi. See the Author, Morph. Unt. V 22 f., 24, and

below, § 294 of this volume. The masc. forms duo ambo odo,

hke Gr. Ji/w, are used for the neuter as well as mascuhne.

There seems to be no trace left in Irish of this formation.

da, the masc. form, is used with neuter substantives; but

when so used -n is added, as da n-gruad 'duae genae', which

can hardly be due to any cause except the analogy of the

nom. ace. sing, neuter (cp. Windisch, Paul-Braune's Beitr. IV

223). dliged is probably a singular form used as dual, see

§ 285 p. 198 (sing, dliged n- 'law').

Germanic examples are doubtless to be recognised in the

following neuter words: O.Sax. twe A.S. twa = O.C.Sl. dve

Idg. *duoi, while Goth, tva, as well as masc. tvdi and fem. tvos,

is plural in form. But it is possible to regard tvdi as the neuter

form, turned into a masculine by association with pdi etc.

O.C.Sl. ize = Idg. *jugoi, from igo 'iugum' (I § 84

pp. 81 f.). Also polji (from polje 'field') for *-iei, earlier *-ioj,

(I § 84 pp. 80 and 82).

§ 294. 2. Consonant stems. The case-suffix -i with the

weak stem is found in Idg. *Jcmf-i 'two tens' (§ 176 pp. 29 f.):

Gr. fsi-y.an, Armen. Ksan for *(jt-santi just as beren 'they carry'

=^ ^'kx. bhdranti (§ 177 p. 34), Kyest. visaiti, but Skr. «^aii-s,

which arose as follows: *v\kati became indeclinable, and was

then attracted by the analogy of sasti-§ '60' etc., and became

fem. sing.

Elsewhere the Sanskrit consonantal and it-stems regularly

show not -i but -*, as dhdmn-i, dhdman-i, b^hat-t, mdnas-l

d^lyas-t vidus-t, mddhv-i {mddhun-i, see § 393). Now Old
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Church SlaTonic has -i, (side by side with the commoner -S)y

as imen-i sloves-i. Putting this and that together, we may
allow ourselves to believe that -i as well as -i was used for

a suffix of the nom. ace. dual neuter in the parent language.

If so, it is not necessary to derive the final -» of vlgintl from

-ei or -oi (see § 293, last page). But can -t in Skr. and

O.C.Sl. have been borrowed from the case-system of i-stems?

(see § 295).

The Avesta seems to give us but one form, vtsaiti, which

belongs to this class.

Just so in Greek the only trace of the formation is fi-/.art.

In all other instances, -s has been borrowed from masc. and

fern, nouns, just as neuter o-stems borrowed -w from the

mascuhne (§ 293 p. 198). Att. inscr. odXsi for *ay.sli{a)-s; MS.

forms in -£f, as yhsf^ found in Attic writers, are a re-formation

following those words in which -« has not been contracted.

Compare the adoption of i by the neuter oaat § 295. yEvrj in

phrases like yivtj dvo is the plural, as is oksttj in aarrj Svo

(§ 295).

Irish, ainm and tech^ like dliged (§ 293), are probably

singular forms used for the dual; see § 285 p. 193.

Kemark. J. Schmidt, Pluralb. 52, would apparently derive ainm from

*an-mn-i; against which there is a great deal to be said. Nor should we
admit Stokes's derivation from a pr. Kelt. *an-men-e (Bezz. Beitr. XI 166).

Old Church Slavonic -6, borrowed from o-stems (§ 293,

last page): iinen-S, sloves-e. Also -i, whose origin has just

been discussed.

§ 295. 3. i- and M-stems.

In i-stems the proethnic Idg. termination was -t. Skr.

akst Avest. asi 'the eyes', Met from stem Siici- 'pure, clean'.

O.C.Sl. oci {oho 'eye') and usi (ucho ear); Lith. aki aiisi,

which have become feminine. If there was an Idg. *ui-^'>riH

'twenty', *^t^ was nom. ace. dual neut. of the stem *ui- (§ 177

p. 33). Ee-formates: Skr. iucin-% (§ 393) and Gr. oaas 'the

eyes' for *w{,-i (other cases are otftfwj' oOaoidi, with plural

endings).
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This Idg. -f was doubtless a contraption of the stem-final

-i- with the case-ending -i (or -i).

Ved. mddhv-z is either (1) the regular descendant of the

Idg. ground-form, or (2) *madhv-i re-formed, -i having been

replaced by the ending of «-stems; op. § 294. Gr. aar}] in

phrases like cidri] Jd'o is really plural, cp. ysvi] § 294.

Dative, Ablative, and Instrtmiental DualA)

% 296. The different languages have such diverse modes

of formation that it is impossible to restore the Indo-Germanic

flexion with any certainty. Compare § 283, page 189. Skr.

-bhyclm, and -hhiydm very rarely in the Yedas. The Avesta

has one example of -bt/qm, in the word brva&hyqm from the

stem brvat- 'eyebrow', elsewhere -bya, Gathic -bya, with the

variant -we^ (the difference is merely phonetic, and quite regular

see I § 125 p. 115, § 481 p. 355). O.Ir. gives dib n- (from

du, "duo"), for *d(u)o-hM, for whose suffix more than one

ground-form is possible, for instance *-bhem or *-bhen.

O.C.Sl. -ma, the -a of which (= pr. Slav, -a) must represent

Idg. -0 or -a,, and may have lost a final -s. Lith. -m, after

which something must have dropped; if the last syllable is

accented, the form has the incisive accent when it is dative,

and the gliding accent when instrumental (I § 691 pp. 558 ff.,

and II § 90 p. 274 with the footnote) ; e. g. abem vilkdm 'to both

wolves', but sit abSm vUkaih 'with both wolves', dat. naktlm

instr. naktim. This variation of accent — given by Kurschat,

though nothing definite is known as to how widely it is

recognised in the Lithuanian dialects — has come in through

association of these forms with the corresponding plural cases

(e. g. dat. naktims instr. naktim); and in the same way other

dual forms have been assimilated to the plural in this language.

The affix *em may have become attached to Skr. -bhyam

Avest. -byqm and O.Ir. -b n-, cp. Skr. tii-bhyam beside tii-bhya

1) References are given in the footnote on p. 189.
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Avest. Gath. taibya 'tibi', and the like, § 186 p. 62. The

agreement of Aryan with Keltic in having hli- seems to make

it certain that initial hh- is older than the Balto-Slav. initial

m- (op. § 274 pp. 175 f.). But be it observed that the -m of

Goth, tvdi-m O.H.G. zwei-m may possibly represent the old

dual suffix (although there can be no mistake about the plural

suffix in O.Icel. tvei-mr)^ and perhaps *vi-m, implied in Skr.

v{-sati- '20', is another dual case belonging to this class, so

that we should have to compare O.H.G. zwein-sug, with a

crystallised dative dual for its first part (§ 177 p. 35).

-b n- seems to have disappeared from Irish, except in

dib n- ; elsewhere we find -b, as in the plural (§ 380), cp. in

dib n-uarib deac 'duodecim horis* instead of *uarib n-deac.

The reason why -b n- gave place to -b is that some of the

dual endings had been worn down into the same sounds

as the plural (Windisch, Paul-Braune's Beitr. IV 225 f.).

Compare § 297.

For the Greek endings -ouv -oiv -atv etc. see § 312.

§ 297. 1. o-stems. Skr. vfkd-bhyam, yugd-bhydm, dva-

-bhyam, pronom. td-hhyam; Avest. vehrka^-ibya vehrha^-we,

dvaf-ibya: no pronominal forms found. O.Ir. feraib may be

derived from pr. Kelt. *uiro-bhm, cp. § 296; dib n- (once

written deib) for *duo-bTn, with i in the first syllable because

of the word's being proclitic. Lith. dat. vUkd-m instr. vitka-rri,

O.C.Sl. vluko-ma igo-ma (on zulo-dSp-ma see § 368), but Lith.

dat. dve-m instr. dvS-m dat. te-m(-dvem) instr. te-m(-dvem.),

O.C.Sl. dve-ma U-ma.

The stem-final -oi- or -ei- is certainly original here in the

numeral 'two' and in pronouns, as it is in the gen. loc. dual,

e. g. Skr. dvdy-os tdy-os O.C.Sl. dvoj-u toj-u (§ 311). I con-

jecture that it was also used in the dat. abl. instr. of substantives

— we actually find it in Avest. vehrkae-ibya — and that this

stem in -oi -ei was the ending of the ace. dual neuter of

the word, which similarly belonged to both nouns and

pronouns originally. Cp. e. g. O.C.Sl. dv6-ma : dvi. (§ 293

pp. 197 f.), and Skr. aksi-bhyani O.C.Sl. oci-ma beside aksi
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oci (§ 300). In Sanskrit the diphthong (*i^Jce-bhyam) was.

exchanged for the ending of the nom. ace. masc, vfka =
Gr. Iv-Mo (cp. Bartholomae, Kuhn's Ztschr. XXIX 582 and

Bezz. Beitr. XV 38, where Avest. ndidha-bya is taken to be

another such form); in the European languages the dual

was influenced by the corresponding cases of the plural: O.Ir..

feraib like dat. pi. feraib for *tfiro-bis (cp. § 296 p. 201^

§ 380), Lith. vitkd-m like dat. pi. vilkd-ms, O.C.Sl. vlukn-ma

like dat. pi. vlUko-mu.

Bern ark 1. Meringer's assumption that this dual form ended in

Idg. 'u-(bhyamy or 'ou-Cbhyam?/ I hold to be unfounded (Meringer,

Zeitsohr. fur d. osterr. Gymn., 1889, p. 1017). The forms of the dual

cases , as I have already insisted in § 285 Rem., page 192 , need not

all be of the same kind.

Remark 2. The way in which the form of the nom. ace. dual

becomes a base for the other dual cases is well illustrated by what

happens in the Lithuanian dialects, as desci'ibed by Bruckner, Archiv fiir

Slav. Phil., Ill 308 f.

§ 298. 2. S-stems. -a- was the stem-final in pr. Idg.

Skr. dha-hhyam dvd-bhyam, pron. td-bhydm. O.Ir. tuathaiby

and, with the length of the stem-final kept, mnaib from 6m,

gen. JwwS, 'woman (cp. § 296 p. 201, § 881). Lith. ranko-m

(dat. mergo-m instr. mergo-m from mergd 'girl'), pron. dat.

t6-m(-dvem) instr. td-m(-dvem), O.C.Sl. raka-ma.

Is it possible that the numeral two originally had no

special feminine form in -cl-? O.Ir. dib n-, Lith. dve-m dvS-m,

O.C.Sl. dv6-ma are both masc. and fem., and so are the gen.

loc. O.C.Sl. dvoj-u Skr. dvdy-os (cp. too Lith. dvSjU used for

the feminine). Compare § 811 p. 209. Skr. dvd-bhyam would

in that case be an Aryan re-formate. The fem. use of O.C.Sl.

te-ma may be a consequence of that of the pi. U-mu U-miy

and of the fact that toju, gen. loc. du., could be used from

early times to express all genders (§§ 810 and 811).

§ 299. 3. *- ie-stems (cp. p. 68, footnote 1). -i- was

the pr. Idg. stem-final. Skr. b^hatt-bhyoLm^ Avest. barenti-bhya

{i = t). O.Ir. insi-b (cp. § 296 p. 201, § 882).

In Balto-Slavonic we find -je- instead of -i- (cp. dat.

instr. pi. §§ 370, 382): Lith. zeme-m (dat. kate-m instr. kate-m
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from hate 'cat'), O.C.Sl. zemlja-ma. Following stems in -ia-:

Lith. dat. vemncsi6-m(-dvem) instr. ve2anczid-m(-dvem), O.C.Sl.

vesqsta-ma.

§ 300. 4. ^- stems. Skr. doi-bhyam, Skr. asi-hya. O.Ir.

faithi-b (cp. § 296 p. 201, § 383). Lith. dat. naUl-m instr.

nakti-ih, O.C.Sl. nostt-ma.

With neuter t-stems it would appear that as far back as-

pr. Idg. the form of the nom. ace. dual in -* was used for the

stem in this form: Skr. ahst-hhycim O.C.Sl. oci-ma beside ahst

oci 'the two eyes', and so also O.C.Sl. usi-ma from usi 'the

two ears' (cp. Osthoff, Morph. Unt. II 132 f.; J. Schmidt,

Kuhn's Zeitschr. XXVI 17). Of o-stems, O.C.Sl. dve-ma, for

example, bears the same relation to dv6\ see § 297 p. 201.

§ 301. 5. M- stems. Skr. sunu-bhyclm, Avest. bazu-bya..

Lith. dat. sunu-m instr. sunu-m, O.C.Sl. synU-ma.

O.Ir. bethaih like instr. pi. beihaib (cp. § 296 p. 201,

§ 383).

§ 302. 6. Stems ending in -n and -r.

The stem was weak in pr. Idg., as it was in the same

cases of the plural (§§ 373, 374, 384, 385). It remains weak

in Skr. ivd-bhyclm tdkSa-bhySm, mcLtf-bhydrn ddt^-bhyWm, Avest..

ner^-bya (nom. nar-a = Gr. avsQ-t).

In Irish and Balto-Slavonic, these cases of the dual, like-

the same cases in the plural, have taken the forms of the

vowel-declensions (§§ 356. 2 and 402). O.Ir. conaib fiadnaib^

mathr-ib (cp. § 296 p. 201, §§ 384 and 385). Lith. dat.

szun-l-m akmen-i-m moter-l-m instr. szun-i-m akmen-i-m

moter-i-m; O.C.Sl. kamen-i-ma mater-t-ma.

§ 303. 7. Stems ending in an Explosive. These

had the weak stem in pr. Idg., as also in the corresponding

plural cases (§§ 367. 2 and 379. 2). Skr. brhdd-bhyam, Avest.

ber^zad-bya ber"sap-bya and (with a change to the strong

stem) ber"zan-bya ; for the stem-final see the sections just

cited, and § 356.2. Avest. brvad-byqm, as has been said

already (§ 296), is the only form with -byam in the Avesta.
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O.Ir. cairt-ib and O.C.Sl. tel^t-i-ma (from tel^ n. 'calf, cp.

§ 225 p. 107, § 244 pp. 142 f.), may be understood by

referring to § 302.

§ 304. 8. Stems in -s.

Aryan. Skr. mdno-hhyam should regularly be *manad-

bhyam, but it has been influenced by the nom. ace. sing.

mdno ('mind, thought'), like the pi. mdno-bhis; see § 356.2.

Hence durmano-hhyam and the compar. dityo-bhyam from

nom. sing. masc. dur-manas dSiyan neut. dur-mano dkyo.

Similarly, havir-bhyam cdhmr-bhyolm have been affected by

the nom. ace. sing, havir {Jiavis) 'libation' cdksur (cdJcsus)

'eye', and have -rbh- instead of the strictly regular -dbh-

(I § 591 p. 448). But the regular -d- is found in the part,

perf. act. vidvad-bhydm like vidvdd-bhis, only in these the

formative suffix is strong, and the weak -us- is gone, see

I § 591 p. 448, II § 136 pp. 440 f.). Other regular forms

are Avest. snaipiS-bya from snaipis n. 'sword', and the part,

perf. act. vidus-bya to be inferred from mduz-bis. No form

from any es-stem is found; but reasoning from the pi. mane-

-bis, which is built up on the form of the nom. ace. sing. neut.

in -S (in the Gathas mane), we may venture to restore *mane-

-bya *asyS-bya (see §§ 376, 387).

O.Ir. tigib {tech n. 'house' for *(s)teyos) perhaps for *teges-

-o-bi-, cp. instr. pi. § 387.

Balto-Slavonic again shows a change to the i-flexion

(cp. §§ 302, 303): Lith. dat. debes-l-m instr. debes-i-m (nom.

sing, debes-l-s 'cloud', II § 132 p. 422), O.C.Sl. sloves-t-ma.

§ 305. 9. ^- ii-, .U- MM-stems and Root Nouns
in -u.

Skr. dhi-bhydm bhru-bhydm (similarly pur-bhydm gw-
-bhydm, see II § 160. 4 pp. 485 f.). In Old Church Slavonic

the corresponding form of svekry and the like is not recorded.

Skr. nau-bhydm, go-bhydm.
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Genitive and Locative DuaD)

§ 306. With these cases as with the others, it is difficult

to make out what forms the parent language had. It is

probable that the two cases were not expressed by one form,

but that they were regularly distinguished.

First of all will be given the facts gathered from each

branch of the parent speech; this will be followed in § 311

by an examination of the previous history of the recorded

forms, as far as it can be made out. Lastly, in § 312 the

Greek forms for the genitive, locative, and other cases of the

dual will be described.

§ 307. Sanskrit. Both cases have the same ending,

-OS = pr. Ar. *-aus.

Stems in -o- and -a- end in -ayos, e. g. vfkayos from

vfka-s 'wolf, yugdyOs from yugd-m 'yoke', divayos from dSvct

'mare'. Side by side with this formation are Yed. ends (also

enayos) from ena- 'he' and avos from avd- 'this', as in O.C.Sl.

vluku from vluko- (§ 310).

Remark. No trustworthy evidence for the shorter formation is to

he got from Ved. yos beside ydyos from yd- 'qui', niniyos from niniyd-

'inside, hidden', pasiiyos from pastiya- n. 'habitation, lodging', pasiyoS

from pasiya- n. 'pressing-stone*. In all these -ay- may have dropped out

by syllabic dissimilation (I § 643 p. 482), as -ay- seems to have done in

suvapatyai § 247 p. 147.

i- ie-stems: b^haty-os.

i- and t«-stems: dvy-os, sUnv-6s.

Consonant stems (with the weak form of the stem) : Mn-os

(for the accent see p. 70 footnote 2), rdjfi-ds from rdjan-

'king', matr-6s ddtr-os, b^hat-6s, mdnas-os dhyas-os vidus-os.

dhiy-6s bhruv-6s, ndv-os, gdv-os (cp. gen. sing. Ved. gdv-

-as § 231 p. 120).

§ 308. Iranian.

In the A vesta, the genitive dual ends in -d -ds(-ca) =
pr. Ar. *-as, the loc. dual in -o, which may be derived

1) For references on this subject, see the footnote on page 189.
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regularly from either pr. Ar. *-as or pr. Ar. *-au (cp. Bartho-

lomae in Bezz. Beitr. IX 208, 312 f., XIII 83).

Stems in -o- and -a- have gen. -at/a, as in Sanskrit both

stems hare -ai/os (§ 307): vehrkaya from vehrka- m. 'wolf,

hafnayd from haencl- f. "hostile host', and similarly in pronouns

yay& from ya-, a^tayd from aeta-, ay& from a-. This case

is found without the syllable -ay- in Dvandva phrases, e. g.

jratim haesatasUrO, of F. and B.', a pair of brothers (stem

fratira- and ha^satastira-)
;

frat%r& : vehrkayA = Skr. enos :

enayos. Of the locative ending -ayo, examples are only found

with o-stems: vehrkayo, ubayo from uba 'both'.

M-stems: gen. hclzv-d, loc. hazv-o.

n- and r-stems: gen. sun-d, nar-a; the strong stem of

nar-& is not original.

Mi-stems: gen. ber^zant-d, with non-original strong stem.

tat-stems: gen. amarHclt-d from amar"t[a-t\at- (I § 643

p. 482) 'genius of immortality', ^-stem: hvar"z-d from hvar^z-

i. e. liu-var^z- 'doing good'.

Old Persian. Spiegel and Osthoff regard dastaya (from

dasta- 'hand') and duvaraya (from duvara- 'door, gate, court')

as loc. dual. They may of course be regarded, if we please,

as loc. sing, with the postposition a, dastay-a = Avest.

^astay-a (§ 263 p. 164); this notwithstanding Osthoff's ob-

jections set forth in Morph. Unt. II 100 f.

§ 309. In Irish the genitive dual has a special form.

-Several classes of stems furnish no examples earlier than

Middle Irish.

o-stems: da ('duorum'), /er, cele. a-stems: tuath^ ban.

e'-stems: fatho fatha. M-stems: betho -a. w-stems: con, aran.

r-stems: mdthar. wf-stems: carat, es-stems: tige. bo 'of two

kine'.

The "aspiration" of the initial of a following word (I § 658. 1

pp. 510 f) has no very strong support in Old Irish; in

Middle Irish, the practice varies apparently without reason,

and sounds are sometimes aspirated, sometimes left alone.
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The origmal ending of the formation therefore still remains

to be discovered. In some instances the gen. loc. dual seems

to have been affected by the analogy of the genitive singular.

•Compare further Ascoli, Note Irlandesi p. 32.

§ 310. Lithuanian dialects use a form in -ms with the

meaning of a gen. dual, as Sodkt-ms sunu-ms diektere-ms tu-

-du-ms fof both'), fem. ane-dvi-ms (of those two'). See

Oeitler, Lit. Stud. 56, Beitr. zur lit. Dialektologie 38; and

Bruckner, Arch, fur slav. Phil." Ill 309 f. With Bruckner,

we must regard the form as an extension of the dat. instr. in

-m by the gen. sing, -s; compare these genitive forms built

up on mii-m j'u-m : — muma juma (the ending doubtless

assimilated to mana tava = mano tdvo) and O.Lith. mumu

jumu (-M, gen. pi.), cp. § 458.

Slavonic gives -u as the ending of gen. and loc; this

brings as back to *-om in the first instance; after it -s may

have dropped (I § 185 p. 161, § 588.7 p. 445). o-stems:

vluku^ but dvoju toju. a-stems : rqhu^ but dvoju toju. «-stems

:

pqttj'u pqtijii {-ij- -ij- as in the gen. pi. pqttj-t pqti-ji, § 348).

M-stems: synov-u {-ov- as in the gen. pi. synov-u, § 349).

M-stems: kamen-u. i-stems: telet-u. s-stems: sloves-u.

§ 311. We may now take a general view of the forms

which have been given in the last four sections, for the

purpose of comparison. At two points we are on firm

ground: (1) Skr. -os : O.C.Sl. -«; and (2) the i-diphthong

before the suffix in o-stems, as Skr. tdy-os, Avest. aetay-a

uhay-o: O.C.Sl. toj-ii.

1. The proethnic ending of the genitive dual may have

been '*-o-u-s or *-e-u-s, consisting of the ending of the o-stems,

the u of the nom. ace. masc. in -oij, (Idg. ^duou = Skr.

dvau), and -s, the suffix of the genitive singular (§ 228

pp. Ill f.). The Avestic locative ending -o, if derived from

Idg. *-ou or *-eM'), would be the dual stem without any case-

1) It may be that this case is to be recognised in the Sanskrit word

^dm-5-nas 'within our (two) doors, at home with us', which is inferred

.from durond- by Bartliolomae Bezz. Beitr. XV 198 f.
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suffix, to be compared with singular locatives like Skr. kdrman

Gv. Sojxtv (§ 285 Rem. p. 191). Some form of this kind might

be used to explain -o/- in the Greek oydo^fyo-q 6ySo(f)-)j-

-y.ovTa, although there are other possible explanations of it

(the Author, Morph. Unt. V 36 fF.).i) O.C.Sl. vluJcu as a

genitive may be derived from ^-ous *-eus, and as a locative

from *-ou "'-eu- These proethnic endings spread beyond their

own proper sphere in two directions: they passed (1) into the

a-class (O.C.Sl. 7-qku, certainly not containing Idg. *-au, cp.

gen. pi. rqku like vluku); and (2) into the consonant, i-, and

«<-classes (Skr. rdjn-os dvy-os etc., O.C.Sl. kamen-u jaqftj-u etc.).

The absence of -s final from the original form of O.C.Sl. loc.

rqku is established, as Leskien points out to me, by Lith.

pusiau 'half, in twain' (beside the subst. fuse 'half') , cp.

O.C.Sl. mezdu 'between', lit. 'withia the bounds', loc. dual of

meMa 'middle, boundary'.

Remark 1. Danielsson, starting from this assumed pr. Idg. *-o^s

(*-eus), has made an attempt to shev? how certain nouns in Italic have

been absorbed into the t»-olass (Pauli's Altital. Stud., Ill 187 ff.). He
supposes that e. g. the gen. cornHs was originally a genitive dual from

the stem corno- = Goth, haiirna-, and gen. manus the same case of a

stem man- (man-ceps); it would then be possible to see original locatives

of the dual in cornu mdnu. Similarly Kluge (Paul-Braune's Beitr. YIII

509) identifies the A.S. gen. sing, nosa (nom. nosti 'nose') with the Skr.

gen. loc. dual nas-6s; if this were correct, *-ojts and not *-ey,s must

have been the original ending. These and other like conjectures and

comparisons, ingenious though they be, are not to be trusted, as any

one may see; the !«-flexion of such stems can be always explained in

other ways.

As regards Avest. & = pr. Ar. *-as, two questions offer

themselves for consideration. (1) Was it properly the ending

of a-stems, which spread at some later period to those in -o-;

(2) does its a-vowel represent the Idg. -o of the nom. ace.

masc. of o-stems (Avest. vehrka)? Osthoff's conjecture (Morph.

1) This would offer a possible means of connecting Sevr&(o? directly

with Sva, by deriving both from *Sfiv-. All the same, I hold fast to

ray own explanation of the ordinal as by far the more probable (§ 166

p. 8).
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Unt. II 93) that Avest. -ayoi is a re-formation of *-ayaos on

the analogy of the gen. sing, haenayd (§ 229 p. 114) I cannot

accept. O.Pers. -ay-a, locative in meaning, if indeed we are

to allow the form at all (§ 308), is also obscure. It is quite

possible to compare -ayO, with the Avest. gen. -ayd.

2. The «-diphthong of Skr. dvdy-55 tdy-os etc. is without

doubt connected with that of Avest. dvae-ibya Lith. dve-m

dve-m 0.C.81. dvi-ma (§ 297 p. 201). Not only these

languages, but apparently Germanic and Baltic, have it in

this same case; for there are certain forms which seem to

have taken a plural case-ending instead of the dual, but

to have kept the dual type in the stem to which the suffixes

were attached. These forms are Goth, tvaddje O.Icel. tveggju

O.II.G. zweijo 'duorum' O.Icel. beggja 'amborum' (for the

treatment of -i- between sonants in these Germanic forms see

I § 142 p. 127), and Lith. dvSjU ahSju (cp. Skr. uhhdy-os

0.C.81. obo)'-u); the Lith. words were doubtless previously

*dvaj-u *abaj-u or *dvej-u *abej-u, which became dvSj-u

abej-u because influenced by the analogy of dve-m dvS-tn.

This same original i-diphthong of the dual is doubtless to be

traced in O.Sax. twe-ne from *diioi-no- (cp. Meringer as cited,

p. 235), in Gr. Somi from *duoi-ip-^ and in Skr. dve-dhd

'twofold, on two occasions'.

It is very probable indeed that the i-diphthong of the

gen. loc. was used with a-stems in the parent language itself;

and it is therefore hard to make out whether these did

not have -ai- (cp. nom. dual fem. *tai), so that it would

be necessary to derive e. g. the O.C.Sl. masc. toju from

*toiou(s), but the fem. toju from *taiou(s), cp. Gr. xogaiv beside

mnoiv (§ 812). It may also be asked whether Skr. tay- in

the masculine may not represent Idg. *tei- (cp. Att. Svstv and

the rest, § 298 pp. 197 f.).

Kemark 2. If Idg. o in open syllables became a in pr. Ar. (I § 78

p. 69), the masc. Skr. *tayos, not tdi/os, would answer to O.C.Sl. toju.

Then what would tdyos be : the feminine form, with Idg. *-ai- (cp. § 422

Rem., on the instr. sing. Skr. tdyu O.C.Sl. tojci) or a masc. form with

Brugmann, Elements. III. 1*
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*-ei-? Compare Meringer, Zeitsohr. fiir osterr. Gymn. 1889, pp. 1017 f.

Meringer's conjecture, that the stem *dui- in Skr. dvi-pdd- etc. was

once closely connected with the nom. dual fem. *duai neut. *dwi and

with Skr. dvdy-os etc., seems to me improhable, because the ?-diphthong

was most certainly not peculiar to the word two, nor can it be shewn that

it first appeared in this word, and afterwards spread to all other stems.

On *dui-, see § 166 p. 7, § 177 p. 33.

Keltic genitives such as da, fer, tuath and so forth (§ 309

pp. 206 f.), remain obscure.

§ 312. Gen. Abl. Dat. Loc. Instr. Dual in Greek.

Horn, -ouv, Att. -oiv (contracted from -ouv), found in aU

stems but the ^-class, "nnouv "nnoiv from "nno-, nodoTiv noSoiv

from nod- etc. A variant found on Attic inscriptions is -oii

for *-0M, as d-avovToi, and similarly in inscr. from Argos, as

rot favdxoi. Elean -oioig, 6'voloig, avroiotg (for this -p see

I § 653 p. 500). Attic a-stems have -aiv, y.6gaiv.

Attempts to explain the suffixes have been made by-

Pick, Bezz. Beitr. I 67 f.; J. Baunack, Mem. de la Soc.

de ling., V 25 &., Die Inschrift von Gortyn 70 f., Stud, auf

dem Gebiete des Gr. und der ar. Sprachen, I 174 f.;

Thurneysen, Kuhn's Zeitschr. XXYII 177; Torp, Zur Lehre

von den geschlechtl. Pron. 47 f. ; and the Author in his Greek

Grammar, ed. 2, p. 124.

No doubt the relation of "nnoi-tv "nnotv to vm-iv ocpu-iv, viSv

xj(pipi' (nom. vc6 a(pco) is the same as that of Avest. vehrkae-

-ibya to Skr. vfkd-bhyam. Then we have in Greek the same

diphthong (-ei- beside -oi- is seen in Att. Svstv) as we saw in

the dat. abl. instr. and gen. loc. of the other languages, which

we regarded as identical with the ending of the nom. ace.

neuter (§§ 297 and 311). If the fem. Skr. tdyos O.C.Sl. toju

comes from Idg. *tai-ous (§ 311, last page), xoQaiv for *xopui-iv

would be parallel to it. In considering these comparisons, it

should be borne in mind that apparently forms are found

in Greek which retain the endings -oi (-ft) and -at, for the

nom. ace. neuter of o-stems and the nom. ace. of a-stems; see

§ 286 p. 194 and § 293 pp. 197 f.
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Elean -oi-oig is without doubt a late re-formation following

the dative plural, which in this dialect has -ok; in place of -a/,

as ayoiv-oiQ (§§ 360, 361). The change perhaps belongs to a

time when -oh had become -oi
, so as to cause confusion

between this case and the loc.-dat. singular in -oi (§ 268

pp. 164 f.). Similarly the Polish loc. dual divu 'duobus' ohu

'ambobus' were changed into dwuch obuch by adding the -ch

of the loc. plural, trzech 'tribus' etc. (Baudouin de Courtenayi

Kuhn-Schleicher's Beitr. VI 79 f.).

The doublets -oi-iv and *-ot-t recal Lesb. a^fi-tv v/uiu-iv

and afif.i-1 v/ii/it-i (compare too Gort. o-Tt/.u) , also a-q)lv and

a-cpl, roi-aiv and roX-ai. But how are we to proceed? Does -iv

-I represent a pr. Idg. dual case-ending, say *-ui(m), which Greek

alone retained; or is it a special Greek formation? This

question has not yet been answered. In any case one hypo-

thesis deserves mention. According to this, some dual suffix,

which began with a consonant, but of which nothing further

is known, gave place to the plural locative suffix -m -6iv;

hence arose *vco-aiv like duo-bus, *roT-ai(v) like O.Icel. tvei-mr

(compare too gen. Goth, tvaddj-e Lith. dvSj-u § 311 p. 209);

-tf- dropped according to rule (I § 564 p. 420) , but in the

corresponding plural forms it was preserved, or restored, by

the analogy of (pvXay.-ai(v) and the like. This hypothesis

certainly does not explain why the final nasal is differently

treated in dual and plural. Of course xogutv might be a late

formation following the analogy mnoc : mQui. Of vwiv something

more will be said in § 458.

Nominative Plural Masculine and Feminine.^)

§ 313. Consonantal stems, and those in -i- and -u-, had

in the parent language the case-suffix -es, which was perhaps

1) W. Sohulze, Das Suffix des nom. pi. maso. und fem., Kuhn's

Zeitschr. XXVIII 275 ff. The Author, Der nom. pi. der a-Stamme im

Griech. und Lat., ibid. XXVII 199 ff. Zeyss, tjber den nom. plur.

der oonsonantisohen Declin. Im Umbr,, ibid. XVII 421 ff. Forstemann,
Zur Gesch. altdeutscher Declin.: der nom. plur., ibid. XIV 161 ff.

U*
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originally only a sign of the plural (§ 186 p. 60). There is

no reason why we should not see the same suffix in -ds, -as,

and -ies, the Idg. endings of the o-, a-, and f- ie-classes

respectively; see I § 115 pp. 107 f., 11 § 185 p. 57.

o-stems have in Aryan , beside pr. Ai'. -ds = Idg. -ds,

pr. Ar. -asas , which we may conjecture to be an Aryan

re-formation.

Armenian has -M for the case-sign, e. g. dster-M 'daughters',

undoubtedly the same as -M in the suffix of the instr. plural,

-bic -vie; compare the terminations of the 1st. and 2nd. plural

present of verbs, -niK and -ylc. Bugge (Beitr. zur etym. Erl.

der arm. Spr., 43 f.) explains -K as follows. He supposes that

the particle u attached itself to the inflexional -s (op. Gr. ndv-v

Skr. bhdrat-u etc.), making *-su, pronounced *-su before

sonants; *-s-u became fc, as initial su- does (I § 560

pp. 416 f.), and M was then adopted universally. The

hypothesis at least deserves consideration.

The nom. plural, like the nom. dual (§ 284 pp. 190 f.),

served in all periods for the vocative, and in Sanskrit both

numbers when so used were accented upon the first syllable

(§ 200 p. 83).

§ 314. 1. o-stems. Pr. Idg. *ulqos 'lupi'. Skr. vfkas;

Avest. -a very rare, amesA = Skr. amftas 'immortales' ; on

O.Pers. martiya 'homines' see below. Armen. gaillc, see § 318.

Umbr. prinuvatus prinuvatu prinvatur 'legati' screihtor

'scripti', Osc. Nuvlanus. O.Ir. voc. a firu, op. below.

Goth, vulfos O.Icel. ulfar with pr. Germ. *-os, O.Sax. dagos

A.S. da^as 'days' with pr. Germ. *-6s, see I § 581 p. 434,

§ 661. 5 p. 519, and Paul in Paul-Braune's Beitr. YI 550 f.

Remark 1. There is no sure foundation for an Idg. -es beside -os

(cp. abl. sing, -ed : od and the like, § 240 p. 133). Lat. magistres is

doubtless an ad-formate of the i-class, and O.H.G. wolfa -a of the d-

i; see below p. 214.

1. Aryan. Pr. Ar. -asas beside -as: Skr. Yed. vfkasas

(Pali -ase); Avest. vehrk&iaho, O.Pers. hagoha 'gods*. Outside

of the Aryan languages no credible proof has been given of
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the existence of this ending. We are accordingly drawn to

conjecture, with Bopp (Vergl. Gr. I^ 450), that the Idg. suffix

-as has been extended by the -as of the consonant-class.

Kemark 2. It is a very common thing to find a second case-suffix

added to a fully formed case. The most obvious comparison is that of

Pali nom. pi. hannayo beside Icarina =^ Skr. hanyas 'maidens': from

rattiyo (sing. r((ttt) and vadhuyo (sing. vadUu) it was imagined that -yo

was a nom. pi. suffix, and this was used to extend kanfla. In § 312

p. 211 we noticed El. Svoi-oig Pol. dwu-cli. Again, nom. pi. masc. O.IoeL

l^ei-r 'the, these' (Runic fai-Jt) = Goth, pc'ii Grr. roi has taken -r (for -z)

from substantives. Q-r. aoc. Z^r-a (§ 221 p. 98). Gen. Dor. l/ufo-g, § 450.

Lith. instr. tu-m\. Mod.H.G. den-en in place of den, and the like (the

Author, Morph. Unt. Ill 70).') Examples from Russian are collected by

Vetter zur Gesch. der nom. Decl. im Russ. pp. 36, 37.

Since Scherer, it has often been maintained that O.Sax. dagos A.S.

da-^as contain a suffix which answers to Skr. -asas ; see, for example, Mahlow

Die 1. Voc. 128, W. Sohulze in Kuhn's Zeitsohr. XXVIII 275. But this

cannot be proved. It would be preferable to assume this suffix for O.Fris.

dagar (see MoUer, Paul-Braune's Beitr. VII 505), but the ending of dagar

may equally well be derived from *-oz (cp. O.H.G. ir I § 661. 5 p. 519).

To say that forms corresponding to the Skr. -asas are to be found in the

O.Ir. plurals in -a from the pret. pass, in -t, such as do-hretha (sing, do-

-breth, II § 79 p. 232) is conjecture run wild. To support it we should at

least need to show -ai used side by side with -a.

If, in spite of all considerations to the contrary, Skr. -asas should

prove to be proethnio, I would connect Idg. *-os, in Skr. vfkds etc., with

Skr. -asas in the following manner : I would assume a pr. Idg. termination

*-oss side by side with *-oses or *-osos (cp. the gen. sing, -s beside -es

-os), whose- ss would in all languages be treated just like Idg. -s (op.

§ 856 Rem.).

In Avestic, -a (Gath. -a), as vehrka, is very common

beside -& and -awho. The form is also used for the ace.

plural. Its origin is doubtful.

Remark 8. Since Bopp, scholars have usually regarded this -a

as the ending of the nom. ace. neuter. J. Schmidt, who agrees, compares

Gr. ra aira. from aXro-g, Lat. loca from locu-s, etc. (Pluralb. 7 f.).

Osthoffs view has at least as much in its favour (Morph. Unt. II 93 f.).

He regards these forms as dual (cp. nom. dual Gr. ^wgoi Lat. eqitae used

for the plural, § 315). On this view, forms in -a from consonantal stems,

as nar-a 'men' vac-a 'voices', can be understood at once; Bopp's ex-

planation makes it necessary to suppose that -a spread to these stems

from the nom. pi. veJirka.

1) The conjecture offered in this place — that Skr. -asas was first

used with a-stems — can hardly be right (cp. § 315).
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Whether O.Pers. forms like martiya (see above) are to

he compared with Avest. -& (Skr. -as), or with Avest. -a,

cannot be decided.

Old Irish. The form in *-0Sj which became -u (I § 657. 6

p. 509) held its ground only in the vocative use, and its place

in the nominative was taken by the pronominal ending *-oi

(see below, under 2); cp. Gr. voc.-nom. Epfiiia beside 'Ep/xda-g

§ 190 p. 67. The confluence in form of the nom. in -os, used

for the voc, and the ace. plural (§ 326) caused the ace. pi. of

other stems to be used as a vocative, e. g. cairtea ace. voc.

beside nom. carit (§ 334).

Old High German. I regard ivolfa -a and hirte

'herdsmen' (jo-stem) as adformates of feminine forms like

gebd -a and sunte (§ 315).

2. In five groups of languages the pronominal ending

*-oi has spread to nouns (the reverse is found in Umbro-

Samnitic, as Osc. piis 'qui'): these are —
Greek. Xv'y.oi hke to/.

Latin. O.Lat. poploe, pilumnoe, later populi, lupi (I § 81

p. 74). An ending found on inscriptions of the sixth and

seventh century of the city, in -Plautus, and elsewhere, — -es

{-eis -^s), as magistres — is taken from the i-class (§ 317).

It was suggested by variant forms in the pronouns, ques (stem

qui-) and qm (stem quo-)^ heis and M. Also Fahsc. magistreis.

Remark 4. deivos, in the Duenos inscription, has been repeatedly

explained as nom. plural (the latest attempt is by Conway, in the

American Journ. of Phil., S 452). It is more likely to be locative plural,

see § 357.

Old Irish, fir 'viri', eich 'equi', celi 'comrades' (jo-stems)

for *-u; Gallic retains -oi, Tanotalihnoi. See I § 82 p. 77,

§ 657. 4 p. 508.

Germanic. This ending has been borrowed by adjectives

only: Goth, hlinddi O.H.G. hlinte pi. of "blind" (I § 661.6

p. 520); Goth, hlinddi doubtless for the regular *bUnda on the

analogy of the monosyllabic pdi (§ 263 Eem. pp. 165 f.).

Balto-Slavonic. Lith. vilkai, gerl and gere-ji, beside
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which we have tS, see I § 84 pp. 80 f.
, § 664. 3 p. 523,

§ 671 p. 536, II § 406, Morph. Uat. V 57 footnote 1.

O.C.Sl. vluci, novi 'novf, ti (I § 84 p. 82).

§ 315. 2. a-stems. Pr. Idg. *e^^as. Skr. dhas^

Avest. ha^nd. Umbr. urtas 'ortae' iuvengar 'iuvencae', Osc.

scriftas 'scriptae', Marruc. asignas 'hostiae' (or some meaning

of the kind); Latin seems to have preserved this type in

the form matrona found on two inscriptions of Pisaurum

(C. /. L. I 173, 177; cp. I § 655.9 p. 505). O.Ir. nom. voc.

tuaiha, mna "women (I § 106 p. 99, § 657. 6 p. 509). Goth.

gibos, O.H.G. Alemann. hebo (on O.H.G. geba -a, see below)

A.S. ^iefa, O.Icel. gjafar, pr. Ger. *-o0. Lith. rankos.

Sanskrit. The Veda has not only -as but -asas, dhcisas,

as with the o-class (§814). It is much rarer with a- them

with o-stems, and in Iranian it is never found with S-stems at

all; hence it would seem to have spread from o-stems to those

in -a-. Now and then -dsas from an ^-stem has the meaning

of the accusative (Lanman, Noun Infl. p. 363); the reason

being that in this class nom. and ace. have always had the

same ending, -as.

Greek and Latin have -ai both in nouns and pronouns:

Gr. xiij(}cu, Tat, Lat. equae, istae (O.Lat. inscr. tabelai datai

and the like). These forms are probably not a re-formation

following the -oi of the o-class, but the Idg. dual, whose value

was changed to match them with -oi; see § 286 p. 194.

Old High German geba -a and sip'pe sippecL sippia -a

(iS-stem) took their ending, we may conjecture, from the f-

^e-class (as gutinne
,

gutinnd -a) , which had *-ies as their

original ending (§ 316). Before '*-ia {*-ia) = pr. West Germ.

*-iez became -e (Braune, Ahd. Gr. § 58 Anm. 1), -a (-a)

spread to a-stems which had no -i-, and afterwards was restored

from these to the i-stems again (cp. Braune, op. cit. § 209

Anm. 3). There is the same form-transference in the accusative

singular, § 213 p. 91, and in the genitive singular, § 229

p. 117. In Anglo-Saxon levelling took place in the opposite
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direction, and ^ydenna was due to the analogy of ^iefa sibba

= Goth, gibos sibjos. The Idg. ending -^s is preserved in

pronouns, deo dio = Skr. tt/ds.

Old Church Slavonic rqky and smi)'q {zmija 'snake')

are accusative plural (§ 327). The use of this form was perhaps

caused by the fact that the old form of the nom. pi. *ronkcl,s,

when the -s dropped (I § 588. 7 p. 445) became identical with

the nom. sing, (rqka); and it was helped on by the singular

nominative and accusative having so frequently the same form

(in Russian, the masc. ace. in -y is found used as nom. from

the IS* or 14* century onwards).

§ 316. 3. «- ie-stems (cp. p. 68, footnote 1). The

Pr. Idg. form was doubtless *bhrgh'^t(i)ies. Tiat. fades. It

is doubtful whether O.Ir. insi is of this class {-i for *-n{s) with

-'* for -e), see § 229 Rem. 3 p. 117. O.H.Gr. gutinne, later

-inna -a, see § 315. Lith. zemes.

In Aryan there has been a twofold re-formation. (1) Skr.

Ved. bfhatts Avest. barentts, with a weak stem, like the ace.

pi. (§ 328), whence arose a symmetrical group bfhatt : bfhattm

: hfhatis matching with dsva : dsvam : nom. ace. divas. (2) Skr.

bfhatyas Yed. -iyas (only bfJiatyds in post-Vedic Sanskrit)

and Avest. barentyo, daevyo (read daeviyo) 'she-devils', following

the I- M-class (§ 323), cp. nom. ace. dual Skr. brhatyaii § 287

p. 194. Once in the Avesta occurs -ya, bdminya 'lucidae',

certainly not the direct representative of pre-Aryan *-ies.i but

following the js-class (§ 315).

Greek too has the formation which follows the ia-class,

(fSQovaai; and so have Germanic — Goth, frijondjos A.S.

^ydenna (see § 315) — and Lithuanian, vesancdos.

Compare p. 68, footnote 1.

Old Church Slavonic, zemlj^ vesqstq are accusative

forms like rqky zmiji^ (§ 315).

§ 317. 4. ^-sterns. Pr. Idg. *ouei-es. Skr. dvay-as,

trdy-as 'three'; Avest. amy-o, trtty-o with non-original a.

Armen. ereK 'three' for *tre(i)-es, see § 813 p. 212. Greek Att.

oiffig for *-s({,)-sg; Ion. Att. tQEig Lesb. vpfjg Cret. rpisg.
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Lat. oves turres tres, Umbr. puntes 'pontes' pacrer 'propitii',

-es for *-e(i)-es I § 134 p. 121. O.Ir. faithi, tri, see below.

Goth, ansteis preis, O.H.Gr. ensti dr% (I § 142 pp. 125 f.).

O.C.Sl. paMj-e pqtij-e m. (I § 68 p. 60, § 146 p. 131).

Aryan. Isolated examples of -i-as are found. Ved. ary-

-ds {art- 'active, eager, pious'), cp. ace. pi. and gen. sing, ary-

-ds\ also vfbty-as (M.Bh.) from vx&ti- 'rain', Avest. fravasyo

beside fravasayo, female genii.

The ending contained in Armenian sirtIS is doubtful

(cp. § 313 p. 212).

Grreek. All dialects have *-ei-es in rgsTg (see above), but

Heracl. ace. rpTg (§ 330) is used for the nom. and ace. both.

Substantives, except in Attic, have -isg, o(pisg ^doisg, on the

analogy of I- ii-stems such as nohsc, (§ 323), cp. the gen. sing.

o(fwg § 231 p. 119. As regards Hom. noXrjsq see § 260

p. 160.

Italic. Lat. has -is beside -es, ovis oveis, which I regard

as the form of the ace. pi. (§ 330). The use of -es and -Ts

together was natural when once -es had found its way into

the accusative plural on the analogy of ped-es, and was used

along with -is for the accusative. The explanation of Osc.

aidilis 'aediles', with -is = -is, is uncertain, owing to the

scanty remains of the language.

Old Irish, tri (Cymr. tri) may be derived from *tre(i)es

by supposing that -ee- became -e- in proethnic Keltic; *tres

thus formed would become regularly tn (I § 74 p. 64) ; or we

might assume that *-ees became *-m, *-iis, *-Ts and lastly -i.

I think it not so probable that the ending contained in it is

*-w-es, or that the form should be the accusative plural.

Balto-Slavonic. Lith. nakfys trys may be derived from

*-ii-(e)s, as sUnus from *-uu-(e)s; but whence came these

assumed endings? They can hardly be original. Did i and

u come from the other cases of the plural, and take the place

of e and a (for *-eu-es would have become -aii-(e)s, I § 68

p. 59)? O.C.Sl. nosti (fem.) is the form of the ace. pL, like

fem. rqJcy § 315 p. 216.
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§ 318. 5. w-stems. Pr. Idg. *suneu-es. Skr. sUtidv-as,

Avest. bazav-o. Gv. Ion. ntj^ssg i^Sseg kit. n-rlxstQ ijdsTg. Lat.

manUs can be explained as *manou-{e)s {-ou- for -eu- according

to I § 65 p. 52) ') ; but see below. O.Ir. mogH (mug 'servant'),

O.Corn. lichou 'swamps', Gall. Lugoves; *-eu-es first became

*-ou-es according to I § 66 p. 56, and then Irish *-o(ti)i(s),

British -ou. Goth, sunjus O.Icel. syner synir for pr. Germ.

*-iu-iz (I § 179 p. 156, § 660.1 p. 516). O.C.Sl. synov-e

(I § 68 pp. 59 f.).

Aryan. Sometimes -v-as in the Veda, as sata-kratv-as

^effecting an hundredfold', similarly Avest. yatv-o 'magicians';

cp. ace. pi. Skr. -v-as Avest. -v-o beside -un -us, -us (§ 331),

and gen. sing. Skr. -v-as Avest. -v-o beside -os -aos (§ 282

p. 122). As to the re-formation Avest. dahhav-o = O.Pers.

dahyoLv-a 'lands, regions' see § 261 pp. 161 f.

It is a question what termination we are to see in

Armenian zardK (cp. § 313 p. 212).

Lat. manUs (see. above) may also be the form of the

accusative plural. This use of the accusative would have

resulted from the relation between nom. oves : ace. oves., nom.

ped-es : ace. ped-es. manus in Plautus is shortened metrically,

like canes and similar words (§ 319).

Germ. Goth, mans O.H.G. man A.S. men 'men' for

*manu-is, like the gen. sing. Goth, mans (§ 232 p. 122).

O.H.G. siti follows the «-flexion.

Lith. siinus like ndktys, see § 317, last page.

§ 319. 6. Nasal stems.

a. «-stems. Pr. Idg. *Tc(u)uon-es 'canes'. Skr. svdn-as,

Avest. span-o; with the weak stem substituted Ved. maghon-as

beside maghdvan-as 'dispensers, givers, offerers', Avest. asaun-o

beside asavan-o pi. 'holy, pious'. Armen. sunJc, akanJc akunfc,

elinU 'stags' (cp. Bartholomae, Bezz. Beitr. X 294), see § 313

1) The syncope of the e of the final syllable would be later than

the contraction of the two e 's in "oyeCiJ-es (§ 317).
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p. 212. Gr. y.vv-sg instead of *i(vov-sg *Tiov-ec (cp. xvva § 218

p. 94), rhvov-sg noi/^isv-eg, dywu-ig nsv&'^v-ts ; a^v-sg like y.vv-sg.

Osc. humun-s (u in the last syllable) 'homines', cp. Lat.

homon-es and Umbr. homon-us hominibus' with -on-, II § 114

p. 351. O.Ir. coin, arain. Goth, guman-s, O.H.G. gomon

gomun; A.S. cexen exen O.Icel. yxn 'oxen' for ''''uxsn-iz (Skr.

uksdn-as) like Norse Run. dolitr-iR § 320; Goth, tuggon-s

O.H.G. zungUn; on the formative suffix in O.H.G. gomon

gomun, zungun cp. Streitberg Paul-Braune's Beitr. XIV 218 S.

Lith. szun-s like Gr. v.vv-k;, dkmen-s. O.C.Sl. jelen-e "stags',

dXne 'days' with weak stem (H § 114 p. 356), semljan-e

'countrymen' (H § 115 p. 362).

Avestic has also -a instead of -o, xsafn-a 'nights', see

§ 314 p. 213.

Latin. "With this as with all the classes which follow,

the old ending *-es gave place to -es (the ending of «-stems,

§ 317) before the Latin tradition begins: can-es homin-es

edon-es. This gave the means of distinguishing nom. pi. from

gen. sing., but caused confusion with the ace. pi., but perhaps

-es = *-e(i)-es and -es = *-i^s were still distinct at the time

when this change of ending took place. Survivals of Idg. -es

are seen in quattuor and perhaps foris (§ 820). Plautine

scansions like canes turbines are due to metrical shortening, as

also is manus, § 318 (see A. Spengel, Reformvorschlage zur

Metrik der lyr. Yersarten bei Plautus, 809 ff.); original *-^s

must needs have become -is, as it did in the genitive singular.

Balto-Slavonic. Lith. szun-ys, following the 2-flexion

(§ 317), beside szun-s. Similarly O.C.Sl. kamen-ye -ije

{kamen-e is not found) and dm-tje -ije beside dm-e.

b. OT-stems. Skr. ksdm-as from ksam- 'earth'; Gr. should

have x^ov-sg instead of *xd o/ii-fg (I § 204 p. 172), but it is

hardly likely that, the form ever occurs. Avest. zim-a from

zgd 'winter frost' (weak stem instead of strong, and -a instead

of- 0, § 314 p. 218), Gr. x'dvig 'falls of snow' instead of

*Xiof.i-sg (I § 204 p. 172), Lat. hiem-es {-es instead of -es, see

above). Compare II § 160 pp. 482 f.
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§ 320. 7. r-stems. Pr. Idg. *mater-es, *d6tor-es,

*qetuor-es 'quattuor'. Skr. matdr-as ddtar-as, Avest. matar-o

datar-o; Skr. catvar-as Avest. capwar-o; the feminine of this

is Skr. cdtasr-as Avest. catajar-o, with non-original weak stem

like Skr. tisr-ds f. 'three'; that the weak stem is not original

is clear from Avest. tisar-o and O.Ir. teoir, cetheoira cetheora

(with -a following inna etc.); see § 167 pp. 8 U). Armen.

marfc, dsterM 'daughters', corfc 'quattuor', durfc 'doors', see § 313

p. 212. Gfr. f.irjX£Q-sg d-vyaxsQ-sq Hom. dvsQ-eq (Horn. d-vyavQ-

-sg Hom. Att. uvSq-sq are re-formates), Swrog-sq-, SoTrJQ-Eg;

Dor. rsTop-sg Ion. rsaaig-sg, with weak stem Att. Tirtag-sc,

Lesh. TTfffvp-s?. l-i&t. quattuor, Osc. keenzstur cewsiMr 'censores'

Umbr. frater 'fratres' (cp. the Remark) with -r for -r{e)s

according to I § 655. 9 p. 506. O.Ir. mathir, cethir, fem. teoir

(I § 657.5 p. 508). O.H.G. muoter, Norse Eun. dohtr-ix

O.Icel. detr A.S. dehter 'daughters' like Horn, d-vyarg-sg; Groth.

fidvor (o doubtless from the neuter) O.H.Gr. Jior 'quattuor'

(§ 168 pp. 9—11); O.H.Gr. turi f. 'door' was perhaps originally

nom. pi. = Skr. dur-as, -i = *-is *-es according to I § 661. 2

p. 517. Lith. moter-s; O.C.Sl. datel-e 'datores' (II § 122

p. 389), cetyr-e m. 'quattuor'.

Avest. nar-a beside nar-o 'ave^sg and the like, see § 314

p. 213.

Italic. Perhaps Lat. /oris f. 'door', since the word may
really be a nom. pi. from for-, like O.H.Gr. turi above. In

any other case it will be needful to assume that a singular

for-is was coined at some period to correspond to the plural

for-es, on the analogy of oves : ovis. matr-es dator-es follow

the j-class, see § 819 p. 219.

Eemark. Beside tvater frater in Vmhrian, frateer is found once,

Tab. V. b 16. It should hardly be compared with Grr. pgarij^-e; (beside

(poaroQsq (p^dregec) Sorfiges (11 § 120 p. 379), although the word, in

Umbrian as in Greek, bears only the sense of 'comrades'. The reasons

1) The change of stem from strong to weak in the nominative was
due to the absence of singular and dual cases, so that the nominative
was the only case which had the strong stem at all.
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for not allowing this form are: (1) In line 11 we read frat.er, with

the fifth letter erased. It was doubtless e; and if so it seems

that we have here a mistake made twice, and only corrected once.

(2) Along with this nominative the gen. fratrom and dat. fratrus are in

use. But a stem frater- would doubtless have been carried through all

the cases, as are those in -tor- {ars-feriur- 'flamen'). Nor do I see any

means of supporting the view that an older Umbr. nom. pi. fraier has

lengthened its e in order to draw a line between nom. pi. and nom. sing.

(BUcheler, TJmbr. pp. 180 and 191). I therefore consider frateer to be

nothing but an oversight. The form frater may be explained as

*fratr-(e)s (cp. Lat. fratr-es), compare ager for *agr(o)-s, I § 655.9

p. 506.

Germanic. Goth, broprjus follows simjus because of the

resemblance between broprum and sunum (II § 122 p. 388).

O.H.G. bruodera -a and tohtera -a (cp. Braune, Ahd. Gr.

pp. 171 f.), following 0- and «-stems (§§ 314, 315).

Old Church Slavonic materi follows the «-class (§ 817

p. 217).

§ 321. 8. Stems ending in an Explosive.

Pr. Idg. *bhfg'hont-es. Skr. bfhdnt-as^ Avest. ber^zant-o.

Gr. (psQovT-sg. O.Ir. carit. Goth, frijond-s O.H.G. friunt.

O.C.Sl. vezqste instead of *vezqte, the s coming from cases

which had -io-, cp. vezqsfi § 219 p. 96.

The wi-participles in Lithuanian show a double formation.

One group of dialects has vemntys after the analogy of «-stems

(cp. dial, akmenys beside akmens, and the like); the other

group (High Lithuanian) has vesq^ which can hardly be

anything else but the form of the nom. ace. neuter (cp. § 225

p. 105, and § 842); but how it came to be so used is still

unknown (cp. Job. Schmidt in Kuhn's Zeitschr. XXVI 862 f.,

and Pluralb. 162 f.).

Gr. vvxr-sc, Goth, naht-s A.S. niht 'nights'. Skr. daidt-as

Lith. deszimt-s O.C.Sl. des^t-e 'tens' (cp. § 174 p. 23).

Skr. iardd-as 'autumns'. Gr. rpvydS-sg. O.Ir. druid

'Druids'. A.S. hnit-e (-e = pr. Germ. *-i2) beside ace. sing.

hnit-it nit, louse's egg' (§ 219 p. 96), similarly A.S. hnyt-e

nuts' ^ O.Icel. hnet-r. Pr. Idg. *pod-es 'feet' : Skr. pdd-as,
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Armen. ot-K (cp. § 313 p. 212), Gr. noS-sg, A.S. fet O.Icel.

fBt-r pr. G-erm. ""fot-iz, cp. II § 160 p. 480.

Skr. uiij-as 'those who are desirous', Avest. mipro-druj-o

they who deceive Mithra'. Gr. /ndgax-sg, oprvx-ig ogrvy-sg.

O.Ir. na-thraig 'water-snakes'. Skr. spdi-as Avest. spas-o

'spies, inspectors' (Lat. au-spic-es). Skr. vdc-as Avest. vac-o,

Gr. *on-sQ (Lat. voc-es). Skr. raj-as O.Ir. rig (Lat. reg-es)

Goth, reik-s (I § 74 p. 64), Idg. *reg-es 'rulers'. Osc. medix

'meddices' for *med-dik-es , cp. Lat. ju-dic-es and Skr. dii-as

'directions, indications, instructions'. O.Ir. brig 'mountains',

Goth, baiirg-s O.H.G. burg A.S. byr^ 'fortresses, cities',

Avest. bar^z-o or ber'z-o (inferred from the other cases which

are found), cp. II § 160 p. 479. O.H.G. buoh A.S. bee

'books', pr. Germ. *bdk-iz.

Skr. dp-as Avest. ap-o 'waters'. Gr. xXmn-sg 'thieves'.

Avestic also has -a instead of -o, as vac-a beside vac-o,

see § 314 p. 214.

Lat. -es, ferent-es lapid-es ped-es bibac-es voc-es reg-es

dap-es, following the i-class, see § 319 p. 219.

§ 322. 9. s-stems.

Pr. Idg. *dus-menes-es. Skr. durmanas-as , Avest.

dusmanatdh-o. Gr. tSva/Ltsvssg -dg. — Skr. uSds-as usds-as,

cp. § 220 p. 97. — Gr. /.ifjv-sg Lesb. /.li^w-fg, (Lat. mens-es,)

O.Ir. mis, cp. II § 132 p. 415; Skr. mds-as Avest. mdwh-o

'months', cp. II § 134 pp. 424 f.

Pr. Idg. comparative *dfc(i)ios-es 'ociores'. Skr. dstyq-as,

for the nasahsed formative suffix see II § 135 p. 430; in the

post-Yedic language rarely -tyas-as, like the ace. sing, -lyas-

-am § 220 p. 97. Gr. TjiSlovg for *-^o(g)-ss; with the weak

stem, Hom. nlssg Gret. nXisg for *nX7]t,a-fs (11 § 135 pp. 429

and 432). O.C.Sl. slaMise perhaps for *-whe, earlier *-is-es

according to I § 588. 2 p. 443 ; s may also have come from

-si-, with -i- from the cases which had -io-, cp. vezqste § 321

p. 221.

Pr. Idg. part. perf. act. *ueiduos-es. Skr. vidv4s-as (for

q, see II § 136 p. 441); in the Veda and later we sometimes
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meet with the weak formative suffifix -lis-as, vidM-as (cp. ace.

sing. § 220 p. 97); Avest. vidv&rah-o. O.C.Sl. miruse^ to be

explained in the same way as slasdi&e, above; and compare

the ace. sing, imrum (§ 220 p. 97). In regard to Gr. lUor-sg,

see II § 136 p. 440. Lith. mirq following vesq (§ 321 p. 221),

compare the nom. sing, mirqs : vezqs (II § 136 p. 441, III § 193

p. 73); a dialectic variant is -usys, like -antys.

Pr. Idg. *mus-es 'mures': Skr. mus-as; Gr. f^v-sg and

fiv-sg, the latter following stems in -u- -uu- (II § 160 p. 485);

A.S. mys O.Icel. mys-s.

Latin, -es, degener-es horior-es mSns-es, ocior-es, mur-es,

following the i-class, see § 319 p. 219.

§ 323. 10. t- ii- and u- uu- stems, and stems

ending in -f, -J, -f-

Pr. Idg. *-M-es, *-tm-es, e. g. *bhncu-es (nom. sing. *bhru-s

'brow'). Skr. dhiy-as 'thoughts, meditations' Ved. nadiy-as

'rivers', bhruv-as Ved. tvakruv-as 'mothers-in-law'. In Avestic

*-ii-es is represented by certain forms of t- ^e-stems, which

follow the analogy of this class, e. g. daevyo i. e. da^viy-o

(§ 316 p. 216); and *-uu-es by tan(u)i)-o 'bodies'. Gr. y.i-fg

noXi-sg (from noXl-g), ocpQv-tg v-tg vsxv-ig (from vey.v-g).

Lat. SM-e.s, with {-flexion, see § 319 p. 219; vis (beside

vires), to be explained like the gen. sing, vis § 233 p. 123.

O.Icel. syr 'sues' like gen. sing, syr, see § 233 p. 123.

O.C.Sl. krUv-i f. , sveknw-i f. following the «-class (§ 317

p. 217).

Skr. c/ir-as 'songs of praise' = *g^r-es, puras 'strongholds'

^ *pll-es, gosdn-as pi. 'gaining kine' = *-snn-es. Compare

II § 160. 4 pp. 485 f.

§ 324. Certain Koot Nouns in -u and -i.

Pr. Idg. *nau-es 'naves': Skr. ndv-as, Gr. va-sg vPj-sg

vs-sg (I § 610 p. 461); Lat. nclv-es follows the ^-class, see

§ 319 p. 219.

Pr. Idg. *Q(yij,-es: Skr. gdv-as, Gr. (So-sg, and perhaps

Mid.Ir. bai {ai and oi are confused in Middle Irish);
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Lat. hov-es like nav-es-^ O.H.G. kuo A.S. cy O.Icel. hyr are

re-formates, see § 199 p. 80, § 221 p. 98, § 238 p. 130.

Skr. rdy-as 'treasures, goods', Avest. rdy-o. Lat. res for

*re(i)-Ss, or an Italic re-formate.

Accusative Plural Masculine and Feminine.^)

§ 325. The general ending in the parent language for

this case was -ns. The view which assumes -ms as the

ending is opposed by what we find in Baltic; see § 186,

page 61.

1. -ns was pronounced -^s after stems ending with a

consonant. From -^s come Ar. -as, Armen. -s, Gr. -ag, Lat. -es

Umbr. -/, Goth, -uns, Lith. -is. (See I § 224 p. 192, § 232

p. 197, § 233 p. 197, § 238 p. 200, § 244 p. 202, § 249

p. 204; as to Armen. -s for -*a(n)s, see further I § 202 p. 169,

§ 651.3 p. 497; for Umbr. -/, I § 209 p. 177 and Duvau's

essay (see footnote 1) ; as regards Lith. -is for *-fs, I § 664. 3

p. 523.

O.Ir. shows the ending -a, as con-a 'canes' aiihr^a. The

ending is -as in Gallic, lAngon-as Bitwing-as (it is true we

know the forms only as Roman authors have preserved them),

and Windisch (Paul-Braune's Beitr., IV 215) would have it

that -a has come from the a-class. But so long as the history

of 1} in Irish has not been made clear in all points, we shall

have to regard -a provisionally as directly representing *-^s.

Perhaps -!^s, becoming first *-ans, passed very early into *-a''s

*-as; for in tracing the suffix of the ace. pi. of o-stems,

-u (§ 326), we come to *-us at the first step, and this brings

1) Bartholomae, Der arische ace. plm\ masc. der i-, u- und r-

Stamme, Kuhn's Zeitsohr. XXIX 483 if. Curtius, Der griech. ace. plur.,

ibid. I 258 f. 0. Keller, Der Ace. auf is der 3. Decl. bei den august.

Dichtern, Bhein. Mus. XXI 241 ff. L. Duvau, Le group final *-^s &

I'acc. plur. des themes consonantiques de Tombrien, M6m. de la Soc. de

lingu. VI 223 ff. Stokes, Der ace. plur. in den britischen Spraohen,

Kuhn-Schleicher's Beitr. VII 69 ff.
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us to *-ds and lastly to *-ons, which points to a very early

loss of the nasal. Cp. Lat. pedes for *-ens as contrasted with

ensi-s (earlier Snsi-s), I § 208 p. 175.

Stems that show vowel gradation, such as Skr. uhsdn-

Goth. aiihsan- 'ox', have generally a weak stem in Sanskrit,

and a strong stem in Greek. As to which of the two re-

produces the older form, probability is on the side of Sanskrit

(cp. catur-as = Lith. ketur-is Gr. Aeol. mavp-ag); but the

matter is still an open question. Since ^t in Aryan and Greek

became an av (I § 226 p. 193), it must be provisionally

assumed that Ar. -as is regular only in such forms as Skr.

tdkm-as bhdrat-as bhriiv-as, and spread thence to uksn-ds

hrhat-ds etc.

2. "Whether or not o-, i-, and M-stems had -o-ns, i-ns,

and -u-ns respectively in pr. Idg., is uncertain ; not that Lith.

gerus-ius makes it so (see § 326), but because of Skr.

-qs -0,n, -\r -Tn, -lir -un, whose long vowel we must doubtless

regard as belong to the proethnic period of Aryan at the

latest (§ 327).

Remark. If we take Idg. -ons as our starting point (cp. Hanssen

in Kuhn's Ztsohr. XXVII 615, and Bremer, Berl. phil. Wochenschr. 1887

p. 502), we should have to assume a shortening of the vowel for the

European languages, according to the principles laid down in I §§ 611 ff.

-ons would be related to -^s as abl. sing, -od to the -d of Skr. md-d

'a me' (§ 240 p. 134) : -ins -uns might be regarded as an Aryan re-formation

following -ons — Skr. -fr -fn and Avest. -erqs in r-stems certainly are

an Aryan re-formation; or if they were held to be original, -ons would

bear the same relation to -Ins -uns as the instr. sing. Skr. vfka to

Skr. matt Avest. bazu (§§ 274 ff.), or as the nom. ace. dual Skr. vfka to

dvi sunu (§§ 284 ff.) But it is quite possible to regard the Aryan forms

with a long vowel as an Aryan analogical formation: it may be supposed

that *-ans followed the nom. pi. in -as^ being influenced by the fern. ace.

nom. pi. -as^ and that the long vowel thus produced in o-stems influenced

those in -;- and -?<-, and finally those in -r-. Compare Bartholomae,

Stud, zur idg. Sprachg., I 37 f.

3. ^-sterns had pr. Idg. -as^ as in the nominative plural.

J. Schmidt's theory that this ending came from -ans (see

I § 220 p. 188) is unsafe enough.

Brugmann, Elements. III. 15
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§ 328. 1. 0-stems. Pr. Idg. *ulqo-ns {*ulqons? see

§ 325). Skr. vfkqs vfkan for *-ans (see I § 647.7 p. 494);

vfkant before s-, as we must assume with Whitney, is simply

-an s- with parasitic t serving as a transition sound, or

glide'). Avest. vehrkqn vehrkqs(-ca) , cp. below. Armen.

gail-s. Gr. Cret. Iwovc, Dor. Boeot. -cog Ion. Att. Dor. -ovc.

Lesb. -oiq, with the variant (pr. Greek and onwards) -oc, for

-ovg, see I § 204 p. 171, § 205 p. 172. Lat. lupos (I § 208

p. 175); Umbr. ahrof 'apros' Osc. feihiiss 'fines' (I § 209

p. 177). O.Ir. firu, celiu 'socios' (I § 212 pp. 178 f., § 657. 6

and 10, pp. 509, 510, III § 325 p. 224) ; also inna (the article,

from *sen + <o-), for ^-dds, earlier *-toSj when used before an

accented syllable (cp. inna n- § 429). Goth, vulfans O.Icel.

tdfa. Pruss'. deiwans 'deos', O.C.Sl. vluky, hrajq from hraji

'edge, rim' (I § 84 p. 80, § 219. 4 p. 187, § 665. 4 p. 525).

Aryan. Seeing that Avestic q represents nasalised a

both long and short (I § 21 p. 24, § 200 pp. 168 f.), it is

impossible to say whether *-ans or *-dns is to be assumed as

the parent form. An attempt will be made in § 330, Remark,

page 231, to shew that it is more likely to have been *-dns.

The Avestic variants vehrha Gath. vehrkd are to be

explained like the same forms used for the nominative plural,

see § 314 p. 213. We further find Avest. -d, e. g. amesa

'immortales', which we conjecture to be the nom. form (== Skr.

amftds, § 314 p. 212); its use as an accusative grew up from

the use of acc.-nom. vehrka (cp. Skr. ace. fem. -dsas, § 315

p. 215); yet be it observed that the nom. ace. pi. neuter also

had variants -& and -a (§ 338).

The Old Persian martiycL 'homines' cannot be accurately

estimated. In this dialect, sounds are most inadequately

represented in writing; it should be noted in particular that

nasalised vowels are not distinguished from others in writing

(I § 200 p. 168). Moreover, the record of Old Persian is too

1) Compare the Author, Litau. Volksl. und March., 289 ; Bartholomae,

Stud, zur idg. Spr., I 36 f. The conjecture offered in vol. I of this work,

§ 557. 1 p. 412, cannot hold water.
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scanty to give any satisfactory knowledge of the laws for final

syllables. Compare what is said in § 314, p. 214, on nom. pi.

martiya.

In West-Germanic the nominative did duty as accusative:

O.H.G. taga -a O.Sax. dagos A.S. da^as (§ 314 pp. 212, 214).

The same is true of the other classes of stems, and in some

degree of all Germanic languages. The cause of this syn-

cretism may have been that from a very early period ace. and

nom. pi. had been represented by the same form in a- and

T- ie-stems (§§ 327, 328).

Lith. vilkus (dial. vUkuns), gerus-ius (dial, geruns-ius) and

geriis, t&s and tiis (cp. instr. sing. fern, td and ta^ on which

variation of accent Bezzenberger offers a conjecture which

deserves consideration, Bezz. Beitr. X 204); similarly Lett.

ivi'llcus and tos (o = u with the 'lengthened' or 'drawled' accent).

It cannot be shewn that the Lith.-Lettic group dns (Idg. *8ns)

became High Lith. fis; and to take as a starting point Lith.-

Lettic *-&ns *-dns = Idg. *-dns is out of the question,

because Idg. *-ons becomes -ans (I § 615 p. 465). I therefore

assume that the m o of the ending ^'-^ns *-ons (for the

shortening to Lith. -u{n)s see I § 664. 3 p. 523) came from other

cases, first of all from the loc. plural in -usu -^se (Lett. -§s).

Remark. Before going on it may be well to follow out this matter

to the end. In the locative plural, then, the old ending *-aisu *-esu =
O.C.Sl. -echii Skr. -esu (see § 357) was transformed to -usu by proportional

analogy, to match *-asu -osu in the a-class and *-iesu -esu in the %- ie-

class, and similarly *-isu = O.C.Sl. -Ichu Skr. -isu (j-stems) became -iau

(nahty-sii -si); compare loc. pi. Ital. -os following -as (§ 357), Lat.

istorum, equorum following iatarum, eguarum (§ 345), Gr. dual vvftipa

(instead of vvfKpm') following Xvxa (§ 286 p. 194). This change was very

old, as we know from Lett, -us -is (beside -As -isY). The adoption of

u 6 into the ace. pi. was all the easier because there was a close

similarity of meaning between the ace. pi. with -na affixed (e. g. namus-nd,

'homewards') and the loc. pi., and the fem. accusative endings -os -is

(-os-na -es-na) had always had a long vowel. Once the re-formation

*-uns was established, its influence was felt in three ways. (1) A dialectic

1) Lith. venu-Uka dvy-lika seem also to have been assimilated to

iry-lika, keturio-liha and the rest (compounds with the nom. ace. pi.

neuter as first member) by proportional analogy. See § 175 pp. 28 f.

15*
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loc. vilkunse appeared, which followed the aco. vilkuns vilhuns-na. (2) The

confluence of o- and M-stems in ace. and gen. plural (ace. dangiis 'caela',

-us = Goth, -uns etc.; gen. dangu for *dangu-u § 349) produced the

re-formates dangus-na and dangusi. (3) An intrusive n appeared in the

ace. of pronominal a-stems with Lith.-Lett. -as (-os) = Idg. -as (§ 327)

:

O.Lith. and dial, pirmans-es (Mod.High Lith. -ds-es) 'has primas'.

The loo. pi. Lith. -ijse Lett, -is at once suggests the conjecture that

in Lith.-Lett. not only *-ons (o-stems), but *-ins (i-stems), and it may-

be also *-uni (ii-stems) lengthened the vowel. No direct evidence for

prehistoric *-ins *-uns is forthcoming.

§ 327. 2. S-stems. Pr. Idg. *e^uas (cp. § 325. 3

p. 225). Skr. dSvas, Avest. haend. Lat. equas, but compare

(2) below. O.Ir. tuatha, mnCC 'mulieres', but cp. (2) below.

Goth, gibos, O.H.G. Alemann. Icebo, A.S. ^iefa, O.Icel. gj'afar.

Lith. rankas, rankos-na 'into the hands', Lett, rukas, cp. (1)

below.

1. As to Yedic -clsas beside -as {araiagamdsas from

ara^gamd- 'expectant, offering oneself), see § 315 p. 215.

O.H.G. geba -a and sippe sippeci sippia -a are to be

explained in the same way as the same forms when used for

the nom., see § 315 p. 215. Compare gutinne -inna -a § 328.

Lith. rankas never contained a nasal, which is proved

by the use of this form in those modern dialects which show

-uns as the o-stem ending.^) -ans-es occurs only in pronouns;

it is a re-formation, see (2) below, and § 326 Rem. p. 227.

2. In the following branches, Idg. -ds was driven out by

some form with -ws, through assimilation to the other classes

of stems. It is doubtful whether this first took the shape of

*-Sms, and the s, was then shortened according to I §§ 611 ff.,

or whether the ending became *-ans at once.

Greek. Argive and Cretan -avg, as Arg. 'AXs^avigtiavq

Cret. TrQsiyivrdvq (Att. ngsa^svTcig) , Dor. Boeot. Ion. Att. -«g,

Lesb. -aig. A variant dating from proethnic Greek was -ag

for -avg, as -og for -ovg (§ 326 p. 226). See I § 204 p. 171,

§ 205 p. 172.

1) Moreover, if *-ans were the parent ending, the Lettic form must

have been *rukus.
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Italic. Umbr. vitlaf 'vitulas', Osc. viass 'vias' (I § 209

p. 177). Since there is no question that these forms come

from *-ans, the equation Lat. eqtias = Skr. divas (see preceding

page) is at least doubtful (see I § 208 p. 175).

Old Irish, tuatha, mna may be derived from either

*-as or *-ans (I § 212 pp. 178 f., § 657. 6 and 10, pp. 509 f.).

Gall, arlvass 'gravestones' (see Stokes, Bezz. Beitr. XI 115)

would be decisive in favour of *-ans, if l><], the last symbol

in the word, is really to be read as ss.

Balto-Slavonic. Pruss. gentians 'mulieres' like maso.

deiwans; the similarity here caused the formation of nom. pi.

gennai after the analogy of the masc. -ai (unless indeed the

masc. ending -ai instead of -as is simply due to carelessness

on the part of the translator; see Bruckner, Archiv fiir slav.

Phil., IV 28). O.Lith. and dial, pirmans-es, see above.

0.C.81. rqky zmyq [zmija 'snake') for pr. Slav. *-ons (I § 219

pp. 185 f., § 615 p. 465); if the re-formation is later than the

confluence of Idg. a and o, the endings -y -? were always

like those of the masc. rluky and krajq.

§ 328. 3. f- ie-stems (cp. p. 68, footnote). The

original ending is not clear.

Skr. h^hatis Avest. barentis, with rare variants -iyas

-yas) and Avest. -yo, as with the t- ii-class (§ 329).

O.H.G. gutinne, later -a -a, and Lith. Semes-na ('into the

countries') semes certainly have original -ies, like the nom. pi.

gutinne and zemes (§ 316 p. 216). In Lat. fades is the same

ending, unless it be -ns like Umbr. iovie(f) 'iuniores', which

seems to have developed out of an old abstract noun (as Lat.

pro-genie-s, II § 111 p. 389): a different explanation may be

found in Bechtel's paper, Bezz. Beitr. VII 4 ff.

Gr. ffsgovaag, Goth, frijondjos , Lith. veSancdas, and

perhaps O.C.Sl. zemljq following the i^-class.

O.Ir. insi is ambiguous.

Remark. If we were right in assuming *-(i)ifyt as a proethnic

variant of *-im in the aco. sing. (§ 216 p. 93), there may have been Idg.

^-GhV-s in the plural. Prom this might be derived Lat. fades, Umbr.
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iovie(f), O.C.Sl. zemljp^, Ved. -iyas Avest. -yo. Then the question would

arise — have not Gr. -aavf -lavg suffered some analogical change following

the m-stems , their previous form having been -iifii -tag = Idg. *-iMis

*-ii}s ? Then the older -(0»«s may be still represented by the pr. Gr.

variant of -(i)iSvg used before consonants (cp. -as beside -Svg, § 327).

§ 329. 4. I- ii- and u- uu-stems and stems in

-f -I -V-

Pr. Idg. *-M-ws *-uu-i§,s^ e. g. *bhruu-y,s (nom. sing. *bhru-s

'eyebrow'). Skr. dhiy-as Yed. nadiy-as^ hhruv-as Yed. svairiiv-

-as. Gr. y.iag nohag (from noXl-s), ocpgiag l/d-vag viy-vag (from

vsxv-g); Herod. Tro'At? from noXl-g following the i-class (§ 330),

Hom. Herod. Att. o(fpvg Horn, vixvg following the M-class

(§ 331). Lat. su-es; vis (beside vires) like nom. pi. vis (§ 323

p. 223). Lith. zuv-ls = Ix&vag.

O.Icel. stjr is the nom. form (§ 323 p. 228). O.C.Sl.

kruv-i svekrUv-i follow the «-class (§ 330).

Skr. gir-as 'hymns' = *gp'-^s, 'pur-as 'strongholds' :=

*pll -^s ,
go-sdn-as pi. 'gaining cattle' = *-si^n-'J^s. Compare

II § 160. 4 pp. 485 f.

§ 330. 5. «-stems. Pr. Idg. *oui-ns, *tri-ns 'tres'

i*omns Hrins? see § 325 p. 225). Skr. masc. dvfr dvTn,

a Vint s- like vfkant s- § 326 p. 226; Avest. masc. asis^), see

below. Armen. sirts; and eris, which retains the * (I § 202

p. 169). Gr. Hom. olg Ion. norjalg Dor. Boeot. xQig. Lat.

turns ovis trts, also written turrets etc.; TJmbr. avif aveif

'aves' tri|f treif 'tres'. O.Ir. faithi, tri. Goth, gastins anstins

prins, O.Icel. geste. Lith. naktls trls perhaps representing a

re-formation in *-ms, see § 326 Eem. p. 227; O.C.Sl. pqti

nosti tri (I §219.4 p. 187).

Aryan. In Sanskrit, answering to -m and -Un, the

endings of masc. i- and ti-stems, feminines have -is (dvls)

an d -MS (dhenus) , which are re-formations following divas

(§ 327) and h^hatis (§ 328); but in Avestic both genders

1) There seems to have been no Avestic variant in -/, as there was
no V ariant -u beside -us in M-stems. See Bartholomae , Kuhn's Ztsohr.

XXIX 4 86 f.
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show the endings -iS and -us (fern. isUs 'riches', bar^snus

'heights').

Remark. Skr. -ir, -lir, -fr from /-, ?<-, and r-stems, for earlier

*-lns, *-uns, *-fns. In vol. I of this work, § 647. 7. p. 494, it was con-

jectured that -s was due to the influence of the i- u- and r-sounds, in

spite of the preceding nasal; we assumed that a nasal, coming before -s

when it did not stand at the end of a clause, and following a long sonant,

was reduced to a mere nasalising of the sonant earlier than when it followed

a short sonant, namely in proethnio Aryan (cp. I § 199 Rem. 1 p. 167).

Now -s in Avest. neras cannot be separated from the ending of Skr. nfr;

so the Avestio form must be derived from *»f«s, and not *nrns. On the

same reasoning Avest. agis and bazus, if they have or ever had a nasal

sound in the last syllable, come from *-ots and *-m»s, not *-ins *-ims.

This would prove that these various classes had a long vowel in the

ace. plural in pr. Aryan.

But Avest. -IS and its in fern, i- and «-stems may be phonetically

identified with Skr. -Is and -us in the same stems, and it is possible to

assume that -s first belonged to these endings -Is and -us, whence in

pr. Aryan it spread to the masculine forms (ending with -ns) • cp.

Bartholomae, Kuhn's Zeitschr. XXIX 483 ff., and Stud, zur idg. Spr., I 37 ff.

In that case we should have no proof that the Skr. -Ir -ur -fr had u,

long sonant as early as the proethnic Aryan period. But considering that

Skr. fem. matfs has in Avestic the nasalised materqs answering to it'),

it becomes more probable that the Avestic fem. endings -is -its also

contained a nasal, and that the Skr. fem. -is -us -fs are Sanskrit re-

formations. But if these endings -Is -Us are not so old as pr. Aryan,

pr. Ar. -ns could not have obtained its s by analogy ; and then our

supposition that s is phonetic and nothing more gains in probability.

If then we are to postulate for proethnic Aryan *-tns *-uns, or, to

write the sounds more exactly, *-l"s *-u''s, the o-stems too most certainly

had a long vowel at this period, and their ending was *-a"s.

Skr. ari/ds like nom. aryds, see § 317 p. 217. Avest.

garayo 'hills' is clearly nom., like the ace. gatav-o § 331

(compare further Th. Baunack, Stud, auf dem Grebiet des

Gr. etc., I 456 footnote 1).

Greek. Horn, tioomq Lesb. y.r/]aiag following the t- ii-

clasa (§ 829). Att. rguq 6<pstg ^dang are nom. So too the

1) R.-V. X 352 matfn does not come into consideration in this place,

because it is joined with masculine substantives in apposition, something

like an adjective: maifnt sindhun pdrvatan 'motherly streams and hills'

Th e form has often suggested wrong inferences.
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Latin forms in -es, as turres, and those of West Grermanic

like O.H.G. gesti ensti dri. See § 317 pp. 216 f.

§ 331. 6. M-stems. Pr. Idg. *sunu-ns {*sununs? see

§ 325 p. 225). Skr. masc. sunur sunun, sununt s- like

vfkant s- § 326 p. 226; Avest. masc. hazUs. Armen. zard-s.

Gr. Cret. vlvvg 'filios', Horn. y-Xurvg ysvvg. Lat. manus. O.Ir.

hithu. Goth, sununs, O.Icel. sunu suno. Lith. siinus, dangiis

'caela', perhaps containing a re-formation *-uns, see § 326

Rem. p. 227; O.C.Sl. syny (I § 219.4 p. 187).

Aryan. Fem. Skr. -us, dhenus, like fem. dvts, similarly

Avest. -us, ba/snUs 'heights', like fem. tstis, see § 330 with

the Remark.

Vedic also shows -v-as (m. and f.) , as pasv-ds 'pecora',

and in Avestic there is -v-0 to correspond, e. g. pasv-o, as in

the nom. plural, see § 318 p. 218. Avest. gatav-o places,

seats , thrones' is a clear nom. , like garay-o just above

(§ 330) ; and so also Avest. dahhav-o = O.Pers. dahyav-a,

see § 318 p. 218.

Greek. Horn. y7s,vyiBuq Herod, nrj/sag, a re-formation

following the nom. in -ssg. Att. i^^sTg nrjxsig are nom. (§ 318

p. 218) like o(psig (§ 330).

Umbr. kastruvuf castruo 'fundos' from kastru- (cp.

Osc. castrovs, § 232 p. 121) following o-stems, perhaps because

of the nom. ace. pi. neut. in -uva -no and the gen. pi. in

*-uvom.

Germanic. Goth, mans O.H.G. man 'men', the nom. form

(§ 318 p. 218).

§332. 7. n-stems. Pr. Idg. *^7/.n-^s or *Tc(u)uon-i}s

'dogs'. Skr. sun-as, in Veda ukSn-ds with a variant

formation uksdn-as and the like; Avest. xsafn-o 'nights',

urun-o and urvan-o 'souls', span-o (also -a instead of -5, see

§ 314 p. 213). Armen. akan-s akun-s. Gr. y.vv-aq apv-ag,

T£XTov-ag noi/Lisv-ag, ayiSv-ag nsv&'^vag. Lat. carn-es, homin-es,

edon-es; Umbr. man-f manus' beside Lat. man-ceps (see

Duvau, Mem. de la Soc. de ling., VI 226). O.Ir. con-a
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arn-a, see § 825 p. 224. OJcel. qrn-u 'eagles* hjqrn-u 'bears'

(owing to this form and to the dat. instr. pi., § 384, these nouns

came to be declined as w-stems) beside nom. sing. O.H.G. aro

hero (O.Icel. Are O.Swed. Bjari survive as proper names);

with these we should probably compare Goth, aiihsnuns, since

the form atihsunns, recorded in 1st Cor. 9. 9, seems to need

emendation, see I p. 203, footnote.^) Lith. szun-is akmen-is.

Greek. Cret. -avg as well as -a?, e. g. xuQTov-avg (Att.

y.psirrovag), a re-formation caused by the existance of doublets

-avg and -ag in S-stems (§ 327 p. 228).

Germanic. Goth, gumans O.H.G. gomon -un are nom.

forms (§ 319 p. 219).

O.C.Slav, hamen-i following the i-class (§ 330 p. 230).

§ 333. 8. /"-stems. Pr. Idg. *matr-'^s *dotr-t}s or

*mater-'^s dotor-'^s. Skr. usr-ds from nsdr- 'dawn',

catur-as m. cdtasr-as f. 'four*; Avest. mcLtar-o dntclr-o

Gath. fdr-o 'patres' (also -a instead of -o, § 314 p. 213).

Armen. mars dster-s. Gr. /.itjrsQ-ag, Hom. dvyarp-ag and

d-vyavtp-ug, Hom. Att. avSpag beside Hom. avsg-ag; Sajrop-ac,

doTtjp-ag. Lat. mCltr-es, dator-es ; Umbr. ner-f 'avSpag, proceres'

(cp. man-f § 332). O.Ir. aithr'a, § 325 p. 224. Goth, hropr-

-uns 'fratres', vintr-uns 'winters' (declined as a «<-stem), and

perhaps A.S. brodr-u wintr-u (beside hrodor loinier) ; cp. nom.

ISTorse Kun. dohtr-in § 320 p. 220. Lith. m6ter-is (dial.),

ketur-is 'four' (cp. Skr. catur-as Gr. Aeol. niov^j-ag)^ dur-is

'door' (cp. gen. diir-U § 351, anp Skr. ace. dur-as diir-ds).

Aryan. In pr. Aryan the analogy of stems in -o-, -*-,

and -u- caused the ending *-fns to be used with r-stems,

Skr. -fr -fn and Avest. -erqs (monosyllabic), whose pro-

1) If we read aHhsuns (cp. Bernhardt Vulfila p. Lvn, Braune Got.

Oct.' § 80 Anm. 1, § 108 Anm. 1), thia must be regarded as a re-formate

following a form *uhsum = uhy,-mi (see § 384). But even though this

instrumental formation must once have existed, it can hardly have lasted

out the pr. Germ, period, but it will doubtless have given way to a new

one with -;?- inserted; see loc. cit.
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nunciation cannot be exactly defined (cp. Bartholomae,

Kuhn's Zeitschr. XXIX 483) : Skr. pitfn^ nfn, Avest. materqs

nerqs (cp. Jackson, Amer. Journ. of Phil., X 346 f.). Skr. has

-fs for the fern., matfs, like -is -us. See § 330 Rem. p. 231.

pitaras, found in the Maha-Bharata (12924) is a re-

formate due to the likeness of nom. and ace. pi. in other stems.

Greek. Cret. ^vyarep-avg like y.upvov-avg, § 332 p. 233.

West-Germanic. O.H.G. muoter fatera -a and the

like, O.Sax. wintar A.S. winter etc., are nom., see § 320

pp. 220 f.

Balto-Slavonic. High Lith. moteres following i- ie-

stems; and so too we have in the dialects nom. pi. mdter-es

(beside mdter-s), instr. sing, moter-e (beside moter-iml), and

the like. 0.C.81. materi follows i-stems, § 330 p. 230.

§ 334. 9. Stems ending in an Explosive.

Pr. Idg. *h]i^glii}t-'^s or *bhfghont-^s. Skr. b^hat-ds,

Avest. her^zat-o her^zant-o. Gr. (psQovr-aQ (Cret. ^aXXovr-avg

like Ha/^Tov-avg, § 332 p. 233). Lat. ferent-es. O.Ir. cairfa,

see § 325. Goth, tunp-ims 'dentes' (declined as a M-stem),

Lith. dant-is (cp. gen. dant-u). — Lith. veganczius 0.C.81.

vezqstq following the io-declension (§ 326).

Skr. iardd-as 'autumns'. Gr. (fvydS-ag. Lat. lapid-es,

Umbr. capif kapi 'capides' for *capid-f, like man-f (§ 332

p. 232). Mid.Ir. driiide {-e = -'a), see § 325 p. 224.

Skr. pad-ds Avest. pad-o Gr. nod-aq Lat. ped-es Goth, fot-

-uns 'feet' (II § 160 p. 480).

Skr. uMj-as pi. of 'desirous'. Gr. ^isipayrccg opvvy-ac.

Lat. bibac-es frug-es, Umbr. frif fri 'fruges, frumenta' for

*frtg-f (F = il, see I § 57 p. 46) , unless we follow Pauli in

connecting it with Lat. frit and deriving it from *frit-f

(cp. II § 161 p. 488). O.Ir. nathrach-a, see § 325 p. 224.

Skr. vdc-as Avest. vac-o vac-o ^ Gr. *67i-ag, Lat. voc-es

(11 § 160 p. 480). Skr. rdj-as Lat. reg-es, O.Ir. rig-a (§ 325

p. 224).
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SliT. ap-ds, Ved. also up-as, Avest. ap-o ap-o 'waters'.

Gv. xXwn-ag. Lat. dap-es.

Avestic has also -a instead of -o, as vcic-a 'voces', see

§ 314 p. 213.

Germanic. Goth, frijond-s O.H.G. friunt, Goth, menop-s

'months' reik-s 'rulers', haiirg-s O.H.G. hurg A.S. hyr^ are

nom., see § 321 p. 222.

§ 335. 10. s-stems.

Pr. Idg. *dics-menes-'^s: Skr. durmanas-as, Avest. dus-

manaidh-o ; Gv. Ion. Svnfuviag (Att. Sva,afvtTg is nom. in form,

§ 322 p. 222) ; Lat. degener-es. — Skr. usds-as. Lat. honor-es.

— Gr. /.lijv-ug Lesb. /iirjvv-ag, Lat. mens-es, O.Ir. mis-a (see

§ 325 p. 224), cp. II § 182 p. 415; Skr. mas-ds Avest. mdtah-o

'menses', cp. II § 134 p. 425.

Pr. Idg. compar. *^oTcis-y,s or *ofc(i)ios-i}s. Skr. diiyas-

-as. Gr. Horn. nXsag (Cret. uXiavg like xagrov-avg § 332

p. 233) for *7il7ii,a-ttc. (II § 135 pp. 429 and 432); Att. ^dlovg

is nom. (§ 322 p. 222). Lat. ocior-es. O.C.Sl. slaMisq, as

if from a io-stem (§ 326).

Pr. Idg. part. perf. act. *ueidus-i}s or *tieid'iios-y,s:

Skr. vidus-as Avest. vidus-o. Lith. mirus-ius O.C.Sl. mirusq

following the jo-class (§ 326). As to Gr. sldoT-ag see II § 136

p. 440.

Pr. Idg. *mus-'^s 'mures': Skr. mUs-as, inferred from nom.

mus-as, Lat. mUr-es. Gr. /.ivug /.tvg, a re-formate following

offiQvag 6(pQvg (§ 329 p. 230). A.S. mys O.C.Sl. mys-s are

nom. (§ 322 p. 228).

§ 336. 11. Certain Eoot Nouns.

Pr. Idg. *nau-'^s 'naves' : Skr. ndv-as , Gr. Horn, vrjag

Herod, vtag (Att. vavg a re-formate like vavv^ § 221 p. 98),

Lat. nav-es.

Gr. Horn. /Jo'-ac, Lat. bov-es; in Skr., the regular form is

gas, beside which occur gdvas in the Kig-Veda (the text has

gas, which will not scan), and gav-as in the Taittiriya

Brahmana. I hold it probable that Skr. gas Avest. gel and
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Gr. ^lug (Theocr.) do not represent an Idg. *gos, but are r^

formates in these languages following the ace. sing. (81?

gam etc., § 221 p. 98), like Att. (iovg following ^ovv: and th

in spite of W. Schulze, Kuhn's Zeitschr. XXVII 429, ai

Meringer, Zeitschr. fur ost. Grymn., 1889, p. 1019; compare tl

footnote on page 428 of volume II. On Mid.Ir. bU Thurneyse

says: "If the nom. bai comes from *boi, which would stand f(

*bou-es" — see § 324 p. 223 — "bu = *bus may have bee

formed on the analogy of *mogoues : mogUs (mogH : mogu)".

Skr. ray-ds and ray-as 'goods, treasures', Avest. ray-{

also Skr. ras following raw; Lat. ris for *re(i)-es -ens?

Nominative and Accusative Plural Neuter.^)

§ 337. The ending as shown in consonant stems is -3 =

Skr. -i Gr. -« (I § 110 p. 105, Morph. Tint. V 52 ff.) Tl

Idg. endings -f and -M {i- and w-stems) might also be analyse

into -i^-9 and -u-\-a.

The o-stem ending -a is identified, rightly in a

probability, with -a in the nom. sing, fem.^) ; then such a woi

as *juga (= Lat. juga) would originally mean, if we ma

coin a word, 'yokedom' or something of the sort. Compai

II § 158 pp. 473 ff. In favour of this view much evidenc

may be adduced; for example, the use of the singular of tl

predicative verb with a nom. pi. neuter as subject, an idio:

which is as old as the parent language: e. g. E.-V. I 162

1) L. Havet, La desinence des pluriels neutres, Mem. de la Soc. (

lingu. IV 275 f. V. Henry, Le nominatif-aocusatif phiriel neutre dans I

langues indo-europ., Le Muaeon VI 558 ff. J. Schmidt, Die Plura

bildungen der idg. Neutra, 1889. The Author, Zur Bildung des noi

aoc. plur. neutr., Morphol. Unters. V 52 ff. Bartholomae, Zur Bildui

des nom.-acc. plur. der ns-Stamme, Ar. Forsch. 11 105 ff. W. Meye
Die Schioksale des lat. Neutrums im Koman., 1883.

2) In addition to J. Schmidt, Pluralb. p. 10 footnote 1, si

Windisch, Curtius' Stud. II 265; de Saussure, Mem. sur le syst. prin

p. 92; Johansson, Kuhn's Zeitschr. XXX 400; und Hanssen, Coi

mentationes in honorem Guilelmi Studemund, 1889 pp. 116 f.
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sdrvoL td . . , astu 'omnia haec sunto', Horn, i 438 s^taavTO apcava

f-iijla. If the 0-class got its neuter plural thus from stems in

-^-, it would be possible that the i-class got its neuter plural

with the ending -t from the nominative singular of I- Je-stems

(II § 109 p. 882).

Before the use of this form as a plural case, which was

soon followed by a re-formation of the gen. into *jugom

'iugorum', and the loc. into *juQois(u) jugis', and so forth,

there must have been a real neuter plural having -a in the

nominative and accusative.

In consonant stems, along with the forms in -a, there is

used the bare stem, with a formative suffix of the 8rd. or 4th.

strong grade as its case-sign, e. g. *clhemon = Avest. damqn

from the stem *dhemen-. This *dhemon in formation resembles

a nom.-acc. neuter singular of which we have an example in

Goth, namo nomen' for *-mon (§ 223 p. 100), and the nom.

sing. masc. fem. Gr. tsq^iiov Goth, tuggo and the like (§ 192

p. 70). Hence J. Schmidt assumes that this neuter plural

series, like the last, was once a series of feminine collective

nouns.

It is a fair conjecture that -a at first belonged to some

one group of consonant stems, and that it afterwards spread

to others. Between Avest. damqn and 8kr. dhdman-i Avest.

asaon-i there was, we may suppose, much the same relation

as between certain variant forms of the locative singular, Skr.

murdhdn and mUrdhdn-i murdhn-i (§ 256 pp. 156 S.); and in

the parent language there will have been not only -on {-en)

and -on-9 (-ew-a) but also forms with a weak grade of stem.

§ 338. 1. o-stems. Pr. Idg. *juga 'iuga', cp. § 387.

Skr. Ved. yugd; Avest. xsaj^ra O.Pers. hamarana 'battles'.

Jjat. juga; Umbr. veskla vesklu 'vascula' supa sopo 'supina'

Osc. teremenniii 'termina' comono 'comitia' (I § 105 pp. 98 f.).

"O.Ir. tn chet '800' = Ved. trt Satd^ trath 'hours' nert 'powers'

and the like, cp. next page; Gall, perhaps YMvxhva. Goth.

juka, po 'the, those" (I § 659.1 p. 512, § 660.2 p. 515);
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O.H.Gr. wort 'verba', whence joli instead of *johhu (-u retail

in cunniu cunnu 'families', especially in East Prankish, bes

cunni), O.Sax. A.8. fatu 'casks' (I § 661 p. 518). L:

keturio-lika '14' penkio-lika '15'
(§ 175 p. 28), Pruss. sli

'sleighs' from sing, slaya-n sleigh, sledge' warto 'door' (-o =
as in the nom. sing. fem. e. g. mergo = Lith. merga 'gir

O.C.Sl. iga.

Aryan. A Sanskrit variant ending is -ani^ yugdni, fou

in Yedic, and exclusively used in the post-Vedic language,

is a re-formation following ndman-i 'nomina'. So too Ave

Grath. vispetdg (vTspa- 'all') i/qn gam (ya-, pronoun) have

their model *-aw, the w-stem ending, as haxmmg namqn -(

(§ 340); the same re-formation is said to be found in Ye^

Sanskrit, e. g. tdp^si patatagan 'winged flames' E. Y. lY A

(Ludwig, Eig-Yeda lY 313; Bartholomae, Ar. Porsch. H II

Stud, zur idg. Spr. I 73). The point of contact which v

the beginning of these changes is the similar ending of \

plural, Skr. Yed. ndma Avest. nama (§ 340) and Skr. Y(

yugd Avest. xsapra.

Another termination found in Avestic is -a, the ending

es-stems (§ 342), as vispd. There are also forms in -ais,

vTspais, which like namenis (§ 340) seem to be really i

strumental {§§ 379, 380), although it has not yet been ma
clear how they came to be used for the nominative ((

Bartholomae, Stud. I 75).

Greek. -«, ftiya, follows consonantal stems. It is ve

unsafe to say that -a has been kept in adverbs like y.QVi

Dor. y.Qvcpa-, see § 274 Eem. p. 174. But I conjecture tl

we have a real instance of -a in tni-Tij6's-g 'just for this,

purpose' (Buttmann compared the word with knl rids, Le>

I 46). Another piece of evidence for the old ending -a

found in phrases like advvard son 'it is impossible'; s

J. Schmidt, Pluralb. 32 ff., and § 158 of the vol. 11 of t

present work, pp. 473 ff.

In Old Irish the usual ending is -a, as dligeda, whi

is explained very reasonably by Windisch (Paul-Braune's Bei
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IV 214 f. and 231) as a re-formation following the nom. and

ace. plural of a-stems (§ 315 p. 215, § 327 p. 229); we must

follow Tliurneysen in looking for the point of contact in the

article, where inna represents both *sen-das and *sen-da

(§ 428).

Lithuanian. Besides the forms already given, piJcta in

tal pikta 'haec mala (sunt)' and the like may belong to this

place. The plural form must necessarily have run into one

w^ith the singular (Idg. *-o-c?).

§ 339. 2. i- and w-stems. Pr. Idg. *tri 'tria',

*medhu 'sweetnesses, sweet things', cp. § 337. Skr. Ved. trt,

iiici 'splendida, pura', mddhu, puru 'multa'; Avest. hu-baoM

'bene olentia', c? 'quae' in cT-ca, pouru 'multa', Gath. vohu

'bona'. Lat. tri(-ginta). O.Ir. tn tri; and perhaps mind

'insignia', rind 'constellations', see below. Lith. try-lika '13'

(cp. keturio-lilca § 338); O.C.Sl. tri^ and doubtless si 'haec'

from nom. sing. masc. si.

Aryan. A Sanskrit variant is -ini -Uni, trtni siicmi,

mddhimi purmii, found in Yedic and exclusively used in later

Sanskrit; compare -atii § 338. In the Avesta we might

expect to find forms in *-m "^'-Un, *-T *-«t, parallel to vispmg

(§ 338); and since the Avestic language had no means of

writing nasalised i- and M-vowels, it is quite possible that

such forms are really there, though disguised by being

written with -I and -s (Bartholomae, Stud. I 73 f.).

In Greek there are re-formations with the suffix -«:

Tot'a, YSqm; Hom. yovva Lesb. yo'vva for *yovf-a Hom. Att.

7;i)£a, Att. aaxrj ^f.aorj (for the contraction see Wackernagel,

Kuhn's Zeitschr. XXV 272).

Italic. Ke-formations with the o-stem ending; Lat. tria

maria, genua cornua; Umbr. triia 'tria' triiu-per trio-per

'ter', berva 'verua' vatuva vatuvu vatuo (meaning unknown).

In Old Irish *-ia -e (cp. the Italic) was perhaps the

regular ending of substantives, mure 'maria'.
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Be mark. "Three formations are found. (1) Without any termination,

mind rind (the latter was perhaps originally a neuter M-stem, to judge from

rendaih). (2) With -e : mure. (3) With -a (esp. in Mid.Ir.) : mora, renna.

It is unfortunate that all three agree with some plural form of the two

chief neuter classes, the o- and s-stems. The ending -a is certainly due

to the analogy of the o-class, and mora is a direct imitation of dligeda.

mind may represent an old form with -i, like trl,\ but it may equally

well be an ad-formate of o-stems, cp. dliged beside the later dligeda.

-e may be either *-ia or *-ia, and also a re-formation following the

s-class (§ 343). I should prefer to regard -e as the genuine ending of

neuter /-stems". Thurneysen.

Adjectives have dropped the neuter form altogether; for

the nom. ace. the masc-fem. form is used, e. g. mathi (maith

'good').

Grermanic. Goth, prija O.H.G. driu follows the o-class

(§ 338). Of the same kind is perhaps Goth, kniv-a O.H.G.

kneo 'knees' (J. Schmidt, Plur. 49). O.H.G. /ihiu 'pecora', if

there was such a word (see Braune, Ahd. Gr. p. 171), admits

of different explanations.

§ 340. 3. w-stems, cp. § 337.

a. -on (-en): Avest. dclmqn nclmqn, haxmetdg (haxman-

'friendship'). In Sanskrit, such a form as pataiagan would be

indirect evidence for pr. Ar. -an ; see § 338 p. 238.

Ved. dhdma ndma, Avest. dqma show a pr. Ar. -ma,

whether from Idg. *-mo {*-me) or Idg. *-m^ (cp. *quet'uf-

'four' in § 341) is a doubtful matter; if from Idg. *-mo {*-me),

then pr. Ar. *dhcl,ma : *dhaman as Lat. termo: Gr. tsq/xiov. See

§ 228 pp. 101 f.

Bemark 1. O.H.G. herza and auga (§ 223 p. 100) are used now
and then for the plural. The plural use of these words is certainly not

old, but, as in the case of feho, arose because singular and plural had

run into one in the o-class, e. g. toort.

b. -n-9 -on-9 {-en-g) remain only in Sanskrit and

Germanic: Skr. dhaman-i dhan-i, Goth, hairton-a O.H.G.

Upper-G. hereon 'hearts' (O.H.G. Frank, lierzun, cp. Streit-

berg, Paul-Braune's Beitr. XIV 218 ff.) with the o-stem

ending taken in place of a = Idg. -». Weaker forms of
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stem are seen in Avest. ndmen-i (e = Ar. a, see I § 94 Rem.

p. 89, and Bartholomae Stud, zur idg. Spr. I 76 f.) asaon-i

sacra, pia', Gr. niov-a agpiv-a, and with the -a of o-stems

Avest. daeman-a 'eyes' (like manatdh-a § 343), Lat. nomin-a,

Goth, namn-a O.H.G. Upper-G. herzon O.C.Sl. imen-a.

O.Ir. anmann 'nomina' may have lost -a = Idg. -9, or -a,

the o-stem ending; but its double w, which recals that of goha

'father' gen. gobann (Gall. Gobannitio, Old British place-name

Gobaiinium), has not yet been explained.

Remark 2. Thurnejsen throws out the question whether gobann-

was not originally *gohamn- and the nom. goha modelled upon it; and

whether anmann- may not he a, transformation of *anann- = *anamn-, m
having been restored to it. Compare Skr. bhilmna instead of bhund,

Gr. a^yaai instead of *asani, and the like (II § 117 Rem. 1 p. 366,

III § 361, Streitberg, Paul-Braune's Beitr. XIV 205 f.).

Avest. nclmenis is the instr. form, like vispais (§ 338),

see § 379.

§ 341. 4. r-stems. *qetuor-9 'rsTTaQa may be the form

from which come Skr. catvar-i Lat. qtiattuor Goth, fidvor,

but the last two may come from *qetudr, op. § 168 pp. 10

and 11; perhaps we should add to this list Osc. petora

(quantity of o unknown). Weaker forms of the stem are seen

in Gr. Dor. rkroQ-a Ion. rsaaiQ-a Att. rstraQ-a Boeot. nir-

TUQ-a Lesb. niavg-a, Osc. petiro-pert (petiru-pert) ; this Osc.

word has the o-stem ending. O.Ir. cethii- is doubtless the

masc. form; the word which follows suffers "aspiration" {cetliir

diet '400') after the fashion of real neuter forms, as tn diet

etc. (compare the feminine gender marked by "aspiration" after

the nom. sing, of fern, i-stems, e. g. suit chairech 'oculus ovis',

following the rule of a-stems). It is also conceivable that the

neuter trl. caused *qetn to be coined, and that from this comes

cethir.

Idg. *qet'uf- is represented in Gr. Dor. reTQw-Kowu 'forty'

etc., see § 176 p. 29 and § 178 pp. 35 ff.

A Sanskrit re-formation, following -ani -mi -ani, is -fwj,

Bru^maDn, Elements. III. 16
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e. g. bhartfni from bhartdr- upholder, upholding'. Compi

§ 224 a pp. 102 f.

§ 342. 5. Stems ending in an Explosive.

a. nt-stems.

(a) -nt: Avest. miMavqn pi. possessed of rewa

afsmanivq pi. 'containing verses', -qn -q = pr. Ar. *-an

Perhaps another example is Lith. veM^ which is used for 1

nom. pi. masc, see § 321 p. 221; it should be remembei

that, according to I § 615 p. 465, Idg. *-ont and *-dnt woi

necessarily run into one if the practice of shortening vowels

older than the loss of the -t.

(|S) -nt-9t Skr. R.-V. ghftdvant-i ('fatty') smti ('being'),

later portions of the Vedas and in the post-Vedic langua

ghrtdvant-i sdnt-i b^hdnt-i, post-Vedic dddant-i beside ddda

('giving'). Grr. xaphw-a (piQovr-a. Lat. silent-a with t

ending of o-stems, ferent-ia following the i-class, li

ferentium § 352. O.C.Sl. vesqsta as though from a io-ste

The Aryan endings -ant -ant-i may have lengthened t

vowel on the analogy of -an -an-i and -as -as-i. We m
provisionally regard this lengthening as derived from t

parent language, and in that case santi may be regard

as = *s%i,ti. Compare *qetuf- *pet9qe- following *tri 'tri

§ 176 p. 29.

Avest. savatdhaitis ('useful') sarascantis ('trickling') li

mmems § 340 p. 241, § 379.

b. Skr. praty-dnc-i 'retroversa'. Avest. ast-i ossa'. Frc

the time of the Brahmanas we meet with Sanskrit forms wi

a nasal in the penult, where there should have strictly be

none, as tri-vfnti from tri-vft- 'threefold', -hunti from -h
'offering', -bhanji from -hhaj- 'sharing, having a share', lift.

from hfd- 'heart'. The same thing is seen in s-stems, a

here even the Rig-Veda has it: mdnqsi havfsi dyUsi (§ 34:

The nasal first appeared in M^-stems, which had the endi

-nti, and in dkyqsi and vidvqsi, although even here it y,

not earlier than the proethnic period of Sanskrit (11 § 1
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p. 430, § 136 p. 441). From these it spread by analogy

(perhaps even in dddanti the n is due to a similar cause),

and produced a feeling that there was some natural connexion

between -i and a preceding nasal. Last of all, it came about

that no -i was to be found at all without a nasal (compare

-dni -mi -Uni -fni), with the single exception of catvdri. In

considering the intrusion of a nasal into *mandsi it must be

remembered that this alone of all cases of the word had its

suffix in the form -as.

Remark. A new explanation of the nasal in mdn^si is given by

J. Sohmidt, Pluralb. 155 ff., 236. It is very far-fetched indeed, and is

anything but convincing.

Gr. nivijr-a, q)vyd§-a, aQnay-a,

Lat. capit-a cord-a with the -a (= *-d) of o-stems,

adjectives teret-ia discord-ia auddc-ia victrlc-ia following the

i-class.

§ 343. 6. s-stems.

a. *-ds (*-es): Avest. man& from manah- 'thought, mind'.

Perhaps A.S. lombor -ur 'lambs' calfur 'calves', see J. Schmidt

Plur. 149 £P.

b. "-08-9, quite regularly changed in a unique Gathic

form, Y. 32. 14, va/cdM(-cd) (cp. Skr. vdrcqsi), according to

Bartholomae's happy conjecture (Ar. Forsch. 11 105 ff.). There

is a nasal due to analogy in Skr. mdnqsi; and the nasal is also

analogical in the comparative diiyqsi and participle mdvdsi,

although here it is not restricted to the neuter plural (see

§ 342). Gr. riS-iw for *-Ho(cr>a, notwithstanding rjd-iovQ =
*-io(a)-sq? And is there a genuine proethnic -ios- in Lat. ocior-a

{-a from the o-stems)? "Weaker stems are seen in Gr. Ion.

(.iivs-a Att. (isvrj and (with the -d of o-stems) Avest. -atah-a

(i. e. *-as-d), as manawh-a (Uke damnan-a § 340 p. 241), Lat.

gener-a, Goth, agis-a 'q)6^oi O.H.G. helbir (A.S. cealfru) 'calves' i)

(these Germanic words likewise form the rest of their cases

after the o-type, cp. Lat. holerorum from holer-a, and the like),

1) O.H.G. 7celbir for *kdMru, A.S. cealfru for *Mlt)orA.

16*
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O.C.Sl. sloves-a. Whether O.Ir. tige comes from *(s)teges-9 or

*(s)teges-a cannot be made out.

Skr. havtsi from havis- 'libation', dyusi from dyiis- life-

power'. Gr. Hom. rsga-a Att. rspa.

Genitive Plural?)

§ 344. The suffix of this case was probably *-dm. To

this view, -which I share with OsthofF and others, I shall

adhere until some tenable hypothesis has been found on which

-i( in O.C.Sl. mater-U sloves-u etc. may be regarded as

naturally representing Idg. *-om. The question of the origin

of this assumed *-om may be left alone (see Leskien, Ber. der

sachs. Ges. der Wiss., 1884, p. 104).

-om was contracted with the stem-final of the o-class into

-om or -em according as that was -o- or -e- (cp. § 240 p. 133).

These two forms are kept distinct in Germanic; 2) elsewhere

-om has become the only ending. In Aryan, Greek, Italic,

Germanic, and Baltic the o-stem ending spreads to consonant

stems and to those in -t- -ii-, -U- -utj-, -«-, and -u-; con-

versely, in Slavonic, *-om = -li spreads to stems in -o-, in

-a-, and in -%- -ie-. With the adoption of -u as the regular

ending in Slavonic compare the universal use in Greek of -a

in the nom. ace. pi. neuter (§§ 337 ff.). The spread of -dm

{-em) may have begun in the parent language; and varieties

1) Schleicher, -s-am-s, Suffix des gen. plur. in der idg. Ursprache,

Kuhn's Zeitsohr. XI 319 f. Osthoff, Die Bildung des gen. plur. im Idg.,

Morph. Unters. I 207 ff. Bezzenberger, Die Grenitivendung -nam, in

his Beitr. II 130 if. Osthoff, tjber den gen. plur. der a-Declin., Morph.

Unters. II lllff. Bartholomae, Zu den ai. gen. plur. auf -an, -in, -tin,

-pi, Stud. z. idg. Spraohg. I 117 ff. Breal, Le g^nitif pluriel en latin,

Melanges Benier, 1887, p. 234. Porstemann, Zur Gesch. altdeutsoher

Declination: der gen. plur., Kuhn's Zeitschr. XV 161 ff. (with additional

matter by Fetters, ibid. XVI 385 ff.). Osthoff, Der gen. plur. im

German., Morph. Unters. I 232 ff. Mohl, Histoire du gen. plur. en serbe,

Mem. de la Soo. de lingu. VI 187 ff.

2) Deecke (Bezz. Boitr. XII 340) says that Lye. -he answers to

Goth, -ze in i-ze.
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of dialect during the same period may have had something

to do with the fact that -dm held its ground so firmly in

Balto-SlaTonic that afterwards , when Slavonic had begun its

independent course, it is found without a rival.

Italic and Keltic have little importance in this controversy.

Pr. Lat. -om pr. Ir. *-0)i may quite well have come from either

Idg. *-om or Idg. *-om; for both languages shortened a long

vowel before -m in prehistoric times. Again, in Umbro-Samnitic

and Gallic -om the quantity of o is unknown. It is possible,

then, that Slavonic -u = Idg. '*-om does not stand alone.

The proethnic ending of a- and i- ^e-stems cannot be

made out with any certainty. Osthoff (Morph. Unt. II 126)

conjectures -am in both classes. In any case, both will have

had -m as the final sound, as all other stems had.

Now as regards the distribution of -dm and -em in

Grermanic, it appears that in proethnic Germanic only

o-stems showed both endings, while all other stems had -om

alone. In North and West Germanic -em gave way, only a

few traces being left of it (see § 345) ; while in Gothic -em

became the regular ending for o-stems, and furthermore found

its way into other stems as well, e. g. gaste m. anste f.

(i-stems), reilc-c m. haurg-e f, suniv-e m., guman-e m. etc.;

-0 == '^-otn in Gothic was retained only for certain feminine

classes, e. g. gibo sibjo frijondjo tuggon-o.

The Armenian ending -c (gen., loc, dat., and abl.) has

not been properly explained: examples are gailoc, srfic,

zarduc, aJcanc, marc, asterc and dsterac. Bugge (Beitr. zur

etym. Erl. der armen. Spr., 47 f.) conjectures that -c re-

presents the Idg. locative ending -si with the postposition en,

— thus srtic = -i-si -\- en. But if that were so the nasal of -en

must have been kept; so it is preferable to compare Lith. -e

(as rankoj-e rankos-e, § 264 pp. 167 f.) or Ar. -oi (Avest. loc.

pi. in -hv-a, § 356).

Consonant stems that admitted of gradation, as *pdter-

'pater', had their weak form in this case from the parent

language onwards.
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§ 345. 1. 0-stems. Pr. Idg. *utqom 'luporum', *juQem

'iugorum', cp. § 240 pp. 133 f. In Aryan comparatively few

instances remain (cp. Hanusz, Sitzungsb. der Wiener Ak.

1885 pp. 7 f.; Bartholomae, Stud, zur idg. Spr. I 47 f., 97,

117 ff.): Skr. Yed. vfkam^ devdm 'deorum'; Ayest. vehrkqm.

Gr. IwMv; on Dor. qiilwv (Att. cpiXmv) see the Author, Grr.

Gr.2 p. 126. In Latin, -om -um^ but comparatively rare: deum,

fabrmn, modium, inscr. Eomanotn; Umbr. pihaklu 'piaculorum'

proseseto prosectorum', Osc. Niivlaniim 'Nolanorum', Volsc.

Velestrom 'Veliternorum'; it is not certain that the ending -om

in the ItaUc languages was Idg. *-om, see § 344. O.Ir. fer n-,

cele n- 'sociorum* for *-iiom (cp. I § 139 pp. 124 f.), Ogam
inscr. maqa (before Mailagni) 'filiorum'; it is not certain that

the Keltic ending *-om is Idg. *-om, see § 344. Goth, mdfe^

hairdje 'of herdsmen' with *-em, O.H.G. wolfo hirteo, also

O.Sax. -0 A.S. -a O.Icel. -a for *-dm; *-Sm is still seen in

West-Germ, in O.Sax. Jcinda, Hrodhertinga and the like

(Kogel, Paul-Braune's Beitr., XIV 114) and in O.Sax. usa

O.Fris. use 'of us', and also according to Kogel, loc. cit., in

place-names which end with -inga etc., where it was no longer

regarded as a genitive. Lith. vilku (I § 92 p. 86).

Aryan. Usually -dncim: Skr. vfkandm devdnam, the

sole ending in post-Vedic language; Avest. vehrkanqm (a

shortening of -a in the penult is indicated by the dissyllabic

form y"nqnqm i. e. y^nqnqtn 'of murderers') '), O.Pers. haganclm

'deorum'. The same ending, borrowed from w-stems, is shown

by those in -a- (§ 346), and it seems that these are the stems

which first used the formation in Aryan, perhaps to distinguish

the gen. plural from the ace. singular. The forms *atma-bhis

*atma-bhias *atma-su made it natural to analyse *atmanam

into *atma-nam; on which type were moulded such genitives

as *saina-ndm (Skr. sendnam) instead of *sainam in connexion

with *saind-bhis etc. This view (cp. Hanusz as cited, p. 11)

1) This shortening may be compared with that in dtahanqm aoc.

sing. fem. from anhana-, ddtarem-ca beside datarem, and the like.
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is supported by the following genitives -which belong to the

special Sanskrit period: bhru-ndm beside bhrU-bhis
,
go-ndm

beside go-bhis, n^-ndm eatasf-ndm beside nf-bhis catasf-bhiS,

catur-ndm beside catiir-bhis, sanndm = *Sad-ndm beside

sadbhiS; and it is also supported by the similar re-formation

in West-Germanic: (O.H.Gr.) gebo-no (Goth, gibo) beside

gibo-m following zungon-o beside zungom (§ 346). Compare

further § 229 Rem. 1 p. 115.

Italic. In Latin the common form from the earliest

times has been -drum, as luporum, istorum, C.I.L. no. 32

duonoro = bonorum, sl re-formation following -arum (§ 346).

Osc. Safinim 'Safinorum, Samnitium' Aisernim 'Aeserniorum'

(but Kluvatiium 'Cluatiorum') , a re-formation following the

nom. and ace. sing, with ?, see II § 63 p. 122, III § 194

p. 74, § 212 p. 90, and Streitberg in Paul-Br. Beitr. XIV 189,

198; cp. below, 0.C.81. krajt.

Balto-Slavonic. O.C.Sl. vluku follows the analogy of

consonant stems, see § 344. Instead of kraji we should have

expected *kraje, to represent Idg. *-iSm (cp. § 227 pp. 110 f.).

Either -u was borrowed from vluku, and then *kraju became

krafi, or else perhaps the ending was *-«m, a re-formation

following the nom. ace. sing, krap with original *-is *-im

(§ 194 pp. 74 f., § 212 p. 90), cp. Osc. Safinim above. If

the second alternative is true, pqtljl must have borrowed its

-« from krap, in order to distinguish the genitive from the

nom. pqftje. — For the sake of clearness -ovu, the M-stem

ending (§ 349), was adopted in most of the Slavonic languages

in place of the -U in o-stems; and -ovu afterwards spread

over most other stems, to all of them in Lower Sorbian.

Remark. Lett, to 'twv (o =: m with the gedehnt or drawled

accent) makes it necessary to ask whether the law laid down in I § 92

p. 86, stating that *-om became *-M>n, held good only for words of more

than one syllable. It is also possible to assume that o {u) was borrowed

from the accusatire (tos) and the locative {t&s), precisely as the analogy

of schi-s and the like gave rise to a form schim beside scham 'huic*

(Lith. szidm). The latter supposition has more in its favour.
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§ 346. 2. a-stems. The proethnic ending is uncertain;

see § 344 p. 245.

Pr. Aryan -dm is perhaps preserved in a few Avestic

genitives, as vanc(,m 'of trees' (and compare the pronoun kqm).

-ancLm was in existence in proethnic Aryan : Skr. dkvanam
;

Avest. haenanqm (for *-anam), O.Pers. paruvzananam ('populous',

gen. pi.). As regards the origin of this ending, see § 345,

page 246.

Grr. *-a((})cov, following the pronominal declension (Horn.

rdav = Skr. fasdm § 429). Horn. &idcov, Boeot. ^ga^^fidwv,

Thess. -dovv and -av, Dor. Lesb. -civ, Ion. -scov Att. -av.

Att. adj. (piXiov instead of cpiJ^v (Ion. iptXewv Dor. ipilav) by

analogy of the masc. (pdcov, cp. fem. rovrav in contrast with

Dor. Lesb. tavrSv.

Italic has the same re-formation: Lat. equarum; Umbr.

hapinaru (meaning uncertain) pracatarum 'munitarum', Osc.

egmazum 'rerum'. Lat. masculines like agricolum omnigenum

in the poets perhaps have not really the ending which gave

place to -drum, but are re-formates, suggested by Gangaridum

Aeneadum and so forth.

O.Ir. tuath n-, ban ii-, soillse n-, cp. fer n- cele n-

(§ 345).

Goth, giho, A.S. J»e/a; in O.H.G. we only find in Otfrid

a few instances of -o, as aleibo 'of remnants'. West-

Germanic shows a re-formation on the lines of M-stems,

O.H.G. gebono O.Sax. gebono A.S. ^iefena, caused by the

likeness of the dat. gehom O.Sax. gehon A.S. ^iefum to

zungom tungon tun^um (nom. pi. zungun and so forth). So

also A.S. cu-tia 'of cows' beside cU-a (dat. cu-m), like Skr"

go-nam (instr. go-hhis). Compare § 345 pp. 246 f.

Lith. ranku edsiu (nom. pi. edmos 'rack'), O.C.Sl. rqku

zmiji (zmija 'snake'), cp. viiku, vluku hrajt § 345 p. 247.

§ 347. 3. i- ie-stems (cp. p. 68 footnote 1). The

proethnic ending is uncertain, most likely -(i)wm, compare

Irish, Germanic, Balto-Slavonic.

Skr. Ved. hxhatlndm, -tnclm, Avest. barentinqm (the
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quantity of the Avest. i and u is uncertain), an Aryan

re-formation which must be connected with the parallels (Skr.)

brhattidha, b^hatt-su : dSvclsu etc., cp. §§ 345, 346. Gr.

(psgovadSv Horn, fiovaamv following the «a-class (§ 346). Lat.

facierum, like -drum (§ 345), is due to the analogy of -arum.

O.Ir. inse n- (cp. soillse n- § 846). Goth, frijondjo, O.H.G.

gutinnono (kuninginno is isolated), cp. the m-stems, Goth. sib)'o

O.H.G. sippeono, § 346; perhaps we may add O.H.G. digino

'of prayers' (cp. dat. instr. pi. digi-m § 882). Lith. semiu

vemncziu, O.C.Sl. zemljl vezqst\ cp. edgiu zmiji § 846.

§ 348. 4. -j-stems. Pr. Idg. -(i)iom, *ouiSm 'ovium'

Hriiom 'trium', see § 344. Avest. haoyqm for *kauiam

(I § 160 p. 144) from kavi-, the name of a demon. Gr. t()iwv,

oicov, see below. Lat. ovium turrium trium; Umbr. peracrio

(meaning uncertain) , Osc. Tiiatium 'Teatium , Teatinorum'

ajittiiim 'portionum' (gen. sing, aeteis). O.Ir. fathe n- for

*-iom, Ogam inscr. tria (before maqa) 'trium'; Gall. Brivatiom

Cpontilium' Stokes, Bezz. Beitr. XI 129). Goth, prij-e (instead

of -0, § 344) O.H.G. drio (* following dri\ O.H.G. gesteo -to

m. , ensteo -io f
.

, O.Icel. elgj'a (elgr 'elk'). Lith. nakcziu;

O.C.Sl. patip nosMp, -ip (see § 345, page 247), but compare

what is said below.

Aryan. Avest. vay-qm pray-qm (Ved. vmdm trindm)

with strong stem like gen. sing, vay-o, see § 231 p. 120, and

compare nar-qm = Ved. nar-dm § 351. Considering that

Avest. vayanqm is a transformation of vayqm on the analogy

of o-stems, we may infer from Skr. trayWiwm an older

*tray-am^) .,
and the same form is indirect evidence for

*kavyS,m = Avest. kaoyqm, and the like.

Skr. dvinCLm Ved. trindm Avest. asinqm, like -dnam,

see § 345 p. 246. The first formed in pr. Aryan was perhaps

1) Similarly the Lith. gen. trijUi because of its agreement with the

-u of o-stems (as Jceturiu), called forth the dialectic loc. trijuse instead

of tri-si.
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*-i-nam beside *-i-bhis and similar cases; and i was lengthe:

partly through the influence of -anam, but partly, no dot

through that of the nom. ace. pi. neuter (§ 339 p. 239)

;

considering Avest. aMnqm, as with hazunqm (§ 349), it m
be remembered that the quantity of the Avest. i and u

uncertain. In Vedic arose the further ending -%m^ analog

to -am, as sUrtm from surl-s 'shining', and in a similar ^

-um and -^m beside -UncLm and -pidm (§§ 349, 351),

Bartholomae in Bezz. Beitr. XV 208, and his Stud, zur i

Spr. I 47 f., 97 ff.

Greek has -icov in substantives in all dialects but At

as (iaaiwv (noXicov may come from nokl-g, see § 354); rp

is Attic too. Att. ^dascov oqismv with s from the strong st(

and with the accent of ^dosog ^dascog, see § 231 p. 1!

compare ^dasai instead of ^daiat (§ 360).

In Latin, -ium has spread widely amongst consonant ste:

particularly w^-participles (see below). The resulting pi

of forms, and an uncertainty as to certain other stems, reach

back to the pre-Italic period, by which we have (say) civai

-um along with civitat-ium (II § 102 p. 310), combined

produce a few instances of -um in original i-stems, which ou,

to have -ium; e. g. afum vcitum beside api-um vati-um. -ion

instead of -ium, in neuter genitives like vecUgaliorum ancilior

was called forth by -ia in the nom. ace.

O.Ir. fathe n-, as far as its form goes, might be deri''

from *-e(i)-om without difficulty: but I see no sufficient groi

for doing it. trz n- 'trium* has not been developed by soui

change merely; it has been assimilated to the nom. ace.

(cp. above, O.H.Gr. drfo, and § 345 p. 247 on Osc. Safini

Goth. masc. gaste 'of guests* follows vulfe (cp. ga

gasta : vulfis vulfa); the fem. anste is doubtless chiefly due

baurg-e (O.H.G. hurg-o) beside baiirgi-m (O.II.G. burgi-n) i

the hke (cp. Lat. apum instead of api-um, Lith. krutu insti

of krucziu). The fem., as nditeino (nom. sing, nditein-s 'revili

blasphemy'), follows managein-o (nom. sing, managei 'crow

which caused the coining of nom. pi. nditeinos on the anal(
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of gibos; once we meet with a dat. pi. -om, unkaureinom

'in all unburdensomeness' (dat. pi.), a misti'anslation of sv navrl

a^aQfj {v/iuv s/iiavTov srtjgTjna), II Cor. 11. 9, on the analogy of

gibom.

As to Lith. kriltii from krutl-s and the like, see § 402.

O.C.Sl. poMji may be derived from either *-ii-om or '^-ei-om

(cp. p. 247), compare pqtije § 317 p. 217 and synov-u § 349.

§ 349. 5. M-stems. Pr. Idg. -(mjmojw, *sun(u)uSm

'filiorum', see § 344. Avest. yapw-qm from yatu- 'magician',

and the like. Gr. Horn, yovvcov ^ovptov for *yovf-cov ^Sogf-mv.

Lat. manuum (also contracted
,
passum currUm etc.) , more

likely from *-(u)u-om than from *-eu-ont (through the inter-

mediate stage *-ou-om). Goth, manne (instead of -o, § 344)

O.H.G. O.Sax. manno = *man'ii-om. Lith. su-nu for *sunuu

like S2U for ''szu^ (I § 184 p. 160).

Aryan. Skr. sunundm, Avest. bazunqm, O.Pers. paruvnam

'multorum' (cp. Bartholomae, Bezz. Beitr. XIII 70) dahyunam

'regionum', to be explained like -mam (§ 848). The Vedas

have also -urn, dasyum from ddsyu-s 'unbeliever', like -«m;

see § 848.

Greek, tjdiwv and mj/mv (accented to match m^xsug),

with strong stem, following tjSssg etc., cp. Att. ^daiwv § 348.

Old Irish, bithe n-, a re-formation following *-stems.

It is not allowable to derive the ending from *-eii-om (as

"Wmdisch does, Paul-Braune's Beitr. IV 250), since -eu- would

have become -ou- (I § 66 p. 56).

Germanic. Goth, suniv-e following sunjus (^suniu-iz).

Similarly perhaps O.H.G. siteo, cuniu 'of the knees' for

*-eu-o(n)^ and on account of the likeness to gesteo we have

the nom. ace. siti and dat. siti-m following the «-flexion.

O.C.Sl. synov-u^ following nom. synov-e.

§ 350. 6. «-stems. Pr. Idg. *1cun-'Sm canum', see

§ 344. Skr. Mn-am uksn-dm dSman-am; Avest. sun-qm

asaon-qm (asavan- 'holy, pious') taoxman-qm {taoxman-

'kinship'). Gr. xw-ay agv-wv ^ tsxtov-wv noi/iisv-tov , dyojv-wv

nivd-rjv-wv. Lat. homin-um juven-um, inscr. poumilion-om.
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O.Ir. con W-, aran n-. Groth. aiihsn-e A.S. oxn-a O.Icel. yxn-a

0xn-a 'of oxen', Groth. abn-e 'of men', guman-e hairtan-e 'of

hearts' (-e instead of -o, § 344), tuggon-o 'of tongues'

managein-o 'of crowds'; O.H.Gr. gomon-o herzon-o with the

stem transformed on the analogy of zungon-o , cp. gomom

herzom (§ 384). Lith. dial, ssun-u, alcmen-u; 0.C.81. dtn-U 'of

days' (II § 114 p. 356), kamen-u^ zemljan-U 'of countrymen

(II § 115 p. 362).

Latin. Rarely -ium, following i-stems; as carn-ium.

Balto-Slavonic. Lith. akmen-u was the starting point

for other formations of the type of o-stems, ahmen-ai etc.

(the Author, Lit. Volksl. und March., 301). High Lith. has

only szun-iu ahnen-iil, following «-stems. So also O.C.Sl. dtn-

-ijt -ij%^ beside djin-u.

§ 361. 7. r-stems. Pr. Idg. *>wg^r-om 'matrum' *dotr-

-om 'datorum', see § 344. Skr. Yed. smsr-am (unique), often

nar-dm = Avest. nar-qm like gen. sing, ndr-as (§ 235 p. 126),

cp. Avest. vay-qm § 348 p. 249. Avest. mapr-qm dapr-qm, str-qm

and stdr-qm from star- 'star', tisr-qm f. 'trium'. Gr. Hom. navQ-

-av d^vyuTQ-wv Att. avdg-cov, and by re-formation Att. narsQ-

-cov /.iTjTsp-cov (like Tjds-mv and the like); dioroQ-wv, <SoTijp-cov.

Lat. matr-um, dator-um; Umbr. fratrum fratroni 'fratrum'.

Osc. fratrum 'fratrum' nerum 'principum, nobilium'. O.Ii',

mathar n- brathar n- for *-tr-om or *-ter-om. Groth. hropr-e

(instead of -o, § 344), O.H.Gr. muoter-o. Lith. dial, moter-u,

O.C.Sl. mater-u, datel-u 'datorum' (II § 122 p. 389).

*qet'iier- 'four' doubtless had gen. pi. *getur-om: cp. Skr.

catur-ndm instead of *catur-am (§ 345 p. 247) , Gr. Lesb.

nsavp-wv, O.Icel. fjugurra with pronominal ending (cp. § 168

p. 11); O.C.Sl. cetyr-u (y = u).

Skr. dur-am {d- instead of dh-, see I § 480 p. 354)

O.H.G. dur-o O.Icel. ditr-a Lith. diir-u (and dur-iu, Schleicher

Lit. Gr. 188) 'of doors'.

Aryan. Special Skr. re-formations are matfnam, datpiam

datfndm^ more rarely with -piqin; nyndm nfndm 'uvdgwv ,

catas^ndm catasfndm f. caturndm m. 'rcrra'pwi'' see § 845
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p. 247. In Veda we also find iipn, like -m», see § 348 p. 250.

Avest. tisranqm instead of tisrqm (which is also used), like

vayanqm^ § 348 p. 249.

Old Irish, in addition to the old formation, has -thre n-,

brathre n-, braithre n-, a re-formation following the «-declension,

cp. braithrib like faithib § 385. The fem. teor-a n- ('three')

cetheor-a n- ('four') follows inna n- (§ 429); see "VVindisch in

Paul-Br. Beitr. IV 224.

Balto-Slavonic. High Litli. moter-iu following the i-

declension, so also O.C.Sl. duster-7jt, isolated in O.C.Sl.

§ 352. 8. Stems ending in an Explosive.

Pr. Idg. *blifghnt-om (see §344). Skr. bfhat-dm, Avest.

ber^zat-qm ber^zant-qm. Gr. (f^sgovr-wv. Lat. ferent-um prae-

-setit-um sonant-um, also ferent-ium etc. (Biicheler-Windekilde,

Grundr. 83) like nom. ace. pi. neut. ferent-ia (§ 342 p. 242).

O.Ir. carat n-. Goth, frijond-e (instead of -o, see § 344),

O.H.G. friunt-o. With a io-suffix, Lith. vemncziii O.C.Sl.

vezqstt. Skr. dat-am, Gr. 6S6vt-cov, Lat. dent-um (more com-

monly dent-iutn), A.S. tod-a O.Icel. tann-a, Lith. dant-u

'dentium'. — Skr. dasdt-am Lith. deszimt-u O.C.Sl. des^t-u

'decadum'. — Osc. liimitu[m 'limitum'. O.C.Sl. telqt-u 'of

calves' (cp. § 244 pp. 142 f.).

Skr. sardd-am 'of autumns'. Gr. g^vydd-wv. Lat. lapid-

-um. O.Ir. druad n- 'druidum'. Goth, talhunt-e (instead of

-0, § 344) in taihunte-hund '100', O.H.G. zehamo '100' = Gr.

de-Aad-av, see § 179 p. 43; in Norse, too, there may once have

been a word Hehunta-hund.^) Skr. -pad-am, Gr. nod-aiv, Lat.

2}ed-nni, O.H.G. fita^-o O.Icel. fot-a 'pedum'.

1) This would explain the unexpected «-vowel in Norse Kun. pri-

-taunta and O.Ieel. pretian prettande etc. The form *teh,unta-htmd may
have been wrongly analysed into *tehun-tahiiiid; indeed, the analogical

form taihuntailmnd shows that tcdhmitehund was misunderstood in

Gothic. This mistake once made, its a might pass over to the

numbers 13 and so forth, taking the place of their e ; even as happened

when o spread from -xorra In Greek, § 176 Eem. 2 p. 31. In this case

Iforeen (Arkiv fur nord. filol. Ill 26, Paul's Grundr. I 508) would be
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Skr. usij-oim ('desirous'). Gr. fiuQuyi-im' ^ ofjrvn-av ogrvy-

-oiv. Lat. meretnc-um, and with -ium meretric-ium felic-ium

right in assuming *-tahund = Goth, -tehund for Norse, but wrong in

assuming an old ablaut e : g in the iirst syllable of *deJcm,.

After the discussion of the Numerals in this volume (pp. 1—52)

was finished, appeared J. Schmidt's work Die Urheimath der Indogermanen

imd das europ. Zahlsystem (Berlin 1890). In this work he discusses

Goth. taiMintehund O.H.G. zehamo and all connected with them on wholly

different principles. He analyses taihun-tehund , and explains the West-

Germanic expressions by a supposed Goth. *himd taihuniev 'tenfold

hundred', which he believes to have been levelled with taihun-tehund

in different directions. I cannot here thrash out this interesting

question; but I would say that in my opinion the view suggested above

(pp. 40 ff.) well bears comparison with Schmidt's. Schmidt (p. 39) sees

three main difficulties in it. (1) That the second part of O.Sax. ani-

-sibunta cannot be gen. pi., or it must have ended in -o. — This statement

is disproved by the genitives friunda hinda etc. (§ 345 p. 246). (2) That

O.H.G. zehanzo Goth, taihunie- do not answer to Skr. dasdt-am Gr. SsxdS-

-wv. — This statement could only be justified were it proved that the

interchange of tenuis and media in the parent language never took place

at all, or that the argument could not be used here. To this change

I drew attention in Morph. Unt. V 13; compare § 177 p. 34, above. It

is well known, and attested by many examples at the present day. The
assertion (p. 27 of Schmidt's work) that the inflexion of which Ssxa?

-dSos instead of *-aToi is an example sprang from the analogy of 'EUd;

-dSoq and the like, is a mere assertion, nothing more. (3) That Skr.

Satdm etc., which I compare with hund in taihunte-himd, never means

'Sexds, the abstract of 'ten', in any language. — This is very natural,

since my assumption is that taihunte-hund 'SexdSwv Ssxclg' is the very

phrase which has been abbreviated into Skr. satd-m etc. 'a group of ten

(tens)' etc. Nor is Schmidt the right person to lay stress on a 'difficulty'

which is inseparable from his own explanation; he assumes a form

tehunda- = *deJcmto-, of which not a trace can be found in any other

Indo-Germanic language; Vriddhi in derivatives is not Germanic, although

it is Aryan. "Which is the simpler of the two explanations? One sup-

poses an immediate connexion between Goth, taihunte-hund O.Sax. ant-

-sibunta O.H.G. zehanzo, each of them containing a genitive of the same
kind as Goth, frijonde O.Sax. friunda O.H.G. friunto; the other —
Schmidt's — treats the Gothic and "West Germanic expressions as

quite different in principle, and has to regard the ending of O.Sax. ant-

-sihunta as distinct from that of O.H.G. zehanzo. No one can hesitate to

allow that the first is simpler; which of them is correct, or whether

another be correct and these both wrong, may be left for decision by

further investigation of those who know the facts.
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etc. O.Ir. nathrach n- 'of water-snakes'. Skr. vcic-dm Avest.

vac-qm^ Gr. *07i-fu)', Lat. voc-um. Skr. -rSj-am, Lat. reg-um,

O.Ir. ng w-, Goth, reik-e (instead of -o). O.Ir. breg n- 'of

mountains', Goth, baiirg-e (instead of -o) O.H.G. hurg-o 'of

strongholds, of towns' (Avest. ber"zqm. not found).

Skr. ap-dm Avest. ap-qm 'aquarum'. Gr. xlmn-uv. Lat.

dap-um, prmcip-um (also -ium).

§ 353. 9. Stems in -s.

Pr. Idg. *menes-Sm (§ 344) from *menos n. 'mind'. Skr.

mdnas-clm durrnanas-am, Avest. manaidh-qm dusmanawh-qm.

Gr. Ion. fxivsav Sva/.isv£mv Att. -av. Lat. gener-um. O.Ir.

tige n-. O.H.G. kelbir-o. Lith. debes-u (beside debes-iu) from

debes-l-s 'cloud'; O.C.Sl. stoves-u. — *mens-oin 'of months' (see

II § 132 p. 415): Gr. ^ijv-tyv, Lat. mens-um (and -ium),

O.Ir. mts n-. With s in the suffix doubtless A.S. ^os-a

O.Icel. gas-a Lith. dial, sqs-u Gr. %7jv-mv 'anserum', op. II § 160

p. 485.

Skr. usds-am, Lat. honor-um (II § 133 p. 423).

Pr. Idg. comparative *dTcis-om 'ociorum' (cp. II § 135

p. 429). Skr. diit/as-dm Avest. asymdh-qm, Lat. ocior-um.

"With -io- O.C.Sl. slaMtsi. With -ien- instead of -ies-, Gr.

IjS-lOV-lOV.

Pr. Idg. part. perf. act. *ueidiis-otn. Skr. vidus-am

Avest. mdus-qm. With -io- Lith. mirus-iU O.C.Sl. mlrust.

With -uet- instead of -ues-, Gr. tldor-av.

*mils-om 'of mice': Skr. mUs-am (nom. pi. inus-as is found),

Gr. /iivwv instead of *fiv(Sv (§ 160 p. 485), Lat. mur-um (and

-ium)^ O.H.G. mus-o O.Icel. mus-a.

§ 354. 10. i- ii- and u- Mw-stems, and stems

ending in -f, -J, "f-

Pr. Idg. *-ii-om, *-uu-om (§ 344), e. g. *bhruu-om (nom.

sing. *bhru-s 'brow'). Skr. dhiy-dm bhruv-dm, also dhmdni

bhrundm, and only nadtnam ivairundm (§ 345 pp. 246 f.).

Gr. y.t-av, v-iov 6(fpv-(ov, noXi-mv from TtoXi-q, vsy.v-cov from wxC-g.

Lat. su-um (and -ium), socru-um O.Icel. su-a 'suum' (cp. § 233
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p. 123). Lith. dial, suv-u 'of fishes' = Gr. IxQ-v-wv (cp. suv-i

§ 217 p. 94, mv-is % 329 p. 230); O.C.Sl. svehruv-u, also

kruv-lfl.

Skr. gir-dm pur-am go-san-am like gen. sing, gir-ds etc.,

§ 233 p. 123.

§ 355. 11. Certain Root Nouns. *nau-om 'navium'

(§ 344): Skr. nav-dm, Gr. va-div vtjwv vsav (I § 611 p. 462).

— Skr. gdv-am^ also go-nain (§ 345 p. 247), Gr. ^o-mv^

Lat. bov-om bourn Umbr. &mo, Mid.Ir. bo n- for *bo(u)-5n

(once bao in O.Ir., but perhaps by a mistake in writing), O.Icel.

]cil-a O.H.G. kuo, cp. II § 160 p. 482. — Skr. ray-dm

Avest. ray-qm, Lat. rerum like facierum § 347 p. 249.

Locative PluralJ)

§ 356. 1. The Suffix of the Locative Plural. An

Idg. ending -su is indicated for this case by Aryan and

Balto-Slavonic, Skr. -su Avest. -hu, O.Lith. -su O.C.Sl. -cM.

As regards Gr. /iisra^v, vs^hich is generally adduced as an

argument for the same ending, see the Remark on the next

page. That Gr. -av is also original is probable on account of

the Avest. loc. pi. Jiaf-Si and tanu-si (Bartholomae , Bezz.

Beitr. XIII 84 f.); and compare Bugge's explanation of

Armen. -c as being for *-si (above, page 245). It is also

very probable that -s vs^as used as well as -su and si. If so,

these two will be extensions of -s, the proper case-suffix, by

1) Osthoff, Die Bildung des loc. plur. im Idg. und Verwandtes,

Jlorph. Tint. 11 1 ff. Gerland, tjber den dat. plur. des Altgriechischen,

Kuhn's Zeitschr. IX 36 ff. Warnoke, De dativo pluralis Graeco, Lips.

1880. Ceci, II Dativo Plur. greeo, Soritti glottologici I (1882) pp. 7 ff.

"Week, Der altgrieoh. Dativ Plur., Philologus XLIH 32 ff. Tasgentu,
'/-/ Bortxr] rrXrjS'. ttJq E^t^vLySjg yXiaaorji;^ li^TsXsrrjjuara ^IvSixa xai ykwacfokoyLxa-,

Athen 1888 pp. 25 ff. Aufrecht, Der dat. plur. auf -som, Kuhn's

Zeitschr. I 117 f. J. Stschasliwzjew, tJber den griech. Dat. Plur.

Journ. d. kais. russ. Min. f. Volksaufklarung 1885, 3, pp. 417—458 ff.

(only known to me through Ziemer's Jahresberioht fiber Sprachwissen-

sohaft, Berl. 1889, p. 150). Kogel, Althochdeutsohe Locative, Zeitschr.

f. deutsohe Altert. XXVIII (1884) 110 ff.
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accretion of adverbial particles: -u, perhaps meaning 'there',

may have been the same as the -u of Skr. muh-u and similar

words (see § 256 Rem. p. 158) and that of Gr. ov{ro£) and the

like (see § 415); -i perhaps meant 'here', and may have been

the same as -I in the loo. sing. (§ 256 p. 157) and in the

Lat. nom. sing, qo-i qui (§ 414). See Thurneysen, Kuhn's

Zeitschr. XXYII 177.

-s has been kept unextended in the following instances.

(1) Lat. devas Corniscas, C.I.L. I no. 814, and with o instead

of 0/ Lat. Sabell. -os (§§ 357, 358).') (2) Gr. 'Inrroig, which

also represents the Idg. instr. pi. in -ois (§ 380); the efPect of

'I'mroig on the one hand and (pvXay.-ai etc. on the other was to

prevent the loss of -a- in mnoiai, ^daiai, cpgaal q>Qsai etc., or

perhaps we may say to restore it; -6- should have dropped

according to I § 564 p. 420; similarly in later times Att.

dojTOQai, which should properly have become *^wTogpi, was kept

safe by rpvXah etc. (§ 362). It is not so certain that Lat.

oloes lupis Osc. Nuvlaniiis, beside Lat. Sabell. loc. -os,

represent Idg. loc. -ois as well as instr. -ois. (3) -s is

represented in Baltic, and not -s-u alone; it is true, this cannot

be supported by such forms as Lith. ranko-s szirdy-s Lett.

rukd-s si'rdi-s, as if these had always ended with -s, but it

may be considered fairly proved by O.Lith. -se -sa beside

-su. It would be as wrong to suppose that rankose is rankosu

transformed on the analogy of rankoje, loc. sing., as to suppose

that "(fvla-y.-av became rpvkaii on the analogy of the loc. sing.

1) Sclimidt (Pluralb. 50J assumes that Lat. devas represents *-»«<; this

is opposed by the fact that -Os is found in Sabellian. I oannot allow even

after the attempt of V. Henry (Mdm., VI 377) that a loss of -u has

been proved either for prehistoric Latin or for proethnio Italic. Schmidt

regards as two other plural locatives eminus and comminus (from manu-).

But how this is to be reconciled with the meaning I cannot see. We
must surely derive these from adjective stems e-mimi- com-m-inii- or

-min-o- (from -man-., the shorter form of manu-). Cp. ad-ver.ius. Can

it be that they were originally ace. sing, neuter, *e-minu "ad-versu,

afterwards extended by -s like Gr. ev9-v-g /jsaaij-yv-i fy-yt/-;? Compare

further Breal-Bailly, Diet. etym. lat. ^, s. v. cominus.

Brugmann, Elements. III. 17
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<pvXay.i; the real explanation is that an original *rankas (cp.

devds), like original *rankai, had the particle -e attached (see

§ 264 pp. 167 f.); in the actually found forms rankos r&kds

-e has been lost again, just as *-ai-e was shortened, producing

rankoj (ranko) rukd. O.Lith. -sa (as namUsa at home'), if

its -a be not merely a mistake for -e in the spelling, has

been transformed from -se in connexion with the forms

ending with -sna (namus-na 'homewards', ace. pi. with the

postposition -no); conversely, -sne follows -se.

Remark. A further piece of evidence in support of -s may perhaps

be found in the forms Skr. Ved. mdimsu (beside mdnas-su) Avest. manahu
from Ar. manas- n., and the like (§ 364). -s-, and not -ss-, in these

forms is shewn to be Idg. by Skr. dsi Avest. ahi = Gr. il for *f(yi 'thou

art' from V^«s-. See Hiibschmann, Kuhn's Zeitschr. XXVII 329;

Bartholomae, Stud, zur idg. Spr., I 20 if., 55 f., 67 f. The thinning

•of ss to s vfas doubtless proethnic when final, but not otherwise (all

languages have -s for Idg. *-ss, even Skr., as a-ghas 2nd sing. pret. 'thou

atest' = *a-ghas + s, see Bartholomae, op. cit. 21 f.) ; and the origin of

*menesu "menesi vras that it and i were affixed to *menes = menes-s;

:similarly *esi 'thou art' = *es (for es-s) + i. Of the examples by which

Bartholomae seeks to prove a change of Idg. -ss- to -s-, apparently the

•only ones which are correct are such as allow of an explanation like

rthis. If the view here suggested is right, such forms as Or. Eeaaa Lat.

gessi need not be due to re-formation. Skr. mdnas-su G-r. fjirsa-m h-al

have been formed on the analogy of stems which ended in some other

•consonant than s ; and there is nothing to prevent our believing them to

she proethnic themselves.

But it is most unsafe to try to support the assumption of the loc.

•pi. -s by reference to Gr. ayxag beside ayxoiv; see J. Schmidt, Kuhn's

Zeitsehr. XXV 39, and the Author, Morph. Unt. Ill 69. The same may
be said of adverbs in -s, as Gr. ttv^ /jdxp £7ta'i Lat. mox vix O.Ir. mo
mo- mos- 'mox' (for *moks) Skr. htiruh Uruh {-h for *-hs)., notwith-

standing Skr. mahsu Gr. fjsTa'iv. The -s of these adverbs seems more
likely to be the same as that of mp i/jq,l; Lat. cis Avest. us (ud + s)

O.Pers. aim etc., which we are hardly justified in regarding as a plural

locative suffix, maks-u /ufzai-v moreover prove nothing, because the

particle w attaches itself to other forms besides plural locatives. Ifor

«an any stress be laid on Boeot. ri- yorsvi (= toi; yovsZai)., CoUitz Gr.

Dialektinschr. no. 391.5; probably we should read with Tick yoriv: =
yovs-oii;.

How -s- s-u and -s-i were distributed in the parent

language (for we can hardly suppose that every word formed
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three distinct locatives, all of which were used together) can

no longer be made out. The general preference for -su and

-si rather than -s is explained by the fact that these s-forms

often were exactly the same as the nominative singular.

In Iranian the postposition d (or its unaccented by-form

a, see § 246 p. 145) attached itself to locative plurals in -su:

in Old Persian there is no other ending but -iw-d -Suv-a, while

Avestic has -hv-a -sv-a along with -hu -sU. Compare Skr.

Ved. nadtsv a 'in the streams' mdrtyesv a 'among mortals' and

the like; also pr. Ar. *aky,0,i-(l 'in equa' § 264 p. 167.

In Armenian we find -c, as in the gen., dat., and abl.;

Bugge sees Idg. *-si in -c, see § 344 p. 245.

Greek, -mv beside -ai like -(ftv beside -(fii. Compare

§ 186 p. 62, § 281 pp. 186 f., and the Author, Gr. Gr.2 § 64

Anm. 3 p. 80.

In Keltic and Germanic the locative plural had fallen

out of living use before the date of the earliest remains of

those languages. "Whether it survives in adverbs, still remains

to be discovered (on O.Ir. mo 'mox' see the Remark above).

As regards alleged locatives like O.H.G. Otingas see § 357.

2. The Form of the Stem. This was weak, from the

proethnic period onwards, in consonant stems which had

gradation.

In Aryan, the loc. pi. and cases with a M-suffix (Skr.

-hhyas, -bhis, -hhyam) often show the form of the nominative

singular instead of the stem. The occurrence of such groups

of words as (Skr.) dhdma : dhdma-su -hhyas etc., d§va : dsva-

-su -hhyas etc., byhati : brhatt-Su -hhyas etc. suggested some

necessary connexion between the form of what are called the

"Middle Cases" with that of the nominative singular; hence

Skr. mdnah-su mdno-hhyas -bhis -hhyam following mdnah

indno instead of mdnassu (mdnasu) *manad-hhyas etc., harili-

-su havir-bhyas following havih havir instead of hariski

*havidhhyas, Avest. ravo-hu instead of ravahu following ravo,

O.Pers. rauca-bis from raiica, Avest. ber^zaj^-byo instead of

ber'zadbyo following ber'za^ (§§ 303 f. pp. 203 f., §§ 364, 367,
17*
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375, 376, 386, and 387). Compare OsthofF, Morph. Unt. II 3 f.;

Wackernagel, Das Dehnungsgesetz der gr. Comp. , 7 f.

;

Bartholomae, Kuhn's Zeitschr. XXIX 581 f.

In Balto-Slavonic, the loc. plural along with the other

middle cases was attracted into the i-declension, as Lith. akmen-

-yse, earlier *-i-se, O.C.Sl. kamen-%-chu, like akmen-i-ms kamen-

-t-mu, ahnen-i-mls kamen-t-mi, sing, akmen-i-ml kamen-i-mi,

dual ahnen-i-m -i-fh kamen-i-ma. See § 402. But we still find

O.Slav, poljachu (O.Czech Folds) poljamu poljami from poljan-

(see I § 585. 3 p. 440, II § 115 p. 362, III §§ 361, 367, 404),

with which we should perhaps compare Lith. dial, smoymis

{py = •&) from nom. sing, smu (Fortunatov, Bezz. Beitr.

Ill 72).

§ 357. 1. o-stems. Pr. Idg. *ulqoi-s -su -si 'in

lupis'; the stem-final -oi- is borrowed from the pronoun

(§ 430). Skr. vfke-su; Avest. vehrkae-su -sv-a, O.Pers.

madaisuv-cl 'in Medis'. Armen. gailoc, if -c is Idg. *-si (§ 344

p. 245) ; if so , -o- has displaced *-oi- on the analogy of

gailo-vk. Gr. kvy.oi-g -tfi ; -di in Attic gave way gradually

before -s- from 450 B. c. onwards. O.C.Sl. vlucSchu (I § 462

p. 338).

Italic. It is a question whether Lat. lupis O.Lat. oloes

'illis', Umbr. veskles vesclir 'vasculis' alfer 'albis' Osc.

Nuvlanuis 'Nolauis' nesimois 'proximis', and so forth,

represent the Idg. locative and instrumental, or instrumental

only; see § 356 p. 257. On the analogy of -els (a-stems) was

coined a loc. pi. series in -os, instead of -ois, which seems to

be as early as the proethnic stage of Italic (cp. Lat. -oruni

following -arum § 345 p. 247 , and Lith. -few Lett, -^s

following -osu -as, see below): O.Lat. (Dvenos inscription)

deivOs 'dels',') Marruc. aisos Mars, esos "dels'.

1) It should be mentioned that the latest discussion of the Dvenos

inscription, by B. S. Conway (Am. Journ. Phil. X 452, 458), explains

deivos as nom. pi. (cp. Umbr.-Samn. -os). — Written after the above had

been printed.
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Kern ark. It is doubtful whether we are to agree with Kogel in

regarding as locative plural the West Germanic place-names in -as,

as O.H.G. Otingas (assumed to = *Aiidinga-su 'among the sons of Oto').

See Kogel, Zeitschr. fur d. Alt. XXVm 110 ff., Paul-Braune's Beitr.

XIV 115 ff. Henning (Deutsche Lit.-Zeit. 1888 p. 16) and Behaghel
(Paul's Grundr. I 609} regard -«s as the Latin accusative ending (ad

Otingas). If Kogel is right, the -a- of -as is far more likely to he

an analogical transformation of Idg. -oi-, as we have just assumed
the -0- of Armen. gailoc to be, than the pr. Idg. ending of noun-stems

for this case, which must then be assumed to have been exchanged for

the -oi- of pronouns in Aryan etc. , but at no earlier period : observe

O.C.Sl. tecliu Lith. tusi : vlUcechu vith^se in contrast with dat. temu terns

:

vlukomil vilkdms. Compare further Kluge, Paul's Grundr. I 387.

Baltic. Lith. vilhusti -se (sa) -us Lett. wi'lMs on the

analogy of the *-a-su -se of «-stems, like Lat. deivos following

devas (see above). Lith. dial, vilhmse following the ace. pi.

vUkuns-na. See § 326 Rem. pp. 227 f.

§ 358. 2. a-stems. Pr. Idg. *eTcua-s -su -si 'in

equabus'. Skr. divcL-su; Avest. haenCl-hu -hv-a, O.Pers.

aniyauv-a 'in aliis' for *-a-liii-a (I § 558 pp. 413 if.). Grr. inscr.

Sgayi-irjai xaf-dam etc. , from about 420 B. c. only surviving

petrified in adverbs, as dvQaoc Idd-TJvrjoi. O.Lat. devcis, see

§ 356 p. 257. Lith. ranko-su -se -s Lett, rukd-s; O.C.Sl.

rqka-chii.

Greek. Ion. Att. rv/.i(pr]ai Att. Lesb. vv/.tq)aiai are re-

formations on the lines of -oiOi. To banish from the text

of Homer and other authors all forms in -i]g, which happens

never to occur on inscriptions, and to replace them with

others in -mg except only where -r]a' can be read, is a rather

arbitrary fiat of modern critics. They may be explained as a

transformation of *-ag -i^g by analogy; and perhaps -i^g was

still used in the age of Homer.

Latin. Besides devas, are we to cite foras 'outside, out

of doors' (fords 'out, outwards' is ace), and alias alterds

(sc. vicibus or occdsionibtts)?

§ 359. 8. f- ie-stems (cp. p. 68, footnote). Pr. Idg.

probably *hlifgh'^ti,-s -su -si. Skr. h^hatt-su Avest. harenti-

-su -sv-a. Lith. seme-su -se O.C.Sl. zemlja-chu with -ie-

instead of -^-.
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Gr. (psQovarioi, -rjoi -aiai on the lines of ia-stems (cp. the

footnote on page 68). So too Lith. msanczio-su -sh -o-s

O.C.Sl. vezqsta-chU.

§ 360. 4. i- and m-s terns.

Pr. Idg. *oui-s -su -si. Skr. dvi-su. Uncertain:

Armen. srti-c; see § 344 p. 245. Gr. Ion. Att. etc. Tpi-ai,

Dor. ocpi-oi. Lat. tri-su -sh 'in tribus', O.C.Sl. nosti-chu.

Pr. Idg. *sunu-s -sii -si. Skr. sun4-su, Avest. hazu-su

-sv-a. Uncertain: Armen. zarduc; see § 344 p. 245. Gr.

yovsv-ai., cp. below. O.C.Sl. synu-chu (not found, but this is a

mere accident).

Greek. ocpi-ai became o(psai (Horn. Att. Arcad.) by

association with oTie/g {^o(f)S-E^) orpswv. So *m]Xv-(n *rjSv-(5i

became nii/E-oi -fjSs-at by association with mj;(£Eg etc. -v-ai

remained only in yovsvai for *-siv-<ri = Skr. -ayu-su, see § 261

p. 162; but later on there were coined sporadically such forms

as Toy.sdi following r/^eai, like nom. pi. Toxtf? instead of tox%

following i^SsTg.

Horn, os'aai (6i-g) and nsX'iy.sarsi nolsaai (neksy.v-g noXv-g^

owe their aa to the poetic use of doublets like msaat and

sniat side by side.

The es-stem ending -s(yoi -sai was adopted not only by

all consonant stems and by ^- ii- and ti- M^t-stems , but by

stems in -/- and -u- in the Aeolic dialects (in Homeric too), in

N. W. Greek, and in parts of the Doric area; e. g. Horn. 61-

-saoi ot-sai Lesb. diuXval-saai Hom. ra/J-faai. But again, the

o-stem ending -oig -oiOi spread in like manner in N. W. Greek

and in certain divisions of the Peloponnese ; e. g. rgi-oTg -oTffi

voks-oig (= noXsai); rgi-oTg : rpt-tue = xaXotg : xakwv. Each of

these new departures started from the consonant stems, and

originated in a wish to have the same stem-ending for the

locative plural as for the other cases : e. g. (psgovt-snai -oig

instead of pr. Gr. (Cret.) (pepovui (Ion. Att. cfsgovai Lesb.

*(f£ooiai etc.), following (pEoovr-sg etc.

Lith. nakty-su -sh -fj-s Lett, nakti-s and Lith. siinu-su

-se -u-s. *-i-sii *-u-su became *-*-s?< *-u-su by association
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with *-a-SM, and *-u-su then became -U-su by association

with stems in -o-. See § 326 Eem. pp. 227 f.

§ 361. 5. w-stems. Pr. Idg. *Tc(u)ui§,-s -su -si. Skr.

hd-su dima-su, Avest. damo-hu -hv-a {ddman- 'creature') =
Skr. dhdma-su (I § 94 p. 88). Uncertain: Armen. akanc

anj'anc, see § 344 p. 245. Gr. Cret. nlla-m (Att. Trleoai^ nom.

sing. nkUov, cp. § 364 Rem.), Attic and Pindaric (pQu-al (Att.

usually has (pQs-ai, nom. sing. (ppi]v), Att. etc. 6v6/.ia-at (nom.

sing. 6vo/.ta) = Skr. ndma-su (II § 82 p. 250). Then Armen.

anjan-c : anjin-M =^ Gr. cpga-al : (pgev-sg. Old Czech Folds,

elsewhere O.Slav, poljachu with -ch- on the analogy of the

other stems, beside nom. pi. O.C.Sl. poljan-e, see § 356 p. 260.

Greek. aQvaai instead of *d()tt-m with v from the other

cases. nXso-ai qjgs-ai a,y.j.io-6i, TTOi/mi-di ayio-Oi have taken o, f,

or ft) instead of a from the other eases, cp. ocps-Oi ij^e-m § 860

p. 262. On the analogy of (pps-ai : (p(){vsg, ux/iio-ai : an/novsg

was coined xvai instead of *xva-ai {*na-ai) beside xvvfg. With

-s(Jtf( : Hom. r]y£f.i6v-8aOi hf.i6v-foai '/.vv-bOOi Megar. layov-saot

etc. With -oig: N.-W. Gr. /usiov-oig dywv-oig El. dywv-oiQ, etc.;

see § 360 p. 262.

Lith. szun-y-su -se akmen-y-su -sh and O.C.Sl. hamen-

-t-chu, following the j-class : see § 856 p. 260.

§ 362. 6. r-stems. Pr. Idg. *matf-s *dotf-s -su -si.

Skr. matf-su ddt^-su. Uncertain: Armen. marc, and with

strong stem dsterc (or dsterac); see § 344 p. 245. Gr. /.irjTQd-

-ffi, a.vSgd-6i, and with strong stem kSmtoq-gi doviJQ-ai.

Greek. It is due to the force of association with

connected forms that Jcu'roptft keeps -ga- in later Attic, instead

of becoming -qq- (I § 563. 8 p. 419). With -taai: Hom. Boeot.

civSg-iaai Hom. dvyareg-saat. With -otg: N.-W. Gr. avSg-otg

and so forth, see § 356 p. 262.

Lith. moter-y-su -sh and O.C.Sl. mater-l-chu following

the i-class; see § 356 p. 260.

§ 363. 7. Stems ending in an Explosive.

Pr. Idg. *bhfghi}t-s -su -si. Skr. h^Mt-su bhdrat-su,

Avest. ler'zasu (I § 473. 2 p. 349). Gr. Cret. eXovm fidUovot
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viY.daavai Att. sXovai ^dlXovai vlMjaaai. The old ending -affai

= *-«T-<7t *-'^t-si is still seen in Heracl. nQaaaow-aaai evr-affm,

which took the place of ^n^ctaaaaiSi '''aaai (cp. Skr. sat-su =
*s-'i}t-su), the stem of npdooovr-sQ svT-sg etc. having been

substituted for the proper stem in these latter forms; compare

agvdni instead of *d()a-at, § 361, last page, vrjcpoat (Theogn.)

from vrjfpm 'I am sober' instead of *^'i]faai , with o from

vrj(povr-Eq etc., compare /uqI-sOi following xuQi'-svr-fg (below).

With -saot: Hom. dy.ovovr-eaat Lesb. (peQOvr-eOai Hom. N.W.

Gr. ndpT-saai. With -oig: N.-W. Gr. uyyElXdvT-oig ovr-oig and

the like, see § 360, last page. O.C.Sl. telqt-ichu following the

Mexion, cp. § 244 pp. 142 f. — Lith. vesanczi^su -se

O.C.Sl. vezqsti-chu, as though a jo-stem.

Skr. dpa-vat-su (dpa-vant- 'watery'), Gr. papism instead

of '-'-far-Gi (cp. v7J(po(Ji, above); see II § 127 p. 404.

Avest. nafsu = pr. Ar. *napt-su from Ar. najpat- napt-

^descendant'; see I § 471 p. 348.

fZ-stems. Skr. sardt-su 'in autumns'. Gr. (pvydm {vKfdS-

-eadi -otg). Skr. pat-su, Gr. noai Hom. noaol (jiod-saoi

nod- oil;).

Skr. iiiiksu, stem usij- 'desirous', Avest. tiixsv-a, stem

tuc- 'covering, mat'. Gr. /.uiga'^i oprv'^i {ay-vkax-encri -nreoiy-

-saai, (pvXdy.-oig).

Skr. ap-sii 'in waters'. Gr. y.lwxpi {yun-saai).

§ 364. 8. s-stems.

Pr. Idg. "'menes -esu -est, -es-su -es-si from nom.

ace. sing. *menos 'mind', see § 356 Rem. p. 258. Skr. mdnas-

-su, Ved. mdnasu also, Avest. manahu -hv-a:, on Skr. mdnah-

-su see below. Gr. /.avtOi Hom. /iisvsa-di. Lith. dehes-y-sv

-se O.C.Sl. sloves-t-chii, see § 356 p. 260. — Gr. Cret. uT^vai

Att. /.i>](jl instead of */.uvoi Att. */ii£iai, which it should have

been, cp. nom. sing, /^isig (I § 611 p. 462, II § 132 p. 415,

III § 199 p. 81); so -?;- came from the other cases; observe

that Idg. *mensi would have become Att. */ict]vi. Similarly

Att. /i]ai instead of *);am = *yava-6i.. — Skr. iwasM, later

mas-su, from mas 'mensis', see II § 132 p. 415, § 134 p. 425.
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Skr. havis-su (havih-sti , see below) like mdnas-su.

(rr. Serraai Hom. ^tnaO-Ci.

Comparative *oTcis -isu -isi, -is-su -is-si 'in ocioribus'.

Skr. diiyas-su {asTyah-su, see below). O.C.Sl. slaMlsi-chu as

though a io-steni.

Remark. Grr. I'/Sioai. nlioai, are not for *-ioa-ai, but have a
i>«-sufflx, like Cret. -nlia-ai (§ 361 p. 263). The weak cases seem never

to have had -loo- in Greek; see II § 135 Rem. p. 429. Hence we find

no *^Sioaai like fTiea-ai; and, although Trlsov-iaai. /isidv-oit do occur, we
never see *nX£6-eoBi -oi; like f/if'-fom -oi; and Ssnd-eaau

Part. perf. act. *ueidns -usu -tisi, -us-su -tis-si.

Everywhere we meet with re-formations. Skr. vidvdtsu has t

from vidvdd-bhyas etc., where -dhh- comes regularly from

*-2bh-, see II § 136 p.
441.

i) Gr. tMoat doubtless belongs to

a 'itet-stem, and so stands for ''-fovai (11 § 136 p. 440), cp.

i^.W.Gr. yiyovoT-oig. Lith. mlrusiU-su -se O.C.Sl. mirusi-chw,

as though a io-stem.

Gr. /.dGi (preserved by Herodian, and in the Batrachomyo-

machia 260), with variant /.ivai, by re-formation; see II § 160

p. 485. O.C.Sl. mySichu following the i-declension. Skr. mus-stc

not found.

Aryan. With nom. sing, form substituted for the stem:

Skr. mdnah-su dStyali-su havih-su, Avest. ravo-hu from ravah-

"happiness, joy'. See § 356 p. 259.

Greek, -soni: Hom. sne-sam ofi/jyeo/saai Lesb. srs-saai,

Hom. Ssnd-saai ; -oig : N.-W. Gr. svs-oig Messen. svas^b-oig,

see § 360 p. 262. -saai was of course taken from forms like

mea-ai ; and it was not until -sooi had become naturalised

in other consonant stems that such a word as ens-saai could

be coined.

stems, stems in -f, -J,

si; e. g. *hhru-s -su -si

dhi-Stt nadt-Su , hhril-m

1) In writing this passage I was under the mistake of supposing

that *-vcis-su would regularly become -vatsu. Against this see Bartholomae,

Stud, zur idg. Spr., I 9 ff.

§ 365.
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svairu-Su, Gr. xl-ai noXl-ai (from noXl-g), oqiptl-Gi v-al vsxv-ai

(from vsxv-s) with I v following ^i-sg etc. It is possible that

where we now read viavaai ytwdai nlrvdai forms ending in

-vai. once stood in the text of Homer, -iaai: Hom. Ov-fdai

vsxv-idGi, see § 360 p. 262. Lith. zuv-y-su -sh O.C.Sl. kruv-

-i-cliu (not actually found) following the i-flexion; but svekruv-

-a-chu follows the a-flexion (cp. gen. pi. svekruvu : rqku).

Skr. gtr-sii, pUr-sii, go-sa-su (the last not actually found)

like nom. sing, gtr etc., see § 197 p. 76 above.

§ 366. 10. Pr. Idg. *>iaM-s -su -si 'in navibus': Skr. waM-

-Su Gv. vav-al; Homer uses the re-formate vijv-al, like v)jvg,

following vij-6g etc. (I § 611 p. 462), but he also has the

regular form in the compound vavai-yJvrog. Skr. go-su, Gr.

flov-ai.

Hom. vij-sdai vhaai, ^o-sddt Boeot. (iov-iOGi, N.-W. Gr. jSo-

-oig; see § 360 p. 263.

Dative-Ablative Plural.^)

§. 367. 1. The Suffix. Since both the Aryan forms in

-hhias and the Latin in -hus are used for dative and ablative

alike, we must suppose that this twofold function is as old

as the parent language. Then the use of the genitive plural

with ablative sense in Greek and Balto-Slavonic is a later

developement, due to the use of the singular genitive in -es

-OS -s with this sense, which was also proethnic. We need

hardly find a difficulty in the initial of the dative plural suffix

in Balto-Slavonic, which is m- and not bh- (Lith. -mus

O.C.Sl. -mu). As the bh- suffix had both meanings, we may
fairly infer the same of the m-suffix.

1) V. Henry, Bssai de systematisation des desinences en *-bh-

dana la langue latine, Mem. de 1. Soo. d. lingu. VI 102 ff. L. Havet,
Datifs-ablatifs plur. en -ibus [en latin], ibid. Ill 412 ff. L. Duvau,
Datif plur. de I'ombrien, ibid. VI 104. Porstemann Zur Geschiohte

altdeutscher Declination: Der dat. plur., Kuhn's Zeitsohr. XVI 81 ff.

Much, Germanische Dative aus der Romerzeit, Zeitschr. f. deutsoh^

Altert. XXXI 354 ff. J. Solimidt, Der altpreuss. dat. pi. auf -mans,

Kuhn-Schleioher's Beitr. IV 268 ff.
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The endings which have to be compared in order to

restore the Indo-Germanic suffix are the following: Skr. -hhyas

{-bhiyas frequently in Vedic) Avest. -byo = pr. Ar. *-bhias

(*-bhiias)
;

Lat. -bos -bus Osc. -fs -ss TJmbr. -s = pr. Ital. *-fos

*-bhos;^) Gall, -bo;^) O.Lith. -mus, modern -ms, Pruss. -mans
-mas, O.C.Sl. -mu. On the variation between -bh- and -m-
see § 274 pp. 175 f. We have no right to assume that the i

which follows the initial of the suffix in Aryan has been dropped

in the other languages, and to derive (say) Ital. *-fos from

*-fios. "Whence comes the i of -bhyas, or of -bhya -bhyam

-bhyClm, is an obscure point.

Gall, -bo is related to Lat. -bo-s as Skr. -bhya {tu-bhya

'tibi') to -bhya-s, and as instr. *-bhi (sing, and pi. in Greek,

elsewhere only sing., § 274 p. 175, § 281 pp. 186 f.) to Skr.

-bhi-s. This suggests the question whether the wide-spread Lith.

-m found along with -mus, and Lett, -m (e. g. Lith. ranko-m

Lett, rukd-m beside Lith. ranko-mus -ms) does not represent

a form *-mo without s, like Gall, -bo.^) This view seems to

be supported by an instr. pi. -mi instead of -mis, found in

the Godlewa district of Lithuanian and in Lettic folk-songs

(e. g. Godl. nakti-mi = nakti-mis, Lett, kdjd-mi = Lith. kojo-

-mis) ;
see § 379. Then again the -m of the Germ, "dative"

plural has to be considered. It is conceivable that O.W.Germ.

-ms and Norse -mr (§ 379) represent an instr. suffix *-mis;

only it must perhaps be granted that *-mz sometimes came

1) It should be mentioned that the Umbr.-Osc. ending might without

irregularity be derived from *-fis = Skr. -bhis (instr. pi.).

2) Only found in one inscription, which is wrongly denied to be

Keltic by d'Arbois de Jubainville (Rev. Celt. XI 249). — We are not

justified in seeing this Gall, -bo in O.Ir. na-b, as "Windisch does (Paul-

Branne's Beitr. IV 221). In this there has doubtless been merely loss of

the palatal sound, first taking place before non-palatals, as dinab gabalib.

(Thurneysen.)

3) In Lil. Volksl. utid March., pp. 297 f., I explained rankom, with

Briickner, as the dual form used in the plural. This is unquestionably

possible; compare the Russian instr. dual in -ma with plural meaning

(Tetter, Zur Gesch. der nom. Decl. im Russ., 50 f.).
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from a dative in *-mos. But no one has proved the existence

of any sound-law by which the -m of all Grermanic dialects —
even in (^.Icel. we find e. g. pri-m beside pri-mr 'tribus', and

others —• could be derived from *-m2 (there is no manner of

need to derive the Groth. 1st. pi. haira-m from *-mz). I there-

fore conjecture that Germanic, like Baltic, inherited from the

parent speech a plural *-mi (cp. sing. O.H.G. zi houbitun

A.S. dw-m § 282 p. 188), and perhaps *-mo as well. It follows

that the pluralising of bh- and m-suffixes by adding -s was not

complete in the parent language.

E em ark. It is perhaps allowable to analyse Pruss. -mans into

*-mom + s (*-mom beside *->no like Skr. -bhijam : bhya , Gr. -cpir : -ipi),

notwithstanding amsis 'people' yimsenin 'birth', on the strength of

mensa meiiso 'flesh, meat'. This word answers to Groth. mimza-, and

there is no reason to suppose that it was a Slavonic loan-word

(m^so) ; doubtless in mensa menso m became n by dissimilation , and

the same process might change *-mams to -mans. *-mom might be

compared with O.C.Sl. -mu. But doubts are suggested by Lith. -mus

-ms, which cannot be derived from *-mans (on the ace. Lith. devits:

Pruss. dehvans see § 326 p. 227) ; and the question arises whether -mas

in Prussian (e. g. nou-mas 'nobis') were not the older form. Pruss. -mas

and Lith. -mus might be connected with original *-mos, and -mans may
really be due to association with the ace. pi. in -ans. Lith. -mws, with

O.C.Sl. -//TO, may however be derived from Idg. *-mus. Ergo, non liquet.

Compare further Osthoff, Morph. Tint. II 31 f.; Leskien, Ber. der sachs.

Ges. der Wiss., 1884, pp. 101 f.

Armenian has -c, as in the gen. and loc, see § 344

p. 245. In Greek the form ceased to be used at all; its

dative meaning was expressed by the locative and instrumental,

and its ablative meaning, as already stated, by the genitive.

Old Irish dropped it in favour of the instrumental.

2. Form of the Stem. This was weak, right down from

the proethnic period, in consonant stems which admitted of

gradation, as *p9ter- 'pater'.

Aryan often shews the nom. sing, form where the stem

should be, as . Skr. mdno-bhyas Avest. mane-hyo. See on this

point § 356 pp. 259 f.

In Latin and Oscan consonant stems show the 2-stem

ending, as Lat. mdtr-ibus ferent-ibus like ovi-bus tri-bus,
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Ose. lig-is 'legibus'. But Umbr. -us in fratrus aset-us etc.

seems to have been taken from ?<-stems (beru-s 'verubus').

As regards tlie stem in U ermanic see § 379. 2.

In Balto-Slavonic the i-stem ending- has become the

regular one, as it did in the other m-cases and in the locative

plural; e. g. Lith. ahmen-i-ms O.C.Sl. liamen-i-mu. But we
still find O.Slav, poljamu = *poljan-\-mu, see § 356 p. 260.

§368. 1. o-stems. Fv.Idg. '^nlqo-bh- (-m-). Skv.vfke-

-hhyas Avest. vehrkae.ihyo -with pr. Ar. -ai- instead of -a-

following pronouns like tt-hliyas taeihyo. (Goth, vulfa-m

O.H.G. wolfiim beside pdi-m dB-m, cp. § 367 p. 267 f. and

§ 380). Lith. vilka-niHs -d-nis O.C.Sl. vlUko-mii beside te-ms

te-mii.

Latin forms in -thus from o-stems, as amlcibus suibus

(see Biicheler-Windekilde , Grundr. pp. 126 f.) are later re-

formates instead of the forms in -is (§ 380). But the pronouns

i-bus 'els' (cp. Skr. e-bhyds), variant l-bus («-stem like qui-bus)^

and lit-bus 'his', may be regarded as proethnic.

Remark. In O.C.SL, jo-stems show not only -ie-mu but -Inul

-iimii, as zillodefimu, and similarly instr. sing. zUIodejiml dat. instr. dual

-Jima. "We may regard 1 (after sonants -n-) as the vreak grade of the

suffix -ip- (cp. O.H.G. hirti-m § 380), the s of glagoljqsHmii, as taken

from the other cases, and occasional forms like strazije (nom. pi.)

'watchers' as later re-formates on the lines of the ^-declension. Thus

-dejimu: -dejemu Lith. gaidzid-ms {gaidy-s 'cock') =: O.H.G. hirtim:

Goth, hairdjam. This would make it easier to see why so many masc.

neut. consonant stems became jo-stems in Balfco-Slavonic ; for example,

part. gen. Lith. vezanczio O.C.Sl. vezasta 'vehentis', O.C.Sl. datelfi 'dator'.

That is to say, if there was an -)'- in the m-cases of jo-stems in

pr. Bait.-Slav., their ending was the same as that of consonant stems,

which already formed these cases after the model of stems in -;- (§ 402)

;

it was easy enough, for example, to form cases from '^uezont-io- when

there was a form *uezont-i-m-. Another point remains to be investigated.

What was the cause of the very common transfer of j-stems to the jo-

class in older Lithuanian (as krij-li-s II § 100 p. 306): may not forms

analogous to O.H.G. hirtim have helped the change, and not merely the

similar ending of the nom. ace. singular?

§369. 2. ^-stems. Pr. Idg. *e^Ma-6/i- (-m-). '^kv. dsva-

-bhyas, Avest. haend-byo. Lat. equa-bus; -a-bus was more

widely spread in the oldest Latin (e. g. manibiis dextrOhiis),
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but used later only to distinguish genders (as filns and

filidbus), and in the re-formates duabus ambabus (plural

suffix instead of dual). Gall. vu/.iav(nm-^o, used attributively

with ficcTfft^o 'matribus'. (Goth, gibo-m O.H.G. gebo-m, see

§ 367 pp. 267 f., § 381). Lith. ranko-mus -ms, O.C.Sl. rq,ka-mu.

§ 370. 3. %- Je-stems (cp. p. 68, footnote). Pr. Idg.

*b'hfgli'^U-bh- (-»«-). Skr. bfliaft-bhyas , Avest. barenti-byo.

(O.H.G. digi-m 'to prayers', see § 367 pp. 267 f. and § 382).

With -jfi- instead of -i- : Lat. fade-bus^ Umbr. iovies for *-ie-fs

beside the ace. pi. iovie(f) § 328 p. 229. So also Lith. Seme-

-mus -ms, O.C.Sl. zemlja-mu; but others have ia-flexion (cp.

footnote on p. 68), Lith. vemncsio-ms, O.C.Sl. vezqsta-mu.

§ 371. 4. «-stems. Pr. Idg. ^oui-bh- (-in-). Skr. dvi-

-bhyas, Avest. aSi-byo. Lat. tri-bus ovi-bus turri-bus; Umbr.

tris 'tribus' avis aves aveis 'avibus', Osc. luisari-fs

(Biicheler, Rhein. Mus. XLIV 828), cp. teremn-iss 'termini-

bus' § 373; the vowel of the last syllable was long in Umbrian;

would this be "compensatory lengthening", or the analogy of

the accusative plural? (Goth, ansti-m O.H.G. ensii-m, see

§ 367 pp. 267 f., § 383). Lith. nahti-mus -i-ms, O.C.Sl.

nost%-mu.

§372. 5. «(-stems, FT.ldg.*sunii-bh- {-m-}. Skr. smmm-

-bhyas, Avest. bazu-byo. Lat. manu-bus mani-bus lacu-bus

laci-hus, see I § 49 pp. 41 f. and Biicheler-Windekilde

pp. 124 f.; Umbr. beru-s Verubus'. (Goth, sunu-m, see §367

pp. 267 f., § 383). Lith. sunu-mus -ii-tns, O.C.Sl. synomu for

*synu-mu, which by some chance is never found, nor is *synu-

-mi (§ 282 p. 189).

§373. 6. w-stems. Pr. Idg. */«(?«) mi^*-&/j - (-«-), possibly

assimilated *Tc(u)um-bh-, see I § 222 p. 190. Skr. svd-bhyas

dsma-bhyas , Avest. dama-byo and draome-byo {draoman-

'assault, onset') with -e- from the es-stems {mane-byo, § 376)

by reason of the identical loc. ending in the two classes

{damohu = *damahu like manahu, § 361 p. 263). Lat. homin-

-i-btis Osc. teremn-i-ss 'terminibus', but Umbr. karn-u-s
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'oarnibus', liomon-u-s 'liominibus', see § 367
, p. 268.

Lith. szun-i-mus akmen-i-mus -i-ms, O.C.Sl. hamen-i-niv

following «-flexion, but O.C.Sl. keeps poljamu for *poljan-

-mu (I § 219 pp. 185 f.), see § 367 p. 269.

§ 374. 7. r-stems. Pr. Idg. *matf-bh- '*dot^-bh-

(-m-). Skr. matf-hhyas ddtr-bhyas ^ Avest. mater^-hyo dater"-

-byo. Lat. matr-i-bus dator-i-bus, Umbr. fratr-u-s fratr-u-s

'frati'ibus' ner-u-s 'proceribus'. Gall, matre-bo (/iiar()f^o) 'matri-

bus'; it is not certain whether -re- = Idg. -r- {-re- instead of

O.Kelt, -ri- I § 298 p. 236, as in vergo-hretu-s beside O.Ir.

breth f. 'sentence, judgement' = Idg. *bh^-ta), or if the word

once was *mdtr-i-bo, and has changed to mdtrebo under the

influence of i-stems ; cp. O.Ir. instr. mathraib maithrib § 385.

(Goth, bropru-m, O.H.G. muoterum, see § 367 pp. 267 f., § 385).

Lith. moter-i-mus -i-ms O.C.Sl. mater-i-mti, following the «-class.

§ 375. 8. Stems ending in an Explosive.

Pr. Idg. *bh^ghnd-bh- {-i^f-m-), from the stem *bhf§hont-.

Skr. brhcid-bhyas ; Avest. ber^sad-byo, ber'^zanbyo with sub-

stitution of the strong stem, and ber'zajibyo with the nom.

ace. sing, in place of the stem (§ 356 p. 259). Lat. ferent-

-i-bus, ITmbr. aset-u-s 'agentibus', see § 367 p. 268. (Goth.

frijond-a-m tuiip-u-m etc., see § 386.) Lith. vHante-ms (pro-

nominal ending), O.C.Sl. vezqste-mu like a jo-stem; Lith.

dant-i-ms 'dentibus', O.C.Sl. telqt-i-mu (see § 244 pp. 142 f.).

Skr. Ved. nddbhyas for *nabd-bhyas from ndpdt- napt-

'descendant', cp. Avest. loc. nafsu § 363 p. 264. (Goth, tigum

'decadibus for pr. Germ. *te^iin(d)-m-, see § 886).

fZ-stems. Skr. iardd-bhyas 'to autumns'. Skr. pad-bhyds

Avest. padf-byo, Lat. ped-i-bus Umbr. du-purs-u-s 'bipedibus'

(§ 367 p. 268). (Goth, fot-u-m, § 386).

Skr. vdg-bhyds 'vocibus', Avest. vayfbyo from a base not

found elsewhere, vac(a)h-, or it may contain the nom. mxi

instead of the stem (§ 356 p. 259), Lat. voc-i-bus following the

«-declension. Skr. vid-bhyds Avest. mS-byo pr. Ar. *uig-bhias

from vis- ms- 'clan, village community' (I § 404 p. 299), but

contrariwise Skr. dig-hhyds (stem dU- 'direction') instead of
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'didbhyas follows diksii and dik (§ 356 p. 259). Lat. leg-i-bus

Osc. lig-i-s 'legibus' following the i-class.

Skr. adbhyds Avest. aiwyo from the stem ap- 'water', see

I § 328 p. 265.

§ 376. 9. s-stems. Pr. Idg. *menes-bh- {-es-m-) from

nom. sing. *menos. Skr. mdno-hliyas instead of *manadbhyas

following mdno, similarly Avest. inane-hyo instead of *manaz-

hyo following Gathic mane, see § 356 p. 259 and Bartholomae

Kuhn's Zeitsohr. XXIX 572 f. and 582, Stud, zur idg. Spr.

I 2 f. Lat. gener-i-bus follows the f-class. (O.H.Gr. kelbir-um,

see § 387). Lith. debes-l-ms O.C.Sl. sloves-t-mu following the

Skr. siiddbhyas Avest. Imdabyo (stem su-dds- hu-dclh-

giving richly), instead of *sudddbh- *liuddzb-, following the

nom. sudd huda (§ 356 p. 259). But there are some regular

forms, as Ved. mddbhyds (later mdbhyds) from mas 'mensis',

and usddbhyas (later usobhyas) from usds- 'dawn'. Lat. mens-

-i-bus, cp. O.Ir. mis-i-b § 387.

Skr. havir-bhyas instead of *havidbhyas (cp. vipriidbhyas

from viprus- 'drop, crumb') following the nom. havir 'libation';

but Avest. snaipis-byo is regular (inferred from snaipis-bya

§ 304 p. 204).

Comparative. Pr. Idg. *okiz-bli- {-is-m-). Skr. dstyo-

-bhyas like mdno-bhyas. Lat. ocior-i-bus like an z'-stem.

O.C.Sl. slaMise-tm like a io-stem.

Part. perf. act. Pr. Idg. *ueiduz-bh- {-us-m-}. Skr.

vidvdd-bhyas with the strong suffix -vas-, Avest. vWusbyo.

Lith. miruse-ms (pronominal ending) , O.C.Sl. miruse-mu like

a io-stem.

Lat muT-i-bus and O.C.Sl. mysi-mu declined in the

/'-class, pr. Idg. *muz-hh- *mus-m-.

§ 377. 10. i- 11- and U- wM-stems, and stems in

-Ti -l -§

Pr. Idg. -t-bh- -u-bh-, -J-m- -u-ni-. Skr. dhi-bhyds nadi-

-bhyas , bhru-bliyds svasru-bhyas. Lat. su-bus, also su-btis,

doubtless because of su-is etc. (cp. Gr. vrrl § 365 pp. 265 f.).
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and su-i-bus. (O.Icel. su-m, see § 388.) Lith. mv-l-ms O.O.Sl.

kruv-l-mu in the «-class, but svekruva-mu in the S-class (cp.

svekruva-chu § 365 p. 266).

Skr. glr-bhyds, pur-bhyds, go-sa-bhyas (the last not actually

found) for *gf-bh- etc., like nom. sing, gir etc., see § 197 p. 76.

§ 378. 11. Skr. nau-bhyds, Lat. nav-i-bus in the i-class.

Skr. g6-bhyas^ Lat. bu-bus bo-bus. Skr. rd-bhyds, Lat. re-bus.

Instrumental Plural.^)

§ 379. 1. The Suffix. Stems in -o- had for their ending

-ois, which may perhaps be analysed -o-\-a''is (I § 150

p. 136); on O.C.Sl. -y see § 380. The other classes show

the following endings : Skr. -bhis Avest. -b^s O.Pers. -his =
pr. Ar. *-bhis ; Armen. -bic -vie (which Bugge conjectures to be

*-bhis-u, as he supposes -^ in the nom. pi. to be *-(e)s-u, see

§ 318 p. 212); Gr. -(ft -rptv; O.Ir. -b = pr. Kelt. *-Us {-i- has

left its mark in the palatal vowel of the preceding syllable,

and -s in the usual absence of any spirant as the initial of

the following word, see I § 576 p. 432, § 658.1 p. 510;

Windisch, Paul-Braune's Beitr. IV 221); Germ. *-nnz (O.Icel.

-mr, as pri-mr § 383, O.West-Germ. Vatvi-ms § 382) and

mi\ Lith. -mis dial, -mi., O.C.Sl. -mi. Lith. dial. pi. -mi

beside sing, -m (see the Author, Lit. Volksl. und March.,

p. 297) and Lett, -mi (§ 367 pp. 267 f.) point to *-»»«; similarly,

Lett, wita-mis 'here and there' from unta 'place' - (Bielenstein,

Die lett. Spr., II 34) doubtless points to *-m«s.-) Consequently

*

1) Compare the footnotes on pp. 173, 256, and 266.

2) The area over which the Lith. pi. -mi extends has yet to be

determined. It seems to be as early as Bretken, in the form sunumi, see

Bezzenberger Beitr. zur Gesch. der lit. Spr., 149. The ending cannot be

the same as the sing, -mi, because the sing, suffix always appears as -m

in Gtodlewa. It is not probable that -mi and the Lett. pi. -mi have lost

-s through being used before spirants, and that the forms thus produced

became the only ones. Lett, -mi, if Lettic alone be taken into

acooimt, might as a last resort be regarded as the singular form ; compare

abbu ruku 'with both hands', in Bielenstein II 28, also singular in form.

But it may not be separated from the Lith. pi. -mi. Lastly, as to the

Bru^mann, Elements. III. 18
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Litli. -mis will represent an older *-w?s, and 0.C.81. -mi an

older "'-mt or *-mls. It follows that we may regard as proethnic

*-hhi(s) and *-?wi(s), perhaps also the same forms with a long -«',

*-bhi(s) *-mi(s). If -mi and -otj were both proethnic, the

different quantity has been turned to account in Baltic, and

possibly in Slavonic (that is, if -mi never had an -s) to

distinguish singular and plural. On the whole question

eomparo § 367 pp. 267 f.

The Avesta contains plural instrumentals in -fs from con-

sonant stems, as namen-ls asaon-ts savatohat-is {savatdhant-

'useful'), which, like the instr. in -ais and sporadically those in

-6fs, are used sometimes as nom. ace. neuter. No trustworthy

evidence of these forms has been found in other languages;

Bartholomae's comparison of Gr. av(g iiXig /(ofjig is very dubious;

compare further Curtius Grundr.^ 650, and Strachan in Bezz. Beitr.

XIV 176. So long as this is the case, and their extended use

has not been explained, we must hesitate to regard them as

being original instrumental forms, tempting though it may be

to suppose that this -is is related to the ending -dis = -o+a'^is

as the abl. -d of Skr. ma-d to -od = -o-\-a-'d (§ 240 pp. 133 f.).

See Bartholomae, Bezz. Beitr. XV 16 f., Stud, zur idg. Spr.,

I 75 f. Perhaps Bartholomae's comparison of the instrumental

ising. ncLmen-t takes us a step further. For this suggests the

obvious conjecture that namen-iS namen-i (e = Ar. a) are

instead of *nama-mts *nama-mi (cp. Skr. saiie-mi § 282

pp. 187 f., and also O.Ir. amnimm, § 281 p. 186); when the

«-suffixes were in course of dying out, m might easily be

replaced by n taken from the other cases, and then namMnis

might be regarded as containing a suffix -^s.

2. Form of the Stem. The remarks made in § 867. 2

(pp. 268 f. above) apply here.

quantity of / in Lett, -mi -mis, the Lith. pi. -mi = *-m* and O.C.Sl. -mi

support the view that the vowel was once long, and gives no

countenance to a supposed exception to regular rule, whereby original

short / should be kept in popular poetry against the recognised laws

affecting final syllables.
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In Old Irish the consonant-stem ending -ib was borrowed

by some of the i-stems and some of those in -o- or -a-. The

forms were related to mnaib just as Lat. homin-i-bus mcitr-i-

-bus etc. to equcL-hus.

Germanic. The suffix of consonant stems was *-mi(s)^ not

*-mmi(s) or *-9mi(s) as assumed by Kluge and others; which

we are doubtless to infer from tigum for *te^un(d)-mi = Skr.

daidd-bhis (§
386).i) The -urn of Goth. A.S. O.Sax. fot-um,

Goth, menop-uni etc. arose from A.S. earnu-m (§ 384), Goth.

bropru-m (§ 385), sunu-m (§ 383); and the spread of this

-urn, along with the -a-m of o-stems (Goth, frijond-am reik-am)

and the -i-m of i-stems (Goth, baurg-im) was due to the same

desire after uniformity of stem which produced (fsgovT-sam -oig

to take the place of (ptgovai (§ 360 p. 262). -am was naturally

suggested by the analogy of the gen. pi. ; e. g. frijonde : vulfe.

§ 380. 1. o-stems. Pr. Idg. *ulqois; the European

languages have -ois for -ois in accordance with I §§ 611 ff.

Skr. vfkais, Avest. vehrkciis. Gr. Xv-/.o(g, also locative (§ 356

p. 257, § 357 p. 260). Lat. lupis O.Lat. oloes 'illis' (I § 81

p. 74), TJmbr. veskles vesclir 'vasculis' vereir 'porta' alfer

'albis' (I § 81 p. 75), Osc. Niivlanuis 'Nolanis' nesimois

'proximis': cp. § 357 p. 260. Lith. vilhais.

1) The comparison of tigum with Skr. datd-bhix, which has lately

found another champion in J. Schmidt (Urheimath der Indog., pp. 25 f.),

is not to my mind convincing; for *dehip, was an adjective and not an

abstract substantive. Schmidt cites a passage from a Lithuanian tale, in

which he translates isz triju devyniA stukeliu 'of three nines of pieces',

and says the phrase illustrates the transition from the adj. 'ten' to the

subst. 'ten'. This is not to be admitted, because the expression is something

quite strange to Lithuanian; and the context, which refers to a super-

stitious belief, should first itself have been explained. Schmidt scores a

point against us in remarking that no Germanic t-stem has lost this ex-

plosive in the dat.-instr. pi. as I assume. This is true enough; but

neither is there any other form in -mn from a nasal stem which Schmidt

can place by the side of his tigum = dat&hhis. From this , then , no

conclusion can be drawn which could be decisive for one or other of

these two explanations. My view has the support of Kluge (Paul's

Grundr., I 404).

18*
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Since o-stems had -bhi and -mi in the instr. singular

(§§ 281, 282 pp. 186 fF.) it is not surprising that we find bh-

and m-suffixes in the plural along with -ois. Skr. Ved. vfke-

-bhis, Avest. vehrka^-ibis O.Pers. martiyai-his 'mortalibus';

cp. dat. vfke-hhyas vehrka^-ibyo § 368 p. 269, and instr. sing.

Skr. sane-mi § 282 pp. 187 f. Armen. gailo-vic, cp. sing, gailo-v.

Gr. nag' avTo-rpi 'with them', cp. ano atQaxo-cpi 'from the host

of ships'. O.Ir. fer^ib for *uiro-bis. Goth, vulfa-m O.H.G.

wolfum wolfom O.Icel. ulfum, cp. O.H.G. zi houbitun § 282

p. 188. Is West-Germ, and Norse -um = Goth, -a-m, or is

it an extended use of the -um discussed in § 379 p. 275?

O.H.G. -im, as in hirtim beside hirtum (Goth, hairdjam),

appears to show -«-, the weak-grade form of the suffix -io-

(Streitberg, Paul-Br. Beitr. XIY 189), and the same view

may be taken of i in O.Ir. celib (beside cele 'comrade'), cp.

O.C.Sl. dat. pi. ModSjmM § 368 Eem. p. 269, and O.H.G.

digtm § 382.

An isolated form is seen in O.C.Sl. vluky, kraji {krajt 'border')

with -ji for *-)y (I § 60 p. 47). The same ending occurs with

consonant stems, but only in the neuter, as imen-y § 384;

which suggests a conjecture that in o-stems also it was

originally peculiar to the neuter. We are still in the dark as

to the origin of this -y. So far as we can tell from the

Slavonic sound-laws discovered thus far, it cannot be compared

with the Idg. ending *-ois, notwithstanding W. Schulze's paper

in Kuhn's Zeitschr. XXVII 421, and the new discussion of

Wiedemann, Das litau. Praet., p. 47. We may conjecture that

*-dis would become first *-ois and then an -S or -i.

Remark. I should like to throw out the question whether the

adYerbial ending -y, as in maly 'little', is the *-m of the aco. pi. of

j<-stems (§ 339 p. 289), so that maly originally meant 'pauoa'. If such

adverbs as this became equivalent in use to those in -mi (cp. Miklosich,

rV 712), -y might come to be added to the instr. pi. It would then

have crept into the regular case-system just as the adv. ending *-tos

did in Sanskrit and Armenian (§ 244 pp. 141 f.). If *-ois finally

became *-e or *-?, a desire to differentiate once again cases which had

run together in form may have caused -y to become the regular ending.
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§ 381. 2. a-stems. Pr. Idg. *ehja-bhi(s) {-mi-(s)).

Skr. divd-bhis , Avest. haena-bis. (Gr. dytki]-(pi and so forth

oaly in the singular.) O.Ir. mnaib tuath^ib. Goth, gibo-m,

O.H.G. gebo-ni. Lith. ranko-mis dial, -mi, O.C.Sl. rqJca-mi.

Gr. ;(o')^atg, Lat. mensis Umbr. anzeriates aseriater

'observatis' Osc. Diumpais ('nymphis') are re-formates on the

model of -ols, the o-stem ending.

§ 382. 3. f- ^e-stems (cp. footnote to page 68).

Pr. Idg. *hh^§h')}t't-bM{s) {-rm(s}). Skr. b'^hati-bhis , Avest.

barenti-bis. O.Ir. insib. O.West-Germ. inscr. Vatv%-ms Afll-ms

beside the Latinised forms Vatvia-bus Alfia-bus in the period

shortly after the commencement of our era (Much, Zeitschr. fiii

deutsch. Alt. XXXI 354 ff.); perhaps examples may be found

in some of the O.H.G. ^-abstracts, such as digl-m 'to prayers',

cp. the gen. pi. § 347 p. 249. With -ie-: Lith. seme-mis dial.

-mi, O.C.Sl. zemlja-mi.

Gr. KpsQovaaic, Goth, frijondjo-m O.H.G. kuninginno-m,

Lith. vezanczio-mis -ml O.C.Sl. vezqsta-mi as if a-stems

(cp. footnote on page 68).

§ 383. 4. *- and w-stems.

Pr. Idg. *oui-bhi(s) (-7rn(s)). Skr. dvi-bhis. Armen. srti-

-vK. O.Ir. faithi-b tri-b. Goth, ansti-m O.H.G. ensti-m;

O.Icel. pri-mr ('three') — the Runic gestumx (guests') follows

the o-class, cp. Noreen in Paul's Grundr. I 493, Burg, Die

alt. nord. Runeninschr., 77. Lith. naMi-mls dial, -ml, O.C.Sl.

nostt-mi.

Pr. Idg. *sunu-bM(s) {-mt(s)). Skr. sUnii-bhis, Avest.

bazu-bis. Armen. zardu-lc for *-uv-U. Goth, sunu-m, O.H.G.

sitim as though an «-stem. Lith. sunu-mls dial, -ml, O.C.Sl.

synvrtni. How to regard O.Ir. bethSb is uncertain.

Remark. In Irish we are struck with the almost universal 'breaking'

or 'infection' of the vowel of the stem, as fedaib mogaib; since *vidu-his

\vould have become fiduih fidih or something of that kind. Breaking has

been caused either by the influence of o-stems or by a coincidence of

/('' and a' in unaccented syllables.

§ 384. 5. M-stems. Pr. Idg. *lc(u)u'^-bM(s) or *R(u)uiti-

-bM(s) I § 222 p. 190 (-mf(s)). Skr. hd-bhis dima-bhis.
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Avest. dama-bfs, dame-bis like draome-byo § 373 p. 270.

Armen. aham-hK. Gr. y.orv'kfj5ov-6-(pi instead of *xoTvXriSo-(f>i

*i<oTvX'>]Sa-(pi like /.isiov-oig instead of (.leio-ai */A.sia-ai (§ 361

p. 263). O.Ir. con^-ib, fiadn'^-ib (fiadu 'witness'), toimterf-ib^

see § 879 p. 275. A.S. oxnum Oilcel. yxnum ('oxen') A.S.

earnum O.Icel. qrnum ('eagles') O.Icel. bjqrnum ("bears'): here

-n- was borrowed from the gen. pi. and aec. pi., but *-um

came from -m-m- (earlier -'^-m-), cp. § 332 p. 233; thus the

principle is the same as gave rise to Gr. d()vdai, earlier *dpa-

-m (§ 361 p. 268). This shews that there once was in

Germanic an instr. in *-utni from a nom. in *-an-iz, Hke Armen.

akam-bU anjam-bU from akun-Jc anjin-K, Gr. (pga-ai from cpQEv-sc;

and so forth. Lith. szun-i-mis aJcmen-i-mis dial, -mi, O.C.Sl.

kamen-i-mi as though an i-stem, O.Slav, polja-mi like polja-

-mu § 873 p. 271 ; O.C.Sl. neut. imen-y like igy § 880 p. 276.

Germanic. Goth, gumam = *guman-mi, like tuggom

manageim O.H.G. zungom menigim for *-on-mi *-m-mi;

O.H.G. gomon a re-formate like gomono § 350 p. 252. The

old ending is seen varied in another way in Goth, aiihsnam

('oxen') abnam ('men'), neut. vatnam (nom. ace. wtna), cp. gen.

a'dhsne : vulfe ; similarly frijondam because of frijonde, see

§ 379 p. 275.

§385. 6. r-stems. Vv.ldg. *mati-bM(s) *dot^-bM(s)

{-mi(s). Skr. inMf-bhis ddty-bhiS, Avest. inater'-bis dater"-bis

(inferred from the dat. plural). Armen. inar-hK dster-bJc.

O.Ir. mathr'-ib maithrih is just as ambiguous as Gall, /xarpsfio,

see § 874 p. 271. Goth, bropru-m, O.H.G. muotenim.

Lith. moter-i-mls -ml, O.C.Sl. mater-i-mi following the i-class.

§ 386. 7. Stems ending in an Explosive.
Pr.Idg. *bhr§hfd-bM(s) {-13,t-m^(s)). Skr. brhdd-bhis; Avest.

ber'zad-bis , with strong stem ber^zanbis, and with the nom.

ace. sing. neut. form in place of the stem ber^zap-bis (§ 856

pp. 259 f.). O.Ir. cairti-b, see § 379 p. 275. Goth, frijond-am

O.H.G. friunt-um, Goth, tunp-um A.S. tod-um O.Icel. tqnn-um

(cp. Skr. dad-bhis, Lith. dant-i-mis -i-mt), see § 379 p. 275.
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Lith. mmnczims 0.C.81. vezqsti as through io-stems; 0.C.81.

telqt-y {telq n. 'calf, see § 244 pp. 142 f.) like igy § 380 p. 276.

Avest. azdf-hiS from ast- n. 'bone'. Goth, tigum 'decadibus'

for *te^un(d)-mi like Skr. daidd-bhiS, Idg. *deRmd-bh- *dekmt-m-.

cp. § 379 p. 275.

c^-s terns. Skr. iardd-bhis. O.Ir. driiidi-b , see § 379

p. 275. Skr. i)ad-bM5^^) Avest. Gathic pad^-bw, Goth. O.Sax.

fot-tm O.H.G. fuaz-im (§ 879 p. 275).

Skr. vag-bhiS from vac- Vox'. As to Skr. vidbhis

-radbhis and digbhis, see § 375 p. 271. Avest. maz-bts {maz-

great') instead of *mas-bts following the dat. sing, maz-oi etc.

Beside Avest. vis-byo Skr. vid-bhiS we find O.Pers. vipibis

(as we should read, not mpaibis), but we know too little of

the language to pronounce upon it. Goth. reiJcam, but baurg-

-im, see § 379 p. 275.

Skr. adbhiS from ap- 'water' like adbhyas § •i75 p. 272.

§ 387. iS. s-stems. Pr. Idg. *menes-bM(s) (-es-mlfs)).

Skr. mdno-lhiti^ Avest. mane-his (= Pali mane-{h)lii? vid.

Bloomfield, Am. Journ. Phil. Ill 86), see § 376 p. 272;

similarly O.Pers. rauca-bis following the nom. ace. rauca 'day'

(Avest. raoco). Gr. 6psa-(pi. O.Ji: tigib perhaps for *teges-o-

-bis, as in the dual, see § 304 p. 204. Goth, agis-am

O.H.G. Icelbir-um, cp. § 343 p. 243 ; does O.H.G. sigim. stand

for *se^e$-im? compare § 226 p. 108. Lith. debes-i-mis dial.

-mi after the i-flexion, O.C.Sl. sloves-y like igy § 380 p. 276.

Skr. sudd-bhis Avest. hudd-bis , Skr. mdd-bhis md-bhis

ttsdd-bhis uso-bhis like the answering dative forms, § 376

p. 272. O.Ir. mts^-ib for *mls-o-bis (§ 379 p. 275), cp. Lat.

dat. mens-i-bus.

Skr. havir-bhis Avest. snaipis-bis, comparative Skr. dStyo-

-bhis^ participle Skr. vidvddrbhis Avest. vidus-bls^ like the

dative forms § 376 p. 272. O.C.Sl. slaMtsi, Lith. mirusiais

O.C.Sl. mirusi as though jo-stems.

1) There never was a form padbhis from pad-, see Bartholomae,

Bezz. Beitr. XV 3 ff.
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A.S. O.Icel. mUs-um 0.C.81. mysi-mi from *mus- 'mouse',

see § 376 p. 272, § 379 p. 275.

§ 388. 9. f- ii- and H- uu-stems, stems in -f,

-h -f-

Skr. dhi-bhis^ nadt-bhis bhril-bhis svasru-bhis. (Gr. sing.

J-(fi.) O.Icel. sU-m ('sows'). Lith. guv-i-mts dial, -ml, O.C.Sl.

kruv-i-mi after the system of i-stems, but svekruv-a-mi like a

stem in -a- (cp. svekruv-a-chu § 365 p. 266). Compare § 377

pp. 272 f.

Skr. gtr-bhis, pur-bJiis, go-sO-bhis (the last not found), for

*gf-bh- etc., like the nom. sing, gtr etc., see § 197 p. 74.

§ 389. 10. Skr. ndu-bhis, Gr. vav-(pi. Skr. gS-bhis

Avest. gao-btS; Mid.Ir. buaib doubtless not for *bd-bis, but

origuially a dissyllable bu-aib for *bo-aib (Thurneysen) ; O.Icel.

ku-m A.S. cu-m O.Low-Frankish cuon. Skr. ra-bhiS. Compare

§ 378 p. 273.

The Influence of Analogy as seen in the Trans-

formation of whole Case-Systems in the separate

languages (Metaplastic series).

§ 390. In the foregoing paragraphs (§§ 190 to 389) the

history of each single case has been traced through the separate

languages of our group; and in so doing we have often come

across cases, or even whole systems of cases, which have been

affected by metaplasm. But it was impossible to present a

sufficiently wide survey of such forms when they were not

single cases, but groups; and a large number of them have

not been mentioned at all. Our next task then is to collect

and supplement these examples. Still, we must give up the

idea of giving a complete list; mention will be made only of

what is remarkable or characteristic.

Remark 1. A more exhaustive study would show, particularly

if it dealt with later or quite modern periods,') how often similar

1) Compare, for example, Torp, die Flexion des Pali, Christiania

1881; Vetter, Zur Gesch. der nomin. Deol. im Kuss., Lpz. 1883; Baudouin
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causes have produced exactly the same effects in different languages

for example, the disuse of the consonant flexion and the adoption of

vowel flexion instead. It is true always, as it is true here, that where
we can trace certain principles acting in later periods, we may use

these as our guides in dealing with prehistoric times.

Remark 2. The mutations of form which we are now to discuss

arose chiefly from proportional analogy ; that is , the likeness of two

forms of a form-system caused others, hitherto unlike, to be assimilated

to each other. To suppose (as certain scholars do) that all arose in

this way, and could arise in no other, is wrong: one out of many
proofs that this is a mistake is Ar. napat- 'descendant', which takes the

flexion of kinship names such as bhratar- 'brother', e. g. Skr. ndptr-

-bhyas beside na(h)d-bhyas., Avest. naptCtr-em beside iHiput-em ; the two

case-groups had had no point of contact before this assimilation took place.

Compare the general remarks on the principles involved, by the Author,

Liter. Centralbl. 1880 p. 944; Paul, Principien^ 95; Waokernagel, Kuhn's

Zeitschr. XXV 289 f
.

; Wheeler, Analogy (Ithaca, N. Y. 1887) pp. 9 ff
.

;

Bartholomae, Kuhn's Zeitschr. XXIX 524 ff. ; Michels, Zum "Wechsel des

ITominalgeschlechts , I (1889) pp. 10 f. ; Bojunga, Die Entwicklung der

nhd. Substantivflexion, pp. 1 ff.

Lastly, we shall give a few systems of declension for

which no certain connexion has been proved with any Indo-

Grermanic case-system.

§ 391. I. In proethnic Aryan sprang up a new type of

inflexion, in which weak and strong cases of ien-stems, with the

suffix -in-, were united into one case-group with cases from

i-stems, the latter dropping those of their weak cases which had

a formative suffix beginning in a consonant, and the nom. ace.

sing, neuter. The model for these groups was found in such

as vdrtman-e : vdrtma-hhyas vdrtma. Non-neuter stems then

evolved a nom. sing, in -i on the model of dkma. Compare

Skr. arcln- 'shining, beaming': arci arci arcin-am arcin-e

arci-bhyas, Avest. kainln- 'girl': kaini kainin-em kainiii-o

kaini-byo, O.Pers. vlpin- 'belonging to a clan, native': vipi-bis;

the nom. ace. sing. neut. in -i is not actually found in Iranian.

In Sanskrit, nom. ace. pi. neut. arcini, following vdrtmclni,

was added to the list. The pr. Ar. nom. sing, in -icl -iicl is

de Courtenay, Einige Falle der Wirkung der Analogic in der poln. Deol.,

Kuhn-Schleicher's Beitr. VI 19 ff.; K. Bojunga, Die Entwicklung der nhd.

Substantivflexion, Lpz. 1890.
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perhaps preserved in Skr. Icanya (kaniya) Avest. haine {-e =
-ya) 'girl, maiden', which kept its S-flexion because it was

feminine (cp. below, Skr. yosa and the like). Compare 11 § 115

pp. 357 ff.; Streitberg, Paul-Braune's Beitr. XIV 210 fF.;

Zubaty, Kuhn's Zeitschr. XXXI 51 f.

In the same period began the transfer of consonant stems

to the o-class, caused by both having the same ending in the

ace. sing, (-am), gen. pi. (-dm), and possibly the instr. sing, and

the nom. ace. dual {-a and -au -a § 280 p. 184, § 289 p. 196)

;

this went still further in Avestic. Examples: Skr. pdd-a-s

pddas Avest. padae-ibya beside the ace. pad-am pad-em 'pedem',

Skr. Ved. pusdn-a-s beside ace. pUsdn-am (the name of a

god), ddnt-a-s beside ace. ddnt-am 'tooth', dSnais beside instr.

sing, dsn-cl, stem dsan- 'stone', Avest. atarais beside ace.

atar-em 'fire'. More examples from the A vesta are given by

Bartholomae, Ar. Porsch. I 94 f. , and in his Handbuch,

pp. 100 f. In India, this process made great strides in the

popular dialects, and had a great deal to do with the loss of

consonant declensions in this group; see Lassen, Inst. Ling.

Pracr., pp. 314 ff.; E. Kuhn, Beitr. zur Pali Gr., pp. 67 if.

Again, in Aryan were formed from *usois = Skr. usds

'dawn' (s-stem) the ace. sing. *iisam = Skr. usdm Avest. usqm

and ace. pi. *usas =-- Skr. usds Avest. us&, on the analogy of

stems with a in the root (cp. e. g. Skr. -sihd-s 'standing':

-sthd-m -sihds). Similarly, we find Skr. jardm jardyai from

yards- 'age', and others. Compare further Skr. ace. yosam

dual yose from nom. yosa 'maiden', which is an M-stem

(pi. yosan-as) , following the stem dsva- ; O.Pers. fauma-

'family' beside Avest. taoxman-, and the like, II § 114 Kem. 1

p. 348, § 117 Kem. 2 p. 369; but conversely the Avest. nom.

sing, soipra-pa 'guardian of the land* (pr. Ar. -pas and -pa,

I § 556.3 p. 411), because it had the same ending as the

nom. sing, of w-stems, was the origin of the nom. pi. -pan-o.

Similarly, vant-atems changed into van-stems (e. g. Skr.

rk-vant- and fk-van- 'singing' Avest. ama-vant- and ama-van-

'powerful' (see Bartholomae Kuhn's Zeitschr. XXIX 540 f.)
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because the pr. Ar. nominative ending *-vas had a variant

*-va, a sentence-doublet. See § 198 pp. 78 f. Again, we

have Ved. vidvdn-as from nom. sing, vidvqs vidvdn 'Itnowing"

because of a prehistoric *vidm, a sentence doublet of *vidvds

(§ 193 p. 73), and others of the same sort.

The pr. Ar. ending *-us in the nom. sing. (§ 193 p. 78)

drew some cases of the perf. part. act. over to the te-flexion;

e. g. Skr. perM-»« from 2^Srus pressing through' jigyA-hhis from

jigyAs 'victorious', Avest. jagauru-m from jagcLurus 'watchful'.

The Aryan napclt- 'descendant' became gradually more

and more completely assimilated in flexion to other names of

kindred, such as bhratar- 'brother', see § 390 Rem. 2; with

this change compare Skr. gen. sing, pdtyur 'of a husband'

(pdti-) jdnyur 'of a wife' (jdni-), following hhrdtur matur etc.

§ 392. In Sanskrit, J- y-atems , u- MM-stems, and

feminine /- and M-stems followed the track of %- te-stems in

some of their cases. Sing. gen. dhiyds nadiyds hhruvds

Svasruvds, dat. dhiyai etc., loc. dhiydm etc.; and dvyas dvyai

dvyam, dhSnvds dhenvai dhenvdm. See §§ 231—233, 249—250,

255, 266—268. The cause of these re-formations was that the

instr. sing, had the same formation in these classes, as dhiyd

dvyOL like deviyd hfhatyd (nom. dei)t hfhati). Compare further

the ace. pi. avis dhenus like h^hatts (§§ 830—331) and the

gen. pi. dhmdm bhrUndm nadinOm svaSrunam like hfhatindm

-tnam (§ 354). Thus, by proportional analogy, fem. i- and

2«-stems kept in these cases a sign of their gender.

Kemark. I give only the i- je-stema as the model for thi»

formation because I do not consider it has been proved that the pre-

Aryan period possessed m- ?^e-stem8 made on the same lines. A different

account is given by J. Schmidt, Pluralb. 54 ff.

§ 393. A large number of Sanskrit «-, u-, and r-stems-

inserted between stem and inflexion an -w-, which came from

Indo-Germanic w-stems. The w-stems had brought about

in proethnic Indo-Germanic a transformation of the gen. pi. of

a-, 0-, and t- ie-stems and of the nom. ace. pi. neuter of

o-stems, which then spread to the »'-, «-, and r-stems:
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pr. Ar. -anam and -mam (le-stems), then -mam (i-stems),

-Unam, Skr. -fnttm (§§ 345—349, 351); Skr. -ani -mi -Uni

-pu, Avest. -eiag (§§ 338—339, 341). Then again, Sanskrit

i- and w.-stems along with their instr. sing, in -ya and -va

adopted another in -ma and -una, herein following the type

of forms from ien- and wew-stems, as the masc. neut. arcin-a

neut. dyun-a. This was all the more natural because from an

early period there had been some few pairs of stems, parallel

and having the same meaning, one in -i- or -u- and one in

-ien- or -uen- ; e. g. ayu- and dyun- C^aivan-). There was a

reason why the w-ending should gradually take the place of

-ya -va in the masculine and neuter instrumental (the

change is not complete in Vedic, where there is variation

still; see §§ 278—279 pp. 181 ff.). The reason was that -ya

and -va, viewed in connexion with forms like dvyas -yai

-yam denvds -vat -vdm, was taken to belong to the feminine

(cp. § 392); and -ina -una were welcome as distinguishing

the masculine and neuter from them. The -n- spread still

further in the cases of the neuter, and here it included

r-stems, as sing. gen. abl. sucin-as carun-as dhatfn-as, dat.

Mcin-e etc., loc. Sucin-i etc., dual nom. ace. Mcin-i etc., gen.

loe. iiicin-os etc.; this formation is the regular one for

i- and M-stems in classical Sanskrit. The reason for this

mutation of form is to be found in the nom. ace. singular

and plural: on noticing the parallelism of siici cdru {dhatf)

iucini cdrUni (dhatfni) and (e. g.) arci arctni, vdrtma vdrtmani,

what more natural than to supplement instr. neut. s^cina

cdruna (dhatfna) by the other cases enumerated, on the

analogy of arcin-as vdrtman-as etc.? Thus in this instance

the w-flexion becomes a sign of the neuter. Compare J.

Hanusz, Uber das allmalige Umsichgreifen der w-Declination

im Altindischen, Vienna 1885.

§ 394. II. Armenian. A characteristic of this language

is the disappearance of the special neuter case-forms and of

the feminine declensions (such as nil, gen. mio-y, 'daughter-
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in-law' beside Skr. snitsd). How these losses came about is

not clear; and no less obscure are many heteroclite forms, and

mutations of stem running through whole case-systems: e. g.

(1) heteroclites : nom. poKr 'little' gen. poKu pi. nom. poMun-Jc;

(2) Stems changed: amis 'month' hur 'fire' are declined in the

o-class, contrast Gr. /.it^v(v)- and vvo.

§ 395. III. Greek. (1) In i- ie-stems, -ia- takes the

place of -w- (cp. the footnote on p. 68), as gen. dicig Ion. Jt?;?

(nom. Sla)^ /.nag (nom. ftia) in contrast with Lith. deves; this

change in later times went further, and caused the nom. ace.

sing, to be assimilated to ^S-stems, eraiQa instead of *sTttiQa etc.

(II § 109 p. 333, III § 191 p. 69). (2) We see new paradigms

like ovoj-iK 6v6/iaTog etc.
,
^nap rjnarog etc. (II § 82 p. 250,

§ 144 p. 350, § 116 pp. 364 f., § 117 p. 370, III § 244 p. 142);

and a wider application of the r- and of the S- and ^--flexion,

the history of which is not yet fully cleared up, e. g. tequt-

beside rigag rspdwv, y6)M3T- beside ysXwg ysXaa-aai (II § 134

p. 425) following dyvaig -ar-og, t'JpjJ- beside I'dgt-g I'd'Qt-v, sQid-

beside sgi-g epi-v, oqvW- beside oQvt-g. (3) In the comparative,

iew-cases find favour at the expense of those with -ies-, as

ijdimv (II § 135 pp. 429 f.). (4) ues- and we^-cases are combined

to make up the system of the perfect participle active (II § 136

pp. 439 f. ; 443 f.). (5) In i'ew-stems, the weak form -iv- becomes

the only one, as diXrfli>-, and there are new singular nominatives

in -Tg and -iv (II § 115 p. 359). (6) The declension Iswv -oiroc

instead of *k£Ovoc, following (pagiov -ovrog and the rest (II § 114

p. 350; compare III § 198 p. 78). (7) Cases from masc.

es-stems are made like S-stem cases, and vice versa, — due

to the nom. sing, (-es : -as) : as Att. ^My.Qcirfjv --/.pdrov (^m-

-xpaTfg-), Lesb. "EgiAO-yivrjg -rj -rj -rjv -e {'EQf,io-yevs(!-) , like

'OgsoTag etc.; and for the opposite process Att. ^rgfiptddovg

^vgaipiaSsg (^^rgsipiada-), Ion. ^fffnorsa {dsanora-) (see § 209

p. 88, § 220 p. 97, § 229 pp. 115 f., § 237 pp. 128 f.); and

the Lesb. Boeot. Dor. feminines in -m -w {Aario) take the

inflexion -co -cog -w -av under the influence of the same
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a-fiexion (-u -dg -a -av). (8) (.isyac, and /.leyav beside

the neut. /.Uya (whether this be from *meg'^ or *meg'^t),

following i]Sv-g rjdv-v : ij6v, tdgi-g 'iSpi-v : Ydpi.

The class of feminines in -co -m mentioned just above

show very many varieties of flexion (voc. ArjTot^ ace. Cret.

ylaTMv Ion. yhjTovv Att. Arjxw^. They are regarded by

some as being originally oi-stems. Hitherto nothing has been

found outside the Greek language with which they may be

connected. Compare Danielsson, Om de grekiska substantiverna

med nominativandelsen -w, Upsala univ. arsskrift 1883; J.

Schmidt, Kuhn's Zeitschr. XXVH 374 E.

§ 396. IV. Italic.') A characteristic of this branch is

the mixing and confusion of consonantal with i-stems. This

was caused by ancient doublet stems, as noct- nocti- civitcLt-

civitati- (II § 102 pp. 308 fF.). Beginning in proethnic Italic,

this confusion went on in Latia for centuries after the Christian

era. Examples: i-stem forms are abl. sing. Lat. air-id hov-id

praesent-t Umbr. pef-i pers-i pede' Osc. praesewM'i^ 'praesente',

dat. abl. pi. Lat. ferent-ibus Osc. lig-is 'legibus', Lat. nom.

ferent-es ferent-ia gen. ferent-ium, nom. carn-i-s beside caro^

y'uven-i-s, loc. Osc. Diiiv-ei (cp. § 249 p. 151), gen, Osc.

maatr-eis JJmbv. inatr-er 'matris'; while from consonant stems

we have Lat. ace. ovem gen. ovts abl. ove beside nom. ovi-s,

^en. opum vatum beside api-um vati-um. See II § 93 p. 281,

and III §§ 211 IF. under the separate cases. In Latin, abl. -%

gen. -iiim nom. ace. -ia were most favoured by adjectives, but

even in adjectives there was a good deal of irregularity.

A clear resume of the most important facts is given in the

Latin Gframmar of Schweizer-Sidler and Surber, I^ pp. 105 ff.

§ 397. Lat. vetus (ace. veter-em), an attribute of masc.

and fem. substantives, was originally a neuter substantive

>(II § 132 p. 417). A new explanation is given by Thurneysen,

Kuhn's Zeitschr. XXX 485 f., but to my mind not convincing.

-Compare Venus (Venerem) f., originally neuter, 'charm of love'.

1) Asbotli, Die XJmwandlung der Themon im Lat., Gott. 187ri.
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There are a numbei' of metaplastic forms wliich follow tlio

es-stems; e. g. sn-er-is su-er-e beside su-em, bov-er-iim beside

bov-em , lapid-er-iim nuc-er-um and others, recalling ans-er-

and the spread of -es- in Grermanic (11 § 132 pp. 419 ff.).

Remark 1. Perhaps the following is the explanation of ans-er-.

There may have been in pr. Lat. both *hans- and *hnnes- used together

(op. II § 132 pp. 412 f., § 160 p. 485), and the aoc. (h)anser-em may
have been made through the influenoe of (say) a gen. *(h)ans-is and an

ace. *(h)aner-em. -er- may easily have spread to other words before the

declension of dnser was fixed as we have it.

The endings -orum and -arum may have helped to make -«•- a
favourite suffix in the gen. plural, as it was (bovemm etc.).

The plurals sper-es mr-es (perhaps pre-Italic s-stems; see

11 § 134 p. 424; liretschmer, Kuhn's Zeitschr. XXIX 170;

J. Schmidt, Pluralb. 385) were coined for the sing, spe-s vi-s,

because the plural nominatives which belonged to these, spes

«js, need not be plural, as far as form went, and so often

failed to convey a clear meaning (cp. Osthoff, M. U. lY 288 f.).

The heteroclite flexion was supported by /ids flor-es (stem

iios-)^ and other like forms.

jecur, jecinor-is instead of *jecm-is, iter, itiner-is instead

of Htin-is. Compare II § 114 pp. 346 f., and p. 352.

No sufficiently clear explanation has yet been found of

the origin of sedes -is, pubes -is (es-stem in the nom. sing.),

as contrasted with Ceres -er-is, pubes -er-is.

Remark 2. The accusatives plebem famem, ad-formates of

aciem, should be noted; see § 220 p. 97. Further, if the Vedic

genitives iiiids alias have really lost a gen. suffix -s (see § 237 Rem.

p. 128), the question must needs be asked — is the -is of gen. pubis

for *-fs-s? Lastly, it must be remembered that the word sedes

apparently contaminates two stems, sedes- and scdi- (the Author, Kuhn's

Zeitschr. XXIV 44, J. Schmidt, Plur. 146). Compare also Thurneysen,

Kuhn's Zeitschr. XXX 489; he opposes, and rightly, Schmidt's hypothesis

that -ibus cames from *-e.z-bhos, but he can hardly be right in his own

conjecture that in proethnic Indo-Gerraanic es-stems had an aco. in -em

which had grown up in the same way as *dO')iem grew out of *(?(7)ieMH-m

(see § 221 p. 98).

By degrees the whole ^(-declension was absorbed into the

o-declension ; see § 232 p. 123.
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§ 398. Y. In Irish, hh-casea from consonant stems

followed the analogy of the vowel inflexion in prehistoric times,

much as happened in Italic (§ 367 pp. 268 f., § 396 p. 286).

Compare § 302 p. 203, § 379. 2 pp. 274 f. The original type

is still preserved only in the instr. sing, anmimm, in which it

is indeed not certain whether the ending be *-mi^-bhi or

*-nii^-mi (§ 281 p. 186). It is also uncertain how we are to

regard Gall. dat. pi. /umps-^o (§ 374 p. 271).

Adjectival and substantival «-stems became separated,

in as much as the gen. sing, of the adjectives took the form

of o-stems; e. g. masc. neut. maith 'boni' fem. maithe 'bonae',

following mairh mairbe from marb 'dead'. Adjectival w-stems

had a tendency to pass into the i-declension ; their plural

was declined in this fashion throughout, and the change was

doubtless completed even in Old Irish. Just how it came

about has yet to be investigated.

We saw that the "dative" cathir beside cathraig was

doubtless due to the analogy of athir (§ 262 p. 164); but

these guttural stems in their turn influenced the names of

kindred, so that we find e. g. pi. uasal-athraig 'high fathers,

patriarchs' instead of -athir.

§ 389. YI. In the pre-dialect period of Germanic, a

new type of declension arose by the levelling of ien-atems

down to the weak form -m-; e. g. Goth, gmndini O.H.G.

gimeint 'community' (cp. Lat. commUnio). The nom. sing,

pr. Germ. *-%n follows the model of Hu^gon. Compare II § 115

pp. 361 f.; Streitberg, Paul-Braune's Beitr. XIY 221 S. This

iew-class perhaps absorbed old je-stems in "West Germanic, by

reason of their having some endings in common, e. g. the dat.

digt-m gen. diglno (see § 347 p. 249, § 382 p. 277) as

compared with gimeimm gimeinmo.

In the same period the t- ie-stems had not only cases

with -I- (Goth. nom. sing, -i etc.), but doubtless cases with

-ie- also. Gothic dropped these entirely, replacing them by

forms with -iH- , as mavi 'girl' mdujos etc. like Gr. rjSsla
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i]dtla(; etc. (cp. footnote on p. 68). On the other hand, the

ie-cases were sometimes kept in West Germanic; e. g. O.H.G.

sing. ace. gen. kmiingimie -a pi. nom. ace. -«, and it is only

here that the old dat. instr. pi. in -T,-m seems to survive.

Compare the fluctuation between -ie- and -ia- in Latin, as

intemperies -iem -ie, but gen. dat. sing, -iae, pi. -iae -iarum etc.

Root Nouns ending in a consonant, and nouns of more than

one syllable ending in an explosive, have in all dialects their old

consonantal flexion intermixed with o-, m-, or /-cases; as Goth.

frijond-a-m beside nom. pi. frijond-s 'friends', A.S. O.Sax.

fot-ii-m O.H.G. fuaz-u-m (and O.Sax. fuot-i-n O.H.G. fua^-

-i-m) beside nom. pi. A.S. fet O.H.G. /oa^ 'feet', Goth, baiirg-

-i-m beside nom. pi. baiirg-s 'fortresses, cities'. Sometimes

words of this kind will be absorbed entirely into some vowel

declension, as Goth, fot-u-s, whose inflexion in the historic

period cannot be in any way distinguished from that of

sunu-s. A great many facts bearing on this point are collected

by Kahle, Zur Entwickelung der consonantischen Declination,

Berlin 1887. The point of contact with the o-class was the

gen. pi., as Goth, frijond-e O.H.G. friunt-o, and perhaps the

ace. sing, (see § 219 pp. 96 f), and in West Germanic the

gen. sing, in -es as well; contact with the M-class took place

in the ace. sing, and pi. in -u(n) -uns, as Goth, fot-u fot-uns.

But the origin of «-cases which dated from the oldest period

is doubtless to be sought in the fact that certain nouns had

always shown double forms of the formative suffix, -ti- and -t-

(perhaps Goth, haurgi- is also an original variant of baurg-^

cp. Gall, brigi- in Brigiani etc.); besides which, in later times

difl'erent cases had come to possess the same ending as i-stems

had for those cases ; then came in O.H.G. the transfer of «<-stems

to the «-class, which did not except even those ««-cases which

were themselves due to analogy. The earliest change — as

early as proethnic Germanic — was the transfer of nom. sing,

and dat. instr. pi. of consonant stem into the vowel class, which

was caused by a desire to restore the agreement of the stem

with the other cases after it had become disguised by phonetic

Brugmann, I'llemeuts, III. 19
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change; compare, for example, Groth. frijond-s instead of

^frijons, reik-s instead of *reihs, tunp-iim instead of *tum for

*tun(d)-mi *ttmm(i) (cp. tigum 'decadibus' for *te^un(d)-mi

§ 379 p. 275). The pr. Germ, re-formation of the instr. pi. in

-um(i) on the analogy of -un (ace. sing.) and -uns (ace. pi.) was

natural enough because r-stems had both -ru-m(i) (= -^-mi) and

-r-uns in their case-sytem. The systems of cases which were

produced on the lines here indicated, which had consonant-

cases and vowel-cases intermixed, sometimes reacted upon

systems consisting wholly of vowel-cases and caused con-

sonant-cases to appear amongst them: Goth. gen. pi. anste

(stem ansti-) following baiii'g-e 7iaht-e, O.H.G. gen. dat. sing.

anst (beside ensti) following naht; more of the same kind may

be found in Anglo-Saxon, as ^at 'goat' etc. Compare Lith.

gen. pi. krut-u beside krutl-s and the like, § 402.

Par fewer metaplastic cases are to be found in polysyllabic

n- and r-stems; examples are Goth, aiihsn-a-m following

a'Ahsn-e : viilfe vulfa-m (cp. Lith. dial, akmendm akmenm

following akmen-u § 350 p. 252), broprjus following bropru-m :

sunu-m sunjus.

The nom. sing. Goth, mena O.H.G. mano and O.H.G. nefo,

which came from forms ending in *-dt (§ 198 p. 79) drew all

the other cases into the m-class. The same kind of thing may

be seen in Pali; see E. Kuhn, Beitr. zur Pali-Gr. 69, Torp.

Die Flexion des Pali p. 25: for example, the nom. sing, maru

= Skr. marM brought all the cases of this stem into the

M-class (nom. pi. maru).

§ 400. Adjectives combine forms from i- and io-stems.

Hence the inflexion of Goth. masc. fern, hrdins neut. hrdin,

masc. gen. hrdinis ace. hrdinjana dat. hrdinjamma etc. The

nom. sing. fem. neuter and gen. sing, masculine are distinct

«-forms, and hrdinjana and the rest distinct io-forms. The

amalgamation of these two stems was due to the fact that

in the nom. (ace.) sing. masc. «"o-stems like un-nntja- 'useless'

had the weak form of the suffix, and the ending *-i-s (*-/-»w
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in the ace.) coincided with that of f-stems. In West Germanic

the io-declension absorbs the other.

Side by side with the proethnic Germanic system of adj.

«-stems developed the adj. M-stems, as Goth, kaiiru-s = Skr.

guru-s. In the feminine, *hiru-io- *kurid- became Goth, kaiirjo-

(II § 110 pp. 334 f.), and a masc.-neut. *kuria- = Goth, kaiirja-

was formed as part of the same system (cp. berusjos II § 110

p. 338). Following the niasc. nom. hrdins ace. hrdinjana and

neut. hrdin we have the group kaiirus kaurjana kaiiru, and

as hrdins could be used for the feminine , kaurus now came

to be used in the same way instead of *kaurvi, unless indeed

this use is proethnic (cp. II § 110 pp. 834 f.). These stems

too are declined in West-Germanic according to the ^'o-class.

§ 401. Another characteristic system of West Germanic

is that exemplified by O.H.G. kalb kalhes pi. kalbir, A.S.

cealf cealfes pi. cealfru (cp. Russ. cudo pi. cudesa § 404).

See n § 132 pp. 420 f.

On certain metaplastic processes connected with change

of gender, consult Y. Michels, Zum Wechsel des Nominal-

geschlechts im Deutschen, I, Strassb. 1889.

§ 402. YII. Balto-SIavonic. Here too it is

remarkable how the consonant declension has been absorbed

into the vocalic. Even in the earliest records of the language

this change may be seen already far advanced. Russian, for

example, has been for centuries without a single case of the

old consonant declension, with the exception of the s-stem

nom. ace. in -o, and the «-stem nom. aee. in -ja (O.C.Sl. -^).

And certain Lithuanian dialects in their present state have

scarcely any consonantal forms left.

With a few scattered exceptions, the loe. pL, and the cases

with m-suffixes, from consonant stems, were inflected as «-stems

in proethnic Balto-SIavonic : e. g. Lith. akmen-y-sb (earlier *-«-se)

O.C.Sl. kamen-i-chu, akmen-i-mi kamen-t-mX, -l-m -i-m -t-ina,

-l-ms -i-mu, -i-mis -l-mi. Here, as in so many other re-

formations (cp. for example § 360 p. 262), something is

19*
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certainly due to the desire to keep the stem final distinct, and

the change of consonant stems to ^-sterns was suggested by the

occurrence of certain words which had had consonant stems and

«-stems as variants from an early period, such as Lith. deszimt-

O.C.Sl. des^t- beside dessimti- desp^ti- 'decas', Lith. nakt- (gen.

pi. O.Lith. and in the modern dialect of Grodlewa nakt-u) beside

nakti- 'nox (II § 101 p. 306, § 123 p. 390). Starting from

these cases, the i-flexion next found its way into others, and

sometimes it included all of them, its progress being aided

by the identity of ending of the two classes in the ace.

sing., which was regular, and in Baltic in the ace. plural too

(Lith. -i -is, O.C.Sl. -t), e. g. Lith. dant-i-s 'tooth' O.C.Sl.

jelen-i 'stag' (II § 93 pp. 283 f.) Since there were a certain

number of nouns which made some of their cases from a

consonant-stem and some from an i-stem, it sometimes

happened that these caused old i-stems to form consonantal

cases; e. g. Lith. dial. gen. pi. krutu pamstu from kruti-s

'mother's breast' pamstl-s 'armpit' (cp. also Bezzenberger,

Beitr. zur Gesch. der lit. Spr., 143 f.), O.C.Sl. nom. pi. pecat-e

from peccdi 'signet, seal' (II § 123 Rem. 3 p. 394). Compare

Goth. gen. pi. anst-e from the stem ansti, and the like, § 899

p. 290.

The -ie- of *- ie-stems is often interchanged with -ia-, and

this is especially common in adjectives and participles; e. g.

aec. Lith. vezancziq O.C.Sl. vezqstq from nom. Lith. vemntl

O.C.Sl. vezqsti (cp. the footnote on page 68). In connexion

with these sprang up, in the masculine and neuter, cases ex-

tended by -io-, if the stem ended in a consonant, as gen.

vemnczio O.C.Sl. vezqsta from nom. vesds vezy, mlrusio mirusa

from fuh'^s mtrU, O.C.Sl. slaMtsa from slasdtp (n. slaSde).

Compare § 368 Rem. p. 269.

§ 403. The first characteristic of Lithuanian which should

be mentioned here is the loss of all neuter substantives, most

of which became masculine: e. g. limka-s 'bast, inner bark'

= Pruss. lunka-n O.C.Sl. lyko; aki-s f. 'eye' = Skr. dkSi;

medii-s m. 'honey' = Pruss. meddo Gr. /usSv; semi (now
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only used in pi.) m. 'seed' = O.C.Sl. sim^ Lat. semen;

vandu tindil m. 'water' = Goth, vato Gr. vduDg; debes-l-s

(gen. pi. still debes-u) m. f. 'cloud' = O.C.Sl. nebo. In a

certain number of words gender may have changed because

the ending of the nom. ace. neuter was the same as in

masculine words. This is the case with semu vandu m.,

following ahnu and words like it (§ 223 p. 100, § 224 p. 103),

as O.H.G. name smno became masc. (Goth, namo n.) by the

influence of masculines that had the same ending. Certain

masculine words with nom. -as, gen. -o, correspond to Idg.

neuters in '^'-os : menas 'moon' beside menes-io etc. (II § 132

p. 415), dkas 'ice-hole' == O.C.Sl. oko, and others (W. Meyer,

Die Schicksale des lat. Neutr. 31; J. Schmidt, Plur. 195).

Another is perhaps medus beside Skr. ntddhus (by-form of

niddhu) Gr. i.isdva-d^fjvai. It is a reasonable conjecture that

the stock of neuter words first began to thin in this way,

and that afterwards the similarity of inflexion in most of the

oblique cases affected the nom. ace. even when they differed in

masc. and neut., and replaced the neuter form by one which

was masculine or feminine.

The agreement of the dat. sing., nom. ace. dual, ace. gen.

pi. dangui dangu dangus dangu (t(-stem) with vUkui vUku

cilkits vilku (o-stem) produced the re-formates dang&s-na and

loc. dang&s& (§ 326 pp. 227 f.). This change from u- to

o-declension was carried further in dialects : e. g. sUnai sundms

sunais (cp. Briickner, Arch, fiir slav. Phil. HI 252 f.

;

the Author, Lit. Volksl. und March. 800). In the same way

Lettic M-stems came to form their plural in the o-declension.

r-stems, which had a nom. sing, in -e, followed the analogy

of I- ie-stems, which has the same ending; e. g. inte 'brother's

wife' (Skr. yatar-) gen. inUs. See II § 122 Rem. p. 383.

Similarly perhaps is to be explained keke -es 'dove', as being

originally a neuter *keke(r) (cp. Lat. cicer), see § 224 p. 103.

§ 404. In Slavonic, nomina agentis in -tel- (Idg. -ter-)

have kept to the old consonantal declension only in the nom. and

gen. plural, and not consistently even there; e. g. datel-e (also
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daielje with j from the other cases which have -Ij-) and datel-u
;

on the analogy of datel-u we then have instr. datei-y in the

o-declension. Otherwise they are jo-stems, nom. sing, -telji

and so forth. Cases like dateltmu may be regarded as the

original forms answering to forms like kamen-t-mu (§ 402),

which are responsible for the change from consonant to

io-stem. See § 368 Eem. p. 269.

The relation between telq and gen. tel^te seems to have

been much the same as between Gr. ovoftu and 6v6/.iaToi;. See

§ 244 pp. 142 f.

From graSdan-e 'burghers, citizens' gen. graMan-U (II § 115

p. 362), was formed in O.C.Sl. the ace. instr. graMang following

vlUkg, like the instr. dately. In the older remains of several

Slavonic languages occur plural dat. instr. loc. forms in -jamu

-jami -jachu (O.Czech Folds), still retaining the old inflexion,

in place of O.C.Sl. -jammu -jany -jamchu; see vol. I § 585

p. 441, III § 356 p. 260, § 367 p. 269. The singular of these

nouns is extended by -ino-, as grasdaninu.

In fem. u- MM-stems, the similarity between the ending

of gen. svelcrm-u and that of rqku produced forms like

svekruv-amU -ami -achu, following rqka-mu etc.

voda f. 'water' was doubtless originally a neuter in -o(r),

see § 224 p. 103.

The ending -o, nom. ace. sing, of neuter es- and o-stems,

caused a confusion of forms between these two classes, and in

particular made es-stems pass into the o-class, as gen. slova

instead of sloves-e from slovo = Gr. nXiog, dSles-e instead of

dMa from dMo 'work'. This has made the s-declension

disappear from modern Slavonic languages, all but a few

traces. The declension of the Russian words cttdo 'wonder'

nebo 'heaven' should be noticed: sing, cudo gen. cuda etc.

like selo, but pi. cudeSa gen. cudesu etc. like sela, that is,

they are like O.H.G. kalb pi. kalbir (§ 401).

Similarly, u and o-stems became mixed owing to their like

endings in the nom. ace. sing. ; and thus all M-stems have some

o-cases, as gen. syna instead of synu, from synu 'son' = Lith.
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sUnu-s
; the reverse is rarer, e. g. dluc/u instead of cUuga, from

dlugu 'duty' = Goth, dulg-s. In most of the modern Slavonic

languages the ^j-stems have in this way been almost entirely

absorbed into the more numei'ous o-class.

[Tables of Noun Ueolension to illustrate §§ 190—404 are given below,

pp. 296—319.]

Case-endings transferred from Pronouns to

Adj ectives.

§ 405. From the proethnic period downwards, there has

never been any hard and fast line of demarcation between

masculine and feminine pronouns in -o, as *to- 'this, the' (which

had in some of their cases different endings from nouns), and

nominal adjectives with o-stems.

To what extent pronominal endings had spread in the

parent language cannot now be made out. Two questions

have to be answered. First, was the pronominal inflexion

used in any of the forms of certain adjectives, purely

nominal in origin , such as Skr. visva- 'each' sdrva- 'all'

Lat. solus 0.C.81. »m 'omnis'; and if so, in which? And

secondly, where adjectives had formative suffixes which were

used with both pronouns and nouns, how far were they declined

after the noun system? For example, although the parent

forms of Skr. an-yd-s Gr. ciXXo-i; Lat. cd-iu-s etc. must have

belonged to the pronominal declension (we may conjecture that

an-yd-s is simply ana- + ya-, as tya- is ta- + «/«-, see § 409),

it is wholly doubtful how the comparative of *qo- 'quis' formed

with -tero- was then declined (Skr. katard-s Gr. noTSQo-g etc.)

§ 406. It is certain at any rate that neither in Greek

nor in Irish has the pronoun declension spread beyond the

area it filled in the parent language. Indeed, in these

languages the pronouns actually lost the greater number of

their proper inflexions.

[Continued on page 320.]
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In Latin, Slavonic, and Aryan, side by side with

pronouns strictly so called, are found a number of derivatives

from pronouns, and adjectives derived from nouns, forming their

cases as pronouns do. Take as examples Lat. U-nu-s al-ter u-ter

s5lu-s totic-s, although the genitive singular of these words — the

only case which concerns us in them — had the noun ending

as well, as gen. soli Lucit, dat. 7iuUd Usui, dat. mihi solae (for

the gen. in -* cp. § 419). O.C.Sl. tvoj% 'thy' ta-Jcu 'talis' to-

-liku 'tantus' munogu 'multus' drugu 'alius'. Skr. ka-tard-s

'uter' superl. ka-tamd-s, e-ka-s 'unus' Avest. ae-va 'unus',

Skr. viha-s Avest. vlspa- Skr. sdrva- 'all' ddksina-s 'right,

of the right hand, southerly' madhyamd-s 'midmost' Avest. ahdo-

-tema- 'deepest' {a-hda- properly 'footless'); but the Aryan

words of this class also have the noun flexion, some of them

often, others rarely, as R.-Y. dat. viivaya beside vtSvasmdi,

Avest. gen. vTspanqm beside vispaesqm.

But in Germanic, Lithuanian, and Armenian we see

the inflexion of pronouns applied to any adjective at will.

In Germanic grammar this kind of adjectival flexion i) is

called the Strong Declension, as opposed to what is called the

Weak, the latter of which has arisen by the transfer of stems

to the w-class; examples are Goth. nom. pi. blinddi like pdi

(cp. § 314 p. 214), beside which is hlindans like gumans. The

former is the older, and is the rule when the adjective is

used predicatively or as an attribute without an accompanying

article ; the latter arose when the stems were made substantives

by means of the suffix -ew-, and it is used after the article and

mostly where the adjective has the value of a substantive (see

II § 114 p. 353). Declined like pronouns: Goth. masc. blindam-

ma midjamma hrdinjanima hardjamma (nom. blinds midji-s

hrdin-s hardu-s) following pamma, also blinddi following pdi,

1) Leo Meyer, tJber die Adjeotiva im Deutschen, Berl. 1863; Das

Deutsche, insb. gotisohe AdjectiTum, Germania IX 137 ff. ; Zur Lehre

von der deutschen Adjectivflexion, Zeitsohr. deutsoh. Phil. IX 1 ff. Holtz-
mann, Das got. Adjectivum, Germania Till 257 ff. Si e vers, Die

starlce Adjectivdeolination, Paul-Braune's Beitr. 11 98 ff.
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blinddize following *pdize (pize is used instead of this), blinddim

following pdim, nout. hlindat-a following pat-a (also, with noun-

flexion, blind, like hrdin hardu), fem. blinddizos following

*pdizds (pisds is the form used), blinddizo following *pdizo

(the form used is pizo); O.H.G. blintemu blinte blintero

blintem, blinta^, blintera blintero. As regards such variations

as blinddize : pize see §§ 420, 429. The ace. blindan-a

(O.H.Q-. blintan) follows the noun declension in its suffix -an,

but the particle -a affixed to it assimilates the ending to the

pronouns, cp.^aw-a (§ 417). In O.H.G. other forms were drawn

into the circle of attraction, blinter like jener (§ 414), blintiu

like dill. There is some strangeness in Goth. dat. sing. fem.

blinddi like gibdi beside pizdi; but O.H.G. blinteru O.Icel.

blindre are pronominal forms, and doubtless fairly reproduce

those used in proethnic Germanic.

In Lithuanian, where the endings peculiar to pronouns

are found only in the masculine (neuter) , it results that

adjectives differ from nouns only in this gender. Masc. sing.

rjerdm geramh, pi. gerems, dual gerem gerSm, like tdm tam^,

terns, tem{-dvem) tSm{-dvem). The nom. pi. is geri for *gere

(cp. gere-ji) as against tS anS (the latter accented like the

subst. vilkai), where the difference in accent is remarkable,

cp. the dual masc. geric fem. geri as contrasted with tu-du

te-dvi; the accentuation of *gere is proved to be older by

Gr. Toi, y.alol (I § 671 p. 536); on this difference in accent,

see Bezzenberger in his Beitrage X 204. "We should add the

neut. sing, gera for *-a-d following *ta(-d) = Pruss. s-ta

(§ 227 p. 110), and the neut. pi. geral following tm, e. g. tal

germ 'haec bona (sunt)', see § 428; usually these adjective

forms in -ai are used as adverbs. From saMic-s 'sweet':

saldsidm saldems like tuszczidm tusztems (nom. sing, tuszczia-s

'empty'), by association with the fem. saldl saldMos (II § 110

p. 334) ; cp. Goth. masc. hardu-s pi. hardjdi beside fem. pi.

hardjos. The reason why the nom. pi. masc. is saldus, and

not soldi, like tuszti, is that at the time we are now describing,

Avhen the case-endings spread from pronouns to adjectives, the

Brugmann, Elements. III. 21
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pronominal nom. pi. masc. suffix *-oj had already driven out

the original ending *-os from all noun stems (§ 314 pp. 214 f.),

and thus *-oi was not regarded as a special ending of the

pronouns.

In Armenian the pronominal endings -um (dat. loc.) and

-me (abl. sing.) could be used with any adjective, as srbum

{surh 'holy') following orum ('which') ailum ('other'). (In

Mod.E.Arm. -um extends to substantives, as mardum, cp.

Lett, grelcam in the following Remark.) Compare Hiibsch-

mann, Ztschr. der deutsch. morg. Ges. XXXYI 123 ff.

Remark. The application of the endings of the pronouns to

adjectives must be kept distinct from other examples of these endings

transferred to nouns in general, such as Skr. vfkSna ndvena following

lena, Pali loo. lohasmim (instead of loke) following tasmim, abl. lohasma

^instead of lohSt) following tasma, Gr. innoi, xaXoi following roC, Lat.

mensarum bonarum following isiarum, O.C.Sl. rqkojq novojq following

tiyq. Of course we cannot know whether the adjectives were not sometimes

«r always the first to adopt this inflexion in these instances, as elsewhere,

«,nd then passed it on to substanstives. This was certainly the case in the

Lettic dat. instr. sing, grekam dat. instr. pi. greHm {gr^k-s "sin") following

4he adj. Idbbam labMm {lah-s 'good') and the pronoun tam iSm (fas 'that').

PRONOUNS. 1)

§ 407. The main difference between Pronouns and the

great majority of Nouns is that they are formed from peculiar

roots, which are called Pronominal Roots. But they also have

1) Many of the works and essays cited in the footnote to page 52,

.and under the various noun-cases , include a discussion of pronominal

forms. We may add here, as dealing with the whole subject of Pronouns,

ithe following.

On the Indo-Grermanic Pronouns in general: Bopp, Ver-

gleieh. Gramm. II^ §§ 326 ff. pp. 101 ff. Schleicher, Compendium*

pp. «08 ff. Pr. Miiller, Grundriss der Sprachw. Ill 563 ff. Pott,

Das idg. Pronomen, Zeitschr. der deutsch. morg. Ges. XXXIII 1 ff.

<3runther, lib. die Bedeutung und BintheUung der Pronomina mit bes.

Beziehung auf die lat. und gr. Spr., Seebode's Misoell. crit. I 113 if.

Kvioala, Untersuohungen auf dem Geb. der Pron., bes. der latein.,

Sitzungsber. der Wiener Ak., 1870, pp. 77 ff. E. MilUer, Von dem

Pronomen, ein Beitrag zur allgemeinen Sprachlehre, Philol. Y 225 ff.
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many peculiarities of inflexion, which are accordingly named
the Pronominal Declension.

These peculiarities are of three kinds.

1. The Case Ending is usually different from that of the

nouns. Compare, for example, the nom. ace. sing. neut. Skr. td-d

Lat. istu-d as contrasted with yugd-m jugii-m. In particular,

it is far more common with pronouns than with nouns to give

the function of some distinct case to an uninflected form, such

as Skr. ma Gr. /.is 'me' (cp. § 185 pp. 57 f.).

Aryan. "Whitney, Skr. Gramm. pp. 179 ff. Bartholomae,
Handbuch der altiran. Dialekte, pp. 102 ff. Idem, Die Stellung der

enklitischen Pronomina und Partikeln, Ar. Forsch. II 1 ff.

Greek and Italic. M. Schmidt, Comment, de pronomine Graeoo

et Latino, 1832. Henry, Precis de grammaire compar^e du grec et du

latin ^ pp. 246 sqq.

Greek. Kilhner, Ausfiihrl. Gramm. der griech. Spr. I" pp. 445 ff.

G. Meyer, Griech. Gramm. ^ pp. 380 ff. The Author, Griech. Gramm.
(I. Miiller's Handb. der klass. Altertumsw. 11^) pp. 129 ff. Schmolling,
Uber den Gebraucli einiger Pronomina auf att. Inschriften, 1882, 1885.

Italic. Kiihner, Ausfiihrl. Gramm. der lat. Spr. I 877 ff. Stolz,

Lat. Gramm. (I. MuUer's Handb. der klass. Altertumsw. II') pp. 845 ff.

F. Neue, Formenlehre der lat. Spr. 11^ 178 ff. F. Bucheler, Grund-

risa etc. (see p. 54). Merguet, die Entwickelung der lat. Formenbildung

pp. 141 ff. Kolberg, De antiqua pron. Latinorum forma, 1888.

Keltic. Zeuss-Ebel, Gramm. Celt. pp. 324 sqq. Stokes,
Ir. Pronominal-Declination, Kuhn-Schleicher's Beitr. I 468 ff. Idem,
Celtic Declension pp. 100 ff. Ebel, Kelt. Studien: Das Relativum,

Infigierte personliche (und demonstrative) Furworter, Notae augentes,

Kuhn-Schleicher's Beitr. V 17 ff.

Germanic. Grimm, D. Gr. V (1870) pp. 702 ff. Kluge,
Noreen, Behaghel, Paul's Grundriss der german. Philol. I 391 ff.,

498 ff., 627 ff. Rumpelt, Die deutsohen Pronomina und Zahlworter,

1870. Braune, Got. Gramm.' pp. 60 ff. Idem, Althochd. Gramm.

pp. 195 ff. Witte, Bemerkungen fiber das neuags. Pronomen, 1877.

Balto-Slavonic. Smith, Bemerkungen fiber die primitiven Fur-

worter der bait, und slav. Sprachen, Kuhn-Schleicher's Beitr. II 380 ff..

Ill 97 ff., 129 ff. Leskien, Die Declinat. im Slav.-Lit. und Germ., 108 ff.

Schleicher, Litau. Gramm. pp. 194 ff., 216 ff. Kurschat, Gramm. d.

littau. Spraohe pp. 229 ff. Bezzenberger, Beitr. zur Gesch. d. lit. Spr.

pp. 161 ff. Miklosich, Yergleich. Gramm. der slav. Spr. III^ pp. 44 ff.

Leskien, Handb. der abulg. Sprache' pp. 80 ff.

"Works treating specially of pronouns with gender distinguished, or

of personal pronouns, will be cited in notes to § 408 and § 433.

21*
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These differences in flexion were clearly more or less

connected with a certain vagueness which is seen in the cases

of pronouns. Pronominal forms were not originally so minutely

subdivided or so clearly defined as were the cases of the

noun. It was only the constant endeavour to express

similar uses by similar forms which brought about the more

ocmplete agreement of pronouns with nouns, as we see it in

the historical developement of different languages.

2. A number of cases from pronoun stems have always

been extended by certain suffixes which were placed before

the case-ending, to aid in distinguishing the cases. In

these the case-ending is sometimes one peculiar to pronouns,

and sometimes it is common to them with nouns. The most

important of the elements thus interwoven into the cases of

pronouns are -sm- and -si- -s-. Examples : Skr. loc. td-sm-in

abl. td-sm-ad (cp. vfkad) , although the ace. is td-m 'that'

(cp. vfka-m); Avest. abl. yu-sm-a^ , but nom. yu-s 'vos'; dat.

Skr. td-sy-ai Goth, pi-s-di (cp. Ved. suvapatycLi Goth, gibdi),

but ace. Skr. td-m Goth, po f. 'the, this, that' (cp. Skr.

divcl-7tt).

How these particles got into the words can generally be

seen without difficulty. "We shall explain the forms in detail

in the succeeding paragraphs. Such a word as "insertion"

cannot properly be used of any them.

3. Cases of pronouns, more frequently than nouns, attract

certain particles which become affixed to them (cp. § 186

p. 62). For example : *-em *-om *-m in Skr. id-am 'id,

hoc' im-din 'eum, hunc', vay-dm 'nos'; -w in the nom.-sing.

O.Pers. ha-uiv Gr. *o-v 'that yonder' (in ou-roc); -i in the

nom. sing. Lat. qo-i qui, O.Sax. A. 8. se 'that' for *so-i, and

others. If we turn to recorded languages , we find actually

used such affixes as Gr. -i in ovroa-i, Lat. -ce (-c) in Ms-ce,

with a deictic or emphatic meaning. Just so must the former

affixes have once had their own proper meaning, although we

are now in the dark as to what it originally was. After their

ground-meaning became weakened and obscured they became
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no more and no less than case-suffixes; the stock example is

Goth, mi-k O.H.Gr. mi-h = Gr. ifii-ys (beside e^i /.d).

Remark. It may be pointed out in passing that the principle

exemplified in the attaching of these affixes, deictic, emphatic, and

so forth, to words is well suited to throw light on the origin of the

proethnic Indo-Germanio case-forms. The principles on which the older

cases were built up must be the same as those which we can trace in

these later forms. The formation of cases is not something which took

place once for all at a definite point in the proethnic period; it has

always been going on afresh, although to a much smaller extent in

historical times than in prehistoric. At this very day we can see the

beginnings of inflected cases , as Mod.H.G. heimat-wdrts 'home-wards',

stadt-wdrts 'town-wards', ihal-wdrts 'vale-wards', and the like.

Pronouns are usually classified thus: those with

distinguishable Gender (Demonstrative, Relative etc.), and

those without distinguishable Gender, or Personal Pronouns.

We discuss Possessive Pronouns along Avith the Personal

Pronouns (§§ 450 ff.), because the two are so closely connected,

especially in the forms of the genitive case.

Pronouns in which the Gender in distinguished.')

§ 408. A number of these pronouns did not form all

their cases in the original language from the same stem, but

filled up certain gaps from others: for example, *so- and *-to-

1) Add to the works cited in the footnote to pages 322 f.

:

Scherer, Zur Gesch. d. deutsch. Spr. ' pp. 490 ff. Leo Meyer,

Vergleich. Gramm. I" 577 ff. Steinthal, De pronomine relative etc.,

1847. Windisch, Untersuch. iib. d. TJrsprung des Relativpron. in den

idg. Sprachen, Curtius' Stud. II 201 ff. Sohoemann, Bedenken und

Fragen iiber die pronomina indefin. und interrog., Hoefer's Zeitschr. f. d.

Wiss. d. Spr. I 241 ff. Br6al, Le thfeme pronominal da, M^m. d. 1. S.

d. 1. I 193 ff., 276.

I. H. Hall, The Declension of the Definite Article in the Cypr. Inscr.,

Transactions of the Amer. Phil. Assoc. XI (1880) pp. 51 ff. Schanz,

Novae commentat. Platonicae [ravrd und ravror u. dgl., ovrwi und ovra

etc.] 1871. Lottner, ft; und verwandte Pronominalbildungen , Kuhn's

Zeitschr. V 396 f. Savelsberg, Das [griech.] pronomen relat., aus dem

interrog. entstanden, Kuhn's Zeitschr. VIII 408 ff. Lottner, Der griech.

Eelativstaram, ibid. IX 320. Kratz, Quaestiones Homericae I: De pro-
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together made up the cases of 'this, the' (Gr. nom. o gen.

Tov etc.). In the separate languages these heteroclite forms

were levelled down and assimilated more or less, so that the

groups became more homogeneous. These leveilings, together

with the composition of simple original pronoun stems with

each other or with deictic and other particles, produced a

large number of analogical forms in the diiferent branches of

Indo-Germanic ; and pronoun forms as we have them are

nomimum 6'; et oWi; natura etc., 1854. Otto, Beitrage zur Lehre vom
Relativum bei Homer, 1859, 1864. Hentze, De pronominum relativorum

linguae Graeeae origine atque usu Homerico, 1863. Lammert, De pro-

nominibus relativis Homericis, 1874. "Wackernagel, Die fgrieoh.] in-

definiten Relativa, Kuhn's Zeitsohr. XXVII 89 ff.

J. Schmidt, Zur Deol. der lat. geschleohtigen Pronomina, Kuhn's

Zeitsohr. XIX 196 if. L. Ha vet, Isio-, eis eisdem , ille isie, qui lire,

M6m. Soc. ling., H 234 f. Heffter, TJb. das urspriingl. pron. demonstr.

der lat. Spr. etc., Jahn's Jahrbb., IV. Suppl., 104 if. Osann, Comment,

gramm. de pronomiuis tertiae pers. is ea id formis (with Excursus on

other Pronouns), 1845. P. W. Schmidt, Quaestiones de pronominum

demonstrativorum formis Plautinis, 1875. Prehn, Quaestiones Plautinae

de pronominibus indefinitis, 1887. NiemoUer, De pronom. ipse et idem

ap. Plaut. et Ter., 1887. Fleckeisen, tj'ber die Pemininform im nom.

plur. des Pronomen hie haec hoc, Ehein. Mus. VII 271 ff. P. W. Schmidt,
Die Pluralformen des Pron. hie bei Plaut. und Ter., Hermes VIII 478 ff.

Meunier, De quelques anomalies quo presente la dficlinaison de certains

pronoms lat., M6m. Soc. ling. I. 14sqq. Brandt, De varia quae est apud

veteres Komanorum poetas soaen. genetivi sing, pronominum forma ac

mensura, 1877. Danielsson, De gen. et dat. pronominum Lat. in -uis

et -4 desinentibus, Studia gramm. (Upsal. 1879) pp. 1 ff. L. Havet, Sur

les genitifs pronominaux en latin, M^m. Soc. ling. Ill 187 ff. Luohs,
Zur Lehre von der Genitivbild. der lat. Pron., Studemund's Stud. I 316 ff.

Wichmann, De qui ablative, 1875.

"Windisoh, Der irische Artikel, Rev. Celt. V 461 ff. D'Arbois
de Jubainville, Rech. sur I'hist. de I'article dans le bret. armor., ibid.

II 204 ff.

Hoefer, Das Pronomen diser, Germania XV 70 ff. J. Grimm,
Wer, Zeitschr. f. deutsche Altert. VII 448 ff.

Schleicher, Das Pronomen lit. szi, slav. st = got. hi ground-form

ki , Kuhn-Schleicher's Beitr. I48f. Miklosich, tiber den Ursprung

einiger Casus der pronominalen Declination [des Slavischen], Sitzungsber.

der "Wiener Ak. Lxxvra 143 ff. Idem, tjber die Genitivendung -go in

der pronominalen Declination der slav. Sprachen, ibid. Lxii 48 ff.
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often separated from their Indo-Germanic prototype by one

long line of re-formations due to analogy.

It is impossible witliein the limits of this work to describe

with any degree of completeness all these analogical formations

in the various languages of our group. We can only give a

general summary of the stems which are found in several

languages, and which are therefore to be regarded as proethnic,

subjoining their most important inflexions.

1. Etymology and Morphology of Pronouns with Gender.

§ 409. Demonstratives.

The Stems *so- *sa- and *to- *ta-. In the parent

language the s-stem probably made only the nom. sing. masc.

and fem., and the ^-stem all other cases. By degrees one or

other invaded the other's ground; examples are Ved. loc.

sdsmin instead of tdsmin, Gr. nom. ol al instead of toI ral,

and conversely Lith. nom. td-s td instead of *so(-s) *sa.

Aryan: nom. sing. masc. Skr. sd sd-s Avest. ho fem. Skr. su

Avest. ha,; ace. sing. masc. Skr. td-m Avest. te-7n fem. Skr.

td-m Avest. tqm. Armen. -d, a demonstrative affix, beside

Idg. *to-, e. g. ter-d 'the master, this master', da 'this' do-in

'the same'; d-, for t-, is doubtless strictly regular only after

r and n (cp. I § 483 p. 357), as in du 'thou' (§ 440). Gr. 6

ij; ro-v rij-v. O.Lat. sa-psa 'ipsa', also *so- in ipse ipsa

(§ 413); *to- in topper = Hod per, and tarn; in Italic the

stem *eso- (e- as in Skr. a-sWii, Gr. s-xsT Osc. e-ko- 'hie'

Lat. e-quidem Osc. e-tanto 'tanta') combined with *to- and

formed *es-to-, as in Baltic *^o- + *to- made *Tc-to- (Lith. sstdi

Pruss. s-tas), whence Umbr. estu 'istum', with which Lat. isto-

is closely connected, if not identical. i) O.Ir. so a demonstrative

1) No satisfactory explanation has been suggested for i- in iste.

Since, however, e- is doubtless the same stem as the pronominal stem *o-

which is shortly to be described (see next page), it is quite possible that

i- in iste is the stem of is 'he'. This stem has also been identified with

the locatiye suffix -i , in noiju^-i etc. ; and if this is correct , the
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particle meaning 'here*, Gall, so-sin nemeton 'hoc sacellum';

the stem to- is found in ua-d 'ah eo ua-di 'ab ea' ua-dib ab

eis' and others like them, and in the article in-d for *sen+ to-

(cp. Windisch, Revue Celt. Y 462 ; *to- doubtless became do-

in syllables coming just before the accent, cp. vol. I p. 510,

and Thurneysen, Rev. Celt. VI 321, footnote 1). Groth. sa so

'this, the' m. f. O.Sax. A.S. se m. 'the, this' O.H.Gr. de-se m.

'this'; Goth, pana O.H.G. den ace. m. 'this, the'. Lith. ta

0.C.81. tu 'the, this' m., Lith. tq O.C.Sl. tq 'the, this' f.

The Stems *sio- *sia- and Hio- Hia- (also found

with -ii- instead of -i-). In Aryan, they were distributed

among the cases in the same way as *so- *to-. Skr. nom. syd

syd ace. tyd-m tyd-m nom. ace. tyd-d, O.Pers. nom. hya fiya

ace. tya-m tyd-m. O.Ir. cose 'ad hoc, adhuc' re-siu 'hitherto'.

O.H.G. siu = Skr. syd, instr. sing. neut. diu, nom. ace. pi.

neut. diu, nom. pi. fem. dec dio. "Whether the -io- of ^s-io-

*t-io- be called the same as the suffix of comparison -io-,

discussed in II § 68 pp. 132 f. i*t-io- : *to- = Skr. an-yd- : and-),

or identified with the demonstrative pronoun stem *io-

(pp. 331 f.), compounded here with other stems, it all comes

to the same thing. Compare also the nom. sing. fem. in -I

Goth, s-i O.Ir. s-t 'ea' (II § 110 p. 339), perhaps connected

with Sophocles' t (cp. the Author, Ein Problem der hom. Textkr.,

125 ff. ; Meister, Gr. Dial. II 281), beside which we have the

fem. *i in Skr. iy-dm etc. (p. 332) ; — here the same thing

looked at from different points of view, and occurring at

different stages of the growth of language, might be called

variously a suffix or part of a compound word.')

following equation holds good: — Umbr. e-sto-: Lat. i-sto- = loo. Gr.

7toiiih-t: O.C.Sl. kamen-e (compare also Lith. rankoj-e Skr. vfkayai); on

this postposition -e, see further § 186 p. 62, § 246 p. 145, § 257 pp. 158 f.

The two positions of the stem in these compounds may be illustrated by

Lat. ce-do : hl-ce.

1) Whether -io- in the Indo-Germanic languages (see II § 63

pp. 122 ff.) is always identical with the pronoun *io- I leave an entirely

open question. For the present I assume merely a resemblance between

the pronoun and the -io- of comparison.
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The Stem *o- *a-. Aryan: dat. sing. masc. Skr. a-smai

Avest. a-hmoLi dat. abl. pi. fem. Skr. a-hhyas Aveat. a-lyQ.

O.Ir. e 'he' see § 414, gen. ai ae 'eius' see § 418. Germ. gen.

sing. Goth, is O.H.G. e-s: cp. Skr. a-st/d. Elsewhere it is

not found as part of a living case-system. Greek loc. s-l (in

clauses expressing a wish or a condition) and instr. (Heracl.

Cret. etc.) ?; 'if, sl-ra 'then'. The same loc. *e-i is doubtless

contained in Idg. *ei-so *ei-sd, meaning 'this here' or something

to that effect , ace. *ei-to-vt etc. : Skr. e-sd e-sd Avest. a^-sa

ae-sa, ace. e-td-ni ae-fe-m, Umbr.-Osc. *ei-zo- (the -2- of the

nom. sing. masc. fem. was carried through all the cases),

TJmbr. ere 'is' for *e-ro (§ 274 Rem. p. 174), eru-ku 'cum eo'

era-k abl. 'ea' Osc. eisud 'eo' eizois 'eis' eisa-k eiza-c abl.

'ea'. The bare stem, e, may be contained in Lat. e-quidem

and other words of the same sort; in the loc. O.C.Sl. hamen-e

and the like, see p.- 327 with the footnote ; and in the augment,

as Gr. £-(f>£gov; compare loc. *te § 424 p. 349.

The Stem *e?20- *ena-, *ono- *Ona-. Ar. ana- 'this,

that, he' : instr. sing. Skr. anena andycl Avest. ana. Lith. und-s

ans 'that' fem. and , O.C.Sl. onu 'that, he' fem. ona. Also,

doubtless, the Armenian article -n, e. g. ter-n 'the lord' beside

no-in 'the same', and in-Jcn 'ipse', for '^eno-.

The Stem *a'^i«o- *a-'ua-. Ar. ava- 'that, that yonder':

Skr. gen. dual avos., nom. pi. Avest. ave avd O.Pers. avaiy

ava (cp. Bartholomae, Kuhn's Zeitschr. XXIX 498). O.C.Sl. ovu

'this'. Wackernagel conjectures that this same stem is contained

in Lat. o-lim (ibid., XXVIII 139), with which should be con-

nected Umbr. tilo ulu 'illuc'.

The Stems *^o- *Tci- *Tcio-.

*Ro-. Gr. loc. i-/.s-T 'there' -/.hvo-q Dor. •/.ijvo-g 'that'

(cp. 11 § 67 Rem. p. 150, Prellwitz, Bezz. Beitr. XV 154 ff.).

Osc. e-kas 'hae' e-cu-c neut. 'hoc'; of Latin forms we may

doubtless add ce in ce-do hi-ce ht-c (cp. Osc. ce-bnust) ; e- in

S-/.SI e-kas as in Osc. e-tanto 'tanta' etc., p. 827. O.Icel. hann

'he' hon 'she', O.Sax. he hie O.H.G. he her 'he', unless the

last-named were made from the stem hi- on the analogy
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of the etc. (§ 414). Also Lith. szen and sz^ 'hither' may

belong to this same group; but it is just as likely that they

come from *szien *szie (I § 147 p. 131) and belong to the

stem szia- (see below), being made on the analogy of the

forms ten thy).

*Tci-. In Greek, we may conjecture that this form is to

be seen in the y.l of ov-al, nolXd-M and other words; see § 182

p. 49. Lat. ci-ter ci-tra, Umbr. si-mu 'ad citima, retro*.

O.Ir. cS 'on this side'. Groth. hi-mma 'to this'. Lith. ssl-s

O.C.Sl. si 'this'. Cp. also Alban. si-viet 'in this year'.

Whether the Armenian affix -s, as ter-s 'the lord, this

lord', belongs to *^o- or *&-, cannot be decided.

*Mo- (compare *tio- beside *to-, above) may also be an

old form: Gr. arji.iF.Qov Att. t7J/.uqov adv. 'to-day' for *xf.(o)-

-ccftsQO-v (known phonetic laws give no justification for deriving

this from *tio-); O.H.G. instr. hiu-tu O.Sax. hiu-diga 'on this

day, to-day'; gen. sing. Lith. szio O.C.Sl. sego instead of

*sego following si. Compare also the fem. formation A.S. h%

Lith. szl O.C.Sl. si for *fe, like O.Ir. si Goth, si (see p. 328).

A contamination of *^o- and Ho- produced Bait. *R-to-,

represented by Lith. sztdi 'see here' (its opposite is antdi 'see

there' from and-s 'that yonder') and Pruss. s-ta-s. sz-ta- : ta-

= sz-ia- :ja-^). Lith. szUa-s is a re-formate of later date,

following szi-s. In a similar way arose in Oscan, by contami-

nation of eko- and eso- (esei saor etc.) a stem ekso- {exac

'hac' etc.), a form which sprang up during the period of

separate dialects (for pr. Umbr.-Samn. *ekso- would have

become *ehso- '*esso-, cp. nom. sing, me diss 'meddix').

Remark 1. If there was in pr. Idg. a variation between tenues and

tenues aspiratae analogous to the yariation of mediae and mediae aspiratae

(I § 4fi9. 8 pp. 346 f.) in favour of which view might be adduced G-r.

Ttlarv-t beside nla^avo-v Skr. prthii-s, Or. r^rag-To-g Lat. quar-iu-s beside

Skr. cattir-thd-s, Gr. Tidro-g ndyro-g beside Skr. path- pdntha-, Gr. sarrj-v

1) Conversely, Lith. te%p beside tai-p 'so' was modelled after szei-p

i. e. sziai-p (neut. pi., see § 428).

2) The suggestion that s in s-ta-s is the same as s in Lat. iste

(I p. 425 footnote 2) in less probable.
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1

beside Skr. dstha-m etc. — the Lat. pronoun ho- (hi-c) could be added in

this place. It would be derived from *&o-. But then the question would

arise whether we should not derive Goth, hi- from *%hi-, One. a- t- in

atj/jt^ov r^fifQor from *Jchio-, and other words from similar forms.

The stem *i- *ei- {*i-o- *ei-o-). Aryan: neut. Skr. «-c?

(adv.), i-d-dm with the particle -dm affixed, Avest. i-]^ (adv.),

ace. sing. masc. Skr. i-m-am Avest. imem O.Pers. imam also

with the particle -am; the association of this accusative form

with etd-m aete-m etc. suggested a number of analogical forms r

fem. Skr. ima-m Avest. imam O.Pers. imam, neut. Skr. imd-d

Avest. ima^ O.Pers. ima, pi. Skr. ime Avest. ime O.Pers.

imaiy etc. In Greek there are only isolated forms: ace. t-v

'eum' i-dv for *ff,a' Iv (a^i = Skr. smd), vlv for *vf Iv {*vf =
vv), see Thumb, in Fleckeisen's Jahrb. 1887 pp. 641 ff.

;

adv. (instr.) "va, used in relative sentences (§ 410), instead of

*l-vu (§ 421), which took its rough breathing from the

relative 6'-, as Lith. ji-s instead of *i-s took its initial from

j'a- (see below). Lat. is i-d, eo ea-m, Umbr. earn 'earn' eaf

'eas' Osc. io-k 'ea', Ital. eo- ea- for *eio- *eia- (I § 134

p. 121); on Lat. ii its beside ct ezs see Thurneysen, Kuhn's

Zeitschr. XXX 499 f. Whether O.Ir. ed 'it' should be added

to the list will remain doubtful so long as its ending is not

explained.') Goth, is O.H.G. i-r 'he', Goth, ifa 'earn'; and

doubtless Goth. Jains and O.H.G. Jener 'that yonder', although

the construction of their stems is not quite clear (cp. I § 123

p. 113, Holthausen in Paul-Braune's Beitr. XI 552 f.,

Singer ibid. XII 211, Liden in the Arkiv f. nord. fil.

Ill 242 f., Johansson in Bezz. Beitr. XYI 154 ff
.

, who

gives references to other works on the subject). In Balto-

Slavonic we have *io- in the gen. Lith. Jo 0.C.81. jego

1) A ground-form id-om might be inferred from edn-on-oen 'the very

same', but that there is no nasal in ed-on (used with the meaning of Lat.

'id est'). The inserted pronoun (pronomeu infixum) -d- (-id-?), used for

all genders and numbers — if we are right in placing it here — causes

aspiration, and therefore ended in a vowel originally. A ground-form

*ido is hardly possible, since before -u (for -o) the i would have been

preserved. (Based on Thurneysen.)
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*eius' etc. beside nom. Lith. jt-s O.C.Sl. -)l (in dohru-fi and

the like, but i in i-se 'qui') instead of H-s (= Lat. is) with

j- from the other cases; cp. I § 84 Eem. 1 p. 80; Streitberg,

Paul-Braune's Beitr. XIY 195 f.; J. Schmidt, Pluralb. 43.

Remark 2. The pronoun jh ji (declined) was affixed to inflected

adjectives in Balto-Slayonic ; and out of this grew what is called

the 'definite adjective", as Lith. geras-is O.C.Sl. ddbru-ji dobryji 'the

good (man, etc.)' (I § 84 p. 80). Form-association brought about a

variety of changes in the case-systems of these words. See Leskien,

Decl. pp. 131 ff.

*?, a fem. of '*i-s, is preserved in Skr. iy-dm Avest. %m

i. e. iy-em and in Lith. jl instead of *i, earlier % as jl-s

stands instead of *t-s; perhaps also in Cypr. l-v 'avrij' (Meister,

Grr. Dial. II 281), with the particle -mJ) Compare *Jk beside

*^^-s, on the last page.

§ 410. The Kelative. From the proethnic period *io- has

been used for the relative pronoun. Skr. yds yd-d yd, Avest.

«/o ya-P ya. Gr. S-c <o ij. Connected with it are adverbs like

Groth. ja-bdi Lith. jei jel 'if, and derivative adjectives such

as Gr. oTo-g 'qualis' iiao-g 'quautus' O.C.Sl. jaku 'qualis' jeliku

'quantus*. There can be no doubt that this *io- is the same

as the anaphoric *io- and *i- discussed in § 409 above. The

identity of these is made clear in Gr. 'Im for *i-na (see above),

for "va : o-g = Lith. (j)ls : jo. Thus Ho- came to be used

as a relative in the proethnic language without losing its

purely anaphoric value. The chief reason why the anaphoric

use survived in Balto-Slavonic was doubtless the association in

use with nom. *t-s ace. *i-m (Lith. j-is j-l O.C.Sl. J-?), which

were always demonstrative. Whether the Goth, relative

particle ei in sa-ei etc. is Idg. *i, the instr. of Hs (§ 421),

or *e-i, the loc. of *o- (p. 329), I leave undecided.

The relative use of *qo and Ho- in several languages

came in later. See the Syntax.

1) Mid.Ir. I was coined beside s% because of other pairs of forms —
« and sg, iat and siat. (Baaed on Thurneysen.)
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§ 411. Interrogative and Indefinite Pronouns. The

stems *qo- *qi- *qu-, from the proethnic stage onwards, had

an interrogative meaning with the acute accent, and were

indefinite when unaccented. The use of these pronouns for the

relative, as was but now remarked (§ 410), is later in origin.

*qo- *qa-. Skr. kd-s lid, Avest. led ka. Gr. gen. Horn.

Ts-o Att. rov = Avest. ca-hya, and such adverbs as vou tjoT,.

Dor. TTfJ Att. nfj. Lat. qiio-d qua, Umbr. poei poi 'qui' paf-e

'quas' Osc. pod 'quod' paam 'quam'. O.Ir. cm M.oi.Cjmr. pwf/

'who? what?' for *kue-i (§ 414), O.Ir. ca-cli O.Cjrm. pau-p

quivis'. Goth, hva-s hvo, gen. hvi-s O.H.G. hwe-s. Lith. M-s^

O.C.Sl. ku-to 'who?' Uninflected *qe 'how' (indefinite 'somehow',

and 'as also' = 'and') : Skr. Avest. ca Gr. rs Lat. -que Goth. -h.

'*qi-. Aryan: neut. Skr. ci-d Avest. ci^ O.Pers. ciy

generalising particle 'any', masc. Avest. ci-s O.Pers. ds-ciy ;

Skr. ki-m 'what?' nd-ki-s 'no one' with k- instead of c- taken

from ka-, see I § 448 Rem. p. 333. Gr. rt'-e tL Lat. qui-s

qui-d, Umbr. sve-pis 'si quis' pif-i 'quos' Osc. pis 'qui'

pi-d 'quid'; Lat. qiiem doubtless instead of *quim = Osc. ^'m

by analogy of ovem : ovi-s (§ 214 p. 92), and similarly em

instead of ?'m, and used side by side with it, from is (J. Schmidt

explains differently, Plur. p. 62 footnote 1). O.Ir. ce d 'which ?'^

may belong to this stem, or it may be da (*ce) shortened by

a pretonic position. Germ, hvi- perhaps in Goth. Iwi-leiks

A.S. hwi-lc 'how constituted?' O.C.Sl. ci-to 'quid?'

*qu-. Skr. Im-tra Avest. ku-pra "where? whither?',.

Skr. ku-tas 'whence?' We may suggest that this is the root

of O.C.Sl. -gda for *k(u)-dd in tU-gda 'then' and other words.

(Kozlovsky, Arch, fiir slav. Ph. X 658). There is great doubt

whether it has anything to do with Lith. ku-r 'where, whither"

and Lat. ali-cuhi Umbr. pu-fe Osc. pu-f 'ubi'.

Remark. The etymology of Armen. o'-who?' i'what?' and Lat. u-hi'

u-ter has so far not been explained. Bugge (Beitr. zur etym. Brl. der

arm. Spr., 28 f.) would postulate Idg. *go- *gi- as by-forms of *qo- *qi-.

But by this nothing would be gained as far as Armenian is concerned,

since *go- would have become Tco-, cp. hov 'cow' etc. I § 456 p. 33G,,
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§ 484 p. 338. On the «- of the Latin words see further I § 431 Bern. 3

p. 321 ; Deecke in a Programm of Colmar, 1887, pp. 37 f. ; Kozlovsky,

Kuhn's Zeitschr. XXX 563 f.; and Stolz, Lat. Gr.^ § 46 Rem. 1 p. 290.

Indefiiiite *smmo- 'some one' (connected with *sem- 'unus')

:

Skr. sama- Gv. duo- Groth. suma-.

2. Cases of Pronouns in which Gender is Distinguished.

§ 412. In the preceding pages it has often been pointed

out how many inflexions pass from pronouns to nouns. This,

as we have seen, happened in some instances as early as the

proethnic period. Vice versa, case endings sometimes pass

from nouns to pronouns. This happens particularly in Greek

and Keltic. In the historical period of these languages very

few pronouns remain which show the special suffixes which

they had in the parent language.

It is certain that in some of their cases pronouns varied

in their endings, sometimes having the same ending as a

noun, and sometimes a different one. Take as examples

nom. sing. *so (Skr. so) beside *qo-s (Skr. M-s), abl. sing.

*tesmod (Skr. tdsmad) beside Hod (Skr. tad). In such

instances we have no right to assume that the pronominal

ending was once exclusively used, and that the noun ending

only came in by analogy. On the contrary, as we shall see,

it can be made probable that in many cases the ending was

originally the same in both noun and pronoun, and that the

varying inflexion belongs to a later date. It seems, for

instance, that in *tod : *u]qdd (Skr. tad : vfkad) the agreement

is original, while Hesmod (Skr. tdsmad) is *tdd transformed

by association with the locative *tesme Hesmin (Lith. tame

Skr. tdsmin); see § 424 p. 349.

We may now consider the special pronominal endings in

•detail. The ace. sing. masc. fem. and the ace. pi. masc. fem.

may be passed over, since in these cases nouns and pronouns

always had the same endings. All that is needed is a note
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upon Goth, pan-a 'the, that', which -will be found iu § 417

Rem. On O.Ir. ace. pi. masc. inna cp. § 326 p. 226 and

p. 355 footnote 1.

Nominative Singular Masculine and Feminine.

§ 413. Side by side with masc. forms in -o-s as *go-s

'who?' (= Skr. M-s, O.Ir. ne-ch for *ne-kuo-s, Goth, hva-s^

Lith. ka-s) was *so 'this, that': Skr. sd, Avest. hcl and a^-sa

= Skr. e-sd (Jackson, Am. Or. Soc. Proc. 1889 p. cxxvi),

Gr. d, Goth, sa, probably also Lat. ipse for *-so, iste instead

of *isse for ''is-so and the like (I § 81 pp. 73, § 568 p. 425),

Umbr. ere 'is' = *ei-so Skr. e-sd (cp. § 409 p. 329).

Perhaps even in the parent language there was a form

*so-s: cp. Skr. sd-s Gr. o-g (^ J' og and the like) Lat.

ip-su-s beside ipse. The fem. was '*sa: Skr. sd Gr. tj Lat.

ipsa Goth. so.

§ 414. There were forms from o- and a- stems ending

in -oi -ei and -ai, in which -i was a deictic element, which

we may conjecture to be the same as -f in the loc. sing, and

pi., see § 256 p. 157, § 356 pp. 256 f. Compare too the Lith.

masc. vocative in -a«, as tevai^ and the Skr. fem. voc. in -e,

as dke (§§ 201, 202 pp. 83 f.).

1. The stem o-. Skr. ay{-dm) Avest. aem i. e. ay{-em}

'this', cp. Skr. sva-y(-dm) 'oneself and va-y(-dm) 'we' § 441.

To this stem probably belong O.Ir. e 'he' for *e-i (but cp.

§ 416), and perhaps Gr. oSstv = oJ' si-v with the particle -m

(d-v: Skr. ay-dm = Boeot. tov-v Horn, tv-v-tj: Skr. tuv-dm

tv-dm), with which are connected rov^sTvog etc., later analogical

formations (cp. J. Baunack, Stud, auf dem Geb. des Gr.

I 46 ff.).

The stem '^qo- (interrog. and indef.). Lat. qm, O.Lat.

(Dvenos-inscr.) qoi Osc. poi 'qui'; but Umbr. poei poi poe is a

dissyllable, and so doubtless a compound of *poi with -ei -t

(cp. nom. pi. pur-i pur-e etc.). O.Ir. da (for *ce) Mod.Cymr.
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picy who' for *kue-i; cp. the frequent occurrence of "initial

aspiration" (I § 658. 1 pp. 510 f.) in cia chruth 'how?' properly

'what (is) the kind?' and in Mod.Cymr. pwy bynnac 'whosoever

{pynnacy.

Lat. hi-c for *hoi-ce, like qm.

O.Sax. A.S. se 'this, that, the', identical with the

indeclinable Goth, sat, which is an unaccented affix in O.H.G.

de-se 'this' (gen. des-se) Norse Run. sa-si 'this' (fem. su-si

neut. pat-si). O.Sax. O.H.G. the thie A.S. pe instead of se by

association with the stem to- (cp. Lith. td-s instead of Idg. *so

''^so-s and the like). Further, O.Sax. he hie O.H.G. he,

cp. § 409 p. 327. O.H.G. jene-r was made by adding to -e

= *-oi the nom. sign -r = *-z (cp. i-r e-r = Goth, i-s) —
this explanation of -er makes it possible to see why it was

not shortened to -er , cp. muoter for pr. Germ. *mocter § 192

p. 71 ; — from this analogy came hlinter , see § 406 p. 321;

as to unser gen. unseres beside blinter gen. hlintes see § 455.

A different explanation of jener is given by Johansson in

Bezz. Beitr. XVI 121 ff., where other older explanations are

cited and criticised. O.H.G. der, her are not shortened forms

of *'der, *her. Two origins are possible. (1) To de, he

= the, he, which arose in a position where they had no

accent (though afterwards they could be used with the accent

too) was added the nom. -r (cp. O.H.G. de-se as contrasted

Avith A.S. de-s 'this'). (2) Or der took the place of *dar =
Lith. ta-s, taking e from the gen. des etc., as did the ace.

de-n. The latter view is favoured by hwer wer (ace. we-n)

beside Goth, hva-s.

Lith. tasal 'this' is doubtless for tas-\-sai, not tas-{-ai

(cp. Bezzenberger, Beitr. zur Gesch. der lit. Spr., 174).

2. Feminine forms ending in Idg. '*-ai, as the nom. ace.

pi. neuter (§ 428). Avest. pwoi 'tua' xwae(-ca) f. 'one's own'

(Bartholomae , Ar. Forsch. II 173), which suggested noun

forms like ber^xde f. 'blessed' (§ 190 p. 67). Perhaps this

-ai is the same as the Ar. ending for the voc. sing, of

dl-stems (Skr. dive), see § 202 p. 84. Lat. hae-c, quae beside
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sT qua, aliqua, Osc. pai pae. Another form of this class is

probably Pruss. stai beside sta f. 'the, this' (Lith. ta t6-ji) quai

quoi f. 'which', whence we have substantival forms by analogy,

mensai 'meat' (Lith. mes&) deiwutiskai 'blessedness' among

others (J. Schmidt has a different explanation, Kuhn's Zeitschr.

XXVII 389 ff.).

§ 415. Forms with the particle -u, doubtless the same as

appears in the loc. pi. -s-u (§ 856 p. 257). Idg. *so-'ii in

Skr. so O.Pers. hauw Gr. oi-rog. Skr. a-sM (for its a- see

§ 409 p. 827) and Avest. hau are remarkable, being used for

both masc. and fern. ; conversely O.Pers. haute is used for both

genders ; the obvious conclusion to draw is that in the first pair

the Idg. fem. *sS-?* is used instead of *so-u, and in the latter

group *so-u is used instead of *sa-u, cp. O.Pers. fem. iyam =
Slir. iydm used for the masc. However, the masc. a-sdii hcLu

along with Ved. masc. sd may be derived from an Idg. *so

beside *so (Bartholomae, Bezz. Beitr. IX 810, Kuhn's Zeitschr.

XXIX 498, cp. also Wackernagel, E. Kuhn's Litteraturblatt,

III 55, and Johansson in Bezz. Beitr. XVI 129), and O.Pers.

hauw from an Idg. *sa-'ii with the same grade of ablaut as is

shown by the Idg. fem. *qa-i (§ 414) (cp. Wackernagel, Das

Dehnungsgesetz p. 65). Gr. av-Tt] may be derived from either

*say,- or *sau- (I § 611 p. 461), and ov-rog might also be

connected with Avest. hau and derived from *sou-.

Avest. masc. avau beside aom i. e. avetn 'that yonder' is

like hau, see Bartholomae, Kuhn's Zeitschr. XXIX 498.

Bemark. With the relation between *so : *so compare these other

pairs of pronouns : nom. "egQiJo : *eg(h,)o T § 439, loo. *te : *te 'there' etc.

§ 424, aoc. *me, Hy/e, *s'tie *se : *me, *tiS'e, *se 'me, thee, himself § 442,

nom. dual *'ite : *?*e 'we two' *»« : *iu 'ye two' § 457, nom. *tH : iu 'thou'

§ 440. The difference of quantity in. these pairs of forms was of the same

kind as that which is found in other final syllables and syllables which

have some resemblance to finals ; e. g. *^e : jte 'or' (Gr. *fe in ij-i Lat. -ve

:

Skr. va), *pro:*pro (Gr. n^d Skr. prd: Gr. ngw-ni'iivai Skr. pra-sah-),

*tiu : nu (Skr. nu Gr. vv : Skr. vu O.Ii.G. nu). On these forms we may
now refer to "Wackernagel, Das Dehnungsg. pp. 5 ff.

§ 416. The relation between Skr. nom. ve-s and vi-^

'avis' and like pairs (§ 195 p. 75) suggests that Lat. eis is

firu£:nianii, Elements. 111. 22
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and eis-dem (Bucheler-Windekilde, Grundr. p. 28), beside is

= Goth, is, is to be derived from an original strong-grade

nominative *«i-s, -which may also be the source of O.Ir. e

(cp. § 414 p. 335). But it is quite conceivable that eis is a

contamination of *e-i (§ 414) and is, cp. O.H.G. jene-r p. 336.

Remark. It seems to me a very dubious supposition that eis,

which occurs three times in C.I. no. 198, is each time a blunder

(Danielsson, Stud. &ram. p. 23). It is preferable to regard eisdem as a

contamination of idem = *izdem, and isdem (restored on the analogy of

is). But this view is needless, if there was a form eis %s.

Nominative and Accusative Singular Neuter.

§ 417. The mark of these, cases is -d, answering to -m

iu nominal o-stems (as yugo-m 'iugum'), and to a suffixless

stem in the other classes of nouns (as *peTcu pecu*); e. g.

*to-d 'that' *qo-d *qi-d 'what'. Skr. td-d Avest. ta-fi O.Pers.

ai-ta = Avest. a^-ta^; Skr. ci-d Avest. ci-fi O.Pers. citf

'any, at all'. Gr. to noS-ano-g (II § 32 p. 56) Thess. tio'xxj

for *n63 XI ; the particle *foS in Gr. o'm onnwg and the like

was probably the neuter of *smo- 'suus' (the Author, Gr. Gr.^

pp. 184, 231) and not the abl. sing, like Skr. mad (§ 474),

cp. Avest. ma-fi 'meum'; rt rl = Skr. ci-d. Lat. is-tud quo-d

gui-d, Umbr. este 'istud' for *es-to(d) (cp. § 274 Rem. p. 174)

pif-i pirs-i 'quid, quodcunque', Osc. po-d 'quod' pi-d pi-d 'quid'.

O.Ir. ce ci 'quid' in ced cid 'what (is)' for ce ed ci ed; whether

ed 'it' is connected with Lat. i-d, is doubtful, see § 409

pp. 331 f. Goth, hva, pa-t-a i-t-a with -a for -o, as is shewn

by hvarjato-h 'each' and other similar forms, O.H.G. da-g e-g,

cp. the Remark. Pruss. s-to, ka, O.C.Sl. to, je = Skr. yd-d

and ci-to {-to is a particle), ni-ci-ze 'nihil'; in Lith. Ha =
*to-d was driven out of the field by the neut. pi. ta% (§ 428),

see J. Schmidt, Plur. pp. 228 f. ; but the d-ending remained

in adjectives like gera, to which it had spread before this

happened (§ 227 p. 110).

Remark. Hitherto the final vowel of G-oth. 'pata etc. has been

explained as an affixed particle, like that in aco. masc. 'pana = Skr. td-m.

But Johansson (Bezz. Beitr. XVI 129, 161) sees in Goth, -ta a. fuller form
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of the suffix -d (ablaut *-rfa^ : *-rf'), and equates patn with Skr. iadS

Lith. tad&, ita with Skr. ida and the like. He sees another grade (-de)

of the same suffix in Gr. l-Sf t6-Ss Lat. ide-m. But he will not allow

that Goth, fana is an aoo. with -m ; he makes it the same as pana- in

pana-tndis 'further, still', and derives it from *tone. This last derivation

does not convince me in the slightest degree; for the form in question is

masculine, and there is nothing in its use to suggest a derivation from

any such adverb. The accepted explanation of pan-a has in my opinion

no difficulties at all. O.H.G. den, with e instead of a taken from the

other cases, may be the unextended form, which keeps the nasal like the

preposition in = Gr. Iv and the particle Goth, an = Gr. kV Lat. an.

Johansson's explanation of pata is less objectionable in itself. But pata

cannot be separated from pana; and unless pana is merely a re-formate

moulded after pata when pala had come to be regarded as a simple

uncompounded word — which there is nothing to shew — we must

adhere to the old explanation of pata. O.H.G. da^ is doubtless the

unextended form, which kept the final dental, as it should do, before a

vowel initial in the following word, just as den kept its -«.

B,e-formations in the separate languages with the -m of

noun-stems in -o-. Skr. ki-m (cp. Graedicke, Ace. in Veda

pp. 6, 16) Pali tarn Avest. ke-m yi-m aom. Gr. vavvo-v instead

of ravto. Lat. ipsu-m Umbr. esom-e 'in hoc'. Another is

doubtless O.Ir. (s)a n-, neuter of the article and relative pronoun.

Genitive Singular.

§ 418. In the Masc. Neut. there are two endings, which

passed very early into the noun-system: *-sio and *-so, see

§ 228 pp. 113 f., § 239 pp. 130 f.

*sio-. Skr. td-sya Avest. ae-tahf; Skr. a-syd Avest. ahf

anhf {hh taken from the fem. ahhd = Skr. asyas, cp. § 420)

;

Gathic ahya axySL (I § 558. 3 p. 415) ; O.Pers. ava-hya Avest.

avahhf (nh as in ahh^); Skr. am4sya. Armen. oroy from or

'which'; but cp. § 239 p. 131. Gr. Horn, to-io Att. tov =
*to-sio; Hom. rso Att. TotJ= Avest. cahyd, common ground-form

*qe-sio. O.Ir. ai ae, unaccented a a (with "aspiration" of the

following initial) 'eius', I would suggest for *e-sio, cp. Skr. a-syd

Goth, is O.ILG. e-s.') Lastly *-sio is probably the suffix of

1) To avoid separating things which are really closely connected,

I may add here a few general remarks upon Irish possessives of the

third person. These will be based upon Stokes's Celtic Declension

22*
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Pruss. s-te-ssei s-tei-sei s-te-sse s-tei-se s-tei-si {stei- has been

taken from the gen. pi. stei-son) 'of this, of the', aine-ssa

aina-ssei 'of one, of a', although the uncertainty of the spelling

makes it impossible to draw a certain conclusion (cp. Leskien,

Decl. 113 f.).

*-so. Goth, pis O.H.Gr. de-s == *te-so, A.S. Sae-s (beside

de-s) = *t6-so (cp. Gr. tso beside nov); Goth, is O.H^G. neut.

es. Compare § 239 p. 131. O.C.SI. ceso = Goth, hvis

O.H.G. hwes, dtso (beside ct-to 'quid'). There is no need

that I can see to assume that Greek had *so (as well as

*sio), Johansson notwithstandiag (De der. verb, contr., p. 215).

In the separate languages there were frequent levelliags

between pronominal forms of the gen. sing, and the gen.

pi. : O.Ir. ai 'eorum' == *esiom following ai 'eius' = *esio;

Lat. cuium following cuius ^ see footnote on preceding page;

Pruss. steisei instead of stessei following stetson, see above;

Goth, pize instead of *p<iize (cp. A.S. Sara O.Icel. peira)

following pis; Avest. aetatdhqm instead of aetaesqm following

a^tahe, § 429. This suggests a conjecture that *so in Goth.

(pp. 104 f.) , and upon communications which I have received from

Thurneysen. The above named forms ai ae a a can be used for the

feminine {'avrlje'), but then a a do not cause aspiration, and so they are

doubtless connected with Skr. asyas. Further, ai ae are the accented

gen. pi. (and dual) 'eorum, earum' the unaccented being a «-, a n-. In

explaining these forms we have to consider (1) the sing. masc. fern.

Mid.Cymr. Corn, y Bret, e (pi. Mid.Cymr. eu Bret, ho = pr. Brit. *om?

§ 438); (2) the Irish substantival word for 'that which belongs to him,

or them' (all genders): ai ae, ace. pi. masc. aii, dat. pi. aiih, with which

is doubtless connected Mid.Cymr. eidato 'that which is his', eidi 'that

poss. which is hers', eidunt 'that which is theirs'; also used along with

the pronoun: a-aii 'suos' Cymr. y eidaw 'his own' (masc). A conjecture

may be offered that *esM and *esias, in proethnic insular Keltic, when
in pre-tonic position became *asio *asias (cp. Ir. as- beside es- 'ex'

I § 66 p. 55) , and the a- passed from these to the accented forms.

The gen. pi. which grew out of these forms, "asipm = O.Ir. ai ae, a n-

(I n- , may be compared with Lat. cuium (Charisius) following cuius,

which took the place of qtiorum or quium (Cato) (compare Horn. ^fieCwr

beside ifisio § 454), but the subst. ai ae is naturally compared with Lat.

cuius 'belonging to whom' which comes from the gen. cuius (§ 419). The
substantival ace. pi. aii shows that this stem had i-flexion.
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J>i-s O.C.Sl. ce-so etc. has been transformed from *-sio on tlie

analogy of the gen. pi. *-som (§ 429). Similarly in the feminine

there is *-sas (Goth, pizos) for *-sias (Skr. tdsyds).

§ 419. Some of the Armenian pronouns have r as the

genitive suffix, which is certainly to be connected with the

genitive r- in the personal pronouns me-r 'nostri' je-r 'vestri' iu-r

'sui' (§ 455): oir from o 'who'; nor-in from no-in 'the same',

and others. Compare further O.Icel. ifclr O.H.Gr. unser § 455.

The much-discussed Italic forms ') contain a locative in

-e-j; and this formation may be suggested as an explanation

of the gen. sing, of noun stems in o (§ 239 pp. 181 f.). The

loc. in -e-i was used in pr. Ital. for loc, dat., or gen., as the

form *me-i *mo-i in the personal pronoun had been used

right on from the parent language (§ 447) ; we may suggest

that *te-i: when used for the genitive had at first only the

possessive meaning, and did not come till later to be quite

coextensive with this case. Compare Thess. loc. rot and %q6voi

used as gen. A desire to mark off the genitive from the other

cases led to different results in different dialects of Italic. In

Latin an association with the gen. in -us (homin-us) produced

such forms as istl-us, eiius eius i. e. eei-\-us (cp. loc. dat. eei

ei); but the gen. suffix -s was added in Umbr. erer irer Osc.

eiseis eizeis 'eius' and the like (cp. subst. Umbr. liopler Osc.

sakarakleis), the latter of which are exactly parallel to

O.Lat. gen. mi-s tl-s instead of rm tt (§ 447). The re-formates

istius eius were used for the feminine as well, but istae utrae

and like forms are also found, as in Umbr. erar 'eius'. The

older -ei {*istei) survived in composition beside -ei-us (istius),

as istlmodl (cp. quoi-guoi-modt , below); but neutn, in neutri

generis etc., has doubtless borrowed -t from the nouns (similarly

Lith. masc. to tern. tos).

1) In addition to the references given by Stolz, Lat. Gr.' 348, see

Merguet, Die Entwickel. der lat. Formenb. 83 ff., 92 f.; Danielsson, Studia

gramm. 1879 pp. 1 sqq. ; Berau, Die Gutturalen p. 136; "W. Meyer,

Zeitsohr. fttr rem. Philol. X 174; Henry, Precis de grammaire comp.,

p. 248; Luchs, Studemund's Stud., I 316 ff.
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The genitives quoins hoius, cuius huius must be discussed

in connexion with quoiei quoi hoi-ce, cui hui-c and Osc. pieis-

-um 'cuiuspiam' piei 'cui', not forgetting Osc. poisad abl. qua'

piillad adv. 'qua' Umbr. pora abl. 'qua'. As far back as

proethnic Italic a fossil case of the stem *qo-, say *At<o or

*Jcuoi, was used instead of the inflected pronoun as an inter-

rogative or relative particle, the case which it was intended to

represent being made clear by an inflected demonstrative

pronoun which was used with it; cp. Lith. dial, tas cecorius,

Mr iszvdlnino j6 diikter{ 'the prince, where he has freed his

daughter' = 'whose daughter he has freed' (the Author, Lit.

Yolksl. p. 305).') Thus Lat. quoiei = qo-\-eei, to which was

later added quoins as a distinctly marked genitive (though

quoi-quoi-modT cui-cui-modt remain unchanged), Osc. poizad =
po-\'eizad {eizo- 'is'), piillad = -po-^-ollad (cp. Lat. olle),

Umbr. pora doubtless = po-\- orS, (orer 'ilUus') rather than

pd+ era (erer 'eius' = Osc. eizeis).^) Osc. piei (gen. pieis- in

the comp. pieis-um 'cuiuspiam') is doubtless derived from a

combination of the adverb *'p% = Lat. qui from the stem

*qi- (§ 421) with e(i)ei, although it might possibly have

come into existence by attraction of pi- to the o-class. On
the analogy of quoi quoins the Lat. hoi-ce hoi-us were made,

like the nom. pi. hes following ques (§ 427); the similarity

once existing between these stems in the nom. sing, (qui and

fe-c(e), § 414 p. 336) may have helped in this result.

Bemark. The Lat. adj. quoiu-s cuius 'belonging to whom', to

judge from its meaning, seems to have arisen from the possessive genitive

quoins, which loolced like an adjective ; if so, it has an exact parallel in

Avest. na- 'noster', formed from the genitive ho = Skr. iias ; see the end
of § 454.

1) The same idiom is found in Modern Greek, as avrAc (ivai o av^oa;

710V Tov iiSa, beside noZ fiSa, 'that is the man whom I saw'; in Keltic;

and in High German.

2) Osc. piiiiu, in Zvetaieff, Inscr. It. inf. no. 103, seems to be one
of this group of forms (I would derive it from *po + eio-)\ but the

meaning of the passage in which it occurs is obscure.
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Old Irish has also *-T as in nouns, ind athar 'of a father'

for *sen-ti, like Lat. isti-mbdi Gr. Thess. rot.

Lithuanian. With noun flexion, to, jo etc. Old Church
Slavonic to-go je-go, etc., a re-formation which has not yet

been satisfactorily explained, see Leskien, Decl. 109 ff.

§ 420. Feminines belonging to o-stems had in the parent

language the masculine stem with the ending *-sicis for the

genitive singular. Ar. -asyas: Skr. tdsycis asyds, Avest. a(-

-tahha ahhd. O.Pers. ahyayct, instead of *ahya, following

taumaya (§ 229 p. 114), just as Pali assa = Skr. asyds was

extended to assaya on the analogy of kannaya; ending exactly

as a noun, Avest. a$tayd (following haenayd) beside aetanhd.

Skr. amu-sycis like amu-sya. O.Ir. ai ae for *e-si(ls, see p. 339

footnote. Pruss. s-tessias stessies stesses steises (ei on the analogy

of masc. steisei, § 418 p. 340). Germanic *-sias and *-sas.

A.S. d^re = pr. Germ. *paisidz, Goth, pizos and hlinddizos

(§ 406 p. 321), O.H.G. dera, O.Icel. peirar = pr. Germ. *paizoz.

This di has come from the gen. pi., where it spread from the

masc. to the fern. (§ 429). But the loss of * in Goth, pizos etc.

is to be explained like the same loss in the masc, see § 418

p. 340. As regards -s- becoming -z- , see Kluge , Paul's

Grundr. I 347.

This Idg. feminine formation in *-sias was produced under

the influence of the masc. in *-sio. Either there was once a

fem. *tas like *eRuas, which was transformed to Hesias by

association with *tesio; or else Hesio at first served for all

genders, and afterwards the feminine was distinguished by the

transformation Hesias. Prom the gen. in *-sias, si (s) spread

to the dative and locative in the proethnic period; see § 425.

O.C.Sl. tojq contains the -q of dws^, standing for *-ans

or *-ons. See § 229 pp. 117 f. Since the dat. loc. toji

borrowed the sounds -oj- from the instr. tojq = Skr. tdya

(§ 425), tojq itself may have followed the same analogy.

Endings the same as those of nouns. Greek rrji^.

Latin illae beside illTus etc., Umbr. erar 'eius'. Old Irish
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inna for *sen-tcls, cacha cecha, nacha, cp. mna § 229 p. 114.

Lith. tos.

Instrumental Singular.

§ 421. A suffix proper to pronouns was -na, the same (we

may suggest) as the ending of certain adverbs; for instance,

Skr. cand Goth, -hun O.H.G. -gin 'any', Skr. hind 'then*, Lat.

pone superne, Goth, pan 'then' Lith. ten 'there'. Examples:

Avest. Ica-na O.Pers. tya-na aniya-na, Skr. M-na te-na e-na;

the latter, like Skr. sane-mi O.C.Sl. U-rm (see below), have

doubtless the same diphthong which is seen in the nom. sing.

Lat. qo-i qui etc. (see § 422 Rem.), and they also remind one

of Skr. e-vd Ved. e-vd e-vd 'so' Goth, hvdi-va 'how'. With

Skr. kena: Avest. kana cp. Lith. gen. keno : keno (kano) § 451

pp. 391 f. -ena was borrowed by the nouns, whence vfkena

etc., see § 275 p. 177. Gr. "i-va, cp. § 409 p. 331. A lost

form *ci-na (nom. ci-s) seems to have suggested the making

of the Avestic ace. cinem.

Forms from o-stems ending in *-oi-mi. Skr. sane-mi

'from of yore'. A.S. ct^-m O.Icel. pei-m beside subst.

A.S. miolcum (as in the pi., Goth, pdi-m beside subst.

vulfa-m). O.C.Sl. te-nii ji-na. Compare the Pruss. sen

maim 'cum meo' = 'mecum' (see §§ 449, 452), which is

doubtless not to be derived from Idg. *moi-mi (cp. Avest. ma-

Gr. Sfxo- 'mens'), but belongs to the stem maia-, and has

undergone a contraction like the gen. maisei (beside stessei

steisei ainassei), and the nom. mais = O.C.Sl. mojt; however,

I leave it undecided whether *maiai-m(i) became maim in the

natural course of things, or by association with maia-smu

maia-n became first *maia-m(i), and then maim (cp. twaismu

beside twaiasmu). Compare § 282 pp. 187 f. Armenian: with

-V for *-bhi oro-v, from or 'which', following the subst., gailo-v
;

similarly i-v 'with or through what?' from i 'what?' like subst.

srti-v, see § 281 p. 186.

There also seem to have been in the parent language, and

to have come down from it, an instrumental series from o-
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and «-stems made noun-fashion, ending in -o -e and -i.

Avest. tU yO, ana. Gr. ttw {pv-vai), Lac. ntj-noy.a. Lat. qu5-

-modo, quo 'whither', Umbr. sei-podruh-pei 'utroque'; Lat. qui

'how' from qui-s. O.Ir. cClch (gen. caich) O.Cymr. pau-p

'quivis, each' no doubt= *qo-qos, properly 'where who, how who,

somewhere or somehow someone' as Thurneysen conjectures;

neuch neoch for *ne-qd, cossind 'with that' for *con sen-tu.

A.S. hwo 'how' O.H.Gr. diu, hiu-tu 'to-day' (§ 409 p. 330),

Goth, hve 'with which' pe 'by so much': M (beside Goth, hi-

-mma) in O.H.G. hi-naht 'this night'. Lith. t^ 'with that, at

once' ju 'by that, by so much' : the suffix -mi was added to

this series, and produced i^-mi M-mi, just as in nouns -u-mi

(vilkuml) was produced in some dialects, see § 275 p. 178;

Pruss. s-tu ku. Mod.Slov. ci 'if Czech ci 'whether' = Lat. qui,

and with -mi added 0.C.81. ci-tm used as instr. to ct-to.

According to this analogy, the particle *i, Ved. i (also seen

in t-dfi- 'such as this') Gr. -* in ovroa-t Umbr. pors-ei nom.

pi. 'qui', may be the instr. to Lat. is; if so, the nasal in

Ved. Im Gr. ovroa-tv is the particle -m.

§ 422. ^-stems had -aia. Skr. tdycl Avest. ae-taya,

Skr. ayd Avest. aya aya. O.C.Sl. tojq (with the particle -m),

comparp O.Lith. taja, in modern dialects tai (J. Schmidt,

Kuhn's Zeitschr. XXVII 386 f.); for a different explanation of

tai see Briickner, Arch. slav. Phil. VI 272.

In Aryan, this ending spread into the noun-system:

Skr. dSvayd instead of dhd, Avest. liaenaya instead of haena:

similarly O.C.Sl. rqkoj'q instead of rqkq. In Lithuanian we

find, vice versa, the pronoun assimilated to the noun, ta

following rankd; and similarly Gr. ^ Dor. ravra and doubtless

Lat. ha-c etc. See § 276 pp. 178 ff. It is uncertain whether

Ved. tyd instead of tydya and Avest. ys, ka beside aetaya

have followed the noun type, or whether tya and ya are due

to syllabic dissimilation, and kci, to the analogy of yO, (compare

similar changes in § 247 p. 147, § 307 Rem. p. 205).

Skr. amiiya beside amiisyas follows the lead of -aya.
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Remark. Schmidt (Kuhn's Zeitschr. XXVII 386) analyses Skr. ai/ffi

thus — ay-d, and derives it from the stem i-; he then assumes that

aya, : asyas first suggested the formation of tdya. This commends itself

to me as little as his view {ibid., p. 292) that e-na also comes from /-,

and that it was the relation of ma : asyd that produced tgna beside idsya.

There is a much safer way of regarding these. Schmidt himself tells us

(Kuhn's Zeitschr. XXV 5 f.) , and I believe it to be true , that -i- in

certain plural forms (Goth, pd-i-m O.G.Sl. le-mi Skr. te-bhis, Gr. ro-X-a^

O.C.Sl. te-chu Skr. te-su) is the same as -i in the nom. plural (Gr. to-C

Skr. te etc.) ; and further , we have concluded that the j-diphthongs

in oblique cases of the dual, as O.C.Sl. te-ma Skr. tdy-os, contain the

same -i as the nom. ace. dual neuter and feminine (Idg. ^to-i and

*ta-iy, see § 297 pp. 201 f., § 311 pp. 209 f. If these assumptions

are correct, we can hardly go wrong in connecting the diphthong

of Skr. e-na ie-na and sane-mi O.C.Sl. te-nii with that in the nom.

sing, masc, e. g. Skr. ayf-dnij Lat. qo-i qui Osc. pot etc., and similarly

the i of Skr. aya tdya O.C.Sl. tojq, with that of the nom. sing, fem., as

Avest. fwoi Lat. qitae (§ 414 p. 336). It is true that Skr. aya might

be derived from the stem *eia- (Lat. ea- Goth, yo-); but there is no

reason to separate it from idya, etc.

Ablative, Dative, and Locative Singular.

§ 423. In the masc.-neut., the stem is often extended

by -sm-; the same particle which appears, without any

inflexional ending, in the ace. Avest. ahma Lesb. an^e

(§§ 436, 443).

Skr. tdsmcld tdsmai tdsmin, asmdd asmai asmin, Avest.

a^-tahmap ae-tahmai ae-tahmi, cqhmai with *qe- like O.C.Sl.

loc. ce-mt. Skr. re-formates, amic§mad amiismdi amusmin.

Armen. abl. y ume dat. loc. um from o 'who', y orme, orum

from or 'which'; -um- for -osm- I § 561 p. 417. Grr. Gortyn.

loc. o-Tt/:u i. e. doubtless -tI/hi for *ri-ai.ii. (On the dative

TS(,i(xai 'cui', assumed by some, see Solmsen Kuhn's Zeitschr.

XXIX 79). Umbr. e-smi-k 'ei' esmei esme 'huic*, pu-sme

'cui'. Goth, pa-nima hwa-mma i-mma. Pruss. dat. s-te-smu

(steismu, cp. gen. steisei § 418) ka-smu, antersmu (stem

anfera-), schi-smu (schi-s 'this').

In Germanic and Balto-Slavonic there is another series

which has -m- instead of -sm-. O.H.G. demu hwemu. Lith. dat.

tdmui tdm loc. tamim-pi tami tamb tarn,., O.C.Sl. dat. tomu

loc. torm; Lith. szim^ beside sziame from szi-s. These forms
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have certainly dropped s on the analogy of the cases whose

suffix began with m: cp. O.H.G. pi. de-m, sing. pi. A.S. Sce-m

O.Icel. pei-m, Lith. pi. te-ms dual tem-dvem tim-dvem O.C.Sl.

sing. tS-rm pi. ti-mU U-mi dual U-ma. For a different ex-

planation of O.H.Gr. -m-, see Kluge, Paul's Grundr. I 347.

As regards the case suffixes, that of the locative was a

special pronominal ending. This case had the endings *-smin

and *-smi, cp. Gr. a/^i/.uv v/.i/.tiv and ct'^'i"' ^/-i^f" § 448. *-smm:

Skr. tdsmin, Lith. tamin in tamim-pi, although it is trae that

-mpi may have come from the gen. pi., in which case we
must analyse the word tami-mpi (see Bruckner, Arch. Slav.

Phil., m 279 f.; Osthoff, Morph. Unt. II 9).i) *-smi in

Avest. -talinii Gr. o-tI^u. Lith. tami O.C.Sl. totm may be

explained as having either *-(s)min or *-(s)ini; if the former,

Lith. tami should be written tamj. OJ-tith.jamije like diewije.

O.Lith. Mod.Lith. tame, whence tarn, has the same ending as

loc. vilke; a conjecture as to the origin of tame is given in

§ 424, pp. 349 f.

The ablative and dative , on the other hand , originally

had the same suffix as the nouns. Skr. tdsmad tdsmdi

Avest. -tahmclfi -tahmai like vfkcLd vehrkafi vehrkai. Armen. y
mne like y akatie , cp. § 244 p. 142; what may have been

the ending of mn we can hardly now hope to ascertain.

TJmbr. esmi-k esmei esme like Tefri Tefrei Tefre 'Tefro

deo', cp. § 246 pp. 145 f. ; in pusme it is a question whether

the particle -e -ei (cp. puf-e 'quid') has not become attached

to the ending. Goth, hvamma; here -a, to judge from

hvamme-h 'to each', came first from *-e, but it may

represent the abl. *-ed or the dat. *-S(i); O.H.G. hvemu seems

to be an abl. in *-orf, cp. § 241 pp. 137 f., § 246 p. 146.

1) The form iami-pi does not prevent our explaining tamimpi as

tamin-'rpi. Both forms, tami and "tamin, may originally have existed

side by side. Or *tamiti may have become tami, and after the

uncompounded word had thus changed, -pi may have been added again.

This can be paralleled by iam-pi, which does not come from tame-pi, but

after tain^ had become tarn, -pi was added again to the new word.
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Lith. tdmiii (shortened to tarn) O.C.Sl. tomu like vilkui vMku;

Pruss. stesmu like waldniku 'regi'.

§ 424. Side by side with the forms cited in the last

section is a series without -sm-.

Ablative. Skr. ad tad ydd Avest. aj, all adverbs. Gr. to

071w 'unde'. Lat. isto quo, Osc. eisud 'eo'. Lith, to. The

abl. Hod 'thence, then' is said, doubtless correctly, to be the

ending of the imperative Skr. hhdra-tad Gr. (pfQi-xw Lat. fer-to

and similar forms (Gaedicke, Ace. im Veda 225; Thurneysen,

Kuhn's Zeitschr. XXYII 179 f.). — An Italic re-formate is

Lat. *quid from qui-s in ah aliqm etc. (Biicheler-Windekilde,

Grundr. 121 f.), cp. marT(d) § 243 p. 139.

Dative. Gr. no. Lat. isto nullo beside ist% etc. A late

re-formate is Lith. dialectic mirusiou-Jui = High Lith.

mirusidm-jcLmy part. pret. of mif-ti 'to die' (Geitler, Beitr. lit.

Dialektologie, 27).

Locative. Gr. Att. not Dor. thi, a-y.Bi. Lat. hei-c hl-c,

Osc. eisei 'in eo' alttrei 'in altero'. Goth, pei O.Icel. pT =
Gr. TsT-iSf, O.Icel. Jivt = Gr. nu; see Bechtel, Zeitschr.

deutsch. Alt. XXIX 866 f. A loc. from the stem o- may be

contained in Gr. el sl-ra (beside ^ instr. in Heraclean etc., see

the Author, Gr. Gr.^ p. 225) and in Skr. e-sa- e-ta- Osc. ei-zo-,

see § 409 p. 329.

Certain forms used for the dative are really locatives of

the same kind: Osc. altrei 'alteri' piei 'cui', Lat. istei isti,

eei ei (also spelt eiei, like dat. abl. pi. eieis beside eeis m),

quoiei quoi cui, the latter for quo (or *quoi) + eei (see § 419

p. 342) ; Lat. hoi-ce hui-c is a re-formate following quoi cui.

These same forms, as we assumed in § 419, once had the

meaning of a genitive as well (cp. Idg. *mo-i loc. dat. gen.

§ 447), and, as genitives, were extended in Latin by -us,

whilst in Umbro-Samnitic -ei became -eis by analogical trans-

formation. The use of istt etc. for the feminine was doubtless

due to the likeness between the ending -ei -% and that of mi mihi

tibl sibl, used for all genders, and of the dative of i-stems ; the

eiidin;?s of both sets vrere considered to have the same character.
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A comparison of the forms cited in this section with those

containing -sm- (§ 423) makes it probable that it was only the

locative which had two original formations. In the locative

there will have been parallel endings -smm -smi (Skr. tdsmin

Avest. -tahmi) and -i (Gr. 770-r); later on, but before the end

of the proethnic period, -sm- spread to the ablative and dative,

which hitherto had had the same endings as nouns. Ablative

adverbs like Skr. tad are older than this change; and being

adverbs they were not affected by intrusion of -sm-. But

such forms as Lat. isto(d) and Greek rw may or may not

be original; it is possible that they were produced by some

tendency of a later date which brought them again under the

influence of the noun system.

This -sm- is usually identified (and doubtless rightly so)

with the particle Skr. sma, which follows pronouns by way

of emphasising them: e.g. tdsya sma. Now it will be seen

anon (§ 443. 2) that Gr. Lesb. a^/<£ Avest. ahma probably

consist of *^s+ sme^ i. e. the ground-form of Goth, uns with

a particle *sme added; and that from this combination were

produced the forms for which it is usual to assume the stem

*'^sme- *y,smo- (Gr. a/.ifio- Skr. asma-). Thus this particle

must have originally been added to a fully formed case of

the pronouns which distinguish genders as well as to those

already cited; this case will be the locative. And there is

nothing to bar our starting from *te + sme, and calling the

first of these a locative. Compare Lith. th 'there!' O.C.Sl. te

'and' beside *te-i (^to-i); Lat. ce in ce-do Osc. ce in ce-bnust

{-bnust venerif) Lith. szd 'hence' (but cp. § 409 p. 330) beside

Gr. e-ast y.st-vo-g; Lith. n^ Goth, ni Skr. nd 'not' beside *ne-i

in Lith. ne% ne-ka-s Avest. nae-cis Lat. nei m; Lith. be-,

a particle which denotes duration of an action, beside bei

"and"; O.C.Sl. Mde beside kude 'where'; and the like.") *te

1) Beside *te, *h, *ne the parent language had also *te, *fce, *ne

(Gr. T/7 'there!' Dor. r^-ro-? 'iste, ille'; Dor. x^-yo-5 'ille'; Skr. nd

O.Ir. ni)\ the variation in quantity has parallels, *ine: me 'me' etc. See

on this matter sSe § 415 Rem. p. 337.
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.

and *te-i were parallel locatives like Gr. do-^uei' and jioifnvt,

see §§ 256 ff. pp. 156 ff. The ending of Hesme meets us still

in Baltic, in Lith. tam^ (gerame), wHch has taken the place

of ^tesme, because, by association with case-suffixes whose

first sound was m-, s was dropped, and -e- gave place to -a-;

«p. Pruss. ste-smu as contrasted with Lith. tdmui, § 423

p. 346. On the analogy of tdmui : tamh the form vilke, as

I believe, was produced beside vilkui, and the same principle

acting in the opposite way produced O.Lith. jamije on the

analogy of diewije; cp. § 263 p. 166. Idg. had *tesmi(n) =
Skr. tdsmin etc. beside Hesme, as it had *'^ssmi(n) == Lesb.

a,u/j.tv a/itjM beside *ig,ssme. Perhaps there were originally two

variants *swi-i and *sm-e, both extensions of *setn-, which

would make it unnecessary to assume that *tesmi(n) was

formed from Hesme.

Remark. The above comparisons are based on the belief that

those scholars who hold that Lith. tami and vilhi come from *tamen

and 'vilken have not proved their case. In such forms as geramen-je

-je (Arch. slav. Phil. IV 592, Kuhn's Zeitsehr. XXVII 385, Bezz. Beitr.

X 312, and elsewhere), which are made the chief ground for assuming

-en, it is strange above all things that the second part has not the

pronominal form, as would have been expected (-jame -jam), but a noun

ending, like jamije amszinameje etc. (Bezz., Zur Gesch. lit. Spr. 154, 168).

Hence Leskien suggests that an earlier *geramejem(e) was shortened to

"geramem, and to this was added -je, which was regarded as the locative

ending in the nouns; when -je was added -m became n. No argument can be

based upon the spelling of these words with -je instead of -je; it might

be a re-formation following noun-locatives in -e. Nor is the alleged -en

proved by East Lith. forms in -f, as miszkl 'in the wood*. It is possible

phonetically to derive -i from -en, but there is no need for this; rather

the reverse, since there has hitherto been found no such form as an

E.Lith. -im-pO) for -em-pO) -en-pCi); no *devim-p(i'), but only deve-]^i).

See Leskien, Ber. sachs. Ges. "Wiss., 1884 pp. 96 f. Besides the ex-

planation suggested by Leskien, that miskl comes from miszke, there is

another which should be considered — that miszkl followed the analogy

of tami (with Idg. *-smi), as miszki that of tami.

But suppose the supporters of the theory here criticised were really

to make out a decent case for their *tamen *geramen and *vi!ken,*) there

would be little to change in the general principle. I would all the same

1) Is Pruss. schisman , Bnch. 89 , anything more than a piece of

carelessness ?
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derive Lith. tami (as those scholars write it) from Lith. *tesme , and

explain -m as the same postposition which makes the difference between

Lith. tamim-pi Skr. tdsmin and Gr. o-tt/ji^ and which is doubtless

contained in Lith. tS-n <f, «»?« szf (extended to t^nai lenais etc.) beside

ti sze (= Lett, te sche).

§ 425. In a-stems we find sometimes complete agreement

with nouns, sometimes the genitive -si- or -s- before the case

ending (§ 420). We begin with the latter kind.

1. The Ablative and Genitive had the same form from

the Idg. period onwards, e. g. Skr. gen. abl. tdsycls, see § 420.

Re-formations: Avest. ahhcLp avanhaf yenhcL&a (beside gen.

anli& etc.), like harentya^ haenayS,^, see § 242 p. 138.

Dative. Skr. hdsydi asyai Avest. hihyai ahhai axyai,

cp. Ved. suvapatyai § 247 p. 147. Goth, pisdi izdi like gibdi,

but O.H.G. deru dero ini iro following gebu geho with instr.

ending, see § 276 pp. 178 f. Pruss. stessiei stessei and (with

-ei- from the gen. pi. steison) steisiei steisei, cp. gen. steises

§ 420 p. 343, O.Icel. dat. peiri beside gen. peirar.

Locative. Skr. Msyam asydm, cp. dhdyam ; Avest. Jcahhe

afih? with -g = pr. Ar. -ia (I § 125 p. 115) and nh from the

gen.-abl. {kanhS), cp. Avest. haenaya O.Pers. arbiraycL § 264

pp. 166 f. These pronoun cases were influenced by such

forma as Skr. b^hatydm Avest. barentya : kdsyam hanhe :

kdsyas kahha and kasydi kahycLi = b^hatydm barentya :

bfhatyds barentyd and b^hatycii barentyai. Goth, pisdi like

gibdi.

Sanskrit. Re-formates: amusyCls amusyai am/Asyam.

2. Forms without -si- or -s-.

Ablative like the genitive, Gr. rrjg etc. In Italic, a

re-formation in -ad: Lat. istd(d) kci-c, Umbr. era-k 'ea'

Osc. ekad 'hac' eiza-c eisa-k 'ea', like Lat. equd(d) § 248

p. 139.

Dative. Gr. rfj Dor. t« like %(OQa. Lat. istae illae

(beside istt illl) like equae; Umbr. -e Osc. -ai are not found.

O.Ir. -ind for *sen-ti like tuaith. Lith. tat like rankai;

Slav, %'i beside smiji rqc6 has taken -oj- from the instr. toj'q,
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just as gen. toj^ is probably *ty transformed in the same way

(§ 420 p. 343).

Locative: always ends in -ai like the dative. Gr. Boeot. ras

TiJ, Arcad. etc. tuT like Boeot. Illavxaii see § 247 pp. 146 ff.,

§ 264 p. 167. Osc. ejisai 'in ea' like viai 'in via'. O.Ir. issind

f. 'in the, that' = *m sen-ti, like tuaith. Lith. toj-e like rankoj-e,

see § 264 pp. 167 f.; 0.C.81. toji like dat. toji, see above. —
If the fem. gen.-abl. in -sias was really, as our view

assumes, produced by association with the masc.-neut. gen.

in -sio, then -si- -s- spread from the gen.-abl. to the dat.

and loc: beside *tesias was formed Hesiai following *e^uai :

*ek'uas (§ 420 p. 348). In a similar way were made Lith.

mdnei (man), Pruss. mennei, O.C.Sl. mine in connexion with

the gen. Lith. man^ (man^s), O.C.Sl. mene (§ 445).

Cases of the Dual.

§ 426. The Case-Suffixes peculiar to the Dual were

originally, and always continued to be, the same in Pronouns

as in Nouns.

Nom. Ace. In Greek the fem. rai was turned into a

plural (§ 286 p. 194), and in its stead was used the masc. tm;

e. g. rw OTrjXa, cp. Gr. ^vio Lat. duo Lith. dial, die used for

masc. and fem. alike.

Dat. Abl. Instr. On the difference of stem in masc.

Lith. te-m{-dvem) tS-m(-dvem) : vilhd-m vitka-m and O.C.Sl.

te-ma : vluko-ma igo-ma, see § 297 pp. 201 f. ; on the difference

of stem in fem. O.C.Sl. te-ma : rqka-ma, see § 298 p. 202.

Gen. Loc. On the difference of stem in O.C.Sl. toj-u :

vluku rqku see §§ 310, 311 pp. 207 ff.

In Greek, roiv is used for fem. as well as masc, like rcu,

see § 312 pp. 210 f.

Nominative Plural Masculine and Feminine.

§ 427. o-stems had -oi, as against -os in the nouns.

On the presumable origin of -i here, see § 186 pp. 60 f.

Skr. te ime, Avest. te toi, ime, O.Pers. imaiy. Gr. rol oi.
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Lat. istt M qui. O.Ir. ind = *sen-ti. Goth, pdi, O.H.G.

de dia die; Norse Run. pai-R O.Icel. pei-r took their

-R (= pr. Germ, -z) from the nouns. Lith. tti Pruss. stai quai

quoi (see J. Schmidt, Kuhn's Zeitschr. XXVII 391), O.C.Sl. ti.

In five branches of the Indo-Germanic parent stock, as we
have seen in § 314 p. 214, this pronominal -oi has passed

over to the noun system.

On the other hand, -os sometimes passed from nouns to

pronouns. Osc. pus Umbr. pur-e pur-i 'qui', Osc. piitiirus-

-pid 'utrique', Umbr. eur-ont 'iidem'. Also in Ai-men. , oric

'which' noM-a 'they' no-inJc 'the same', if Bugge is right in

explaining the -M as -s+u (see § 313 p. 212).

Remark. As regards Ir. e (Cymr. -wy in hwynt-wy, Corn. Bret, y)
Thurneysen holds it to be possible that the word is the masc. sing, e

(§ 414 pp. 335 f.), and that its use for the plural was due to the analogy of

the interrogative. However, it must be considered whether there was not

in Idg. a form "e-i used for the plural- Seeing that -o-i and -e-i are

both found in the nom. sing. (§ 414 p. 835), the same variation may be

expected in the plural (compare *jtc-j 'we' § 441). Moreover, Pruss. gen.

pi. stei-son seems to pre-suppose a nom. *s<ei, for we are not justified in

deriving its ei from an Idg. oi (see Braune, Kuhn-Schleicher's Beitr.,

VIII 95). As to the Irish plural variants iat eat and siat seat : in Old Irish

these are found only in olseat-som 'say they' beside the singular olse-som

'says he', and similarly, we may conjecture, cuieet coteet 'what are' beside

sing, cate cote 'what is'. These have the ending of the 3rd. pi. of the

verb (cp. Ital. eglino); later on, iat siat were detached and began

an independent existence. See Zeuss-Ebel Gramm. Celt. " p. 372

;

Sohuchardt, Zeitschr. rem. Phil., IV 153.

Nom. pi. ques from qiii-s, like ove-s. Hence also hes heis

beside M, which in their turn produced such plurals as

magistres. See § 314 p. 214.

An obscure form is Skr. mm. Its -% passed into the

other cases of the plural , all except the accusative [amun) :

thus ami-sam -su -bhyas -bhii.

a-stems had -as, like the nouns. Skr. tds Avest. id.

Osc. pas pas 'quae'. O.Ir. inna = *sen-tas. Goth, pos,

O.H.G. deo dio (= Skr. ti/ds). Lith. ids. O.O.Sl. ti/ ace. like

rqky. As regards Gr. rui Lat. istae, see § 315 p. 215.

Skr. amuS, following imds.

Brug:inaun, EJenieuts. III. 2'S
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Nominative and Accusative Plural Neuter.

§ 428. o-stems have two endings, -0, and -a% corresponding

to -& and -ai in the nom. sing, of a-stems (§ 414 p. 336).

Examples of -a (which is also found in nouns) are : Skr. Ved. td

Avest. ta (Skr. tdni Avest. yqn yqm and y& see § 388 p. 238),

Gr. ra in sni-rijSs-g (t«, see p. 238), Lat. ista, si qua Umbr. eu

'ea', O.Ir. inna for *sen-ta (-a, possibly borrowed from na = *sna,

see p. 355 footnote), Groth. po O.H.G. diu (= Skr. Ved. tyd),

0.C.81. ta. The following are examples of -ai: Lat. quai

guae, hai-ce hae-c, istae-c. A.S. do, O.Icel. ^e and O.H.G.

Up. G. dei, which is perhaps a shortened form of *dei-u, itself

a re-formate which has taken -u from diu (but compare the

dual zwei beside A.S. twd O.Sax. twe for *dii,oi, § 293 p. 198).

Lith. tal 'the, that' which has taken the place of the singular

neuter *ta = *to-d (§ 417 p. 338), Pruss. kai 'what'. Others

of the same kind would seem to be the adverbs Lith. kai kal-p

'how' Pruss. kai-gi kai-gi 'how' (this spelling does not justify

our deriving the ending from orig. -ai, cp. moiim instead of

maim and like forms), and further Gr. y.ai and O.C.Sl. ce,

which also meant originally 'how, as' (the Author, Gr. Gr.

^

§ 35 Anm. p. 54, § 201 p. 223); also Lith. szel-p 'so' =
sziai-p, following which the language coined telp in place of

tal-p.

This formation in -ai has not been proved for .Aryan.

(On the supposed Avestic nom. ace. pi. neut. vastrai in

J. Schmidt's Pluralb. pp. 232 f., see Bartholomae, Stud, zur

idg. Spr., I 75). Thus it would be possible to start from

Idg. -ai; this being shortened to -ai in the European

languages. But it is hardly permissible to separate this

formation from the similar one in the nom. sing, fern.; and

since for the latter -ai is proved by Aryan to be original, we

must assume Idg. -ai for the other as well.

The j-stem *qi- went along with the nouns. Avest. ci.

Greek Meg. ad 'quae?' and enclitic Ion. aaa Att. rta (see
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I § 654 Kem. p. 501). Lat. adv. quia beside quae qua like

masc. ques beside qm. See § 339 p. 239.

Genitive Plural.

§ 429. The o-stem ending was pr. Idg. *-oi-som, witb

a variant, as we may suggest, *-ei-som (cp. Pruss. steison

§ 427 Rem. p. 353) ; on tlie quantity of the vowel in the final

syllable, cp. § 344 pp. 244 f. -oi and ei, which precede

the ending -s5m, were the endings of the nom. pi. masc.

Skr. tesdtn esdm Avest. a^-tafsqm aesqm , Avest. avaesqm

O.Pers. avaisSm; with the isolated Avest. a^-taidhqm, influenced

by the gen. sing, ae-tahf,, as Goth, pize instead of *pdize has

been influenced by pis. A.S. dara O.Icel. peira; Goth, gives

pize, but the diphthong remains in blinddize which was

modelled on the now lost *pdize (§ 406 p. 321), O.H.G. dero.

Pruss. steison, 0.C.81. tSchu; Lithuanian once had this

formation, as we may assume from miisU jiisU, see § 456.

On O.Ir. ai ae and a n- an- see p. 339 footnote.

With the noun ending. Avest. kqm. Gr. tijUv. Lat. eum,

Umbr. erom ero 'eorum' from the stem ero-: and Lat. eorum

istorum etc. must be placed in the same class, because the

ending -orum (common to nouns and pronouns) was coined to

match with -arum at a time when -arum was the ending of

nouns and pronouns alike, see § 345 p. 247. O.Ir. imta n-

doubtless for *sen-tan = *tdm, beside fer n-.^) Lith. til.

The Idg. S-stem ending was *-a-sotn. Skr. tasam

asdm Ave'st. dwhqm;- on this analogy, Skr. amusam.

1) Thurneyaen writes: "I should prefer to derive the gen. pi. masc.

and neut. inna n- from *-daii for *lom, cp. aco. pi. maso. inna ifrom

*-das for *tos. For the pronouns it is necessary to assume that accented

and unaccented forms have become confused; and I imagine that in the

pre-tonic *sen-do-, the rather strong secondary accent was conditioned by

the ending which the word once had. If the ending consisted of long

Yowel + consonant, it was rather more strongly accented; otherwise the

stronger accent fell upon the first element of the word; cp. the Spanish

article, sing, el, but pi. los. It is also possible that the neut. pi. comes

from na (= *sna) by analogy".

23*
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Gr. Horn, rdav Att. ruv Dor. rav. Lat. istarum , Osc.

eizazun-c 'earum'. In Germanic and Slavonic the forms have

been influenced by the masc.-neut. : A.S. dO/ra O.Icel. peira
;

Goth, ^izo first for *pdizo following pizos (but blinddizo has

not been changed) like masc. pize following pis (but blinddize),

similarly O.H.G. dero like sing, dera; O.C.Sl. Uchu; cp. Att.

rovrmv fem. as well as masc, but Dor. ravrav, § 346 p. 248.

We see that in the classical languages nouns have borrowed

the pronominal ending (§ 346 p. 248). The reverse process

gives us pronouns with the noun ending in Avestic ham like

vanqm^ Old Irish inna n- like masc. inna n- (of course the

fem. form might also be explained as coming from *-asom),

and Lithuanian tii like ranJcU.

The t'-stem *qi-: Lat. quiiim, like ovium, beside quorum.

Locative, Dative-Ablative, and Instrumental Plural.

§ 430. The Suffixes were the same as in the Nouns.

The ending -o-i in the nom. plural masc. of pronouns

seems to shew that the ending of the Locative of o-stems,

-oi-s (-SM -si), Skr. tesu etc., was once in the parent language

confined to pronouns, whence it passed into the noun system;

see § 186 pp. 60 f., § 857 p. 260. Armen. oro-c no-c-a, with

-0- instead of -oi-, following gailo-c, see I. c.

Skr. td-su from fem. *ta- like dsva-su etc. But in

Slavonic the form of the masc.-neut., Uchu, did duty for the

fem. as well, just as happened in the gen. pi. (§ 429).

Gr. Ti-ai is either related to ri-g as ocpi-ai to 6cpi-g, or else

it was coined in connexion with riv-ig to pair with riy-Tov-eg :

rexTO-ai etc. (cp. § 361 p. 263, on y.vai).

§ 431. In the Dative-Ablative there seems to have

been a difference between noun stems and pronouns before

the first separation of the Indo-Germanic peoples. The o-stems

if pronouns had -oi- (Pruss. shows -ei-^ as in stei-son, § 429),

and if nouns, had -o-. This distinction was kept in Balto-

Slavonic, and possibly in Germanic (thnt i= t? :i} , ii Germ, -m
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is something more than a mere instrumental suffix, see § 367

pp. 267 f.). Skr. te-hhyas Avost. tapbi/o, whence vflce-bhyas

velirkaeihyo. Lat. hi-bus, i-hus = Slcr. e-bhyds. On the above

supposition, we should add Goth, pdi-m O.H.Gr. de-ni, beside

vulfa-m tcolfum. Lith. te-ms O.C.Sl. t6-mu^ beside vUkd-ms

vliiko-mu, Pruss. s-tei-mans beside waika-mmans 'to the boys,

or retainers'. Compare § 368 p. 269.

Skr. td-bhyas Avest. avd-byo, Lat. ea-bus , Lith. t6-ms

like Skr. dhcL-bhyas Avest. ha(,nd-byd Lat. equa-bus, Lith.

ranko-ms. But the masc.-neut. Goth, pdi-m O.H.G. de-m and

O.C.Sl. tS-mu were used for the fem. as well.

Lat. qui-bus like ovi-bus^ Goth. O.H.G. i-ni like ansti-m

ensti-m.

§ 432. Li the Instrumental of o-stems there are two

distinct suffixes, as was the case with nouns.

1. The ending -ois in exact agreement with the nouns:

Skr. tais Avest. tais, Gr. roTg, Lat. Ms efs oloes ('illis')

Umbr. esis-co 'cum eis' Osc. eizois 'eis', Lith. tais. Compare

§ 380 p. 275.

2. The Suffixes -bM(s) -rm{s), originally preceded, as in

the dat.-abl., by -oi- in pronouns and -o- in nouns. The

distinction was kept in Germanic. Skr. Ved. te-bUs Ved. class.

e-bMs, Avest. alibis, whence Skr. Yed. vfke-bhis Avest. vehrka^i-

his O.Pers. martiyai-bis. Goth, pdi-m O.H.G. de-m A.S. Sm-m

beside Goth, vulfa-m etc., just as in the instr. sing. A.S. Mm
O.Icel. peim beside A.S. miolcum O.Icel. at hqfdum (§ 282

p. 188, § 421 p. 344). O.C.Sl. te-mi. -oi- has given place to

the -0- of the nouns in Armen. oro-vK cp. gailo-vU (as in the

instr. sing, orov : gailo-v, § 281 p. 186, § 421 p. 344), Gr. avro-qii

cp. &s6-(pi, O.Ir. cosnaib 'with the, or those' i. e. *con sen-

-tobis, CTp. feraib.^) — a-ateraa: Skr. ta-bhis a-bhis, Avest. a-bis,

1) The form ib ib, given by Stokes in the paradigm of e (Celt. Decl.

105), does not exist. Stokes has taken the ending of Mid.Ir. donnfib dona

hib to be an independent word. The origin of this, as Thurneysen

informs me, is as follows. In Middle Irish, the component parts of O.Ir.

donaib-(h)l — -(h)l is a particle — became so completely one, that the
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O.Ir. cosnaib, Lith. to-mis as with nouns. Masc. form used for

fern.: Qoth. pdi-m O.B..G. de-m, O.C.Sl. tS-mi. — Goth. O.B..G.

i-m like ansti-m ensti-m.

[Tables of Pronoun Declension to illustrate §§ 412—432 are given below,

pp. 360-363.]

Personal Pronouns which do not distinguish Gender,

with their Possessives.^)

§ 433. As in the Pronouns which distinguish masculine

and feminine, so here, a single paradigm includes forms from

dative ending could be added to its final -i: hence donafi-b, or by the

usual substitution of dona h- for O.Ir. donaib, dona hib. Thus i6 has

about as much right to an independent existence as Sinai in Greek

1) To the references given in the footnote to page 322 add the

following

:

Schasler, De origine et formatione pronominum personalium etc.

1846. Scherer, Zur Gesch. d. deutsch. Spr.' 333 ff. L. Ceci, II

pronome personale senza distinzione di genere nel sanscrito, nel greco e

nel latino, Giornale di fllol. e ling., 1886, pp. 8 ff., 83 ff., 164 ff., 193 ff.

J. Baunack, Bemarques sur les formes du pron. personel dans les

langues ar., en greo et en latin, M6m. Soo. ling. V 1 ff. Torp, Beitrage

zur Lehre von den geschlechtlosen Pron. in den idg. Spr., Christiania 1888.

W ackernagel, Tiber einige enklit. Nebenformen der Personalpron.

Kuhn's Zeitsohr. XXIV 592 ff. The Author, Zur Bildung des gen,

sing, der Personalpron., ibid. XXVII 397 ff.

Fr. Miiller, Das Personalpron. in den modernen eran. Spr., 1864.

Dronke, Beitrage zur Lehre vom griech. Pronomen aus Apoll. Dysk,

Rhein. Mus. IX 107 ff. Cauer, Quaestiones de pronominum personalium

formis et usu Homerico, Curtius' Stud. VII 101 ff. Schmolling, tjber

den Gebrauch einiger Pronomina auf att. Inschriften, 1882 and 1885.

Waokernagel, Zum [griech.] Pronomen, Kuhn's Zeitschr. XXVIII 138 ff.

J. Baunack, De Graeois pronominibus possessivis eorumque ablative

genetivi loco usurpato, Curtius' Stud. X 63 ff. Miklosich, tJber den

reflexiven Gebrauch des Pronomens oJ und der damit zusammenhSngenden

Formen fiir alle Personen, Sitzungsber. d. Wien. Ak. 1848, pp. 119 ff.

The Author, Ein Problem der hom. Textkritik und der vergleich.

Sprachwissenschaft (Reflexivpronomina), 1876. Rappold, Das Reflexiv-

pron. bei Aesch., Soph, und Eur., 1873. "Wackernugel, Zum att. Reflexiv-

pronomen, Kuhn's Zeitschr. XXVII 279 ff.

Curtius, [Lat.] med, ted, sed, Stud. VI 417 ff. Buchholtz, Zum
lat. Possessivpronomen, Philologus XXXVII 318 ff. F. d'Ovidio, Sui

pronomi personali e possessivi neolatini, Archivio glottolog. IX 25 ff.
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stems etymologically distinct; e. g. Skr. nom. vaydm we' ace.

asmdn 'us'.

With this class of personal pronouns, far more commonly

than elsewhere, we find forms having no recognisable case-

suffix used with the meaning of some special case, e. g. Gr. e^e

jUt used as an accusative; and forms which combine the

meanings of more than one case, as *mo-i *me-i (Skr. me me,

and so forth), which can express the meaning of locative,

dative, or genitive. This poverty of inflexions shows that this

class of pronouns keeps up the usage of a high antiquity.

But when the languages had started each on its separate

course, all manner of inflexional distinctions were made anew

in this group of pronouns, and it was more closely assimilated

to the other pronouns and the nouns. Thus the form of

these pronouns was run into the mould sometimes of a masculine

case-form, sometimes of a feminine, but at the same time no

special gender was implied in the re-modelled words, i)

Examples are (1) where the case-ending is masculine: Skr.

ace. asmdn following tan , dhan (§ 443. 2) , Gr. gen. ffts-To

following ro-io "nno-io (§ 450); (2) where it is feminine: Skr.

loc. asmd-su following td-su, dSva-su (§ 448), O.C.Sl. instr.

mUnojq following tojq, rqkojq (§ 449).

It is certain that in several cases the pronouns we and you

had a singular ending (not, however, as we may conjecture,

without expressing the plural by some sign; see § 436, with

Rem. 2). But in the end their collective meaning, and their

frequent use in apposition or predication with forms having a

plural inflexion, caused them to take a plural ending themselves;

ftaidoz, Des pronoms infixes, Revue Celt. VI 86 ff., VII 81.

Bugge, Die Ponnen der gesohlechtslosen personlichen Pronomina

in den germ. Spr., Kuhn's Zeitschr. IV 241 if.

Bruckner, Arch, fiir slav. Phil. IV 1 ff.

1) No confidence can be placed in the unique Skr. Ved. fem. yusmdh

instead of yusman in Vaj.-S^h. 1. 13 and 11. 47. See Delbruck, Synt.

Forsch. V 204.

[Continued on page 364.]
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e. g. in lon.-Att. -Ij/itsug takes the place of *w<£ = Lesb. a^if.cs

(cp. I^e).

By the pluralised ending, the forms of we and you were

carried away from those of / and thou; hut the two pairs

were brought in touch again by the action of analogy. For

example, *tu 'thou*, has influenced duJc 'you' in Armenian, and

tumhe 'you' in Pali (compare Yed. yusme). See § 437.

In the parent language, these pronouns had few points of

contact with the other pronouns or the nouns, and formed a

little world by themselves. Thus their history is more in-

structive than that of other classes of words, if we wish to

observe the working of association, and the kaleidoscopic

changes which its influence produces. This will be clear

even in spite of the cut and dried form of presentment made

necessary by the plan of the present work, in which the

historical method, that is, the true scientific method, has to

give place to lists and catalogues with little more than hints

to explain them.

1. Etymology of the Pronouns; the Formation of the Stem.

§ 434. The pronoun I shows the following forms.

1. Nom. *egh- and *eg- (for the variants gh : g see I § 469.

8

pp. 346 f.). Skr. ahdm Avest. azem. Armen. es is obscure ; we

cannot say whether it should be derived from *egh- or *eg-.^)

1) Prom ''egh- one would have expected *ez^ cp. lizum: Skr. IShmi

I § 410 p. 301. *ez may have become es before a breathed initial in the

following word; but certainly we have to face the question why this

sandhi-form has become universal in this particular word, and not in Tiez,

for example. Idg. '^eg- one would expect to become *ec to begin with

(I § 409 p. 301). But there may have been s as well as c in Armenian,

as we find z beside j ^ gh, a point which needs closer investigation

(op. Von Fierlinger, Kuhn's Zeitschr. XXYII 479). Anyhow the laws of

Armenian which touch this matter must be more exactly worked out

before it is safe to venture on taking the step which Bartholomae takes.

He derives es from an Idg. *eTc, which be believes to be the form assumed

by *eg at the end of a sentence (Bezz. Beitr. XIII 54). I do not believe
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Gr. syco. Lat. ego. Goth, ik O.H.G. ihha from *e^-, but

Norse Eun. 'ga ('ja) beside 'ka from *egh-; in West-Germ,

also *tk (A.S. fc Mod.H.G. Prank, aich), which is incom-

prehensible unless it be a mere lengthening on the analogy of

"pu. O.Lith. ess Mod.Lith. asz Lett, es Pruss. es as, with the

sibilant changed from voiced to breathed at the end of a

sentence and before a breathed initial in the following word

(it must be mentioned in this connexion that Pruss. s represents

the sounds s and z both); the reason why e- became a- in

Mod.Lith. dsz Pruss. as is obscure. 0.C.81. azU Jazii,

Mod.Slov. ja point to an older *&m (I § 76 p. 66) : here e

has been lengthened on the analogy of «/ in ty, as the vowel

of West-Germ. *tk was lengthened by association with *pu.

The consonant of *egh- is found again in the dat. Skr.

mdhyam, Lat. mihi XJmbr. melie, Armen. inj (for *emegh-).

The forms appear to have been made up thus: e^gh- and

me-\-gh- (eme-{-gh-). But perhaps the dative once began

with *egh-, and its initial was afterwards changed on the

analogy of the other oblique cases.

2. *eme- *emo-, *me- *mo-. It cannot be determined

whether *eme- was the original form, and *me- is an ablaut

weakening of it (cp. *teiie- *teuo- : *tue- *tuo-, § 435); or

whether *eme- is a combination of the pronominal stems e-

and me- (cp. Gr. i-y.eZ Lat. e-quidem and the like, § 409

pp. 327 ff., and what is said on *egh- above, subdivision 1).

Skr. me Avest. me O.Pers. maiy; gen. Skr. mdma perhaps

instead of *ama, see § 450. Armen. gen. im for *eme; *me-

in meJc 'we' (§ 437. 1, a). Gr. f,«ot and i-iol. Lat. mi.

O.Ir. me. Goth, mi-k O.H.G. mi-h. Lith. man^, O.C.Sl. m^.

§ 435. The pronoun thou shows the following stems,

all closely connected together:

that any such form for the nominative of this pronoun, without any vowel

fjllowing the palatal stop, can be proved for the parent language; see

§ 439.
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1. *teue- ^teuo-. Skr. tdva Avest. tava. Gr. Ts'i'v rto-g.

Lat. tovo-s fuo-s. O.Ir. do- Mid.Cym. teu. Lith. tav^ tdva-s.

2. *tue- *tuo-. Skr. tvdm Avest. pwqm O.Pers. puvam.

Armen. Kez Ko (I § 360 p. 276). Gr. as aoi. Pruss. twais

O.C.Sl. tvop.

3. He- *to-. Skr. ie Avest. te O.Pers. taiy. Gr. rot.

Lat. te tibt. O.Ir. uait 'from thee' for *ua ti (or for *ua tui?).

Goth, peina, O.H.G. di-h. O.Lith. i« Pruss. tebbei, O.C.Sl. <«

4. *<M *iM, nom. and ace, Skr. tuv(-dm) Gr. fft/ etc.,

see §§ 440, 442.

Similar variants are found of the reflexive stem, § 438

:

'*seue-, *st}e-, *se-, but there is no *su- among the cases to be

parallel to *tu (Torp, Beitr. zur Lehre von den geschl. Pr. 14,

conjectures that this grade of the stem is the prefix Skr. sm-

etc. good', but it is more likely that su- contains the suffix

-u- of Tjd'-v- and the like). There is an ablaut-connexion

between Heue- *seue- : Hue- *sue- : *tu. But the relation of

*te- *se- to these forms is doubtful.

Remark. In view of doublets like /f| f'| = *a/f| and Latin sex

{§ 170 p. 16, above), it might be assumed that y, was dropped by *tue-

*s'^e- in the parent language when these stems were used in the

neighbourhood of some particular sound or sounds in a sentence. "Whether

this happened to them when used as enclitics, as I have followed Wacker-
nagel in assuming above (vol. I § 187 p. 162) is doubtful. Torp's objection

(^op. cif., p. 10) that there is no y- in Avest. taibya, which is accented,

but that y, is found in Skr. ira ?*, which is not, is easily met by assuming

that the original relations were upset by analogy; besides, it is possible

that the form Skr. iva came to be used without the accent at some period

when the law under which ^ dropped was no longer effective. Torp

(pp. 5, 9, 12) and Johansson (Bezz. Beitr. XV 313 f., XVI 163) think

that *teue and *sc^e, which were weakened by some ablaut process to

*l'ioe sy,e *tu 'su, were compounds consisting of *te *se + *?*c (Torp

identifies *jfc with the stem of Skr. vas Lat. vos, just as he connects

*-}te in the gen. O.C.Sl. me-ne Avest. ma-na with Skr. nas Lat. pos);

and that these unextended ground-forms are still forthcoming in Skr. ie

Prakr. se etc., as representing *te- *to- *se- *so-. This view would be

supported by Gr. o-^pi', if it could be proved that its a- is an ablaut-grade

of the se- in O.C.Sl. se-be Lat. si-ht etc.; but this is hardly likely ever to

be proved.
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§ 436. The pronoun we shows the following stems:

1. *j*e- *uo-. Skr. vay-dm, Avest. Da^m. Goth, vets

O.H.G. u'ir. Also in the dual: Goth, vi-t, Lith. v^-du,

0.C.81. vg.

2. *ne- *no-, *ne-s- *no-s-; the s is probably the same

as the sign of the plural found in nouns, since it only appears

in the plural of the pronoun (and of *ue-s- *uo-s- 'jou^) and

never in the dual. Skr. nas, Avest. nd. Lat. nos. O.Ir. ni;

on sni see Rem. 2, below. Goth, uns = *^s. O.C.Sl. nasu.

Also in the dual: Skr. ndu, Gr. vuii, O.Ir. nathar, Goth, ugk

= *'^-ke (cp. mi-k) , O.C.Sl. na ; the a- of Skr. avdm may
come from *f, and its -»am may have been borrowed from

yuvdm = yu-\- am, see § 457.

Further, we have *y,-sme, or rather *^s-sme (cp. Rem. 2),

which contains the same particle which we noticed in Skr. td-

-smad etc., § 424 p. 349. Skr. asmdn Avest. ahma, Gr. Lesb.

d/.ifx£ Att. ijnag.

The pronoun you shows the following stems:

1. *iu-. Skr. yuydm, Avest. yUs. Armen. jez with e on

the analogy of mez 'nobis'. Goth. jus. Lith. jus. Also in

the dual: Skr. yuvdm, Goth. *ju-t (§ 457 p. 397), Lith. ju-du.

2. *Me- *uo- and *Me-s *mo-s- (cp. *ne-s- *no-s- above).

Skr. vas, Avest. vo. Lat. vos. Pruss. wans, O.C.Sl. vy vasu.

Also in the dual: Skr. vam, O.C.Sl. va.

Thurneysen is doubtless right in assuming *usme, *us-sme

(cp. Rem. 2) parallel to *i}sme, *ig,s-sine in the first person

(Kuhn's Zeitschr. XXVII 175). Hence come Lesb. v/^ft£ Att.

v^iag, also Skr. yusman Avest. yusmai-bya, which have taken y-

from being associated with the nom. Skr. yuydm Avest. yUs

(cp. O.Dan. vos(s) beside os(s) 'us' following the nom. vJ 'we').

Kemark 1. Since Avest. yHsma- is always written with u, perhaps

more weight should be given to the fact that the vowel is written long here

than in other instances: u was borrowed from the nom. yus yiizem. The

relation of the variant xsma- to yusma is obscure (op. Bartholomae,

Ar. Porsch. Ill 19 f.).

Remark 2. There is more to be said for taking *y,s-sme and

*us-sme. than for taking *n-sme and *u-sme to be the ground-forms; for
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Skr. idsmin and the like (§§ 423 f. pp. 346 ff.) prove that -sme implied

no particular number, and the forms of *ne- and *^e- which are not

compounded with it seem to have once had -s, the plural sign, added to

them in all other instances when they were not dual but plliral. It is

therefore incorrect to say that forms like Avest. ahma Lesb. Sfi/ue had

no plural sign; they did have one, but it came before -sme, and the ace.

*i}ssme was simply *i^s = Goth. aoc. uns + a particle "sme. Compare

what is said above on deriving Lith. iami from an Idg. loc. *te-sme

(§ 424 p. 350).

3. There may have been a close connexion in origin

between Gr. dual a-(pu you two', O.Ir. si {-b in old enclitic

position) = Cymr. chwi for *s-ues, and Goth, iz-vis. They

all have s, which seems to represent another distinct stem.

Bemark 3. In O.Icel. ydr ySvar, d has taken the place of ^ (if):

one of the two it's in *iRviR *iRvaR became S by dissimilation, as in

fredinn instead of frerinn and the like (see Bugge, Kuhn's Ztschr. IT 252).

From these words we get a Goth. -Norse *iz'!ii-, which may have been a

transformation of *s-jtj- *s-?te- on the analogy of *jjt8-, which is found

in "West-Germanic, and forms a constant variant of *iu- (Lith. jus). But

another view is far more probable. Proethnic Germanic had the doublets

*W?(sJ and *s-'y,e(sj. To both was prefixed the particle e, seen in Gr. e-xfi,

Skr. a-dyd 'to-day' asm 'that yonder', Lat. e-guidem Umbr. e-tantu
'tanta' and like words (§ 409 pp. 322 ff.), and perhaps in Lat. e-nos in the

Song of the Arval Brethren (cp. § 437. 1, a). Then the relation between

*e-'U,e- ("West-Germ., O.H.G. iu A.S. e6w etc.) and '^e-s-y.e- (Goth.-Worse)

was the same as that between Umbr. e-tantu and e-s-tu 'istum'

(compare Lat. istum).

On this view, the parts of the words preceding *?te(ii) had nothing

to do with expressing the meaning of the 2nd person; and this would

make it not far-fetched to connect a-g>w with o-r/ifr, (cp. Waokernagel,

Kuhn's Ztschr. XXVIII 139 f.).

Torp's theory (op. clt., 35) that *is'iA,i- is *ius-{-'!j,e-, is quite as mistaken

on phonetic grounds as his assumption that in "West-Germanic the z of

Goth, izv, becoming r, disappeared first in the gen. O.II.G. iitwer O.Sax.

iwar by dissimilation, and then the aoc. O.II.G. Hrivih became Huwik on

their analogy.

As regards the Keltic form, it would certainly be possible to hold

that s- in pr. Keltic was detached from the ending of the 2nd. person

plural of the verb, and then was tacked on to the pronoun (Torp, p. 40);

the only thing is that we do not know whether this personal ending was

"-tes in Keltic at all (op. Lat. leyitis). The s- of Ir. s-ni has not been

found in the British dialects of Keltic. It may come from the frequent

combination of the word with is, issni being supposed by the speakers to

consist of is+sni, just as in Mid.Ir. the nom. se instead of e grew out of

isse ise 'est is' = is g, and perhaps at tlie same time out of olse 'inquit*
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(Thurneyaen). But it may have been due to the analogy of ' s-jte- 'vos',

and this may have happened in the period before insular Keltic split up

into its several dialects (cp. § 437). The student should however compare

O.Ir. forms without s, nathar nar 'of us two'.

§ 437. In the various languages, the stems of these

pronouns suffered many changes by assimilation of one to the

other. Some of these have been already touched upon. We
subjoin a conspectus of the whole.

1. We assimilated to J, you to thou.

a. We assimilated to I. Pali mayam instead of Skr.

vaydm. Armen. mefc; from this nominative, m- passed into

the other cases, driving out n-, e. g. instr. me-vK, just as in

Lith. e. g. dat. *nu-mus became mu-mus on the analogy of

mes (see below). Mod. Gr. fixe7g instead of rj/Lisig. Lat. ends

(Arval Song), instead of nos, follows ego (Stolz Lat. Gr.^ p. 346),

unless e- is a prefixed particle (like e-quidem etc.). Lith. mes

O.C.Sl. my (whence Lith. has m- in the dual too, mu-du). In

Baltic the m- passed first from nom. to ace. : Lith. mus

Pruss. mans (but O.C.Sl. ny unchanged) ; then m- spread to

the other cases in Lithuanian, musu mums mumis musyje, but

Pruss. nouson noumans are unchanged (O.C.Sl. nasu namu nami).

Remark 1. m- in O.Icel. mer instead of «er, and in H.&. dial.

mir mer instead of M'iV, comes from the final consonant of the verb which

preceded. The dental of O.Icel. fer der and H.Gr. dir der 'vos' has the

same origin.

b. You assimilated*to thou. Pali tumhe instead of Yed.

yusme. Armen. duM (but j- remained in the other cases; in the

1st person, on the other hand, n- was displaced by the m- of

the nom.). Mod.Gr. sasTg following sav (with s- on the analogy

of syw).

Remark 2. The reverse change — / and thou following toe and

you — can only be found in the case endings: e. g. Pali gen. mamam

tavam instead of mama tava following amhakam tumhakam, Aveat. dot.

taibyo following yusmaoyo (§ 445), Mid.H.G. gen. miner diner instead of

nnn din following unser inwer.

2. / assimilated to thou, we to you., and vice versa.

a. I assimilated to th'ou. O.Ir. gen. (poss.) mo mu

Mid.Cymr. meu following do du Mid.Cymr. teu. Lith. gen.

Brag-mann, Elements. III. 24
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manqs doubtless has a instead of e (cp. O.C.Sl. mene) on the

analogy of tavqs (a different explanation is offered by Briickner,

Archiv IV 17). West-Germ. *Tk T O.C.Sl. (j)azu with long

vowel on the analogy of *tu, see § 434 p. 365.

b. 7%0M assimilated to I. Mod. Gr. iav following syco.

Perhaps Umbr. tiom follows *miom (vice versa, we have French

mon following ton), see § 442. Cymr. dy follows my (w-).

c. We assimilated to you. Skr. dual avdm may have

taken -vain from yuv-dm, as we would conjecture; see § 436

p. 367. Gr. Dor. «,«£? Att. luisiq has taken the rough

breathing from u^se vnelg. O.Ir. s-ni beside ni perhaps follows

*s-ue-, see § 436 pp. 368 f. In Baltic, the U of y'u- was

borrowed : Pruss. nou-son nou-mans (ou = u) following iou-son

iou-mans (cp. O.C.Sl. na-su na-mu), Lith. mu-su mU-ms etc.

(with m- instead of n-, see under 1. a above), following ju-su

jii-ms etc. Lith. mes instead of *mes doubtless follows jus.

d. You assimilated to we. Skr. yUy-dm takes its -y- from

vay-dm. Armen. jez jer etc. take e from mes mer etc., in

place of M. O.H.G. ir A.S. ge O.Icel. er following wir we ver

(Goth. /*?s), and similarly in the dual A.S. ^it O.Icel. it

following unt vit (Goth. *ju-t). Again, Goth, iggis O.Icel. ykhr

H.G. ink enk A.S. inc follow Goth, ughis O.Icel. okkr

A.S. unc: parallel to the ace. ugk = *'^-ke (§ 436 p. 367)

there may once have been *u-k(e), in which u- is the weak

grade of *Me-; this would become *ink- *inku-, because the

relation of uns- : izv- (West-Germ, iu-) suggested that i- was the

characteristic of the second person (cp. Torp, op. cit., p. 49;

Johansson, Bezz. Beitr. XVI 144).

§ 438. The Reflexive Stems were *seue- *sue- *se-,

connected in the same way as Heue- *tiie- *te-, see § 435

p. 366.

1. *seue- *seuo-. Avest. hava- 'own'. Armen. gen. iu-r,

cp. vol. I § 560 p. 416. Gr. ss liv, so-g. Lat. sovo-s suo-s,

Osc. suveis gen. 'sui'. It is not certain whether we ought to

add Mid.Cymr. eu Bret, ho 'jon, plural of y e 'eius' (footnote
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on pp. 339 f.), Kelt. *so^o- for *se'(io- according to I § 66 p. 56,

thus the stems which represent the singular and the other

numbers would be just the roYerse of what is seen in the

French representatives of suus and illorum; it would be also

possible to connect en and ho with Ar. ava- O.C.Sl. ovu (§ 409

p. 329); or again, to regard them as dual genitives of y e

answering to Skr. ayos (cp. Bavar. dual eg and enk used for

the plural as equivalent to Mod.H.Gr. ihr and euch). Lith. sav^

sava-s.

2. *sue- *suo-. Skr. svd-s Avest. Gathic hva- O.Pers. uva-

'own' (I § 558. 3 p. 414). Armen. in-Kn 'ipse', gen. in-Mean.

Grr. f, o-g. Umbr. svesu 'suum'. O.Ir. fein fodein 'self.

Goth, sves (gen. svesis) 'own'. Pruss. swais O.C.Sl. svoji

'suus, own*.

3. *se-. Prakr. se, Avest. he se O.Pers. saiy; the

variation h- s- in Iranian depended upon the final sound of

the word preceding (cp. I § 556. 1 p. 410), but by levelling

one or other form came to be used generally, the Gatha

dialect discarding the forms with s-, and Old Persian those

with h-. Gr. s ol for *as *aoi beside fs foT? Lat. se sibi,

Umbr. se-so 'sibi' Osc. sifei 'sibi'. Goth, si-k O.H.G. si-h.

Pruss. sebbei O.C.Sl. sebe 'sibi'.

No sufficient explanation has been given of the etymology

of Gr. afov a(fi(v) etc. This stem seems to have started from

a-(pi(v) (with the case-suffix -cpt -cpiv); a-cpi{v) being associated

with s^iv a/ufiiv and the like, produced (rrpi acpov, etc. to

match ifts d^8, i^iov etc. See the Author, Kuhn's Zeitschr.

XXVn 399 f., Gr. Gr. ^ p. 134 ; Wackernagel, Kuhn's Zeitschr.

XXYin 139 ft.; and in the present volume, § 435 Eem.

p. 366, § 486 Rem. 3 p. 368.

The Reflexive shared in the analogical changes described

in § 437. Sometimes it affected other stems; for example, the

reflexive and the pronoun of the 2nd person together caused

changes in the forms of the 1st person, as Lith. man^, which

took a from tav& and savL Or again, it was itself subject

to change on the analogy of the other pronouns ; e. g. Gr. Lesb.
24*
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aacpL aagjt (if indeed these forms are to be allowed at all, on

which matter see "Wackernagel as cited above, p. 141), which

took a- from af.i/ia aiu/u.s.

2. Personal Pronouns: their Gases.^)

a. I and thoti, the plurals we and ye, the Reflexive,

and their Possessives.

Nominative.

§ 439. I. The proethnic form may be conjecturally

restored *eg(h)o and *eg(h)o (cp. *so and *so, § 415 p. 337),

sometimes extended by the particle -m.

1. *eg(h)o. Pr. Germ. *eku, which, after undergoing

certain modifications due to varying accent and varying position

in its clause, becomes Groth. ik, O.H.Gr. ihha ih 'h, Norse Run.

'ka 'k 'ga ek ik O.Icel. ek O.Swed. iak; cp. Noreen Arch.

Nord. Phil. I 175 ff., and Paul's Grundr. I 498; Brate,

Bezz. Beitr. XI 174 f.; Burg, Die alt. nord. Runeninschr. 20 f.,

51; Kluge, Paul's Grundr. I 347, 359 f., 894; Bremer, Zeitschr.

deutsch. Phil. XXII 249; Johansson, Bezz. Beitr. XYI 166,

169 f. Lith. esz asz Pruss. es as Lett. es. Perhaps Armen.

es. — *eg(h)om.. Skr. ahdm Avest. azem O.Pers. adam.

O.C.Sl. azu ; as to the ja of the modern dialects see Solmsen,

Kuhn's Zeitschr. XXIX 79.

2. egho. Gr. syoj. Lat. ego. Perhaps Armen. es. —
*eg(h)om. Gr. Symv Boeot. lav twv (cp. the Author, Gr. Gr.2

p. 132).

In Old Irish the ace. form does duty for the nom. in

singular and plural; sing, me me-sse T (§ 442), cp. pi. ni and

si-ssi si-b, which have driven out the old Idg. nominatives *uei

and *ius (§§ 441, 443). Be it observed that in the second

person tU tu- *-tu stand for both nom. and ace. (§ 440, below).

1) In this chapter the forms belonging to the separate languages,

and those which are probably to be assumed for the parent language, are

less easily taken in at a glance than has been the case in the two

previous (chapters pp. 66 ff., 334 ff.). We therefore call special attention

to the reference tables at the end.
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§ 440. Thou. Pr. Idg. Hu and *tu (cp. § 415 Rem.

p. 387), also with the particle -m.

1. *tu. Ski', t^ (which, like tu, has become a mere

particle, see Osthoff, Morph. Unt. IV 268). Gr. Dor. to,

Att. av {a- from the other cases, where it cames from iw-,

I § 166 p. 147). O.Ir. tu-ssu tu-sso.^) O.Icel. Su So O.H.G.

du (Goth, pu-k ace, see § 442).

2. *tu. Skr. tu (like M, see under 1). Lat. tu.

O.H.G. du O.Icel. pU. Pruss. tou (ou = U), 0.C.81. ty.

In the following instances, the original quantity cannot be

determined. Avest. til. Armen. du (d- doubtless when -n

and -r preceded, then fixed as the type, see Bartholomae

Lit. Centr. 1890 col. 321, and cp. -d 'the' § 409 p. 327).

O.Ir. tu, which might be orig. *tU, because monosyllables

bearing the accent, if they ended in a short vowel, lengthened

it (Thurneysen, Kuhn's Zeitschr. XXXI 91), cp. me for *me

§ 442. Goth, pu (cp. pus pu-k with u). Lith. tii.

"With the m-particle: Skr. tuvdm = tu+am, tvdm =
tu-\-am, Avest. Gathic tvem later Avest. turn O.Pers. tuvam

(read tuvam) all three = Ved. tuvdm; Gr. Horn, tw-t)

Boeot. Tovv Lac. tovv-t] (quantity of ov in the last two is

uncertain). The ending of the particle has obvious resemblance

to the ending of the P' person (cp. Skr. ahdm and Gr. tywv),

and thus J. Schmidt, perhaps correctly, explains Skr. tuvdm

Horn. Tvv-rj etc. as later formations following the analogy of

the first person; this is supported by the fact that the Aryan

1) -su -so (after palatal vowels -siu -seo) is the "particula augens"

of the 2nd person, as -sa (after palatal vowels -se) is that of the Ist person,

in me-sse T. Both particles are suffixed to these persons of the verb,

but they are not found in verbs and pronouns only. They were certainly

cases of pronouns or adverbs, and connected with -sin and -som, cp. Gall.

sosin 'of this'. As regards the relation of -sa -se and -su -siu to the

various persons, Thurneysen writes: "It seems to me quite possible that

-iu in verbs was originally tlie pronoun -tu (this is supported by the

British dialects), e. g. do-bir-siu for *'do-beres-tu *do-beressu, and that -tu

then became confused with the deictic particle -sn. The result of this

may have been that -sa -se were appropriated to the Ist person, as in

Italian vi = ibi and vos caused the use of ci for 'us'."
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forms for 'you' which have -am took this element only on the

analogy of vay-dm (§ 441).

The form Hu is also used for the accusatiTe in three

branches of Indo-Germanic, see § 442.

On Osc. tiium tiii 'tu, see § 442.

§ 441. We and you.

Idg. *ue-i 'we'; the kindred of this form is doubtful. As

with *iu-s 'you', so with *u^-i, it is uncertain whether we

should compare it with singular or plural forms. Is *ue-i to

be classed with *e-i 'he' *qo-i 'who' (§ 414 pp. 335 f.), or

with plural forms like *to-i 'those' (§ 427 pp. 352 f.); does

*iu-s contain the -s of the nom. sing. (cp. e. g. Gr. 6q)gv-g)

or the plural sign s? Skr. vay-dm Avest. vaem i. e. vayem

O.Pers. vayam. Goth, veis Norse Run. viR O.Swed. vil{r)

for *'iiei-s with -s on the analogy of (Goth.) jUs. Evidence

for a ground-form *ue-s (cp. dual Goth, vi-t), perhaps also a

re-formate following the 2""* person, {vice versa, Skr. yU-y-dm

follows va-y-dm) , is found in O.H.G. wir O.Icel. ver , and

further in Armen. meli Lith. mes (see below).

Idg. Hii-s 'you' (is this the singular or plural -s? see

above). Avest. yus, also yus-em. with -em following vaem i. e.

vayem (why -em was added to just this sentence-doublet ^yHS,

I § 646.3 p. 491, and not to yus, is obscure); Skr. yuydm

follows vaydm. Goth, jms; beside this, A.S. je ge, O.Sax. gi

ge, O.H.G. ir, O.Icel. er following we we, wi we, wir, ver (as

in the dual A.S. -^i-t O.Icel. i-t follow m-t vi-t, § 457): first

*iu-z became *ie-z, and afterwards in O.H.G. and Norse, the

initial i- itself was changed, perhaps by the influence of iuwer

and ySvar etc. Lith. jus Pruss. ious.

Armen. meU and duJc, whose initial is borrowed from

the pronouns I and thou (§ 437. 1 p. 369), doubtless took the

place of *velc or *geK (I § 162 p. 145), and *ju]c. On the -Ic,

see § 313 p. 212. *ve]c would answer to O.H.G. wir.

Greek. Lesb. df.i/.is-Q vj.if.is-g Dor. afii-g viit-g are

re-formates following the other cases, ace. Lesb. afifit v/nfii
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etc. In lon.-Att. , *rintg *v/iug became -fj/Litig vjustg on the

analogy of such forms as aafsig, because of the resemblance

between t^/liiwv v^iiwv: antpfcov; so also aqistg beside (rcpi'ojv.

Lat. nos vos (Pelign. vus 'vos' is dubious, see Bugge,

Altital. Stud. 75) are the ace. form = Avest. nd vd. So also

O.Ir. ni si-ssi, = Skr. nas vas. See § 443.

Lith. mes Pruss. mes (beside jus ious) doubtless stands

for Vs (§ 487. 1, a. p. 369, and 2, c. p. 370) = O.H.G. wir.

O.C.Sl. my vy are probably the ace. ny vy {my has m-

through being confused with a formation answering to the

Baltic), and were used for the nom. because rqky was so used

(§ 315 p. 216, ny vy : namu vamU nami vami = rqky: rqkamu

rqkami). At least this is more probable than that there was

a nom. Hus = Lith. jus, which on the analogy of the other

cases became *m7s = the vy of our texts, and then this

became my (cp. Lith. mii-ms, Pruss. nou-mans following jic-ms

iou-mans, § 437. 2, c. p. 370).

Accusative.

§ 442. I and thou and the Reflexive. Pr. Idg. *eme

*me, *tue *te, *st^e *se, and *me. Hue *te, *se (cp. § 415 Rem.

p. 337), the last four also with the m-particle.

1. *eme *me, *tue *te, *sue *se and perhaps *seu,e.

Armen. z is, z Uez probably for *eme-ghe Hue-ghe, see below.

Gr. si-is fxs, Cret. tfs (in Hesychius, where it is incorrectly

written xQi) Ion. Att. at Dor. t£, fs s, Hom. ss (= Idg.

*seue?); Cypr. /^is-v, and sfisv on a late metrical inscription

(214 A. D.), which doubtless has not the particle -m of Skr. mam
etc., but the sign of the accusative. O.Ir. me-sse (on -sse see

p. 373 footnote 1) and me, with non-original lengthening of e

(cp. what it is said of tu § 440 p. 373), which were also used

for the nominative (§ 439 p. 372); unaccented *me e. g. in

fri-m 'contra me'; unaccented *te cannot be inferred with any

certainty from fri-t (beside friut) and the like, see the Remark

on page 377. Goth, mi-k si-k, O.H.G. mi-h di-h si-h,
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O.Icel. mi-k pi-k si-k, -k = Grr. -ys in s/.is-ys and the like

;

on Groth. pu-k, see page 377.

Armenian, is doubtless for *ims (I § 202 p. 169) instead

of *z«/, the form which might have been expected, as we
have in the dat. inj beside Ices. Since nom. and ace. ran

together in nouns and in pronouns which distinguish gender,

it is not too bold to conjecture that -s has come from the

nom. es (cp. § 484 p. 864). Then the *-/ -z of the ace. is

doubtless the particle *ghe = Skr. ha (cp. I § 410 p. 301),

so 2 is is like Gr. Ifxi-ys and z Jeez like Gr. as ys O.Icel. pi-k.

The -j -s of the dative I compare with the endings of Lat.

mi-M Skr. md-hyam (§ 446).

2. *me. Hue He, *se. Skr. ma tva, Avest. ma pwoL,

Lat. me te se\ the old Lat. ace. med ted sed are doubtless

really ablatives (§ 444); these must first have been used for

the accusative because -d dropped before consonants (cp. se-

-grego beside sed-itio), and thus the forms in the accusative

and ablative became to some extent identical (abl. me and

ace. me), whilst the instinct of the speaker could not distinguish

between them; see Osthoff, Perf. 127 f., and Stolz, Lat. Gr.

^

pp. 345 f. A less probable theory is supported by M. Miiller

(Fleckeisen's Jahrb. Cxiii 702 f.) and Torp (op. cit, 10).

These scholars hold that the ace. med etc. belong to a period

when the ablative suffix -d of the personal pronouns was less

restricted in its use than it afterwards came to be, and that

the ace. med is therefore a very old form.

With the m-particle, Idg. *mem etc. Skr. mam tmm,

Avest. mqm pwqm O.Pers. mam puvam (i. e. pvclm, I § 473. 2

p. 349). O.C.Sl. m^ t^ s§, Pruss. mien tien sien sin [ie

and i represent a closed e). But Lith. has man^ tav^ sav^

instead of *m^ Hq *s| (the vowel shortened according to

I § 664. 3 p. 523) following the genitive (see § 450), for such

original accusatives as Heuem *sei}Sm are hardly to be thought

of; the dialectic mani tav\ sav{ (Kurschat, Gramm. pp. 234 f.

;

Bezz. in his Beitrage X 310) follow the i-declension on the

analogy of manyjb maniml etc. (§ 448).
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*tu as an accusative: Gr. Dor. rv, O.Ir. tu tu-ssu (on

the particle -su see p. 373 footnote) friut 'contra te' for

*fri(th)-tu, Goth. pu-Ji (= Gr. nom. av ys).

Eemark. One observation may be made in connexion with friut.

There has been in Irish a vast deal of levelling in phrases consisting of

a preposition with a personal pronoun. The different pronouns , the

different cases (ace. and dat.) , and the different prepositions have

influenced each other. Thus , u in liumm beside lemm limm 'through

me' (Je- is the preposition as accented, pre-tonic it is la-) and in friumm
beside frimm 'against me' (fri-) seems to have been taken from the

2"^ person; perhaps before the law which affects final vowels had come

in , these had formed an ending *-mu following *-tu (cp. gen. mo mu
following do du % 450). Now since the ace. and dat. of the pronoun /

(originally *-me and *-moi *-me%) had early run into the same form, and

since in the pronouns we and you the forms -» and -h (for *nes and

* ;-?tes) were from the very first aco. and dat. both, it can hardly cause

surprise that we find dom dam = *do-mu instead of "doim = *do mi to

me' (do with the dat.), which would have been expected. In producing

liumm friumm and the like, however, another word may have had some

influence — ocum 'with me' (the preposition is oe(u)-) , op. ocut : friut

torut (tar 'trans') immut (imb 'circa'), and others. (This is Thurneysen's

suggestion.)

Umbro-Samnitic. Umbr. tiom teio tio tiu 'te' and Osc.

siom 'se' are doubtless nom. ace. neut. of the possessive. This

would be quite certain if Biicheler should prove to be right

in regarding Osc. tiium and tiii as nom. ('tu'); his theory is

attacked by Bugge, Altit. Stud. 32 f. We shall meet again

with possessives representing personal pronouns, in other

languages (see belov?, § 452). It remains a question whether

tiom siom are to be regarded as ad-formates of *miom = Lat.

meu-m (the Author, Kuhn's Ztschr. XXVII 403 f.), or whether

beside Ital. *meio- there were original stems *teio- *seio-,

which the Umbro-Samnitic branch preserved along with tovo-

sovo- (Torp, op. cit. p. 28).

§ 443. We and you, and the plural forms of the

Reflexive. Two distinct expressions for 'nos' 'vos' may claim

to be considered original:

1. Forms from *ne- ^no- and from %e- ^yto- ending in

-s (§ 436 p. 367), in three different grades of ablaut. These
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forms had at first no special accusative meaning, as

their wider use in different branches of Indo-Germanie

clearly shews. Their use for the nominative, however, is

doubtless later than the break-up of the parent speech, and

belongs to the special Latin and Keltic periods, see § 441

p. 375.

a. Avest. n& va = pr. Ar. *nas *vas. Lat. nos vos, also

nom. ; this nom. use may have begun in proethnic Latin, when

the nom. pi. of noun o-stems still ended in *-os and their

accusative ending *-ons had become *-os too. Cp. also

0.C.81. gen. loc. nasu vasU for *nas-su *vas-sU (§ 448).

b. Skr. nas vas, Avest. no vo, also used as dat. and gen.

O.Ir. ni s-ni 'nos*, sirssi 'vos' (when originally enclitic, these

have become -n and- -J), Cymr. Corn. Bret, ni ny nos',

Cymr. chwi Corn, why Mid.Bret. hui 'vos' doubtless for

pr. Kelt. *«es and *s-y,es, cp. § 486.3 with Rem. 3, pp. 368 f.;

these forms are also used as nom. Goth, izvis O.Icel. ySr

'vos' pr. Germ. *i-s-'u,iz = *e-s-ues, cp. ibid. These forms are

also used as dative, like O.H.G. iu A.S. eow for *i-uuis =
*e-ues. The last syllable of Goth, izvis retained i under the

influence of mis sis or perhaps because of an accentuation

izvis.

c. Goth. Mws, O.Swed. os us for *'i}s; these forms are

also used for the dative, like the corresponding O.H.G. uns

A.8. Us. On the analogy of izvis ySr and also of the dative

mis etc., were produced the acc.-dat. Goth, unsis O.Icel. ess^

whilst the ace. O.H.G. unsih A.S. usic (like iuwih edwic)

followed the analogy of mih mec etc. (cp. Armen. z jez 'vos'

following z Tiez 'te').

The Balto-Slavonic accusatives come from the forms

*nos *uos, which followed the analogy of the ace. plural of

nouns and of pronouns with gender. That *nos *uds

were proethnic in the Balto-Slavonic branch is proved by

O.C.Sl. nasu vasu etc. (§ 448). Prussian mans 'nos', for

*nans at the first step backwards (it follows the nom. mes),

and wans \os'. Similarly, Old Church Slavonic ny vy, like
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rqky vluky (§ 326 p. 226, § 327 p. 229); like ra^ky , these

forms (with a change of ny to my) are also used for the nom.,

see § 441 p. 375 ; they were also used for the dative,

because of the ace. dat. dual na and va (§ 457). Lithuanian

jiis 'vos' beside nom. jus following sunUs : s'Anus , also dial,

gen. juK-dvijuiQ following sunutQ; on the analogy of jiis, a

form for 'us' answering to the Pruss. mans was transformed

into mits (§ 437. 2, c p. 370).

2. Pr. Idg. *'i^s-sme *us-sme, difPering from the formation

described under 1. c. only in having a particle *sme added to

it. See § 436 with Rem. 2 pp. 367 f. Gr. Lesb. a/.t^s v'fif^s

Boeot. Dor. af.ti Boeot. ov/ze Dor. v^ii; with the ending

pluralised Ion. Att. rjiuag ijfiag, i/usag v/uag (cp. nom. }]/.ieis

v/LtsTg) and t]f.iag v^iag (cp. nom. Dor. afidg v^ug). Avest. ahma;

Skr. asmdn yusmdn following the ace. plural of o-stems. Since

Avest. ahma can be derived , if need be , from pr. Ar. *asmS,,

the question arises whether there was not an assimilation to

ma tva in pr. Aryan (cp. abl. Skr. asmdd : mad); or there

may even have been pr. Idg. doublets *ig.(s)sme *'^(s)sme,

*u(s)sme *u(s)sme.

Distinct from all accusative forms hitherto cited are

Arm en. z mez nos' z jez 'vos'. These are modelled after

*z in-j {z is) 'me' and z Ke-z 'te', like as O.H.G. unsih iuwih

after mih di-h.

Reflexive. Gr. (S(psag aipcig beside a<pe like i^ixiag beside

ifj.i. Armen. iureans.

Ablative.

§ 444. Ablative Forms with -d in Aryan and Italic.

Skr. mad tvdd, Avest. mafi pwa^, O.Pers. ma and reflexive

sa (§ 438. 3 p. 371). Lat. me(d) te(d) se(d) ; Umbr. sei-podruhpei

separatim utroque' se-pse 'singillatim' (cp. Lat. ace. se-pse 'sese,

semet'). Lat. sS-d conjunction, — O.Pers. sa. It is doubtful

whether there were Idg. doublets *med and *med etc., or

whether in pr. Itahc *me-d etc. lengthened the vowel (e) on
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tlie analogy of the accusative, impelled also by the other

ablative forms which had a long vowel followed by -d (-ed

-od, -ad, -id): Lat. sed kept clear of these influences by its

isolation in point of meaning. There is the same doubt in

Avest. maihya : VM-vya § 445 p. 381.

Skr. asmdd yusmdd, Avest. ahmafi yusmap xsmaf.

These might be considered Idg. if it were certain that the

post-Homeric rjfisSano-s v/isSann-g 'born in our or your land'

are anything more than mere adformates of dkXoS-ano-g and

the like (11 § 82 p. 56).

We seem to be justified in inferring from Skr. mad-tya-s

'my' asmad-tya-s 'our' mdt-sakhi-s 'my comrade' ai.d the like

(Whitney, Skr. Gr. §§ 494, 1098) that the (^-formation had

originally a wider signification. The -d has often been identified

with -d in the nom. ace. sing. neut. of pronouns with gender

(Lat. quo-d qui-d).

The following are obscure: Armen. abl. y inen (perhaps

inen and instr. inev instead of *imen *imev following inj, as

Lat. vem Osc. kiim-bened have n instead of m because of

-ventu-s venio, cp. I §§ 207, 208 pp. 174 f.) i Ken and i menj

i jenj (for -/, cp. the loc. i telvoj abl. i telvoje gen. dat. IcnoJ

abl. i knoje). Compare Torp, op. cit., 27.

Forms with adverbial suffixes (cp. § 244 pp. 141 ff.).

Skr. mat-t&s tvat-tds asmat-tds yusmat-tds, compare above,

mad-tya-s etc. Gr. e/us-9-sv as-dsv s-dsv, used also for the

gen., because there was a confusion of gen. and abl. elsewhere

(§ 244 Rem. 2 p. 143).

Dative.

§ 445. Skr. mdhyam, Yed. this and mdhya, Armen. inj

for *imj = *'emegh- and Lat. mihi Umbr. meJie point to an

Idg. ground-form with *(e)megh-, where gh (the same as gh

in the nom., Skr. ahdm etc.) took the place which bh held

in the 6/«-suffix of 'tibi'. The case-ending of the Idg. form

cannot be made out, because assimilation has taken place with
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the ending of the JA-suffixes. Avest. maibya mcivya (for tlie

cL of this form, see below) niaibyo show a still more thorough-

going assimilation to the 2"'' person.

Skr. tii-bhyam, asmd-bhyam, yusmd-bhyam, in Vedic also

forms with -bhya. Avest. taibyd taihyo, ahmaibyd, yUsmaibya

xsmaibyd xsmCL-vya yusmaoyo (= *-a-vyd, I § 160 p. 144),

hvci-vya. First as regards the stem: Avest. taibya seems to

he more ancient than Skr. tii-bhya(m) , cp. Umbr. te-fe

O.C.Sl. fe-bS; tubhya(m) may have got n from tuvdm tuvdm

tuvd, cp. Goth, pus following pu-k {pu). The a of hva-vya

xsma-vya, and mcl-vya mentioned above, is uncertain. It may-

be an Iranian re-formation instead of a (cp. ace. mqm ma, and

possibly ahma = pr. Ar. "asma § 443.2 p. 379, ahmakem); or

there may have been doublets for 'mihi', 'tibi', 'sibi' in pr. Idg.,

one with e and the other with e, and these may have

occasioned a variation in quantity in the forms of ahma-

yusma- ; but which, can no longer be made out. The same

doubt meets us in Lat. se-d se-(d), § 444 pp. 379 f. The suffixes

Yed. -bhya Avest. -byd are to be compared with Gall, -bo

§ 367 p. 267. Skr. -bhyam has the w-particle. Avest. -byo

was first produced in *ahmaoyo and *yilsmaoyo, to mark these

cases as plural (it is true that these particular forms are not

found in the Gatha dialect), and on this analogy maibyo

taibyo (cp. § 437 Kem. 2 p. 369).

Very closely connected are Lat. ti-bei ti-bi si-bei si-bt

(it is simplest to explain i in the first syllable as due to the

use of the word without an accent, cp. j^^ico igitur and the

like I § 65 Rem. 2 p. 53, § 679 p. 546), Umbr. tefe tefe

'tibi' Osc. sifei Pelign. sefei and Pruss. te-bbei se-bbei;

Lith. tdvei sdvei (Schleicher in Kuhn-Schl. Beitr. I 238, mdnei

Leskien-Brugmann Lit. Volksl. p. 49 n. 83) with -av- instead

of -eb- following the gen. tavd savh. These forms show after

-bh- the ending of the Idg. loc. dat. gen. *mei '*t(u)ei *s(u)ei

(§ 447), and that of the Ital. loc. dat. of pronominal o-stems

with gender, as Osc. alttrei 'in altero' altrei 'alteri'

(§ 424 p. 348). Difficulties are suggested by the variety
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of the forms found in Lithuanian dialects: we have not only

-ei, but mane iave save (cp. Bezzenberger, in his Beitr. XV
301) like naine (§ 263 p. 166), mdni tdvi sdvi like mi ti si

(§ 447, but compare Bezzenberger as cited), and further mdn

mq, tdv tdu, sdv sdu. Even in the oldest Lithuanian these

datives, which were originally locative as well, underwent

certain changes due to their locative use on the analogy of

the locative of substantives. O.Lith. taweie like dieweie,

modern tavyje like nalctyjb etc. (cp. § 263 p. 166, § 448).

O.C.Sl. dat. loc. te-be se-be, where -bS cannot be derived from

*-bhei, may be of the same class as *moi *i(u)oi *s(u)oi, the

doublets of *mei etc. (see § 447) , cp. loc. vlucS = *ulqoi

§ 263 p. 166; on their relation to the instrumental, tobojq

sobojq, see § 449. We might therefore call Hebhei and Helhoi

a compromise between a form like the Avestic taibyO, and

those shorter loc. dat. forms in -ei and -oi. It is also quite

possible that the parent language had at the same time

*meghei *meghoi (Lat. miht) and He-bio *se-bio or like forms

(Avest. taibya hvO-vya), and that these were assimilated in

different directions by the various languages: Skr. mdhyam
instead of *mahe following tiibhyam, Lat. tibei instead of

*tebie, or the like, following mihei etc.

Lat. nobts vobts^) cannot be derived from such ground-

forms as *noz-bh- *iws-bh-, since -sbh- would have become

-sp-. In any case -bzs was coined as plural complement to -bi

on the analogy of the endings of istl : istis. Either the forms

were new-cast to match with the plural nos vos, or they

are dual forms (orig. no-b- vo-b-) which have received the

mark of the plural in the suffix only (cp. § 458).

Pruss. mennei Lith. mdnei (mdni etc.) O.C.Sl. mmS with

-n- following the gen. Lith. man^ O.C.Sl. mene (§ 450).

Pruss. nou-mans nou-mas iou-mans iou-mas Lith. mii-ms

Jii-ms, O.C.Sl. na-mu va-mu with the noun-suffix of the

1) Pelign. vus 'vobis' for *vo-fs is doubtful; Bugge, Altit.

Stud. 75, 77.
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dative plural (§ 867 pp. 267 f.). One reason why tlieae

forms, like the instr. O.C.Sl. nami vami, had no s before the

case-suffix, while there was one in the gen. and loc. pr. Balt.-

Slav. *nds-som *uds-som and *nds-su *uos-su (§ 448), was

that the corresponding dual cases had none (Lith. mum jum

O.C.Sl. nama vama, § 458), and they influenced the form of

these; -s- in -sin- could not properly have been dropped

(I § 585. 2 p. 301). In Baltic, *iu- came from the nom. and

drove out *uo-, and then in Lithuanian the analogy of the

M-stems came in, as with jiis and jumls; for the other changes

in the stem see § 487. 1, a and 2, c, pp. 369 f. Lith. mic-ms,

mu-mis served as the foundation for the dialectic locative

mumyse instr. mumim(s) ace. mumis, cp. dual gen. mumu etc.

§ 458.

§ 446. Armen. inj is to be connected with Skr. mdhyam

Lat. mihi, as we saw in § 445 p. 880. Its ending spread to

the other pronouns, whence Kez 'tibi' mez 'nobis' jez 'vobis'

(for the interchange of -j : -z see I § 410 p. 80l), the reverse

of what took place with Avest. maibyd, which follows taibyS,.

Reflexive: sing, in-r plur. iureanc, like the gen., see § 455.

The Germanic forms with -s Groth. mis pus (doubtless for

*pis following puk, cp. Skr. tu-hhyam § 445 p. 381) sis,

O.H.G. mir dir, A.S. me me de cte (for the phonetics, see

Sievers Ags. Gr.^ § 121, Behaghel Germania XXXI 381),

O.Icel. mer per ser, are all doubtless ad-formates of *nes 'nobis'

*ues 'vobis'; outside of the Germanic dialects these are

represented only by Skr. nas vas , Avest. no vo, and by

O.Ir. -n -b for *nes *s-ues (e. g. uain 'a nobis' iiaib 'a vobis'),

and the latter, *ues, is contained in other Germanic words,

Goth, izvis O.H.G. iu A.S. eow, while *nes is only represented

by Goth, uns, which comes from *^s, an Idg. doublet of *nes

(§ 443 p. 878). Perhaps the form first produced was sis

(plural and singular), which was followed by mis and *pis.

Compare Gr. t/nlv following a/^/iuv § 448.

The Possessive used for the Personal Pronoun: Avest.
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ahmai, related to Gr. loc. ufifiiv as Skr. tdsmoii to tdsmin;

see §§ 448, 452.

Locative.

§447. Forms in -i, which had at the same time the

function of the dative and of the possessive genitive: *mei

*t(u)ei *s(u)ei, *moi *t(u)oi *s(u)oi. These are very closely-

connected with pr. Ital. *alt(e)rei , which was . loc. , dat. , and

gen. all at once (see § 419 pp. 341 f., § 424 p. 348).

They may be fairly derived from the possessive stems *mo- etc.

(cp. § 452).

Skr. loc. Yed. me tve, dat. gen. me te Prakr. se (se in

Vedic also? a very questionable point, see Bartholomae, Stud,

zur idg. Spr. I 114), Avest. loc. J^woi^ dat. gen. me moi,

te toi, he hoi se (§ 438.3 p. 371), O.Pers. dat. gen. maiy

dat. taiy. Skr. me te in Yedic are probably used for the

accusative also (Delbriick, Synt. Porsch. Y 205 f.) ; this wider

use may be due to the wider use of nas vas and nau mm;
compare Lith. mi ti (p. 385), and Gr. -civ iiv (p. 387), all

used for the accusative. ^

Gr. loc. dat. kf-ioL ^wi, aol for *Tfoi beside pr. Gr. rot

(now a particle), /o? ol ot (we may conjecture, for pr. Gr.

*6foi and *ffoi, although there are no certain grounds for

believing in the latter, cp. the Author, Gr. Gr.^ p. 134),

Horn, has these and also sot i. e. *a£f-oi. These datives are

found often in the poets with the sense of a possessive

genitive, as /? 50 urjTSQi f.toi 'matri meae' like Skr. me girah

'hymni mei', a 68 ffdvev d's ot evQtfg co/^wi.

Lat. mi dat. beside miht, used as a possessive genitive in

mi fill, anime un, ml domina, mi hospites and the like; the

so-called vocative mi is always derived from *me(i)e (the

latest supporter of this is Thurneysen, Kuhn's Zeitschr.

XXX 500) , but this cannot be supported by what is known

of the phonetic laws. The gen. mi and *ti served as bases

for the O.Lat. gen. mis tis, which were formed by adding -s

or -es on on to them (cp. istius = *istei -]- os § 419 p. 341,
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and Dor. li.iioq instead of 6,«so (§ 450). To the same group

belongs sei s% now a conjunction. Umbrian gives us se-so 'sibi',

since its final portion must surely be an affixed particle (cp. the

Irish "particulae augentes" or intensive particles, -su -sa -som).

And further, two other forms from the same dialect, sve-su

and sve-so, in which sve- is certainly a poss. gen., may contain

the same particle -so as se-so 'sibi' does, or we may assume for

them an inflected stem sve-so-, with Biicheler (Biicheler takes

sve-su in 16 45, II a 44 as 'suum', and sveso in VII 6 1 as

abl. 'suo') ; if the latter be correct, we have a combination

of the poss. gen. with so- 'suns' (O.Lat. su-m sa-m sds), cp.

Lat. suo sibi gladio htinc iugulo, 0.C.81. pisachq svojq si rici

scribebant suam linguam' and the like (the Author, Ein

Problem der horn. Textkr., 132 ff.).

O.Ir. -m -t, e. g. uaim 'a me' uait 'a te'.

Lith. dat. and ace. unaccented mi ti si (in the first

instance for *me etc., according to I § 664. 3 p. 523), e. g.

saugoh-mi 'preserve me' suka-si siika-s 'se' and 'sibi torquet';

and compare Pruss. -si, e. g. {sien) gnki-si 'they fall into sin'

(reflexive), beside -sin = sien {-si = *-se?). Its use for the

accusative is secondary, cp. Ved. ace. nie te, on page 884, and

Gr. ace. w Uv on pages 386— 7. (It is not permissible to

assume that the ace. Lith. mi comes from *me = Gr. fxi).

O.C.Sl. unaccented mi ti si, dat. and possessive (the so-called

"possessive dative"), as drugu mi 'cplKog /xov.

Other locative forms in -i:

Skr. Yed. asme yusme, also used for dat. and gen.

(cp. Delbriick, Synt. Forsch. V 206 f.), doubtless represent

the Idg. ground-forms. Further, Skr. mdyi tvdyi beside Ved.

me tve, which are due to a desire to mark the forms more

distinctly as locative, and so to distinguish them from the dat.

gen. (ace.) me te; mdy-i : instr. mdya following dhiy-i : dhiy-d,

and the like (Wackernagel, Kuhn's Zeitschr. XXVIII 138).

O.C.Sl. mm6 teU seU, see § 445 p. 382.

B r u f:in a n 11 , Elements. III. 25
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§ 448. Lith. manyje tavyje savyjh like instr. maniml etc.

following the «-class.') Compare § 445 p. 382.

Skr. asmdsu yusmasu, instead of asme yuswie, were made

in connexion with the instr. asmd-bhis yusmd-hhis on the

analogy of dha-su : dsvcl-bhis. Instead of these , Pali and

Prakrit have amhesu tumhesu on the analogy of pronouns

with gender and of noun-stems in -o-.

O.C.Sl. nasu vasu, O.Lith. and modern dialects mUsu

jusU (as to mU- jU- instead of pr. Balt.-Slav. *n6- *-uo-, see

§ 437. 1, a and 2. c, pp. 369 f.), come from pr. Balt.-Slav. *nos-

-su *'iids-su , as the gen. O.C.Sl. nasu vasu Pruss. nouson

iouson Lith. imisU jusu from *nds-som *uds-sOm. We may

conjecture that *nds *uos in pr. Balt.-Slav., besides being ace.

(§ 443. 1, a p. 378), were also gen. (cp. Skr. ace. gen. nas

vas), and then on the analogy of Pruss. stei-son O.C.Sl.

te-chu added the ending *-som, in the same way as Gr.

e/Lis, used for the genitive, was extended to *sfis-af.o f/^sTo

(§ 450), Skr. me, once locative, to mdy-i (§ 447), and

Lat. Hstei in its genitive use to *istei-os istlus (§ 449

p. 388) ; there are others of the same kind. The new

genitive formation then produced a locative on the analogy of

O.C.Sl. ti-chu. The Lithuanian locative forms suffered many

changes, since as the case-system developed they lost their

distinctness, and by that time the locative of nouns helped

them no whit: O.Lith. mnsuie iusuie (cp. sunUjd), later musyje

jusyjh (cp. manyje etc.) , musime jusimd (cp. szim^), mUS'&sd

jus&se (: miisu = vUk&se : vilku).

Greek, with its endings -iv -i and -iv, stands quite by

itself. Dor. I/lUv t/xtv riv rtv, Tarent. t/niv-i^ tiv-ij (ep. fyuv-rj),

Hom. Tstv for "zsfiv, Gort. /tV, Boeot. «V for *aifiv.

1) This re-formation is not, as is often stated, due to any assimilation

of mdnei to dkei; for the latter is akiai, cp. § 249 p. 152. But O.Lith.

manije taveje, if ever there were such forms (Leskien Deol. 141, Bezzen-

berger Beitr. zur Gesch. der lit. Spr. 161) may have been made along-

side of mdnei on the analogy of zSmeje : iSmei; cp. Bruckner, Arch.

Slav. Phil. IV 17.
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Lesb. af^/iiiv v/ii/.in', Dor. a/iiiv a/uiv a/xtv vftiv v/.iiv, Ion. Att.

fj/Litv ij/.uv v/^tv vfMf , Horn, also rj/Luv v/uTv; the retrograde

accent in these forms (except the Lesbian) is a substitute for

enclisis (I § 676 pp. 544 ff.). Without -v, Lesb. Horn. a>^«

v/ufti. It is natural to suppose that there is a connexion with

the forms examined in §§ 423 f. pp. 346 ff., as Skr. tdsmin

Avest. aetahmi Gr. 6-T1/.11. The relation of *i^s(s)mi *^s{s)min

*us(s)mi *us(s)min = af.iixi a/^/uiv v/u/lu v/.i/.uv to *ps(s)me

*us(s)me = a^ifis vfifiB is the same as that of Hesmi *tesmin

= Ayest. aetahmi Skr. tdsmin to *tesme = Lith. tamd

(instead of *tesmd); and further, ajLi/niv is to Avest. ahmai as

Skr. tdsmin to tdsmoLi. Since it is only in -smin that proof

has so far been shown for -in as an Idg. locative suffix,') I hold

af4/^tv v^i^av to be older than i^tiv riv flv. The analogy of

df.ifA.iv : dfifii suggested Ifilv beside sfis, and so with the others.

Perhaps (s-(piv^ used for both sing, and pi., helped in this;

viewed in conjunction with afifuv it would be analysed as

<S(p-iv (§ 438 p. 371, § 449), that is to say if its association

with oififiiv vfifiiv was earlier than the existence of Iftlv riv

flv ; cp. pr. Germ. *piz 'tibi' on the analogy of Hzviz 'vobis'

(§ 446 p. 383), and § 437 Rem. 2 p. 369. But this does not

explain the I of i^fiXv ifttv etc.

Remark. One possibility — not the only one — is that the deictic

particle -iv became attached to *«t//i (cp. ovroa-iv beside ouroa-i).

Cp. Dor. r^f-i Ts-i, and Cypr. ui 'me' (Meister, Gr. Dial. II 211) -which may
be regarded as ,u\. Then the difference in the meaning of ^an/jiv and

*aaiuiy *uaiui, will have faded away afterwards.

The forms riv and Uv are also found with the meaning of

the ace, which seems to have come about from the analogy of

t-dv viv (and cp. yuQ^'" ^^aiv etc.). Compare too Ved. me te

and Lith. mi ti si as accusatives, § 447 pp. 384 f.

IS1) All that Bartholomae brings forward in Bezz. Beitr. XV 18

extremely uncertain. On Trg^y nqtv see II § 135 p. 430. Even Avest. fwt,

cited by Bartholomae Ar. Forseh. Ill 28, does not obviously vitiate my

view of the origin of rlr TriV.

25*
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"With plural ending added: Lesb. ati/nfaiv, similar to a(pi-ai

§ 449.

The Instrumental.

§ 44=9. Skr. nidya tvdyci^ Ved. these and tvd tuva. The

history of mdyci tvdya is doubtful. They may have been

formed in connexion with mdm tvdm on the analogy of

dkvaya : divOm (cp. asmdsn beside asmabhis following dhasu :

dsvabhis, § 448 p. 386); or perhaps they come from the

possessive stems *meio- *tueio- (cp. Lat. meu-s O.C.Sl. tvop).

Yed. yusmd-datta- 'given by you' like tvd-datta-; by adding

to *asmd yusmd the instr. pi. suffix we have asmd-bhis

yusmd-bhis. Skr. tvd yusmd may be derived from the

possessive stems *tuo- *(i)u(s)smo-, like tve etc., § 447 p. 384.

In Avestic, personal pronouns dropped the instrumental case

(Bartholomae, Ar. Forsch. II 127).

Armen. ine-v (instead of *ime-v following mj? cp. § 444

p. 380). Ke-v^ me-vK je-vK. Reflexive sing, iure-v.

Gr. ff-(piv and o-(pi. On the case-suffixes see § 281

pp. 186 f., on the stem, § 436 Rem. 3 p. 368. From arpi was

formed a plural arfi-ai, as Skr. yusmd-bhis from yusmd, and others.

Lith. maniim tavimt savimt following the ^-class, Uke the

loc. manyjh etc., § 448 p. 386 ; in dialects also mani tavi savl

like akl (§ 278 pp. 181, 188). O.C.Sl. munojq tobojq sobojq

were made beside the loc. dat. mm(. teb6 seb6 (§ 445 p. 382) to

match with rc^ojq : race. Lith. mu-mls mu-ml, ju-mis ju-mi

O.C.Sl. na-mi va-mi like dat. mii-ms ju-ms na-mu va-mu,

§ 445 pp. 382 f.

Pruss. sen maim 'mecum' is properly 'cum meo' (§ 421

p. 344), cp. gen. maisei § 452.

The Genitive, and the Possessive Adjectives.

§ 450. From the original language and onwards there

has been a very close connexion between the genitive case of

pronouns and their possessives. The possessives were for the

most part built up on forms which were used with a genitive

meaning; and here all will be treated together.
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I. Idg. *eme *teite *seue, the bare stem, like ace. sing.

Gr. s/Lis etc. Beside *eme there was another stem *me-ne,

whose ending recals Skr. ca-nd Avest. ka-na (§ 421 p. 344)

and the like; compare Torp's hypothesis mentioned already,

§ 435 Rem. page 366.

Armen. im. Avest. ma-na O.Pers. ma-na; Cymr. my n-;

Lith. mane (instead of *me-ni on the analogy of tavh sav^)

Pruss. *me-ne (inferred from dat. mennei), O.C.Sl. me-ne.

Skr. tdva Avest. tava (the Avest. possessive liava- comes

from pr. Ar. ^sava^ § 451) ; Armen. A-o, which doubtless began

originally with t- (d-) , but took Ic- = *tu- from the other

cases, — in other respects the word is treated like nor new'

(II § 75 p. 192); Mid.Cymr. teu (pr. British *tou), O.Ir. do du

first from *tou Ho with accent (on the variants do- and t-,

do-mclthir and co-t-mathir, see vol. I p. 551); Lith. tave save,

O.C.Sl. tebe sebe instead of *tove *sove on the combined

analogy of tebe sebe and mene.

Sanskrit mama is either ma reduplicated (cp. tvq-tvam

and the like, II § 54 p. 100), in which case we must assume

Idg. *me as well as *eme (cp. Avest. ma-, § 451) ; or it was

*ama = Armen. im transformed by the analogy of ma me.

Compare the Author, Kuhn's Zeitschr. XXVII 401 ; Torp. op.

cit. 20 f.; Wackernagel, Kuhn's Zeitschr. XXVIII 138.

In Greek the genitives were extended by -aio, *ft£f-o^o

etc., which served to keep them distinct from the accusative.

}/usTo £/tieo huBv if-iov f.ifv ,uov, asTo Geo asv anv, eio so fii ov.

Then again -g was added, producing such genitives as Dor.

s/usog f/.iBvs, tsoc Tfvg.

The formation of these Greek genitives seems to throw

light on Armenian Ko-y
,

gen. fcoyoy, 'tuus'. It is possible

that the kernel of this is Ko, explained above; this would be

extended to *Jco-y, and from this would grow out the possessive

Uoy in exactly the same way as the possessive imo- was made

from im (§ 451). But it is also possible to regard the kernel

of this word as being the gen. *ty,o-sio, i. e. the gen. of the
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possessive which had taken the place of the original substantival

genitive (§ 452).

Latin met tm sm and Lithuanian mano tavo savo (also

accented md,no thvo savo) are obscure. We cannot tell

whether they are direct transformations of the pr. Idg. gen.

of substantival personal pronouns, or whether they were

originally gen. of the possessive pronouns (Lat. meu-m etc.,

Lith. mdna-s etc.) which at a late period took the place of

these; Lat. nostn vestr% are undoubtedly possessives.

In Keltic the pronouns of the P' and 2"'' persons influenced

each other's form. In Irish we see mo mu following do du

(cp. O.Ir. friumm following friut § 442 Rem. p. 377), and

similarly in Mid.Cymr. meu following teu. On the other hand

it may be conjectured that Cymr. dy (pre-tonic) follows my (w-),

cp. Bret, da and ma (but Corn. Se and ow).

In Balto-Slavonic, genitives of this class were the

foundation for re-modelled forms in the other cases : Lith. wan^

mdnei manyjh manimi, tav^ etc., Pruss. dat. mennei, O.C.Sl.

mme muno)'q. Compare Prakr. ace. mamam loc. mamammi

abl. mamddo from the gen. mama, O.C.Sl. dat. cesomu loc.

cesomi (beside cemt) from the gen. ceso 'cuius'.

§ 451. The genitives mentioned in § 450 were inflected

as o-stems to form possessive pronouns.

*eme- *me- *mene: Avest. ma-, Armen. im gen. imoy,^)

Gr. e/u6-g, Lith. mana-s (with a in the first syllable on the

analogy of tava-s sava-s).

*teue- *seue: with the variants *tue- *sy,e-^) *se-.

Avest. hava-; Skr. tvd-s svd-s Avest. pwa- hva- O.Pers. uva-.

1) "Whether the nom. im is an unchanged im = Idg. *etne, as in

Old Saxon the gen. pi. usa iwu were used unchanged for the nom. sing,

of the possessive (§ 455), or whether im once had a nominative sign, is

a question which cannot be decided.

2) *«^s doubtless in "n^e-sor- 'sister' and *s'iie-km-o- 'father-in-law'.

Are we justified, on the strength of Mid.H.Gr. swa-ger, in assuming "siie

as a variant of *st(,e for Idg., like Skr. ma beside Gr. fir and the like?
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Armen. ^o- = *tiio- in Koy 'tuus', see § 452. Gr. rs6-c fo-g;

ao-g fo-g o-g; pronominal flexion is clear in the adv. */oc5' in

oTTi ovntog etc. (§ 417 p. 338), cp. pron. flexion in Aryan, a-s

Yed. svd-smin Avest. ma-^ pwa-hmi. Lat. tovo-s tuo-s

sovo-s suo-s, Umbr. tover 'tui' Osc. tuvai dat. 'tuae Osc.

soveis 'sui'; O.Lat. su-m sis sa-m and perhaps Umbr. so- in

9ve-su (§ 447 p. 385). Lith. tava-s sava-s.

Another class of possessives is formed with secondary

suffixes, from genitives or from other forms

:

Skr. mdma-ka-s mamahd-s tdvakd-s (the two last are

Vriddhi derivatives, cp. II § 60 pp. 112 f.) from mdma tdva,

see II § 86 p. 257. mad-tya-s tvad-tya-s from mdd tvdd

(cp. § 444 p. 380), see II § 63 p. 138.

Two explanations are possible of Latin me'u-s for *meio-s

(on mits = mets and the like see Thurneysen , Kuhn's

Zeitschr. XXX 500), Pruss. mais, ace. pi. maia-ns , twais

swats, 0.C.81. mop tvofi svqjl. They may contain the suffix

-io-, like O.C.Sl. nasi vast for *nois-io- *ucls-io- (see II § 63

pp. 132 f.) ; or, as is assumed by Liden (Ark. nord. fil. Ill 242)

and Johansson (Bezz. Beitr. XIY 171, XVI 135), the

possessives *mei *moi (§ 447 pp. 384 ff'.) were attracted to

the o-class and became *meio- *moio-. On the last view,

compare O.H.G. Prank, uns-a- O.Sax. us-a- Pruss. nous-a-

'our' and the like, § 454. I leave the matter undecided.

O.Ir. mui mine' (all genders), *tui (Mid.Ir. tai) 'thine' (all

genders) are modelled upon ai ae 'his', used for all genders

(p. 339, footnote). In this statement I follow Thurneysen.

As before, two origins are possible for Gothic mein-s

pein-s sein-s O.H.G. mm dm sm, and I leave the question

open. They may have the Suffix -mo- (11 § 68 p. 158), or, as

Liden assumes (loc. cit.), they may be the possessive *mei etc.

-j- the suffix -no- (cp. Skr. pura-nd- 'former' and the like

11 § 66 pp. 142 ff.). In favour of the former view might be

adduced Lith. keno 'whose' from a form kena- 'belonging to

vrhom', which seems to contain -ena-, a suffix very closely

related to -ino- (II § 68 p. 160). But some dialects show
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keno (kano) (the Author, Lit. Volksl. 304), which resembles

the variation of Skr. kena and Avest. kana (§ 421 p. 344);

cp. Johansson, Bezz. Beitr. XVI 158.

§ 4=52. We have often noticed that instead of 'ego, 'tu',

and so forth the equivalents of 'meum', 'tuum', etc. were used,

substituting for the idea of personality the more concrete

expression denoting what belongs to the person and makes up

his environment. Thus we find Umbr. tiom 'te' § 442 p. 377,

Pruss. sen maim 'mecum' § 449 p. 388, Avest. ahmdi 'nobis'

§ 446 pp. 388 f., and perhaps Gr. Lesb. ui.iniv 'nobis' § 448

p. 387. Such expressions as these came the more naturally

because there were forms which could be regarded as either

a subst. personal pronoun or a neuter possessive used as a

subst. ; for example, loc. Skr. tve (cp. sve 'in suo').*)

Thus it may be seen how the genitive of the possessive

often came to be used instead of the gen. of the personal

pronouns. Gr. xtoTo tsov ioto eov from rfo'-j/ s6-v, and with

-g added (cp. s/uio-c § 450 p. 389) Dor. rsov-g t/xov-g Boeot.

rsc5-e TM-g (the Author, Kuhn's Zeitschr. XXVII 407 f., 414 ff.).

Pruss. maisi twaisei. Possibly of this sort are Armen. *lioy,

the kernel of Koy 'tuus', and Lat. met tui sui Lith. mano tavo

savo (see § 450 pp. 389 f.). The suggested derivation of these

Lith. forms from mana- 'meuin' etc. is supported by keno

'whose', if it is derived from a poss. adj. k-ena- (§ 451, above).

A case of the possessive may also be expected in Goth.

meina peina seina O.H.G. mm dm sin. But which case is it ?

Remark. Bezzenberger's view is that meina is ablative (tJnters.

fiber die got. Adv., 7) ; its ground-form would then be '^mlnod or *m%ned,

and it would answer to Lith. mano, op. § 228 p. 114, § 241 p. 135.

Dr. K. Bojunga holds it to be the nom. ace. pi. neuter (cp. Skr. asmdka-m).

Johansson, Bezz. Beitr. XVI 163 f., explains meina as *mei-na^, which

1) However, it is still unknown in what way the adj. Skr. sra- and

Avest. hva- 'own, my, thy, his' came to be used for the subst. pronoun,

whence we have svd-s hvo 'he himself sva 'she herself. This use must

surely be a secondary developeinont. "We might believe that the Idg.

reflexive pronoun subst. (&r. s Lat, se etc.) adopted the inflexion of the

possessive, and in this way got a nominative case.
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he calls "a loo.-instr. case with the meaning hy or with tiie, or something

of the kind; or, more precisely, a locative (mei-moi-im), strengthened by

an «-suffix f= iismi- : asmi-n, or, vice yeraa, jmdn :jmdni)" ; compare liis

view of unsara, in the volume cited above, pages 136 f.

§ 453. On Armen. iur 'sui', see § 455.

Lith. man^s tav^s sav^s, beside mane tuv^ save, are still

an unsolyed problem; they recal O.C.Sl. tojq rqkt/ dus^ (§ 229

pp. 117 f., § 420 p. 343). There is another group, manhs taves

sav^s, which look like an extension of mani etc. by -s similar

to Gr. e/.tfo-g (§ 450 p. 389), or a kind of compromise between

mani and manqs etc. ; another is manes taves saves, coined for

the benefit of maniml manyj^ etc. Cp. Briickner, Arch. slav.

Phil. lY 11 ff.

Lastly, the student must be reminded that forms like

Skr. me, locative in form, were originally possessives, and

are still used as such in the separate languages; they may

also be called possessive genitive. See § 447 pp. 384 ff.

§ 454. II. If the ace. *i^sme (= Gr. ai.ii.it) was a

combination of the ace. *fs (= Uoth. uns) with the particle

*sme (§ 443. 2 p. 379), we might expect *i}sme to be sometimes

used for the genitive, considering that Skr. nas can be so used.

Then the Greek *an!Ai-To *v/.t^if-To, later with plural suffix

aufuiai' *vfift£i(OP (Horn. Ti/usiuv vi.isiHn' rjf,iU<tv v^hcoy, Att. ijniov

v/xiiir. Dor. aiismv vuscov d/niwv bfikov) bear the same relation

to Idg. gen. *'^sm,e as l/ns-7o to Idg. gen. *eme. On the analogy

of these genitives in -ekof was formed arpsimv mpioi'. We
add as further examples the possessives Avest. ahma- Lesb.

a/.i/.in-g vfi/.io-g Dor. du6-c v/nd-g , and Avest. ma- Gr. fuo-g.

A certain amount of support for this view may be

had from the Balto-Slavonic and some Germanic forms. As

has already been said (§ 448 p. 386), O.C.Sl. nasu vasu

Pruss. nouson iouson Lith. musH jicsU have doubtless been

built up on *nos *uos used for the genitive. These passed

into the o-class, and gave rise to the poss. adj. Pruss. nous-a-

ious-a- (masc. dat. nousesmu ace. iousan, fern. nom. nousO,

iousa etc.) and Lith. musds-is jusas-is fem. mus6-ji juso-ji,
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whilst 0.C.81. fiflSi vast, for *nas-io- *vcls-io-, have the suffix -io-.

Similarly we have poss. adj. W.Germ. unsa- 'our' from

uns = *^s, e. g. Frank, gen. unses, and O.Sax. Usa O.Fris. use

gen. pi. (§ 345 p. 246) like Lat. nostrum beside nostrt, and

again on this analogy iwa- 'your'; Germ, uns-era- beside

unsa- like Gv. Tif-ti-rsgo-g beside d/.i6-g (§ 455).

The origin of Avest. na- 'our' was as follows. The

possessive genitive no = Skr. nas, when dependent upon a

nom. sing, masc, was regarded as the nom. of an adj. stem

in -0- (such as ma- 'meus') and was then declined in other

cases on this supposition. Cp. Lat. cuius 'belonging to whom'

from cuius § 419 p. 842.

§ 455. An r-suffix is seen in the gen. O.Icel. var 'our'

for *uer, beside Goth, veis 'we', and O.H.G. unser iuwer. "We

may conjecture that this is the same element which is seen

in Armenian pronouns with gender (§ 419 p. 341), and

which we find here in personal pronouns: sing, iur 'sui', with

plural inflexion added iureanc , and mer 'nostri' jer 'vestri'.

Perhaps r in these is the same as in adverbs like Goth, her

'here' par 'there' (cp. p. 71 footnote), so that the original

meaning of *uer will be 'by, beside us' or something of the

kind, and its use for the genitive might be compared with

that of Skr. loc. me and the like (see Johansson, Bezz. Beitr.

XYI 123 if., especially pp. 134 and 143). The reason why -er

in O.H.G. unser iuwer was never shortened (as it was in fater

for pr. Germ. *fader) is that these forms, which, like O.Sax.

gen. pi. usa iwa (§ 454), were also used directly for the nom.

sing, of the possessive adjective, fell under the influence of forms

like )ener blinter, whose -er came from *-ai-z (§ 414 p. 336);

observe the different origin of the endings in unser and

unserer. Armen. iur mer jer are also poss. adj., gen. iuroy

meroy jeroy (cp. § 450 p. 389), and O.Icel. vcir-r 'noster'

from the gen. var.

With a comparative suffix Gr. ri/.is-TBgo-g v/nt-rsgo-g and

reflexive rfy.f-rtpo-? (used for both plural and singular) and

Lat. nos-ter ves-ter {vaster doubtless simply on the analogy of
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noster), Umbr. vestra abl. 'vestra', cp. II § 75 pp. 193, 195, § 139

p. 450. And as ij/.isTfgov can hardly be distinguished in sense

from ij/Liwv (the Author, Kuhn's Zeitschr. XXVII 403, 410,

cp. TsoTo § 452 p. 392), so nostrl vestn along with the

pluralised nostrum vestrum (first doubtless in phrases like

multt nostrum) became the gen. of nos vos. The same -tero-

is seen in the O.Ir. dual na-thar and other words, § 459.

Eemark. The different vowel in noster and vester is doubtless

original. (If Oso. nistrus, Zvet. no. 129.2, is to be explained with

Bugge as 'nostros' — not so according to Biicheler, see I § 65 p. 54 —
it must come from *nestro-, and that must be regarded as an adformate

of vesfro-. Perhaps the difference in O.Ir. gen. 1'' person na-thar

beside 2°* person se-thar (se- = *s-'ne-') is similar, compare § 457 on

Skr. nau : vdm.

These forms with -t(e)ro- will serve to shew that the

second comparative suffix -(e)ro- (II § 75 pp. 188 fF.) is to be

seen in the following forms. O.Ir. gen. ar n- and far n- with

the gen. pi. ending like Lat. nostrum, used for the possessive;

ar n- probably (according to Torp, as cited, p. 41) for *esro-

= *'^s-ro- (with -r- for -sr- cp. m%r for *mensr-, I § 574

p. 430) with the vowel of the first syllable weakened to a in

proclitic position (explained differently by Thurneysen, see

vol. II § 75 p. 196 footnote); and far n- similarly either

for *s-'iies-ro- or for '^s-^e-ro-, — if the latter it must have

been originally dual like sethar vester' (pi.) , see § 459.

Groth. unsar izvar, O.Icel. ycl(v)ar-r , O.H.G. with strong

ending unserer iuwerer, compare the gen. of the person, pron.,

Goth, unsara izvara O.Icel. yct(v)ar, like Goth, meina beside

mein-s, O.Icel. mm beside min-n (§ 452 with the Rem.

pp. 392 f.); since izvar iuwerer cannot be derived from *es-

-ues-ro- *e-ues-ro-, they were either dual at first, as

O.Ir. far n- may have been, or else they are simply due to

the analogy of unsar unserer.

These forms with -(e)ro- and the subst. O.Icel. var

O.H.G. unser seem to be related in much the same way as

Gr. vvsgo-g Lat. s-uperu-s and vnsQ s-uper, or the like

(n § 75 pp. 188 fr., Ill § 258 p. 159).
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§ 456. A formative suffix -aka- is shown in the Aryan

genitives: 8kr. asmakam yusmdkam, Ved. also asmdka yusmdka

doubtless following mama tdva (conversely, Pali mamam tavam

follow amhakam tumhakam) ; Avest. ahmakem yusmakem

xsmakem O.Pers. amaxam (on this -x- see Bartholomae, Ar.

Forsch. I 79). Connected with these are the possessives Skr.

asmdka-s yusmdka-s, Avest. ahmdka- yUsmaka- xsmaka-. The

forms in -akam can hardly be anything but the nom. ace. sing.

neuter, although the reason why this form was pitched upon

is still unexplained ; cp. yuvdku, used for the gen. dual, beside

the adj. yuvdku-s (§§ 458, 459). Cp. II § 36 pp. 257 f., § 89

p. 272 f.; Benfey, Abh. der Gott. Ges. der Wiss. XIX 4, 46;

the Author, Kuhn's Zeitschr. XXVII 400 ff.; Torp, op. cit.

p. 31. A different view — but one which if I may say so,

smacks too much of the old "glottogonic" school — is taken

by Johansson, Bezz. Beitr. XVI 139 f.

Remark. It is quite possible that asmakam was originally

adverbial, with some meaning like 'on our side, by us'. Then the

attributive use with noun.s , e. g. asmdkq, gayalrdh 'our song', was the

same as in ta ime vidiirq lokah Qat. Brah. 1. 4. 1. 23 'these are the

far-sundered (lit. far apart, adv.) worlds', Gr. o vvr ^Qorog etc. (see

Goedicke, Ace. in Veda 233; Delbriiek, Synt. Forsch. V 72, 203; Paul,

Prine.^ 314). The use of mdma tdva Avest. mana. tava would also have

had something to do with this idiom.

For the possessive, Sanskrit has also asmad-iya-s yiismad-

-tya-s, cp. mad-tya-s tvad-tya-s § 451 p. 391.

b. The Dual of we and you and of the Reflexive,

together with their several Possessives.

Nominative and Accusative.

§ 457. The main characteristic of the dual cases was

the absence of the s of the forms used for the plural, Skr. na-s

va-s etc.

Answering to the plural nom. %e-i 'we' the dual had *ue

*uB (cp. *me *me Gr. fd Skr. ma and the like, § 415 Rem.

p. 337). *ue: Goth. O.Ieel. vi-t A.S. wi-t, Lith. dial, ve-du

fem. vh-dvi, but in H.Lith. mii-du -dvi (vd-du was orig. only
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nom., Mii-du only ace. ; in one set of dialects mudu was entirely

levelled out, and vedu in the other); Lith. -du and Goth, -t

must both have been connected with the numeral two (Goth.

tvdi), but the manner in which the Goth, form was shortened

to -t is not clear. *ue: O.C.Sl. vS, Skr. Ved. vdni with the

particle -m.

Answering to the plural nom. *ius 'you' the dual had *iu

*iu (cp. *tic tu 'thou' and the like, § 415 Rem. p. 337). *iu:

Jjith. ju-du (also used as ace), Goth. *ju-t (by an accident,

not actually found), instead of which in other dialects we find

A.S. pt O.Sax. git H.G. Bavar. eg O.Icel. it influenced by

wit vit (cp. § 441 p. 374). *iu: Skr. yuvdm = yu-^am.

In place of the plural ace. etc. Skr. nas Lat. nos etc.

the following forms appear in the dual: Skr. enclitic nau, ace.

gen. dat. like nas; Gr. vo] ace. nom., beside which in Homer
is vm-i perhaps with the deictic -i (cp. the Author, Gr. Gr.'

p. 132); O.C.Sl. na ace. dat. Thus there was in Idg. an

enclitic *no {*nou), which in Greek, accented, took the place of

the nom. as well, just as the plural Lat. nos came to be used

for the nominative too. And as the plural had *ns (Goth, uns)

beside *nos, so the dual had *y, beside *no, in ace. Goth, ug-k

A.S. un-c with the particle -k like mi-k. Another form which

must doubtless be added to the list is Skr. Ved. avdm; which

may be derived from CL- = *f , by assuming that it was

extended on the analogy of yuvdm, ep. below.

In place of the plural ace. etc. Skr. vas Lat. vos etc.

the following forms appear: Skr. enclitic vdm (with the

w-particle) ace. gen. dat. like vas; O.C.Sl. va ace. dat. nom.

(its use for the nom. is not original). Does the contrast

between Skr. nciu : vdm indicate that the ground-form of the

2°'' person was *ue, not *tio? (cp. § 455 Rem. p. 395).

Answering to *ig, (Goth, ug-k) there may have been a *m in

Germanic, ace. *ii-ke, which could become A.S. inc etc. by

analogical change, see § 437. 2, d p. 370.

Skr. Ved. P' person nom. CLvdm ace. a.vdm, 2"* person

nom. yuvdm ace. yuvdm; in later Sanskrit the ace. forms
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could be used for the nom. too. Avest. ace. ava. Probably

the nom. yuvdm had (in pr. Ar.) produced an ace. yuvdm on

the analogy of tuvdm tvAm : tuvdm tvdm. An ace. *yuva,

following tuvS, tvd,, is indicated by Avest. avcl. Cp. abl. yuvdd

following tuvdd tvdd. And then, apparently to get similar

forms for the P' person, there were formed avdm 8kr. avdm

Avest. CLva (cp. abl. Clvdd), the kernel for these being a- =
*§; a- ^ *§, : *f- in Goth, ug-k^ as *iu- : *iu-. Similarly in

the plural, but by the opposite attraction, Skr. yd-ydm follows

vay-dm, see § 458.

Distinct from all the forms hitherto mentioned is Gr. arfno

'you two', Horn. a(p(Sc (like vrS-t above). A conjecture on its

origin is given in § 436 Rem. 3 page 368.

Reflexive: Hom. ace. a^cus, a kind of dualisation of a^t

by intrusion of w, like arfwi'v following a(piv.

The Remaining Cases, and the Possessives.

§ 458. Aryan. There is nothing of the dual in the

case ending of any of the following forms: Ablative Skr. Ved.

avdd yuvdd: cp. tvdd. Instrumental yuvd in Yed. yuvd-datta-s:

cp. tvd-datta-s yusmd-datta-s. Genitive Avest. yuvakem, like

yusmcCkem, but Skr. Ved. yuvaku yuvdkus with the adj.

yuvdku-s as contrasted with yusmdkam with the adj.

yusmdka-s: this afcw-formation and the use of the adjective

yuvdku-s suggest that there may be some close connexion

between these and yuvclyu-s yuvayu-s tvayu-s and the like

(cp. § 456 p. 896 , and the references there given). On

the other hand , dual inflexion is seen in gen. loc. avdyos

yuvdyos (beside which Yedic has yuvos), to be explained as

we have explained ems : enayos (§ 807 p. 205) , or else as

being derived straight from *yu, the form from which yuvdm

comes (cp. sUnu : sunv-6s) ; and in dat.-abl. instr. avd-bhyam

yuvd-bhyam beside yuvd-bhyam (cp. J. Schmidt, Pluralb. 20).

Greek. Hom. vcotv orfwtv Att. vwf ocpwi'. Cp. rot-tv

§ 812 p. 211. Does vwiv come from *viu-aiv? It is also
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possible that vwiv like s/xi'v was modelled upon afi/.uv, and

being associated with roTtv 'Imrouv came to have the same

functions.

Lat. no-bis vo-bis may be regarded as old dual cases

(cp. O.C.Sl. na-ma va-ma) whose suffix has been pluralised

by association with the type of istis, see § 445 p. 382. This

is not the only instance of a form passing into the plural

system when the dual has died out: a parallel is Bavar. eg enk

used for the plural. Much the same thing is seen in Norse

dialects; see Johansson, Kuhn's Zeitschr. XXX 551. Compare

the Latin dual duae, equae used for the plural, § 286 p. 194,

§ 315 p. 215.1)

O.Ir. gen. nathar nSlr Mid.Ir. fathar sar, see § 459.

Germanic. Round about the form *un-ke = Goth, ugk

(§ 457), whose k was regarded as parallel to the s of uns and

so lumped together with the stem, were produced Goth, ugkis

ugkara following vnsis unsara, O.Sax. gen. unkero gen. pi. of

the possessive like usa, dat. unk for *nnkiz like iu for Ht^iz,

O.H.G. gen. unker following unser. Similarly in the 2°* person

Goth, igqis igqara {-ku- following -zv- in izvis izvara)

O.Sax. ink. A.S. ace. uncit incU, beside dat. unc inc, with

-it following the nom. wit ^it.

Balto-Slavonic. O.C.Sl. na-ma va-ma like rqka-ma,

but na-Ju va-ju as contrasted with rqku toju. Lithuanian

shows a multitude of forms distributed among the different

dialects. Dat. instr. mu-m ju-m beside mu-du jii-du (§ 457

pp. 396 f.), as in the plural mu-ms jii-ms and mu-mis ju-mls;

also mum-dvem jum-dvem. Then mum and jum served as a

kernel for the gen. O.Lith. mumu jumu with the -u of the

o-en. plural (cp. gen. dual dvemu, Bruckner, Arch, slav, Phil,

III 310), and for the dat. mumem; there are also gen. miinia

jiima (used as the poss. gen.), which are found in districts

where mano tdvo have regularly become mdna tnva, and

therefore are without doubt modelled after them. Elsewhere

1) So now Bartholomae, Stud, zur idg. Spr., I 7.
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the case-system is filled up by a form made up of ve-, niu-,

or ju- + -du, but not always in the same way. High Lith.

gen. mii-dvejU jii-dveju dat. instr. mu-dvem jU-dvem loc. mii-

-dvese jic-dvese. But in other parts the structure of v^-du

mu-du and jii-du became so much obscured, that they came

under the influence of s4nu as though they were vM-u etc.:

hence gen. vMums miidums, judums (cp. sunu-ms § 310 p. 207),

dat. instr. vMum miidum, jUdum; so too we find in the same

neighbourhoods gen. t^dums dat. instr. t&dum from nom. tu-du

(beside ta-s 'the, that').

§ 459. Possessives. Skr. Ved. yuvdku-s. Gr. Hom. vuii-

-vsQo-g aqxot-Tfpo-g , cp. rjfis-tfQo-g. O.Ir. na-thar and na-r

in cechtar ncLthar, cechtar ndr 'each of us two', which we may

conjecture to be gen. pi. like ar n- (§ 455 p. 395).; nci- for

*no-. So too the O.Ir. se-thar — sethar(-si) Wb. P is glossed

accentuated 'vestram', plural — which is connected with *s-ue-,

must originally have been dual, as is still Mid.Ir. nechthar

faihar 'one of you two' (fathar is doubtless a transformation

of sethar on the analogy of far), and possibly Mid.Ir. sar in

indala-sar 'one of you two' and the possessive genitive far n-

(cp. loc. cit.). Gothic igqar {ughar not found, but may be

assumed from gen. ugkara), O.Icel. oltikar-r yklcar-r, O.Sax.

gen. pi. unkero.










